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For Reference

Do Not Take

From the Library

Every person who maliciously

cuts, defaces, breaks or injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California

1915. Section 623
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DO YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW ANYTHING MORE?

THE 1991 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER.

1-800-245-ALFA

The legendary marque of high performance,

&1990 Alfa Romeo Distributors of North America.



With artful flourish, a piece of suede becomes a masterpiece.

The multicolored all-leather riding boot from Bally; 500.00. In Salon Shoes.

Washington Oregon California Virginia; I «OO.i95.aOOO. Opening August 17 in Santa Barbara.
n r d 5 1 ro m
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American Style
Our mutiling crocodile nanaknit,

S,M,L, 850.00 over flannels witk

new fluidity, 4 to 12, 275.00

Both pure -wool, Marc Jacobs for

Perry Ellis. Lord & Taylor, -

Fixtn Avenue. For information, ^H

please call (212)391-3519

-i i'
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Bruce Weber captures the easygoing pace of Nashville, page 176.

FASHION

36
Fashion clips

By Page Hill Starzinger

45
Fall shoe report

Feet first: this year, more than ever, the shoe has to fit—the

look. Laurie Drake goes on a sole search

62
Halston: 1932-1990

Liza Minnelli and Polly Mellen remember America's most

influential fashion designer of the seventies

72
Elements

Take it and weave it: the modus operandi for summer accessories

137
Point of view

138
Fall 1990: design inspiration

Andre Leon Talley shows where designers from Marc Jacobs to

Yves Saint Laurent get their big ideas for the coming season

162
Print it

The new shirt: color and pattern increase dramatically

176
Country goes to town

Bruce Weber photographs a new kind of Nashville, where

country is cool and the living is easy. Julia Reed uncovers the

city's rhythms and roots

210
Dress for less: the velvet revolution

It took a year for the rest of the world to catch on to what every

hip young woman in Paris was wearing. But it did

219-223
Talking fashion

Designers herald the return of the dress, but fashion watchers

wonder if it ever went away ... As the nineties begin in a blaze

of color, Vicki Woods vows she'll no longer fade to black

232
In this issue

Details, prices, stores, more

236
Vogue's last look

The Great Train Case: for the jet .set turned train set ^6

VOGUE JULY 1990
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THE YVES SAINT LAURENT

BOOT. LUXURIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR THOSE WITH HIGH

ASPIRATIONS FOR FALL

1990. BLACK OR RED
SUEDE WITH BLACK
VELVET TRIM. FROM A

COLLECTION IN OUR
DESIGNER SHOE SALON

ON BOULEVARD
FOUR, NEW YORK.

blGDmingdale'S

VOGUE JULY 1990
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New York artist Pat Steir at work in her studio, page 200

BEAUTY & HEALTH

74
Beauty clips

By Shirley Lord

77-86
Images

History of the hairdresser: Jody Shields

discovers the names behind the great

hairdos . . . Hair answers . . . Beauty answers

112
Health notes

114
Mind health

Couples therapy can help you uncover

problems you never even knew you had.

By John Tiemey

168
The cutting edge

As hairstylists keep pace with fashion. Page

Hill Starzinger tracks down what's new—from

flips and wigs to short cuts

206
Hodgson's choice

Harassed by protesters, shunned by peers,

most doctors are giving up abortion. Dr. Jane

Hodgson holds on. By Laura Fraser

FEATURES

100
Dance

The Bolshoi's new star, Nina Semizorova, has

emerged, David Daniel learns, under the

tutelage of one of the company's legends

108
Books

Tony Hillerman's latest mystery is a window

into contemporary Navajo society. It sounds

simple, but as Michael Dorris reports, it's very

tricky to do

120
Horoscope

By Athena Starwoman

124
Travel

Last-minute summer: for the vacation that you

never got around to planning, here are ten

great escape routes. By Richard Alleman

133
Living

Decorator Jarrett Hedborg merges Hawaii with

Hollywood. Garrett White checks out his style

196
20,22 The other Afrikaners

Masthead The children of South Africa's white overlords

are talking back to their elders with a

26,30 vengeance. Ivor Powell and Philip Brooks

Contributors uncover a subculture on the rise

34
Talking back: letters from readers

89
People are talking about. .

.

Tree hugging . . . Belt-tightening . .

.

Eating in. . .more.

By Julia Reed

90
Music

Will House Party stars Kid 'n Play become the

Abbott and Costello of the rap generation?

Stay tuned, says Jill Pearlman

94
Art

A new emphasis on frames puts art on the

edge. Brooks Adams looks at the

border of creativity

200
Oil and water

In her new paintings, Pat Steir captures the

power of waterfalls in a compelling mix of

abstraction and representation. Herbert

Muschamp reports

224
Talking...

Guessing your age. Is middle age a triumph of

matter over mind—or what? By Tracy Young

COVER LOOK For summer: warm shades

of makeup take their cue from clothes in

tropical colors. Here, Revlon's Moon Drops

Lipstick in Orange Flip, on model Cindy

Crawford. Dress, Pomelo Dennis, exclusive

to Barneys New York. Coot, Isaac Mizrohi.

Earrings, Dominique Aurientis, Paris. Cha-

nel bag. Details, stores, last pages. Hair,

Kevin Moncuso for Oribe, NYC; makeup,

Sonia Kashuk. Fashion Editor: Jenny Copi-

toin. Photographer: Walter Chin.

VOGl'E Jl'LY 1990



The perfect tan.

y
Tanqueray®A singular experience?
For a 20" x 28" poster of ad. send $5 check or money order (no cash)
payable to: Perfect Tan Print/PQ Box 4314 / Syosset, NY 11791-4314.
Imported English Gin.473% Alc/Vol (94 6°). 100% Grain Neutral Spirits c 1990 Schieffelm & Somerset Co , NY. NY



C 1990 SwissUmef a division c

. *f.^

#

Don't be fooled by imitations.

why settle for another cheesy timepiece when you can have an authentic Swiss original. SW|SS
Swisstime. Starting at $50. Because fashionably late isn't so fashionable anymore. UllA/yB

Macy's Bullock's

nKEDsscsa



ii elegance so sensuously in touch with this earth . . . it's a dream that's reahty. The Donna Karan Shoe Collection

ir fall '90. Shown: high heel, crisscross strap pump, available in black or gray suede. 300.00. Designer Shoe Salon.

et U8 do the shopping for you! For more information, call our complimentary service, 1-800-444-2882.



Calvin Klein Collections

10
VOGUE JULY 1990
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The difference between dressed, and well dressed

Shoesi
Handbags!
Scarves i

Small Leather Goods:
Briefcases:

n D r d 5 1 r D mi

Selected Stores I



The Most Beautiful Hair In The World

Is Right At Your Fingertips

.^;
r

!V]

AUTII fAIR.

rRET

lnsid€|/ihis ampoule l|^asGfentifically
;

advartced molecular^eatfnent ^at can

instantly strengthenj%icken anajmprove

damaged weak hsm
Bring home Femrwiily} hlleractives - the

haircare regimen fiirof©#»pnals trust.

Available only at#ie.$a|yis. lb re<^e your



For those summer days when the mood is delightfully Dior.

Exclusively ours. Christian Dior suit of domestic wool; 480.00. In Gallery
Washington Oregon Ca..,orn.a U.ah A.a.ka V..gi„ia; 1 ..00.»»5.„,0. Op.n.ng Augu,. 17 in S

14
anta Barbara.

nordstrom
VOGUE JULY 1990
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LEATHER
BY

OAlE nCL.YV/OOD P^ANTATOS BOCA RAION BOVNTONBEACH ST PETERSBjRG ORLANDO jACkSONVLLE CLEAFWATER

TTF GKEEWllE KNOxViL.E Cmatta\OOGA N1ASHV..LE WEMPf-iS B.RMISGrlAW MOBILE NEWOS>.EANS AHUNGTQSEcNSBCSC TMABtCrfF GKEEW llE KNOxvil.E CmJ

^ :i\ci\NA-'i sTuxs mi\neapol.s -^OvStcn a^'S'is

-C50N iAsvAiE: WOOClAND-'i^-S PAlVi

FTWOSTM SORTnPARK PRESTONWOOD SAN ANTON .AS VEGAS COiDRADO SPRINGS

FSfHT CCRTEV.ADFRA SHERMAN OAKS DEl AMO SOOTH COAST PlAZA SAN JOSE IAjOlLA



© 1990 Sanofi Beauty Produc

Van Cleef & Arpels
Paris

^^

parfum

de
Van Cleef& Arpels

Paris

Second to none

Lazarus • Rich's
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Before Sam was murdered
he told Molly hed

love and protect her

forever

GKDST I
A love story.
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Now, from America 's hottest makeup artist

The Secrets

of Natural Glamour

NEW CLASSIC BEAUn Understated, elegant

and natural— it's the look of today that

every woman wants. And now, Joey Mills,

designer of beautiful faces for more than 500

magazine covers including Vogue. Glamour

and Mademoiselle, reveals the techniques

behind todays look in New Classic Beaut)—
a stunning volume of trade secrets that will

leave you looking fresh, natural and glowing!

Discover the secrets of looking fresh all day

—plus tips on simple day-to-evening trans-

formations. It's so easy to follow that you'll

become your own best makeup artist!

Now, for a limited time. New Classic Beauty

is yours for only 515.95-20% off the

retail price of $19-95! Write or call today for

your copy

The Only Makeup Guide

You'll Ever Need

Now at a 20% Discount

• The Fabulous 8-Minute Makeup

• Your Personal Color Scheme

• Sophisticated Color Charts

• 120 color photos, and 27 hne drawings

•8"xllM44pages

For Credit (lard Orders

CAU TOLIrFREE

l-8()0-():M-97()0

or to orden send check, or money order for

$15.95* (20% discount off the regular S19.95

price) plus $2 postage and handling to;

CONDE NASI COLLECTION

DepL 4500049, P.O. Box 10214

Des Moines. Iowa 5();ii6

Please allow i to 6 weeks for deliven-

•please add sales tax in the following states:

CA. CO. GA. lA. IL KY. MA. Ml. NY
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celebrate!
Oil of Olay

for sensitive skin.

The white

,

hypo-allergenic

fragrance-
firee completely

compatible
replenishment for your

sensitive skim

Why grow old gracefully? Fight it



Jean Louis Davi
HAIRDRESSER

^^1

«
PERMS AND COLO R BY lORE/
New York Salons: (212)373-^320



AnnTayloi:
. .IS YOUR LIFESTYLE t/
;lusively from AnnTaylor Design Studio. The elegantly detailed pump. Black suede with leather pleats and satin toe. Sizes 6-lOM. $118.
Jilable at this time in selected stores. Call 1-800825-6250. We welcome the AnnTaylor and American Express cards.



enter picasso's

bedroom.
Chagalls garden. Boiinard's

bath, for the most intimate,

reveahng look ever offered into

the hves of the great European

artists of this century, in their

own private, seldom-seen worlds,

both at work and at plav.

Alexander Liberman. himself

a renowned painter and sculptor,

visited modem masters from

Giacometti. Dali and Dufv.

to Rouault. Braque and Matisse,

engaging them in candid

conversations as well as photo-

graphing their environments.

.\nd the book that resulted has

established itself as a contempo-

rary classic on art and the act of

creation. This newlv re\ised and

expanded edition runs 304 pages.

9" X 12'.' with 138 illustrations

in full color and "73 duotones.

The Artist in His Studio usually

sells for $60.00. As a Conde Nast

Reader, you can have it for 20%
less: $48.00 plus $3.50 shipping

for each copv.

for credit card orders

call toll-free
1-800-367-7400
or send check to Conde Nast

Collection. Dept. 420083. PO.

Box 10214. Des Moines. lA 50336
Residenis of NT CA. CO, GA. IL. lA. KT MJ MA pleose
odd soles Kn. Please allow 4-6 v<eeks nx oelrverY

CONTRIBUTORS

\0GIE

John tierney
John Tierney, who writes about couples therapy in this issue, spent

much of the last five years traveling around the world, reporting on
science and health. In Samoa he found the model "Type B" executive;

in Pakistan he investigated—and debunked—the legend of the long-

lived Hunza people. His travels gave him a fresh perspective on the

business of couples counseling. "I remember being in an African vil-

lage during a marital dispute. There didn't seem to be any effort to

have the spouses talk things out. Instead the man was brought before

the tribal council and paddled. I don't know if this improved his sense

of self-esteem or his communication skills, but I imagine he did get in

touch with his feelings."

Tierney has contributed both science and humor pieces
—

"I have
one of the odder specialities"—to a number of magazines, including

In Health, Rolling Stone, and Newsweek. Now a reporter for The

New York Times, he is writing a book about environmental crises.

CONTRIBUTORS 30
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A refreshing touch of oil-free

moisture for your skin.

CLARIFIANCE
Oil-Free Hydrating Fluide

The unique ability to pamper your skin

with moisture... hydrate

without oil. The fresh feeling of cool

water on your skin.

Clarifiance... clear and light, it disappears

into your skin. You feel the

effect, not its presence.

No matter what your skin type,

when skin calls for moisture,

not oil. . .Clarifiance provides

the welcome response.

Clarifiance...a new clarity for skin

that wants moisture without oil.

CLARIFIANCE
Oil- Free

Hydrating
Fluide

LANCOME

<t.. '- ANCO



The 1991 Ford Escort. Big
tliinking in a new small car. The 1991
Escort Sedan, Wagon and GT evolved from a

bringing txDgether and refining some of ttj

"best idesLS the world had to offer in termsf
technology, design, engineering and maii|

A new line of thought. A new line of cars.
new line of thinking.A new approach to

creating a full line of small cars at Ford. By
facturing, we made a line of caj?s that will

make a difference.

It's designed for perfor-
mance. From, its front fog lamps to rear
spoiler, Escort GT's aggressive profile makes
it clear that it was born to run.

Its specially designed interior
quickly telegraphs the same message. Perfor-
mance features include easy-to-read analog
instnunentation that lets you process essen-

tial information at a glance. Firm sport seal

A special grip steering wheel. And a precise
five-speed that's smooth on the shift with
short throws for quick response.

And, because this Escort was
designed to adhere to the road, its 15x5.5 ca
aluminum wheels are wrapped in Goodyeai
Eagle GT -I- 4 performance rubber.



•n

It's engineered for perfor-
mce. This new Escort GT is all GT. The
xiware beneath the skin is almost as beau-

d as the skin itself, and in some aspects,

lathtaking.

For example, take its 16-valve, 1.8

;r, four-cylinder dual overhead cam engine

ii multiple-port electronic fuel injection.

If all that doesn't take your breath away,
the fact that it churns out 127 horsepower
at 6500 rpm probably will.

Its exuberance is aptly controlled
by a sport suspension system, power-assisted
rack-and-pinion steering and 4-wheel power
disc brakes. Escort GT. Performance from
the word "go."

Our goal: Build a car to rival
y small car in the world. This Escort
s bunt for strength with stronger stress
iits for increased structural support.
3n the paint is tough, thanks to state-of-

}-art finishing and painting processes
It provide a more chip-resistant finish.

The final result?Anew car with

the level of fit and finish, the quality and
the performance that set a new pace for the

small GT.

The Next EscortGT
Have you driven a Ford...lately? <$^^

i



PHOTOGRAPH BY AL SZABO

Field OF DREAMS.

Most city children only
get to dream about

wide open grassy fields

or cool country streams.
But with a gift of $268
to The Fresh Air Fund,
a city kid can actually
w^ake up as a country
boy for tw^o glorious

w^eeks this summer.
Please give to

The Fresh Air Fund at

1040 Avenue of

the Americas,
New York, NY 10018.

It could be the dream
of his lifetime.

The Fresh Air Fund
Because v/e all have
enough to share.

A copy of the last financial reports filed with
the Department of State may be obtained by
writing to: New York State Department of
State, Office of Chanties Registration, Albany
NY 12231, or The Fresh Air Fund, 1040 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, NY 10018.

© 1990 THE FRESH AIR FUND

CONTRIBUTORS
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laura fraser

Laura Fraser, twelve when the

Roe V. Wade case was decided,

was the only feminist in her

eighth-grade class. "I wasn't a
cheerleader, so I thought I might

as well be a feminist," she says.

In her first story for Vogue,
Fraser reports on the nationwide

shortage of doctors who are

willing to perform abortions.

"Like most women my age, I

grew up taking the accessibility

of abortion and contraception

for granted. But doing interviews

for this story opened my eyes."

Fraser specializes in eye-

openers: she's written pieces on
botched cosmetic surgeries,

feminists in the porn business,

and the rites of modern witches.

A resident of San Francisco, she

is researching a book on the

sociology of cosmetic surgery.

30

pascal chevallier

Photographer Pascal Chevallier

is making his move. After five

years of shooting still-life

interiors for design magazines
(including Vogue Decoration

and HG), the twenty-seven-

year-old Parisian is adding

people and fashion to his

pictures. "I try to keep the same
spirit and mix everything

—

ordinary people doing simple

things in the rooms—like mise-

en-scene." Lucie and Loulou de
La Falaise—whom he

photographed wearing couture

by Yves Saint Laurent for this

issue's "Design Inspiration"

story—are far from ordinary.

"Here we wanted to capture not

only the ambience of the

country but also the elegance of

couture. The de La Falaises were
perfect: very elegant, casual, and
fun. The real chic."
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Your skin drillkS it down

Quickly. Because this fluid

is so wonderfully similar to

the essential fluids your
skin had so much more of when

you were younger.
Now give it back.

instantly.

Why grow old gracefully?
Fight it with Oil of Olay.
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LINDA—EVANS

It's all part of being female,

I guess. Laughing together.

Learning fronn each other.

So when friends ask me, I say,

"Of course, I use Ultress."

My Ultress blonde does make
me feel a shade more confident,

more beautiful, more "me'!

But what really counts is

finding the best shade of you .

Ultress has it. Gorgeous,
glossy brunettes, auburns,

champagne blondes

Look, the gel makes
it neat. Getting a

second helping of

conditioner's

nice. But it's

the color that

makes Ultress®

special. I know.

You can take

it as a shared

confidence.

1990 Clairol, Inc.
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TALKING BACK: letters from readers

Well done
To the Editors:

Carol Tavris's Mind Health article

(April) on children's testimony in sexual

abuse cases was clear and informative,

and I was impressed with Ms. Tavris's ref-

erences to scientific research. Rigorous

investigation should always be appreci-

ated, particularly when applied to areas

such as sexual abuse that affect the lives

of both the accused and their victims, and
their families. As a New Zealand clinical

psychologist currently studying in the

United States, I am interested specifically

in research on child witness reporting. I

should like to point out the danger, how-
ever, of getting trapped in a misleading

emotional debate if we only try to ascer-

tain whether a child is lying or not. When
a child speaks what he or she believes to

be the truth, it may or may not always be
an objective idea of the truth, or the

court's idea of the truth.

Jane M. Rawls
Kansas University

Lawrence, KS

Viva Ivana
To the Editors:

I would like to praise you on your won-
derful article on Ivana Trump ('The Real

Ivana," by Vicki Woods, May). I think she is

very beautiful and talented, and I'm sure

she's a great mother. Ifs about time some-
one cleared her name from the malicious

rumors.

Annie Kerins

Augusta, GA

To the Editors:

Thank you for featuring Ivana Trump in

yourMay issue! As a woman who has been
against the ropes and hod to bounce back,

I admire her fortitude. Vivo Ivana!

Tracie C. Flowers

Chicago, IL

To the Editors:

Recently I glanced at the newsstand,
noting the magazine covers, and was
struck by VOGUE's cover showing a
beautiful blond and lots of blue. But it

wasn't until I watched a television pro-

gram later that I found out who it was on
vogue's cover! That was Ivana Trump? I

admired her courage and dignity
throughout the much-publicized ordeal

with what's-his-name (the one who wants
her to look like a twenty-eight-year-old!).

The beautiful photographs of Ivana show
her strength and optimism. I believe she'll

be just fine without . . . what is his name?
Susan Kerr

Valencia, CA

Young man River
To the Editors:

Vicki Woods's charming piece on River

Phoenix ("Tofu Guys Don't Eat Meat,"
May) mode my day. He is indeed a guy

with great natural style—he's unspoiled,

self-critical, and deeply concerned about
the world at large rather than just his ca-

reer. And, of course, as his films have
demonstrated, he is a terrific young actor

who gives me hope for the future of acting

as an art—something that many of his

fame-seeking, self-centered peers seem
to fatally lack. Phoenix is one admirable

young dramatic talent worth watching,

and Bruce Weber's great photographs
ore a perfect complement to Ms. Woods's
text (and compliment to the actor).

Tom Baglien

New York, NY

Pucci power
To the Editors:

The article "Pucci," by Jody Shields in the

May issue, is as smashing and exciting as

Pucci fashions. A wonderful job!

I think your readers would like to know
that my book, Pucci, mentioned in the arti-

cle, will be published by Abbeville Press in

the spring of 1991.

Shirley Kennedy
New York, NY

You say Monet
To the Editors:

I enjoy VOGUE every month and have

for years. I believe, and I hope you do too,

that the information in your articles should

be accurate. That is why I can't imagine

how this one got post you.

In the item "Monet's Artful Way with

Food" (Food Notes, May) you incorrectly

credit Edouord Manet's Dejeuner sur

I'herbe to the Impressionist Claude Monet.

They both helped pave the way for Impres-

sionism and beyond by breaking up their

brushstroke, and neither was readily ac-

cepted by the academically trained public

of Paris. You committed an art-historical

faux pas by attributing Manet's most fa-

mous work to Monet. Perhaps a little more
research is in order.

Elizabeth French

Beaumont, TX

Editor's reply:

In fact, Claude Monet did paint a famous

Dejeuner sur I'herbe in 1865—66, and it

now hangs in the Musee d'Orsay in Paris. It

is similar to Edouard Manet's painting,

1863, with a notable difference—all ofMo-
net's figures are clothed. (The nonchalant

nude in Manet's Dejeuner sur I'herbe

brought it great notoriety.)

Stars and gripes
To the Editors:

Concerning Athena Storwomon (Con-

tributors, February), ore you kidding me?
Her great-great-grandmother consigned

to Australia because she was clairvoyant?

That's a good one. This is the nineties, you

know. Quite frankly, I've read several arti-

cles regarding so-called New Age subjects

that I find very offensive to most women's
intelligence. What it comes down to is that

Athena Storwomon is a fortune-teller

—

nothing more. Any reasonable woman can

apply any sign's horoscope to her circum-

stances—they all fit.

Donna McPheeters
Los Angeles, CA

To the Editors:

I was very interested in and uplifted by
the May horoscope for Aquarius in

VOGUE. I realize that this material encom-
passed oil Aquarians, but it gave my mo-
rale quite a boost at a time when I really

needed it and addressed my specific prob-

lems perfectly. Kudos to astrologer Athena
Storwomon.

Diana W.Hairr
Climax, NC

Films fataie
To the Editors:

I read Movies in Brief (March) and noted

thot Mark Donen writes "Mama, There's a
Man in YourBed relies heavily on on unlike-

ly conceit; o CEO falls in love with his office

cleaning lady, who proceeds to salvage his

sagging career." Yet in the review of Pretty

Womon, in which o corporate roiderfolls in

love with a prostitute, who injects a sense of

conscience into his business dealings,

Donen colls the scenario a "modem-doy
foiry tole" that "promises to bring bock ro-

mance in the nineties." Lefs hope that the

tired theme of helpless women being res-

cued by powerful men will not be revived in

the nineties.

Karen Ehm
Berkeley, CA

Correction noted
To the Editors:

Thank you very much for the kind men-

tion of my restaurant, the Peak Cafe, in

Hong Kong (Food Notes, March). If I do not

want to end up in much trouble, I must point

out thot my partners in Hong Kong ore not

Japanese, nor ore they, as might be sur-

mised, involved in my other restaurants in

San Francisco, 690 and Stars.

Jeremiah Tower
Owner: Stars, 690, and

the Peak Cafe
San Francisco, CA

Editor's reply:

We regret the error and offer our apolo-

gies to Mr. Tower and his partners.

VOGUE welcomes letters from its readers.

Address all correspondence to Letters,

VOGUE Magazine, 350 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10017. Please include a

daytime telephone number. Letters may be

edited for length or clority.
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R^SHION CLIPS
By Page Hill Starzinger

Last-minute summer solutions

The quintessential dressing question in July: where

to find cutting-edge hot-weather clothes? One an-

swer: the London-based company Warehouse, with

stores in the Northeast (N.J., N.Y.) and a number

(5 16-746-3384) to call to order packable, wear-now

stretch dresses, chiffon skirts, unitards.

Paillette piper? CD Greene

In a season when shine is an instant attrac-

tion, CD Greene is the namefashion insiders

are talking about. His expertise: appliqueing

or sewing anything that sparkles and shines

(particularly paillettes) on spare, easy-

going shapes. "I work surround-

ed by so much shine that I

just about have to

wear sunglasses,"

he jokes. Perfect for

summer: bright, paillette-

covered dresses in slim T-shirt

or halter shapes and white,

pailletted maillots that double as

evening tops. . . .Making pack-

ing for beach weekends more

convenient: Ginnie Johansen's

oversize terry-cloth towels that

fold and zip into over-the-shoul-

der bags. The cool colors: white,

navy. The price: $38. Call 800-

388-1600for more information.

Hot-weather pick-me-up,

LEFT: CD Greene's bright

orange reflective dress

Natural

selection
Angela Cummings,

long recognized for

organically shaped

bracelets and

earrings, is trying

her hand at

ecologically inspired

belt buckles. And
the results are

spectacular, near

RIGHT: hydrangea

blooms; CENTER AND FAR

RIGHT: tropical flowers.

Jewelry: what's new is perfectly clear

Caught dripping from ears or piled on wrists at the summer shows:

chunky jewelry made of translucent Lucite, glass, or crystal. The best

pieces have texture—and are chipped, carved, sanded, or frosted.

Jennifer George says the appeal comes from the bright reflection of

light that you see before the actual piece. For that very reason,

Charlotte Neuville found it the perfect complement to white. 'There's a

lot of white for summer," she says. "And there's something light and
whitened about Lucite that goes with it.". . .When it comes to terrific-

looking, perfectly fitted strapless evening dresses, Joanna Mastroianni is

an expert. Even Michelle Pfeiffer and Sherry Lansing buy her designs.

The secret: elasticized cord laced into the bodices of sexy little sheaths

in pearl-embroidered champagne silk or white cotton pique. 41

Clear thinking: jewelry from The Bead Shoppe. Details, last pages.
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FASHION CUPS
Complementing

white or

earth-tone

clothes:

copper

accessories

tinted with

pink. LEFT: Hat,

Eric Javits.

Scarf around

the brim, Eve

Reid, New
York. Bangles

and earrings,

Cynthia

Rybakoff.

Details, last

pages.

Not-so-heavy metal
Replacing gold and silver for summer: copper rose. "There's something
very sensual about this hybrid color," says hat designer Eric Javits, who
creates broad brims in copper straw warmed with a bit of pink. Eve Reid,

who's designing iridescent copper rose scarves, agrees. "It's an easier

shade to wear than gold because it's softer and reflects a natural blush on
the face."...A new store London-bound travelers should check out: World,

carrying everything from feather-and-shell-encrusted necklaces made by
Amazonian Indians to Brazilian football jerseys. It's a great starting point

for those who want to pull off the new mix of Old and New World style

coming this fall. (In Soho at 27 Litchfield Street.)

\

Designers

to watch
Long before body-

conscious designs

and stretch fabrics

beconne the
hallmarks of

contempo-
rary fashion,

Isaia estab-
lished them as

his signature
style. Taking
up the reins

for the late

designer:
Michael

McCol-
lom, an up-and-
coming star in his

own right, who
one-ups the master

by adding color

and cutouts to
the same slinky

clothes. McCollom
expands the col-

lection to include

loose, full-hooded

coats and short,

sassy drawstring
shorts.

Michael

McCollom's new
look for Isaio

The accessory that fashion

watchers are buying up in

multiples: wide, sixties-style

headbands. The best for

summer: Eric Javits's, below.

For fall: Chanel's, in quilted

velvet or satin.

REDKEN
hair rips

Hair Fashion Fireworks...

Shape, Shimmer and Shine...

Creatif-The Substance of

Summer Style

^H asual, layered. ..softer, shorter, prettier-summer

^^K fashion has arrived. "July is the time for a little

^^^M fireworks display of your own," comments Ann

^^^PMincey Redken corporate spokesperson, adding

"The total look is fluid and feminine-swinging shapes and

dazzling textural effects, layer upon layer of light and easy,

smooth and shimmering style."

For layered summer sizzle, nothing succeeds like Creatif*

Styling Products and the 3-Step Styling Method - Foundation,

Texture, Finish. Creatif products have a creative answer to

ei'e/'K styling need. Each is rich in protective, conditioning and

strengthening ingredients-water soluble formulations, spe-

cial UV sunscreens and heat shielding ingredients. ..the

essential elements of summer style.

Start your style with the perfect foundation-ACTIVATE'"

Volumizing Mousse 5L. Soft-holding support, a little lift

and a lot of volume. Beautiful shine, too.

Add moldable. holdable texture with TRANSFORM'" Con-

structing Spray 16S. TRANSFORM iets you "make waves"-

lightly form, shape and separate-as it dries. Create short

hair shapes that bounce back. Add soft movement to any

style. And for a sleeker summer look, spray on TRANSFORM

while blow drying the sides back and up. Shape, shine,

sensational!

For light textural accents, BLUE-

PRINT " Detailing Gel 2L is

ideal for adding soft definition

and flair to fringe, pieces or

vraves. Add style control to

longer hair or use it on

short hair to separate wisps

and fringe. Naturally curly or per-

med hair? BLUEPRINT controls frizz and

eliminates dry-looking ends-no more "bake and flake"

The finishing touch^ DEFINE" Finishing Spray 20S is the

non-stick, dry-formula aerosol that provides firm hold and

lasting support... without weighing hair down. Perfect for

layering over those TRANSFORM style creations.

Foundation, Texture, Finish. Strength, personality panache-

with CREATIF Styling Products. ..the substance of any sum-

mer style.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO HAVE YOUR HAIR QUES-

TIONS ANSWERED-mWe to Ann Mincey at Redken Labora-

tories, Dept. A, 6625 Variel Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91303.

For free samples of Redken Classic shampoos, rinses or

treatments or the name of the Redken salon nearest you, call

1-800-542-REDKEN. ©Redken Laboranes, Inc. 1990.
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FALL SHOE REPORT
Editor: Candy Pratts Price

zK^

This year, more than

ever, designers say

the shoe has to fit-the

look. LAURIE DRAKE gOeS

on a sole search for

Beatle boots and

daytime satin pumps
Sixties style has reemerged in

1990 as one of the strongest

fashion inspirations, with icons

like trapeze coats, psychedelic-

print shirts, and thigh-baring

minidresses turning up on every runway.

At the foot of it all: the sixties-style shoe. Lx)w

platforms with chunky heels, patent-leather Beatle

boots or those that rise thigh-high, midcalf go-go

boots, and flats paved with silver sequins balance

the silhouette of big, back-combed hair (remember

the flip?) and short A-line dresses. 46

The rebirth of Beatlemania? 1. Maraolo's low-cut

boots in patent leather evoke those famous boots

made for walking, here on Nancy Sinatra (2)

in 1966. 3. A '60s proportion revived

—

Thierry Mugler's short coat, high boots.

4. Homage to Piet Mondrian: Adrienne

Vittadini's color-blocked tunic

sweater recalls Yves Saint

Laurent's Mondrian-inspired

dresses of 1965.5. YSL's

latest ode to the artist:

black and white on

a shoe. Details,

last pages.

45



FALL SHOE REPORT
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1. Ralph Lauren,

that inveterate

leader of the

outdoorsy set,

lined hiking

boots with

fleece.

Completing the

look, a Navajo-

inspired coat,

cotton and wool

trousers, and a

walking stick.

2. Born-and-bred

all-American

Grace Kelly,

shown here in

1954. Her casual

personal style

brought

sophistication to

man-tailored

khaki pants,

boots. 3. The

suede lineup:

brown buck

gillies by Joan &
David; men's-

style shoes,

updated and
feminized, in

suede by Fratelli

Rossetti; classic

wing tips—rich

gray suede with

grosgrain laces

—

by Calvin Klein

Footwear. Details,

last pages.
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1. A 19th-century boot

—

cut narrower for the '90s

by Robert Clergerie.

2. For Mizrohi, Manolo

Blohnik's suede "town

moccasin." 3. Sam &
Libby's "Davy Crockett"—

with braided laces.

4. Calvin Klein's riding

boots—on extension of

his equestrian theme for

fall. 5. Luxurious

primitivism: Prada's hand-

stitched crocodile lace-

ups and slip-ons. Details,

last pages.

ili

\

As designers reinvent country clothes

—

parkas, shorts, riding habits—and make

them chic, shoes are getting swept along

in the process, in the richest of textures:

crocodile, leather, suede. Details like

hand-stitching and whipcord abound.

Sam & Libby created the suede
'

'Davy

Crockett" shoe "to get women out of

sneakers," says codesigner Libby Edel-

man. "Sneakers don't look good with

leggings, and they can't be worn to some-

body's house for dinner."

When Isaac Mizrahi asked Manolo

Blahnik to design a lounging shoe to go

with narrow gold pants, Blahnik came up

with a refined version of an Indian moc-

casin—in suede. "It's very soft, very

unconstructed," says Blahnik. "I

call it a town moccasin—totally

American!"48



FALL SHOE REPORT
mf, 1. Manolo

Blahnik's day-

for-night silk

satin shoe— in

violet and
taupe. 2. Top

to bottom:

red crushed

velvet pump
by Anne Klein

Footwear;

Emma Hope's

blue court

shoe; Petra's

black reverse-

curve heel.

'i

- i'i

.T./

!fi

48

shoe shine
Shine from the runway spills over onto shoes.

Satin, crushed and panne velvets, rhinestones.

and beading appear in a mineful of gemstone col-

|ors. More news: in the way shine is worn irrever-

ently— for day. ""Silk isn't

restricted to one moment." says

Manolo Blahnik, who advises

that his violet-and-taupe silk

shoes be worn at lunchtime—
with shorts or short dresses—as

well as in the evening.

Louis DeirOlio finds that the fab-

ric shoe provides textural interest: red

crushed velvet seems to have striations

of black. Emma Hope designs a court

shoe in deeply piled blue panne velvet

"a fabric so luscious that the shoe shape

needs to be fairly simple," says Hope.

When black appears, it's with an archi-

tectural feel: Petra's velvet shoe has a satin

heel—in a reverse curv e. 57

3. Shine starts on the runway: at

Carolina Herrera. 4. Daytime shine:

Andrea Pfister's gold leather flats with

rhinestones; Walter Steiger's red satin

"neocicssic ballerinas." 5. Jean Harlow

in satin shoes, 1931. 6. Head-to-toe shine

at Isaac Mizrahi: Blahnik's satin shoe in

platinum. Details, last pages.
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FALL SHOE REPORT
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History has proven one fashion truism:

apres Yves le deluge. And it holds true this

year—especially for boots. Yves Saint

Laurent showed his brocade boots last fall,

and today stores are filled with them. Also

playing a part: the resurgence of sixties

mod, country chic, and ethnic opulence.

The happy result: boots in suede, brocade,

or patent leather; boots that climb over the

knee toward the thigh (for a short

sweater dress) or sink to the an-

kle—to go with this season's

ubiquitous cat suit.

By creating new proportions and in some

cases eliminating the need for pants altogeth-

er (boots and textured leggings have be-

come "the new trousers"), boots

are changing the way all

women dress.*

1. The new proportion—o yellow thigh-high boot by Perry Ellis Shoes. 2. From
Emonuel Ungaro, gold boots with dresses. 3. A suede boot for cashmere
leggings and a tunic: with a flame design, by Bally. 4. The matador-style boot

by Salvatore Ferragamo. From torso to toe, embellishment is the message:

5. Beading on Charles Jourdan's ankle boot; 6. Russian royalty in

embroidered boots, 1903; 7. Chanel's gold standard. Details, last pages.
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A NATURAL BREAKTHROUGH
IN EYE COLOR CHANGE.

Introducing Complements" colored contact lenses.

New Complements are the most natural looking colored contact

lenses you can wear. Even if you don't need vision correction.

The fact that this woman doesn't look like she's wearing

colored lenses should prove our point.

By blending complementary shades of colors on the same lens,

we've created color change which is both subtle and natural.

In fact, it's the only lens colored in the

SAME WAY as THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF NATURAL EYES.

Complements are available in four different colors-

Rblue, green, gray and brown. Each one

so beautifully natural, no one may know

YOU'RE wearing THEM. BUT THAT DOESN'T MEAN

Natural
Brown Eyes NO ONE WILL NOTICE.

Take care of your Complements with

DuraSoft* Colors Solutions.

M M
DiiinSqli0..5

N
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Hind haircare confusion

with intelligent solutions.

Redken. Products that perform

as promised. I guarantee it."

C2-^ '^^^iCl?^ y>D^-<^

Paula Kent Meehan

Founder Chairman & CEO

Redken Laboratories, Inc.

Have you ever tried a haircare product that just didn't work for you?

Has the constant clutter of haircare claims left you confused? Before

you contrlbule one more bottle to your bathroom barrage of miracles that

didn't make it. try the inlelligeni solutions from Redken.

How can we be so sure of ourselves? Because Redken has been

pioneering haircare breakthroughs, based on extensive research into

the scientific analysis of hair, without testing on animals. We have

developed environmentally-safe, protein-enriched products that

improve the hair's structure as well as its style. And all our intelligent

solutions are recommended by trained professional hairstylists.

^^

^\

We guarantee the performance of each product when purchased from

authorized salons. If you are not completely satisfied, return the product

with proof of purchase and we will promptly refund your money

Intelligent solutions from Redken.

Available at Redken Premier and

other fine salons. For free samples

and the salon nearest you, call

1-800-542-REDKEN.

REDKEN
BEAUTY THROUGH SCIENCE

©Redken Laboratories. Inc 1990 Photo Richard ^toble



HALSTON: 1932-1990

Halston with Liza Minnelli in January 1980

America's most

influential

fashion designer

of the 70s,

Halston is

remembered by

two women
who loved both

the man and his

timeless clothes

Liza Minnelli I've been wearing

Halston's clothes since 1 was twenty

years old. That's when we met. 1

didn't really have enough money to

get everything I wanted, but the only

clothes I ever bought were his. 1 wore

all of his clothes at one point, 1 think it

was 1971. and became one of the best-

dressed women in the world. And 1

didn't have one piece of gold or one

piece ofjewelry, it was all just that sil-

ver he had Elsa Peretti make for me.

The great thing is he was always so

practical. I think because he understood

what people did in their lives. He was so

active himself that he knew. You could

go to him and say, I have to go to the

opening of Ascot, and he'd just say,

"OK," and he'd know exactly what

you should be wearing. When I first

started to dress propierly and dress well,

I had to go overseas and I wanted to look

great all the time. He said, "Well, what

luggage can you afford?" And I said,

luggage? "I want you to go to Vuit-

ton," he said, "and you're going to

faint at how expensive it is, but I want

you to buy what you can afford and

bring it back to me and that's what's go-

ing to make your wardrobe. Whatever

you can fit in, what you can afford,

that's what you will wear." So I went

and I could afford the set, five pieces

and nothing else—for the next three

years. And he said fine. Three weeks

later, I went in and he had de- ^64
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"Occupancy by more
than two feet may be

dangerous and unlawful."

-Kenneth Cole ^|||

^"^
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NEW YORK
t Columbus Ave at 77th

95 Fifth Ave at 17th

Kenneth Cole Mens and Women sfootwear, handbags and small leather

goods are available atfine department and specialty stores.

SAN FRANCISCO
2078 Union Street

S. F. Centre at Market Street
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HALSTON: 1932-1990

1. Halston, Elsa Peretti

(standing), and Betsy

Theodoracopulos in his New
York town house, 1974.

2. Liza Minnelli in a

Halston fashion show at

Versailles, 1974. 3. Halston

with models in Los

Angeles, February 1975.

4. Landing with his models

in China, September 1980.

signed something to go to the races in, something to be at

home in, something to go to the opening of the casino,

something to wear to the polo field, and it all worked, it all

fit, and it was extraordinary.

He believed in anything to make life easier. The first

time I went to his house, 1 thought, he's going to be one

of those men who have the perfect shaving cup and the

perfect razor. No. He used Gillette disposable razors

because they were easy. He didn't own a car, because it

was easier lo call the limousine. Anything that would

make life simpler and give you the time to do what you

were passionate about, which in his case was design.

Halston was a!i about proportion. His clothes made

iner. What he said was, "You can't

nough or rich enough." And cut

'•ink I watched him cut for prac-

s. Nothing had a zipper if it

'ht over your head, and it

as just one seam instead

you look taller ill

be tall enough o.

was so importar

:

tically ever> on*

didn't have to. 1

would fit like agio

64

of five. He hated it when
there were too many darts

and things. He'd figure out hov\ to do it a different way.

I have everything he everdid for me. Still. And when
1 wear it, everybody says, "Where did you get that?

Where can I get it?" And I say, sorry. It's twelve years

old, and it looks like what everyone is wearing now. He
did the bias-cut jersey things first on me, and he called

them the movie-star dresses. My God, it revolutionized

everything. Because everyone was so tied in and

tucked in and paisleyed out. and we were all in fringe

and this and that. Everybody wanted to look like Twig-

gy. He looked at me and said, "What are you doing?

You've got a great bust line, you have to celebrate it."

And I said, what? Nobody had ever talked to me as if I

had any glamour or any style or anything. And he really

did give it to me, and continued to give it to me until my
latest video. He did all of that. He was extraordinary.

He'd figure out what you needed, what was easiest for

VOGUE Jl'LY 1990
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you. and how to make it

work for you . He took this

I. 'Tsmmmm all-American idea that

was all over the place, but it was always too short or too

poufy or it had a thing in the back or it just didn't work,

and he gave it this long skinny line and suddenly you're

walking around in these clothes that look so American

and so nifty and clean-cut.

And then he started to design all my stage clothes. He
would make me act out what I was going to do in the

showroom. He said, "What do you have to do? What is

the movement?" I usually would talk to him before I

started because he had such wonderful taste. I'd try

ideas out on him. I'd say. Now what do you think if

I ... It was like a kid saying, we'll put on a show in a

barn. It used to make him laugh. I'd show him the act,

and he would figure out what the problems were and

how to solve them. "It's a thirty-second change, you

8

5. Naomi Sims wearing Halston in Vogue, June

1972. 6. Halston and Bianco Jogger in Tokyo,

September 1980. 7. Elizabeth Taylor in

Halston with Halston. 8. A Halston tie-dyed

chiffon shown in Vogue, February 1972.

9. Models in Halston at Versailles in 1974.

A have to be underdressed but it can't be bulky."

^1 "By this point in the show, you're hot and you're

wet, so we'll put you in sequins so the sweat won't

show. If you're going to be shiny, you might as

well shine all over." That's how all of those mar-

velous sequined gowns came about. There was a practi-

cal reason. If my hair is wet, it's going to look stupid if

I'm standing there in jersey that shows spots. It was al-

ways simple is better, less is more.

And his clothes were so pretty. He dressed everyone,

and everybody was thrilled to be in his clothes. It got to

the point where you didn't want to go to a party unless

you were in one of his things. And you didn't mind if

somebody else had on the same thing. The clothes

looked different on everybody because of the way they

hung. That's the cut. That's where he was such a

bloody genius.

I never gave a dinner party or chose an apartment or

anything without him. I sang three days after he passed

away. I had to sing for the Police Athletic League, and I

thought, I don't want to go, for Christ's sake, I'll never

make it. I heard this voice in my head saying, well, you

have to sing for the police. I thought, OK, but I ^68
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Sj'-.set M»u^ lipsDck.

A whole new fashion, a whole new way of light, a whole new look for

lips and nails. Brilliant, new,'never-before shades of pastel. Crisp, clean

beams of color. A spectacular spectrum of sun and sky in Moisture Rich'"

Lipstick and Diamond Hard" Nail Enamel.

Shades shown an? Pinkanfer n nail enamel and

Melonaire lipstick \
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HALSTON: 1932-1990

was extremely shaky. A group of six lieutenants came

backstage afterwards and said, "We know you just lost

your best friend, and we thank you so much for doing

this, and we also wanted to tell you how many thou-

sands of lives he saved." And Ijust stared at them, and

they said, "Well, he redesigned our duty jackets. We
used to wear those long coats, do you remember, like

in the movies. ..." And 1 said

yer»h. And they said, "Halston re-

designed our jackets and made it

possible for us to get to our weap-

ons and anything we need, and

it's just so practical."

My favorite thing was that

whenever anything would go

wrong, and I'd complain, he'd say,

"Whose fault is it and how can you

fix it?" He just focused. You have

to make it work. That was his mot-

to. The triumph of his life was that,

right until the end, he was still in-

fluencing everybody.

Polly Mellen When I first knew

Halston, he was doing hats at Berg-

dorf Goodman and I was at

Harper's Bazaar. When Dick Ave-

don and 1 were doing a sitting, if it

was Sophia Loren, if it was Maya
Plisetskaya, if it was Rita Hayworth,

any of the gorgeous girls, Gloria Vanderbilt, Marella Ag-

nelli, Christina Paolozzi, whoever. . .off I would go to

Halston and I'd say let's have a hat, or a headdress, or

whatever. He understood the person, he understood

glamour, he loved women with a passion.

He would come to the studio with a box. I remember

specifically Maya Plisetskaya's sitting. In the box were

incredibly long feathers and burnt ostrich and that won-

derful glycerin feather that's black-green. And he start-

ed to make the hat. Avedonsaid, "We only have her for

the day and the Russian interpreters are waiting, Pol-

ly." Halston said, "Don't worry, Dick," and I'm not

kidding, in five minutes we had this picture and it's in

Dick's book. It was the most photogenic, theatrical

thing. He was a man who understood theater. He un-

derstood special effects, he understood extravagance.

He was never anything but strong. I loved him being

opinionated. I loved him being strong. He would have

conversations with Mrs. Vreeland and I would sit there

and they would take off, scream at each other and yell

and throw bolts of fabric across the room, and she

would say, "Fantastic," and he wou. irow it at her

feet and she would pick it up and wind it a jnd herself.

Then he started a business on Madison Avenue and all

of us wanted to know what he wasgoing tod' . Well, it

was fabulous. He made sportswear of the most expen-

sive, beautiful fabrics. He wanted to make clothes for a

lifestyle, for a woman he felt he understood best. Now

68

Halston after a fashion show

in Tokyo, September 1980

this was a woman like C. Z. Guest, a very affluent,

well-dressed woman. He admired Mainbocher, he ad-

mired Charles James. He understood quality across the

board. He would design a perfect jacket. First he would

make it in "black double-faced wool. Then he would

make it in a colored satin or velvet, or make it in a col-

ored wool or matelasse and my eye would say. Wait a

minute, what's going on here? I want that jacket, and I

want it twice.

This was basically -sportswear, couture sportswear.

Then he moved out of that into real couture, where he had

a woman who wanted to pay even more, and he went into

furs as well. But he still used the same shape. I could buy

it in a little wrap dress, my little black wrap dress with my
patent leather belt and my little pumps. Another woman
in the couture would have the same dress, but it would be

completely sequined. It never worried him. Iwouldsayto

him, "But Halston, I have that dress and I only paid $500

for it and she's paying $3 ,000." He would say, "There's

no problem here, Polly. Yours is a cocktail dress and hers

is an evening dress, and hers is to the floor and I'm mak-

ing it specially for her.

At his shows at the Olympic Tower were Elizabeth

Taylor, looking wonderful, Liza Minnelli, Steve Ru-

bell, Calvin Klein, Jane Holzer, Andy Warhol, Bianca

Jagger. His friends loved him. They never left his side.

He renewed Martha Graham, not only herself but her

dancers. Pat Cleveland and Elsa Peretti and Marina

Schiano and Joe Eula were inspired by him, and they

have a lot to be grateful to him for. If he believed in you,

oh my. And he believed in me, and we had a wonderful

relationship. Basically, I never thought he was egotisti-

cal, he just loved what he designed, and he really didn't

like criticism. He'd say, "Why do I have to do some-

thing different all the time?' ' He resented it.

What we counted on from him were things we counted

on. He understood a certain woman's way of life, an af-

fluent woman. When we showed his clothes in Vogue,

other women who weren't so affluent wanted them be-

cause they were like status symbols. The best travel

clothes. The Peretti jewelry. His double-faced jacket, sin-

gle-breasted, perfect. His black turtleneck sweater in silk.

He wore nothing else. A black turtleneck and his beige

double-faced jacket and his perfect black cashmere trou-

sers, his Peretti belt and his black crocodile moccasins.

Because he understood the ballet, he understood the

body. Halston was not just a stylist. He could drape, he

could design, he could cut. He had done his homework.

It was instinctive with his hands. From his head to his

heart to his woman. He never, everjoked about a wom-
an who was obese. He said, "I understand women
whose bodies aren't perfect." He was the first, and he

made them look glamorous. He made my mother's

clothes. My mother weighs 250 pounds. You felt beau-

tiful and sleek in his clothes, and you looked beautiful

in his clothes. His contribution was enormous and he

was an American designer, hooray. He was the first

fashion star. Nobody has replaced Halston. •
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The simple things

mal<e you feel best.

Like the right per-

fume. A drop-dead

dress. Or the feeling

you get when you

color your hair with

Nice 'n Easy'

Because you look

better than ever.

You can go lighter

or darker. Deeper or

brighter. And your

hair will feel soft and

silky too.

Feel good and look

great. With a little help

from Nice'n Easy.
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"I started

out years

ago recycling

pieces of found

wire into jewelry,"

says Gisela von

Eicken. Her most
recent accomplishment:

a controlled tangle

of gold wires (1)

that is surprisingly

light as a feather.

72

Take it and weave
it: the modus operandi

for summer accessories, in

metallics and suedes
^'A

111!
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2. To complement clothing in neutral colors:

metal belts, cuffs; straw handbags. Petra

slingbaclcs. Bag, Native Touch. 3. Says Donna
Karon: "There is a lightness to wovens that

mokes them especially appealing for summer."

Her drawstring bog is made of woven suede.

Hat, Tia Mazza. Shoe (in bag), Robert Clergerie.

Shoe (on scarf), Calvin Klein Footwear. Straw

handbags. Native Touch. Scarf, Debra Moises

Accessories. 4. "Sometimes texture is the only

ornamentation," soys jeweler Jose Borrera. Here,

his woven hoop earrings. Silver and gold cuffs,

Angela Cummings. Large cuff, Chanel. Bracelet,

Henry Dunay. Magid bog. Anne Klein shoes.

Details, last pages.
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Back in 1967, the sleep women bst to look good would curl your hair

6 mg"tar."0.5mg nicotineav. per cigarette by FTC method. ©PhiupMomsmc 1990

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,

Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
A sleek shape. A cool taste.

Clearly a menthol
made with women in mind.



BEAUTY CLIPS
By Shirley Lord

Hairdressers with a conscience

The war against drugs has moved to the beauty salons—160.000

nationwide are hanging posters and distributing brochures bear-

ing a toll-free drug-abuse hot line number (800-662-HELP) to get

across the warning dramatized by a new campaign called STAND
(Salons Tell America No Drugs). The idea comesfrom the Profrs-

sional Beauty Industry Partnership for a Drug-Free America,

founded by salon-product manufacturer Matrix Essentials.

Catch a wave
The latest home-fragrance line, which

includes potpourri and even closet liner, seems made

for the summer gridlocked/landlocked.

It's the Sea collection from Claire Burke, who hasn't

spared one splash of the briny.

Short-cut male chic
The difference between a man's

and a woman's haircut used to be

as big as the one between clothes

from a catalog and custom-cut

couture. Now there's a change,

reflected in a high-summer style in

which neither sex can keep away
from the scissors. Here, model
Christy Turlington, sheared to a

little more than an inch all over

her head, wields the scissors on
hairstylist Oribe. At Manhattan's

most famous unisex barbershop,

Astor Place, where one hundred
cutters snip and style from 8 A.M.

to 8 P.M., manager Pasquale Gallo

reports that "both men and women
are asking for shorter and shorter

hair, and parts are basic to the

look." Losi, of Oribe at Parachute,

believes the very short women's
styles have influenced her male
clients to think as much about
shape as length. "Now they are

asking for classic, retro, Cary
Grant Hollywood," she says.

^ if' \^^

Food for the skin

Doing what comes naturally is what many
dermatologists like best to promote, so it's not

surprising to learn from Lewis M. Feder, M.D.
dermatologist and attending physician at New Yorl

Doctors Hospital, that ''eating sardines and wate|

packed salmon and tuna, which are high in nucic

acid, can rejuvenate skin cells and thus slow the a^

process". . .and that dermatologists at UCLA Medj
Center in Los Angeles are expressing their enthusi£

for sugar cane, full of glycolic acid, which whei

applied, they say, "appears to regenerate collagen

elastin and is less irritating to skin than Retin-A.l

The hottest makeup brush of

the moment—the peacock- hued

powder brushes shown here

—

a brain wave of Barneys

New York, which ordered

up a line to resemble

exactly in shape and size...

men's shaving brushes.
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Daily Protectant

de Pantene

Before you style,

even before you expose your hair

to the outside world,

make sure that you're covered. With

Daily Protectant de Pantene.

It can actually help

your hair weather the drying effects

of the sun, wind, and heat styling.

This protective conditioner

works all day long- because you

don't rinse it out.

The light, greaseless emulsion

helps seal in moisture, shield your

hair from the elements, protect it

from damage. So your hair has the

coverage it needs to survive...

beautifully.

';i

.hink of it as

n s u r a n c e

for your hair.

TREATVIENT DE
PAN T E N E
SERIOUS CARE FOR BEAUTIFUL HAIR*



TAN SAFELY WITHOUT 1 HE SUN.

Award Winning

EFFET
du SOLEIL

Self-Tanning Moisture Care
With Non-Ionic Microspheres'^

For The Face

Lancome's great discovery. . .the

technology of non-ionic microspheres.

gives skin the radiant look of a tan ovej

time with the added benefit of

moisturization.

Automatically controlled self-tannin<

• Patented non-ionic microspheres ensure
even coverage and beautiful, sun-true

colour that develops and fades gradually

naturally
Hydration

• An exceptional moisturizer with a
uniquely fresh, light texture. Leaves the

skin softer, smoother, more radiant

looking.

• Ideal for every skin type, under makeup
or alone.

Contains sunscreens.

mane claire

PRIX
D'EXCELLENCE

DE LA BEAUTE

1989
PAR LE JURY EUROPEEN OES
JOURNALISTES DE BEAUTE

LANCOME
PARIS



IMAGES
Editor: Shirley Lord

The hairdresser has come a long way since the

seventeenth century-maybe. jody shields discovers

the big names behind history's hairdos

CIVILIZATION HASN'T CHANGED THE HAIRDRESSER-

client relationship much. "All women are disasters un-

til I get to them
, '

' bragged George Masters , one of Hol-

lywood's star hairdressers in the sixties.

Had he worked several centuries earlier, Masters'

attitude would have provoked more than a tolerant

smile. In ancient Rome, matrons threw things at their

hairdressers when they weren't pleased. One woman
ordered her hairdresser's assistants stripped to the

waist, all the better to see the red marks her thrown ob-

jects made on their bodies. Today, there are probably

women who would still find this tactic appealing.

While the barber has been employed since ancient

times, little is known about the hairdresser. It wasn't

until the seventeenth century, when wigs were indis-

pensable for men and women, that hairdressers stepped

into a prominent role. History gives a nod to a Monsieur

Champagne, who set up shop in Paris in the early

1600s. Described as "temperamental," Champagne
boasted an unusual background: he was formerly a

shepherd. Champagne apparently established the tradi-

tion of hairdressers going by an abbreviated form of

their proper names. Another tradition that began with

Champagne: like master chefs, nearly all the master

hairstylists have been men.

For women who couldn't command the services of

Champagne, there were do-it-yourself manuals, such

as The Ladies Dictionary, a coiffure landmark pub-

lished in 1694. By 1772, one French hairdo publication

ran to multiple volumes and featured illustrations of

3,744 hairdos to choose from. Women could select

their hairdos from a set of model illustrations 78

Then and now: LEFT: caricature of an 18th-century hairstyle; RIGHT: Christy Turlington's wash-and-wear cut.
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complete with colorful names,

such as the "hurluberlu" or the

spectacular ' 'drowned chicken.
'

'

For those who couldn't wait for

the next book of hairdos, hair-

dressers styled the wigs of tiny

dolls, which made the rounds of

their clients. The same hairstyle could

then be re-created on wigs for people. As
styles became dizzyingly elaborate, fash-

ionable men and women were totally de-

pendent on the hairdresser. By 1769, there

were twelve hundred hairdressers work-

ing in Paris merely to serve the mem
bers of the royal court.

The names of only a few star

1. Vidal Sassoon's famous '60s

bob. 2. Jacqueline Kennedy's

"brioche" hairstyle. 3. Actress

Polly Rowles's pin curls, 1936.

4. Jean Seberg's haircut for Saint

Joan, 1957. 5. Turn-of-the-century pompadour and bun.

6. The "Coiffure of Independence," circa 1789. 7. The

1965 faux chignon.

>•.>*
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hairstylists have survived from the late 1700s,

those of Legros de Rumigny of Paris and Peter

Gilchrist of London among them. Legros (who

worked under his first name only) established a

hairdressing academy and published a book of

styles. Gilchrist authored a self-help book, A
Treatise on the Hair or Every Lady Her Own
Hairdresser.

By midcentury, high hair had become high

art. Satirical cartoonists of the day showed hair-

dressers perched on ladders, stilts, or stools

working on their clients; that scene may not have

been much of an exaggeration, since coifs grew

up to three feet tall and "rivaled the Alps."

These mountainous coiffures were heaped

over a superstructure of wire and supplemented

with a scavenger-hunt list of materials, includ-

ing bushes of cotton wool and horsehair, shred-

ded rope, bran or straw, and false hair. The mess

was cemented over with a paste that hardened; it

was then greased and floured. Building this construc-

tion required an entire day's work. The coif rested un-

disturbed for several weeks.

Decorating these hairdos was the ultimate expres-

sion of the hairdresser's creativity. They were orna-

mented to look like English flower gardens, scenes

from plays, the solar system in motion; a victory at sea

was commemorated with a model of a ship and toy sail-

ors. One whimsical widow mounted a miniature ver-

sion of her husband's tombstone atop her head.

Because powdering was indispensable for wig-

wearing men and women, special rooms were built

for the practice and professional powderers did the

job. It was no easy task. To keep the bewigged from

suffocating in clouds of powder, a cone was placed

over the nose, and the body was wrapped in a protec-

tive dustcloth.

After the French Revolution, men and women wore

natural-looking, Grecian-inspired styles: hair was

cropped short, unpowdered, sometimes tousled with

brilliantine. This was a style women could manage on

their own, and by the early 1800s the number of Pari-

sian hairdressers had dwindled to six. 80
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1. The dapper

Antoine, one of the

eorhest superstar

masters of the coif.

2. Vidal Sassoon

poses with the

geometric haircuts

that made his

name in the 1960s.

3. Alexandre of

Paris, surrounded

by models of the

looks he created

for his famous

clients.

^S» ^ i

up artist/

|inair«

ves a cut to

J1966.
lorb:

a

Iside out.

5. fiairstylist in action: the

18th-century wig-powdering
ritu4|pl. A cone placed over the

Q^«s« ond wouth prevented

trtioafrom the clouds
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IMAGES: history of the hairdresser

The profession was saved from extinction by Croi- outfitted with modem paintings (including several by

sat, a man tagged a "hairdressing genius." An educat- Modigliani), curiosities (electric hair dryers), and

ed Frenchman, he brought back slightly fantastical thick red wall-to-wall carpeting (there was no salon

styles without resorting to powdered mountains of hair, haircutting at that time, only styling). Antoine also sub-

By the 1840s, the hairdresser—preferably from Par-

is—had acquired a fashionable cachet. Godey's La-

dies' Book, reporting on the latest innovations from

abroad, helped spread the reputation of the French coif-

feur in America. Meanwhile, exotic professionals be-

gan to practice in the larger cities, although coiffmg

was still a luxury familiar only to the wealthy; the ma-

stituted pale blue peignoirs for the sheets that had tradi-

tionally been wrapped around clients.

Other Antoine innovations included the first firm-

hold, lacquerlike fixative; colored wigs; and the fash-

ion for dyed blue hair, which decorator Elsie de Wolfe

made famous in the 1930s. (He tested the color first on

his pet borzoi and toured Deauville with his tinted-blue

jority of women used hairdressers only for very special dog beside him.) Witness to history, he also did the

events such as weddings.

An appointment with a

hairdresser was strictly an at-

home session; beauty salons

for women had yet to be es-

tablished. In the home, or

even in a place of business,

the intimate association of a

male hairdresser with a wom-
an had a less-than-reputable

aura. The hairdresser—as

well as other men in profes-

sions that catered to wom-
en—had a low status. But by

the 1870s the hairstylist had

left the house and moved into

the beauty salon. Newly built

department stores offered

hairstyling salons with a full

range of services.

A little-known hairdresser,

Martha Harper, opened her

first beauty salon in Rochester, New York, and

followed with the first hairstyling franchise, in

Chicago in 1892, gradually expanding it into a

national empire of five hundred salons. Her ac-

complishment was impressive, since men at-

tempted to maintain a masculine monopoly and

women hairdressers of the day were sometimes

arrested for practicing their profession.

The cult of the celebrity hairdresser began with a

Frenchman, Marcel Grateau, in 1872. His marcel wave
required a hot curling iron, which locked hair into a se-

Duchess of Windsor's

hair for her wedding to the

duke, keeping a lock as a

souvenir.

Antoine 's trainee and

heir to the grandstanding

tradition is Alexandre of

Paris, still at work today.

Alexandre started work-

ing for Antoine in his sa-

lon in Cannes at sixteen,

earning the title "King of

the Egg Shampoo." In

1946 he was brought to

Paris by the Duchess of

Brandishing a blow-

dryer, ABOVE: Warren
Beatty does Julie

Christie's hair in the

1975 movie

Shampoo. RIGHT: A
beauty parlor scene

of the 1930s.

Windsor, and he fixed her hair for the next thirty years.

In his salon, a Paris institution, Alexandre has coiffed

most of the noble and fashionable heads of Paris.

Throughout the fifties, hairstyles grew increasingly

ries of S-shaped waves that stayed in place for weeks, complicated, requiring frequent professional mainte-

The wave made Marcel a millionaire and an interna-

tional household word, and a town in France was
named after him. Marcel was so in demand he could

auction his hairstyling appointments to the highest bid-

ders. Unfortunately, he contracted blood poisoning

nance. The once-a-week appointment became a neces-

sity. For example, maintaining the tightly curled

poodle clip was a major salon operation (demanding

125 curlers, a trim every two weeks, and frequent per-

manents); the teased bouffant of the mid-fifties was also

from a thorn and lost his thumb. Without that tool, his labor intensive. Just as they had a few centuries back.

career as a wave setter was over.

Another Frenchman. Antoine, was among the twen-

tieth century's first flamboyant celebrity stylists, and
he introduced the modem concept of the salon as the

epitome of luxury. In the early 1900s, his salon was on
the me Cambon, just a few doors from Chanel. It was

80

women left their hair teased, sprayed, and set in place

between visits to the hairdresser. When wigs, falls, and

assorted fake hairpieces supplemented the big-head-of-

hair look, there was further need for hairdressers' bob-

by-pin engineering.

Star hairdressers began to collaborate with de- 83
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IMAGES: history of the hairdresser

signers, creating hairdos made to order for the fashions that pre-

miered on the runway. Vogue began to acknowledge hairstylists

by name in the late 1950s, giving them on-page credit.

In the 1960s, with the spare, simple clothing, attention turned

to the head and legs. Women spent more time and money on their

hair than on their wardrobes. The average woman who made

seventy-five dollars a week would spend eight dollars at the hair-

dresser; the cost of a cut from such stars as Kenneth or Vidal Sas-

soon soared to twenty-five dollars.

A number of hairdressers achieved celebrity status outside

fashion's exclusive circle; in 1962 Vogue noted, "Even men are

apt to know that Kenneth does Mrs. Kennedy's hair, a delightful

but unruly mop he's made immaculate." Six years later, hair-

dressers were even more high-profile. Harper's Bazaar called

them "heroes" and gushed, "Today is the day of the great hair-

dresser: a social lion with more fame than half his clients.
'

' Like

top designers, hairdressers could take their place in the spotlight,

side by side with their clients. They set their own special code of

behavior and even interior decoration.

For example, when Kenneth's New York salon opened in

1963, the palatial decor was a re-creation of Brighton Pavilion,

complete with Regency furniture and Porthault towels. The Rev-

Ion salon on Fifth Avenue, opened in 1961, had a Pompeian

theme. Another star hairdresser, Michel Kazan, reigned in a sa-

lon done up with an eighteenth-century French motif. In Paris,

Alexandre's headquarters were reminiscent of the Second and

other assorted empires, complete with eighteenth-century por-

traits of royalty.

True to form, celebrity hairdressers displayed their flamboy-

ance in statements for the press. A sample from Vidal Sassoon:

"Homely girls have personality with my cut. With curls they

were nothing.
'

' From Kenneth:
'

' I defy a woman to wear a Cour-

reges without a really great makeup and hairdo. " From George

Masters: "My big aim is not to keep up with fashions but to

please men, because the men in the long run pay the bills."

While the single, all-purpose salon had flourished until the

sixties, there were now two distinct types. Older conservatives

went to conservative establishments, such as Rene, the one the

royal family favored in London. Members of the young, hip

crowd patronized hairdressers and salons clued in to their sensi-

bility, not their mothers'. Vidal Sassoon's shop in London ca-

tered to this development with its casual camaraderie and a decor

of glass, chrome, black terrazzo, and stainless steel.

In the 1970s, feminists and working women questioned the

dependence on the hairdresser. The semi-unkempt, natural look

also loosened the ties. New York City hairstylist Christiaan

threw the ball back at women in 1977, grandly proclaiming, "A
woman's hair is her own responsibility—not her hairdresser's.

'

'

So much for the romantic notion of the hairdresser's creativity

—

and his position.

According to Christiaan 's brusquely modem view, the hair-

dresser is just there for upkeep, take it or leave it. Many women
today welcome this hands-off approach: the modern haircut has

a low-maintenance construction. However, old-school coif

master Alexandre would be unlikely to agree. He views his hair-

styling career as a way to preserve the tradition of elegance, "a

desperate search for an eternal and fugitive beauty ... the search

for that which will last only for one day." • images 84
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More and more women are

staying brunette thanks to

new hair-coloring techniques

AFTER YEARS OF GOING BLONDER OR REDDER. BRUNETTES ARE

opting for what many colorists believe is a much better alternative:

going browner with any number of new, richly enhancing shades.

At this year's Academy Awards, actress Jodie Foster set the

example: she had traded blond hair for a sophisticated soft brown

color, and people took notice.

Many others are going for a girl-next-door brown. Los Angeles-

based hairstylist Angelo di Biase recently took Mimi Rogers's au-

burn hair to a rich brown with deep gold highlights. He also

changed actress Lorraine Bracco's dark hair to an allover golden

brown with blond streaks for the upcoming movie Switch.

What's behind the brown trend? Part of the answer lies in

fashion, say the colorists. "Soft brown hair is the perfect

complement to the strong color palettes we're seeing in

clothes now," says Clay Wilson, co-owner of Los Angeles's

Doyle Wilson salon. "There's no chance of clash with brown.

In any case, women are saying, 'It's time for something a little

more natural looking.'
"

The emphasis on ecology has also inspired the earthier tones

in hair color. Women don't want anything that's too jarring, too

different from what they were bom to be.

"Nothing looks prettier than shiny, soft brown hair with natu-

ral highlights." says Paul Brown, owner of the Paul Brown sa-

lon in Oahu, Hawaii. "Women used to put a lot of energy into

trying to look completely different. Just as we've moved away

from makeup designed to alter a woman's natural skin tone, so

we are getting away from the artificial in hair color.

The vast improvements in application techniques and hair-

color shades, which span all the colors in nature, have led

many women to have a new appreciation of brown. At Minne-

apolis's Rocco Altobelli salon, technical director Richard

Hudavoni uses a technique called clay stenciling to highlight

brunettes horizontally. With a makeup brush, clay is dabbed

in circles all over the head to prevent color from being ab-

sorbed in those spots. Then four shades—two slightly lighter

and two slightly darker than the natural brown—are applied in

random circles to give an effect of sparkling sunlight or a poin-

tillist painting.

Other colorists approach brown differently. At Vidal Sassoon

in New York City, head colorist Jane Eyre first lightens brown

hair slightly, then, working from the underside out, adds back

three shades of hair's natural color to boost shine. Joel Warren,

of New York's Parallel salon, uses what he calls "movable hair

color," highlighting hair's top layers with golden brown tones

and applying richer sienna shades to hair's lower layers.

The bonus of the return to brown?

"More women will discover the true test of hair color," says

Louis Licari, owner of New York's Louis Licari Color Group and

a Clairol consultant. "When you color your hair correctly, you

don't have to wear much makeup. The new hair color is enough

of a lift.
'

'—LAURA FLYNN McCARTHY IMAGES 86
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IMAGES: beauty answers

Today's skin-care products give increasingly scientific

explanations of their various benefits. Here, how to

determine whafs in a moisturizer and how it works

"THE TERM MOISTURIZER. CREATED BY

the cosmetics industry years ago, has

long been assimilated into everyday

American language," says Hillard H.

Pearlstein, M.D. , assistant clinical pro-

fessor of dermatology at Mount Sinai

School of Medicine in New York City.

"After all, the original word moistener

disappeared long ago.
'

'

Today, though, there seems to be a

reluctance on the part of some cosmet-

ics companies to call a spade a spade,

and the word moisturizer is often left off

a label, edged out by scientific names

that can confuse the consumer and may
have to be explained at the counter.

Stendhal's Prevenance Daily Anti-

Time Formula, for instance, is said to

help prevent collagen breakdown in

skin through use of CPF, a vitamin Bf,

derivative in a protein base. "Our stud-

ies show a 78 percent improvement in

depth of wrinkles and firmness of skin

with the use of Prevenance," says Bar-

bara Gyde, Stendhal's executive vice

president of sales and marketing. But is

it a moisturizer? "Yes, but it does much
more," says Gyde.

Jack Mausner, Ph.D., senior vice

president of research and develop-

ment for Chanel, points out, "Mois-

turizers of old performed one basic

task: occluding the skin so moisture

couldn't evaporate. They were heavy

and could clog pores. Now we know
that surface evaporation is but one

way that skin becomes deficient in

moisture. All the time we're improv-

PERFECTION OF THE SHADES

ing on ways both to increase skin's

own moisture retention properties and

to slow down the rate at which mois-

ture evaporates from it.

"

Chanel's Emulsion and Creme Num-
ber 1 (no mention of moisturizer) con-

tain ceramides, lipids present naturally

in skin, which Mausner says are "hygro-

scopic ingredients that attract moisture

and physically block its loss from skin's

deeper layers to its surface.
'

'

Liposomes, tiny lipid sacs said to have

a deep permeating action, are highly tout-

ed in such new skin-care products as

L'Oreal's Plenitude Action Liposomes,

Givenchy's Swisscare Fundamental Care

Cream, Rene Guinot's Liftosome, and

Candermyl Cream. Are they all moistur-

izers, even though they don't say so?

Yes, with a big advantage. Liposome

moisturizers generally feel lighter, less

greasy on skin than others. "Liposomes

also show promise of being able to per-

meate skin better than typical moisturiz-

ers," says New York City dermatologist

Karen Burke, an adjunct clinical member

of the pathology department at Scripps

Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jol-

la, California.

"Dry skin is also a buildup of dead

cells on skin's surface, so gentle exfolia-

tion—with a facecloth or a once-a-week

facial mask—helps keep skin looking

plumper and younger," Burke adds.

The more comprehensive approach

to moisturization also shows up now in

the number of times moisture is added

to non-skin-care products. ShiseidO's

new Powdery Foundation comes under

the heading of makeup but contains a

natural humectant that attracts moisture

to skin and leaves a powdery finish.

Revlon's Eterna 27 HydraColor is a

tinted moisturizer; Guerlain's Subli-

creme and Purpose Dual Treatment

Moisturizer are also sunscreens.

Of course, we can all spray moistur-

izer directly on our faces—with Evian's

Mineral Water Spray or Lia Schorr's

Bio Botanies Alpine Herb Vitamin

SpritZ.—LAURA FLYNN McCARTHY
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*M^£^ hllflflinfl ^^'^ earth politics never cease? Gone are the presidential tie

WW w clips. Visitors to the White House now receive. . .trees. George

Bush gave away ten thousand in one day to guests at the White House Easter Egg Roll. He and Mag-
gie Thatcher planted palm trees in Bermuda; he exhorts Americans to plant a billion a year on private

land. Exactly what does all this tree planting do, other than improve the prez's image? Not much.

Even though trees take in carbon dioxide—which contributes to the dread global warming—
"the amount stripped out of the atmosphere by this tree-planting program is just a small percent," says a

senior scientist at the Environmental Defense Fund. . . .The Bass family's $20 million gift to Yale for an

Institute of Biospheric Studies is proof, once again, that if you stay weird long enough the world will

catch up to you. The donation was presented by wackiest Bass brother Ed, who has built adobes in

Santa Fe and a solar-operated hotel in Katmandu and who founded the Philecology Trust, whence much
of the donation came. While his famous brothers, including Biggest Bass, Sid, made money as usual, Ed
was dubbed "different." Now Sid's the silly socialite, and Ed, solemnly described these days as a ven-

ture capitalist, is the forward-thinking man of the moment. . . .It's not enough to clean up your own
backyard. Now there's ecotourism. An increasing number of travel publishers—including Sierra

Club Books—are emphasizing a tread-lightly approach in their guidebooks. Moon Publications not only

encourages travelers to respect Mother Earth but also advises against such standard tourist activities as

photographing the local tribespeople ....

|^^|4^4|Ml«fp^mSmm If the art market is any indication, the eighties may finally be

w 5J over. During auctions at Christie's and Sotheby's last May,
many works were left unsold and others, like Willem de Koonmg' % Palisade , sold for as much as $2

million below estimate. Last fall, de Kooning's Interchange set a record by fetching more than $20

million; this time around the artist's Woman as Landscape—expected to sell for $9 to $12 million

—

didn't sell at all. Dealers like Larry Gagosian said the auction houses created their own plight by

placing the estimates too high. Whatever. Zurich dealer Thomas Ammann says one thing's clear:

"The hype feeling—that everything sells at any price—is gone.
'

' . . . One art market may actually be

gaining interest. At another recent Sotheby's auction—of Indian. Himalayan, and Southeast Asian

art—works did go unsold, but many of the Indian miniature paintings went for well above

estimate. Among the new collectors is Carter Burden, who sold much of his collection of contem-

porary masters last year . . . .

^gtiim in ^^^ ^^^^ LBO wives and other high-profile Manhattanites are lying low, the

w restaurants have no one to fill them. Metro, one of the city's most luxurious and

innovative dining rooms, shut down without warning, and four restaurants on West Broadway alone are

for sale. Others, including the august "21 " Club, have been forced to lower prices and cut back staff.

Metro's brilliant Patrick Clark, who was also founding chef at Odeon and Cafe Luxembourg, says,

amazingly, that he has no plans. The survivors: bistros and upscale Japanese ....

Y^€%iW w\€% V\/OIY16fl ^o^^li^t-^in^H^i'i'>^on^i'i(^^^orn^"'s^oic^^b€tterthanalot

w of women—first in Dalva and now in A Woman Lit by Fireflies

(Houghton Mifflin/Seymour Lawrence), his latest collection of novellas, due next month. The title

piece, complete with dirt (as in earth) and irony, is vintage Harrison: a wealthy Detroit woman flees

her husband, spends the night in a cornfield, and pulls together her life, sort of . . . . One woman who
writes her own voice pretty well is first novelist Dori Sanders , a fifty-five-year-old black peach farm-

er from South Carolina, whose Clover has already been optioned by Disney. The book, published by
the maverick Algonquin Press in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is the tale of a black ten-year-

old who is left in the care of a stranger—her white stepmother—after her father's death. . . .Last

year's hot first novelist. Amy Tan, is almost done with her second novel. The Kitchen God's Wife,

and paperback rights to the as-yet-unseen manuscript have already been sold. No word on how much,
but the price is said to be substantially higher than the $ 1 . 238 million paid for similar rights to TheJoy
Luck Club, just out in paperback.—JULIA REED
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Will House Party stars

Kid 'n Play become
the Abbott and

Costello of the

rap generation?

Stay tuned, says

JILL PEARLMAN

before starring in the movie House
Party, Kid 'n Play were a rap act

with a shtick, plain and simple. Kid

had the half-foot-high Eraserhead

hair, the fish eyes, and the face full ofcomic

possibilities. Play had the smooth Casano-

void style. As a comic musical team they

struck gold. Since House Party, they've di-

versified so many times they're looking like

a rap conglomerate, with a Fox TV pilot

and a cartoon for NBC in the works, and

talk of two upcoming films. Kid 'n Play

Muppets can't be far behind.

It's one in a million, right? Practically

every kid raps, every kid wants to go to

Hollywood. But at this moment, rap is on

fire, a rebel music going mainstream,

and success stories are piling up. This

duo from East Elmhurst, Queens, met

their future producer at a Sears tele-

phone-sales department (so the story

goes). Now the shrewd, talented, funny

former law school candidate Christopher

Reid (Kid) and Christopher Martin

(Play), a high school dropout turned en-

trepreneur, are leading the way onto the

new multicultural terrain.

From 2 Hype, their 1988 debut album,

which sold nearly one million copies, to

their recently released second album. Fun-

house, it's clear Kid 'n Play are entertainers.

Rather than shake a death rattle from the

streets, they celebrate good times; they

dance, mug, trade barbs and witticisms.

They give the listener lots of big melodies,

the ear candy that makes the charts. They es-

chew violence; Tipper Gore would starve on

Hairstyle meets substance: vertiginously

coiffed Kid, LEFT, 'n Play, RIGHT, manage to

act responsibly without losing their cool.

90 VOGUE JULY 1990
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their lyrics.

All this, and
they're still, entire-

ly, totally hip. Kid's

seven-inch fade, an

extravagant, hair-

sprayed extension of

the popular, typically

shorter hairstyle, is liter-

ally a derring-do. It's a

signpost that Kid 'n Play

are about acting out the

craziness most kids are too

cool (that is, intimidated) to

try, about being the odd man
out and putting that individual

style to work.

"When 1 met Kid," says

Play, "he had these thick pre-

scription glasses, this Afro,

freckles, one of those Texas ties,

and he wore a jacket from Key
Food grocery store, where he

worked. I was amused by him; he

was a refreshing change. I was
hanging out with some real bad peo-

ple, for peer appeal. But with Kid I

could be myself, let my hair down.
'

'

Kid is the son of a social worker and

a schoolteacher. Play the son of a hus-

tler turned born-again minister and a church secre-

tary. While Kid was at the prestigious Bronx High

School of Science, Play was dropping out of various

high schools and being wild. "Play went through a

punk-rock phase, wearing these leather pants like a

girl, looking like Alice Cooper, these big old boots.

Girls laughed," says Kid. "They sure ain't laughin'

now," says Play.

After graduating from Lehman College, where he

majored in English and studied classical bass. Kid

was working in a shelter for the homeless and prepar-

ing to take the Law School Admissions Test; Play got

serious, studying design at the School of Visual Arts.

As for extracurricular activities. . . "If you wanted

to get respected by your peers and liked by the la-

dies," says Kid, "you had to be a gangster or an ath-

lete or a rapper.
'

' They chose rap.

Soon after they teamed up, around age eighteen,

they discovered their voice in their middle-class black

experience, once considered too soft for rap. Along

with DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince, the Jungle

Brothers, De La Soul, and neighborhood friends Salt-

n-Pepa, Kid 'n Play—once known as Kid Cool Out and

MC Playboy—ushered in a new school. It's rap that's

VOGUE JULY 1990

evocative of

teen life, full of playful,

saucy, sly innocence—in a way. what

Motown was to grittier soul.

"All stories have to be told," says Play. "We say

you can be very responsible without being corny and

still wear the gold chains, still drive a car as good as

your local drug dealer's, with a whole lot more secu-

rity." Adds Kid, "We teach people not to be afraid to

be themselves, even if you look different or act dif-

ferent. Run with it."

Their hip, boys-next-door persona paid off— it

was nonthreatening enough for the corporate enter-

tainment industry to latch on to. That fact didn't pass

Kid 'n Play by. They plotted to develop a recogniz-

able image, move into movies."We love making rec-

ords, but we always knew we wanted to make
movies," says Play. "Whenever we did a party,

they'd always say the same thing: 'You guys are cra-

zy. You ought to be in the movies.'
"

It was their nonviolent, slapstick image that attracted

Warrington and Reginald Hudlin. producer and director

of House Party. In the film. Kid plays a good kid with a

smart mouth, beleaguered by bullies, cops, and his cool,

though protective, single father; he eludes his dad's

grounding decree to go to a party and ends up. after a se-

ries of comic mishaps, in jail. The party, at Play's absent

parents' house, is awash in Dionysian dancing, all 93
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"We teach

people not to be

afraid to be

themselves, even

if you look

different or act

different, " says

Kid. "Run with it"

sweating, jamming, and grinding. This ain't Beach

Blanket Bingo; it's about acting responsibly in the nine-

ties without being a geek.

While everyone wants to type it. House Party de-

parts from the documentary-ish, hard-core rap movies

that came before it. Beat Street and Tougher Than

Leather inevitably glistened with feral street anger.

House Party is friendlier, a pure-fun teen flick: see Kid

fumble with his new love's bra hook, see Play strut his

stuff on the dance floor. It's a music movie; no, it's a

black movie. Hey, America,

it'sboth, probably the first of

its kind. It pushes rap into a

new arena. "It's really a teen

comedy," says Reginald

Hudlin. "It's about a day in

the life of a typical teenager.

If I had to suggest a prece-

dent, I'd say Ferris Bueller's

Day Offor Risky Business.

The marriage of rap and

the mainstream is still an un-

easy alliance. Elevated as

youth heros. Kid 'n Play are

plowing ahead while check-

ing behind them. They're

wary of being written off as

Abbott and Costello meet Public Enemy, of splashing

down in the mass media only to be "laughed at more

than laughed with."

"The media had to pick its token black film," says

Play. "They're like, 'We got two brothers, Harvard

and Yale, hum, yeah, let's make it this one. Let's show

them we're sympathetic to them.' But you've got to

take advantage ofthat, you can't sit there and go, 'No, I

don't want you
.

' We want to heighten rap to the level of

jazz or rock and rol I . But hey , we ' re considered the pio-

neers, we're gonna open doors for somebody else.

"We haven't gone mainstream; mainstream has come

to us." Adds Kid, "You do the music you love, bring the

music to the public and broaden their horizons."

It's a tough gig, but somebody's got to be famous.

Constantly dealing, phoning, and negotiating. Kid 'n

Play take care of business and look after all the details.

As Kid says, "A man's got to fix his hair, he can't be

looking slovenly." A Saturday morning cartoon, "a

new Fat Albert/' animated by Marvel and based on

episodes in Kid 'n Play's lives, will debut on NBC in

the fall. They'll be taping a Fox TV pilot, an updated

Laverne and Shirley, with "Downtown" Julie Brown
ofMTV fame. They're planning another film, and a se-

quel to House Party is under discussion. Play operates

IV Plai, a clothing store in East Elmhurst where he sells

his jewelry and clothing designs. And they are touring

the country together this summer.

"When I was twelve or thirteen, I thought. What kind

of person am I to be scared of the word /jo?" says Play.

"That was about girls then. Now I'm quite bold." •
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A new emphasis on
frames by artists

# and scholars puts

art on the edge.

BROOKS-ADAMS looks at

the border of creativity

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A BEAUTIFUL VAN GOGH IN A

god-awflil fake Louis XVI frame? Or, walking through

a thrift shop, have you spotted a wild Victorian frame

that looked like a sculpture? Both experiences alert us to

the possibility of frames as something more than

merely the finishing touches on a picture. In fact, ever

since the Renaissance, frames have served as a conceptual win-

dow on the world, corresponding to the invention of perspective

in Western painting. And to the present day, handcrafted frames

have provided an inexhaustible source of whimsy and inspiration

for artists and designers alike.

The frame as an image in its own right is the focus of several

exhibitions this summer, and the frame is emerging as a potent

subject in the work of several contemporary artists. Gone are

c ^ ..^ CDOM Tr\D the days when formalist critics couldrrame up: frow top: -'

speak of "the anxious edge" in ab-

stract painting. Now the frame has be-

come an art object

—

eagerly
collected, carefully restored, and even

touted as a symbol of the nineties. The

border has become the cutting edge.

As two shows opening this month at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

New York City indicate, frames are

also becoming a sub-

ject of serious scholar-

ly interest. The
exhibition Italian Re-

naissance Frames
traces the subject from

the fourteenth through

the seventeenth centu-

ry; American Frames

presents examples
from the nineteenth

and early twentieth

centuries. In many
cases, these treasures

^^^_ have been sitting in

basements and have never before been exhibited. "Lx)oking at

the image instead of the frame is a habit we all have," says cura-

tor Laurence Kanter, "like reading from left to right. We just

naturally look to the center. Frames are usually the first thing

taken off a picture and thrown away when they're no longer use-

ful. "Thus, few examples survive from antiquity. "In the ^96
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Frank Moore's Middle

Class, 1985; Robert

Morris's Untitled,

1987; a detail of Dis-

sect, 1989, of sod,

leather, paper, and T-

pins in a found frame,

by Jeffrey Jenkins; and

a carved Venetian mir-

ror frame, c. 1 520.
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ART

Middle Ages, most frames were part of the work of art.

Either they were Hke a book cover or they were carved

from the same wood panel. Only in the fifteenth centu-

ry in Italy did frames begin to be made separately. The

0*

Sandro Chia's Elusive Insufficiency, 1 989

first we know of is Gentile da Yahriano' s Adoration of

the Magi of 1423, in a Venetian Gothic frame.

"In the Renaissance."' Kanter points out, "frames

were often more expensive than the paintings because

they were more elaborate. Usually the frame was done

first and then given to the painter to work within . And it

was more common than not for an artist to design

frames." Delia Robbia modeled brightly colored fruit

and foliage borders for his glazed terra-cotta altar-

pieces, and Brunelleschi may have designed architec-

tural surrounds, known today as tabernacle frames.

Indeed, the "anxious edge" has become an ecologi-

cal site, and a frame, if it is old or interesting, must be

saved. "Until about twenty years ago," says Kanter,

"it was common practice at the museum to cut an an-

tique frame in order to make it fit a picture." Kanter

cites a famous El Greco in the museum's Lehman Wing
"in a great Sansovino frame that was enlarged with two

modem scrolls and entirely regilded, obliterating the

original surface." Today, however, "the museum
won't cut an antique, and most of the best frames are in

storage. Robert Lehman collected four hundred old

frames. He just coveted them as objects. So did Samuel

Kress, except that he bought them on the odd chance

that they'd fit his pictures.
'

'

In the museum's American Wing, assistant curator

Carrie Rebora has unearthed more than fifty period

frames, ranging from "very ornate examples of the

1850s and 1860s to tabernacles designed by architect

Stanford White," which she characterizes as "among
the most exquisite frames you'll ever see." She adds,

"Some of the mid-nineteenth-century landscape

frames have three, four, and five registers of decora-

tion—twigs and berries, floral and stone patterns that

rhyme with what's going on in the painting."

In the late nineteenth century, it was common for art-

ists to handpaint the frames and mats for their canvases:

Seurat often stippled the edges of his pointillist works a

darker color and painted the frames with dots himself,

to give them their own modernist edge and heighten the

colors of the painting within. Many of Seurat's painted

borders are also slightly curved at the top. which en-

dows them with the feeling of latter-day icons or devo-

tional objects. This is akin to what Stanford White was

doing when he put tabernacle formats on modem por-

traits, making the middle-class sitters appear like Re-

naissance princes.

The Cubists were known for keeping old thrift-shop

frames around, as can be seen in photographs of Picas-

so's and Braque's studios, where empty frames hang

next to Cubist collages. As art historian Robert Ro-

senblum says, "Clearly Picasso and Braque incorpo-

rated the structure of these frames into the pattem of

their canvases. Frames, real or mock, are a lively sub-

ject in terms of the prehistory' of collage. They must

have been in-jokes. The problem is that generally these

junk frames were thrown away, and the works of art are

photographed without any frame on them." For his

book The Dog in Artfrom Rococo to Post-Modernism,

Rosenblum insisted that Giacomo Balla's famous Fu-

turist painting Dynamism ofa Dog on a Leash ( 1 9 1 2) be

photographed in its handpainted frame, on which long

brushstrokes echo the movements of the leash.

For any visitor to modem art exhibitions, the variety

of frames is definitely part of the show. In the Picasso

and Braque show at New York's Museum of Modem
Art last fall, there were austere still lifes from 1909 in

antique Dutch frames that subliminally conferred the

status of Rembrandts on these modem images. There

was also at least one 1912 oval Picasso from Prague in a

mad. Deco-esque number that made the painting look

almost De Stijl. And viewers at the Van Gogh exhibi-

tions in Holland this summer will be struck by the al-

most Calvinist severity of the simple white-painted

Dutch frames, which suggest that modem art is about

purity and the elimination of inessentials and that, fur-

thermore. Van Gogh's painting is for the people.

Contemporary artists are playing with a panoply of

framing possibilities, from the most baronial and preten-

tious to the barest enunciations of chain link. The master

in this respect is Robert Morris, whose worics of the early

eighties often featured elaborate sculpted frames that

were integral to the image and contained molded forms of

plastic skeletons, giving off a gruesome, charnel-house

quality. At the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago

this summer is a retrospective of Julian Schnabel's 98
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ART

works on paper from 1975 to 1988 that includes many
magisterially large drawings in elaborate old frames.

Schnabel also cuts up old paint-splattered drop cloths to

make mats for these drawings, which take on a funky air

of mottled relics, lost for centuries in some musty muse-

um storeroom. Even more involved in an

art-historical time warp is the recent work

of Sandro Chia, who last fall at New
York's Sperone Westwater showed large

drawings in ponderous frames that he had

sculpted and cast in bronze. These Man-

nerist-looking cadres, with swirling vo-

lutes and rich patinas, often have funny

little bronze sculptures appended, as if to

emphasize that the artist is a protean cre-

ator in many media at once. Chia also

made his own brightly patterned passe-partout mats. Art-

ist Frank Moore literally uses old books, as well as twigs

and treillage, as framing devices for his paintings, seen at

the Paula Allen Gallery this spring. Each surround is tai-

lor-made for the subject of the canvas. The cut-up vol-

umes complement Moore's visions of swarming books,

first inspired by a fire in a friend's apartment. Tongue-in-

cheek renditions of nature are framed in acmal birch logs;

paintings commenting on industrial pollution are sur-

rounded by copper plumbing pipe; lattice supports the im-

98

The frame has

become an art

object, touted

as a symbol

of the nineties

age of a rosebush being sprayed in an AIDS-related

allegory. Safe Fantasy.

Many contemporary artists work like Renaissance

craftsmen, building their own panels and frames. Rob-

ert Helm makes elaborately patterned frames with exot-

ic woods and inlays as a foil for his

strange, neo-trecento renditions of rural

America. Helm's work, to be seen at

Edward Thorp in New York this year,

often includes bits of inlay within the

image itself, which is then overpainted

to fool the viewer and confuse our no-

tions of illusion and reality. English

painter Howard Hodgkin seems intent

on finding just the right old panel and

frame before painting on them in broad

dabs that recall Seurat . For Hodgkin , the ritual of paint-

ing also involves an act of connoisseurship, and at least

one of his recent works is composed of paint slathered

over a very expensive-looking Dutch Old Master

frame—Hodgkin 's way of incorporating time into a

contemporary art object.

Younger artists like Hunt Slonem have made a hob-

by of sleuthing for old frames in flea markets and East

Village antique shops. Slonem has paid "anywhere

from $600 down to $35 for an old frame, and then will
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put in another $200 to $300 to restore it. " Slonem start-

ed buying old frames because "modem ones cost a zil-

lion dollars, and antiques were relatively cheap. Now
the frame comes first: otherwise you have to injure an

antique. Sometimes I do six or seven paintings to get

the right one for a given frame. Then someone buys it

and doesn ' 1 1 ike the frame
. '

'

Many neo-Conceptual artists use the imagery of

frames to question how we perceive not only the gal-

lery space but the status of art as a commodity. Chris-

tian Eckart has made a name for himself by
constructing paintings out of abstractly arranged

gold moldings, shown at Massimo Audiello in New
York. First Eckart appropriated the irregular shapes

of Renaissance altarpieces and made abstract panel

paintings. Later the moldings became freestanding

relief sculptures enclosing nothing but air. Likewise,

in February at Luhring Augustine in New York, Los

Angeles sculptor Liz Earner created an installation

entitled Frame comprising four lengths of chain link

fencing stretched from wall to wall and floor to ceil-

ing to make a demarcated vista of the gallery. The
look was lean, mean, and vaguely reminiscent of

Balla's dog leash. Similarly, photo-Conceptualist

Louise Lawler persists in documenting the corners

and edges of famous art masterpieces installed in pri-

vate homes and museums, as if to say it's at the inter-

stices of object and setting that we find cultural

meaning. Sculptor Joel Otterson recently included an

outrageously framed photo-self-portrait in his show
atJayGorney. Otterson 's portrait, a blown-up photo-

booth picture of himself in Dutch costume , relates to

both Andy Warhol's and Cindy Sherman's endless

masquerades as art-historical masterpieces. In its di-

vinely tacky burl frame, it tells a lot about how youn-

ger artists choose to view themselves today.

Finally, frames address the way we see the world

and often mark the transition between nature and cul-

ture. In her video installation Wilderness, seen at

Greenberg Wilson last fall, Mary Lucier collaged foot-

age of sublimely beautiful American landscape scenery

onto filmed stills of gold period frames. This made for

bizarre video paintings that further punned on the four-

square aspect of the TV set—perhaps the postmodern

frame par excellence. The most bizarre packaging of all

may be in Jeffrey Jenkins's little paintings, which use

unorthodox materials like soil, fur, and sod for both

frame and image. Seen at New York's Stux Gallery last

fall, Jenkins's strange abstractions, such as Bound,
which combines a central rectangle of elk fur with a mat

of loose sod under Plexiglas, confirmed what I had sus-

pected: frames have become a fetish. •
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DANCE

The Bolshoi's new star, Nina Semizorova, has

emerged, david daniel learns, under the tutelage

of one of the company's greatest ballerinas

I

A VISIT FROM THE BOLSHOI BALLET IS ALWAYS SPECIAL.

The company 's American debut in 1 959 remains one of

the high-water marks of recent ballet history. The in-

comparable ballerina Galina Ulanova in Lavrovsky's

Romeo andJuliet and the company's gigantic ensemble

in Swan Lake were just two of the highlights of the sea-

son that made so vivid an impression on the public that

even now, some thirty years later, the news of an im-

pending Bolshoi tour—like its current one of seven

U.S. cities, beginning in New York on July 10—is

enough to raise temperatures and expectations.

There is an additional source of excitement about

this tour. Since the Bolshoi's last visit three years ago,

the radiantly lyrical Nina Semizorova has emerged as

the company's de facto prima ballerina and one of the

world's leading Swan Queens, a role she will be danc-

ing on this tour. Not at all incidentally, Semizorova is a

favorite pupil of the great Ulanova.

That kind of historical symmetry is inescapable

when you're around the Bolshoi. In fact, when I meet

Semizorova in Moscow on February 20, 1990, it's ex-

actly 1 13 years to the day since the premiere oi Swan
Lake at the Bolshoi Theater. Semizorova arrives on the

arm of her husband, Mark Peretokin, who is also with

the company and has danced as both Prince Siegfried

and the evil Von Rothbart. They are a handsome cou-

ple: she's floating in a cumulous cloud of silver fox; he

looks like an Olympic decathlete in his shiny black-

and-neon-chdrtreuse running suit and high-top sneak-

ers. Our talk turns to ballet before the snowflakes on

our coats have begun to melt. The day, the city, the

company, the conversation: this is ballet heaven.

After studying at the Kiev Choreography School

with a teacher from Leningrad, Semizorova graduated

at the top of her class and took her first job as a profes-

sional dancer at a salary of ninety-eight rubles (a little

more than sixteen dollars) a month. The next year she

entered Moscow's third International Ballet Competi-
tion and walked away with the gold medal. This led to

an immediate invitation to join the Bolshoi with the

rank of principal. But while she may have been a gold

medalist, to the Muscovites she was simply an outsid-

er. She had not trained in the Bolshoi school, had not

apprenticed in the corps. She knew no one, and no one,

it seemed, wanted to know her. But Galina Ulanova,
whom even the Russians call legendary, chose Semi-
zorova as a pupil and began to shape her into an artist.

Ulanova could not have failed to recogr. e Semizor-
ova's enormous talent or her capacity for excoriating

discipline. And she may have felt x ial empathy
with the gifted outsider who had been s>. ^ om home at

100

Bolshoi legends: Nino Semizorova with Golino Ulanova

the age of ten to study ballet. Ulanova herself had be-

gun as an outsider at the Bolshoi. Trained in Leningrad

at the Kirov, she danced with that company for more

than a decade before moving to Moscow in 1944.

"I don't know what I would have done without Ula-

nova when I first came to Moscow," Semizorova re-

calls. "I was scared to death of everybody. And I think

they resented me." Under Ulanova's guidance, how-

ever, Semizorova began to learn the repertory. Within

a year she had emerged as one of the company's leading

dancers. "It's never easy to become a ballerina," Se-

mizorova tells me. "But when I joined the company in

1977, the competition was unbelievable. Of course,

there were the other women my age. And at the top

there were four monumental talents—Nadezdha Pavlo-

va, Natalia Bessmertnova, Lyudmila Semenyaka, and

Ekaterina Maximova. What makes things even more

difficult for us—besides having more than three hun-

dred dancers to compete with—is the fact that we 106
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DANCE

In her physical

and artistic prime,

she's a virtuoso

in the grandest

Bolshoi tradition

alternate with the Bolshoi Opera. American dancers get to dance

seven or eight times a week. If we're lucky, the most we can

dance is seven or eight times a month.
'

'

We're fortunate to be able to see Semizorova right now: she's

in her physical and artistic prime. Gorgeously tall and slender,

she is a virtuoso ballerina in the grandest Bolshoi tradition, but

with a cleaner, leaner profile than is customary in that company.

She has developed a unique, exemplary style of Russian dancing

at its most eloquent. She represents neither the lurid Moscow
style nor the effete mannerism of Leningrad but combines the

baroque brilliance of the former and the refinement of the latter.

This synthesis gives her dancing a steely, glittery fragility, a

quality that is also present in her con-

versation, registering on the ear as a

touching, girlishly obdurate sto-

icism. "I liked to dance when I was a

child," she tells fne. "But it was my
mother who fell in love with ballet

and insisted that I become a dancer.

She enrolled me at the Kiev Chore-

ography School when I was ten. I

never again lived with my parents
. '

'

She says the latter simply, without

apparent regret or longing. "My mother said, 'You would

have reprimanded me later. . . .1 didn't want you to miss the

chance to become a ballerina.'
"

Now that she has made it to the top of the largest ballet com-

pany in the world, I wonder, is she still hungry for success?

What else is there for her to do? "Right now I dance nearly

every ballerina role in our repertory . But there is always some-

thing to work on. I'm a perfectionist, you see, and I'm always,

always working to improve everything.
'

' Are there other cho-

reographers whose works she'd like to dance? "Yes," she re-

plies emphatically. "I want to dance Balanchine. There have

been several rumors that we were going to do a Balanchine

evening, but so far it hasn't materialized." But why dance

Balanchine when she already has all the big, full-evening op-

era-house ballets at her disposal? "I do love all my Bolshoi

parts. But dancing them requires me to impersonate someone

else—a princess, a swan queen, some character in a fairy tale.

When you dance Balanchine you don't have to impersonate

anyone else. I could just be me and show my unique abilities

as a person and a dancer, instead ofjust showing my qualities

as a professional person of the theater."

Although Semizorova does impersonate swans and prin-

cesses, the characters do not overshadow her own dazzling

personality as an artist, as we will no doubt see again when she

tours this country. For those who want a preview or can't get

tickets, Semizorova gives a charming and authoritatively mu-
sical account of Aurora in The Sleeping Beauty in Spectacor

Video' s The Bolshoi at the Bolshoi (SVV 1 1 ) . You can see her

here in all her glory, on the magnificent stage of the Bolshoi

Theater. On tour, she'll dance the Swan Queen and Giselle,

and most likely the Don Quixote pas de deux, the Dying Swan
solo that Anna Pavlova made famous, and the flamboyant last

act of Paquita. You never know what other items the Bolshoi

may pull out, but you can be certain that anything Nina Semi-

zorova dances is special indeed. •
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Tony Hillerman's latest mystery is a

window into contemporary Navajo society.

It sounds simple, but as michael dorris

reports, it's a very tricky thing to do

"IM A SPINNER OF YARNS." TONY HILLERMAN SAID IN

a recent telephone interview from his Albuquerque,

New Mexico, home. "During the Depression my dad

had an old crossroads store in Oklahoma, and when the

WPA wasn't hiring, a line of guys sat on the porch ev-

ery afternoon telling stories. The ones who were good

at it got respect."

Tony Hillerman's very good at it, and he's got re-

spect—in spades. His new novel. Coyote

^aiis, has a first printing of more than

100,000 copies and is a surefire best-

seller. Readers of all stripes look forward

to the continuing adventures of his two

Navajo-reservation policemen: the crusty,

sage, about-to-retire Joe Leaphom and the

impatient, smart, medicine-man-in-

training Jim Chee. With a string of critical

and commercial successes (Skinwalkers, A
Thief of Time , Talking God) behind him,

the former United Press International re-

porter and college journalism teacher who
once wrote radio jingles for Purina Pig

Chow has become a literary window into

contemporary American Indian society.

His Navajo characters especially are com-
plex creations whose lives blend tradition-

al beliefs with modem everyday concerns,

but they are presented in a straightforward

prose that renders them both fascinating

and accessible.

Hillerman, a non-Indian, grew up
around Potawatomis and Seminoles in Sa-

cred Heart, Oklahoma, then served during

World War II in Europe, where he was
wounded. After returning home, he be-

came a truck driver and one day, while

passing through the Navajo reservation in New Mexi-
co, happened upon an "Enemy Way" curing ceremo-
ny for disabled veterans. He was so impressed that the

experience began what was to become a lifelong inter-

est in and association with the tribe—which has, in re-

cent years, often honored him for his work.
"1 write about the Navajos I know ," Hillerman

states. "The great majority are decent, run-of-the-mill

people just trying to get along. I don't ignore the prob-

lems—alcohol, unemployment, poverty—I just don't

overemphasize them." He regularly asks several old

friends on the reservation to fact check his manu scripts,

then Marie, his wife of forty-two years, helps w ith the

108

final editing. When questioned about the advantages of

maintaining a constant cast of characters, book after

book, Hillerman replies, "They're getting older, and

their personalities are changing . I try to throw a beam of

light on that process
. '

'

There are some drawbacks, though. Hillerman fans

have formed firm ideas about each man or woman
they've met in previous installments and have been

^ *>*
l*!^- ^
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Tony Hillerman, "the best sort of cross-cultural host"

known to point out inconsistencies in later books. "I

had to hire a grad student to make out a card file on

Leaphom and Chee," Hillerman admits. "What they

wore, their opinions on things. It sits on my desk and I

consult it all the time."

This process created a concrete fictional place cen-

tering on the arid Four Comers border area of New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and Utah that's almost

palpably real. One of Hillerman's particular talents is

the ability to plunk his readers into the middle of an on-

going drama and somehow make them feel at home.

Within a few pages, and without ever being tedious or

pedantic, Hillerman has given even the most in- llO
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sular urbanite a rudimentary grasp of Native American as the officer who arrested Hosteen Pinto, Chee finds

philosophy, a smattering of Navajo vocabulary, and a himself at odds with Janet Pete, a sharp defense attor-

feel for the expanse ofthe sweeping southwestern land- ney and an old friend to whom he's undeniably

scape. The best sort of cross-cultural host, Hillerman attracted.

lets us be at home in an unfamiliar place. We feel inti- "I can be^as touchy as you are," is how she explains

mately connected to his protagonists, ready to laugh at her mercurial disposition. "I can be a real bitch. . . .But

their jokes, worry about their love lives, grieve over notice how neatly I put you in the wrong. Did you ap-

their losses, celebrate their insights. And he accom- predate that?"

plishes this miracle by treating his people with unpa-

tronizing, unself-conscious, understated respect.

It sounds simple, but in fact it's a tricky business, an

ability that has somehow been beyond most Anglo

writers who seek to portray American Indian lives.

(Thomas Berger succeeded in Little Big Man, but he's

the rare exception. ) Most well-intentioned novelists try

so hard to be respectful that their Native

American characters become bloodless

paragons, caricatures of nobility super-

stitiously in tune with nature. Leaphom
and Chee, and all those who surround

and are related to them, are fully con-

nected to their tribal backgrounds and to

their specific environment, but there's

nothing bogus about the link. It makes

sense, and so in turn they make sense.

Their motives don't require a leap of

faith in order for us to accept their reli-

gious or social conventions as normal,

natural, and perfectly reasonable.

Hillerman 's books are not didactic,

are not vehicles for advancing a politi-

cal message, but they are strongly mor-

al. His blue-collar characters believe in

and abide by ''the power of the

word"—a spoken promise is every bit as binding as a

written contract—and they demand the same of others.

Wisdom is not necessarily a function of formal educa-

tion, and material wealth is no valid measure of worth.

Poverty of the spirit is much more to be feared than not

having money in a Tuba City bank account.

As readers, we come away from a Hillerman plot

satisfied that a respectable mystery has been solved,

but also painlessly knowing and caring more about a

variety of esoteric areas. Coyote Waits is no different.

A Navajo cop is killed while investigating graffiti

painted on a sacred mountain reputed to be the home
of witches. Hosteen Pinto, a frail, elderly, crystal-

gazing seer, literally holds the smoking gun, but he's

a frustrating suspect, admitting only that he's
"ashamed." What could his motive be? An obnox-
ious Western historian, obsessed with proving that

Butch Cassidy robbed a train in Utah a hundred years

ago, is missing. The Vietnamese math teacher who
apparently lied as to his whereabouts on the night in

question is protected from interrogation by the CIA,
then is himself murde 'ed.

Chee was drinking coffee at a road stop when his

partner died and feels negligent and responsible. And

We come away

from a Hillerman

plot satisfied,

but also

painlessly

knowing and

caring more

about a variety

of esoteric areas

'

'Not much
, '

' Chee answers . "Is that something you

learn in law school?"
"

"It's something you learn from your mother," she

says.

Leaphom, now a widower at loose ends, is pushed

into the case by the persistence of Louisa Bourebo-

nette, a determined scholar of mythology who insists

that the accused must be innocent be-

cause "he has a great sense of humor."

Even the minor characters have texture,

quirks, and urgent agendas that make
them distinctive and interesting. A re-

search assistant hates her boss; a lin-

guist collects coins; an insecure Asian

teenager pines for an uninterested Na-

vajo classmate. And at every turn old

loyalties and traditional cosmologies

intrude upon the present. When boy

meets girl in a Hillerman novel, for in-

stance, the first issues to be figured out

have to do with clan affiliations that

might rule out marriage: in marriage as

in everything else, kinship is close to

destiny. The consequences of past mis-

deeds cannot be escaped—they eventu-

ally catch up and must be put to rest.

Indeed, the metaphysical Navajo notion of Coy-

ote—personified as a trickster who can be anything but

funny—is at the heart of this engaging novel. "The

old-time Navajo lived hedged in by taboos," Hiller-

man says. "They're looking for balance in a world sur-

rounded by mine fields." Coyote is fate, bad luck,

things out of kilter. Coyote is making a casual turn on

the road and then finding yourself at the wrong place at

the wrong time. Coyote is discord, the avoidable mis-

step that is not avoided. And Coyote, like trouble,

waits for everyone who isn't careful.

The personalities and circumstances brought to life

in Tony Hillerman's books could only occur in Indian

country, and to sort them out we are guided on a twist-

ing, unhurried path—with a scenic vista beckoning at

every peak. In the end, the unexpected answers emerge

naturally from an accumulation of carefully construct-

ed details. There is a pattern to life, the author seems to

suggest, but before it can be discerned, the big picture

must be viewed from just the right perspective.

•

Michael Dorris is the author ofA Yellow Raft in Blue

Water and The Broken Cord, winner ofthe 1989 Na-

tional Book Critics Circle awardfor nonfiction.
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Why bottled water
isn't always better

Perrier—the pricey mineral water
that created a scandal five months

ago when small amounts of

benzene, a carcinogen, were
discovered in some bottles—is

resurfacing in restaurants, bars,

and supermarkets across the
country. Source Perrier is

undoubtedly keeping an eagle eye
on its product for contaminants, but

there's no guarantee that other
water bottlers are doing the same.
The Perrier incident, in fact, has

taught us something that consumer
advocates have known for a long

time: water that comes in pretty

bottles may be tastier than water
that flows from the faucet, but that

doesn't insure its purity.

While the government mandates
that tap water be tested for thirty-

four contaminants, most bottled

waters are required to pass muster
for only twenty-two. Benzene,

surprisingly, is not on this short list.

To fill the gap, many states have
passed more stringent regulations:

Florida, a standout, mandates that

all bottled waters pass inspection

for 161 contaminants. The
International Bottled Water
Association, the industry trade
group, claims that its eight hundred
members test for many more
impurities than they are required to

by federal law. Still, a 1987 New
York State Department of Health
survey found contaminants in

more than half of the ninety-three
bottled waters sampled. Although
nearly all these levels were within

state and federal safety standards,
the point is clear: bottled water
isn't invariably better than water
from the tap.

Anxious to protect the
reputation of its products, the
bottled-water industry has joined
consumer advocates in calling for

more rigorous federal monitoring.
In the meantime, the
Environmental Protection Agency
can tell you how to find out if your
local tap water measures up to its

safety standards (call 800-426-
4791). That information should
help you decide whether it's worth
turning off the faucet.

The diet wars:
when your body fights back

We've all heard stories about people who lose a hundred

pounds on a liquid diet, only to regain a hundred and fifty.

Now researchers believe they have a clue to why this

happens. According to a recent study in the New England

Journal of Medicine, the culprit may be an enzyme, called

lipoprotein lipase, that facilitates the storage of fat. When

obese subjects lose a lot of weight, researchers found, this

enzyme becomes much more active—and the heavier the

dieters are to begin with, the more active the enzyme

becomes. Enzyme overactivity may also explain why the

formerly fat often battle intense food cravings: scientists

theorize that lipoprotein lipase sends appetite-regulating

signals to the brain. Moderately overweight people who lose

twenty or thirty pounds probably shouldn't blame lipoprotein

lipase if fat comes back, however, says Philip Kern, the head

researcher and an endocrinologist at Cedars-Sinai Medical

Center in Los Angeles: enzyme levels seem to rise only in

men and women who have been extremely obese.

Solving the
mystery of miscarriage
Eight times out of ten, a woman who
miscarries will go on to have a baby
the next time around. But about one
in every three hundred women suffers

one miscarriage after another. Until

recently, there were few explanations

for a woman's inability to carry a
fetus to term. Now developments in

imm'unology and hematology are

providing answers—and treatments

—

where there were none before, giving

repeat miscorriers new hope.

Medicine today views a fetus as a
type of transplant and miscarriage as

similar to organ rejection, says Page
Faulk, an immunologist at the Center
for Reproduction and Transplantation

Immunology at the Methodist Hospital

of Indianapolis. Because half of an
embryo's genetic material comes from
the father, the mother's immune
system sees it as a foreign body and
sends out killer cells to attack it. In a

normal pregnancy, however, this

reaction is blocked by an army of

other immune cells, called into action

by genetic markers that the embryo
inherits from the father.

If these paternal markers are too

similar to the mother's own, Faulk

believes, they will not trigger the

mother's protective mechanism. The
embryo, undefended, is rejected.

Immunologists can now trick a

mother's immune system into action

by giving her injections, before and
during pregnancy, of foreign white

blood cells taken from the father's

blood or from the blood of other

donors. Faulk reports that such

treatments result in success rates of

close to 80 percent.

Many other repeat miscorriers may
suffer from a newly discovered

blood-clotting disorder, soys Jonathan

Scher, assistant clinical professor of

obstetrics and gynecology at the

Mount Sinai Medical Center in New
York City and author of Preventing

Miscarriage (Harper & Row). When
blood clots form in the placenta, they

choke off nourishment to the embryo,
causing miscarriage.

An ongoing National Iristitutes of

Health—sponsored study is

experimenting with several drugs to

treat this disorder, including baby
aspirin (which thins the blood) with

either prednisone (a steroid) or heparin

(an anticlotting agent manufactured in

the liver). Both combinations look

promising, says Scher. Researchers

expect final study results to be

available within the next two years.
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MIND HEALTH

Talk, sculpt, bring the in-laws. Whatever form of

couples therapy you choose, says john tierney, you

may discover problems you never knew you had

NOBODY ASKED ME, BUT NOW THAT THEY'RE WORKING

on a sequel to Gone With the Wind, I have a small sug-

gestion—something to make the story more relevant to

today's audiences. I'd like to see the sequel pick up just

after Rhett has stomped out of the house.

Scarlett [shouting out the door]: But you would give

a damn if you knew the truth\

Rhett [stopping and looking back]: What truth?

Scarlett: The truth about why you're running away.

Rhett: I'm looking at the reason, you cold

—

Scarlett: No, it's not me, Rhett.

Rhett: Who is it then? Mammy?
Scarlett: It's fear of intimacy, Rhett. For a relation-

ship to work—I read about this—both partners have to

have all ten toes in the room, but every time I put my ten

toes in, you started pulling yours out

—

Rhett: You never even let me in your bedroom

—

Scarlett: Oh, I was guilty, too, darling. Whenever

you stepped forward, I pulled out my toes. But don't

you see that sexual problems are always a manifesta-

tion of something deeper and more important? If you

walk out now, we'll both go out and make the same

mistakes again, and you'll just be in another noninti-

mate partnership

—

Rhett: But we can't go on like this. Do you expect a

man to

—

Scarlett: I expect a man to communicate his feelings.

Rhett: But how can I communicate them when I

don't know what the hell you're talking about?

Scarlett [shyly]: Darling, I was thinking maybe

—

well, you see, I happened to get the name of this mar-

riage counselor. . .

.

[He rushes to her, they embrace, and music rises as

words roll across the screen: Tomorrow Is Another

Session.]

Actually, I'm not sure that today's audiences would

understand what Scarlett means by "marriage counsel-

or." There is no such profession as marriage counsel-

ing anymore. It has been replaced by "couples

therapy," a term that reflects a discovery made by the

baby-boom generation: you don't have to be married to

want to throttle the person you're living with. So now
there are specialists in "premarital therapy." There is

also "prevention therapy" for newly married couples,

therapy for happily married veteran couples who want

to enrich their relationship, therapy for couples who
have already decided to divorce, and therapy for

—

well, basically any two people who feel the urge to

spend an hour once or twice a week talking together in a

stranger's office.

The result is that couples therapy has become one of

America's growth industries. Membership in the

American Association for Marriage and Family Thera-

py has more than doubled in the past decade, from

7,500 to 16,000, and the members report that they're

treating more and more couples. As you might imag-

ine, therapists consider this a healthy trend. So do I, al-

though I should make a disclosure: I am a veteran of

couples therapy, and it didn't meet my initial expecta-

tions. I had hoped that my wife and I would go in 116

Couples therapy: four approaches
There are four main theoretical approaches to couples
therapy—psychodynamic, family systems, behavioral,

and cognitive—each of which defines the problems in

a relationship very differently. Few counselors adhere
to just one perspective, however. Instead, most apply
elements of each approach, depending on the cou-
ple's needs.

Psychodynamic therapy is based on the idea
that a couple's problems reflect unconscious conflicts

within the man and woman as individuals. It is their re-

pressed desires and fears—many of which stem from
unresolved conflicts with parents—that distort and dis-

rupt the relationship. Psychodynamic therapy attempts
to resolve the couple's problems by bringing these hid-

den tensions to light.

Family systems therapy is concerned with
identifying and breaking the destructive patterns that

create a troubled relationship. The focus is not on the

man and woman as individuals but on the unspoken

rules and agreements that organize their relationship

and influence the ways in which they interact.

Behavioral therapy focuses on observable ac-

tions rather than unconscious conflicts or tacit rules.

This therapy attempts to change destructive behaviors

by using very specific, results-oriented strategies. The

emphasis is on teaching techniques of negotiation and
compromise as well as communication and problem-

solving skills.

Cognitive therapy is now emerging as a distinct

form of treatment; it analyzes the way men and wom-
en think, the way they mentally package information

about their partner's behavior. Therapists focus on
correcting flaws in this process, such as a tendency to

overgeneralize about a portner based on a single inci-

dent, which can trigger inappropriate and destructive

emotions and behaviors.
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I MIND HEALTH

for the first session and tell our stories, and then the

therapist would turn to me, smile, shake his head sym-

pathetically, and say, "Well, there's certainly nothing

1 can teach you about kindness and sensitivity and inti-

macy in a relationship. Why don't you go home and

watch Wheel of Fortune—I've got a lot of work to do

here with your wife."

Instead, the therapist had this odd notion that both of

us would benefit from paying $ 100 an hour. The thera-

py consisted simply of sitting around and talking

—

fairly tame stuff, as I've since discovered by interview-

ing therapists. They told me about couples therapy in

which you have to bring in your parents

and parents-in-law for a discussion,

which to me sounds dangerously akin to

tag-team wrestling. In one type of ther-

apy you have to make a sculpture de-

picting your relationship. In another,

you watch videotapes of you and your

mate arguing—your very own bloopers

tape. But whatever the method, all

these forms of couples therapy have one

outcome: not only do you see your long-

standing problems in a new light, but

you also discover problems that you

never knew you had.

"It's the most inherently difficult

kind of therapy," says Steven J. Gold-

stein, chief psychologist at the Morri-

sania Neighborhood Family Care
Center in New York City, which is affil-

iated with Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

"When you work with individuals, they have every

reason to want to make changes, because it's for them-

selves. When it's with a family, they're often willing to

make changes for the kids. But when it's a couple, they

often blame one another or think they're incompatible,

and they're not willing to change just for the other's

sake. There's no built-in motivation.

"It's also tremendously volatile. You see people at

their absolute worst. The fights are not like anything

they've ever experienced. I've heard things from 'I

hate you' to 'You're awful in bed' to 'You're the most
disgusting person I've ever met in my life.' I've seen

people hit each other. I've had people who chose to use

a session to announce to their partner that they wanted
to end the relationship—they were just too frightened

to say it without someone in the middle."

Or sometimes it's that someone in the middle who
delivers the bombshell. I talked to several couples who
had an awful moment in the first session: after going in

hopefully, expecting to hear a reassuring lecture about

getting over "this little bump in the road," what they

actually heard was along the lines of. "Well, we can
give therapy a try. but in your case I'm not sure it's

worth it. This relationship sounds dead." But when
they got over their shock, there was a feeling of relief

—

as terrible as the decision to break up might be, at least

I'd hoped the

therapist would

turn to me and

say, "Well, I

certainly can't

teach you

anything about

kindness and

sensitivity

there was someone else there to help make it with them.

One woman was so pleased with this idea that after

breaking up with her boyfriend and starting a new rela-

tionship, she insisted that the man go into couples ther-

apy with her right away.
"1 will never," she announced, "be in an unsuper-

vised relationship again.
'

'

It's tempting to dismiss this demand for therapy as

yet another bit of yuppie self-indulgence: the refusal to

do anything yourself ifyou can hire a high-priced con-

sultant to take care of it for you instead. You could

place couples therapy in the category of such other

growth industries as gardening ser-

vices, take-out food, and personal clos-

et organizers—and you could argue

that it's a luxury our grandparents did

without, by God, and they managed to

survive. But then, maybe our grandpar-

ents were too busy mowing the lawn,

cooking, and cleaning their closets to

realize how miserably nonintimate they

were.

"Couples today have more time and

money to address their issues," says

Mindy J. Byer, a psychotherapist in

Manhattan. "They marry later, and

they expect more out of a relationship.

What I'm seeing are a lot more couples

who are demanding closeness." Part of

this increase has to do with demograph-

ics: the baby boomers are hitting those

troublesome middle years, the time when they start to

reevaluate the it's-my-way-or-the-highway approach

to coupledom. ' 'When they were younger,
'

' Byer says,

"they could just walk away and tell themselves, 'I'm

with the wrong person.' But that excuse gets pretty

flimsy after you've been in a half dozen relationships.

You start realizing that these things you've been blam-

ing on your partner are actually your own issues. So

you're more willing to go to couples therapy and try to

work them out."

As usual, men have taken a little longer to figure out

this emotional fact of life. "Women have traditionally

been more willing to go into therapy." Goldstein says,

"and that's still true. But men are becoming less reluc-

tant. One reason for the increase in couples seeking

therapy is that there's less of a stigma attached to thera-

py in general. Another is that the women's movement

has made it possible for women to voice their opinions

more loudly, to say what they want." And these days

when they say what they want
—

"Put down the paper

and come to therapy' '—women probably have more le-

verage because they're not so economically dependent

on their partners.

The increase in working women has also been good

for the therapy business in another way: by leaving cou-

ples thoroughly exhausted and confused. "People who
are in their thirties now didn't usually have par- US

./'
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MIND HEALTH

In one therapy

you watch

videotapes of

you and your

mate arguing

—

your very own

bloopers tape

ents who both worked. That means that an awful lot of the roles

are up for redefinition," says Peggy Penn, director of clinical

training at the Ackerman Institute for Family Therapy in New
York. "What is a wife supposed to do? What is a husband sup-

posed to do? A couple needs to work this out. And the problems

are exacerbated by the schedules they both keep. They might

both work from nine in the morning until seven at night, go to the

gym until nine, get a quick bite to eat,

and then il's time for bed. So a lot of

couples don't spend much time to-

gether. Sometimes therapy is as sim-

ple as teaching couples to put

themselves first."

It's hard to measure exactly how ef-

fective therapy is. Since couples like

June and Ward Cleaver don't general-

ly seek counseling, you're dealing by

definition with a biased sample: cou-

ples who are more likely to get di-

vorced anyway.

One study that tried to avoid this

problem was performed at the Univer-

sity of Denver, where some engaged couples were chosen for

premarital counseling and some weren't. Three years later, the

couples who had received no counseling reported a significant

decline in their marital satisfaction, whereas the counseling vet-

erans seemed as happy as before—possibly demonstrating the

positive effects of therapy.

But it's hard to draw any general conclusions about therapy,

because you're dealing with so many variables—starting, of

course, with the therapist. When I was contemplating couples

therapy, I was warned against it by a friend of mine, a thirty-six-

year-old fund-raiser from Baltimore. He based this warning on

three sessions that he and his girlfriend had attended.

"It just didn't seem to help us at all," he told me.

"Do you think it might have been the therapist?" I asked.

"Well, maybe," he said, ruminating for a moment. "Yeah, I

guess I didn't have a real favorable instinct about this guy.

"

"What bothered you?"

"Well, for one thing, he fell asleep while I was talking."

"He fell asleep?"

"Yeah—twice."

"I think your instinct was right.
'

'

But other veterans of couples therapy that 1 interviewed

seemed generally pleased with it. If nothing else, they said, it

can be enlightening just to see someone else react to your part-

ner's complaints: what seems to you like a tired litany of imag-

ined and irrational grievances suddenly acquires disturbing new

meaning when you watch an intelligent stranger listening sym-

pathetically and agreeing. Sometimes the enlightenment goes

the other way—when you recite your own list of clear, rational

,

undeniable grievances, and this intelligent stranger looks at you

as if you were complaining about messages beamed into your

brain by the Venusian Overlords.

And then there are those moments when you think you're say-

ing something innocuous and you still get hammered. This hap-

pened to Ron, a thirty-three-year-old musician in Los Angeles,

when he went in for premarital therapy after suddenly getting
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One woman

was so pleased

with couples

therapy that she

announced, "\

will never be in

an unsupervised

relationship

again"

cold feet and postponing his wedding. The therapist made him

and his fiancee, a thirty-two-year-old hairstylist, promise that

they would stick it out through three sessions no matter how ugly

things got. Then, in the second session, there was a crucial con-

frontation—or at least it seemed crucial to Ron's fiancee, who
told me about it.

"Something came up—I don't even remember what it was

—

and 1 told Ron that we should sit down sometime that week and

talk about it. 'Fine,' Ron said, 'just figure out a time and I'll be

there.' The response seemed fine to me. But the therapist lit into

Ron: 'That's so typical of how irre-

sponsible you are. Whenever an emo-

tional issue comes up, you let her han-

dle it. You think all you have to do in

this relationship is show up. ' We were

both shocked. When we left, Ron was

furious. He swore he wasn't going

back for the last session. I reminded

him we'd made a commitment, but I

really didn't think he was going to go.

But then he did show up, and we both

recognized that the therapist was

right—Ron was evading responsibil-

ity, and I was letting him get away

with it. Now that we're married, I look

back on that as the turning point in our

relationship. The therapy gave us the

tools we need for marriage."

Perhaps you're still not exactly

clear on what Ron did wrong. I know there was a time when I

would have argued with the therapist's verdict: "Give the guy a

break ! He said he'd show up. If /ze'^ picked the time and told her

to show up, you'd probably call him an insensitive bully." But

when his fiancee told me the story, I found myself thinking that

the therapist had probably been right about Ron, and the only ex-

planation I can offer for my change of heart is the couples thera-

py I underwent. Whether this is a healthy change, I leave for you

to decide. But I'm inclined to think that the therapy was worth-

while. Although it didn't save my marriage, it was enlightening,

and I tried to put my newfound knowledge to use when I rejoined

the singles scene.

I started dating a woman who was still recovering from a nasty

breakup a few months earlier. Then her old boyfriend suddenly

reappeared, begging for forgiveness, and she called me up in

distress. "I don't know what to do," she said, proceeding to list

the pros and cons of her old relationship. Some of the issues

sounded a lot like the problems I'd discussed in the sessions with

my wife, and I suddenly remembered a valuable insight that I

could offer into their relationship.

"You know what it sounds like to me?" I said confidently.

"It sounds like you two could use some counseling."

I offered her the phone number of the therapist I'd seen, and

she took it with profuse thanks . I never heard from her again , but

I consoled myself by thinking of the hours of stories about her

boyfriend that I'd avoided. And I realized that the one incontest-

able argument for couples therapy is its role as a public service. It

may not always be worth $100 an hour to a couple, but it defi-

nitely is to their friends. •
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HOROSCOPE
By Athena Starwoman

A highly emotional month lies ahead for most people. Un-
der the impact of this year's rare second new moon in Can-
cer, on July 21, every feeling will be magnified. Pluto is in

motion this month, so for many people (mainly those born
under Scorpio, Taurus, and Leo) the real action begins at
last. Best days to plan activities: the firstweek of the month,
before the Capricorn full moon on the 7th.

The Myth of Cancer
Moon children can be proud of their astrological heritage.
Ruled by the Moon Goddess, the most sacred of ancient de-
ities. Cancers are linked to the more subtle regions of
thought. No wonder Cancers are naturally intuitive, psy-
chic, and visionary, particularly as children. In spite of the
modern term ''the man in the moon,*' ancient myths depict
the moon as the Great Mother. Thd original creator, de-
stroyer, and sustainer of all life, she was cherished because
she provided light to ease the darkness of night.

Cancer
The second new moon in Cancer this year, on July 2 1 , is subject to an

ecHpse. It offers a unique opportunity to regenerate worn-out aspects of

your life. In areas of your life where you are on an all-time high, with sev-

eral fondest wishes becoming realities, this new moon's force will give

you added success. Let old loves, tired habits, and spent attachments go

their own ways. You are about to discover a new game to play.

Leo
This is not the month to pull any punches. Seek out discussions, invite

meetings, and go on short journeys. Being first with the latest news is vital

for success. Mercury (the astrological communication force) is in Leo

from July 1 1 to July 29, making those days an open field for socializing.

You can ease a great deal of pressure by meeting with others. Those youn-

ger than you who are also ruled by Mercury are likely to play a role in Ju-

ly's affairs.

Virgo
By presenting a brave and positive front in July , you'll find that undecided

matters will swing in your favor. If you make the typical Virgo mistake of

putting your insecurities on the mantelpiece for the world to see, you'll

give adversaries the chance to shoot you down. Your opponents can be

won over, however, with a casual approach. When under pressure, from

the 14th to the 22nd, fortify yourself with supportive companions before

setting out to conquer the world.

Libra
Enjoy basking in this month's limelight, but don't allow July to pass with-

out gleaning some kind of advantage. Too often you are the star. Don't

become dazzled by the brilliant illusion, which may disappear with the

light of day. To be undecided and complacent is to waste valuable oppor-

tunities. It's time to act. If the ideas simmering on the back burner don't

seem feasible, start over.

Scorpio
You have been out of phase with your ruler, Pluto, since February 18.

During this time you have had the opportunity to linger on life's sidelines.

But starting July 25, be warned: you are returning to the game of karmic

points and losses. As the month progresses you should sense a new

rhythm in your life. Fate is about to return you to center stage. It's time to

lookgreat and think big. 122
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HOROSCOPE

Sagittarius
Holidays, working away from home, testing the commodities mar-

ket. . . this kind of hustle and bustle typifies the Sagittarian's July diary.

Midyear financial reassessments encourage you to take time out for some

serious planning of your future. You are right to look before you leap.

What appears to be solid gold today may lose its luster tomorrow. Wait

until all the facts and figures are in before committing yourself.

Capricorn
With your annual full moon on July 7, this month is anything but unevent-

ful. Perhaps the moon, as it reaches its zenith in Capricorn, will buoy your

spirits, too. At the very least, you will be motivated to tackle situations

with determination. Full moons often bring unhappy love relationships to

a turning point. If you have been living any lies, expect the full moon to

disclose emotional shortfalls.

Aquarius
Opportunities abound this month. Travel and financial matters are well

aspected, especially in those areas you've been working on for the past

few months. Through valuable associations, you will find the strength to

grow in leaps and bounds. Women friends are great advisers and compan-

ions this month. Listen to anything and everything; even in the most casu-

al conversations, their insights will prove very informative. Diversify

your social routine.

Pisces
Recent events made you well aware of errors in judgment you've made in

the last few months. They have already cost you much peace of mind.

Your efforts to distance yourself from the consequences of misguided ac-

tions have put you to severe tests. This month, at long last, the successful

outcome of your recent endeavors is manifest in solid-gold reality. You
can blaze a trail so bright it leaves others dazzled by your well-deserved

success.

Aries
Relationships continue to be fiery, with the power and passion of Mars,

your ruling planet, fueling conflict. Mars endorses neither forgiving nor

forgetting. Try not to criticize or argue, or a major disagreement will be

the ruination of an otherwise upbeat month. Until July 12, Mars is in Ar-

ies, motivating you to undertake challenging tasks. If you don't delay,

success can be yours. However, volatile emotional situations will domi-

nate your thoughts at the end of the month.

Taurus
Your desire to replace the real world with your fantasy production needs

to be held in check this month. You often put up with situations that just

won't do. Patience is a special Taurean quality, but it keeps you from

making necessary changes. July holds excellent opportunities for Tau-

reans who go out and make things happen. An investment of energy will

bring remarkable returns in important affairs. Spend a little, gain a lot.

Gemini
Venus, in Gemini until July 19, encourages romantic adventures and even

enables you to combine business and pleasure. However, since recent

changes left you disillusioned, you aren't quite ready to make a commit-

ment. A situation that is currently building will culminate in September,

with an impact on foreign and financial domains. To insure success, don't

waiver; doubts will only create problems. •
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TRAVEL
By Richard Alleman

For the vacation that you

somehow never got

around to planning. .

.

hot tips, fresh ideas

on where

—

and how—to get

away now. Here

are ten escape

routes to the . .

.

last-minute
summer

A villa on St. Barts There are good reasons why this

tiny French island has become a prime winter sun spot

for both the genuinely and the wannabe rich and fa-

mous: St. Barts has some of the best beaches, arguably

the best food, and definitely the best selection of rent-

able villas in the Caribbean. Really savvy travelers,

however, including a large number of French and Ital-

ians who have given up on the crowds and craziness of

the Cote d'Azur, are now doing St. Barts in summer
and finding not only peace and quiet but villa prices that

are a hefty 25 percent less than in winter. Sibarth, the

main name in island real estate, handles some two hun-

dred properties on St. Barts—from funky one-room

124

bungalows with

big views, which

go for as little as

$490 a week (now

till December 14),

to four-bedroom,

four-bath show-

places with pri-

vate pools, which

average $4,500.

For a detailed color catalog ($8) as well as for reserva-

tions, get in touch with West Indies Management Com-

pany at (401) 849-8012.
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Another Aspen
Long after the last

private jet has tak-

en off and the pa-

parazzi have
checked out of this

winter mecca for

the chic, a whole

other Aspen
emerges. A glori-

ously glitz-free

place of moun-
tains, meadows,
and alpine lakes,

sunny seventy-degree days and cool nights. Aspen in

summer is the great outdoors at its greatest. Surrounded

by more than 1 ,450 miles of trails and boasting sports

shops that rent everything from bicycles to wading

boots, this Rocky Mountain town is a center for hiking,

mountain biking, horseback riding, trout fishing, river

rafting, even llama trekking and hot-air ballooning

—

not to mention golf, tennis, and racquetball. This sum-

mer also brings the forty-first annual Aspen Music Fes-

tival, with concerts of classical music, opera, and jazz,

from June 29 to August 26; DanceAspen's ballet per-

formances, July 5-August 11; the Aspen Institute's

lecture series, June 26-August 21 ; and the Aspen Writ-

ers' Conference, with workshops, July 15-28. And un-

like the crowded winter scene, off-season Aspen offers

plenty of accommodations (especially midweek) at ir-

resistible rates. While hotel-room prices go down sig-

nificantly (a mountain-view double at the new, much-

talked-about Little Nell drops from the ski-season high

of $400 to $225, June through mid-September), the

bottom literally falls out of condominium and house

rentals. Chateau Roaring Fork's two-bedroom, two-

bath units with fireplaces and full kitchens are a steal at

$1 15 a night. Reservations: (800) 22-ASPEN.

Going native in Paris Everyone dreams of living

in Paris at some time in his or her life. This summer,
why not take the plunge, if only for a week or two, by

renting a furnished apartment? It's much easier than

you might expect, since corporate business (which

makes up the bulk of the short-term rental mar- 126

ji
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TRAVEL; last-minute summer

ket) slackens in summer. This means that the Parisian

apartment of your dreams might be sitting there emp-

ty, right now, waiting for you. To make the connec-

tion: B&D de Vogue International, Ltd., a

California-based company, has keys to more than

three hundred flats all over Paris, including choice

locations such as the He

St. Louis, the Marais,

the Latin Quarter, the

Champs-Elysees, and

avenue Foch. Average

rates for a one-week
minimum stay: $770 for

a studio, $1,015 for one bedroom, $1,610 for two

bedrooms, $2,275 for three and four bedrooms.

Rates include linens, weekly maid service. For more

information , phone (209) 733-7119 tout de suite!

The hidden Aegean There's nowhere on earth

quite like the Greek Islands. The sea, the air, the sim-

plicity, the sense of timelessness. But summer in

Greece—with package tourists, hordes of backpack-

ers, crowded hotels and pensions—can be a night-

mare. On a chartered yacht, however, with the

possibility of sailing to islands and deserted beaches

that only the locals know about, the Grecian summer
becomes an entirely different experience. And since

Greece has the world's largest fleet of charter yachts

(more than one thousand) , it' s possible to find one for

that last-minute summer sail—even now . A company
that will have you in the Aegean in as little as two
weeks' time is Valef Yachts. Based in Philadelphia,

Valefhas over three hundred sailboats, motor yachts,

and sailing yachts for hire; they also take care of

crew, meals, and custom itineraries. Vessels range in

size from 25 to 250 feet and in price from $125 a day

for a bareboat that sleeps four to $7,000 for a mega-
yacht with seven opulent staterooms and a crew of

twelve. Phone Valef Yachts at (215) 641-1624 or

(800) 223-3845. For names of other yacht-charter

operations, contact the Greek National Toiirist Orga-

nization nearest you: in New York at (212) 42 1 -5777;

in Chicago at (3 12) 782- 1084; and in Los ^^eles at

(213)626-6696.

Breaking away in Idaho Many summer bike tours

fill up months in advance, but Backroads Bicycle

Touring's six scheduled "Idaho Sawtooths" almost

always have space for last-minute vacationers. And
since mountain biking (off-road cycling on a bike

with fat tires, upright handlebars, and a cushioned

seat) is the hottest sport around, what better way to

explore Idaho's pristine wilderness? The Backroads

tour begins in the star-studded town of Ketchum, just

south of the renowned Sun Valley ski resort, where

the Sun Valley Lodge serves as a

luxurious base camp for two days

.

After being outfitted with a bike

(rentals available at $99), safety

helmet, picnic lunch, and detailed

map, cyclists use fire roads and

single-track trails to loop through

the sagebrush flatlands of Adams
Gulch, stopping to swim in Al-

turas Lake. Throughout the trip,

bikers ride at their own pace, fol-

lowing itineraries planned by the

tour leaders. Evenings are spent

trying the surprisingly urbane res-

taurants of downtown Ketchum. Mid-tour comes the

climb over the Galena Summit, elevation 8,702 feet

(van shuttle available), where the reward is the stun-

ning panorama of the Sawtooth Mountain range, the

Sawtooth Valley, and the Salmon River. Home for

the next three days is the Idaho Rocky Mountain

Ranch, a pine lodge on one thousand acres beneath

the snow-capped White Clouds; meals are family

style, and the long front porch has rocking chairs for

elk watching and stargazing. After mornings spent

cycling, afternoons are free for more cycling as well

as hiking, fly-fishing, and river rafting. Or to simply

enjoy a milkshake at nearby Smiley's general store.

Five nights' lodging and all meals are included in the

$899 cost, with departures now through early Sep-

tember. Phone Backroads Bicycle Touring at (800)

533-2573.

Ski Chile If you never got to take a ski vacation last

winter, why not do it this summer? Most skiers know
about the legendary July-August snows of Bariloche

in Argentina, and Portillo in Chile. They also know
how difficult it is to get to these resorts. But now
there's a hot new ski place in the southern hemisphere

with world-class runs and accommodations—and it's

just an hour's drive from Santiago. Developed with

French money and flair, the new resort (called Valle

Nevado) currently has nine lifts, a staggering vertical

drop often thousand feet, and twenty-five runs, in-

cluding a ten-mile-long trail that's bound to boost

any intermediate's ego. The resort also has a heli-ski-

ing program that opens some of the Andes' best

slopes to advanced skiers. (Helicopter transfers from

the Santiago airport to Valle Nevado can be ar- 128
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TRAVEL; last-minute summer

ranged as well.) The Hotel Valle Ne-

vado is the place to stay on the slopes,

with comfortable rooms and suites

—

all with private sun decks—and an ex-

cellent French restaurant; one-week

packages providing room, full board

(including afternoon tea), and lift

tickets range from $7 1 5 to $ 1 ,7 1 5 per

person, double occupancy, depending

on dates and accommodations. Con-

tact the Latin America Reservations

Center at (813) 439-2118. Note: the

ski season at Valle Nevado runs

through October 15.

Buenos Aires in season Now that

democracy appears to be holding in Ar-

gentina, Buenos Aires, which gave the

world the tango as well as Eva Peron, is

being rediscovered by sophisticated

travelers. With its grand boulevards,

Beaux-Arts architecture, lively cafes

and clubs, excellent restaurants and

shops, and above all, its time-warp

prices, Buenos Aires has the feel of

some long-lost European city. Most

travelGUIDE
Where to Go

1 n ASPEN, Colorado: Sammer brochure from
Aspen Chamber Resort Association, with
schedule of cultural and recreational events,

and list of lodging facilities.

2n BUENOS AIRES, Argentina; General
information on BA from the Argentine
Tourist Office Inc. plus details on other
destinations in Argentina

Where to Stay
SD CAP JULUCA,Anguma: Summer packages.

40 KING RANCH HEALTH SPA» FITNESS
RESORT: Complete details and package
rates for this new international spa, located
twenty minutes north ofToronto, Canada

SD SUN VALLEY RESORT. Idaho:
Comprehensive brochures, including
summer recreation packages, village
faculties, and rates.

Please check the brochures you would like
to receive and return this coupon to VOGUE,
July Coupon, P.O. Box 1606, RivertxDn,
NJ 06077-7206, Before November 1, 1990.
Please enclose 1 1 .00 check or money order to
cover processing. Offer good only in U.SA and
Canada AUow at least six weeks for processing.

NAME.

ADDRESS

.

CITY

.ZIP.STATE

We're sony, but VOGUE cannot answer any personal
questions or requests.

Americans who visit B.A. go during

our winter in order to enjoy the South

American summer. But if you go now,

instead of high temperatures you'll find

high energy, because like all gre^t cit-

ies. Buenos Aires hits its stride in win-

tertime. So go now (visas are no longer

required) and take in grand opera at the

legendary Teatro Colon (the season

runs from May to November), dine at

romantic restaurants like the classic La

Cabaiia (extraordinary steaks) or the

chic El Gato Dumas, catch the tango at

clubs with names like La Casa Blanca

and El Viejo Almacen, and stay in luxu-

ry at the newly refurbished Plaza Hotel.

A great deal from Ladatco Tours in Mi-

ami is the "Buenos Aires Fly Away"
program—it provides bed and breakfast

at the Plaza for six nights, airport trans-

fers, sight-seeing, and round-trip

flights between the U.S. and B.A. on

Aerolineas Argentinas for $1,205 per

person (double occupancy) flying from

Miami, $1,305 from New York, and

$1,376 from Los Angeles; these rates

are further reduced after August 8.

Phone (305) 854-8422 or see a travel

agent for more information. And don't

worry too much about the weather, be-

cause July-August-September B.A.

days are in the fifties and sixties.

The most beautiful resort in the
world It may well be Cap Juluca on the

Caribbean island of Anguilla. Looking

like some Moorish fantasy village of

white pavilions and domes. Cap Juluca

opened two years ago and has been the

buzz among the get-there-first set ever

since. Guest rooms are spacious, cool,

tiled, and minimally decorated with Mo-
roccan rugs, fabrics, mirrors, and ceram-

ics. The travertine marble bathrooms

have enormous deep tubs and separate

glass-walled showers that look out on pri-

vate sunbathing terraces. But best of all is

the beach, one of the broadest and whitest

anywhere. Not surprisingly. Cap Julu-

ca's luxury doesn't come cheap. In win-

ter, a double room goes for around

$400—that's if you can manage to get a

reservation. But now through Labor Day.

that same room is a mere $200 for two.

including continental breakfast served on

your terrace—and you con get a reserva-

tion. Contact Flagship Hotels and Resorts

at (914) 241-8770.
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Resort-hopping in Jamaica This

island in the sun is not only one of the

lushest in the Caribbean, it also has

some of the most luxurious resorts.

Three years ago, six of them—Half

Moon, Plantation Inn, Round Hill,

Sans Souci, Trident, and Tryall

—

banded together as the Elegant Re-

sorts of Jamaica. For travelers, a use-

ful result of this marketing ploy was

the debut of the Platinum Plan, a pro-

gram that made it possible to stay,

dine, and play at as many of the Ele-

gant Resorts as one could fit into

three, four, or seven nights. For last-

minute summer travelers, the good
news is that the Platinum Plan remains

in effect off season—at vastly reduced

rates: $1,990 per couple for a week,

$1 , 165 for four nights, $890 for three

nights. These prices include airport

transfers, three meals a day, all bar

drinks, beach and pool chairs and tow-

els, greens fees, tennis, taxes, tips,

even champagne and flowers! With so

much to choose from, the only prob-

lem is designing your itinerary. Phone

(305) 666-3566 or (800) 237-3237 for

additional details.

Los Angeles when it sizzles Peo-

ple forget that L.A. is a beach town at

heart. Especially in summer, when the

sun always shines, the Pacific is warm
enough for swimming, nights are cool,

and Angelenos get into a Rio de Janeiro

frame of mind. For last-minute travel-

ers, what could be simpler than a week

in L.A. (by all means, rent a convert-

ible) spent checking out beaches, res-

taurants, museums, art galleries,

theater, and concerts (plus, new this

summer, classic films) at the Holly-

wood Bowl? Just be sure to stay in a ho-

tel with a good swimming pool. Which

in L.A. isn't too hard to do. what with

the glamorous swimming scenes at the

Beverly Hills Hotel, the Bel-Air. the

Four Seasons, the St. James's Club, the

new Loews by the beach in Santa Moni-

ca, and the Hollywood Roosevelt,

where the 1929 Olympic-size pool has

been updated by artist David Hockney.

For a schedule of L.A. summer events,

phone the Los Angeles Convention and

Visitors Bureau at (21 3) 624-7300. •

—Additional reporting by

ANNE ALEXANDER
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At last a toothbrush

that^s in a position to assure

clean teeth and healthier gums.

Imagine a toothbrush so advanced, it automat-
ically positions its bristles under the gumline. Exactly
as dentists prescribe. Every time you brush.

Introducing EpiDent™A technological milestone
that was developed by dentists to clean your teeth

properly without relying on precise manual dexterity.

Because when >ou brush your teeth, chances are

you're not thinking about brushing your teeth.

EpiDent is the only toothbrush that not only
positions its bristles correctly, but also has four
reciprocating-action brushes that clean six tooth sur-

faces at once. That means the outside, inside and

chewing surfaces of both upper and lower teeth. So
you won't miss a thing. Except maybe gum disease.

What's more, these four interacting brushes

gendy remove plaque anc

food particles with 240 x\

300 strokes per minute.

Especially from those

tough-to-reach places,

where plaque and gin-

givitis start In no time,

you can have cleaner teet

and healthier gums.



oral hygiene program. So keep flossing. And see your

dentist regularly.

EpiDent. Now, no other toothbrush is in a better

position to properly clean your teeth.

EpiDent is easy to use. Just bite into the brush head. Bristles are automat-
:ally positioned under thegumline. Thefour reciprocating-action brushes

wssage yourgums while cleaning six tooth surfaces at once.

In fact, we're so sure you'll see a dramatic

tnprovement over your last dental visit, we've included

I Dental Report Card so that you and your dental

)rofessional can monitor the results.

Of course, EpiDent works as part of an overall

EPi

E P I D E N T "

A Thorough Change In Toothbrushing.

For the complete dental care system, look for EpiDent Ultra at cosmetic

counters in fine depanment stores. For more information, call 1-800-444-5347

) 1990 EPI Products USA, Inc.
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agent, CalProx:''

At prestigious dental testing

laboratories, EpiSmile proved

superior at removing stains

and the dullness of time trom
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Editor: Laurie Schechter

Jarrett Hedborg, ABOVE,

and the living room of his Los

Angeles house, LEFT, with a

junk-store sailfish that inspired

its design. A bentwood chair is

covered in pigskin; woven mats

top sea-grass carpeting.

a style he jokingly refers to as

"nouvelle hut." "Maybe it's

only in California that we're

nostalgic about twenty-five

years ago," Hedborg says.

"Where other people long for

colonial architecture, we long

for 1955."

At forty, Hedborg himself

exudes the youthfulness and op-

timism of a fifties beach boy.

He grew up in Orange County,

near the beach, but he's also

half Swedish, maintaining

close ties with relatives in Swe-

den, and he's had a lifelong

love affair with Hawaii, all of

which adds to his lively eclecti-

cism. Several times a year he

travels to Hawaii to forage.

the
more personal I make things," says Jarrett "Other designers go to Stair and Company in New York,

Hedborg, "the more people respond to them, or to Portobello Road in London," he says. "I go to the

What that means to me is that we live in a very Kam Highway swap meet in Honolulu."

inhuman world. We like anything with a person- Indeed, everywhere in his house are reminders of the

al feel. " That outlook has made Hedborg one of Cali- California romance with things Hawaiian that first blos-

fomia's best-known decorators, with star clients such somed during his childhood. The South Seas patterns of

as Jack Nicholson, Bette Midler, Anjelica Huston, and pareu fabrics are punctuated with handwoven lahala

Joni Mitchell. But his work isn't about celebrity. It's mats, rag rugs, a faux barometer from an MGM prop auc-

about comfort and ease and a quirky visual sensibility tion, California plein air paintings, and nineteenth-centu-

redolent of southern California. ry engravings of fish and exotic birds. The predominant

It's a Hedborg axiom that interior design should be color is a deep indigo, most strikingly in the dorsal fin of a

autobiographical, and that's certainly the case with his magnificent sailfish mounted over the fireplace, a campy
own house in the hills above Sherman Oaks—part gal- middle-class tradition updated. "It was my inspiration for

lery, part drawing room, part Swiss Family Robinson, the house," says Hedborg. "I bought it in a junk 134
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In a corner of the living

room, ABOVE, a 19th-

century English table

holds on American decoy

and Japanese ceramic

birds. The wall painting

throughout the house is

by Nancy Kintisch. The

prints and the painting

that hang above ore 19th

century. ABOVE RIGHT: In

the dining room a gilded

chair is covered with a

Tahition poreu and a

Hawaiian plaid.

Eighteenth-century

Japanese wood-block

prints contrast with the

painted wall pattern. In

the kitchen, RIGHT,

Hedborg's dog. Honey,

rests next to a Shaker-

style stool by Richard

Mulligan, Los Angeles.

The chair is covered in a

Fortuny fabric.

Store. Much of this house is a tulfillment of childhood

dreams. I always wanted one of those."

On a set of four Louis XVI chairs he replaced the For-

tuny fabric with $1.1 9-per-yard Hawaiian bark cloth. The
Fortuny ended up on a kitchen chair discarded by his up-

holsterer. Hedborg is eminently practical, especially

about floors. * 'It has got to work for the dog. Once I had a

beautiful midnight blue Chinese Ming-style rug, which
didn't really go with a golden retriever. My floor cover-

ings here tend toward the golden retriever bouquet of

tones. Very important." His preference for handpainted

backgrounds has led to frequent collaboration with artist

Nancy Kintisch, whom he met through Bette Midler.

134

"Nancy did all of the painting here," he

says, "which is funny because she's nev-

er been to Hawaii." Hedborg made up

for that deficiency by showing her pic-

tures of the islands and playing her old

Alfred Apaka records. The green kelp

and seaweed pattern she devised for the

living room is a riff on a vintage Hawai-

ian shirt in Hedborg's closet.

The playfulness and humor of Hed-

borg's work belie a sophisticated

knowledge of design. He is less con-

cerned with individual objects than with

overall effect. "My rooms better be

more than the sum of their parts.

They're not about gimp and cord and

tassel and welt, but about light and line

and feeling.
'

' Of his own house he says,

"This is about me. There's nothing to

impress. No one can pull the wool over anyone's eyes at

this point in the game. We're all too clever. I love it when

I see some little lady in a fancy New York apartment done

up in a sort of commercial English la-di-da. I just giggle

and wonder what secret she's hiding." He adds, "I've

never gotten anywhere by doing what I thought people

wanted me to do. I've tried that a few times, and it's a bad

idea. Mix it up, make it work for you; don't buy into all

the stuff you read. We're too obsessed with image. Even-

tually, it's going to disappoint you
. '

'

It's not surprising that Hedborg's favorite compli-

ment came from Joni Mitchell when she first saw his

new surroundings: "Yup, this really is you." •
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wear now...and later
Every year at this time it's the same. You're tired of the heat, frustrated by a season that seems to

drag on one month too long. And inevitably, invariably, you find yourself fed up with the clothes

you've got (yes, even with that splendid new wardrobe of Mizrahi); you wander the stores, look-

ing for a way to be unfaithful to the white suit you've been married to for the past three months.

Just the look ofthose prickly wools on that rack makes you sink deeper into your Chanel sneakers

(and it doesn't help that it's usually seventy degrees inside the changing rooms!). But this summer

could be different. Both designers and retailers realize their rriistake in pushing the fall season

and are trying to strengthen the concept of wear-now clothes. Buoyed by last year's surprise

rush on cotton Lycra ("In late July, when it came in, it sold faster than our heavy tweeds," says

Bloomingdale's Kal Ruttenstein) and by DKNY's continued buy now/wear now success, they are

suddenly thinking "immediate gratification." "Women can't recycle their summer clothes," says

Macy's Ellin Saltzman. "They're not like wools. They just look tired and feel tired." With that in

mind, we gathered the best last-minute summer items from many designers and put them to-

gether in a novel way. In Bruce Weber's photographic essay on Nashville, you'll find terrific

short fitted dresses in an array of wildly colored prints and black-and-white patterns. Boots and

bare legs team up with short wrapped coats; the bikini makes a comeback. These are

easygoing clothes meant not only for the country-western hills of Nashville, but also for ail-

American weekends on the farm, by the lake . . . .The most important element in wear-now

clothes: fabric. And this time there are surprises. Though everyone has grown accustomed to

the inherent seasonlessness of cotton Lycra and washed silk, no one expected stretch velvet

to feel equally practical. But it makes sense. Made primarily ofcotton and cut into inexpensive

pieces (halter-necked maillots, skimpy dresses, leggings) destined for multiple lives, it's the

hit fabric of the season. In bright colors, stretch velvet moves right into fall .... Equally sea-

sonless and versatile: the classic man's shirt. Swirled with color or decorated with Hermes

and Pucci prints, it's a modern alternative to the white shirt everyone owns and loves .... But

fall will soon be here, and for the inside scoop on what's coming from the collections, Andre

Leon Talley reports on the secret images that inspire designers most: Ralph Lauren bor-

rows from the military and the romance ofgreat actresses such as Katharine Hepburn; Donna

Karan draws on the style of her TV journalist friends; Isaac Mizrahi looks to Halston. For his

ideas, MarcJacobs even goes undercover, sneaking looks into his grandmother's closet and at

the ladies who lunch at the Carlyle Hotel. See the results on the following pages ....
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They borro^v T-straps from

ladies who lunch, shine

from pebbles on the beach

Andre Leon Talley shows

where designers get their

big ideas for fall 1990

Isaac Mizrahl Isaac Mizrahi takes inspiration from the

not-so-distant past, from the great female style icons of the

fifties and sixties. Babe Paley and Millicent Rogers. Of equal

importance to him is Richard Avedon, the photographer who
during that period defined the cool, classic sophistication of a

deliberately unflashy world of rich style. "Avedon created a

line, a silent mystery, an art form in fashion photography that

never dates," Mizrahi explains. "When he photographed

Dovima, Marella Agnelli, or Barbra Streisand, he invented a

look that I still find contemporary."

Mizrahi is also influenced by his customers. "I go on those

working trunk shows and I listen," says the young designer.

The demand? For "clothes for women who dress up to take

clothes off '—dresses with naked backs or big brocade skirts

with cashmere sweaters. "My critics may hate it, but I don't

care. It is the customer who counts.

But no discussion of what inspires

Mizrahi could be complete without a

nod to Halston. "I try to fuse two el-

ements in my work," says Mizrahi,

"a sense of American minimalism

as you might think of it done by the

great pioneer, Halston, coupled with

the sense of power and indepen-

dence as shown by the character Tina

in Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing/
'

OPPOSITE PAGE, far left: Mizrahi

borrows minimalism from Halston,

here with AnjeJica Huston, 1972.

Near left: from the Isaac Mizrahi

fall collection, shimmering evening

separates in lame velvet. THIS PAGE,

near right: Halston's Ultrasuede

coat from 1975; reinterpreted by

Isaac Mizrahi, far right. Details,

stores, last pages.
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J . i "" ^ iTV journalist Diane /

Sav^er ^Hhe ultimate

modern v^oman^^
Donna Karan if there's one thing Donna Karan

knows, it's working women, and the working women who in-

spire her most are her televisionjoumaHst pals, Diane Sawyer

and Kathleen Sullivan, and the fictional Murphy Brown
(Candice Bergen always shows up at awards ceremonies

wearing Karan's clothes). Karan considers Sawyer (whom
she dresses for both day and night) "the ultimate modem
woman." Says Karan: "A truly contemporary woman is al-

ways on the go. And on the go with confidence. Diane wears

the clothes rather than letting them wear her. I find inspiration

in her because she is, above all, totally feminine, and she has

a great sensuality."

What attracts such high-powered women to Karan's de-

signs are her never-fail style systems: from tone-on-tone col-

oring (this year amber, ranging from pale blond to deep

tortoise in endlessly mix-and-matchable sportswear pieces)

to clothes with built-in versatility (cowl necks that act as muf-

flers or hoods, evening shorts that have tunics embroidered

with jet beads). Just slipping into Karan's clothes makes these

women feel perfectly color-coded and confident that they are

well turned out, dressed for success in the aggressive, com-

petitive world ofTV broadcast journalism.

On a more esoteric level, Karan finds inspiration in miner-

als—in the mystical glint of quartz crystals or in the way peb-

bles glisten on the beach after a downpour. The most obvious

translation of that concept: a short, swingy slip dress covered

with matte sequins.

Donna Karan's primary inspiration—the practical needs of

working women. OPPOSITE PAGE, far left: one of her special

easy-to-wear dressing systems, her signature tone-on-tone

coloring. Near left, top: simple cuts, texture, and
interchangeable pieces designed with the working woman in

mind. Center: among Koran's prime-time friends, TV's Murphy
Brown (Candice Bergen, who wears Donna Karon in real life).

Bottom: Diane Sawyer: the woman on the go whom Donna
Karon admires most—for her ability to merge intelligence and
sensuality. THIS PAGE: Shimmering crystals, above, and pebbles

glistening on the beach after a downpour were the inspiration

for the beaded dress, right. Details, stores, last pages.
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Calvin Klein No one could be more of an in-

spiration for Calvin Klein than his wife, Kelly. So

it is not surprising that it's Kelly's favorite pastime

—

showing horses competitively (at the annual Hamp-

ton Classic; during the winter months, in Palm

Beach)—that seems to be the idea behind one of his

most confident collections ever. Throughout the en-

tire opening lineup of the show were sure-handed,

aristocratic, tailored touches reminiscent of the

horsey set: classic earthy tweeds, perfectly colored

cashmeres, slim pants, and riding boots. Broad,

fringed "throws" draped the shoulders; suede

gloves covered the hands. Hair was pulled back into

a clean-cut equestrian knot.

At the same time, Klein finds inspiration in the

impeccable cut of tailored men's suits from the fif-

ties. One can only imagine that running through

Klein's mind while he designed were old photo-

graphs of the smart set hanging out at the Maid-

stone Club in East Hampton, Long Island.

Calvin Klein, always the master of good taste,

proves he is also the master of great tailoring.

THIS PAGE, left: an unbridled mix of textures—

a

leather-trimmed coat, plaid wool jacket, knit polo

shirt; riding bits for belt buckles. Below: his

greatest inspiration—his wife, Kelly, and her riding

clothes. OPPOSITE PAGE, near right: taking country

style to the city—with a mix of cashmere and twill.

Far right, bottom: Jackie Onassis—the ultimate

extension of the Calvin Klein style. Top center:

another inspiration: tailored men's suits from the

fifties. Top right: Calvin's modern incarnation.

Details, stores, last pages.
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Sixties something 'I al-

ways think Diana Rigg is hiding in

my closet," says Charlotte Neu-

ville, who grew up watching Rigg

play chic sixties sleuth Emma Peel

in The Avengers. "You can still see

it on late-night TV." Neuville

went as far as to get The Avengers

sound track to use for her show.

(She decided not to use it at the last

minute. ) Rigg is so integral to Neu-

ville's latest collection that when
one young assistant announced

she'd never heard of Mrs. Peel, she

was sent home to the television set.

"The sixties is always there for

me," the designer confesses. "I

just don't take it too seriously or

try to make it look 'today.' But I

have always loved the Lucite jew-

elry, the low-slung belts, the

Flower Power patterns, and those

wonderful low-heeled shoes with

pilgrim buckles."

Sixties style, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

Karl Lagerfeld's models donned

wigs reminiscent of those worn by

The Supremes, shown here in 1964.

Cot-suited Emma Peel of The

Avengers fame (shown here with

Steed) finds her way into Charlotte

Neuville's collection—enough to

influence this lace chemise. The sexy

style of cartoon character

Barbarella is re-created in Thierry

Mugler's vinyl cat suit. The Emma
Peel look also shows up in Chanel's

mini shift and a cat suit by Christian

Lacroix Pret-a- Porter. Details,

stores, last pages.
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Marc Jacobs

^Mt can be Doris Day in a

eyeglass smile



Marc Jacobs Twenty-seven-year-old

Marc Jacobs finds the only way to go for-

ward is by looking back. "Doris Day in Pil-

low Talk has a warmth that I find moves me
forward," he explains. "That whole white-

gloved look offers a great new attitude. " Ja-

cobs's entire collection is based on "that

Park Avenue idea." He says: "It can be Do-

ris Day as a decorator in a movie or the

toothy, blue-eyeglass smile of my favorite

Park Avenue socialite. Anne Slater."

For perfect examples of the right, low-

heeled/well-heeled look, Jacobs went to his

grandmother's closet. "She had sixty-four

pairs of Ferragamo pumps," he says. "And
she changed her handbag with every shoe.

She had the same passion for fashion that

you see when, say, Cary Grant is romancing

Doris Day and she shows up in a mink coat

with a faille overshell."

For ideas, Jacobs even went undercover.

"I know this sounds absolutely corny," he

says, "but 1 went to the Carlyle Hotel to

watch the Park Avenue set. It's there you see

them, having a chicken salad sandwich,

wearing the jacket with the perfect dolman

sleeve, the headband matching the color of

the suit, the T-strap, and the white glove."

The look of
'

' the Park Avenue dame
'

' shows

up for both day and night in Jacobs's collec-

tion, particularly in the "300-carat" pave

cropped top over the white wool crepe eve-

ning dress. Says the designer: "The idea is

to give a feeling of pure simplicity with a

twist, to add a sense of humor to enduring

items like the pea coat, the long, fluid sheath

dress, or classic slouchy pants."

i

Give him Park Avenue . . . OPPOSITE PAGE, far

left: white Waldorf-Astoria gown, pave crop

top by Marc Jacobs for Perry Ellis. Near left:

Jacobs's society muse, Anne Slater. THIS PAGE,

far left: clean-cut basics with snap. Near left:

his pea coat: "simplicity with a twist." Above:

another of his Park Avenue ladies, Chessy

Rayner. Details, stores, last pages.
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Ralph Lauren

Ralph Lauren Ralph
Lauren opened his show with

a salute to the wildness of

America: clothes geared for

fishing and camping as well

as for spectator sports. But

Lauren isn't taking it all dead

seriously. His new chic,

sportive message hinges on a

brilliant send-up of the clas-

sic naval pea coat. Lauren
walked it down the runway in

superlong, but slim, form.

He also showed one of the

best skirts on the New York
runways: long, slim, with a

bib front and drawstring
waistline. In navy wool, it is

as handsome and romantic as

sailor's trousers. Ralph Lauren likes

to travel and loves to include a ro-

mantic spy look in his collections:

short wrapped coatdresses of deer-

skin. Also on hand: essential bits of

movie-star glamour—a jaunty beret,

a military belt, a classic white shirt

worn with a cravat.

Karl Lagerfeld for Chanel
The only retro thing that appeared on

the Chanel runway was the pair of 1 963

Ray-Ban sunglasses perched on Karl

Lagerfeld 's nose. Lagerfeld had un-

earthed them the day before the show

and decided they looked right. Other-

wise, everything in his first Chanel

ready-to-wear collection for the nineties

looked distinctly modem.

First on Lagerfeld' s list of inspira-

tions is the group of women who sur-

round him at lunch, at dinner, at his

studio, women who pass through his

life, gal pals such as Princess Caroline

ofMonaco or VictoiredeCastellane. "I

dress what I see," Lagerfeld says, "and

that includes a constant coming and go-

ing ofvery distinctive women of style.
'

'

The idea for the ski parka with gold but-

tons came from Susan Gutfreund. "For

me, she is a woman with great style.

She wore a black ski parka all winter

over her day clothes in Paris . So I decid-

Ralph Lauren's send-up of the pea

coat, far left, inspired by World War
II sailors' uniforms (top). Coat,

Collection by Ralph Lauren. Center:

romanticized leather-bound double

agent. Dress, Collection by Ralph

Lauren. Bottom: the secret ingredient:

movie-star style like that of Katharine

Hepburn in Christopher Strong.

Details, stores, last pages.



Three versions

of the Chanel

silk parka,

inspired by

many of

Lagerfeld's

stylish women
friends,

including Susan

Gutfreund and

Princess Caroline

of Monaco
(below, right).

Details, stores,

last pages.

fall 1990
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ed why not do a

Chanel one." La- _ -^

gerfeld says Diane de Beauvau-

Craon's freewheeling attitude toward

mixing "inspired the modem mood"
of the collection.

For the ultimate "fusion of street

smarts and sophistication," howev-

er, Lagerfeld turns to Jayne Wrights-

man. "What inspires me is her way

of talking, which is always full of vi-

tality and curiosity. She has ele-

gance of the spirit as well as an in-

tune and perfectly fit body."
Victoire de Castellane, who works

in the Chanel studio, "is always full

of provocative, yet modern, ele-

gance in the way she assembles ac-

cessories from Chanel with an edge

that comes from the latest street,

house, and rap music styles."

Lagerfeld also finds great inspira-

tion in one dress designed by Yves

Saint Laurent. "I think Yves's new

black-and-white dress with an extrav-

agant train is one of the great contem-

porary Paris masterpieces of

dressmaking," Lagerfeld says. "This

is Yves at his finest hour, exactly as he

was when he was in his twenties.
'

'

^>^^
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Recalling the rich

embroidery of the

For East, Oscar de

la Renta creates a

dazzlingly beaded

evening dress.

Right, top: one of

the tapestry-like

costumes from The

Last EmperoM
Right, below:

Norma Kamali

reveals her penchant

for woven silk

brocade. Details,

stores, last pages.
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Oscar de la Renta
The opulence of the Far East

has always inspired Oscar de

la Renta. This year his em-

broideries get even richer,

drawing as they do upon the

grace and elegance of the

Khmer temple dancers
carved into the walls of ruins

in Angkor Wat.

UngaroNorma Kamali
Norma Kamali 's brocade

patchworks sewn into long

vests, jackets, and pants

took their direction from the

East as well. "Each piece of

silk brocade is as collectible

as an antique," she says.

"They will soon be crafts of

the past. This collection has the kind of richness that has

endured through the ages and comes from old-fashioned

weaving of extravagant textiles."

Geoffrey Beene Avid gardener Geoffrey Beene
ended his show with a series of long, dramatic gowns,

one splashed with giant chrysanthemums, a flower that

became fashionable in China during the fourth century.

' 'These are my mandarin princess dresses,
'

' he says, "all

inspired by the exotica of the Far East."

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Giorgio Armani's shearling coat

is modeled after those worn by Tibetan pilgrims; flower-

loving Geoffrey Beene covers a silk gown with giant

chrysanthemums; Ungaro Parallele's Eastern-style

padded jacket. Details, stores, last pages.
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Gianfranco Ferre for Dior what allows

Gianfranco Ferre to blend the decorative motif of a Fa-

berge egg with a wool dinner suit? The wonderful House

of Dior, where old-world seamstresses perform fashion

miracles. "It is fantastic to work in such a house," says

Ferre, who still marvels at the way each garment is put

together and hand-fmisl\ed by a single individual. "This

is the only couture house in Paris where 150 men and

women actually sew, where there are four full-time peo-

ple working in the hat atelier." But technique would be

nothing without Ferre's imagination, which takes its cues

not only from Faberge's eggs made for the Russian czars,

but from the Dior archives, from Christian Dior's robes

made for English royalty, from his sweeping floor-length

silk shawls with feathers.

Bill BlaSS Bill Blass's favorite dress was inspired

by the mysterious amber room that was once part of the

Catherine Palace in czarist Russia. "I'm crazy about

that room that disappeared in 1945," he says. "Amber

has always been a color I find elegant for late day in lux-

ury fabrics. There is a whole sea of it in this collec-

tion.'
' Blass can talk for an afternoon about the tons of

eighteenth-century amber that were packed into

seventy-two crates and removed from the palace by

convoys of Nazi trucks in 1945.

THIS PAGE, left: the amber walls of the Catherine Palace,

which inspired Bill Blass's silk satin dress (below).

OPPOSITE PAGE: Gianfranco Ferre incorporates the design

of a Faberge egg (detail, near right) into a suit by Christian
|

Dior Boutique (for right). Details, stores, last pages.

Bill Blass'
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Gianni Versace Gianni Versace's col-

lections never miss a beat, because he is con-

stantly drawing on rock and roll for an update.

And it's not surprising that Versace, heavily

connected to the rock world, summers at his

weekend house with everyone from Elton John

and Bruce Springsteen to Prince. La Toya Jack-

son was front and center at his last ready-to-

wear collection, in March. But Versace also has

a roster of celebrity women whose dressing

needs influence him. There's Faye Dunaway,

Jane Fonda (who wore one of his dresses to the

most recent Academy Awards). Princess Di

(who likes his jeans silhouette), and even Julie

Andrews (who sat in the front row at his couture

collection waxing eloquent over his brilliant

Pop Art colors and dazzling embroideries).

For color Versace turns to the brilliant hues

of artist Sonia Delaunay: leggings have pat-

terns taken from her 1964 graphic designs

called court cards. Versace's newest wrap
day coat (a mini trench in shearling) borrows

the acid greens from Warhol's famous paint-

ings of Marilyn Monroe.

H-e

Claude Montana For his women's col-

lection shown in March, Claude Montana
simply leafed through reproductions of those

same Warhol paintings of Monroe and then

matched the fabrics to the plays of shocking -^S:

THIS PAGE, right: Gianni Versace's extravagantly

beaded rock-and-roll jeans designed for the

likes of La Toya Jackson pick up the pattern of

Sonia Delaunay's court cards (detail, above).

OPPOSITE PAGE, Claude Montana (top) and
Gianni Versace (bottom) borrow colors from Pop
Art for trench coats. Right: Warhol's influential

Marilyn Monroes. Details, stores, last pages.
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color—acid green, hot fuchsia,

violet. Marilyn's blond hair was

an inspiration for an array of

clothes in vivid yellow.

Christian Lacroix
"A long time ago, I stopped

thinking of a specific theme for

each of my collections," says

Christian Lacroix. "It's artifi-

cial." Fashion today, he be-

lieves, should be created in the

same way that a modem traveler

concocts style
—

"mixing casu-

al shapes that come from exotic

places, historic elements

gleaned from trips, visits to an

exhibition, and even one's fa-

vorite flea market."

Two great fall inspirations: the

sixties style of Jackie O. and

Middle Eastern folklore. An
ever-present inspiration: the ro-

mance of the bullfight—from the

annual La Feria held during the

spring festival in Seville to the

one in Aries, near Lacroix's

birthplace in the South of France.

The brilliant vestido cie luces, or

suit of lights, worn by matadors

serves as the launching point for

his pink matador jacket shown

with slim black trousers or over

floor-length tulle skirts.

Jean Paul Gaultier
Jean Paul Gaultier got so excit-

ed about the splash paintings of

the late Jackson Pollock that he

invented his own splashes and

put them on a polyamide vis-

cose fabric revived from the for-

ties called albene. The splashes

first appeared in last fall's col-

lections; by March, he had used

subtle chalk stripes for loose,

tailored suits for the women's
ready-to-wear collection.

THIS PAGE: A richly embroidered

antique toreador jacket recalls

the bravado of matadors from

Christian Lacroix's native Aries.

Inset: the influence of the

bullfight is evident in Lacroix's

pink bolero. OPPOSITE PAGE:

Jackson Pollock's colorful

splash paintings (detail of one,

near right) inspired a suit by

Junior Gaultier, far right.

Details, stores, last pages.
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Yves Saint Laurent

158

For Saint Laurent,

fashion inspiration

clearly remains all /
in the family
For Yves Saint Laurent, inspiration is

usually a family matter—only in his

case it's the de La Falaise family that he

looks to. Loulou de La Falaise Klos-

. sowski has been a part of his inner circle

' since 1972, as his design assistant and

muse, and now her niece Lucie (age

seventeen) has become Saint Laurent's

favorite runway model—she's the bride

in the finale of his shows—as-well as the

image for Yves Saint Laurent Beaute.

A new shop on the rue Faubourg

Saint-Honore in Paris features all the

YSL Couture accessories that Loulou

designs. Because she has worked with

Saint Laurent for so many years, she was

able, with Anne-Marie Munoz-Yague. to

supervise the execution of his fall ready-

to-wear collection when the designer fell

sick after preparing the sketches and se-

lecting all the fabrics. "It is fantastic to

work beside Yves," says Loulou. "We
both believe fantasy is such a vital ele-

ment of fashion. We tend to think of our-

selves as gypsies who have just returned

with a marvelous caravan of incredible

finds from the exotic reaches of the earth.

But we have to make the caravan our-

selves. Our Orient is our imagina-

tion .

' '—ANDRE LEON TALLEY

Saint Laurent's mix

of cultures in his

fall Rive Gauche
collection, THIS

PAGE, as worn

on the runway

by Lucie de La

Falaise. OPPOSITE

PAGE: Lucie

relaxes with her

aunt, Loulou

de La Falaise

Klossowski, and

four-year-old

cousin, Anna, on

the lawn of

Loulou's manor
house outside

Paris. Details,

stores, last pages.

1

Photographer:

Pascal Chevallier
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^ij^proach on Loeie, this

PAGE. Playing op H»e color:

"aint Laurent's Rouge

Sandalwood Pink. OPPOSITE

PAGE: In a corner of Loulou's

bedroom, a reproduction

choir sits before an 18th-
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parchment luggage is from

the new Yves Soint Laurent

accessory shop in ParrS.

'Details, stores, last pages.
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Saint Laurent reinterprets his fantasy

of Scottish tartans, while de La Falaise

supplies the gilding and plumes
]
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Why the print shirt is

replacing the classic white

shirt for fall: its rich.

raucous pattern and
kaleidoscopic color. Ode to

rock and roll: a sixties

stance in a silk crepe de
chine shirt worn with

sequined leggings—and
long hair. English

Eccentrics shirt, about

$395. Yoshi. NYC. Jeanette

Kastenberg silk and
spandex leggings, about

$510. Martha: Nan Duskin.

Philadelphia: I. Magnin.

Azzedine Alaia boots.

Hair. Christiaan:

makeup, Soma Kashuk.

Fashion EdHor:
Jenny CapHain
Photographer:
Arthur Elgort

As bla

recedes

fashio

color

andpattern
increase

dramatically.

Here, on

the ne

shirt

I
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Christian Lacroix's version

of the designer print shirt,

tailored and worn with a

tie, narrow pants, and a

fedora. Silk shirt, about

$1,110. Wool and

cashmere pants, about

$385. Both, Christian

Lacroix Pret-a-Porter.

Barneys New York; Lou

Lattimore, Dallas. Hair,

Orlando for Bumble -i-

Bumble; makeup, Sonia

Kashuk. Details, more
stores, last pages.
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The designer print sh t is

one fall item that can be

worn when It's purchased

—

in summer, this pagE:

Designers give tartan a

sense of humor with

pooches on plaid silk. Shirt

by Timney-Fowler for Go
Silk, about $200. Bergdorf

Goodman; Toby Lerner.

Philadelphia: Go Silk Store.

San Francisco. Calvin Klein

jeans. An easy way to keep

hair in shape for summer:
with Sebastians Systema
Laminates Concentrate Gel.

OPPOSITE PAGE Real day-for-

night dressing. The print

shirt (in washed silk)

dressed up for evening with

brown velvet leggings.

baroque jewelry. Shirt by

Nicole Farhi. about $206.
Nicole Farhi. SoHo NYC:

Toby Lerner. Philadelphia:

Macy's. San Francisco.

Leggings by Anvers. about

$92. Anvers. NYC. These

two pages: hair. Christiaan;

makeup. Sonia Kashuk.

Details, more stores.

last pages.
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From the house (Hermes)

that practically revived the

whole print movement: a

multicolor silk shirt and
wool jodhpurs, this page.

Shirt, about $1,325. Pants,

about $1,250. Both,

Hermes. Hennes Boutique.

NYC, San Francisco. With

vivid prints, subtle color on

eyes is best: here, Perfect

Finish Eyeshadow Single in

Thyme Out, by Charles of

the Ritz. OPPOsrrE page:

There is no other print as

distinctive as Pucci's—here

on an oversize shirt worn

with stretch cotton velvet

pants. Silk chiffon shirt by

Emilio Pucci, about $600.

Emilio Pucci Boutique, NYC.

Pants by Le Manfredi for

David Glazer. Scarf by

Emilio Pucci. These two

pages; hair. Orlando for

Bumble -i- Bumble;

makeup. Sonia Kashuk.

Details, more stores,

last pages.
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Cuttin:

As hairstylists keep

pace >vith fashion.

Page Hill Starzinger

tracks dov^^n what's

ne^v—from flips and
vrigs to short cuts
Consider this: at Chanel, many of the models were sent down
the fall runway wearing long, swingy brunette falls held in

place by wide headbands. They were a far cry from the natu-

ral, short cuts of Ines de la Fressange, the Chanel symbol of

the eighties. And they suddenly gave the lighthearted, high-

spirited day suits and satin evening dresses a movie-star

glamour. Consider this: Adrienne Vittadini, long a proponent

of loose, natural hair for her models, insisted this time on styl-

ized sixties cuts—gel-molded flips, short Beatle cuts. Her
sporty white cable-knit sweaters were cast in a whole new
role. They looked downtown and hip.

Hair has become as much of an accessory as wildly pat-

terned Pucci tights or thigh-high Barbarella boots. And as

easily changeable as a bracelet. "It's fun and not so serious

now," says Oribe of Oribe at Parachute, known for always

being ahead of the crowd (he was the one who launched short

hair by chopping off Linda Evangelista's locks). His latest

approach: anything that makes hair "a little more unnatural"

:

wigs, falls, chunky highlights, defined cuts, and exaggerated

French twists or topknots that are piled higher than normal.

168

Taking the edge off these nineties styles: cuts have tapered

and rounded ends that move easily, softly; French twists are

loose, with strands insouciantly falling out of place.

While wigs are a favorite prop, Oribe admits they aren't for

everybody. "It's for someone who views a wig as a hat," he

says, "someone who wants to stand out one night when she's

feeling like^being wild. And you'd be surprised at the women
who do look great in something this outrageous. Every wom-

an who cuts her hair off regrets it some days,
'

'

he adds. The solution: long falls worn with

sixties-style headbands . The further a wig or a

fall is from a woman's natural hair color, the

more it functions as an accessory. Recently,

Oribe gave a Marilyn Monroe-type wig to

black model Veronica Webb. "Some of our

heftiest female icons have had platinum

hair," Webb says, "and it really adds glam-

our when you have it.

"

"Imagination is the only limit to what goes," Oribe con-

tinues. Model Naomi Campbell is proof of that. She owns
thirty wigs and cuts her real hair every three or four months

.

One day this spring, she was spotted on a Paris street wear-

ing a long blond wig. Two months ago, she was seen at a

New York City restaurant wearing a red bob. As this story

goes to press, she's decided to streak her real hair blond,

add a part in the middle, and straighten it into a wash-and-

wear sixties 'do. "I like to change," she explains, as if

changing her hair is as ordinary as switching the color of

her lipstick.

Bruno Pittini of the Bruno Dessange Salon, known for

easy-care real-life haircuts designed specifically to flatter

the face, dismisses wigs. "Who does it?" he asks. "The
young people, not the people who know what looks good

on them already.
'

' He has a roster of clients who appreciate

his down-to-earth approach: Jodie Foster, Jessica Lange,

Catherine Deneuve.

As serious and ascetic as Oribe is casual and trendy, Rttini

says style is his focus, not fashion. Nevertheless, he approaches

hair as an important accessory. "The haircut," he says in heavi-

ly accented French, "is like the clothes for the face. " Specializ-

ing in cuts that are versatile enough to be styled in different ways

for different occasions, Pittini is a firm believer in individual-

ized hairstyles. In fact, he views the role of the hairdresser as

equivalent to that of a psychologist: "You have to notice every-

thing: her voice, her hair, her makeup, the clothes she wears.

"

He believes that just as accessories set up clothes, hairstyles

evoke the different moods of women. Marilyn Monroe has be-

come a modem muse. "She played around with her hair but

never lost sight of her real identity
,

" he says . The most versatile

lengths: from right above the shoulder to very short. Hair can be

slicked back behind the ears, pulled up into a soft French twist,

or left loose with the ends flicked up. A vast array of mousses,

perms , and gels can be utilized for control and to create astonish-

ingly different looks from one haircut.

Although a woman's fashion sense is just one of many ele-

ments Pittini considers when developing a cut, it is still extreme-

ly important. "I can't see 'big hair' with the small, skintight

fashions of today," he says, referring to the unitards, narrow

jackets, and short skirts that are dominating collections. "It

would be out of proportion." Instead, he advocates hairstyles

close to the head with a definite part ' 'to avoid hair looking too



The look for hair

today: above the
shoulders, with a
definKe line. Here,
the sixties-inspired

flip by Oribe, NYC.
Adding sheen:

Clairol's Condition
Finishing Shine.
DKNY shirt.

Vintage Rolex
watch at Aaron
Faber Gallery,

NYC. In this story:

makeup, Marie-
Josee Laffontaine.

Details, stores,

last pages.

Fashion Editor:

Phyllis Posnick
Photographer:
WaHer Chin
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Doubleheader: twin

models Lor-Tensia

and Dor-Tensia

show how much of

an accessory wigs
can really be.

Updated seventies

Afro wigs.

Descamps
bathrobes. INSET:

Short black- and
apricot-haired

wigs. Calvin Klein

bodysuit.

Descamps
bathrobe. Hair,

Oribe, NYC.
Details, stores,

last pages.





A change of color

and of length from
faux falls. LEFT:

Nadege's short
hair peers out from
under a long fall.

Dress, Azzedine
Alaia. Cartier

watch. RIGHT: The
more obviously

fake the color, the
more the wig or

fall looks like a fun

accessory. Dress,
Liza Bruce. T-shirt,

Hanro. Shirt, Linda
Allard for Ellen

Tracy. Bodysuit,
Donna Karan New
York. Hair, Oribe,

NYC. Details,

stores, last pages.
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flat, like a crepe."

For Oribe, and many fashion

designers. Madonna's quick-

change hair artistry—dying her

locks blond, then black, cutting

them into bobs and pageboys

—

is a big inspiration. "She's al-

ways reinventing herself. I hope

that's what I can do," says

Charlotte Neuville, who admits

to a secret urge to buy a

bleached-blond version of

Audrey Hepburn's short cut in

Roman Holiday. Carolyne
Roehm, who recently cut her hair

short for the first time since 1 985

,

agrees that variety is important.

"The women who wear the same

hairstyle all the time usually say,

'This is how I wore it in college.

'

I want to tell them, 'It's time to

consider graduating
. "

'

Ironically, most of the wom-
en who are making hairstyle

changes now are probably too

young to graduate from high

school. But then that's obvious-

ly beginning to change, too. •

The key hair

silhouette for

fall's body-
conscious
clothes: small,

close to the
head. Here, by
Bruno Pittini for

Bruno
Dessange.
OPPOSITE PAGE
AND ABOVE: The
return of the
part. To create
a widow's peak,
Bruno uses a

dab of Jacques
Dessange
Fixing Gel.

Dress, Michael
McCollom for

Isaia, NYC. THIS
PAGE, bottom:
the cut in

process. Norma
Kamali
jumpsuit. Roiex
watch. Bulgari

bracelets.

Center: proof
that short can
be feminine.
Norma Kamali
jumpsuit. Top:
the curly

approach.
Dress, Calvin

Klein. Jumpsuit,
Norma Kamali.
Details, stores,

last pages.

THE BEST HAIRCUTS:

New York City: Bruno Dessange. from $80, easy-care cuts

(212) 517-9660; Bumble + Bumble, from $40, feminine, soft

styles (212) 371-4100: Frederic Fekkai Beauty Centre, Bergdorf

Goodman, from $75, subtle shapes, easy maintenance (212)

753-9500: Imo Beauty Salon, the Regency Hotel, from $50,
tailored to the individual (212) 753-2326: Rene Beauty Salon,

the Pierre Hotel, from $40, smart shaping (212) 838-7950: John

Sahag, from $100, fashion oriented (212) 371-4777: La Coupe,

from $40, sixties influence (212) 371-9230; Oribe at Parachute,

from $50, very short, trendy (212) 769-0950: Pipino Buccheri,

from $44, clean, soft shapes (212) 759-2959; Suga Salon, from

$55. tailored cuts (212) 421-4400; Vidal Sassoon, from $58,

always current (212) 535-9200

Boston: Born 2b Wild, from $25, natural shaping (617) 536-

0303; Vidal Sassoon, from $50, cut and color combos (617)
536-5496

Washington D.C.: Okyo Salon, from $40. structured shapes

(202) 342-2675; Robin Weir & Company, from $25. including

conditioning hair care (202) 861-0444

Chicago: Charles Ifergan Salon, from $50. active lifestyle cuts

(312) 642-4484; Mario Tricoci Salon/Spa. from $40, precision

cuts (312) 915-0960

Dallas: Neinast Salon, from $40, hair weaving too (214) 521-

4300; Ric Bishop, from $20, well shaped (214) 692-5910

San Francisco: Mister Lee Beauty, Hair & Health Spa, from $35,

natural shaping (415) 474-6002; Vidal Sassoon, from $40,

fashion looks (415) 397-5105

Los Angeles area: Aida Grey Institut de Beaute, from $50.

shaped to lifestyle (213) 276-4681; Allen Edwards Salon, from

$45. face framers (213) 274-8575; Cassandre 2000. from $35.

trendsetters (818) 881-8400; Doyle Wilson Salon, from $40,

contemporary Californian (213) 658-6987; Michael John, from

$50, strong shapes (213) 278-8333; Umberto Salon, from $50,

very personal approach (213) 274-6395

More cities, last pages.
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TFollowing o time- ^
Jt honored Nashville \M ^%- tradition: Claudia ^

Schiffer and "the

m. band" (John

K Rowlinson and

P Werner) hang out in

K^ r front of a recording

^5^-^*^--* J Bl''-'itiili'
**"*''° between takes.

KSXv^-*. JiPI^BK^ (In this case, it's the

VIVVV^ / l^^ff • Sound Emporium.)

/ Claudia is very

/ 1960s—in a stretch

/ dress and hipster ^
/ hoop belt. Dress by^
f Agnes B., about $113.^

Agnes B., NYC. .

Boston, Los Angeles^

j^ Werner's flower JH
power: a print shirt^H

^_^ Paul Smith over ^^M
¥ T-shirt. In this stq^H
T ^ hair, Didier Mal^BI

J^ for Jean Louis David;

makeup, Bonnie

i j^ Mailer. Details, more
f "* stores, last pages.

^^ Fashion Editor:

/
Grace Coddington

I

1

'S
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Bruce Weber photographs a new/kind of

Nashville, where country i^ cool/dnd the livin

is easy. Julia Reed uncovers the city% rhjd'hm

roots, and eats biscuits ^th^omrny AAf^



countrygi estotown

ashvilles hip. Everybody says so. The city hasn't

been so talked about since Robert Altman decided to

make it a metaphor for America in 1975. People

who never listened to country music before listen to

Lyie Lovett and k.d. lang and discuss the irony of the lyrics. A
German cameraman I know dragged his Chinese fiancee all the

way from Hong Kong to get married on the Grand Ole Opry

stage. People are buying into Nashville as though it were just

another piece ofRalph Lauren Roughwear or a Driza-Bone rain-

coat. If it's authentic, it must be happening.

Such is the frenzy that those people who have always been

devoted to country music feel compelled to reassert them-

selves with Barbara Mandrell's line 'T was country when

country wasn't cool." But Nashville has never really had

trouble accommodating interlopers, at least where country

music is concerned. Kris Kristofferson and Roger Miller

were among the first to push the inside of the envelope. They

hit town just after the heyday of acts like Hawkshaw Hawkins

and Cowboy Copas, and every would-be songwriter in the

Western world followed on a Nashville-bound Greyhound.

Next came an almost unendurable period of country pop,

when everybody from Julio Iglesias to Lionel Richie went

western. Now the music is making a much-heralded return to

its roots. Randy Travis has become one of the hottest acts

around by singing songs the way George Jones and Merle

Haggard always have. B.B. King, never a Nashville man,

came to town in April to record a duet with him.

But there's a whole other Nashville, a world of old money
and subtle class distinctions that existed long before country

came to town. Nashville may be best known as "Music City

USA," but it also claims the title "Athens of the South," the

"city of schools and churches" Peter Taylor describes in his

Pulitzer-winning A Summons to Memphis—the place where

"phrases like 'well bred' and "well bom' were always ringing

in one's ears."

Nashville has more colleges and universities than any other

city in the country but New York, built on bequests from Yan-

kee millionaires seeking rapprochement after the Civil War.

It's a city that so values its past—any past—that for Tennes-

see's centennial celebration in 1897 the city fathers chose to

build a scale replica of the Parthenon. In May of this year a

forty-two-foot-high statue of the goddess Athena was un-

veiled inside. Athena has been missing from the original Par-

thenon for more than two thousand years; only Nashville felt

the need to re-create the statue. And it took a lifelong Nashvil-

lian to do the job—thirty-four-year-old Alan LeQuire, who
devoted almo«-t a quarter of his life to the replica.

Not far from the Parthenon is a monument to a less distant

past, the Country Music Hall of Fame. Busloads of tourists

pile out to see Elvis's "solid gold" Cadillac, Dale Evans's

cowboy boots. Porter Wagoner's lime green silk suit. And
they pay tribute to their own particular Athenas: Dolly Par-

ton, Loretta Lynn, and of course. Tammy Wynette.

Sometimes it's hard to be a woman.
Giving all your love to just one man.

You'll have bad times.

And he'll have good times.

Doin' things you don't understand

"Standby Your Man."
Tammy Wynette and Billy Sherrill

178
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When "Stand by Your Man" cata-

pulted to the top of the country

charts in 1968, Tammy Wynette be-

came the undisputed Queen ofCoun-

try Music. The song, which she

wrote with Billy Sherrill allegedly in

fifteen minutes, became the biggest-

selling country hit ever, until Dolly

Parton's 1980 single "Nine to Five"

came out, and that had a movie to back

it up. Tammy is still the top-selling

country artist in Australia, and if in re-

cent years there's been a bit of aTammy
Lull, there has also been the transforma-

tion of Tammy into a pop icon. "Stand

by Your Man" is on everyjukebox in ev-

ery gay bar in New York City, and LyIe

Lovett covers it on his latest album. D-I-

V-O-R-C-E has become part of the lan-

guage. I know people who still spell it out

rather than utter the word. Last year

Tammy hit the road hard again on a GMC
truck-sponsored tour with the white-hot

Randy Travis. Now she's back in the studio

recording the kinds of "weepers' ' that made

her famous, and last March she did a sellout

solo show at L.A.'s Roxy. The two Tammys—cult figure and

Great Lady Singer—^are about to converge.

At the Roxy she wore a gold-beaded minidress and sang

the hell out of vintage hits like "I Don't Wanna Play

House." The crowd included everybody from Burt and

Loni to Tom Petty. "There's a whole pop awareness of

Tammy Wynette," says Joanne Gardner, a former mas-

seuse who runs one of Nashville's top video production

shops. "She's almost kitsch, but then you meet her and

she's like royalty. She's got that presence. She's so much
smaller and so much more fragile than I thought. I'd

give her a massage and I'd say, what's ^
this scar?... She looked like Zorro had been

after her."

Indeed, Tammy's tough times have been well

documented, most notably in her autobiography, ti- '

tied—what else?

—

Standby YourMan. The abusive

marriages, the crazy years with George Jones, the

abduction, the bus burning, the house burning, the

surgeries (she's had seventeen operations on her

stomach alone), the bouts with pain pills, the subse-

quent rehab are all part of Tammy Lore. Now she's

back in shape under the guidance of husband/manager

Music City USA meets the Athens of the South (clockwise

from top left): vintage poster at Tootsie's Orchid Lounge,

where performers at the nearby Grand Ole Opry
traditionally repair between sets; Nashville's statue of

Athena by Alan LeQuire; singer/songwriter Clint Black;

Nashville's own Parthenon, home to the LeQuire Athena;

Claudia in a light pink V-neck cardigan by N. Peal

Cashmere; blues great John Lee Hooker with his grandson;

sidewalk graffiti and a black suede boot from Sidonnie

Larizzi for Christian Lacroix; a rural scene in Columbia TN,

host to an annual mule day; Judit Masco in sequins by

Bob Mackie, and John in leather by Schott from the

Antique Boutique, NYC. Details, more stores, last pages.
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d^^ and Mario

Sorrenti tofte a booth

at TootSf^'s Orchid

Lounge, a Nashville

music landmark, THIS

«bf style

landmark: Isaac

Mizrahi's coat. Saks

Fifth Avenue;

Hirshleifer's Etc.,

Manhasset NY;

Ultimo Ltd., Chicago.

Boots by Sidonnie

Larizzi for Christian

Lacroix. His look is

another classic:

leather jacket by

Screaming Mimi's of

New York; T-shirt by

Horley-Oavidson

Sportswear by IXSPA

2000. Levi's 501

Jeans. OPPOSITE PAGE:

The great rhythm and

blues legend B.B.

King, who just

finished recording a

duet with country

golden boy Randy
Travis. Details, more
stores, last pages.
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The girl, the guy, the

bike, and the movie

camera: Nadege puts

her impression of

Mario (with Nashville

in the background) on

film. Emillo Pucci

tennis shorts, about

$150. Emilio Pucci

Boutique, NYC. Bikini

Cachorel Maillots de

Bain, dbout $90. Janet

Russo, NY^; Jop
Orawwr, hfontockct

MA; Abba's P{<^e,

Philadelpmoi. On
Ma r io :'-Gu^? ^t-shirt

atrd (eons. tXetails,

•nore stores, last pages
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K^ countrypoes to town

Richey, who the morning of my visit is making bis-

cuits
—"Oh yeah, those are gonna be award winners right

there," he says, grinning at the oven. Between them they

have six children and four grandchildren, whose pictures oc-

cupy almost as much wall space as the gold records. A daugh-

ter whom George identifies as "one of my little maggots"

streaks frantically through the kitchen—she is cramming for

the state cosmetology exam. Another daughter is in law

school and plans a career in international music copyrights.

George's biscuits are incredibly good. He makes a skilletful

of sausage-cream gravy to pour on top. It's business as usual

down on the farm.

Except that the farm is really a twenty-thousand-square-

foot house called First Lady Acres located right around the

comer from the Governor's Mansion. A sign at the gate says

"Tour Buses Welcome." Above the sink in the kitchen a

largemouth bass is mounted on a plaque inscribed to Tammy
from Merle Haggard. The dining room is all black—table,

chairs, place mats, even china and stemmed glasses. In the

backyard there's a pool, two tennis courts, and a trampoline

flush in the ground. In Tammy's book her current bathroom,

complete with a marble sunken tub, is pictured alongside her

first one, an outhouse. As a child in Mississippi, she picked

cotton. Her first husband's first name was Euple.

These days Tammy's clothes are designed by Bob
Mackie-protege Jef Billings. Each beaded extravaganza

weighs almost thirty pounds, about a third of Tammy's size-

two self. Before the photo shoot. Tammy lets us hang out in

her bedroom while she shows us a pile of the dresses. Her

makeup assistant asks George what he thinks Tammy should

wear. George, not for the first time, says, "I think whatever

she thinks is fine."

Before he married Tammy, George Richey was a re-

nowned producer and songwriter in his own right. He is, by

all accounts, a funny guy, but today George is nervous. Di-

dier Malige is still putting some much-needed air in Tammy's
hair, we haven't started shooting yet, and Tammy is already

late for the studio. She has another track to cut for the new
album, and then George and Tammy and Tammy's makeup
artist and Tammy's band will all pile in the bus and head to

Canada for one night. Susan Nadler, a public relations execu-

tive who has handled Tammy's account for a year now, says,

"You tell Tammy two hundred people want to see her in

Branson, Missouri, and boom, she's on the bus."

Nadler had warned me that Tammy would make me cry

and she was right. Tammy Wynette has more humility than

anyone I've ever met. "I know what the real thing is," says

Nadler, "and Tammy's the real thing. She has that crack in

her voice. She touches you when she sings.
'

' She even touches

you when she talks. Over breakfast she talks us through the

lyrics of "Half the Way Home," a classic tearjerker she'd re-

corded the day before about an old friend who's dying. The
whole table dissolved. Mike Martinovich, vice president of

marketing at CBS Records, knows what the real thing is too,

and he couldn't be happier. In New York he worked with art-

ists like Michael Jackson, Bruce Springsteen, and Barbra

Streisand. Still, he always wanted to come to Nashville, and

now he's got Tammy. He tells anybody who'll listen that the

Los Angeles Times called Tammy ' 'an American Treasure
. '

'

He hands out copies of a tape he's made called Tammy Time.

In his office Martinovich plays a rough cut of "Half the 226
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aren't exactly''

standard equipment,

THIS PAGE. Mario is tho

reckless, drive-right-in

biker, and Judit ploys

the debutante

daughter with dubious

friends. Behind her,

Werner (top) ond

John. Cashmere

sweater by N. Peal

Cashmere, about

$320. N. Peal, NYC.

Son Francisco,

Canada. Skirt,

Christian Locroix

Luxe. Saks Fifth

Avenue. Leather

jackets by Schott and

Screaming Mimi's of

New York. T-shirts,

Horley-Davidson

Sportswear by IXSPA

2000 and Guess?.

Levi's 501 Jeons.

OPPOSITE PAGE;

Across town,

and on the

side of the

Details, mor
last
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Nadege gets carried

away with the guitars.

Cotton gabardine

dress by Emilio Pucci,

about $325.

Bergdorf Goodman.
Guitar-shaped handbag,

Bella Freud. Manolo
Blahnik mules. Levi's

501 Jeans. Leather

jackets by Schott and

Screaming Mimi's of

New York. THIS PAGE:

The guy credited with

the country-western

music revival. Randy
Travis. Details, more
stores, last pages.
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Down on the form, THIS PAGE:

Nodege in a city-slicker-gone-

Dolly Parton dress. By Chanel

Haute Couture. Boots by the

Justin Boot Company. Hot from

the Alamo of Nashville. Even

with a hot, one needs a sun

block on the face: here,

Chanel's Total Protection

Moisture Cream SPF 15.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Sunset

near Nashville. Details,

lost pages.
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Two summertime A

revivals, TH IS PAGE

baseball and the i

bikini. Swimsuit by

Cacharel Maillots d

Bain, about $85. Th

Inside Story, NYC;

Liquid Assets,

Chicago; Come Rai

or Shine, San

Francisco. Another I

revival: the "big haii
\

look, conditioned j

here with Nexxus J

Humectress. OPPOSIl I

PAGE (clockwise fror e

top left): hat and jeo '

jacket from the i

Alamo of Nashville

haberdasher to the

stars; leather jacket

by Schott and

Screaming Mimi's o
New York; sheet

music from bluegras

pioneer Bill Monroe
country newcomen
Shelby Lynne; Judil

wears a man's shirl

from Polo by Ralph

Lauren; jamming at

Gruhn Guitars: Judl

in a Burberrys Limits

raincoat and a Boi

Mackie dress; Tamn
Wynette's tour bus

the Tammy II; Bill

Monroe today, j'.

Details, more si

last poge^;

i
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"I don't mind being

put in a category,"

says Tammy Wynette,

THIS PAGE. "Country's

been good to me." In

her bedroom at First

Lady Acres, the

Country Queen wears

one of her stage

looks by Los Angeles

designer Jef Billings,

who creates all of her

costumes. OPPOSITE

PAGE: Splendor in the

grass. Claudia and

Werner in a duet,

staged just outside

Nashville, in

Columbia. Her lace

dress by Yves Saint

!outure. Whit»,

lole by Yves

aurent Couture,

ins, Levi's 501

ins. Details,- _
pst pagi
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Acould-be w

here. Claudia is

demure—wittr a

bouquet and a shOTt

silk dress by Chanel.

Chanel Boutique,

Washington DC;

Rich's, Atlanta. On
her left, playing the

gamine: Nadege in a

check shirt by Agnes

B., about $110. Agnes

B., NYC, Boston, Los

Angeles. Far right:

Judit in a bikini by

Cacharel Maillots de

Bain. Her long,

sixties-style hair has a

nineties difference

—

body—^from a gel,

Redken's Creatif

Centigrade Therm-

active Bodifier 4L. In

the background (left

to right): Werner,

Mario, and John in

\ regulation leather

lockets by SchoH and

Screaming Mimi's of

New York. Details,

more stores, last

pages.
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study in contrasts; at a
"Welcome Home"
concert lor Nelson

Mandela, the multiracial

audience, opposite.
cheers as Johannes
Kerkorrel rocks... in

Afrikaans.

Photographer: Gideon Mendel

s.
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A new generation of Afrikaners, children of

Soutii Africa's ruling class, are tallcing back to

their elders with a vengeance. Ivor Powell and

Philip Brooks uncover a subculture on the rise



'The Afrikaner establishment is used to controllii

know how to cope when their own people

I

His Park rugby stadium, the premier venue for

rugby in Johannesburg, is something of an icon

for the Afrikaners who make up South Africa's

ruhng elite. Until a few years ago, the stadium

was reserved exclusively for use by whites, and

only the most desperate of financial straits

[prompted the Ellis Park management to allow the

I primarily black sport of soccer to be played on its

hallowed turf. And even then there was a sustained roar of pro-

test from the purists.

So it is some measure of the changes taking place in South

Africa that on this early spring afternoon the stadium is playing

host to a "Welcome Home" concert for African National Con-

gress (ANC) leader Nelson Mandela. Less than a year before,

when Mandela was still in prison, the government de-

creed that this kind of "human rainbow" concert would

be likely to lead to a "breakdown of law and order.

The threat of rain hangs heavy over the crowd.

There is a small group of black heavy-metal freaks in

leather popping beers and studiously ignoring their

white girlfriends. There are township kids in ANC
T-shirts chanting slogans and dancing the militant

toyi-toyi. And there are all colors and complexions of

kids and hippies and yuppies and workers and bohe-

mians. With the country stumbling toward something

approaching democracy, this concert feels like a re-

hearsal for the future.

Around noon, the rebel Afrikaner act Die Gerefor-

meerde Blues Band (GBB) takes the stage. The
band's name, which translates as "The Reformed

Blues Band," parodies that of the Afrikaner estab-

lishment Dutch Reformed Church. If the concert is

the nightmare of a free South Africa that keeps the El-

lis Park Afrikaners awake at night, the GBB is one of

the demons that haunt their sleep.

Flanking the musicians on the stage are two female backup

singers wearing neon minidresses. The band lurches into its

anthem, "Ossewa," a song that sends up the Voortrekkers,

the pioneers of the nation, who penetrated the South African

hinterland during the nineteenth century in ox wagons. In Af-

rikaner mythology, the ox wagon is a symbol of great poten-

cy. But in the GBB version it's reduced to a party van
complete with mega-sound system and marijuana-smoking

joyriders. The crowd responds with cheers.

This a spectacle that, in some ways, is even more remark-

able than the appearance later in the day of Mandela himself.

Afrikaners, after all, are the pariahs of the entire human-
rights-conscious worid; their language, Afrikaans, resonates

with tyranny. Within South Africa, the identification of Afri-

kaners with the oppression of the black majority is so com-
plete that the hated police are universally referred to as Boere
(Boers), once just an archaic appellation for Afrikaners. In

1976, thousands of young black students died in the Soweto
rioting that followed a protest against Afrikaans-language

198

education. Yet here, at a concert celebrating the leader of the

black resistance, Afrikaner musicians are drawing ecstatic

applause as they sing ... in Afrikaans.

As the country begins to move away from total domination by

the whites, and morespecifically by the Afrikaners, the GBB
represents a flourishing Afrikaner counterculture, which re-

gards just about every holy cow in the land as fair game.

Of course, as is the case with nearly every subculture, it

is not completely new. There has always been a tradition of

rebellion and conscience among the Afrikaner volk. There

have been Afrikaans-speaking martyrs of the struggle

against apartheid—people like the poet Breyten Breyten-

bach, spiritual father of the new Afrikaners, who spent

time in prison for his commitment to the liberation move-

ment, and Beyers
Naude, once marked for

the highest position in

the Dutch Reformed
Church, whose dark
night of the soul caused

him to leave the fold and

endure house arrest, at-

tempts on his life, and

continual harassment by

the security police.

But these were individ-

uals swimming against

the stream; for the most

part Afrikaner culture has

presented a nearly seam-

less appearance of homo-

geneity, and to the black

majority, the dream of

^^



the other ofrikaners

rerything-books, newspapers, TV....They don't

out of control"

change has meant nothing more or less than freedom from Af-

rikaner domination. These days, though, Afrikanerdom is

not the monolith it once was. As the government, responding

to internal resistance and external pressures, has gradually,

tentatively stumbled on a path of reform, the volk have be-

come increasingly fragmented. On one end of the spectrum

are the far-right nationalists who believe in the divinely or-

dained destiny of the Afrikaner to rule over the darker-

skinned peoples. One of their heroes is Barend Strydom, a

young former policeman who in 1988 ran amok in a public

square in Pretoria, shooting nearly a score of innocent black

civilians and killing eight.

In the middle are the supporters of the government, who
with little sense ofcommitment but a strong sense of necessi-

ty are trying to keep as much as they can of what they have. In

this they are finding kindred souls in the majority of English-

speaking South Africans, who make up approximately 40

percent of the white population. Then there are the so-called

alternative Afrikaners who reject the wishy-washiness of the

middle position as strongly as they do the not-so-subtle fas-

cism of the far right. "Afrikaner rebels are cut from the same

cloth as the right-wingers," theater director Chris Pretorius

observes
.

' Tt ' s just that we have woken up to the fascist con of

Afrikaner history and bounced to the other extreme.

"It's rough being rejected by just about everybody, not

having any support base at all, " Pretorius notes.
'

' But, you

know, that's an interesting creative position, too."

One of the fu^t indications of the Afrikaner rebels' impact was a

nationwide tour of rock acts, with the GBB as a headlin-

er, from April through June last year. Loud, drunken, an-

archic, and very rude, the Voelvry (Feel Free) tour swept

through the country, shaking the conservative, authori-

tarian structures of Afrikanerdom.

The message of Voelvry to Afrikaner kids was as

subversive as it was simple. There are other ways of

being an Afrikaner than those you've been offered so

far. You don't have to be a nationalist or a racist, you

don't have to be out of step with the rest of the world.

And, perhaps most important, you could get laid and

party all night on the way.

"We came along at the right time with a point of view

that wasn't available to the average young Afrikaner,"

says the GBB's lead singer and keyboardist, Johannes

Kerkorrel, a.k.a. Ralph Rabie. "There were stirrings of

rebellion moving through large sectors of the youth as all

the lies of apartheid and Afrikaner history began to be ex-

posed. By singing about rebellion in the language of the

Afrikaners, we hooked into that anger.
'

'

Not surprisingly, the tour, featuring two other bands

in addition to the GBB, was banned from nearly every Afri-

kaans-language university campus in South Africa. Major

confrontations developed between students and authorities.

In one incident, police in Port Elizabeth were called in 228

Cultural hijackers, clockwise from left: Chris Pretorius uses
"disgust" as a catalyst for his art; Braam Kruger, self-

described purveyor of bad taste, defaces a military portrait

to create an Afrikaner antihero; Marlene Blom and her
dancers enact post-Dada sitcoms; Max du Preez works on

a layout for the antiapartheid Vrye Weekblad.
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Watching Steir on the scaffold, one marvels at the economy of

means with v^hich she achieves her rich effects

n ancient Buddhist legend tells of a hundred-

foot waterfall in China called the Dragon Gate.

In the pool at the waterfall's base, thousands of

carp are always swimming, trying to muster the

sirength to climb the fall, for it is said that any

who succeeds in mounting to the top will be transformed into

a noble dragon.

The career of the American artist Pat Steir has also been

one of pushing against the current to reach a pinnacle of

strength. Now fifty, Steir has spent three decades navigating

the treacherous eddies of an increasingly competitive art

world, finally reaching a peak of achievement with the series

of waterfall paintings that has preoccupied her since 1987.

Legendarily an artist's artist, Steir has managed to gingerly

sidestep the movements and factions that have snared so

many of her contemporaries, often spending long stretches

outside the New York art world. In the 1960s, when the term

commercial artist was not the redundancy it has since be-

come, Steir supported herself with jobs in publishing, design

ing book covers and later running an art department at Harper

& Row. In the early 1970s, she took off for California and a

year teaching at CalArts, where she coached some of those

who would become the golden carp of the art world today, in-

cluding David Salle and Ross Bleckner. A decade later found

her living beside a canal in Amsterdam, not far from Rem-

brandt's studio, soaking up the light—and the dark—from a

painter she particularly reveres. Throughout the 1980s, even

as demand for her work increased steadily, Steir remained un-

affiliated with a New York gallery, preferring to make spe-

cially commissioned projects for museums, often European.

Only this year has she signed on with the prestigious Robert

Miller gallery in New York.

Call Pat Steir a profile in persistence. "Or you could call

me dogged," Steir says. "I think tenacious has a nice ring."

I'd call it a reminder that genius is largely a matter of sweat.

And it's not only painting that taps her perseverance. More

than four decades after she began taking piano lessons, she is

still dedicated to improving her keyboard skill, though she's



oil and water
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the first to admit that a Steir recital can be some-

thing of a trial for anyone within earshot. ' 'When

I sit down, I'll play the same piece for seven or

eight hours straight. I'm sure it can be torture to

listen to, because you can't tune me out with a set

of expectations. I always make the mistake in a

different place."

In Steir's art, the pressure that has tested her

persistence is internal. It comes from her self-

imposed refusal to accept easy answers to the ele-

mentary questions artists have been asking them-

selves since the Romantic movement established

the self as one of art's central subjects: Who am
I? What is art? How do / make my mark on it?

These questions, in fact, could be taken as the

points of departure for the three major phases that

have marked Steir's work to date.

Pat Steir began studying art in the 1950s. Ab-

stract Expressionism had not yet exhausted the

enigma of the artist's identity—Who am I?—but

as an established school it only stood in the way

of a younger artist's ambition to define herself.

Steir's reckoning with the question soon led her

far from formal abstraction—far, even, from art

itself, at least as abstract painters defined it.

Like other artists of her generation, notably

the Conceptualists, Steir was drawn to ideas be-

yond the visual . She has described her early work

as more literary than visual (the great formalist

taboo). Incorporating words, charts, grids, and

graphs, Steir's early paintings often resembled

the teaching aids that might adorn a classroom

dedicated to the study of some science yet to be

discovered—perhaps a behaviorism concerned

with the psychology of hopeless tasks.

By 1975, she came to feel that her paintings

had failed to communicate her ideas. Still, they

had successfully settled the larger question of de-

fining Steir herself. She was not a writer, a phi-

losopher, or a scientist; she was an artist. Yet this

answer invited a second question and a new
phase of work.

To ask what is art in the 1970s was to embrace

an issue that had nearly swept art away , or at least

had prompted many artists to retreat from the art

object, which they viewed as a symbol of art's

corruption by material values. Steir sought a

more affirmative answer. She leapt back to pe-

riods when art was less subject to doubt. While

art was fragmenting into pluralism, Steir

probed the historical mainstream to expose the

relativity of style. Her paintings made art of art

history, taking themes and styles from Rem-
brandt, Manet, Courbet, Van Gogh, de Koo-
ning. If it was not OK for an artist to admit

publicly a desire to get her work into the Metro-

politan Museum, surely there was nothing

The artist in the living room of her SoHo loft, THIS

PAGE, and OPPOSITE, several works in progress

against the walls of her adjoining studio.
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wrong with getting the Met in-

to her work.

Steir's art history paintings

hinted at the reach of her ambi-

tions, but there was nothing

cool, ironic, or glibly Post-

modem about them. Nor were

they merely exercises in acquir-

ing technical skills. Rather,

they were Steir's process of

learning that an artist is not just

someone who makes a mark; she

is someone who is marked,
whose hand is guided by those

whose marks have given life to

that evolving entity called art.

The culminating work of this

phase was the 1982-84 The
Brueghel Series (A Vanitas of
Style), a multipanel re-creation

of a flower painting by Jan Brue-

ghel the Elder, rendered in the

styles of sixty-four artists and pe-

riods. It was the genealogy of a

manare painter preparing to give

birth to herself.

"I've been famous twice,"

says Steir, "first as a 'woman
artist' in the 1970s and now as

an artist, period." But one of

the stories that best illustrate her

persistence reveals as well her conviction that her art and her

sex are closely intertwined. A few years ago when a small

malignancy was discovered, she rejected the advice of sev-

eral doctors that she undergo a hysterectomy. Instead she

flew to Holland for a different opinion and a successful mi-

nor operation. She tells this story with some hesitation, not

because it's too private—she's proud of her determination

to take charge—but because she wants it understood that

her decision was entirely personal. "I am not a doctor, and

I know quite a few women who have decided differently,"

she says. "But in Europe they let you negotiate your or-

gans. Here they think if there's even a remote risk of ovari-

an cancer, they should just take everything out. Of course,

if you had a growth in your brain, they wouldn't cut your

head off just because there was the possibility of devel-

oping brain cancer. And I told them, 'I need my ovaries

to paint!'
"

My fiiendship with Pat Steir got off on the right foot—and the

left—in 1985, not long after she'd finished the Brueghel

painting. One evening a man, young but with the kindly face

of a fairy godfather, sat down beside me at a party and instead

of saying the usual hello, how are you, leaned forward and

fixed his twinkling eyes intently on my feet. Hello down
there. "Excuse me," he said after a while, in a thick Dutch

accent, "but you are wearing the most beautiful shoes I've

ever seen. Would you mind if I showed them to my wife?"

The man was Joost Elffers, a designer and publisher of art

books; the wife, Pat Steir, who sat at my other side, gave me a

quizzical, Jeanne Moreau-ish smile, then leaned over ^226

Perched on a scaffold

in a Tribeca studio

rented for her most

recent project, ABOVE,

Steir works on a new
painting that will be

part of a panoramic

installation debuting

this summer in

Newcastle upon Tyne,

England. LEFT: Waterfall

Series: The Waterfall

Painted With the

Chinese in Mind, 1987-88.
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Dr. Hodgson co

hundreds of miles

Midwest,

abortions wher4

other doctors will,

she plots the dis

to her next assignii

Harassed by protesters,

shunned by peers, most
doctors are giving up
abortion. Dr. Jane Hodgson

holds on. By Laura Fraser



It
is early morning and Tina Welsh, executive

directoroftheDuluth Women's Health Center,

is watching the skies. The fog outside the clinic

is thick and grimly gray, and she worries it

won't clear in time for the plane from Minne-

apolis to land.

Out in the waiting room , the patients have already ar-

rived. Although it's only 7 A.M., some of them have

been up for hours. They've driven hundreds of miles to

reach this isolated town off Lake Superior, from as far

away as Wisconsin, Michigan, and Canada, because

no physician in their hometowns will do an abortion.

Jane Hodgson, a seventy-five-year-old obstetrician-

gynecologist who has been a pro-choice crusader for

decades, is flying here today from Minneapolis be-

cause no doctor in Duluth will do abortions, either.

On other days of the week, doctors from other towns

make the trip to Duluth. For some, the Women's
Health Center is one stop on their weekly rounds to

abortion clinics in Fargo, North Dakota, and Milwau-

kee and Appleton, Wisconsin. Others come to help out

on their days off, without telling their more conserva-

tive partners why they've taken up flying. Still, it's

hard for Welsh to keep a full roster of physicians to take

care of the hundred or so women a month who travel

here for abortions. "I'm really worried about the doc-

tor situation," says Welsh, fingering a tiny gold coat

hanger she wears on a chain around her neck. "I can

count on one hand the doctors I could call on to help.
'

'

Welsh's predicament is far from unusual . While few

of the recent attempts by states to restrict abortion have

succeeded, finding doctors who will perform the proce-

dure is increasingly difficult. More than 80 percent of

all counties in the United States have no doctors or clin-

ics that provide abortions. According to 1985 figures

published by the Alan Guttmacher Institute, a nonprofit

group that conducts research on reproductive health, it

was impossible to get an abortion in eighty-two out of

eighty-seven counties in Minnesota. There were only

three providers in North Dakota, and fewer than ten fa-

cilities each in Delaware, Mississippi, Nebraska,

Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming (compared with

571 providers in California and 299 in New York). In

Alaska, a woman who wants an abortion after the

twelfth week of pregnancy must take a four-hundred-

dollar round-trip flight to Seattle. "There are pockets

in the country where accessibility is really a problem,"

says Susan Tew , of the Guttmacher Institute .

"Women
are traveling great distances, and it contributes greatly

to the delay and the expense of the procedure
. '

'
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It contributes to the stress too. Sharon, a twenty-four-year-

old office manager, drove 250 miles from Rochester over icy

roads last night. She sits in the waiting room with her boy-

friend, fidgety and fatigued. "It's hard enough having an

abortion," she says, "but having to figure out how to get to

the clinic makes it a real ordeal
. '

'

Claudia, a twenty-five-year-old nurse, drove four hours

last night from Canada and will return tonight to work the

midnight shift at a hospital. She came to Duluth because in

Ontario, as in other Canadian provinces, she would have had

to present her case to a committee of doctors and laypeople

who would rule on whether she could end her unplanned

pregnancy. "I don't know people who've been refused, but I

don't want to go through that," she says. Ontario law also

mandates that abortions be performed in a hospital, under

general anesthesia—an unnecessary risk, Claudia believes.

"Abortion is not very well accepted," she explains. "The

doctors who do it are known as 'the Knife.'

A 1985 survey by the American College of Obstetricians

more money." He agrees that confrontations with protesters

have taken their toll. "It's easier to avoid them than to stand up

for one's convictions," Edelin says.

Harassment has made things difficult for everyone at the

Duluth Women's Health Center, particularly in the past few

months. The clinic lost its lease in a medical center because

neighbors didn't like the constant pickets and trespassers

blockading halls and elevators. The center's new building is

fortified with door buzzers, video cameras, and off-duty po-

lice guards, and the staff has been trained to deal with fires,

evacuations, and pandemonium, just in case the bombings

Minneapolis clinics have suffered are ever repeated up north.

In her new office, Welsh, a petite fifty-year-old who has

headed the center since it opened, displays souvenirs of nine

years' harassment. There is a fat file of hate mail, with cray-

on-scrawled religious admonishments and prayers for her

soul. There is a thick notebook with documentation of every

harassing phone call, and snapshots of graying men holding

garishly reddened crucifixes or counting rosary beads. One of

Doctors prefer h

send women to

abortion clinics.

But clinics

are having their

own problems

Dr. Hodgson, left, at the Duluth Women's Health Center, where patients come from forty-two U.S. counties and Canada. ri6HT: Operation Rescue demonstratii

and Gynecologists found that 84 percent of its members be- these men, Welsh says, was convicted in Oregon of bombing
lieved abortion should continue to be legal. Yet only a third of an abortion clinic; now he passes out original antiabortion po-

them performed abortions themselves, and they did very few.

The number of doctors who perform the procedure has been

slowly declining throughout the last decade.

Physicians explain that there are few incentives—financial

or otherwise—for them to do abortions when their patients

can find the service somewhere else. "Abortion, first of all,

is not a pleasant procedure
,

" say s Warren Pearse , an obstetri-

cian-gynecologist and executive director of ACOG. "Most
elective abortions, especially first-trimester abortions, are

performed in organized clinics that provide the necessary

counseling and services in one place, and physicians tend to

etry to people entering the Women's Health Center and tells

them that eventually he will close it down too.

Many other staffers have been threatened, but the doctors

have borne the brunt of the terror tactics. "I don't know how
Jane takes it," Welsh says, describing the many threats

Hodgson has received in her long career of speaking out for

abortion rights. "The phone calls are so vicious and ugly."

By 10:00 A.M., after the tests, counseling, films, and forms

are completed, the thirteen patients in the waiting room are

ready to see the physician. Tina Welsh drives to the airport to

refer patients there." There are strong disincentives to pick up Hodgson, her headlights cutting through the fog as

change that practice, he says. "Increasingly, there are pres-

sures put on hospitals and physicians not to perform abor-

tions. With repeated demonstrations [by right-to-life

groups], they decide it really isn't worth the trouble."

But the abortion clinics that doctors have been sending pa-

tients to are having their own problems. "Many of our affiliates

are having more difficulty finding physicians who will do not

only abortions but also straightforward family planning," says

she creeps along the icy highway. She says we're going to

meet someone who could be called a legend in the battle for

safe, legal abortion—except that Jane Hodgson doesn't like

how old that makes her sound.

Hodgson has been a pioneer in women's health care for fif-

ty-one years, ever since she became one of the few female

medical school graduates of 1939. In the 1950s, she gained

recognition as the developer of a reliable pregnancy test. But

Kenneth Edelin, a gynecologist and chaiiman of the Planned over the years, as she monitored those test results, she saw the

Parenthood Federation of America. * 'There iire other ways in unhappy effects they had on many women—including deaths

which doctors can expend the same amount ofenergy and make and infection from self-induced and illegal abortions—and
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became convinced that abortion should be legalized.

During the sixties, she worked with colleagues to try to

change Minnesota's law prohibiting abortions except when

necessary to save a woman's life. Then, in 1970, she saw a

patient who had contracted German measles during pregnan-

cy and was afraid of having a deformed child. It was a good

test case, she decided: the woman already had three children,

and the fetus was clearly threatened.

Hodgson tried to get court permission to perform the abor-

tion, but the decision was continually delayed. With time run-

ning out, she did the abortion anyway, making it no secret.

She was indicted, tried, and became the first U.S. physician

convicted of performing "criminal abortion" in a hospital.

Her medical license was threatened, and she received a thirty

days' suspended sentence and probation.

Personally harassed, with her practice in limbo, Hodgson

left St. Paul to accept a job in Washington, D.C. , as medical

director of one of the country's first outpatient abortion clin-

ics. Preterm. She commuted home on weekends to her sur-

geon husband and two daughters; while at Preterm, she

helped develop practices still in use in abortion clinics, such

as extensive patient counseling and follow-up care.

Soon after the /?o^ V. Wa^e decision, the Minnesota Supreme

Court reversed her conviction. Hodgson returned home full-

time and got involved in administering abortion clinics (includ-

ing the Duluth Women's Health Center, which she founded).

She has testified against laws restricting abortion in Minnesota,

many other states, and Canada. She is the plaintiff in a case now
before the U.S. Supreme Court, Hodgson v. Minnesota,

which challenges a state law requiring a minor to seek permis-

sion from both parents before having an abortion, even if her

parents are divorced or were never married.

"She's stubborn," says Welsh, who is continually

surprised by Hodgson's daily dedication. She recalls one

Christmas Eve when Hodgson drove the 1 50 miles from Min-

neapolis to Duluth in forty-two-degrees-below-zero weather

to perform an abortion on a minor from Wisconsin. On anoth-

er occasion, when Welsh couldn't schedule anyone else,

Hodgson performed fifteen surgeries in St. Paul, flew to Du-

luth, did eleven more until long past dark, and drove back

with Welsh to the Twin Cities that night. "The next morn-

ing," Welsh marvels as we make the final turn to the airport,

"she served me coffee in bed.
'

'

In the terminal, people wait for the plane to appear

through darkened clouds. The announcer says the plane is

circling; Welsh starts to pace. As we wait, she describes the

morning's events in the Minnesota legislature: the coun-

try's most restrictive abortion bill, which would make all

abortions for "birth control" purposes illegal, even in

cases of rape or incest, was just narrowly defeated. The an-

nouncer says the plane has turned back to Minneapolis.

Welsh says she has a headache.

By the time we arrive back at the clinic, Hodgson has

called to say she'll make the three-hour trip by bus. None of

the patients has rescheduled; the women have come too far to

return. "At times like this," says Welsh, "it makes me crazy

that I can't call anyone in town to work for me."

Down the street at the Duluth Clinic, James Koberstein, one

of nearly a dozen obstetricians in town, explains why neither

he nor his five partners will perform abortions. "Most obste-

tricians are attracted to babies and fertility, and abortion

doesn't fit in," he says. The clinic, which is affiliated with a

Catholic hospital, has never offered abortions. And while

there is no official policy against the procedure, the doctors'

attitudes are not likely to change. "One doctor is totally op-

posed," he says, "while the majority are pro-choice but

against doing abortions." He personally believes abortion

should stay legal. "I'm not in favor of changing the legisla-

tion again—we'd see more complications. But that's not go-

ing to make me change my practice." The only thing that

might, he says, is if the French-developed abortion pill be-

came available here. "RU 486 would be less complicated."

Koberstein says his department is unlikely to add any staff-

ers who feel differently. "We prefer not to do them, and we
hire like-minded people," he explains. And if there weren't a

women's center in town to perform abortions? He shrugs. "It

isn't that great a distance to travel to the Twin Cities."

Other physicians in the area have different reasons for keep-

ing abortion out of their practices. A staunchly pro-choice doc-

tor outside Duluth won't do them partly because his partner is

opposed, partly because he fears repercussions in his communi-

ty. "There's the worry that you'll have a cat nailed to your

door, and frankly, that has an impact," he says. "Would that

it weren't so, but that's the world we live in."

One young obstetrician-gynecologist trained by Hodgson
used to come to the Duluth Women's Health Center a couple

of times a month. But when the clinic where she regularly

works was bought by a health corporation with strong no-

abortion and no-moonlighting biases, she took herself off the

roster. "There's no question I'd like to be available," she

says. "But it would be a ripsnorting hassle.
'

'

Doctors who do abortions in spite of such pressures often

pay a professional price. Curtis Boyd, whose Dallas abortion

clinic was once set on fire, says it can be easier to put up with

harassment than with the loss of respect from one's peers.

"It's not the kind of thing that gets you honors or elected to

posts in medical societies, even though your contribution to

health is considerable," he says. "When you walk down the

hall of the hospital, your colleagues are not going to say,

'There goes Dr. Boyd, the eminent abortionist.'
"

Hodgson finally arrives at the clinic in the late afternoon . Pol-

ished and alert despite her day's travel, she slips a lab coat

over her houndstooth trousers and immediately begins the

task at hand. Moving between examining rooms, she chats

pleasantly with her patients
—

"Scoot down, 'atsa girl.

You're from Park Falls? Where's that?"—until the dully

whirring machine slows and stops like a sigh of relief.

As an obstetrician-gynecologist in practice a quarter of a

century before Roe v. Wade, Hodgson knows these young

women don't realize how fortunate they are. She vividly re-

calls counseling her early patients against illegal abortions

and seeing them show up again days later, infected and bleed-

ing. She remembers a fourteen-year-old who had her girl-

friends insert sharp objects into her uterus, another woman
who drank sewing machine oil to abort. "It was such poor

medicine we were practicing," she shudders. She has seen

such sights more recently, too, working in clinics in Egypt,

China, Grenada, and Tanzania. "I worked for a year in 228
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What takes velvet into the

nineties: tropical brights,

stretchy shapes that are

sculpted to the body.

OPPOSITE PAGE A sixties-

style maillot, about
$182, by Gottex. Saks Fifth

Avenue: Neiman Marcus.

THIS PAGE Cat suit.

about $180, by Melissa

Landis for E.R.A. Designs.

Max. Denver. On lips, the

complementary color:

Express Lipstick #549 by

Christian Dior. Makeup,
Gary Berkov^^itz. Details.

last pages.
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Diamonds. They ignite the passions. The Diamonds of Distinction Award honors the best in American Design.
Check this page each month for the new winners. Or cheat and send for a free booklet showing the entire years winnini

pieces, priced from $2,200-$7,500. In the U.S. and Canada, call 800 926-2700. ext. 790. A diamond I's forever

July Winners • Diamonds of Distinction
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Editor: Giselle Benatar

Designers may

be heralding the

return of the

dress, but

astute fashion

catchers wonder

if it ever went

OynfOJf

fashiion

The supreme
expression: 1965

The fringe starts here: 1920

Inherit the fringe

1989: Strapless

and black, by

Pepito Albert

Straight from

the ornam^

Romeo Gigli, 1990

Feather in one s

lap: actress

Ina Claire, 1928

Gnome de

plume:

Geoffrey

Beene,

1967

Boa, constricted,

as part of a skirt,

1987: Giorgio

di Sant'Angelo

Not just another

piece of fluff:

by Kasper for

Joan Leslie, 1971

Always fair feather

-•"' -'- ...... -.^ j.«...

Lace everlasting

Beginning of

the lace age,

1928: a

"modern
princesse

feeling,"

said Vogue

The Dress

of 1988: by

Calvin Klein,

in silver lace
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or is it?

Charlotte Neuville: block to

bosics

L^

Polomo Picasso: her

block phase

i <b» *^

4^« ml

a
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As the nineties begin

in a blaze of color,

vicKi WOODS vows she'll

no longer fade to black

I LOOK UP FROM MY LUNCH IN A

New York restaurant. Outside it's a

cold day, but the sun is glorious,

and the weather feels springlike.

Inside, suddenly there seems to be

a rainbow, or little bits of rain-

bow

—

little glimmers of bright col-

or beaming out all over the room.

Color. Am I dreaming? Sunbeams

filter in and light up the room with

little patches of color. Here a slash

ofyellow, there a blaze of red, here

a heartwarming dazzle of emerald

green, of pink, of blue.

Men's ties.

The only spots of color in this

room are the men's ties.

Whats happened to the souls of

women? Have we forgotten what

color looks like? You're in black,

I'm in black, she's in black. ^222
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Looking block: Morino Schiono

Ellin Soltzman

won't give

up her block

Televis

noi

Kothl

Sullivan

^A '^ '^^^^HP'^\ ^^BPII

f Vv
1

T
IT ^
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1

1

Suited to block:

Allison Stern§j^^ Anne Bass's ^
Annette de la Renta: a"»^« '»'«'' **'*«

olwoys in the block ^'Kf' Jm
a 1

1
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Black-happy

laldus Shamask
In-black beauties: Blaine

Trump and Pat BucklejL 11
lacU (

Jagger

1 ^Vf Black-tie: Pauline Trigere with Bob Mackie

,,--;,
M fc

"ir'%1

Black belt: Nina Griscom with Scaasi

Black to black: Carrie

Donovan and Christian Lacroix

.1.
1

-if-*'-.:. -

Oiane von pMrstenb^rg^S

blacie pac1«#^^
r li^-^^^^HHfe 1

^ :m^

Designer for the black market:

Yohji Yamamoto
Uidy in black:

Princess Laure

de Beauvau- Croon

-.-«te4.

Alexis Stewart:

study in black

i

\ ^
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the waitress is in black. Every woman in the room is swathed

in black. Men are peacocking about with daring little bits of

color slung round their necks, and women are black, somber,

deep-dyed, monotonic, bound in stygian graveclothes and

telling me they love it because it makes them look thinner.

Thinner than who? Thinner than me. But everybody in the

world is thinner than me, even in horizontal stripes.

It was a dark decade, the eighties. Every decade has its neu-

tral, the color against which other colors are set, the base upon

which smart women build a wardrobe. It's not necessarily your

favorite color, the neutral—not the color you wear to get your-

self excited—but it's the chic color, the color you spend the

money on. (Your favorite color you can save for "accents" and

bring out occasionally, lest people get bored with it and—by as-

sociation—with you.) The fifties neutral was navy, which went

very prettily with a white pique collar or a flowered blouse. The

sixties neutral was white, which began by looking very crisp and

clean against the sugar-candy pastels but got very grubby indeed

by the end of the rock festival . .

.

When every which is probably why the seventies

slid so neatly into earth tones. Ah,

woman in the earth tones! All those khaki safari

jackets that made every woman in

room is poured the restaurant look as though she

were just about to go out and photo-

intO black Lycra, graph DianFossey.

And the eighties neutral—of

the only thing course—was black. Graphic
black, designer black, body-con-

yOU could shock scious black, sexy black, minimal-

ist black, practical black, working-

with is a woman black, day-into-evening

black. Never, never, never in the

tangerine modem history of women's cloth-

ing has a neutral color, a color for

muumuu basics, taken such a hold of a wom-
an's wardrobe as black, black,

black. And for so many unimpeachably good reasons.

Oh, the travelability of black! "I can go from Mortimer's

to a meeting in Munich via Heathrow Airport, the Hotel

Meurice, and four hours of The Ring cycle with just hand bag-

gage, my portable fax, and two spare packs of Donna Karan
hosiery!" Well, I'm bored with hearing how you made
breakfast in Boston on Thursday, and I'm going straight from
here to take a little nap before I change for dinner.

Oh, the practicality of black! When it's dirty, even your
best friend won't know. "This old thing? It's seven years

old!" (Unspoken: "And it's only been cleaned twice.")
Well, I'm ^or^-J with watching you smirk through a spaghetti

lunch, and I'm signing up for lessons in hand-washing shell

pink crepe de chine.

Oh, the economy of black! Why buy new clothes at all,

when you can simply recycle the ones you have? Louis
Dell'Olio at Anne Klein is a cheerful soul who adores his cus-

tomers. But "the buyers come in to see me and I say, 'Uh,

fabulousyac^e'r. ' and they say, 'Oh, this is ancient. Don't you
recognize it?' " Louis does recognize it. of course he does,

now that you mention it, and since he is an urbane guy with a
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neat sense of humor, he promptly showed his last collection

with no black in it at all. ' 'God, I am so bored with black
!

" he

says, very obviously hoping you are too, and that all his cus-

tomers won't immediately rush off to Donna Karan for a

quick hit in the unitard noir area. Michael Kors knows about

recycling, too. And he also has a sense of humor about wom-
en's addiction to black. Says one Kors fan, "I wore a Kors

jacket I'd had for years and went to Michael's show, and he

said, 'Uh, great jacket,' and then he did a double take and

stared and said, 'Hey, wait a minute! This is vintageV
"

It's vintage, all right, but we're in 1990, and I crave new
wine and roses, roses. This year is the first year of a new de-

cade, and it's time the fashionable world throws off its cloak.

(In fact, of course, the very fashionable world has thrown off

its cloak. Don't look now, but there's an awful lot of robin's-

egg blue over there in the funky comer. Don't laugh! That's

what you did when you saw your first Issey Miyake!) Black is

a deeply powerful color, a color that inks over and masks and

blots out all other colors, a symbol of powerful human emotion,

of mourning. The queen of England never wears black, never,

ever, except on Remembrance Day and when she's in mourn-

ing. There's an iconic picture that was taken in 1952 at the funer-

al ofGeorge VI. It's one of the ten most-requested pictures from

London's biggest picture library, and it shows three queens in

mourning for the dead king: his daughter (and heir), the new,

twenty-five-year-old Elizabeth II; his mother, the aged Queen

Mary, dressed like Mary Todd Lincoln in practically a bustle;

and his widow, Queen Elizabeth, now the Queen Mother. All of-

them are swathed in black, dripping with black, veiled in black

like nuns. They do not look chic. The black clothing both hides

their grief and flaunts it; it also symbolizes the ending of an era

and marks the brieftime before another can begin. The picture is

stunning because the royal familyjust doesn't wear black. Black

was for death.

The eighties—the decade of black—devalued the power of

black as a symbol of shock and grief. Hmm—what shall I

wear to the funeral? A little black suit! Comme c'est tres chic!

Gravesides and memorial services began to look like pretty

ritzy places to hang out in the late eighties. (Let's riffle

through this black stuff. . .oh my, everything I have is

black. . . my Chaneljacket? My Lagerfeld? My Donna Karan

unitard? Well, maybe not the unitard.) The etiquette of fune-

real black was blurred. Some women who went to Diana

Vreeland's memorial service wore red as a token of affection-

ate respect: red was Mrs. Vreeland's favorite color (although

she wore mostly black).

Black's other powerful symbolism, which the Dark De-

cade also managed to smudge and blur, concems sex. Before

sexual liberation, every woman was a man's property. The

woman in the black dress was the only one at the hoedown

with any sexual leeway at all. What was a man with red blood

in his veins to do, as he looked over the dance floor hoping for

a little fun? Married women—they're sipping sodas over

there in the print sunbonnets—belonged to their husbands.

The virgins in white belonged to their daddies. But the widow

in black belonged only to herself, and young and attractive

widows still looked young and attractive even in crepe and

veils. That black dress spelled I Am Experienced. Men may



no longer recognize the symbolism, but an at-

avistic memory lingers. Think of Scarlett

O'Hara's little dancing feet under a widow's

crinoline. Think of Rita Hayworth breathily

singing "Put the Blame on Mame" in Gilda,

with one silky white arm out of one long black

satin glove , the other glistening against the sheen

of her tight black satin dress. Think of Monroe tit-

tupping along the station platform as Sugar Kane

in Some Like It Hot and Jack Lemmon's eyes pop-

ping as she busks through "Runnin' Wild." (Re-

member this fleshy image when you insist that

black makes you look thinner. Black makes thin

women look thinner.) And finally, from the Black

Decade itself, think of Melanie Griffith's creamy

white shoulders gleaming out of her off-the-shoulder

black gown in Working Girl as she slurs appealingly

about her head for business and her bod for sin.

The eighties—the Black Decade—devalued the sex-

ual power of black by making it ubiquitous and every-

day . The shock of black is gone completely. When every

woman in the room, including your waitress, is poured

into black Lycra, the only thing you could shock with is a

tangerine muumuu. (Excuse me. I'm sorry. It's just the

thought ofyou in a tangerine muumuu.) The last person I can

remember knocking out a room in a sexy black dress was Prin-

cess Diana in 1981. (She wasn't breaking the royal family's

never-wear-black rule—but only just, the savvy creature, be-

cause it was a few months before she married.) She wore a strap-

less black dress to the opera. It was her first night out as royal

fiancee, so she knew there'd be extensive coverage. Her dress

was cut so low against her white bosom that the world's press

fell off its ladders in shock. Wow—sexy! It'll be decades before

a simple black evening dress has that power again.

I'm sick of basic black. Its edge has been dulled; its poten-

cy has dribbled away. I don't think my lunching companion

looks sharp and hard-edged and powerful anymore; I think

she looks b-o-r-i-n-g. I think she looks as though she got

dressed in three seconds and hasn't bought anything new

since fall 1988, and I'm not impressed. Why should I be im-

pressed with uniformity, speed, and economy? If you want to

impress me, show me how you had to track a perfect pair of

shoes across two continents.

Black is wearying; I want life and energy and color again.

You don't dress babies and children in black; it would press too

heavy on their littleness and newness. (Well, I know, I know.

New Yorkers do dress babies and children in black—I've seen

them in strollers in F. A.O. Schwarz—but it's very ^///y of them.

The poor wee bairns look like Ceausescu's orphans.)

I don't care how hard it's going to be to crawl out of this

black chrysalis, and neither should you. I'm sick of looking

like a Greek widow on Good Friday . Fashion changes ; it can ' t

stand still or we'd all be wearing print sunbonnets. Charlotte

Neuville is mixing colors like a pupil of Matisse, Paloma Pi-

casso is cornering the market in Pucci shirts, Isaac Mizrahi is

tossing you rainbows, and I'm buying apurpte suit with little

cream buttons on it by Myrene de Premonville, and I'll worry

about the hosiery later. Don't look black. •

/
Sant'Angelo's rich mix

By color blinded: Bill Blass

ID black

Isaac Mitrahi's

li

Mizrahi's true colors

II
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Guessing yourage

3. You think Spy magazine is. .

.

a. Too cool b. Too mean
c. Printed in too small a typeface

The youth ofAmerica is their

ONCE UPON A TIME, NO ONE PAID MUCH ATTENTION TO AGE.

There was no generation gap. There was no Gap. Given the av-

erage life expectancy, there was scarcely time between birth and

death to acquire the kind of discretionary income that gets ad-

vertisers hot.

Alas, age became important because it became a selling point

for products that people

wouldn't buy if they didn't

have so much time on their

hands—not to mention re-

volving charge accounts.

Nowadays cash is short and

life is long. This makes Madi-

son Avenue nervous. The

man in the gray flannel suit is

Michael Steadman and the big

consumer market is . . . aargh!

It's fiftysomething!

But is it? When a maga-

zine aimed at this specific

demographic target was

started, it was called Harvest

Years, which might have

found an audience in the ag-

ricultural societies of yester-

year but not among today's

savvy upscale seniors. The

name was changed to Retire-

ment Living . Changed again

to 50 Plus. Now it's called

New Choices for the Best

Years, which I call hedging

your bets.

The problem is people of a

certain age do not like to be re-

minded of it on a regular ba-

sis . This kind of sensitivity is a

dead giveaway that one is, af-

ter all, a certain age. In fact, it

is one of the few reliable

clues. Otherwise, as feisty oldsters argue, age is irrelevant. And
experience proves them out. When H.J. Heinz tried to market

Senior Foods, a kind of mush, the product was a failure. Should

this come as a surprise? If infants did the family shopping they'd

buy Charleston Chews instead of creamed spinach, too.

Clearly there's a similarity between extreme youth and quite-

old age, but whatever happened to the baby boomers? Or to

middle age? Nobody knows for sure anymore what middle age

is. Does it begin at forty? At fifty? Right after a heavy lunch?

Let's look at the symptoms. Can you read a 401K statement?

(If you can read it, you're young; if you can understand it,

you're middle-aged.) What people resented about being
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How old are you?
1. If a relationship breaks up, you. .

.

a. Kill yourself b. Go shopping (c^CaW your lawyer

d. Sleep with your lawyer

2. You would characterize your family as. .

.

a. Fucked up b. Dysfunctional c. Dead d. The Mansons

d. For sale

oldest tradition.—Oscar Wilde

middle-aged was that their senses were diminished but they

weren't far gone enough to really zone out and enjoy it.

Today the physical characteristics of middle age are less re-

vealing than the fashion statements. For example: Remove all of

your clothes. Weigh yourself. Get dressed. Weigh yourself

again. Subtract the first figure from the second figure. Choose

one of the following:

a. 10 percent of your total

body weight is black shoes.

b. 10 percent of your total

body weight is accessories.

If you answered (a), you

are twentysomething. If

(b), you are either a middle-

aged woman , a member of a

heavy metal band, or Cardi-

nal O'Connor. (Did you say

you needed to exercise

—

or exorcise?)

What's going on here?

Are advertisers pigeonhol-

ing us by age? Or are we try-

ing to live as if we are the age

that is most compatible with

our self-image? Convention-

al wisdom has it that old peo-

ple want to be young—and

young people want to be

. . .Madonna. What do we
mean by young, anyway? To
wit: if you stay out all night

club-hopping are you:

a. Twenty years old, or

b. Bianca Jagger.

Actually, to most people

young means whenever they

were young—which is why
the people who never change

their hairstyle don't age as

quickly as the rest of us. Be-

ing young has its disadvantages, though. If, for example, you

are old, you can stay up late, smoke cigarettes, and read

banned books like Little Red Riding-Hood. But would you

want to? These are legitimate questions, and yet what every-

one really wants to know is why can't you have a forty-year-

old mind in a twenty-year-old body.

Answer: Because. Life is not fair. Worse, it's confusing.

Luckily it's become so confusing that people no longer have to

lie about their age. They simply do not understand the question.

To that end we have devised a quiz [see box] that may not tell

your precise chronological age but will give you something to

think about while you're waiting for time to pass. •

VOG I E J l' LY 19 90

4. You shave your head . .

.

a. Because you wouldn't be caught dead in a monogrammed
sweater b. And look more like Frank Perdue than Sinead

OXonnor c. Because you're losing your hair anyway
d. Because they tie you down and do it

5. You take drugs. .

.

a. For fun b. And regret it the next morning

c. For your lower back d. You forget why

6. You wouldn't dream of eating. .

.

a. Anything with a face b. Mayonnaise
cftycle 3 d. Crow

7. Do you think that three decades of feminism have changed
the lot of women? ^^~\

a. I wouldn't really know, (b^ot fast enough.

c. It was just girls' silliness.

d. Don't call me a woman; I am a Vagino-American.

loaqs D ajD noj^ 'paBD-aippjui jo 'p|o

JO '6unoA 40U 8jo noj^ 'sjomsud 9i\i \o pe)|oo| noA '(p) pajeMSuo

noA
ji

'6ujAj{ u3Ae tou aj,noA '(3) pajaMSuo noA ^| -a6o aippiui

|o suBis ajns ai^i ^o auo 'pauai^os aAOi^ noA '(q) pajaMsuo noA
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help your

color keep
its colon

How you treat your new color

treatment is critical. Especially

during the first two weeks.

That's whyNeutrogena' intro-

duces a new Shampoo and a

new Conditioner for Permed or

Color Treated Hair.

Color Retention Tests prove

it superior in preserving yournew
color. Plus, it gently smoothes

each hair shaft, leaving your

hair light reflective for a beau-

tiful sheen.

Neutrogena.

Use it first

to make your

new color last.

I
Ntutnjgcw
Slumpoo

\cutro]ii'na'

The New Neutrogena

Shampoo and Conditioner

for Color Treated Hair.



OILAND WATER
{Continuedfrom page 205)

to join Joost in some small talk with my wing tips. I was so glad

I'd remembered to shine them.

! was even more pleased when they walked me over to Pat's

Chinatown studio a few weeks later to look at some recent work.

She was at work on a large oil . later titled Autumn: The Wave Af-

ter Courhet. As Though Painted hy Turner Influenced by the Chi-

nese. Clearly, she was still immersed in history and already up to

her eyes in water. But what impressed most on a first visit was the

degree of her immersion in paint. Gone were the grids, the

words, the diagrams; in their place was a sea of brushstrokes.

Steirs mother had recently died, and the painting, which evoked

images of a massive tidal wave about to crash down, was associ-

ated in her mind with that event. She called it "a wave of death.
'

'

In retrospect that tempestuous wave looks more like the con-

vulsive birth of the waterfall paintings that were to come. Last

spring. Steir and I met to talk about this work and the Chinese

landscape painting that partly inspired it. The greatest Chinese

landscapes weren't by professional artists. They were a religious

ritual for the elite. A Chinese nobleman would go out in the land-

.scape and spend years just looking at it. Not painting a thing.

Then after a long time, hed have an insight about the order un-

derlying the landscape, and a sense of himself as a neutral medi-

um through which this order could express itself. The painting

wasn't about the way nature looks; it was about the way life

works. Water was central to this vision; in fact, the term for what

we call landscape was 'mountain water" painting."

As she spoke. I began to see that Pat Steir has followed a simi-

lar course; fine as it often is. her early work was also a prepara-

tion. But rather than contemplate landscape, she has meditated

on the order of art. She has looked at this subject from the inside,

from the outside, its history and its motivation. In the image of

water falling she transmits to the viewer a fusion of art and self.

Later, we walked to the Tribeca studio she had rented to work

on her newest project, a circular panorama of six canvases, each

twelve by fourteen feet, which will go on view this summer in a

specially designed structure in Newcastle upon Tyne, England,

before touring Europe and. it is hoped, the United States. I watch

as she ascends a scaffold and begins to paint, marveling at the

economy with which she achieves her rich effects: two oil pig-

ments, white and black; two kinds of strokes. She applies the

brush directly to the canvas in short arcs, releasing rivulets of

while that .stream down the painted black canvas. Alternatively.

she nicks her wri.st and the paint sprays in a white arc.

I'm tempted to compare her movements to tho.se of a priestess

sprinkling holy water, but in truth she more closely resembles a

washerwoman spritzing piles of laundry. Her way of painting

seems to require no greater expertise than a weekend handyman

would need to paint the living room. If this is a ceremony, its one

that calls for nothing more formal than a six-pack. Yet Steir insists

that she controls every mark: ""It's chance control. " The result is a

convincing illusion of a waterfall, but the resemblance Steir finds

significant is that of prcxess. not appearance. Stand in a high place;

take .some gravity; add liquid. This is the way a waterfall works.

That her methods and even her marks recall the classic drip

paintings of Jackson Pollock suggests that Steir has come full cir-

cle to the Abstract Expressionism from which her early work so

sharply departed. Yet if this work bears comparison with the

masterpieces of the New York School, it is not on the basis of for-

mal resemblance. What distinguishes Steir from a second- or

third-generation abstract painter is that she invented an approach

to abstraction; she did not inherit one. Chemists call water the

universal solvent, and watching Steir at work you have the feel-

ing that all the fascination w ith thought systems, the forms culled

from art history, have been liquefied, melted down. They have

become the material she works with, an ingredient as palpable as

the pigments that fill her pails.

The moral of the Dragon Gate fable is thedifficulty of attaining

enlightenment, and there i ~ something very like a Buddha's se-

renity coursing through Steir's cascades. Still, a dragon would

not be a dragon if it lacked the capacity to breathe fire. And here is

Pat. standing barefoot on the lawn of her country house on Long

Island, having a showdown with the local nurseryman over a

newly planted tree. A birthday gift from Pat's husband, the tree is

huge— it tow*6rs over the house—and it is evidently diseased: one

side sports several nearly naked branches. The ailment is minor,

a few weeks of treatment could correct it, but why should Pat's

lawn nurse a sick tree? She wants it replaced. Now. Next week-

end at the latest. Pats hair is flying in a wild mane, her white

dress billows, and she knows that she's making a spectacle of

herself. This is a theater piece called Temperament; you want to

invite the neighbors over to watch . Even the gardener is grinning,

aware that for his benefit Steir is putting on the kind of perfor-

mance for which actors walk away with golden statuettes.

She deserves at least a nomination for her appearance in Inter-

view Over Breakfast. Now and then we all leave the house with wet

hair to keep an early-morning appointment. But this moming at Jer-

ry's, a SoHo hangout. I am seated opposite a pair of dark glasses

protruding from drenched locks, as though on this fine spring day

Pat has courageously weathered hurricanes to keep our date. I sense

that she dramatizes her discomfort to dissolve it. Like her art, these

displays oftemperament are an illusion that projects something alto-

gether real, an artifice that changes reality as she finds it.

Steir's theatricality is the animating force behind the new pan-

orama paintings. "'These are not really paintings." Steir insists.

"They are stage sets. It's a wedding between two traditions: Chi-

nese landscape, which was for the few, and the painted panora-

mas that were a popular entertainment in the nineteenth century.

They were like movies today. I want to reach viewers who are

unsophisticated about art as well as those who aren't." Dis-

played beneath black lights to accentuate the illusion of depth,

the panorama will also have a sound track of running water.

The power of water has remade continents, shaped mountain

ranges. Steir's persistence has carved out her place in the interna-

tional territory of art. Yet water is also passive, adapting without

visible resistance to the contours of whatever terrain it flows

through. And as I sit watching Steir at work, the question that sur-

faces is: where is Pat's passivity"? I always see the side that's

"on." What makes her relax, float, step outside the daily drama?

Then I look up and watch her apply the brush with the tenderness

of a caress and realize I am staring at the answer. It is painting.*

COUNTRY GOES TO TOWN
(Continuedfrom page 183)

Way Home. " and at the end you can practically hear the gates of

heaven open. He knows he's got a winner. While the demo is still

playing, a colleague comes in and shakes his head. "He ju.st

changed his name to MTM—Mike Tammy Martinovich " Oblivi-

ous. Martinovich grabs two of his personal files and holds them up.

grinning. One's fat. stuffed with clips, and the other's empty. The

empty one says Dolly Parton and the fat one says Tammy Wynette.

You think life is just a bowl of cherries.

You must have been bom in Belle Meade

"Belle Meade Theme Song. " Jimmy Phillips

The side of Nashville most often found in Town & Country rath-

er than Music City News encompasses the well-manicured enclave

of Belle Meade. Established around 1905. the city within the city is

home to the scions of insurance and banking fortunes. Their hou.ses

look more Newport than Nashville, their children go to Vanderbilt

or one of the Ivies, their social life revolves around the steeplechase

and Junes Swan Ball. There is a separate language—car pools are

called "hookups." hoses are 'hosepipes
"—and funny food: fruit

tea and frozen tomato salad. Everyone eats Sunday lunch at the

club, but no one goes to the Grand Ole Opry on Saturday nights.
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And while country music stars sometimes perform at the Swan Bail

,

they are rarely invited.

Typical of the city's social segregation is the fact that the

founders of the Grand Ole Opry itself were actually seven rather

straitlaced insurance executives hoping to give their salesmen a

hook. The legendary WSM, "650 on your radio dial," stands for

"We Shield Millions," the .slogan of the Opry's benefactor. Na-

tional Life & Accident Insurance Company. First on the air in 1 925,

the Opry begat the entire Nashville music industry and is now the

longest-running radio show in history, yet few of its founders, most

of whom hailed from Belle Meade, ever attended a perfonnance.

Today the only country music star who has truly bridged the

gap is Minnie Pearl, who as Mrs. Henry Cannon is a member of

the Belle Meade Country Club (membership: $20,000). Lynn

Anderson's OK—she rides English. Everybody loves Barbara

Mandrell—she raises money for charities dear to Belle Meade

hearts. Like Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette, and even Johnny

Cash, she has performed at the Swan Ball, which benefits Cheek-

wood (the Tennessee Botanical Gardens and Fine Arts Center),

but unlike them she has actually been invited.

Certainly to most Belle Meade citizens Robert Altman's Nash-

ville of collapsing country queens, hucksters, and corrupt politi-

cians is no more than a celluloid vision. But the community is

equally alien to outsiders. Rocker John Hiatt, who has lived in

Nashville since 1985, described his .son's dismay when his Belle

Meade Sunday school class was instructed to pray for good

weather for the steeplechase.

He's a poet, he's a picker.

He's a prophet, he's a pusher.

He's a pilgrim and a preacher

And a problem when he's stoned.

He's a walkin' contradiction.

Partly truth and partly fiction,

Takin' every wrong direction

On his lonely way back home
"The Pilgrim: Chapter .13," Kris Kristofferson

When Kris Kristofferson wrote "The Pilgrim: Chapter 33" in

1970, one of the half dozen people he credited for its inspiration

was Chris Gantry. He and Gantry had arrived in town at about the

same time in the early sixties—Gantry had hitchhiked down from

New York in 1963 when he was barely twenty-one. They were

lured by the Opry, but unlike the previous generation—which

had included Patsy Cline, Jim Reeves, and Loretta Lynn—they

didn't care much about performing there. They wanted to live

hard, suffer a lot , and get some good songs out of it . and they did.

Gantry wrote "Dear God" for Roy Clark and "Dreams of the

Everyday Housewife" for Glen Campbell. Kristofferson wrote

"Sunday Mornin' Comin' Down" and "Help Me Make It

Through the Night," arguably two of the best country songs

ever—Gantry says "Help Me Make It" is the quintessential

country song. Along with their cronies they represented the first

big change in country music, if for no other reason than they ex-

pressed themselves freely. Roy Blount, Jr. , says Billy Joe Shaver

has always been his favorite songwriter because he "takes the

way people put things and puts it to music."

That wasn't always possible. Veteran producer Billy Sherrill

says that the year before Kristofferson released "Help Me Make
It Through the Night," the same studio had turned down a

"smash" record because it had the word skin in it. "Kris opened

up the floodgates," says Sherrill. "Now you can use words like

breasts and skin and hair, and situations and shadows on the wall

and stuff like that. You couldn't use the word body before that,

man, unless a body met a body coming through the rye "

Now Na.shville's so wide open that Roseanne Cash. Johnny's

daughter, and Rodney Crowell, her gifted songwriter husband,

released a video in 1988 that USA Today dubbed the steamiest

ever made. Tanya Tucker just had a baby out of wedkKk, and

though .she won't reveal who the father is, she does plan to release

her own line of baby clothes. Local performers such as Webb
Wilder have earned big followings by lampooning the lyrics of

the more traditional song.s—a typical line from a Wilder tune is

"Her daddy was a mobile home magnate." Joanne Gardners

Acme Pictures produces country videos (such as the one for her

partner, Roseanne Cash) as well as those for such folk-rock stars

as Jill Sobule. "This is not country stuff," she says, "but this is

Nashville music. " The Sobule video leans toward the psychedel-

ic and features a Rasta drummer and Todd Rundgren. "Boy, I

think Porter would blow some .sequins if he saw this."

Porter Wagoner, the man who gave the world Dolly Parton,

the original rhinestone cowboy who still hosts his thirty-minute

segment of the Opry every Saturday night, would definitely blow

some sequins if he saw Chris Gantry in his latest incarnation. Af-

ter a stint writing plays in Key West, Gantry has come back with a

vengeance and a new name, Ninja Gomez. His new stuff's Latin,

and though he hasn't lost his way with lyrics—among his new

songs are a fishing ditty called "Fi.sh Murder " and "Lupe's in a

Family Way"—his sound's about as far from country as you can

get. He and his new band, the Gringo Dogs, are cutting an album

(they haven't found a label yet) and pulling in huge crowds at

clubs around the city. Onstage Gantry/Gomez, now forty-.seven,

wears paisley harem pants, a turquoi.se tank top, and a black

Ninja headdress. During sets that last up to three hours, he leaps

and gyrates to the funky Latin beat in a way that none of his wast-

ed colleagues could ever have done in the sixties.

But the new generation is rarely wasted. Like their fans, they

take the music seriously. And they should— it's made them rich.

When someone asked Roy Acuff, the "King ofCountry Music,"

if he wished he had a dollar for every autograph he had signed

during his career, he said. "I have."

These days at the Country Music Hall of Fame gift shop you can

buy The Journal of Countly Music, a scholarly publication that

contains articles like "Country Music in Diffusion: Juxtaposition

and Syncreti-sm in the Popular Music of Newfoundland.
'

' But there

are also Elvis refrigerator magnets and baby pictures of the stars.

And for every hip cameraman who gets married on the Opry stage.

there are generations of die-hard fans who spent their honeym(K)ns

there, if not their weddings, and who still fill up the hall.

OK, so r(Kkers like John Hiatt and Steve Winw(X)d live in Nash-

ville now. and country couples like Cash and Crowell bear little re-

semblance to the tempestuous alliance ofGeorge Jones and Tammy
Wynette. or to the boldly commercial one of Dolly Parton and Por-

ter Wagoner. And they no longer need the Opry to launch their ca-

reers. But they all come from the best of the Nashville tradition, and

they still respect their roots. Cash was so honored to be at the Opry

that she was. she says, "in a serious altered state." John Hiatt told

me with a straight face that his appearance on Hee Haw was "the

fu 1 fi 1 1ment of a dream
: '

'

There are some small signs that Nashville's insiders, those

who inhabit the "other" Nashville, are beginning to embrace the

music scene along with the outsiders. The town fathers have rec-

ognized the wisdom of the Music City logo for some time—tour-

ism is big business here. The city's many students are so into the

music that CBS Records has established a separate college de-

partment in Nashville ju.st to cater to them. Belle Meade boys in

blazers and ties showed up for a recent Gringo Dogs show, as did

a tableful of Vanderbilt professors.

But the two Nashvilles will never really merge. The music world

keeps expanding: "People are moving here from both coasts—pub-

lishers, agents, executives—because of the life here," says Susan

Nadler. Meanwhile, Belle Meade, well. Belle Meade stays the

same, pristine and protective of its own. Its citizens are the quiet

movers and shakers. They contribute to the hospitals and their old

schools. They will never mix with the music, but so what. It was,

after all, some Belle Meade boys that gave it to us. And the interiop-

ers will keep coming in to listen.

•
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HODGSON'S CHOICE
(Continuedfrom page 209)

Cairo in a maternity hospital , and every day there would be a doz-

en admissions of women with incomplete abortions." she says.

"They'd be bleeding or infected, isolated in a dark, horrible

ward, with bknxi running down on the floor. A lot of them died.
"

"

Things have come a long way in this country, to be sure, but

Hodgson assumed that by now women's medical care would be

much better. "It's been slow." she muses. "I thought it would

just be a matter of time until abortion was mainstream medicine,

but it definitely is not." A couple of times a week, Hodgson

works in high school-based clinics in St. Paul where she sees the

effects of poor access to contraceptives and abortions on young

teenagers. Last week she saw a child who had come in for birth

control. "When I lifted the sheet, I saw that she was twenty-eight

weeks pregnant," says Hodgson. "That could be avoided.
"

She knows she'll see more such patients if the parental consent

law she's challenging in the Supreme Court is reinstated (there

has been a temporary injunction against the law until a decision is

made). "The birthrate went up during the time that law was in

effect, and it'll happen again. " she says. She's frustrated with

colleagues who believe that neither tighter restrictions on abor-

tion nor the dwindling numbers of providers will make a differ-

ence. "As long as the service is not accessible, there'll be an

unwanted and compulsory pregnancy," she says flatly.

Immediately after finishing her last procedure, she folds her

lab coat into a Gucci bag ("Fashion is my one indulgence," she

says) and walks to a waiting taxi. The driver knows her; this isn't

the first time she has made the S 1 50 trip back to Minneapolis on a

foggy night. Tomorrow morning at seven, she must fly to Wis-

consin to address the state's public health association. She is a

little weary this evening: at seventy-five, she says, you start to

lo.se a little of your energy.

On the long ride back to the Twin Cities, she tells ofhow disap-

pointed she is that there are no other doctors to take her place.

Over the years she has trained dozens of young residents in abor-

tion techniques, since the procedure is not part of the regular

medical curriculum. "Organized medicine has defaulted on pro-

viding a necessary service," she says. "Doctors take it for grant-

ed that five-hundred-some abortion clinics will keep right on

offering the service, but they're running short of providers."

Many of the residents she's trained end up in practices where

they, too. refer their abortion patients to others.

"They run into problems, they don't want their kids to be ha-

rassed in a small community

—

it's pretty hard." She shakes her

head, and her age shows for a moment on her creased brow.

"They think it'sjust one small facet of medicine, that it isn't that

important. But it's terribly important to the woman involved.

There's nothing more important."

She longs for the day when RU 486, the abortion pill, may
make the whole issue moot. Retirement is not in her plans, even

though most of her colleagues would have quit ten years ago.

"Every now and then I'll say this is my last court case, or my last

.speech, and then I'll quit.
"

But then Tina Welsh will call to say she doesn't have a doctor

that day. and Dr. Jane Hodgson will make yet another flight. •

THE OTHER AFRIKANERS
(Continued from /uii^e 199)

and used tear gas and riot whips to disperse students protesting

the banning of the tour from their campus. In Pretoria, extreme

right-wing militants issued death threats.

A number of the songs on the Voelvry album, released after the

tour, were officially censored by the South African Broadcast

Corporation. The others simply did not receive airtime on state-

owned radio stations, despite the fact that each edition of the al-

bum sold out almost immediately.

"The establishment is used to controlling everything." notes

Kerkorrel. "Books in Afrikaans, newspapers, radio, television,

politics, where people live, everything. They don't really know
how to cope when their own people go out of control."

The Voelvry tour also succeeded in making at least some Afri-

kaners acceptable to the black majority of South Africa. Simulta-

neously identity ing with the rising forces of nonracial democracy

and attacking the values the volk have traditionally held dear, the

Voelvry Afrikaners offered a kind of redemption from what Afri-

kanerdom has meant in the history of this country.

Developing as a dialect during the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, Afrikaans was essentially a mixture of Dutch, other Euro-

pean tongues (English. French, and German), indigenous

African languages, and the Malay spoken by slaves. It was inter-

course—both sexual and social—that brought the language into

being and made it akindof lingua franca of the veld. Even today

one of the most significant groups of Afrikaans speakers in the

country is the so-called Coloureds, people of mixed blood whose

ancestors were Dutch trekkers and members of black tribes of the

hinterland. But around the turn of the century, white Afrikaners

took steps to linguistically disenfranchise their Coloured step-

children. Groups of white racist ideologues claimed this "kitch-

en Dutch " as the historical and divinely ordained tongue of the

henceforth whites-only Afrikaners.

Now people like Max du Preez see it as their mission to turn

back the ideological clock. As editor of the radical Afrikaner

newspaper Vr\e Weekl)lad (Free Weekly), Du Preez claims he's

out to 'hijack back the language from the ideologues who stole it

away in the first place. We have to remind people that [Afri-

kaans] is not a white man's language and it hasn't always been the

language of oppression in this country."

In the nineteen months of its existence. Du Preez's paper has

emerged as public media enemy number one in the eyes of the

government. Stridently opposing white domination and aligning

itself with the cause of nonracial democracy. Vrye Weekhlad has

also emerged as an authoritative voice in the struggle for a free

South Africa. Du Preez counts among his friends many of the

ANC's most prominent leaders ("though we don't talk politics

that much, just common South African things ").

"We Afrikaners have a lot in common with the blacks," Du
Preez declares. "We don't come from a left liberal tradition as do

most of the English-speaking opponents of apartheid. We're not

liberals, we're nationalists—it'sjust that we define the nation in

a different way than the government. " His paper makes a sus-

tained effort to reach Afrikaans speakers other than the whites,

and he notes with some pride that its largest growth in readership

currently is among those the government classifies as Coloureds.

Writer, painter, and theater director Chris Pretorius is a direct de-

scendant of Andries Pretorius, after whom the South African

capital is named. Andries, Afrikaner schoolchildren are taught,

led the Boers during the greatest moment of their history, the bat-

tle at Blood River on December 16, 1838, when a handful of

them defeated thousands of Zulus. It was on this occasion that the

"covenant" was contracted from which the myth of the chosen-

ness of the Afrikaner volk was derived. The Boers had prayed that

if God handed them the victory, they would dedicate themselves

to His service for all time.

In point of fact, the "covenant " document has been shown to

be a fake, written at a later date. Moreover, it's hardly surprising

that on the desolate plains of Blood River long-range rifles would

cut to pieces warriors armed only with short spears. All this not-

withstanding, the Blood River victory has gone down as a mir-

acle in the annals of Afrikanerdom. and to be a descendant of

Andries Pretorius is something more than the American equiva-

lent of standing in the bloodline of George Washington.

"When 1 was at school, the fact that I was descended from old

Andries was something that filled me with pride," Chris Pretori-
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THE OTHER AFRIKANERS
(Continuedfrom page 228)

us says '
'It was waving the flag and having something to do with

a cowboy movie. But then I went in the army and started think-

ing, started to see what all this volktrots [national pride] really

means: smug domination ofeverybody else. I was there when the

South Africans invaded Angola in 1 975 . and I saw the lies and the

brtJtality. I was shaken to the root—all these people you always

thought were close to God, now they were revealed as thugs and

liars. And I started to wonder about old Andries.
"

But in the end Andries Pretorius redeemed himself in his de-

scendant's eyes. "I found out later he only agreed to help the

Boers at Blood River because they promised to give him some

horses and a cart. It was somehow comfortmg ... to discover he

was just another shyster.

Pretonus says that his work has been profoundly influenced by

his discovery of bnitality and oppression within the glorious

chronicle that he once believed was true Afrikaner history. "For

thinking Afrikaners, what you are not is probably as important as

what you are."

Stylistically, Pretorius 's work, likethatof most of his counter-

parts, is strongly rooted in the European avant-garde. You can

find fleeting echoes of Brecht, Fassbinder, Surrealism, and Dada

in Pretorius, but the flavor is always different. "I don't really

care about Afrikaans as a language, but I can't get away from it.
'

'

Pretorius 's dilemma is one typical of the new Afrikaners. On
the one hand he says. "I don't think it's important for me to find

my Afrikaner roots. What I am trying to do now is to find some

kind of citizenship of the world." On the other hand he says.

"What is really important to understand is that Afrikaners really

and truly see themselves as being part of Africa, and my work is

in one sense a sustained attempt to address that problem."

This is the central paradox of the Afrikaner identity: a simulta-

neous sense of belonging, of being African, yet at the same time

being in Africa inside the laager and hearing the drums pounding

away in the darkness outside.

In one of his early pieces Pretonus had a whole series of stuffed

animals move hypnotically behind a curtain as various white

types talked about their lives, their fears and anxieties: Africa the

dark continent, the unknown, as that metaphor for the uncon-

scious it has always been in the West, but at the same time an im-

mediate, alien, and threatening presence.

In Have You Seen the Countryside Around Johannesburg

Lately?, a collaboration between Pretorius and his wife, dancer

Robin Oriin, a man and a woman do a traditional Afrikaner

dance, the vastrap. As with other traditional elements in the

piece, the dance—akin to a polka—is grotesquely and demented-

!y parodied. At the same time, two young male characters act out

the conditions of their militarv service in an equally deranged

puppet mode. They are beaten, they beat each other, they have

their penises stolen, they shoot blindly at everything in sight.

But if Pretorius's work is largely fueled by his Afrikaner past,

his criticism is directed at the whole of South African society. His

Sunrise City, a piece loosely based on Brecht and Weill's Maha-
gonny. parodies South African sleaze paradise Sun City as a me-
nagerie of brutal caricatures: mral black ingenues, black political

stooges, white working-class thugs, Afrikaner puritans. The
Publications Control Board cited lewdness, blasphemy, and a

general lack of artistic merit as justifications for banning it. (The

ban was ultimately overturned on appeal.)

"I think that what drives my work more than anything else is

disgust." Pretorius says. "I hate the way things are in this coun-

try, and whatever I do, however lyrical I try to be. the disgust

comes through."

Choreographer Marlene Blom has established a name for herself

in recent years with a series of stage works that find a middle

ground between drama and dance proper and tellingly enact the

cultural conflicts of South Africa. Her cast is a gallery of South

African stereotypes, both black and white, often metonymically

transposed (randy young men become rampant phalluses; subur-

ban ladies, teapots). Largely through playing off rhythm and

movement. Blom creates a grotesque post-Dada situation come-

dy, as unique as it is indescribable.

"There might be a lot of other influences, but actually what I

do is very S6uth African. If an audience has never seen a Boer

tannie [Afrikaner matron], then what 1 do with one onstage might

seem strange. But if you have seen these ladies kneading bread,

say. you'll know immediately exactly what I'm trying to do."

Blom reflects in her person much of the incongruity she ex-

plores in her work. Bom to an Afrikaans family, she nevertheless

attended an English school and university and also spent a good

part of her childhood living among blacks in the Transkei.
'

' 1 have an Afrikaans mfluence." she says.
'

' But I also have an

English influence. I was lucky enough to be exposed to more than

just the hard-core Afrikaner thing." Though Blom speaks as if

she has figured everything out. herwork tells another story. It im-

plies that the conflict in South African society is a long way from

any kind of resolution.

In Braam Kmger's paintings, that conflict appears right on the

surface—sometimes literally.

Asked by an admiral ofthe South African navy to paint an official

portrait. Kruger complied, depicting the officer in full naval regalia,

weighed down with medals. But when the picture was done, there

was something unmistakably unheroic about the cast of the shoul-

ders, the set of the jaw. The admiral revoked the commission. Kru-

ger went back to the painting and stained the immaculate and

exquisitely executed white uniform with a hail of bird droppings.

Later, Kruger again returned to the portrait and introduced a

curious kind of palimpsest, layering his own face onto that of the

admiral. The piece has now taken its place in a series of peculiar

self-portraits, including an especially disturbing one of the artist

"in a pretty frock" and several of him as Christ.

"I like filling paintings with pseudomeanings and then nod-

ding wisely when the critics get into deconstruction and God
knows what interpreting them. At a playful level .Hike to see my-

self as a purveyor of bad taste.
'

'

Kruger paints in the heroic manner, and his subjects usually

derive from the great traditions of the Renaissance and the Ba-

roque. But he parodies the grandeur to make his protests. High-

ways cut through the background of Da Vinci's Mona Lisa. Ox
wagons ford the streams of landscapes stylized according to Re-

naissance formulas. In one painting Saint Sebastian, as serene

and transcendent (despite the arrows piercing his flesh) as in any

painting from the quattrocento, is represented as a black freedom

fighter wearing a Che-style beret. An equestrian official portrait

is transfigured by rendering the horse's snout as a double-

barreled shotgun.

"The problem for young Afrikaners," Kruger remarks, "is

having to reject their parents—to tell their parents, 'You got us

into this shit. You are the ones who tried to convince us that this is

a white man's country, but you lied." Unless young people can

take that step, they cannot go any further."

But if this rebellion is a necessary step, it is also the major

problem facing many of these alternative Afrikaners. Rebellion,

aggressive rejection , a severing of ties with the racist traditions of

Afrikanerdom—these are necessary steps toward a cultural rein-

tegration of Afrikaans speakers within the broader mix of South

Africa. But they can be as limiting in the long view as they are

initially liberating.

Says Max du Preez. while acknowledging a personal rebel-

lious streak only slightly less than a mile wide: "We alternative

Afrikaners tend to see it as our duty to be as provocative as possi-

ble at every available opportunity . But in the end , you have to get

past it. I think we are now at a stage where we as a subculture can

look at the next guy and ask where we fit in. We can start building

the new South Africa where race is not an issue.
"

'
•
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What IfOneOfTheseChildrenWei^Yours?
If you lived where children are

hungry— in the Third World or

even in the USA—chances are

that a child like one of these really

would be yours. And if you had to

live surrounded by poverty and

disease, there would be little

you could do to change their

desf)erate circumstances.

The girls and boys you see here

found CCF sponsors recently

through a national newspaper

^peal. But there are more than

45,000 other children on our

waiting list who need sp>onsors

urgently. Many go to sleep

hungry. Or sick. Or unable to

attend school.

But you can help change all this.

You can reach out to a needy child

like one you see here. When you

do, you'll be giving the youngster

hope. And that's what Christian

Children's Fund is all about.

To sponsor a child like one of

these, please fill out and return

the coupon. Or phone (toll-free):

1-800-776-6767. Just give the

operator the number (in the

photo's upper left-hand comer) of

the youngster most similar to the

one you want to sponsor. Within

10 days, we'll send you the child's

photograph and family background.

There are so many waiting to

be helped. Your S21 a month (70<t

a day) will go a long way toward

improving a child's life. If one of

these children really were yours,

wouldn't you want that to happen?

CCF Phone Service Center

Open Monday through Friday

8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Eastern time.

1-800-776-6767

Sally Struthers, National Chairperson
CCF, Box 26511, Richmond, VA 23261

I want to sponsor a D boy D girl D either

similar to the child whose photo number is circled at right.

Enclosed is my first monthly $21. Please send photo and Sponsor

Kit. (To sponsor more than one child, circle additional numbers.)

I want to learn more about the child assigned to me first. If I

accept the child, I'll send my first monthly $21 within 10 days.

Or I'll return the material so someone else can help.

I can't sponsor a child now but I'll give $

to help p)oor children.

Name

1

I 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15 16

Address

City State Zip_

OVOG71

Sally Struthers, National Chairperson

IN CANADA: CCF. 1027 McNicoU Ave.. Scartx)n)ugh, Oitario M 1W 3X2
Gifts arc tax deductible. Statement of income and expeases ax-ailable upon request

Christian Children's Fund, Inc.
j
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IN THIS ISSUE

Details, prices, more stores, more ... on this month's looks

If

Page 6 (cover): silk georgette dress. $560. At

Barneys New York, Manhasset NY. Dallas

(opening in August). Costa Mesa CA. Earrings at

Bergdorf Goodman. Bag at Chanel Boutique,

New York. Palm Beach, San Francisco. 36: Inset

top: wool coats and skirts. $4,050 each set. Saks

Fifth Avenue: Neiman Marcus. Inset left: rayon

matte jersey dress, $800. Bloomingdale's; I.

Magnin. Beverly Hills. Inset bottom: nylon and

Lycra swimsuit. Gottex. $78. Cedrics, Edina

MN. Sunglasses. Alain Mikli. $180. Alain Mikli

Optique, NYC; Accent on Eyewear. Menlo Park

CA. Inset center: belts, $460-$ 1 .600 each. Saks

Fifth Avenue. 41: Inset top: hat, $250. Martha In-

ternational, NYC; Neiman Marcus, Fort Lauder-

dale. Scarf, $165. Henri Bendel. Bracelets, $65-

$165 each. Earrings, $180. Henri Bendel; Body

Sculpture, Boston. Bottom left: cotton and Lycra

dress. $169. Untitled. NYC; Ultimo Ltd.. Chica-

go. Bottom right: Antron and Lycra swimsuit.

$182. Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC; Neiman Marcus.

Headband, $25, Eric Javits. Martha, Trump Tow-

er NYC. Palm Beach. 45: I) Boots. $235. Mar-

aolo. NYC. Beverly Hills. Nylon and Lycra

leggings. $175. BameysNew York; Gallay. West

Hollywood and Melrose CA. 3) Vinyl raincoat,

$1,920. Saks Fifth Avenue; Ralph Davies. San

Francisco. 4) Wool sweater. $220. Macys Her-

ald Square; Neiman Marcus. 5) Shoes. Yves Saint

Laurent Footwear. 46: 1) Cotton and wool coat.

$1,130, wool jacket. $370. cotton shirt. $175.

wool shirt, $270, and trousers, $260, Ralph

Lauren Country. Polo/Ralph Lauren, NYC. Bev-

erly Hills. 3) Left to right: shoes. $ 1 75 a pair. Joan

& David store. NYC. Boston. Shoes. $265 a pair.

Fratelli Rossetti. NYC; Silhouette. Chevy Chase

MD. Shoes, $195 a pair. Saks Fifth Avenue; Cal-

vin Klein store. Chestnut Hill MA. 47: 1) Boots,

$395. Barneys New York; Ecru, Los Angeles. 2)

Shoes, $345. Barneys New York; Neiman Mar-

cus. Pants, Isaac Mizrahi. 3) Shoes, $65. Bloom-

ingdale's. Pants, $230. Paul Smith, NYC. 4)

Wool jacket, $690, wool skirt, $325, cashmere

sweater, $395, and cashmere muffler. $345, Cal-

vin Klein. Barneys New York; Alion, Honolulu.

48: 1) Shoes. $425. Bergdorf Goodman; Neiman
Marcus. 2) Top to bottom: shoes. $190 a pair.

Macy's Herald Square. Shoes. $240 a pair. Bar-

neys New York; Alan Bilzerian. Boston. Shoes.

$175 a pair. Bloomingdale's; 1. Magnin. 3) Silk

and Lurex dress. $4,900. Saks Fifth Avenue,
NYC; Neimar Marcus. 4) Bottom: shoes, $550.

Bergdorf Goodman. Top: shoes, $275. Walter

Steiger, NYC; Lou Lattimore, Dallas. 6) Satin

gown, Isaac Mizrahi, $995. Bergdorf Goodman;
Ultimo Ltd., Chicago. 57: l ) Boots, $250. Perry

Ellis Shoe store, NYC. 2) Dresses. Ungaro Paral-

lele 3)Boots.$435. Bally of Switzerland, NYC,
San Francisco. 4) Boots, $360. Saks Fifth Ave-
nue; Neiman Marcus. 5) Boots, $410. Charles

Jourdan, Trump Tower NYC, Bal Harbour FL. 7)

Velvet jacket, $1 1,335. Chanel Boutique, NYC,
San Francisco. 72: I) Bracelet, $1 10. Macy's
Herald Square; White by Herratti, Palm Beach
Gardens FL 2) Silk jacket, $545. Silk skirt. Zang
Toi. $200. Martha International. NYC, Palm
Beach. Leotard, $26. Bodiform by Ballet Mak-
ers. Available at all Capezio stores. Metal belts

and cuffs. Jay Feinberg. Straw bag. Native
Touch, $22. Zona, NYC; San Diego Zoo/Wild-

232

life Park gift shop. Shoes, $225. Joseph, North-

brook IL; Nan Duskin, Philadelphia. 3)

Drawstring bag. Donna Karan New York. $285.

Ultimo Ltd.. Chicago. Hat, $105. Montmartre,

NYC. Fred Segal, Santa Monica CA. Shoes (in

bag), $290. Robert Clergerie, NYC; Ecru, Los

Angeles. Shoes (on scarO. Calvin Klein Foot-

wear. Straw handbags, $22-$90 each. Zona,
NYC; San Diego Zoo/Wildlife Park gift shop.

Scari", $600. Hirehleifer's, Manhasset NY; Ulti-

mo Ltd., Chicago. Belt. Ruza Creations. 4)

Clockwise from top: bag. $75. Burlington Bag &

Baggage, Burlington NC; Razook's. Palm
Beach. Cuffs, Bergdorf Goodman. Belt, Ruza

Creations. Scarf, Debra Moises Accessories,

$300. Hirshleifer's, Manhasset NY; Ultimo Ltd.

,

Chicago. Woven cuff, $520. Chanel Boutique,

NYC, Beveriy Hills. Earrings, $165. Martha In-

ternational, NYC; Neiman Marcus. Bracelet,

$1 1 ,844. Black. Starr& Frost Ltd. , NYC. Shoes,

$150. Macy's, San Francisco. 74: Left: cat suit.

Christian Lacroix Haute Couture Collection. Bot-

tom: brushes. $20 each. Barneys New York.

Short Hills NJ. Costa Mesa CA.
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#
X

of fashion" has

triumphed again.

Yves St. Laurent has

personally supervised a

selection of the most

ravishing images from

his twenty-five years as

the King of Haute

Couture. The result is

the high fashion and

photography sensation of

the decade: 53 sensuous

duotone and 79

extravagant 6-color

reproductions of the

work of such master

photographers as Avedon,

Horst, Helmut Newton,

Penn, David Seidner,

Snowdon and Hiro,

printed on rich,

heavy paper and

bound in Smvth-sewn

boards wrapped in

cloth. Dust-jacketed

and protected in a silver

foil and black slipcase,

Yves St. Laurent:

Images ofDesign is

$100 in bookstores. As

a Conde Nast reader,

you may order First

Edition copies at just

$70, plus $5 postage

and handling from the

Conde Nast Collection

Dept. 835058.

P.O. Box 10214

Des Moines, lA 50a36

' or call toll-free:

1-800-453-5000.

Residents of NY, CA, CO, GA, IL. lA. KY. Ml, MA pteose

odd soles lax Pleose allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Multiply•mirrored in on artful photo by David Seidner,

double exposure by Oovid Seidner.



IN THIS ISSUE
Design inspiration

138: Right: silk and Lurex coat. $2,300, top,

$595, and pants. SI .095. Isaac Mizrahi. Bergdotf

Goodman: Ultimo Ltd.. Chicago. Photos: left:

Berry Berenson; right: Pierre Scherman. 139:

Large photo nght: alpaca, mohair, and woo! ki-

mono coat, $925. wcx)l coat. $850. wool dress,

$695, cotton and spandex turtleneck, $130, and

tights, $120. Saks Fifth Avenue: Carol Levitt.

Locust Valley NY: Saks Jandel: Toby Lemer.

Philadelphia: Neiman Marcus. Photos: left: Deb-

orah Turbeville: right: Pierre Scherman. 140:

Left: Donna Karan New York cashmere cardigan.

$1,000. bodysuit. $500. and skirt. $795. Berg-

dorf Goodman: Nan Duskin. Philadelphia: Nei-

man Marcus: I. Magnin. Inset top right: shearling

coat. $4,400. Cashmere bodysuit. $500. Cash-

mere and Lycra skirt. 5595. Bergdorf Goodman:

Charles Sumner. Boston: Miss Baker. Provi-

dence: Ultimo Ltd.. Chicago: Stanley Korshak.

Dallas. Photos: left: Pierre Scherman: top right:

Pierre Scherman: middle: Frank Trapper/Sygma:

bottom: Randy Bauer/Ron Galella Ltd. 141: Silk

dress with sequins and beads. Donna Karan New
York. $4,120. Bloomingdales: Hirshleifer's.

Manhasset NY: Nan Duskin. Philadelphia: Ulti-

mo Ltd.. Chicago: The Gazebo. Dallas. Photos:

top: Rebuffat/Photo Researchers. Inc.: right:

Pierre Scherman. 142: Left: rubber and cotton

trench coat. $715. wool jacket. $790. cashmere

polo shirt. $435. wool trousers, $335. Calvin

Klein store. Chestnut Hill MA. Palm Beach. Dal-

las: Ruth Kishline's Country Clothes. Evansville

IN: Gidding Jenny. Cincinnati: Adaria. Birming-

ham MI: Tootsies. Houston. Trench coat, jacket,

and trousers at Saks Fifth Avenue. Photos: left:

Pierre Scherman: right: James Leslie Parker. 143:

Left: wool jacket. $650: cashmere polo shirt.

$435: wool trousers. $335. Bergdorf Goodman:

Adele Kauff. Great Neck NY: Calvin Klein store.

Chestnut Hill MA. Palm Beach. Dallas: Ruth

Meyers. Oklahoma City: I. Magnin. Polo shirt

and pants at Holt Renfrew of Canada. Inset

above, far right: wool and cashmere jacket. $850.

Wool and cashmere polo shirt. S 165. Wool pants.

$335. Nan Duskin. Philadelphia. Baltimore:

Kaufmanns: Aversa. Milwaukee. Polo shirt and

pants at Bloomingdales. Pants at Neiman Mar-

cus. Photos: left: Pierre Scherman; top middle:

Jean Howard: top right: Pierre Scherman: bottom

right: Ron Galella. 144: Large photo, left: wool

boucle jacket. $1,640. Wool voile .skirt. $725.

Henri Bendel: Sara Fredericks. Boston: Grace

Jones. SaladoTX. Bottom inset left: jumpsuit, to

order through Christian Lacroix. Paris. Right:

cotton dress, $1,740. Chanel Boutique. NYC.
Photos: clockwise from left: Guy Marineau:

Frank Driggs Collection; Henry Gris/FPG: Guy
Marineau; Guy Marineau. 145: Inset above: cot-

ton Austrian lace dress. $430. Macy's Herald

Square: The Front Room. New Orleans: Lee Al-

len. Jacksonville FL; Neiman Marcus. Beverly

Hills. Photos: clockwise from top left: Pierre

Scherman;*' 1 964 by Le Terrain Vogue and Jean-

Claude Forest, courtesy of Grove Weidenfeld:

Guy Marineau. 146: Wool crepe and sequin top.

$3,000. and wool crepe dress, $4.^0 Both at

Bergdorf Goodman. Photos: left: Piere Scher-

man: nght: Robin Platzer. 147: Left: ' and

cashmere coat. SI . 100. wool sweater. $2v J

silk georgette pants. $1 .200. Bergdorf Gtxx.

Nan Duskin. Philadelphia: I. Magnin. Ri.

wool and cashmere coat. $1,100. wool dres

$350. and wool leggings. $225. Saks Fifth Ave-

nue: Ruth Shaw. Baltimore: I. Magnin. Photos:

left and middle: Pierre Scherman; right: Berry

Berenson. 148: Large photo, left: wool coat.

$1,000. Wool pants. $700. Saks Fifth Avenue.

Inset center: dress, $2,380. Silk shirt. $530.

Bergdorf Goodman; Polo/Ralph Lauren. Palm

Beach. Photos: left: Pierre Scherman; top right:

FPG: middle: Pierre Scherman: bottom: Photo-

fest. 149: Left and top: parka. $2,825. Cotton

blouse. $1,045. Polyester and Lycra cat suit.

$1,260. Chanel Boutique. NYC. Washington

DC. Palm Beach. Beverly Hills. Large photo

right: parka, $2,825. Silk dress. $2,315. Chanel

Boutique. NYC. San Francisco. Photos: center;

Prisma/' Photoreporters; others: Guy Marineau.

150: Large photo, left: dress with embroidered

and beaded silk top and rayon and silk velvet skirt.

$10,850. Bloomingdale's. Inset bottom right:

jacket. $1,000. and pants. $850. Norma Kamali.

OMO Norma Kamali. NYC. Hat. Norma Ka-

mali. Photos: left: Pierre Scherman; top right: Fa-

bian/Sygma; bottom right: Pierre Scherman. 151:

Inset top left: coat. $5,050. Giorgio Armani Bou-

tique. NYC. Small inset center: silk and metal

jacket. $3,790. I. Magnin. Dress. Ungaro Paral-

lele. Large photo, right: dress. S7.550. The
World of Geoffrey Beene. NYC: Nan Duskin.

Philadelphia. Baltimore; Neiman Marcus. Pho-

tos: clockwise from left: Guy Marineau: Russell

Johnson: Pierre Scherman: Guy Marineau. 152:

Dress. $3,000. Saks Fifth Avenue; Sara Freder-

icks. Boston. Photos; left: courtesy of the Russian

Embassy Department of Cultural Affairs: right:

Pierre Scherman. 153: Left: Murray Alcosser/lm-

age Bank; right: Guy Marineau. 154: Left: ® 1990

ARS/ADAGP: right: Guy Marineau. 155: Top
left: cotton trench coat. SI.750. wool sweater.

$600. Claude Montana Boutique. Beverly Hills.

Bottom left: cotton gabardine trench coat.

$1,520. Gianni Versace Boutique. NYC. Chica-

go. Beveriy Hills. Photos: left. top. and bottom:

Guy Marineau; right: 20 Marilyns by Andy War-

hol: Art Resource/*^ 1990 ARS New York. 156:

Viscose and polyamide shirt. SI. 100. Saks Fifth

Avenue. Photos: toreador jacket: Pascal Cheval-

lier; inset; Guy Marineau. 157: Left: Number3 by

Jackson Pollock: Art Resource NY.: right: Guy
Marineau. 158: Left: Yves Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche wool jacket. $16,000. wool and taffeta

skirt. $1 .630. BergdorfGoodman. Inset: for Yves
Saint Laurent Rive Gauche jacket see information

page 160. Wool skirt, Yves Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche. $1,795. Yves Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche Boutique Femme. NYC. 159: Left; for

Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche jacket see infor-

mation page 160. Right: wool skirt. Yves Saint

Laurent Rive Gauche. $895. Yves Saint Laurent

Rive Gauche Boutique Femme. NYC; Hirsh-

.ifer's, Manhasset NY: I. Magnin. 160: Cotton

elvet jacket. Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche.
i. ? >"! Saks Fifth Avenue; Yves Saint Laurent

Rive Gauche. Washington DC; Martha. Palm

Beach: Neiman Marcus: I. Magnin. 161: Inset

top: Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche velvet jack-

et. $2,180. cashmere bolero. $1,760. silk blouse.

$1,440. and skirt. $1,410. Bergdorf Goodman;
Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche. Costa Mesa
CA. Inset bottom: Yves Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche cotton velvet caraco. $2,180. and wool

skirt. $1,410. Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche

Boutique Femme. NYC; Yves Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche, Washington DC; I. Magnin.

Print it

162: Leggings also at Nan Duskin. Baltimore;

Neiman Marcus. Los Angeles. Earrings by Rich-

ard Minadeo. Barneys New York: Ultimo Ltd..

Chicago. Boots at Alaia New York; Alaia chez

Gallay. Beveriy Hills; Gallay. West Hollywood.

164: Shirt also at Cedrics. Edina MN; Ultimo

Ltd.. Chicago; Neiman Marcus; Fred Segal. Mel-

rose CA. Earrings. Gerard E. Yosca. Chisholm

Halle, Cleveland. Belt. Stephen Dweck. Berg-

dorf Goodman. 165: Shirt also at Sasha Frisson.

Atlanta; Marissa Collections. Naples FL; Polly

Adams. Laredo TX: Perkins Shearer. Denver;

Bill Loya. Salt Lake City; Rafael. Honolulu. Cot-

ton leggings. Earrings and charm bracelet.

Edouard Rambaud. Bracelet with colored stones.

Richard Minadeo. Barneys New York; Michael

Morrison-MX. Los Angeles. Shoes. Andrea Pfis-

ter. Mr. Jay. Millbum NJ; Amen Wardy. New-

port Beach CA. 166: Bracelet. Erwin Pearl. 167:

Earrings. Van DerStraeten. BergdorfGoodman.

The cutting edge
169: Cotton poplin shirt. SI 25. Macy's Herald

Square; Tootsies. Houston: 1. Magnin. 170: Cot-

ton robe. SI 15. Descamps. NYC. Boston. Phila-

delphia. Washington DC. Miami, Dallas.

Beverly Hills. Inset bottom, left: cotton and Lycra

bodysuit. SI 10. Barneys New York: Bullock's.

Top bracelet. Gerard E. Yosca. Middle and bot-

tom bracelets. Karl Lagerfeld Bijoux. Right: for

robe information see above. Watch. Bulova.

Macy's Herald Square. 171: For robe see infor-

mation page 170. 172: Rayon and spandex dress.

$790. Alaia New York; Caron Cherry. Bal Har-

bour and Coconut Grove FL: Gallay . West Holly-

wood; Alaia chez Gallay. Beverly Hills.

Headband. Eric Javits. Saks Fifth Avenue: Mar-

tha. Palm Beach. Shoes. Azzedine Alaia. Alaia

New York: Caron Cherry. Bal Harbour and Coco-

nut Grove FL; Gallay. West Hollywood; Alaia

chez Gallay. Beverly Hills. 173: Left to right: ny-

lon and Lycra crepe dress. SI 85. Barneys New
York. Manhasset NY. Short Hills NJ. Westport

CT. Chestnut Hill MA. Costa Mesa CA. Seattle.

Cotton shirt. $42. Beredorf Goodman. Cotton
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shirt, $145. Lord & Taylor; Filene's, Boston;

Woodward & Lothrop, Washington DC; Macy's,

Atlanta; Marshall Field's, Chicago. Cotton, ray-

on, and Lycra bodysuit, $200. Barneys New
York; Ivey's, Charlotte NC; Dayton's, Minne-

apolis; Neiman Marcus; 1. Magnin. Ail head-

bands, Eric Javits. Saks Fifth Avenue; Martha,

Palm Beach. 174: Top left: bracelets, Karl Lager-

feld Bijoux. Bergdorf Goodman. Right: nylon

and Lycra jumpsuit, $1 15. OMO Norma Kamali,

NYC. Shoes, Stuart Weitzman. Center: nylon

and Lycra jumpsuit, $1 15. OMO Norma Kamali,

NYC. Glasses, Giorgio Armani Occhiali. Bot-

tom: nylon and Lycra jumpsuit, $1 15. OMO Nor-

ma Kamali, NYC. Watch, $900. Aaron Faber

Gallery, NYC. Bracelets at Bulgari, NYC. Top

right: cotton and Lycra dress, $150. Giraudon,

NYC. Glasses, Michele Lamy. Ring, Simon Seb-

bag. Additional salons: Atlanta: Claiborne's,

from $35 (404) 256-1995; Palm Beach: Walter's

Coiffures International, Colony Hotel, from $25

(407) 655-0141 ; Detroit area: Mira Linder Spa in

the City, from $20 (313) 356-5810; St. Paul:

Rocco Altobelli Salon, from $17.50 (612) 690-

5491 ; Boulder CO: Barbara the Barber, from S27

(303) 449-3061; Seattle: Salon Cardeau, from

$25 (206) 622-1583. 175: Cotton and Lycra

dress, $150. Giraudon, NYC. Watch, Swatch.

Ring. Simon Sebbag.

Country goes to town
176: Polyamide and Lycra dress. Belt, Ian

McColl. Trash and Vaudeville, NYC; Gamma
Gamma, San Diego. Daljeets, San Francisco.

Leather jacket, Schott. The Antique Boutique,

NYC. 177: In background: shirt, Agnes B.

Homme. T-shirt, Harley-Davidson Sportswear

by IXSPA 2000. 179: Center: sequined and bead-

ed dress, $9,000. Saks Fifth Avenue;The Twenty-

Four Collection, Bal Harbour FL. Far right:

cashmere sweater, $395. N. Peal, NYC, San

Francisco, Canada. 181: Alpaca, mohair, and

wool coat; collar and cuffs in sheared beaver,

$2,350. Also at Auer's, Denver. 182: Nylon and

Lycra swimsuit also at E. D. Pepper, Pittsburgh.

Cotton gabardine shorts. 184: Silk taffeta skirt,

$5,175. To order at Saks Fifth Avenue. Clock-

wise from top left: jacket, Schott. The Antique

Boutique, NYC. Shirt, Harley-Davidson Sports-

wear by IXSPA 2000. Jacket from Screaming Mi-

mi'sof New York. Shirt, Guess?. Jacket, Schott.

The Antique Boutique, NYC. Shirt, Guess?. 186:

Bag at Uhimo Ltd., Chicago; Telaio, San Fran-

cisco. Her shoes at Bergdorf Goodman; 1. Mag-

VOGUE PATTERNS
Page 210. Ankle-length leggings:

Vogue Pattern #7733, view B. Sizes 6-
16. Size 10: V/* yds. of 60" fabric. USA
$8.50; Canada $11.35.

Page 21 1 . Camisole: Butterick Pattern

#5740, viev/ B. Sizes 6-22. Size 10:

V/? yds. of 60 " fabric. USA $5.25; Can-
ada $7.25. Additional info: fit to body.

Page 212. Capri-length leggings:

Vogue Pattenn #7733, view A. Sizes

6-16. Size 10: 1 yd. of 60" fabric. USA
$8.50; Canada $11.35.

7733 5740 7733

nin. Men, left and center: jackets, Schott. The
Antique Boutique, NYC. Man, center: boots,

Harley-Davidson. Other boots, the Justin Boot

Company. 189: Chanel choker. 19(): Nylon and

Lycra swimsuit also at Sport Mart, Westport CT;
the Upper Deck, Nantucket MA; Baci Da Roma,
Miami Beach FL; Swim Quik, Overland Park KS;

Beach Street, Boulder CO; Bikini Factory, Sum-
merland CA. On him: shirt. Guess?. Levi's 501

Jeans. 191: Inset top right: Schott jackets from

The Antique Boutique, NYC. Levi's 501 Jeans.

Inset, bottom left: cotton, polyester, and elasto-

mer coat. $495. Burberrys. NYC, Manhas.set

NY, Washington DC, Chicago, San Francisco.

Beading on net dress, $7,900. Saks Fifth Avenue;

Amen Wardy, Beverly Hills and Newport Beach

CA. Shoes, Stuart Weitzman. On him: leather

jacket, Schott. The Antique Boutique, NYC.
Shirt, Guess?. Levi's 501 Jeans. Boots, the Justin

Boot Company. 194-195: Woman, left: dress,

$3,490. Chanel belt. Center: cotton shirt. Right:

for stores for bikini see page 190. Man, left: jack-

et, Schott. The Antique Boutique, NYC. Shirt.

Paul Smith. LevisSOl Jeans. Center: jacket from

Screaming Mimi's of New York. Shirt, Polo by

Ralph Lauren. Right: jacket, Schott. The Antique

Boutique, NYC. Shirt, Polo by Ralph Lauren.

Page 178ff.: song lyric copyrights in order of ap-

pearance: "Stand by Your Man," Tammy Wyn-
ette and Billy Sherrill, ® 1968 Al Gallico Music, a

division of Filmtrax Copyright Holdings, Inc. In-

ternational Copyright Secured. Made In U.S.A.

All Rights Reserved. "A Mansion on the Hill,"

Hank Williams and Fred Rose, ® 1948 by MI-

LENE MUSIC, INC. P.O. Box 121900, 66 Mu-
sic Square West, Nashville TN 37212-1900, and

RIGHTSONG, 8 10 Seventh Avenue, New York,

NY 10019, for USA. Worid outside USA con-

trolled by: MILENE MUSIC, INC. International

Copyright Secured. Made in U.S.A. All Rights

Reserved. "Don't Fence Me In," Cole Porter,

® 1944 WARNER BROS.. INC. (Renewed).

Used By Permission. "The Pilgrim: Chapter 33."

Kris Kristofferson. « 1970 RESACA MUSIC
PUBLISHING CO. All Rights Controlled and

Administered by EMI BLACKWOOD MUSIC,
INC. All Rights Reserved. International Copy-

right Secured. Used By Permission.

Dress for less:

the velvet revolution
210-211: Belt, sculptress Maria Snyder. Henri

Bendel. 212: Bodysuit also at Ralph Davies. San

Francisco. Headband, Eric Javits. Saks Fifth Av-

enue; Martha. Palm Beach. Earrings, Gerard E.

Yosca. Tootsies. Houston. Bag, Chanel. Scarf,

WendyGell. Shoes, ManoloBlahnik, NYC. 213:

Earrings, sculptress Maria Snyder. Henri Bendel.

214: Rayon and polyamide dress. Earrings,

sculptress Maria Snyder. Henri Bendel. 215: Ny-

lon and Lycra dress. Headband. Eric Javits. Saks

Fifth Avenue; Martha. Palm Beach. Shoes, Man-
olo Blahnik. 216: Antron and Lycra swimsuit.

217: Cotton velvet cat suit. Scarf, Fendi-New
York. Sunglasses, Marilyn Monroe. Cohen's Op-

tical, NYC. Earrings, Van DerStraeten. Bergdorf

Goodman; Stanley Korshak, Dallas. Shoes, An-

drea Pfister. Saks Fifth Avenue; Mr. Jay, Mill-

bum NJ.

219: Inherit the fringe, the Supremes: Arthur

Shay/Life: Albert: Oliviero Toscani; Gigli: Guy
Marineau. Always fair feather, clockwise from

left: Hoyningen-Huene; Jack Deutsch; Penn; Ar-

thur Elgort; Pierre Scherman. Lace everla.sting,

top right: Henry Clarke; bottom right: Pierre

Scherman; bottom left: Penn. 220-221: Top row,

from left: Mary Hilliard; Roxanne Lowit; Rox-

anne Lowit; Roxanne Lowit; Roxanne Lowit;

Roxanne Lowit. Center row, from left: Roxanne

Lowit; Mary Hilliard; Mary Hilliard; Roxanne

Lowit; Roxanne Lowit; Roxanne Lowit. Bottom

row, from left: Roxanne Lowit; Roxanne Lowit;

Mary Hilliard; Roxanne Lowit; Roxanne Lowit;

Roxanne Lowit. 236: Left row, top to bottom:

train case, $869. Lederer, NYC. Train case,

$380. Crouch & Fitzgerald, NYC. Train case,

$953. Goldpfeil Boutique, Boston, Beverly

Hills. Train case, $875. Crouch & Fitzgerald,

NYC; Neiman Marcus. Middle row, top to bot-

tom: train case, $6,200. Nan Duskin, Philadel-

phia; Stanley Korshak, Dallas. Train case,

$1 , 100. Fendi-New York; Fendi-Houston. Train

case, $9,750. Gucci, NYC, Beveriy Hills. Train

case, Louis Vuitton Monogram Collection,

$1,480. Louis Vuitton, NYC, Bal Harbour FL.

Right row, top to bottom: train case, $235. T. An-
thony Ltd., NYC, Washington DC. Train case,

$2,050. All Polo/Ralph Lauren stores. ALL
PRICES APPROXIMATE.
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Ill voffue s last look
Editor: Candy Pratts Price

The Great Train Case:

the inside track on luggage for

the jet set turned train set

Lederer

'IIS

Luc Benoft

'J51^ n^ T. Anthony Ltd.

Crouch & Fitzgerald

_;^

y
F«ndi

Goldpfoil

Gucci

?\":

III

Wings Embassy Collection

Lov Vuitton Monogram Collection

Polo/Ralph Lauren Luggage

WITH LUXURY TRAINS
now zooming across Eu-

rope, America, and even

the Soviet Union at up to

186 miles per hour, de-

signers are feeling pangs

of nostalgia for that great

travel companion, the train case.

No longer merely functional, the

train case is suddenly being re-

vamped in space-age aluminum,

nearly $10,000 worth of crocodile,

or soft-textured ostrich. Traditional-

ist Ralph Lauren, working in Black

Watch plaid, updates the classic

shape. His version, like that by Lx)u-

is Vuitton, recalls the old steamer

trunks packed for the Grand Tour.»
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Subtlety Was Never One

Of Your Strong Points.

Hot skirts and sizzling

stockings. Luscious lipstick

and exotic jewelry. They're

who you are. And so is

Frost & Tip." From the Clairol"

Highlighting Collection.

In minutes you'll have big,

bold, beautiful highlights

that people look at. What's

more, regular Frost & Tip

has gentle conditioners.

And our permed formula

has extra conditioners. So

your hair not only looks

incredibly sexy, it also

feels seductively silky.

Frost &Tip!

Go ahead. Show it off.

From The ClairoT

Highlighting Collection.

o
SI

9
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GONE FOREVER!

1
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The first eye pencil

that never needs sharpening.

A perfect point every tinne.

PRO-LINING
^FEGT POINT

Pencil shades leh lo right Sterling Blue, Olive, Charcool, Espresso,
Amelhyst, Midmghl Blue, Ultromonne. Emerold, Sky Blue, Block Onyx
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cast-off kids:

THE ADOPTION CRISIS



YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW ANYTHING MORE?
THE 1991 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER.

1-800-245-ALFA

The legendary marque of high performance

©1990 Alfa Romeo Distributors of North America.



CHRISTIAN LACROIX

BERGDOR
ON THE PLAZA IN NEW YORK

QODMAN
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A dynamic duo: the dazzle of the dress with a cape's dark drama.

Of velvet and satin, from Valentino Night. Imported.

South Coast Plaza, in our Valentino Boutiq'je.

To order, call I -800-69S-8000. Opening September 7 in Paramus, New Jersey.

nardstrom
VOGUE AUGUST 1990



rA^SlGNATURE-/

MERiCAN Style

ne powerful femininity ol retl. In 1 wo parts: tKe wool anJ caslimcie scarf swing! coat and JrapeJ-wnist tlrjJj^ 1 180.00

inne Klein Dresses, Lonl f- laylor PiftK Avenue. To receive our f.ill catalogjne, please call I -800-22 3- i440
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AUGUST

Casual chic: a sporty Chanel parka, in quilted silk. Page 276

FASHION
102

Fashion clips

By Page Hill Slarzinger

111-150
Vogue's view

Vicki Woods talks to Katharine Hamnett, Britain's mother of

invention. .Europe 1990: designers to watch. France's and Britain's

newest kids on the block eschew tradition

152
Elements

Gray has come a long way since the flannel suit

272
Voguestyle ... at stores across the country

275
Point of view

276
Fashion's new ease

This fall, designers are lifting pattern and shape from casual country

clothes and dressing them up for the city

o
292

'60s something
Inspiration a la sixties (with a little seventies thrown in) strikes, hitting

from the leg on up

300
Getting stoned

Gemstones—the bigger, the brighter, the better

310
Special effects

Accessories are going in for big-time dramatics

332
Le jazz haute

The stars of Mo' Belter Blues. Denzel Washington and Cynda Williams,

show off Giorgio Armani's low-key style

352
Roehm's empire

From a humble beginning designing polyester sportswear to success

with her own glamorous couture line, perfectionist Carolyne Roehm has

mastered the soft, feminine style women love

360
Strapless

In tweed or other unexpected fabrics, the strapless dress looks better

than ever and often serves—with a jacket—as a suit

367-380
Talking fashion

With a waiting list and one size to a store, nabbing a Chanel suit is a

major accomplishment, even a fashion rite of passage. Dodie Kazanjian

wonders if she's got what it takes. . .Kevin Allman uncovers L.A.'s

kiddie birthday scene

388
In this issue

Details, prices, stores, more

392
Vogue's last look

Whether encrusted with jewels or designed along sleek lines, the cuff

has stood the test of time ^ 6

COVER LOOK The relaxed look of fall: country-inspired city

clothes in warm neutrals and, for contrast, makeup with defini-

tion—on model Claudia Schiffer. On lips: Smokey Rose All-Day

Lipstick. On cheeks: Apple Polish Cheek Shadow Liquid-to-

Powder Blush. Both by Estee Lauder. Coat, turtleneck, pants, and
gloves, all by Calvin Klein. Details, last pages. Hair, Sam McKnight

for Daniel Galvin at La Coupe; makeup, Mary Greenwell. Fashion

Editor: Jenny Capitain. Photographer: Patrick Demarchelier.

VOGUE AUGUST 1990



For The Loyal Fans Of Karl Lagerfeld: The opulence of piled black velvet and tissue crepe, humbled by an earthy equestrienne

shape. By turns sporty and luxe, Fall 1990 arrives at Bloomingdale's. Let the games begin, on Boulevard Fou;, New York.

VOGUE AUGUST 1990



M3GCE
The weekend studio of

designer Carolyne Roehm.
Page 352.

246-256
Travel

The great train snobbery: travelers are

forsaking the skies and turning to trains for the

romance, even the speed. Here, four writers

hit the tracks.

Travel News. By Richard Alleman

BEAUTY & HEALTH
154

Beauty clips

By Shirley Lx)rd

169-189
Images

Shirley Lord reports on the penciled face, a

sign of the clean, spare nineties. . .Jeannie

Ralston searches for a remedy for

cellulite. . Beauty answers. . .Hair answers

191

Fitness

So much for the golf-is-for-old-people theory.

Rachel Urquhart learns to respect golf,

the sport

236-242
Health

New cancer treatments are saving lives. The

problem, reports Vicki Monks, is that insurers

won't always pay.

Health and fitness notes

324
Cast-off kids

Up to half a million children languish in foster

care today. Why isn't anyone paying attention

to them? By Joan Smith

344
Eye contact

Elizabeth Collier reports on the new bold look:

smoky, sultry, Cleopatra-inspired

346
Hands

From fingernail care to palm reading

—

Jody Shields has the story in hand

iHP^^''"^^ 258^ — Driving

^i Ten thousand miles in a rented Pontiac:

Tad Friend drives in search of America

.MMK^^^M
262

FEATURES
Horoscope

By Athena Starwoman

40,46 266
Masthead Food

Salt has become a four-letter word. But is the

54,62 hysteria justified? Jeffrey Steingarten looks at

Contributors research—and recipes—to crystallize some

thoughts on salt

72
Talking back: letters from readers

81

Upfront
Things to see, hear, buy, drive, read, and eat

in August

209
People are talking about...
The revenge of the nerds . . . The

diehards. . . Veepstakes. . .more. By Julia Reed

210-234
Vogue arts

Music: Soul stylist Lisa Stansfield dares us

to take her seriously. Nick Coleman rises to

the challenge

Movies: As Air America replays the CIA's

war in Laos, Christopher Robbins supplies the

history the film leaves out.

Movie brief: Bonnie Bedelia

Television: Adapting a classic can mean

boring TV, but Cathleen Schine finds vigor in

the modest approach of HBO's Women and Men

Art: Charmed lives: merging the magical with

the mundane, four young masters create new

visions of bohemia. Jed Perl takes a look

Books: Laurie Winer poses the question,

will Alice Hoffman's novel Seventh Heaven

finally establish her as a major novelist?

318
Flowers for Violeta

In her Nicaraguan home, Violeta Chamorro

welcomes Dennis Covington and speaks

candidly about the miracle of her election

328
Weight

A new short story by Margaret Atwood

332
Le jazz haute

Are Spike Lee's trouble-stirring days behind

him? His latest film. Mo' Belter Blues, makes

Elvis Mitchell wonder

338
Koons crazy

At the recent Venice Biennale, all the talk was

of Jeff Koons and his latest succes de

scandale. By Dodie Kazanjian

352
Roehm's empire

Successful designer and high-profile socialite

Carolyne Roehm seems to have it all. But as

Georgina Howell discovers, for this

perfectionist, satisfaction is not guaranteed

382
Talking out of turn

Rotten to the core: seven bad reasons to love

New York City. By Tracy Young
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by Elsa Peretti.

:jk . % inquire: 800-526-0649.

^TlFFANY&Co.
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Cartier. Eyewear

C l«9CABT1fR INC

Car'tter

Like jewelry settings

fashioned of gold

and light,

Cartier presents

eyewear designed to

enhance the expressive

beauty of the eyes.

Pure, contemporary

LINES delicately

TRACED IN GOLD,

lacquer or STEEL.

Fascinating creations

to delight the eye.

T H K ART OF BEING UNIQUE
AVAILABLE AT ALL CARTIER BOUTIQUES.

BAL HARBOUR • BE\ ERLV HILLS • BOSTON • CHKW CH.ASE • CHICAGO • COSTA MESA • D.ALLAS • FORT LAUDERDALE • HONOLULU • HOUSTON • LAS VEGAS
LOS ANGELES • MO.NTREAL • NEW YORK • PALM BEACH • SA.N FRANCISCO • SAN JUAN • ST. THOMAS • TORONTO • VAIL • VANCOUVER • WASHINGTON, D.C.

ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE FINEST OPTICAL STORES. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 1 -800 447-7405



lAI\[FRA!\[CO

FERRE
Catapulted into

the catbird seat.

Live on the edge ... do the calwalk in the pure wool, charcoal catsuit. Back in full swing ... the

swing back shearling coal, stunningly adorned w ith a graceful shawl collar and cuffs in muskrat

fur. Designer Sportswear. Lei us do the shopping for you! Call our completely complimentary

service. P.S. Fields. 1-800-444-2882.
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EXPANDING FALL'S FASHION HORIZONS, IT'S THE NEW

DKNY COLLECTION IN DESIGNER SPORTSWEAR AT SAKS.

LEFT: CAMEL COTTON PARKA WITH MELTON COLLAR, $325

(95-606); MULTI COLOR WOOL TURTLENECK SWEATER, $475

(95-604); COGNAC SUEDE SKIRT, $375 (95-603).

CENTER: CAMEL CHECKED WOOL JACKET FOR 2 TO 14,

$410 (95-609); NAVY CABLED WOOL BODYSUIT, $185 (95-607);

NAVY COTTON STIRRUP PANTS FOR 2 TO 14, $235 (95-608).

RIGHT: MULTI COLOR WOOL BLANKET COAT, $555 (95-600);

COGNAC TURTLENECK BODYSUIT, $175 (95-601); COGNAC

WOOL/LYCRA® LEGGINGS, $155 (95-602). ALL FOR

P,S,M,L UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. ALL ACCESSORIES

AND SHOES BY DKNY. TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL

1-800-345-3454; BY FAX, 1-914-337-5900. TO RECEIVE A

COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF OUR LATEST FOLIO CATALOGUE,

CALL 1-800-322-725Z WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS.

* REGISTERED DUPONT TRADEMARK.

i
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VERY SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

1
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SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

'^l

A FIRST EVER...

LIQUID IN THE COMPACT
POWDERON YOUR SKIN.

SKIN IS PERFECTED
PROTECTED.

PAMPERED LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

i; .

t

>



GI&RGIO ARMANI
Le Collezioni

^S^At ease. A nev^

failoring. The longei;

leaner glen plaid car-

digan jacket over the

slim wool crepe her-

ring^KHie skirt In the

Little Shops on Three,

Herald Square and

selected Macy's. For

details call the £uhion

consultants at Macy's

By Appointment . 212-

560-4181. Outside New

York State call 1- 800-

343-0121. Use your

Macy's charge.

macM
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YEARKK
IHFPAlMBfACHES BAL HARBOUR CORAL GWEES DADELAND R lAUDEROALE HOLLYWOOD PLANIAIION BOCA RATON BOTNTON BEACH ST PETERSBURG ORLANDO JACKSONVILLE CLEARWATER

TAMPA ALIAMONTE SPRINGS AtWa RALEIGH GREENSBORO CHARLOTTE GREENVILLE KNOXVILLE CHAHANOOGA NASHVILLE MEMPHIS BIRMINGHAM MOBILE NEWORLEANS ARLINGTON

MCLEAN PinSBURGH DEIROII CHIDCO COLUMBUS CINCINNATI ST LOUIS MINNEAPOLIS HOUSTON AUSTIN FT WORTH NORTH PARK PRESTONWOOO SANANTONIO LASVEGAS COa)RA0O SPRINGS

DENVER OKLAHOMACITY TULSA PHOENIX SCOITSOALE TUCSON SANMATEO SANDIEGO WOODLANDHIIlS PALMDESERT CORTE MADERA SHERMANOAKS DELAMO SOUTH COAST PLAZA SANJOSE LAJOLLA

OPENING IN AUGUST-CHERRY CREEK, DENVER and THE ATRIUM AT CHESTNUT HILL, BOSTON.
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Get the point, automatically.

With Estee Lauder's

Signature Automatic Pencils

A beautiful line for eyes, lips and brows

that never, ever needs sharpening.

It's an automatic luxury. Pencils

that emphasize. Color and define.

And keep their shape to line.

Every time. They're retractable.

And come with a refill. In a

line-up of colors so perfectly—

and beautifully—wearable,

you'll want to collect them all.

Automatically.

Brows
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Bill Blass
li!
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Naturally Giamorous Blush-on

Glamour at

its cheekiest.
Our very chic line of blushing

colors has just been

reformulated for the 90 s.

Not only do we upstage the rest

with rich, radiant colors that last

and last—but now they're

r;L Unforgettable
and luxurious to the touch.

Our new texture is

outrageously silky

Unbelievably soft.

So, now you can feel

as glamorous as you look.

Cindy IS wearinp NaturalU Clamorous Blush-On in In The Pink «?: 1990 Revlon. Inc

The most unforgettable women in the world wear
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weep
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ly mascara

never goes

with the flow.

©IWOCOSMAIR.INC



New
L^OREAL

SPLASH OUT .

The V
Waterproof

Losh-Extendhng

Mascara.

At last,

L'Oreal Splash Out.

The brand new ^

kind of mascara

that waterproofs

and makes your

lashes a mile long.

Splash Out

never runs or

smudges.

Now you can

sob at movies.

Cry at

weddings.

And still

be beautiful.

LOREAL
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Twice aday II'

UNIQUE
clarifying

lotion 2 E
drannatically

different

nnoisturizing lotion
I

'i

!

Famous. Because it works. Clinique's 3 product, 3 step method of skin care. Simple, effective, systematic. Use it twice a day.

Like your toothbrush. Because it's the best thing going for the job. Photographed for Clinique by Irving Penn.
II

^1
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GINOCCHIETTI
TEL. 805/9654030



"A coat is a form

of entertainment."
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WHICH CAME FIRST?

THE SHOWER OR THE

BATH... .

BIJAN EGG-SHAPED

SOAPS FOR WOMEN ARE

PERFECT FOR BOTH
J

Q

"D

3
<D

O
3

0^3
@

o

GENTLY SCENTED

WITH BIJAN PERFUME

FOR WOMEN, THIS

PRIMITIVE EGG-SHAPE

IS NOT ONLY WONDERFUL

TO THE TOUCH, BUT ALSO

LEAVES YOUR SKIN

SENSUOUSLY CLEANSED.

BIJAN PERFUMED SOAPS

...$40.

one hundred % bijan

i

I

i

•<

i 'i

AVAILABLE BY THE '/t- DOZEN !

1 -800-99-81JAN

i'

III I
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THE ART OF
PERFORMANCE

Susan Jaffe as Odette in Swan Lake

1990 marks the 50th Anniversary of one of the

world's preeminent dance companies: American
Ballet Theatre. Its first half-century was highlighted

by performances by the most accomplished names
in ballet. The 1990 season features many of the

time-honored classics of the company's repertoire

since 1940... ballets that have established American
Ballet Theatre's renown.

The Movado Watch Corporation, maker of the

Movado Museum Watch, is proud of both its long

term commitment to the arts and its role as a princi-

pal benefactor of American Ballet Theatre.

From the Movado Museum Watch Collection,

the Sports Edition (SE) Watch with diamond bezel. $1,995.

MOVADO.
The Museum.Watch.

The Movado Museum dial is a registered trademark of The Movado Watch Corporation.

LORD & TAYLOR
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^v\'^tST FOR^A

NEW
PERFECTING MAKE-UP

A notch above transparent.

A nuance of color

Perfects your skin tones, yet never clouds

your complexion.

And so weightless, it feels like you're wearing

no make-up at all.

Perfecting Make-up. New from Cover Girl.

AMERICA'S LOOK IS COVER GIRL

f



STORES FROM COAST TO COAST.

At Cache by Body Armor. AL; eirminghom Riverchase Golleno CA: Beverl,, Center, Breo, Polm Desert Town Center, Socromenio Arden Foir, Son Diego-Foshlon Volley, Son Froncisco Centre. Santo Cloro-Volley Foir, Sheniran Ooks

Foshion Square, Soothcoost Plozo, The Vllloge ol Corle Modiero CT Slomford Town Center FL: Sol Horbour Shops, Dodelond Moll, The Foils, Golleno ol R. Louderdole, Omni Intemotlonol, Oriondo-Altomonte Springs, Polm Beoch

Worth Avenue, Polm Beach Gardens, Boco Town Center, Plantotion-Foshion Moll GA: Lenox Squore, Perimeter Moll IL: Michigon Avenue, Northbrook Court LA: Conal Plozo MA: Burlington Moll. Copley Ploce, The Moll ot Chestnut

Hill MD: Owings Mills, White Flint Moll Ml: Somerset Moll MN Mmneopolls GovMrfoe Common NV: Los Vegos NC: ChorloHe-Southport Moll NJ: Atlantic City-Trump Toi Mohol, Bndgewoter Commons, Riverside Square, The Moll ol

Short Hills, Willowbrook NY: BuHoloWolden Golleno, Monhosset OH Beechwood Ploce, Clevelond-Tower City PA: PhilodelphioWolnut Street, King of Prussio, Willow-Grove, Pittsburgh-Oxford Center, Golleno ot Soulhpointe

TN: Memphis-Ookcourt Moll, Noshville-The Moll ol Green Hills TX: Dollos-Gollerio. North Pork Center, Houston-Gollerio 1, Town ond Country, Son Antonio-North Stor VA: Arlington Foshion Center ot Penlogon City, Tysons II

WA: Seoltle-Westloke Center WASHINGTON DC Georgetown Pork New This Foll-CA: Glendale Gallerio, Northridge Fashion Center OH: Cincinnati-Kenwood Towne Center PA: Ardmore Suburban Square



STOPS

COVER
GIRL
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Rich color.

Stand-out definition.

And, not

o smudge in sight.

For knock-out lashes.

All day.

This mascara doesn't

mess around.

SMUDGE

NEW ANTI-SMUDGE MASCARA
OphthalmologiS' tested

CAROL ALT ^^^HH
-JMm

d ' w
AMERICA'S LOOK IS COVE
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margaret atwood
Margaret Atwood, author of The Handmaid's Tale and
Cat's Eye, says a friend who works with battered women
inspired her to write "Weight," the short story that ap-

pears in this issue. Born in Ottawa, Canada, Atwood spent

most of her early childhood in the wilderness of northern

Quebec and didn't attend a full year of school until the

eighth grade. In the sixties she graduated from the Univer-

sity of Toronto, attended graduate school at Harvard,

traveled, and simultaneously taught English to engineer-

ing students in a Quonset hut in British Columbia and com-
pleted her first published novel. The Edible Woman.

Since then she has written more than twenty novels,

books of poetry, short stories, critical essays, and chil-

dren's stories, and lived on a farm for eight years as well

as in various other places, including England, Scotland,

Texas, Alabama, New York, and Berlin, before settling in

Toronto. She still travels a good deal—novelist Grame
Gibson, the father of her thirteen-year-old daughter,

regularly drags me into snake-filled jungles and swamps
for the purpose of bird watching." contributors^ 62
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Lancome enters the world of Chrono-cosmetology.

NOCTOSOME
SYS I KMK RENOVAIKUR de NUl 1

Renewal Night Treatment
Wake up to more beautiful-looking skin.

At night, after facing the day's

aggressions, the skin's natural biological

rhythms turn to its renewal activities. At

the same time, Noctosome. . . with its

unique time-released Niosome
System Technology:

provides for the accumulation of

a precious nightly reservoir of

"Niosome" microspheres containing

specific elements

• allows accurate, targeted and
gradual transport of its special

i ingredients in this time-released ^

|fashion to surface layers of the

• unlike traditional nighttime J
formulations...combines thef
qualities of an extraordinary fl

that is both light and luxurious

,

its feel _
The result... a definite beauty action every

night...ftesher, clearer, more beautiful-

looWng skin every morning.

i ii

NOC^^W RENEWAL NIGHT
TREATMq^^Bll it comforting to know
that whir^M^ody takes care of you
on the inside, Lancome takes care

ot you.on the outside?

V
, NOCTOSOME

SKTEME RENOVATEUR DE NUIT
Renewal Night Treatment

LANCOME
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For the upcoming season, elegant opera coat of imported cotton,

from the Carol Cohen Collection by Sanyo Fashion louse; 590.00. In Gallery.

Washington Oregon California Utah Alaska Virginia; I -800-695-8000.

Opening September 7 in Paramus. New Jersey.
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Short checked wool jacket. S840. Slim skirt in wool/viscose rayon. S285. Blouse in silk crepe de chine. S395.^L Available only in Beverly Hi||s. Imported. S To order please call 1-800-777-8910 toll-free. 24 hours a daj
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BRES MAGIQUES
TWO NEW TEXTUiPS THAT OFFER AN ENDLESS VARIETY OF MAKE-UP EFFECTS.
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karl lagerfeld

"Taking photographs is as much
fun as designing a dress or

sketching a collection. It's not the

same, but I approach it in the

same way," says designer—and
photographer—Karl Lagerfeld.

"I never hesitate. I love the

unexpected. I love to do
personalities I have never met,

such as Jeff Koons and
Cicciolina," v^hom he

photographed at the Venice

Biennale for this issue.

Attributing his nostalgic style to

the early memory of a large

black-and-white portrait of his

father's first wife, Lagerfeld

explains, "She wore a big turn-

of-the-century hat and veil. As a

child, I was at once fascinated and afraid of this photograph." What
lies ahead for Lagerfeld (in addition to designing his collections)?

"A movie, why not? Also, I would love to photograph the queen of

England and Arnold Schwarzenegger—but not at the same time."

dennis covington

Ji
62

"Like most writers, I'm attracted

to trouble," says Dennis

Covington, whose profile of

Nicaraguan president Violeta

Chamorro appears in this issue.

His journalism in the Scripps-

Howard and Newhouse
newspapers, the product of a

dozen trips to Central America

since 1983, has focused on the

personal cost of war. Covington

teaches fiction writing at the

University of Alabama at

Birmingham. He also practices

what he teaches; his short stories

appear in literary magazines,

and his first novel. Lizard, will be

published next spring by

Delacorte. Just outside his

hometown of Birmingham,

Covington lives with his wife and
their two young daughters.
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A 16-valve, dual-overhead-cam, fuel-injected ragtop with front-wheel drive, power steering, brakes, windows and mirrors.

Call 1-800-446-8888 for lots of thick reading material.

$12,588
M.S.R.P. Prices higher in New York. Toxes, title, destination charges extra.
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1 MERCURY

1 LINCOLN

LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION C^^> Qiuilin, i!>.Jobl
Buckle up-together we can save lives.
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iM^iiNG BACK: letters from readers

Ji

Credit given
To the Editors:

Although I was delighted to find the arti-

cle in VOGUE praising PBS Mysfery/'s In-

spector Morse series (Television, by

Cathleen Schine, May), I was surprised that

the writer did not mention Colin Dexter.

Colin Dexter is the prominent British au-

thor who has written all the Inspector

Morse mysteries adapted for the series.

Dexter is the sole creator of the ingenious

chief inspector of whom Ms. Schine writes

so fondly. As the author of these fascinat-

ing, top-selling British mysteries, he de-

serves some credit.

Elizabeth C. Bartels

Short Hills, NJ

Good dog
To the Editors:

I read the May issue of VOGUE and no-

ticed with much interest the fashion spread

shot on location in Kenya ("Tropical

Whites"). In several of the photos, a large,

attractive dog was featured but not identi-

fied. This breed, which is native to South Af-

rico, is the Rhodesian Ridgeback,
sometimes referred to as the African Lion

Hound. The breed was admitted into the

American Kennel Club registry in 1955 and
in a comparatively short time has won
many admirers. Owners like myself appre-

ciate the dog's heritage, his adaptability,

and his gentle, obedient nature.

Debbie Morrison

Mitchell, SD

Not ail fun and games
To the Editors:

Vicki Woods's article on River Phoenix

and the Phoenix family ("Tofu Guys Don't

Eat Meat," May) was a grin, but it greatly

shortchanged the wisdom of the Phoenix

family's move to Gainesville and did not do
justice to the University of Florida.

The University of Florida is not the
cheapest university in the nation. It is, fortu-

nately, inexpensive for Florida residents,

but not for out-of-state students. It is a mem-
ber of the Association of American Univer-

sities, the most prestigious organization in

highereducation. Universities are admitted

only if they ore preeminent in graduate and
professional education and research. Only
fifty-six public and private universities are
members. The incoming freshman class of

1987 had on overage grade point overage
of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale and on overage SAT
score in excess of 1100, more than 200
points above the national overage. The
University of Florida ranks fifth in the nation

among public universities in the number of

National Merit and Achievement scholars

in attendance.

As you con see, there is more to the Uni-

versity of Florida than alligators, frat

houses, and fun.

Arthur Ginsburg
Alumnus, University of Florida

Sarasota, FL

72

Tlie bronze age?
To the Editors:

The article 'Tanning Addiction," by Mi-

chael Pertschuk (June), was very thoughtful.

Unfortunately, the choice of photograph

was the kind of paradox Dr. Pertschuk was
referring to when he said that "the fashion

industry needs to promote pale skin as at-

tractive." The gorgeous bronze woman
opposite the story was not suffering from

wrinkles or skin cancer. Her dork tan mokes
those with fair skin feel inferior. The story

was on target, but the photo serves as a dis-

claimer.We can't take your advice serious-

ly until you do.

Nancy S. Bercaw
Scottsdale, AZ

To the Editors:

Thank you, thank you for your article on
tanning addiction. Now if you could just

take the lost paragraph and expand on it. If

you take o stand and promote pale-

skinned models in your summer issues,

maybe other magazines will follow suit.

Show them in bikinis, show them being ac-

tive and athletic. Show that you can be
healthy without being tan.

All my life I've heard "Casper the Ghost"

jokes during the summer. Everybody else

was out in the sun slathering on the baby
oil, while I sneaked out in the early morning

or waited like a vampire for the sun to go
down.
My sun habits haven't changed. But now,

at thirty-three, people I haven't seen since

high school stop me and soy, "Don't you
ever age?" Saleswomen in cosmetics de-

partments look at me admiringly, as if their

products hod anything to do with my youth-

ful, pale glow. That doesn't come from o
bottle—it comes from common sense.

Susan Kaplan
Macon, GA

A salute
To the Editors:

I read your June issue and was so
pleased with the article "Queen of the

Beasts," by James Gordon Bennett. As bri-

gade commander of West Point, Kristin

Baker certainly does represent the real

women so often missing from fashion mag-
azines. Her achievements speak of great

strength of character, and her position as

the firstwoman to lead the "bastion of male
bonding" sets her opart. But Kristin Baker is

only one of the many American women
who rise every day to the challenge of

breaking down the lingering gender barri-

ers in our society. Bennett's insightful article

managed to paint a realistic and flattering

portrait of Kristin Baker without being pa-

tronizing. He revealed the essential no-

nonsense (some might say grim) quality in

Kristin Bokerthot has brought herto nation-

al attention as the most famous of the many
women who serve in our country's military.

Emmie Taber
Birmingham, AL

High tide, low blow
To the Editors:

i read the article by Jeffrey Steingorten

on the seafood of the Pacific Northwest

(Food, June) and was disappointed with his

estimation of the fishermen of that region.

As the daughter and sister of Pacific

Ocean—going fishermen, I feel qualified to

respond to the otherwise informative and
entertaining article.

Shame on you for allowing this state-

ment: "If the Columbia River were in New
York City. . .it would hove been choked
with boots ... all vying with each other to

catch the first and fattest salmon of the sea-

son and rush it to my table. Pacific fisher-

men ore fair-weather sailors. ..." Out
here we hove a healthy respect for the

dangers of the Pacific Ocean, no matter

who wonts o taste of our Chinook salmon

or how much they ore willing to pay. Only

someone unfamiliar with the Columbia Riv-

er Bar and the number of lives lost on and
around it could hove been so glib.

Steingorten should have done his home-
work by talking to local fishermen or with

the Coast Guard.

Alene Cordas
Portland, OR

Jeffrey Sfeingarfen responds:

I reluctantfy concur with your harsh crfh'-

cism of the editors for letting me say what I

did.

As for my part in this affair: homework is

my middle name. I did speak to two local

fishermen on Sunday morning, February I J,

when the skies were brilliantly clearand the

surface ofthe Pacific was like a silvered mir-

ror. This was possible only because they

weren't fishing.

The spring Chinook season is for gillnet-

ting, not for ocean troll-line fishing. Gillnet-

ting is conducted entirely on the river inside

the bar, not in the ocean. When the tide is

high, the main danger to gill-netters occurs

during the ebb, when the water that has

piled upriver for eighty miles decides to flow

out to the ocean again. But accordmg to

Lieutenant Dan Neptune of the Coast
Guard, the tide on February 11 did not turn

until two-fifteen in the afternoon. This

means that the water—and the juicy, rich

Chinook salmon in it—were flowing into the

river all morning.

However, I did make an error in assuming

I would be able to see the fishing boats on

the Columbia from my vantage point near

the llwaco lighthouse on the aptly named
Cape Disappointment. Pat Heenan, patrol

boat captain for the Washington Depart-

ment of Fisheries, tells me that the river was

choked with fishing boats that morning. If I

hadn't lost patience, a fine salmon feast

would have been mine.

VOGUE welcomes letters from its readers.

Address oil correspondence to Letters,

VOGUE Magazine, 350 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10017. Please include a

daytime telephone number. Letters may be

edited for length or clarity.
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ESCADA BOUTIQUES:
BOSTON
GREAT NECK
PALM BEACH
CHESTNUT HILL
SAN FRANCISCO

Canadian Boutiques:

ONTARIO
QUEBEC
MANITOBA
ALBERTA
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Opening 1991:

NEW YORK CITY
BEVERLY HILLS
SCOTTSDALE



Cad'Oro 549

Finest net-lace pantynose with golden side pattern ot pure emoroiaery.

New York/510 MaJison Ave., 63rJ St., 680 Madison Ave.,

61st-62nd St. and at Saks Fifth Avenue,

Ckicago/900 N. Mickigan, Houston/Calleria I,

San Franci9co/208 Grant Ave., Beverly Hills/439

Rodeo Drive, Canada/Ontario,

Waskington/Tke Galleria at Tysons II, Mail Order:

San Francisco (415) 986- 1486, Houston (713)621-8658,

Beverly Hills (800) 423-7979, OnUrio, Canada (416) 960-1133.

London, Paris, Rome, Milan, Bologna.

lor your le^i only

Turin, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Osaka, Taipei, Singapore,

Municn, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Berlin,

Dusseldort, Cologne, Stuttgart,

Wiesbaden, Mannbeim, Vienna, Brussels, Antwerp,

Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Reykjavik, Lyon,

Dublin, Glasgow, Madrid, Barcelona, Lisbon,

Athens, Budapest, Zurich, Basle, Geneva, Lausanne,

Lucerne, Lugano, Beme, Winterthur, St. Gall,

Pfaffikon, Neuchatel, Chur, Glatt.
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ABSOLUT HARINGJ
FOR GIFT DELIVERY ANYWHERE OR LITHOGRAPH OF ABSOLUT HARING ART (POSTER COST $150), CALL 1-800-CHEER-UP (EXCEPT WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW).

80 AND 100 PROOF/100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS (ABSOLUT COUNTRY OF SWEDEN')© 1986 CARILLON IMPORTERS LTD..TEANECK, N.J.
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nPFRONT
Things to see, hear, buy, drive, read, and eat in Augusi

Editor: Lesley Jane Nonkin

Chic fleas "The Twenty-sixth Street flea market [at Sixth

Avenue] is one of my favorite places in New York City," says Donna
Koran, "i get lots of ideas there." She's not the only one. The

market, BELOW, is where young designers such as Todd Oldham stalk

fabrics and antique buttons. On Sundays Oldham hits a second

market across the street. "That one's the best," he says.

Lynch mob above: Director

David Lynch beckons his

Twin Peaks audience to

follow him down still

kinkier canyons of the
|

American Dream. Those

who got off on the voyeur-

istic Blue Velvet will want

more than a peek at Wild at

Heart, a slice-and-dice

road movie starring

Laura Dem and

Nicolas Cage.

'^•j

'A

-TV?

Gift rap From
the sublime to the

ridiculously sub-

lime. From a $25
one-pound box of

cookies (chocolate
hazelnut, classic nut,

butter, and coconut sa-

bles all tied up with a
pretty napkin and
packed in a chic

little shopping
bag), courtesy of

1022, Christo-

her Idone's
anhattan res-

aurant. . .to the

eightless Her-

es kite, left,

995, to order in

ny print, of
ourse.

Spies like us, myb London's
Swain, Monoy, Brlgg, and Sons—and

so doll James Bond, who uses this

firm's AlC«ls in his movies. It is the
source of rwam tiiat conceal swords,
spritz poison Tl^ perfume), and slMM»t

bullets. This brfffcase, concealing
a tape recorder, is the perfect

accessory for fall's foK|^ intrigue

trench coats and sufi^esseii.
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Shop talk L.A. Oddiyana

(4323 Melrose Avenue) is a repository

of rugs from Tangier, French furniture ,i. '^

re-covered in Guatemalan
stripes, and original

Turkish towels

collected by Sharon

Simonaire, RIGHT, on

her trips around the

world as celebrity

stylist for photographer

Herb Ritts. These things

that have "spirit,

personality, age, character,

history, and quality" include

hooked rugs, favored by Richard

Gere, and Bolivian textiles,

collected by Tina Turner.

Summer reading

On the beach: The Texas Garlands:

Born to Be Rich, by Sarah Gallick

(Pinnacle), the first in a proposed

series. Along with the usual—greed,

lust, and the other five deadly sins—it

also has great humor. A nervous

anorexic wonders if Quooiudes ore

more fattening than Thorazine.

Under a tree: Bird of Paradise, by

Vicki Covington (Simon & Schuster). A
genuinely lovely novel about the

pleasures of old age in a small

Alabama town. It's also about angels.

On the porch: Not That Kind of

Place, by Frances Fyfield (Pocket). A
newcomer in the ranks of smart British

women writing psychological mysteries

featuring oppealingly cranky

characters.

Go see American Cinematheque's giant-screen

version of the classic Singin^ in the Rain with 17,799 of

your closest friends at the Hollywood Bowl, below,

August 17 and 18. Call (213) 850-2000.

If

:«t *

^a^s^ajr-

Made in the shade?
Marketing studies may prove

women no longer buy a car just

[for its color, but that won't stop

fashion insiders (of both sexes)

from ogling Porsche's 1991

Rubystone Red 911 Carrera,

LEFT. In the color war, Mazda

unleashed its toy blue Miata.

Porsche one-ups: $2,134 buys

paint matched to a swatch of

fabric, "even a lipstick."

UPFRONT 86
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Back to the fifties in the art

worid, with Pollocks going for millions,

dealers and collectors are frantically

searching for forgotten—and

underpriced—contemporaries, and

museums are happily obliging. The

Whitney has a Hans Hofmann show up,

with one on Burgoyne Diiler opening next

month. The Indianapolis Museum of Art

will have a Richard Pousette-Dart

retrospective in October, and the Yale

University Art Gallery is currentiy

featuring a show of American Geometric

Abstraction since 1945. But Landau Fine

Art gallery in Montreal has gone farthest

afield, resuscitating the career of the late

Michael Loew (his Interior, 1948, RIGHT).

The market aside, these shows are a

potent reminder of just how lively the

postwar art scene was.

British,
reserve!
Now taking

reservations for

its November
opening: London's

Dorchester,

RIGHT. The dowager hotel has been closed for nineteen

months and 115 million dollars' worth of face-lifting,

ABOVE, by the Sultan of Brunei. Renovations include air-

conditioning, a luxurious oriental restaurant, a health

club, and a private-membership nightclub expected to

give Annabel's a run for its money.

Last year's paper-whites (which arrived

standing, only to flop in a matter of days-
calling for string and bondage expertise) have

given way to robust zinnias. One way to order

them: from NYC's Madderlake, in freshly cut

bunches, in traditional yellow.

Soul to go Jazzie B was a DJ with

a mission. Tired of spinning records

at London warehouse parties, he cre-

ated Soul II Soul in the early eight-

ies—first a record store/fashion

boutique in Brixton, then one in

Camden, then, last year, the hit rec-

ord Keep on Movin'. Now Jazzie B
has a new album {Vol. II—1990—

A

New Decade)^ a road show touring

the U.S. this summer, and plans to

open a Soul II Soul boutique in L.A.

86

Pet of the month Most beauty pageant contestants would bris-

tie at being called a pig. Not this one. Arnold, Ricm", is one of the six thou-

sand or more pot-bellied pigs being adopted as pets across the country.

Though not recommended for apartment dwellers (pigs need sunlight

and are banned in NYC and Berkeley), these mini-pigs, ranging in weight
from 70 to 150 pounds, can be trained to use litter boxes and walk on
leashes. Catch them at the California State Fair in Sacramento, August
26—30; at the February Valenswine's Day Pageant in Fort Lauderdale.



It's Assuredly Adrienne Vittadini Sport

Sport chic says if all for Fall. A brushed fleece blanket

coat tops winter white corduroy trousers and turfleneck

frf)m Adrienne Vittadini Sport. Pull it all together at

Woodward & Lothrop and John Wanamaker with the

American Express Card. For information call the

American Express Shoppers Service, 24 hours a day,

k. Tdavsaweek: 1-800-421-5100.

WOODWARD & LOTHROP
and

JOHN WANAMAKER

It's Yours With The American Express* Card 3112

IITItTI rtMJ

08781

Jfi: <^00b

«i iz



It Must Be Carole Little

Prints charming. Carole Little's

bold pattern play enlivens the classic

shirt. The full split skirt. Both in soft,

washable silk. Take them out to play

with the American ExpressCard at

Burdines. For information call the

American Express Shoppers Service,

24 hours a day, 7 days a week:

1-800-421-5100.

Rurdines
L^ THE fLOSIDA STORE

> 313 1 ^rruitr^tf^^rxrrsritie*^'^

'AWEBIOWl

Cards It's Yours With The American Express* Card
^lembership
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It's Undoubtedly Anne Klein 11

Anne Klein II goes the whole nine yards. The

rose luxe merino wool dress. The matching cozy

oversize shawl. Use the American Express Card

to make them yours at Jordan Marsh. Also

available in Petites. For information call the

American Express Shopjjers Service, 24 hours a

dav, 7 days a week: 1-800-421-5100.

Jordan marsk
NEW E h C I A N D

It's Yours With The American Express* Card 3112

itiitTi riost

J97Bii
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It Can Only Be Samsara By Gueria

Inspired by the East where sandalwood and

jasmine reign in confidence and harmony.

Samsara. The essence of serenity . Make it your

scent with the American Express Card. For

information call the American Express Shoppers

Service, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week:

1-800-421-5100.

llf

.-^^ oimima:
3T3

Cards It s Yours With The American Express' Card ^
rxsmn^exa^axsiEk^

3112

lembership
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WTO; Stewart O'Shields

RACKES Columbia, SC • Charlotte, NC

lONES & JONES Baltimore, MD

TALLULAH Woodbury, NY • Greenvale, NY

Helen Hsu Inc.

214 "if^est 59^ Street

New York, NY 10018

212'221*7242
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MACY'S
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CANADIAN'S

CHARLOTTE RUSSE
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i-ASHION CLIPS
By Page Hill Starzinger

Basco: good sports

e of the best fall collections is

Basco' s, designedfor thefirst time by

Ann Ogden, formerly ofShamask. It's

full of great-looking, perfectly

proportioned sportswear with a

street-smart edge. And that's

not all: the quality is equal to that of

top designers, but the prices are low-

er. Check out the motorcycle jack-

ets—cut long (over the hips) and

clean (no epaulets or metal doo-

dads); the "jean" jackets and
skirts—in cashmere and wool,

in beautiful colors (powder

blue, moss green); and the

long , fitted crewnecks

.

Basco Collection's

chic sportscast, LER

People are talking about: Gucci

Jackie O. Grace Kelly. Sophia Loren.
Name any glamorous "name" from
the sixties and it's safe to say that

her closet was stuffed with Gucci.
Now the accessories that created

the look are back, and Gucci store
phones are jammed with callers

placing orders for the famous
wood-handled handbags and

classic status-symbol loafers.

At Chanel, YSL, and Ungaro shows,

fashion watchers raved over new

model Helena Christensen, above .

She brings to clothes a soft, feminin

quality that insiders say will make hi

the big star of the nineties.

Gucci's new, larger take

on the bamboo-handled

bag; the updated loafer

with a matte (instead of

shiny) gold buckle

The new glitterati

In the disco seventies, Lurex was a glitzy

yam used for flashy evening clothes. Today
it turns up in less brassy tones, and top de-

signers such OS Bill Bloss, Christian Lacroix,

and Ronoldus Shamask combine it v/ith

wool, mohair, and silk for day. "It's all part

of the concept of mixing up evening and

day fabrics," soys Rebecca Moses. "Lurex

brings tweeds or plaids out of the masculine

and into the feminine.". . .For fans of highly

ornamental shoes: Diego Delia Voile's new
collection of couture pumps and sling-

backs—encrusted with semiprecious jewels

and embroidered in gold—are some of the

most lavish shoes around. Available through

the NYC store (212-420-8419). lO?

The new approach to Lurex: subtle.

LEFT: A hint of silver in a dark tweed.

By Rebecca Moses. Details, last pages.
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FASHION CLIPS

Bright lights, big cities

For designer Marc Jacobs, the

skyline is the limit. An
appropriate finale to his fall

collection, based on different

facets of New York City life,

was his black evening dress

—

which carefully outlines

Manhattan's skyline in sequins.

Available at Bergdorf

Goodman, NYC. Look for the

Dallas version at Neiman
Marcus; a San Francisco view

at I. Magnin. . . .Move over,

Pucci and Hermes: Paul Smith

is introducing a new concept

in designer prints. Smith

electronically transferred the

colorful photographs he took

while on vacation in Jaipur

onto fabric. The result:

amazingly supple cotton shirts

covered with his own kind of

"designer print."

After four years in

business, Austrian

Helmut Lang has quietly

built a reputation for

simple hut inventive

clothes. Unlike those of

most minimalists,

Lang's designs have

glamorous twists: short

wool coats are trimmed

with ostrich feathers,

sequined dresses peek

through semi-opaque

overlayers.

High-quality, low-key

designs, RIGHT: Helmut

Lang's cotton gabardine

coat, stretch jersey unitard

The best cat suit

Cat suKs are coming wildly

patterned (Lacroix), brightly col-

ored (Sant'Angelo), and orna-

mented with rhinestones
(Hamnett), but the one fashion

watchers are going for is simple,

black, and in stretch velvet, by
Donna Karan, left. It's the easi-

est one to work into a wardrobe.
"It's a building block for every-

thing," says Karan, who moves it

for different looks under a big or-

ganza top, a sequined skirt, or a

velvet jacket.

\ OG I E A I G I ST 19 90

The ecological tote
While environmentally

conscious designers attempt to

incorporate recycled materials

into their designs, former model

Renee Giinter has come up with

a chic alternative to plastic

shopping bogs. Nylon, water-

resistant, and in a range of

attractive colors, Gijnter's

washable totes are a modern

take on the European tradition

of bringing a basket to the

market. Details, last pages.
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REDKEN
hair rips ^

Fade Out? Shade In...

Shampoo-In Color and Condition...

End-Of-Summer Hair Fitness

Solutions

Ahhhhh-gust. ..when the heat is on, the look is

bold, body-conscious and colorful. The word

from Ann Mincsy, Redken Corporate Spokes-

person? "Fitness from top to toe is the fashion

for summer and beyond. Sports style, short-

shorts and swing shapes are hot. ..and color is even hotter.

Dazzling eco-shades and vivid, candy-colored brights accent

and impact." Summer's signature hairstyles? Sleek, shaped,

and shining.

But summer can take the sleek, shape and shine right out of

your hair Don't submit to too much of a good thing by

over-co/or/ng. A simple solution to keep your color alive add

freshness and vitality with INTERVALS '" Color-Enhancing

Shampoo. INTERVALS adds just a hint of color to natural or

tinted hair as it washes back in what the sun fades away-

without stripping.

Use it as often as you like to bring out

the real "hue," then alternate it with

your regular Redken shampoo for

lasting intensity and maximum

manageability. And INTERVALS

is now available in 4 glorious

colors-Red/Auburn, Ash Brown,

Grey/White/Blonde and Golden

Blonde. Fade out to shade in

with INTERVALS.

For end-of-summer hair recharging, Redken's got the solution-

CLIMATRESS* Moisturizing Treatment When your hair is

dry and brittle... when it's had enough of sun, heat or thermal

styling . . . massage in CUMATRESS. Leave it on for 5, 10 or 20

minutes, then rinse. The result' Body-building moisture relief

from the ravages of sun, sea and wind-no matter what shape

your hair is in.

When naturally wavy or naturally curly hair feels coarse,

tangles easily and behaves badly try the "wave tamer" Mix

equal parts of CUMATRESS and Redken EXTREME* Pak

Treatment Leave it on for 5 minutes and rinse. Or put the

balance back into permed or color-treated hair with 2 parts

P.P.T "S-77'« Protein Treatment and 1 part CUMATRESS.

Renewed strength and shine are yours in )ust 10 minutes.

Beat the heat with end-of-summer color and condition

INTERVALS Color Enhancing Shampoo and CUMATRESS
Moisturizing Treatment-your hair fitness prescription

...from Redken.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO HAVE YOUR HAIR '2UE6-

TIONS ANSWERED-m\re to Ann Mincey at Redker .a.iorc -

tories. Dept. A, 6625 Variel Avenue, Canoga Park. CA 7303

For free samples of Redken Classic shampoos rinses or

treatments or the name of the Redken salon '•earest you, call

1-800423-5369.

eiRedken Laboratories. Inc 1990.
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Editor: Laurie Schechter
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For years a fashion renegade,

Katharine Hamnett still designs for the young at

heart, vicki woods talks to Britain's mother of invention
KATHARINE HAMNETT IS AS GREEN AS THEY GET: SHE

can lecture on the state of the planet long enough to

make your head ring. She lounges around her ritzy of-

fices just off London's Bond Street in flowered cutoff

shorts, with messy hair and no makeup, talking about

the dilemmas facing an ecologically friendly clothing

manufacturer, and one by one flatly damning the tex-

tiles that are the tools of the trade. "Cotton. It's highly

pest-prone. Viscose. It's extracted from wood pulp,

mostly in the Third World, by highly toxic methods.

VOGUE AUGUST 1990

And they're stripping the forests of Alaska for the pulp.

Fur. I wouldn't use it. It's really rather revolting.

Leather. . . I have a problem, because I'm a Buddhist,

and while they say don't kill, they also say don't waste,

and leather's made from the outsides of cows and 1 14

1. Margaret Thatcher gets a taste of Katharine

Hamnett's political theory in 1984. 2. Hamnett in 1989:

her collections always make a statement. 3. Hamnett'

•

clothes—like this jacket and these slim stirrup pants—are

sexy yet wearable. Details, last pages.
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Sow, from America 's hottest makeup artist

The Secrets

of Natuiul Glamour

NEW CIASSIC BEAUTt Understated, elegant

and natural— it's the look of today that

every woman wants. And now Joey Mills,

designer of beautiful faces for more than 500

magazine covers including ^gue, Glamour,

ix\A Mademoiselle, reveals the techniques

behind today's look '\nNeu' Classic Beauty

—

a stunning volume of trade secrets that will

leave you looking fresh, natural and glowing!

Discover the secrets of looking fresh all day

—plus tips on simple day-to-evening trans-

formations. It's so easy to follow that you'll

become your own best makeup artist!

Now, for a limited time. New Classic Beauty

is yours for only $15.95-20% off the

retail price of $19.95! Write or call today for

your copy

The Only Makeup Guide

You'll Ever Need

Now at a 20% Discount

• The Fabulous 8-Minute Makeup

• Your Persotial Color Scheme

• Sophisticated Color Charts

• 120 color photos, and 27 line drawings

• 8" X 11',' 144 pages

ForCrcdit (liiniOrdcrs

CAU TOLIrFREE

l-800-(>M-970()

or to order; send check, or money order for

$15.95* (20% discount off the regular $19.95

price) plus $2 postage and handling to:

CONDE NASI COLLECTION

DepL 4500049, P.O. Box 10214

Des Moines. Iowa 50;i^(i

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

*Please add sales tax in the following states:

CA.CO.GA. lA. ILKV. M.V Ml. NT

VIEW: katharine hamnett

1 . Bold motorcycle-jacket zippers

add funky detail to a velvet coat.

2. Hamnett's sophisticated and

"eco-friendly" fake-fur wrap.

Details, last pages.

sheep that are killed for their flesh,

but that raises problems in itself be-

cause it takes far more land to raise

beef than to grow food . . . .
" We

cast about for eco-friendly fabrics.

Cashmere? "Well, yes. You don't

have to kill the cash." Silk?

"Mmmm. . .it'sra//?ercrueltothe

silkworms, isn't it? Boiling them

alive?" We gaze at racks of cloth-

ing and shoes, cottons, silks, leath-

er. . . .Oh, dear. But in the

washroom she keeps phosphate-free toilet cleaner.

Hamnett got political in 1983, launching her CHOOSE LIFE T-

shirts, each with an inarguable message. STOP acid raiN; pre-

serve THE RAIN FOREST—and (during London's 1984

collections, when she was photographed meeting Margaret

Thatcher, a picture that ran round the world) 58Vf DON'TWANT PER-

SHING. La Thatcher, clearly on the side of the Pershing-loving mi-

nority, smiled in an abstracted, motherly way as she shook

Hamnett's hand. Hamnett smiled too, but her knees were shaking.

"I had no idea how much publicity they'd get, those T-

shirts," she says, lunching on some healthy fruit while chain-

smoking. "They were copied everywhere. I didn't mind—they

were meant to be copied. I got reports from all over the world: I

saw your T-shirt at the Pyramids, I saw it in Argentina. ..."

Since then she's launched collections called Stay Alive in '85;

World Peace Now (1988), Clean Up or Die ( 1989), and for the fall

of 1990, Cancel the Third World Debt. "I started worrying about

the state of the world when I had children," she says. "You 120

114 V O G I E A I G I S T 19 9



"For Every Woman
who has Personal Style

down to an Art ..."

There s LAUREL.
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SHOW OFF THE ART
OF RAISING EYEBROWS

1 I

"It is where the real beauty of the eye begins. At the

brow. Eyebrows beautifully arched to open the eyes

wide as never before with Brow Control from Visage

Beaute. A sleek eyebrow wand that softly lifts, holds and

fills in brows as needed, while adding a beautiful hint of color.

In clear, blonde, brown, auburn, slate gray and black." Roy Karrell, Creator
Visage Beaute Cosmetics

Bullock's • Nordstrom • Mac/s • Dillard's • Goldsmith's • Marshall Field's • Jordan Marsh

Bloomingdale's • Lazarus • Dayton Hudson • Rich's

VISAGE BEAUTE

Visage Beaute Cosmetics, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA •(800)847-2431. In California (800) 451-5079. The Custom Color Company
I
III
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VIEW: katharine hamnett

know—mother to one, mother to all. " The thing about Hamnett is

that her collections, while running out under these stem thematic

titles, are in fact clever, sexy, and wearable—always some ofLon-

don's best clothes: lithe stretch velvet bodysuits with high-cut

leather bikini pants on top; spangled maillot tops for evening in wa-

terfalls of aqua platelets; tiny, shiny black dresses with the bodices

scooped out and filled with color. She does the best denims, now

washed without bleach. "I design as though I'm dressing my
friends up: clothes should be like a present, to make you feel good. I

let my boys dress themselves, wear what they want.
'

'

Katharine Hamnett is English to the bone. She epitomizes that

curious British mix of drawling, seemingly careless amateur

messinesscombined with sheer talent, a head for business, and a

killer instinct for publicity (as with the Thatcher photocall). She

attended Cheltenham Ladies' College, an upper-class boarding

school where the uniforms were dreary, the exam results were

first-rate, and the girls had to wear two pairs ofbloomers at once.

You might leave this sort of school a rule breaker—but you never

forget what the rules are. "Clothes are like armor," she says.

"They make you feel secure, knowing you're wearing the right

thing, the right thing for a board meeting, the right thing for a

party. What would I wear for a wedding this summer? I expect

I'd try to get out of it. Oh, God, what would I wear? Umm . .

.

something amusing. But not ridiculous."

Hamnett left the British fashion establishment aghast last year

when she decided to show in Paris instead of London ("that tent

is in a tatty street surrounded by billboards") and moved her

manufacturing base to Italy to improve quality. She sells in thirty

shops in the United States, but she is poised to expand with a deal

she has spent a long time getting right. Her company looks set to

turn into a serious international presence.

But Hamnett 's essential Englishness remains. British women
cannot talk about clothes without a) shrugging and pulling faces

(implying that there are more important—and amusing—things to

talk about) and b) tugging at loose bits of their clothing (implying

that they got dressed in the dark). They tend to roll their eyes at the

price ofeverything, too. Hamnett does all this: shrugging, eye roll-

ing, and fiddling. She doesn't spend any of the interview time try-

ing to sell her clothes or ideas: she talks about her garden in North

London; the need for a world environmental protection agency;

London's scandalously high business property tax; the ruinous de-

velopment of Istanbul and the Brazilian national debt. "I have lots

of things to think about apart from clothes,
'

' she says.

Well, you don't get that from American designers, that's for

sure. Take Donna Karan on her latest collection: her new fab-

rics, her new textures: Cashmeres and furs that are so-oo-oo

light and soft, soft, soft as a sweater! and the colors! ombres of

brown from palest, palest blond to a deep, deep, bitter brown,

and a black velvet stretch to die for . . . Karan 's New York urgen-

cy and love of her work sing out like an aria, and five minutes of

it is enough to have me hurtling toward the nearest store like a

heat-seeking missile, desperate to touch, to feel, to throw offev-

erything I'm wearing and let her dress me.

Whereas two hours with Katharine Hamnett leaves me quite

relaxed about what I have on today but worrying like crazy about

nitrates in the water table.

And what shall I wear for that big wedding this summer? Oh,
I'll find something, 1 guess. Something amusing. • view ^124
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VIEW
Europe 1990: designers to watch. They're eschewing

tradition-creating everything from evening dresses that

transform into handbags to handbags that look like houses

Nick Coleman Nick Cole-

man peers through his Elvis Costello

glasses at the samples hanging on the

shiny racks. He is an unhappy boy:

the clothes are just too crammed to-

gether, he complains, for the press to

look at proj)erly. And the hangers:

"Have the proper hangers arrived?'

'

he asks the assistant who comes

bearing a tray of tea. "No," she

says, nervously, "not yet." Despite

Coleman's laid-back attitude, he has

a ruthless passion for detail. His

most notorious piece of tailoring in

the past was a dandy coat smothered

in eighty horn buttons of three differ-

ent sizes, "All of which I sewed on

myself," he says, raising his eye-

brows in self-mockery.

Coleman is one of the new Lon-

Nick Coleman ^ ?

CARTT

don realists. Graduating in the mid-

eighties from London's famous St.

Martins School of Art, he shone bril-

liantly when British anarchists such

as Vivienne Westwood, and Stevie

Stewart and David Holah of Body-

map were in demand, but fizzled out

when the vogue was for a more seri-

ous grown-up style. His new collection, Kimota Returns, is

meant for a generation with New Age attitudes but who are still

happy to buy designer clothes in which to go out and be seen.

"The only way I can get my ideas across is for everything to

be something special," he says. That means designs 128

124

1. Attempting to design pieces that are "something

special," British designer Nick Coleman incorporates

sportswear themes, round-the-world finds, and nostalgia

for past decades. 2. Tartan update: Coleman gives the

classic plaid a modern twist, cutting it into a cropped

jacket, short shorts. Details, last pages.
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VIEW: european designers tc^atch

1 . A classic jacket and

trench that Corinne

Cobson would pair with

shorts for an unexpected

twist. 2. G>bson

shrugged off her family's

name and business

to establish

her own brand of fashion.

3. A ribbed sweater,

Cobson's year-round basic,

teams up with an elegant

wrap coat. Details, last pages.

r
culled from radical sports-

wear (puffy jackets in gabarJKqe) track

pants with a suit jacket); world fashion

(graphics and colors from different tribes of Africa); nos-

talgia for punk anarchy (tartans, skirts worn over trou-

sers); and sixties hedonism (flared and belted white

leather raincoats). Coleman's imagination isn't likely to

get stuck in a groove. His ear is tuned to change (he runs

London's popular one-night club Solaris), and he knows

from experience that all new things in Britain are a reac-

tion to the status quo. "People will go back to dressing

up, but less theatrically than in the past. Ideas will not be

borrowed from history or film but will be more to do with

individual style.
'

'—CHARLOTTE DU CANN

Corinne Cobson '^Please don't mention my
parents," groans Corinne Cobson, creamy bosom heav-

ing behind the deep V of her black jersey tank top. She

rolls her eyes and draws her crimson lips into a pout:

"I'm so tired of it." Cobson's clothes are very different

fix)m those of her parents, Elie and Jacqueline Jacob-

son—founders and designers behind the French label

Dorothee Bis—but she can't ignore the influence of the family

enterprise created just a year after she was, in 1962. "I was

rocked in a knitwear cradle," she finally admits. "Everybody

says that I always wanted to be a designer but me; I don't re-

member." Whatever Cobson's initial ambition, after working

as a "you-name-it, I-did-it' ' for seven years in the family com-

pany, she simply dropped the first syllable of Jacobson and cre-

ated her own fashion house. That was five years ago.

LA
After a first collection that was "an ugliness—it didn't re-

semble me at all because I was so afraid"—Cobson quickly

defined her style and staked out the woman she hoped to

dress. "She's parisienne, but not in the narrow-minded

sense," says the diminutive designer, swaying around her

place du Marche St.-Honore boutique in sexy pointed-toe

ankleboots and tiny black shorts. "She's elegant and witty

and bent on seduction.
'

' Although such notable Gallic 132
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VIEW: european designers to watch

beauties as Isabella Adjani and Catherine Deneuve shop chez

Cobson, she insists her ideal client needn't be French. "Au-

drey Hepburn for me is tres parisienne/
'

The women who strode down Cobson's fall runway were

more James Bond girl than Holly Golightly, however. In Cob-

son's words, "They were like characters in a Grade B movie."

Black vinyl hot pants were paired with fishnets and rib-knit

sweaters (a Cobson "basic"). Sequined maillots and satin bra

tops, as well as a silver brocade crisscross-back sundress, were

worn over body-hugging knits because Cobson doesn't believe

in "summer versus winter." Also, modem dressing should be

"like a striptease—things you add and take off." A hot pink

wool blouson that reverses to hot pink marabou provided the

perfect cover-up for Cobson's favorite blue-sequined fishnet

minidress. ("I'm going to go out like that at night all winter!")

Cobson asserts that there are less flamboyant pieces in the col-

lection, too. "There are classic jackets that I would put with a

pair of shorts that another woman would wear with a straight

skirt," she says. "But remember, even a vulgar T-shirt can be-

come elegant. It's all in the attitude."

ZuCCa The man thronged by African-print-clad models

and gray-suited gardens ducked his dark head once, smiled

timidly, and vanished amid deafening applause. Japanese de-

signer Akira Onozuka—better known by his label, Zucca

—

had just presented his second-ever collection in Paris, and

the verdict was thumbs-up. The following day the fashion

press proclaimed "A Designer for the Nineties" and "The

^

Akira Onozuka, known
to the fashion world

simply as Zucca, has

brought Japanese

innovation (6 la

Issey Miyake) to

Paris fashion. 1. The

designer, often

influenced by real

uniforms, sports his own
"uniform" cap. 2. Zucca's

clothes are simple yet

provocative. Unexpected

touches, like a fringed

belt, add a feminine, yN

body-conscious appeal.

Details, last pages.

Zucca

^(

my

New Japanese Has Arrived!" Zucca's third fall collection,

shown in Paris last March, confirmed fashion pundits' optimis-

tic predictions. His clothes are refreshingly un-gimmicky, even

sober: crisp collarless white cotton shirts are tucked into tailored

black wool trousers. Cropped plaid shirt jackets button up over

calf-length kilts. A gabardine pantsuit is reminiscent of a

boarding-school uniform.

Uniforms are, in fact, a key influence for this playful de-

signer, who rarely appears in public without his own "uni-

form": a French beret, captain's cap, or a hat of his own
creation pulled down over his ears. Onozuka has designed the

work suits for Japanese service station employees of Esso Se-

kiyu. "I like the idea of interpreting fashion through uni-

forms," he explains. "I love work clothes." Another

influence is Issey Miyake, with whom Onozuka worked as an

assistant for over ten years and shares a penchant for man-

style tailoring. And also like Miyake, he often includes more

body-conscious pieces with an ethnic feel.

Dressing women is a novel undertaking for Onozuka, who
has been providing Japanese men with his Odds On collection of

menswear since 1986. Though his runway models with fresh-

scrubbed faces sport androgynous close-cropped hair and flat

lace-up oxfords or leather sneakers with everything from a skin-

ny chocolate brown jersey suit to black satin pajamas, the over-

all effect is surprisingly feminine. Onozuka considers Tracy

Chapman and her "honest beauty" an ideal "Zucca wom-
an." ' 'Just as I want my fashion to resemble flowers in a field

rather than showy hothouse blooms, I want the woman 140
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VIEW: european designers to watch

who wears my clothes to be sim-

ple and natural, like a wild-

flower."

Irie When Sueo Irie

unlocks the door to

his Left Bank bou-

tique, he's wearing

an oversize white T-

shirt with a bright

red Campbell ' s

'Soup-er Mom" can

on the front, the

bottoms of a track

suit, and Nikes.

"My closet is full

of American T-

shirts and jog-

ging pants," he

confesses.
The clothes hang-

ing in neat rows by

color on the shop

racks are equally easy sports-

wear shapes—with a twist. A
skirt is straight and made of

wool—but in bright orange.

Stretch velour

tights look just like a dancer's—but they come with an exu-

berant rust-and-olive paisley pattern. Man-style shirts are

classic and button-front, but in transparent silk chiffon

stamped with vibrant tropical flowers.

"I like simple shapes that individual women can adapt

the way they want,
'

' says the Osaka-born designer who left

Japan twenty years ago to experience for himself the Par-

is—particularly the Saint-Germain district—of Jean Coc-

teau and Visconti. ("They weren't there anymore," he

admits, "but the atmosphere was still thick at the cafe

Flore.") A movie buff, Irie often uses film references to

explain his emotions and define his fashion: "J came to

Paris to find the quotidian depicted in Godard and Truf-

faut's Nouvelle Vague films," he explains, "the Cinzano

ashtrays, A bout de souffle's sidewalk cafes, Jean Seberg's

T-shirt." After ten years working as Kenzo's right-hand

man in Paris, Irie decided to move to New York, "for

Diane Keaton, Woody Allen's SoHo, and weekends in

Long Island." The move never came about: relocating his

collection of antiques proved daunting. So Irie created his

own line instead. A stuffed zebra and tiger are "lucky

charms" that look on benignly as shoppers browse in his

two side-by-side shops. And Irie always works an animal

motif into each collection: this fall there is a postcard print

of lions, elephants, leopards, and penguins on stretch ve-

lour two-button jackets and matching waistcoats.

"My philosophy is to provide women with clothes they

can wear every day, from the office to dinner if they have

to," Irie says, shaking his bob of

black curls for emphasis. The for-

mula must be working. In Paris, an

Irie Lycra mini has become as ge-

neric as an Yves Saint Laurent blaz-

er. Irie's eyes crinkle at the corners.

"My clothes are to be worn, not put

in a museum." u?
1 . From Zucca, who at one time

designed work suits for Esso employees

in Japan: a man-tailored cotton shirt and

trousers. 2. Dancer-style leggings and

other sportswear staples get

unconventional treatment in the hands of

Paris-based Japanese designer Sueo Irie.

3. Irie with the stuffed animals he keeps in

his design studio. Details, lost pages.
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VIEW: european designers to watch

Pascale Risbourg The

poised brown-haired girl dan-

gles a tiny black evening purse

from a silken cord and an-

nounces, "Here's one of my
dresses." In less time than it

takes to comprehend the no-

tion that an evening bag is, in

fact, a cocktail dress, Pascale

Risbourg has unzipped the se-

quined ball and cupped a shim-

mering mound over each
breast. Attached is a black

skirt of shiny shirred Lycra

that she smooths over her hips

.

"Voila!" she says with a ma-

gician's flourish. "A little

evening bag becomes a little

evening dress!"

Twenty-six-year-old Ris-

bourg entered her first "Fete

Express" transformable dress-bag two years ago (she was

still a student at the Paris fashion school Esmod) into a

young-designer competition at the Galeries Lafayette, and

won. "There were plenty of big shots on the jury," she re-

calls. "I decided that for them to notice me, I had to sur-

prise them. The challenge was to turn a garment into a bag

without taking away any of its function.
'

' Rising from her

apartment couch , Risbourg drags a suitcase around her flea

market fifties suede chairs, skirting her musician-boy-

friend's guitars that stand in the middle of the floor. She

opens it and pulls out a group of handbags in jewel-toned

stretch velour and lace-trimmed Lycra. Whether they hang

1. Irie's animal

fetish carries over

onto a stretch velvet

blazer. 2. Pascale

Risbourg gained

recognition two

years ago with her

"Fete Express"

bags that transform

into dresses.

3. Traveling light:

a sequined waist

pouch that

converts into a

bare jumpsuit (4).

Details, last pages.

m

c

from the shoulder or strap to the waist, each unzips or un-

laces into a skintight mini or a skimpy shorts suit. "Once
these are worn," she remarks, "nobody knows they were

ever bags. So they must be beautiful dresses first, and easy

to transport second.
'

'

Risbourg 's manufacturer (which also produces knits for

Sonia Rykiel) is swamped with orders. Her dress-bags are

getting pages of press. But she isn't sure she'll be designing

them forever. ' T've recently applied for a job developing the

idea for a Madrid theme park. Why not?' ' She plops down on

a leopard-print swivel chair and flashes a grin. "Pursuing art

can take you in a lot of directions . After all , when I was twen-

ty, I hadn't even heard of Alaia or Jean Paul Gaultier. " 146

Pascale Risbourg
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VIEW: european designers to watch
1. Julien Anryon creates ornate miniatures with huge

impact. 2. Anryon's dollhouse furniture-style earrings

decorate a handbag by 31 Fevrier. 3. Design team

Helene Nepomiatzi and Marc Gourmelen of 31 Fevrier

creates unusual, often surreal, handbags. 4. Chandeliers

for the ears by Claire Deve. Details, last pages. m
31 Fevrier

Julien Anryon Tiny

Oriental carpets embroi-

dered with bugle beads.

Miniature gilt grandmother

clocks. Ornate mirrors only

four inches tall. Visitors

stumbling across Julien An-

ryon's boutique think

they've discovered a manufacturer ofdollhouse furniture. ' 'I've

always liked making miniatures," admits this twenty-six-year-

old with darting brown eyes and an easy smile. But Anryon's

small-scale furnishings are, in fact, pieces ofjewelry.

Five years after graduating from a prestigious Paris fashion

design school, Anryon discovered the contents of his mother's

jewelry box. "I stopped designing dresses for girlfriends and

began destroying my mother's necklaces instead." For three

years the only clients for his reassembled bits and pieces ofjew-

elry were those same girlfriends. Then a year ago his sister left

Paris to return to the family's native South of France, leaving

Anryon her now-empty storefront and upstairs apartment.

"This time last year I was still working on a table in my living

room," he comments. Today he has three full-time artisans as-

sembling away in a back room, all trying to keep pace with a

sales volume that has more than doubled in the last twelve

months. All Anryon's pieces are handmade, often from old

embroidery supply stock he finds at flea markets. It takes

three to four hours to fashion the house best-seller, a pair of

handblown glass drop earrings shaped like an elaborate eigh-

teenth-century chandelier. "I really must try to come up with

some less-complicated designs," Anryon sighs. "But I have

such a hard time abandoning le baroque. I just don't know
how to do simple things

! '

'

^r ^^^i^H than Olive Oyl , but Marc Gour-

melen 's freckle-spattered face

and blond crew cut are disarm-

ingly boy-next-door. Together,

they're the design talent behind

31 Fevrier' s wacky handbags.

Why February 31? "Be-
cause," says Gourmelen with a

flick of his ever-handy yo-yo,
'

'February 3 1 st doesn ' t exist
.

"

Nepomiatzi and Gourmelen

met six years ago at a concert.

Gourmelen was a saxophone

player, Nepomiatzi had just en-

tered Paris's Studio Bergot

school of fashion design. "We
wanted to create something to-

gether," explains Gourmelen,

"like a child—but we didn't

want a child.
'

' Making handbags

seemed the logical alternative—at least for this madcap pair

whose idea of a good time is combing trade fairs in search of

offbeat materials to use in their creations. Their first, five-piece

collection of faux tortoiseshell vanity cases was snapj)ed up by

Barneys New Yoric three years ago. Karl Lagerfeld heard about

them and asked the couple to design a carrying bag for his terri-

er. The result was a miniature straw

cottage with a striped roofand battery-

powered lighting. 31 Fevrier' s hand-

bags are on the surreal side. "Jaws,"

an otherwise demure leather handbag,

opens to reveal a gaping set of horn

teeth; "Come, Cutie-Pie" is a pale

pink box-shaped bag skirted with

powder-puff pink swansdown. Aside

from the odd pair of gloves, Gourme-

len and Nepomiatzi are, for the mo-

ment, happy making just handbags.

' 'There's a mysterious quality to a bag

with its 'hidden' interior," muses

Gourmelen
. '

' People ask us ifwe ever

run out of ideas. Our problem is what

to do with our forty thousand ideas

when we can only produce twenty
! '

'

x»j^~

31 Fevrier They make you think of an improbable car- Cloire Deve The story goes

toon couple: Dennis the Menace and Olive Oyl. Helene Ne- something like this: boy meets girl in a

pomiatzi's willowy beauty is actually more pre-Raphaelite ski shop in the French Alps. ISO

**»<
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have other things to spend their money



Il VIEW: designers to watch

Deve's elaborate jewelry falls

somewhere between Renaissance and Baroque.

They marry, have two children, buy and renovate a rambling old

house in the country, where they proceed to live in pastoral splen-

dor and, almost incidentally, build a phenomenally successful cos-

tume jewelry business. Not only do Cesar Pupat and Claire Deve

seem to have done everything right , but on top of it
," all in the very

best of spirits
! '

' Pupat insists

.

Deve designs; her husband supervises accounts and marketing.

That's been the scheme ever since Pupat decided to gather up the

sculptural Plexiglas jewels his wife was piling up and trundle them

around town to sell. Since that day in 1984, the couple has never

looked back. In the past three years, Claire Deve's annual sales fig-

ures have soared from a respectable $ 1 75 ,000 to nearly $2 million.

In addition to her own exquisitely wrought pieces—bronze chain

necklaces strung with pearl-and-bead-studded medallions; gilt

cuffs dangling clusters of daintily etched pinecones or bronze

beads—Claire Deve is also the hands behind the jewelry Ucenses

for Jean Paul Gaultier and Claude Montana.

Working with two of Paris 's most exciting fashion designers has

encouraged Deve to "forget about the commercial side of things

and throw [herself] headlong into an idea without asking ques-

tions." Now, restraining her extravagant impulses seems to be

more the problem. Deve's handmade pieces have lately become so

elaborate (and costly) that Pupat compares them to haute joail-

lerie—the real thing. For summer 1991, the couple expect their

jewelry to take a turn toward "purer, ultramodern forms.
'

' There is

only one cloud to threaten their fairy-tale existence. "We've tried

to get the kids (Thibault, nine, and Gauthier, four] involved in the

family business," Deve laments. "But so far, they've only suc-

ceeded in breaking everytPmg in the atelier.
'

'—CHARLA CARTER
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BEAUTY CLIPS
By Shirley Lord

Fast and fresh

thinking from

French perfumer

Annicl( Goutal: her

new containers,

RIGHT, made of

different exotic

woods and in

different shapes

and sizes, can be

filled on the spot

with any one of

her unusual fragrances (eleven for

women, five for men, one for children).

Color
Confidence
To coordinate makeup
and fashion colors,

Chanel, not

surprisingly, is the

company that now
offers real help at its

cosmetics counters. Its

latest fabric swatches,

a unique Intensity

Analyzer that

computes natural

coloring (including

hair and eye shades)

numerically, and a
huge Makeup Color

Tester (to which the

numbers relate) direct

the customer to

shades that work best

for looks and
wardrobe choices.

For Stressed-out Skin
From rejuvenation to maintenance, from protectioi

prevention, the skin-care crusade of the nineties is

far, directed toward stress, with a marked increas

products that promise to guard skin against it

(Princess Marcella Borghese's La Dolce Cura At

Stress Restorative Facial, Elizabeth Arden's Mic

2000 Stressed-Skin Concentrate). Almay, one of i

few companies that produce fragrance-free,

hypoallergenic cosmetics, has created not only Sti

Care (for face and body) but also a Stress Informo

Council with a well-qualified medical board to exp

how and why everyday aggravations cause skin

problems (800-99-ALMAY). In Encino, California,

experienced staff at the new Skin Spa focuses oi

Executive Stress Therapy with nerve-calming

Oriental massages and botanically based skin

creams that act as buffers.

High-heeled "sneakers" are no longer a

contradiction in terms—Easy Spirit has

designed one-, two-, and two-and-a-half-

inch-heeled walking pumps with "sneak-

er" cushioning in soles and heels for

those whose only exercise is walking to

and from a job where looks count from
top to toe.

The hood is returning

as a fashion

accessory this fall, In

velvet from Romeo
Gigli, cotton knit from

Rifat Ozbek, right.

silk from Yves Saint

Laurent. To complement

the look: "hooded bangs.

,'feeri Cusenza of

Sebastian cuts hair in

layers that can be

brushed forward from

the hood for the

fullest, heaviest look.

Bareheaded, the top

layec can be slicked

bock with a

^treodband to reveal a

shorter frin^ below.

J
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ANNE KLEIN'SMALL LEATHER GOODS
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FOR

ANNE KLEIN' & CO.

ANNE KLEIN' GLOVES

ANNE KLEIN'FOOTWEAR

ANNE KLEIN' WATCHES

ANNE KLEIN'SMALL LEATHER GOODS

ANNE KLEIN'JEWELRY

ANNE KLEIN' COATS

ANNE KLEIN' BELTS & BAGS
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othing can replace

your favorite shampoo.

But somethingcan

improve it.

'

I

There's a reason your favorite

shampoo became your favorite.

Maybe it was the way it made
your hair feel. Or how it gave

your hair body.

Unfortunately even the best

shampoos can stop working,

because over time they leave

a residue build-up that mcikes

your hair dull and lifeless.

Don't give up on it, though.

Just use Neutrogencf Shampoo
for a while.

It gently removes the build-

up that other shcimpoos leave

behind. So all you're left with

is hair that's clean and healthy.

Then you can go back to your

favorite shampoo.

And it'll be your favorite

shampoo again.

®

^ i I

^^
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A refreshing touch of oil-free

moisture for your skin. 1

CLARIFIANCE
Oil-Free Hydrating Fluide

The unique ability to pamper your skin

with moisture . . . hydrate

without oil. The fresh feeling of cool

water on your skin.

Clarifiance. . .clear and light, it disappears
into your skin. You feel the

effect, not its presence.

No matter what your skin type,

when skin calls for moisture,

not oil . . . Clarifiance provides

the welcome response.

Clarifiance...a new clarity for skin
that wants moisture without oil.

CLARIFIANCE
Oil-Free

Hydrating
Fluide

LANCOME

\
ff^ffmS B¥ tA LINC^RIE



The latest pencils

deliver light, shade,

matte, gloss, color, and
protection and, above al

easy to apply. Among the

best, shown here: Cover Girl's two-

ended SunSweeps Lip Pencil, Shu

Uemura's fine-line Make Up Pencil,

Intelligent Skincare's Powder Eyeshadow
pencil. Jacket, cashmere scarf by

Michael Kors; Philippe Model handbag.

VOGUE AUGUST 1990

IMAGES
Editor: Shirley Lord

Drawing attention

with stroke, not

shade; shape,

not color-the

penciled face
™ is very much a

sign of the clean,

spare nineties.

SHIRLEY LORD reports

PENCILS THAT PROPEL PIGMENT
onto the skin like guided missiles

and never need sharpening; obese

crayons that, for all their size, de-

posit exactly the right kind of blur

that will never be mistaken for a

smudge—these 1990 tools of

beauty are indeed works of art.

Double-ended, double-colored,

melt-resistant, refillable, sun-

screened, weatherproofed, and

waterproofed, today's pencils are

"all a woman needs to color her

face," says makeup artist Linda

Mason, but then she knows exact-

ly how to use an orange pencil

with a pink or brown one to "make" cheekbones or temples or just

enormous eyes , without a trace of orange or pink or brown showing

.

At Geoffrey Beene's fall show, makeup artist Kevyn Aucoin used

the same brow and lip pencils on all the models, no matter what their

coloring, and achieved highly dramatic looks for all, perfect with

the neutral taupe, gray, and dark tones of the Beene clothes. On the

eyes Aucoin used only black mascara—no eye shadow, no eyelin-

er—and then deliberately defined, darkened, and arched brows with

Lancome's Le Crayon Brow Definer in Brunet.

On the lips he used Yves Saint Laurent's deepest, darkest Lip Lin-

er, #1 in Wine, first to outline, then to stain the lips. Says Aucoin,

"The interesting—and surprising—thing is the results were equally

dramatic on fair, dark, and black skin, although I used exactly the

same pencils on everyone.
'

'

Mason believes the pencil has really come into its own because of

the ongoing desire for the natural look. "When you define lips with

a muted pink lip pencil—I particularly like Chanel's Tawny Lip

Liner— it strengthens and adds the right shape to a mouth in the most

natural way. When you use a heavily pigmented, soft but not cnuv.

bly black eye pencil and dot it along the lower lashes, you can create

whatever eye shape you want gently, naturally, without making

anything obvious. There's no doubt in my mind that the pencil is one

of the most important makeups of the nineties. "• iMAGiS 170
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IMAGES
Women have been trying to get rid of cellulite ever

since the problem was given a name, jeannie ralston

reports on some of the new cellulite remedies

f

THE DIMPLES WE LIKE AND WANT COME SINGLY OR IN A
pair, one on either side of a smile. Unfortunately, too

many of us have the other kind, the kind that comes in

great numbers on other parts of the body, particularly

the thighs. The kind we've spent a good amount of time

(and money) trying to get rid of—cellulite.

Many women have been worrying about cellulite

ever since the word was first introduced in the United

States from Europe, back in the early seventies. The at-

tention paid to dimply dermis lessened somewhat dur-

ing the early eighties, when women believed they could

aerobicize their ripples away. Now it's heating up

again, as well-established European companies intro-

duce their anticellulite treatments here, trying to reach

women who are frustrated that StairMaster sessions

and diets haven't erased their problem.

Along with the new targeted products, salons are de-

veloping or expanding cellulite therapies, and a new sur-

gical procedure is being used to reduce the condition.

There's still a big difference in how cellulite is per-

ceived in Europe and the United States. Unlike many of

their American counterparts, many European doctors

believe it is a medical condition characterized by dis-

eased tissue caused by water and toxins trapped in fat

cells, which puts pressure on blood vessels in the area.

But the American medical community looks at this

bumpy business dubiously. Neither the American

Medical Association nor the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration recognizes cellulite as a medical problem; many
doctors claim it's just a fancy name for plain old fat.

There is agreement on both sides of the Atlantic re-

garding what actually causes skin to dimple. Cellulite

is formed by a collection of fat cells around the fibrous

cords that attach skin to muscle. As fat cells accumu-

late, they push up against the skin, causing a bulge, but

because the fibrous cord holding skin doesn't stretch, a

dimple is created. "It's the same theory as a button on a

leather sofa holding the leather down," says Zaki

Ftaiha, M.D. , chief of contouring surgery at Mount Si-

nai Hospital, Philadelphia. "The stuffing puffs up

around the buttons.

"

Cellulite is cruelly partial to women for several rea-

sons. The fibrous connective cords are formed in a dif-

ferent pattern in women than in men. In men the cords

are crisscrossed; in women they run parallel, which al-

lows pockets of fat to develop between them.

In addition, women tend to accumulate fat 174

Not her problem: Christy TuHington in Gianni Versace's

belted swimsuit; terry robe, Ralph Lauren At Home Wear
by Boutique Industries; suede slingbacks, Calvin Klein

Footwear. Details, last pages.
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Toning
Lotion

without akoh
mbination or oil)

3-Minutes to

Healthy Skin
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Demaquillant
"velours"

gentiane

^mux grasses, pores dilaiii

Cleansing Milk

with gentian

combination or oily skin

Take advantage of your natural ally.

Put nature to work to nurture

skin's healthy appearance with

CLARINS plant-based beauty

treatments -to gently cleanse, tone

and moisturize. Formulated with

botanicals selected for their

specific actions - skin-softening

aloe, soothing licorice,

pore-tightening gentian and

nourishing hazelnut.

Start each day with CLARINS
3-minute beauty prescription.

First, gently cleanse and lift

surface impurities with Cleansing

Milk. Next, apply alcohol-free

Toning Lotion to refresh skin,

tighten pores. The final step

provides the moisturizing care of

Multi-Active Jour. Its time release,

climate control benefits provide

day-long care.

Let CLARINS natural

beauty prescription

bring visible health ^^^^j^^^
and radiance to your skin.

"iL

PARIS

Neiman Marcus
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Diminish Puffy Eyes.

Soften Fine Lines.

Eyes talk. Don't let them tell of late

nights, stressful days. Keep your eyes

looking their best with special care.

CLARINS Eye Contour Treatments

diminish the appearance of puff^ eyes,

dark circles and expression lines in

three easy-to-follow steps.

• A morning must to reduce

puffmess and dark circles: CLARINS
Eye Contour Gel. Formulated with

soothing camomile, and calendula.

• Come evening, gently remove eye

makeup with CLARINS non-oily

Eye Makeup Remover Lotion.

Contains a protein derivative to

strengthen lashes.

• Minimize lines with CLARINS
Eye Contour Balm. Light in

texture, rich in nourishing plant

extracts. Proven to smooth and

soften expression lines.
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CLARINS
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CLARI
PARIS
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Eye Contour Treatments,

from the Specialist

in Skin Care.

CLARINS,
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IMAGES: cellulite

nearer skin's surface, which gives the skin a more un- good nutrition, exercise, fresh air, drinking a lot of

even look. "When men gain weight they gain it in the water—and good skin care."

deeper fat layers," saysFtaiha. "Women are also more Vitamin E, collagen, and extracts from plants such

likely to have dramatic weight gains and losses—due to as butcher,' s-broom and ivy (purported to be natural

dieting and childbirth. This causes skin to sag, but the toners) are among the ingredients used in some of

fibrous bands don't give as skin loosens; they pull in, so these antibulge ointments. Another ingredient is caf-

skin looks even more dimpled.
'

'

feine or a caffeine extract. Billot points out that caf-

In Paris, Jean-Pascal Billot, Ph.D., director of re- feine is known to regulate an enzyme that cuts down

search and development for the pharmaceutical giant the fat in a cell and reduces the cell's size. ' 'The pres-

Pierre Fabre, which manufactures the Elancyl MP 24 sure on blood vessels is less, and possibly it is able to

body products, explains, "The extra

pressure fat cells put on blood vessels

inhibits circulation, which in turn con-

tributes to the hardening of skin cells.
'

'

The cell walls and connective fibers

are transformed. Billot continues, from

supple collagen and elastin material to a

stiffer substance called mucopolysac-

charide—and this deterioration causes a

leak in skin-cell walls, enabling a build-

up of water outside the cells

.

Doctors here respond that there is no

scientific evidence that cellulite causes

a decrease in circulation because of pressure on the

blood vessels. Joseph P. Bark, M.D., chairman of der-

matology at Saint Joseph Hospital, Lexington, Ken-

tucky , states ,"So far no one has shown that there is any

damage to cells in the cellulite area. The fat cells are in

wonderful health
.

" He adds
,

' 'This is not a water prob-

lem; this is a fat problem.

No one argues that exercise and a balanced diet play

a crucial role in helping to control cellulite, and no

respectable company promises here-today-gone-

tomorrow miracles, but can the various new treatments

cropping up help in any way? That's what we with the

bumps want to know.

Topical ointments: "Invisible stockings" is how
Yveline Duchesne, Clarins's training director, de-

scribes the effect of the company's new product, "Cel-

lulite" Control Gel, which arrived in the United States

from France this spring. (On the label cellulite is in

quotation marks because the c-word is not officially in

the FDA's vocabulary.) Like other anti-you-know-

what ointments, the Clarins product promises to tone,

firm, and smooth out bumpiness—like a steamroller in

a tube. ' 'We suggest a customer stand nude in front of a

mirror and pull up the skin from the top of the buttocks

to show how the orange-peel look disappears when skin

is smoothed out," says Duchesne.

With constant use, the gel is supposed to create this

look—or something approximating it. Even on the

first application, the skinfeels tight, although a check

in the mirror reveals the same old cellulite. Accord-

ing to cosmetics companies making control-type

products, visible changes take anywhere from ten

days to a month (or more) of daily applications. Du-

chesne notes that maximum benefits dep nd on the

following elements: "a well-balanced lifestyle.

Doctors here

claim cellulite

is just a fancy

name for plain

old fat. European

medics disagree

improve blood circulation and im-

prove skin tissue."

Many American doctors, however,

doubt that anything applied topically

can have this effect. "If the substances

are really penetrating into these areas,"

says Bark, "then there should be logi-

cal testing before the Food and Drug

Administration."

The FDA considers any compound

that purports to alter the living portion

of the skin to be a drug, and as such in

need of FDA approval. ' 'In order to le-

gally market the new drug, the company would have to

demonstrate the product's safety and effectiveness to

the FDA," says Heinz J. Eiermann, director of the di-

vision of colors and cosmetics at the FDA.
The cosmetics companies haven't sought FDA ap-

proval to date for cellulite-reducing creams, although it

could quell skepticism, because they say they want to

market these products as cosmetics, not drugs. "It's a

matter of marketing, hot a matter of science," says Bil-

lot, who reports his company would be willing to pub-

lish in medical journals test results of Elancyl MP 24's

effectiveness.

Surgery: Besides the fat, the main culprits of dimply

skin are the fibers that attach skin to muscle. With this

in mind, Zaki Ftaiha has developed a surgical proce-

dure as an adjunct to liposuction that breaks the connec-

tive fibers to release the skin and redistribute the fat.

(Liposuction alone is not necessarily effective in treat-

ing cellulite since it sucks out fat much deeper than the

area where cellulite-causing fat collects.)

Ftaiha compares the procedure to "taking the but-

tons out of a stuffed sofa to eliminate the dimples."

Over the past two and a half years, Ftaiha says, he has

performed more than one hundred of these operations,

often in conjunction with liposuction. He says there is a

30 to 50 percent improvement.

Luiz Toledo, M.D. , a leading plastic surgeon in Sao

Paulo, Brazil, claims to get a 70 to 90 percent improve-

ment by adding another step to Ftaiha' s procedure. Af-

ter breaking the fibrous attachments, Toledo injects a

very thin layer of fat superficially to give the skin a

more even look. "We add exactly the amount of fat

needed for smoothness," Toledo says.

So far Toledo's procedure has not been performed in

the U.S., and neither Ftaiha's nor Toledo's 179
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IMAGES: cellulite

method has been endorsed by the Lipoplasty Society of

North America, an organization of plastic surgeons

specializing in liposuction.

Peter Fodor, M.D., president-elect of the Lipoplasty

Society, says Toledo's procedure cannot be endorsed un-

til there is convincing research showing that the layer of

fat injected isn't reabsorbed into the body. "The premise

of the surgery is that the fat will stay," Fodor states.

"The best we can say is that even with small injec-

tions, we've found fat remains only temporarily.

"

Salon therapies: Herbal massages.

Seaweed wraps. Paraffin masks.

The menu of cellulite relief offered

at salons around the country is a

striking one. Aida Thibiant, a re-

spected skin expert in Beverly Hills,

treats about one hundred cellulite pa-

tients a month with massages and

creams containing seaweed extract.

"The body needs the massage as antibulge products
well as the special creams," she

says. "By stimulating the blood and lymph flow to

the area blocked by cellulite accumulation, the oxy-

gen supply is restored, the amount of fat is reduced,

and toxins are flushed away, dispersing trapped wa-

ter molecules."

Thibiant recommends this massage twice a week until

the cellulite decreases—usually in about six weeks—then

once a week. "But," she warns, "you have to continue

treatments; cellulite comes back if you stop."

At New York City 's Suzanne de Paris salon, paraffin

masks—paraffin wax poured over vitamin oil—are ap-

plied to cellulite areas every day for fifteen days. Ac-

cording to de Paris, the oil and heat improve circulation

and help melt away fat and extra water.

Many doctors believe that massages, paraffin

masks, and other salon techniques bring temporary

change by squeezing fluid out of an area.

This decreases bulging, but not permanently. The
paraffin wax masks in particular can increase circula-

tion and cause slight swelling that evens out bumpi-

ness somewhat, but again there are no lasting effects.

One device that is supposed to battle the bumps
through a combination of massage and cream therapies

is the EpiSsage Ultra, a sleek, hand-held shower head

with three tiny brushes that flail away with the water

pressure, exfoliating, cleansing, and toning. It feels so

refreshing you almost don't care if it fights cellulite or

not. EPI Products says clinical tests show it does, but

again doctors are skeptical. This is one of the latest de-

vices to arrive to fight the good cellulite fight, but you

can bet it won't be the last. As long as women believe

they have cellulite, people will keep trying to find ways

toget ridof it.

"Someday someone may come up with a solution,

like something to stretch the connective fibers—or re-

lease them," says Joseph Bark.

We're waiting. • images 180
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iMAGi:S: beauty answers

For many women, the number one "don't leave

home without it" cosmetic is still lipstick. Now there

are new^ benefits making it really indispensable

LIPSTICK CAN GIVE AN INSTANT LIFT TO

a tired face and is the one product most

women won't go without.

Lipsticks have also steadily become

viable treatment products for what is,

after all, the most vulnerable of the

body's skin.

"While skin is protected by the pig-

ment melanin and by keratin, which

helps it thicken when damaged, normal

lips, like any mucous membrane, contain

no melanin or keratin,
'

' says Qiarles Zu-

german, M.D., associate professor of

chnical dermatology. Northwestern Uni-

versity Medical School in Chicago, and

consultant to the skin-care company Blis-

tex. "Because lips protrude, they get

maximum exposure to all kinds of weath-

er and can easily become inflamed by salt

water, sweat, and sun and become prone

to bacterial infections." So keeping lips

protected with lip products or treatment

lipsticks can really help prevent these

problems.

Because lips are surrounded by tiny oil

glands, some lipsticks tend to "bleed' ' or

"feather," since the namral sebum can

act as a solvent, reports Walter Smith,

Ph.D., Estee Lauder's senior vice presi-

dent of research and development. The

oilier a woman's skin, the more likely lip-

stick will bleed. In older skin, fme lines in

the area can act as reservoirs for oil, com-

pounding the problem.

Using a lip liner with one of the new
powder-based lipsticks helps minimize

this flaw (Charles of the Ritz Powderful

Lipstick; Cover Girl's new Lip Ad-

vance, which is both px)wder and gloss

in a compact; L'Oreal's new Colour Su-

preme LongWearable Lipstick, with a

special anti-feathering ingredient).

"Because many lipsticks now in-

clude ingredients such as moisturizers

and preservatives, that can create a

clash of concerns," Smith continues.

"Well-moisturized lipsticks don't al-

ways wear well, while those that are

very long-lasting tend not to moistur-

ize enough. New approaches provide

for better adherence to lips, a more

even distribution of color, and a good

moisturizing base. For instance, in

Lauder's Perfect Lipstick, the use of

micronized pigment particles brings

about this result."

Germaine Monteil's Couleur Contin-

uelle Treatment Lipstick uses an acrylic

matrix to entrap color pigments, and a

complex of vitamins, shea butter, and

panthenol for continuous release of col-

or and emollients throughout the day.

Lips also need protection from the

sun, so more and more lipsticks contain

sunscreen (Clarion's New Precision

Lipcolor, SPF 15, is the latest). The al-

ternative is to wear sunscreen beneath

lipstick. Using petroleum jelly or any

other sheer, glossy product without a

sunscreen is not a good idea. "The
gloss can act as a lens to intensify and

direct the sunlight, causing lips to bum
more easily," says Zugerman.

The best news is that lipsticks are the

least likely cosmetics to cause allergic

irritations. Oils used in lipstick strongly

resist bacterial growth, so most lip-

sticks don't contain preservatives as po-

tent as those in other makeups, thus

precluding preservative allergies.

Some women, however, are allergic to

the lanolin often used; when ingredients

are listed, labels should be checked.

Lipsticks should be replaced at least

every two years or whenever they look

discolored or "separated," indications

that bacterial contamination might have

occurred.—LALTiA FLYNN McCarthy
IMAGES 189
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IMAGES: hair answers

Going from short to longer

doesn't have to be a hairstyle

trauma anymore. Here, the

latest expert tips and tricks

MANY WOMEN WHO TOOK THE SHORT-HAIR PLUNGE LAST YEAR

are now trying to grow their hair back to a slightly longer length.

And they're discovering it doesn't necessarily have to look as if

it's between styles.

"The transition period can be a look in itself," says Gordon

Nelson, artistic director of Saks Fifth Avenue's Regis Salon in

New York City. "I often intentionally cut in longer lengths to

give a haircut a softer, less defined shape.

"

Nelson continues, "Many women rediscover how useful

some styling products can be when growing out short cuts. For

instance, gels help sweep unwanted bangs to one side, which

also adds volume and movement. And gels keep longer layers of

bangs back, leaving just a few short wisps for softness."

Going from an extremely short cut to a one-length bob was a

recent challenge for actress Sherilyn Fenn (who plays Audrey

Home in Twin Peaks) and her stylist, Arthur Luna, director of

the David Dm Salon in Los Angeles. "She has wavy, very thick

hair and had layers everywhere," Luna recalls. The solution:

Luna advised her to grow her hair for two months, at which point

he cut it short at the nape, then trimmed around the ears every six

to eight weeks to get to her current one-length 1940s bob.

Accessories are another Luna solution to help hair look its best

as it's growing out. Sleek headbands can keep back all but the

wispiest bangs. "Scarves, too, tied from the nape up to knot on

the top of the head," says Luna, "add height, color, and a bit of

whimsy to hair.

"

Stylists agree the most common mistake women make when
going from short to longer hair is thinking a stylist can't help the

situation, that they just have to let hair grow for several months

before any kind of style can be achieved.

"Growing it out without trimming can have the opposite ef-

fect, making hair look shaggy and thin," says Graham Webb,
who owns several salons in England and who with the backing

of Robert Taylor (the marketing expert who launched Calvin

Klein's fragrances) has just introduced a complete line of hair

products to the United States. "Regular trims and minimal re-

shaping every six weeks can give the illusion of more length

by keeping hair looking full," Webb continues. ' 'To grow out

bangs, angle them softly and thin them a bit to leave just a little

fringe. This prevents hair from looking straggly and gives a

softer hairline."

For women trying to grow out very fine hair with many layers,

spot perms are another answer. Many stylists perm just the long-

er layer of bangs or just the top layers of short hair to add volume

and direct the hair off the face.

"You don't have to change hair more than ten degrees to have

a more modem look," says Webb. "Today, growing hair from

short to longer can create a style just as interesting as the one it

replaces.
'

'—LAURA FLYNN McCarthy
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FITNESS

So much for the golf-is-for-old-people theory.

RACHEL URQUHART, lofting sod into the air with every

stroke, gains respect for golf, the sport

When in the rough, some resort to driving.

/ attribute the insane arrogance ofthe laterRoman
emperors almost entirely to the fact that, never

having played golf they never knew that strange

chastening humility which is engendered by a

topped chip-shot. If Cleopatra had been outed in

the first round of the Ladies' Singles, we should

have heard a lot less ofherproud imperiousness.

—P. G. Wodehouse, Golf Without Tears

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN MY UNINFORMED OPINION OF
golf was that it wasn't even a sport. Golf was an activity

for old people with faces the color and texture of a

suede change purse, people who didn't like exercise

but—inexplicably

—

did like wearing salmon-colored

pants with kelly green shirts. Golf, to quote the British

writer G. K. Chesterton, was simply "an expensive

way of playing marbles.
'

'

That was before I went to golf school—before terms

like hosel and waggle and mashie started creeping into

my vocabulary. It was before I learned to give proper

attention to club-face alignment, lateral hazards, and

downhill lies. It was when bogey was still an actor, putt

VOGUE AUGUST 1990

was the sound a sick car makes, and a fried

egg was something you ate on toast.

It was definitely before I owned a pair of

banana-colored shorts.

The shorts—and my subsequent three

days of intensive instruction at Amelia Island

Plantation, a picturesque resort just outside

Jacksonville, Florida—were precipitated by

a National Golf Foundation study estimating

that 22 percent of the golfing population as a

whole and 40 percent of all new golfers are

women. Because of golf's longtime status as

a business game, many women are donning

plus fours and spikes and thrashing through

underbrush for more than just the fun of it.

As one of my classmates put it (despite the

premise of this article, they were in fact all

men), ' 'There's a lot you can find out about a

client from the way he plays golf. Like, does

he pick the ball up and move it when he

thinks you're not looking? Is he relaxed? Is

he competitive? Does he get frustrated easi-

ly? Golf brings things out in people that you

might not otherwise see
. '

'

Another, slightly less liberated, golf mate

of mine thought there was a more personal

reason for women to learn golf. "At this

point," he told me quite seriously, "I won't

date a woman unless she agrees to learn golf.

I don't care if she's terrible, but it's something we can do

together, and that's important.
'

' Visions of a Diner-style

premarital golf quiz flashed before me as I thought, with

some pity, of his future fiancee. That was before I heard

several women tell me that a golf course is the best place

for a single woman to find an eligible man.

As a complete golf Neanderthal , I had a lot of prepar-

ing to do before I got anywhere near a course. Clubs

could be rented at the resort, but there was the matter of

proper golf attire. Having determined that nothing in

my black-white-gray wardrobe could pass even re-

motely for a golf outfit, I spent an afternoon flipping

through racks of searing madras prints, unearthly

greens, and violent pinks before finally settling on a

pair of pale yellow shorts and a few shirts to match.

Buying shoes was more traumatic. I opted for a white

pair that—despite the salesman's assurances that they

were quite elegant—looked like footwear for a particu-

larly sadistic nurse. Finally, I bought a single, rather

sinister-looking leather golfglove for my left hand, and

a visor. I was ready. Or so 1 thought.

As it turned out, no amount of pastel clothing 192
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FITNESS

could have prepared me for the first few

early-morning hours on the driving

range, where most of our instruction

was to take place. When I looked into

my rental bag, I saw that each club was

numbered—for good reason, I was

sure, but they looked identical to me.

And w hereas I scarcely knew which end

to grip the clubs by , my classmates were

capable of generating a series of im-

pressive whipping noises with theirs be-

fore sending the ball soaring into the sky

with a satisfying thwack. My few suc-

cessful attempts to connect with the ball

during the prelesson warm-up period

were usually overshadowed by the large

clumps of sod I managed to loft through

the warm Florida air. Minutes into the

first morning of school, it was woefully

clear that I was the only beginner in our

eight-person class.

As I discovered later in discussions

with women who had taken up golf in

adulthood, I wasn't alone in my initial

feelings of utter foolishness. "When I

started three years ago," says Vera

Wang Becker, a New York designer

and store owner who took up golf so she

could spend more time with her hus-

band, "I couldn't even hit the bail. Now
I'm beyond that—not much beyond it,

but I can have fun on the course. It's not

a sport you can conquer quickly. It re-

quires coaching, but you're always im-

proving, and in that respect it's really a

sport for a lifetime.

"

Joan Hulse, a North Carolina woman
who enrolled in a golf school after years

of trying to pick up the game from

watching her former husband play,

says, "It's a game you can play with

other people but against yourself. It can

be frustrating, but it's also soothing.

There's something almost magnetic

about it."

I had to take it on faith that golf would

eventually be compelling enough to

merit my feeling as silly as I did that

first morning. But once my instructor,

Tim Schaaf, and his assistant, Regan

O'Rourke. started teaching, even those

in the class who had been playing for

THE
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decades regressed to golf infancy. Ev-

eryone had to releam the basics, from

the proper grip and stance to the back-

swing, downswing, and follow-

through. Schaaf explained each stage,

assigning drills to ingrain the motion,

and for the better part of the next three

days our mornings were filled with

swing drills, our middays with putting

and chipping practice, our afternoons

with instruction on the course, and our

evenings with golf videos and a two-

hour seminar.

It was during the afternoon sessions

on the course—of the three at Amelia

Island, we played Long Point, a rolling

course designed by Tom Fazio that

winds through a series ofmarshes—that

everyone relaxed slightly and attempted

to duplicate what they'd learned on the

range. O'Rourke played several holes

with each group of four people, demon-

strating specific shots for everyone to

try and for me to miss—in a sand trap,

on an uphill lie, on the fringe of a put-

ting green. Then the groups were free to

play the remaining holes on their own.

The pressure of having only one

chance to hit a ball proved too much for

me to handle, and I missed nearly every

shot, whether we were hitting from a tee

or putting. Nonetheless, my partners

were patient and endlessly encourag-

ing. At one point, when a ball I was at-

tempting to putt went precisely in the

opposite direction of the hole, one of

my classmates thought for a moment
and then enthused, "You know, you

had that ball rolling really well!"

At least that particular stroke wasn't

memorialized on videotape. Others, un-

fortunately, were (shots of me looking

more like I'm hacking weeds than play-

ing golf come to mind). Schaaf uses vid-

eos of each student as well as tapes of pro

golfers to help people differentiate be-

tween what they are doing and what they

should be doing. Also, each student is

videotaped in a short lesson with an in-

structor as a reminder of what can be

worked on at home. "You're learning

golf in the best possible way." I was told

repeatedly by my schoolmates, "espe-

cially for a beginner with no bad habits to

break." I suppose that only time spent

whacking at balls on a driving range will

tell if they were right.

Weeks later—now that the blis- 200
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J.F. LAZARTIGUE HAS THE ANSWER

Have you ever dreamt about beautiful,

shiny, full-bodied hair? Now Jean-

Franqois Lazortigue's range of hair-care

products can put that dream firmly

within your grasp!

1. As a pre-shampoo, SALMON
PROTEIN HAIR RESTORER is a light

cream which restructures fine, dry hair

Unlike most creams and oils which

make fine hair heavy and lank, Salmon

Protein Hair Restorer contains active

ingredients which moisturize and repair

damaged keratin, giving the hair

softness and fullness like never before.

2. As a shampoo, HAIR WASHING
CREAM WITH COLLAGEN will leave

your hair silkier, glossier and more

manageable, recovering its natural

balance. You will notice an

improvement after just one application.

With regular use, you will soon be able

to say goodbye to dry hair forever

3. As a conditioner, VITA-CREAM WITH
MILK PROTEINS comes in a special

formula for fine hair. It gives the hair

body without any risk of lankness, and
leaves it tangle free. Regular use of this

product, rich in Vitamin E, will

encourage even the very dry and
damaged hair to recover its natural

gloss and balance.

Jean-Francois Lozartigue believes it is

the right of every man and woman to

have beautiful, healthy hair With the

help of his extensive team of scientists,

and the most advanced research

techniques, he has created a range of

products which are gentle but

spectacularly effective.

Jean-Frangois Lazortigue's line of

specially formulated hair care products
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New York, N.Y. 10019

Bruno le Salon, New York,

N.Y 10019
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j.f. lozartigue

HAIR TREATMENT CENTER

764 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10021

Tel (212) 288-2250

Los Angeles: Beverly Hills, CA
McLean: Tysons, VA
Washington: Chevy Chase, DC
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FITNESS

ters on my hands have healed and my upper body has stopped ach-

ing (so much for the golf-is-for-old-people theory)—I no longer

feel, as Mark Twain did, that ' 'golf is a good walk spoiled.
'

' I have

a certain admiration for its absurdly specific rules, for the peace of

its manicured beauty, for the patience it requires and the exactitude

it demands from such a strange medley ofbody contortions. In fact,

if I could determine where in the high hundreds my handicap lies

and get used to dressing in candy colors, I might even say that I ac-

tually like it—and I mean golf, the sport. •

What you really need to know about golf

In golf, perhaps more than in any other sport, a certain mastery

of obscure terms is not just helpful—it is necessary. Idle club-

house talk tends to be scholarly: you may be expected to debate

the great square-grooves controversy, for example, or analyze

the way a certain pro golfer twists her wrists at impact. What fol-

lows is a small glossary of golf slang and trivia to help you talk as

good a game as you play.

Casual water: water that seeps up over your shoes when you

take your stance on a particularly marshy part of the course.

A gzinta: any shot that "goes into' ' a pond, the woods, et cetera.

An Oral Roberts: a low drive off the heel of the club, otherwise

known as a healer.

The artiflcial-ice ruling: an official United States Golf Associ-

ation rule, made in 1988, stating that if a ball lands in ice that has

been dumped onto the course from a discarded drink, the player

can retrieve the ball, wipe it dry, and drop it in an area where

there is no ice.

The square-grooves controversy: the debate over whether to

allow the use of square grooves on club heads, which many peo-

ple feel put too much spin on the ball.

The home-of-a-burrowing-animal rule: an official USGA
rule stating that if a ball falls into an animal hole on the course,

the player may retrieve it and drop it nearby without penalty.

A fried egg: a plugged ball in a sand trap.

Old golf joke: What do you do if you're caught in a thunder-

storm while you're out on the golfcourse? Hold up your one-iron

and run for the clubhouse , because even God can't hit a one-iron.

Golf legend: Because most golf courses in the northern United

States use a type of grass called bent grass, which is said to grow

toward the setting sun, some golfers believe that a ball will al-

ways break toward the setting sun on a northern course.—R. u.

The course the author took is held in various locations and is in-

structed by TimSchaaf(415-391 -1571). Foralistofgolfschools

in the U.S., write to the National GolfFoundation, 1150 South

U.S. Highway One, Jupiter, FL 33477, or call (407) 744-6006

and askfor the membership department.
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PEOPLE ARETALK INQABOUT

«|«A '0%#OnnO r^f fllO nOVrIc Nothingforme, thanks. The Culture of Nar-inC rCSVt^ffiyt; VI 1 1 It; llCrUd ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ j^^^^ replaced by the Culture of

Non-ism. In the new nonalcoholic, nonfat, nonsmoking, drug-free and caffeine-free nineties, no

one has sex anymore or even sunbathes. We are becoming, says one psychiatrist, a society of

"pleasure anorexics.". . .The Health and Human Services secretary's next target is cigarette

vending machines. OK, that makes sense, but now even Little Red Riding-Hood has been banned by

school officials in Culver City, California (naturally)—in a version of the story published by

Houghton-Mifflin, a bottle of wine lurks in Red's basket for Granny. And we thought Robert Mon-
davi was paranoid last year when he predicted prohibition .... What happens in a world where mo-

rality is defined by what we do not do? Nothing. In 1 974 one in every four Americans donated time to

civic, religious, educational, or other groups. Today, says the Bureau of Labor Statistics, it's one in

five. . . .The Non-ist's safest addiction? Technology, of course. Newly approved digital networks

of cellular phones will allow call capacity to increase by three times the current number. Soon the

mobile phone will be the Toy for Everyman. Industry analysts predict ten million subscribers by

1993, twenty million by the year 2000. . . .

aL^P^ di^hfl^dc Somebody out there still likes caffeine—and Coke knows it. Not only
lilt; UlCIIUlUa

j^g^ jj^g soft-drink giant run "Colce in the Morning" ad cam-

paigns in some markets, it's developing a canned iced coffee drink .... The Japanese show no signs

ofgiving up anything—not art, not real estate, and certainly not cholesterol. San Diego-based Ham-
ilton Beef Company supplies rib-eye steaic vending machines in the country. . . .

Legendary high roller James Bond seems intent on keeping the faith. When asked how he stays fit,

current Bond-man Timothy Dalton said, "Cigarettes, coffee, late nights, and booze occasional-

ly." .. .A more spiritually correct high—floating—is back. Or take a shortcut to cranial nirvana at

London's new Mind Gym. Three machines stimulate your brain into alpha and theta states—guar-

anteed to be accompanied by vivid memories, sudden insights, and feelings of serenity and

oneness with the universe, no less ....

w^AQCtolfAC Poor Dan Quayle. Despite mega PR efforts to boost his popularity, it

t*^ holds steady at a slim 29 percent, and almost everybody's more popu-

lar—even people we can't vote for. A recent Wall StreetJournal/NBC News poll showed that 59 per-

cent of the voters love Gorbachev and 44 percent are happy with Secretary of State James Baker. Not

only that, more people would rather have Baker as veep by a margin of almost two to one, which
seems to be fine with him. More than two years before the election. Baker is already hosting

suspicious prayer brealcfasts for reporters and responds to the veep poll in classic double-

speak: "I really don't think it's productive to measure the political popularity of members of the

same team at any given point in time." Hmmm. . . .Even if Quayle hangs on, we won't hear from
him much—especially not on the news. A recent study concluded that the average time of the vaunt-

ed TV "sound bite" fell from 42.3 seconds in 1968 to 9.8 seconds in 1988. No wonder Bush
sounds so funny when he talks ....

fl«A COKIOIIS S^flSOn ^^''S^^ barbecues and trash novels. This summer politi-

cally correct denizens of the Hamptons have forsaken

Softball for seminars. When veteran journalists Clay Felker and Gail Sheehy inaugurated the trend

with one on the Soviet Union, East Hampton neighbor and U.S. News & World Report owner Mort
Zuckerman kicked in his two cents, along with Time editor Walter Isaacson and moderator Lesley

Stahl. Fellow Hamptonite Peter Jennings is said to favor the more casual but equally illuminat-

ing discussion format of "Drinks in the Round." Better bone up. . . .Meanwhile the Soviets are do-

ing some boning up of their own . John Le Carre' s The Russia House is scheduled to have a print run of
one million copies for its Russian translation. Russian readers who love the author's ridicule of the

CIA and his accurate portrayal of Soviet life snapped up the serialized version earlier this summer. In

a gesture befitting the first post-glasnost spy novel, the Soviets will not censor the transla-

tion, and Le Carre will get royalties previously unavailable to foreign authors. —JULIA REED
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VOGUE ARTS
MUSIC
tically artificial in texture as a sequin and every bit as field, those Englishmen have their perfect thigh-

bright. It is def, chillin', safe, and as a Village Voice slapping pantomime fantasy foil.

review put it, "primo retro-nuevo.

The bafflement shows on Stansfield's face. "Oh
yes, I read that," and her upper lip curls to meet her

eyebrows, which are sinking fast.

Well might this good citizen of Rochdale, Lanca-

shire, look zonked by such a fancy classification of her

sturdy soul-pop. Stansfield is a straight talker, and

"primo retro-nuevo" is a curvy way of saying some-

thing simple: that she, with her baggy

shanks and daft hat, is an embodiment

of all the solid virtues, done up in the

latest swanky togs. A right little new-

fangled real deal, and no mistake.

Rochdale is a mill town tethered to

Manchester in England's troubled

northwest. What was once a hive of

cotton manufacture, the nineteenth-

century home of the Cooperative Move-

ment and the working man's flatcap, is

now steeped in deep postindustrial malaise. The Roch-

dale of the 1990s can boast England's most bulbous poli-

tician and the "flat-back four" of the town's less-than-

scintillating Fourth Division soccer team, but only the

English language's flattest vowels serve as an audible re-

minder to outsiders of the region's great heiitage.

"What's Rochdale got?" Stansfield asks mournful-

"I don't like

crammin' meself

into clingy

dresses; they're

just not me"

"Welly really, it's just what makes me feel comfort-

able. I don't like crammin' meself into clingy dresses;

they're just not me. I've got a horrible body, and what-

ever I wear has to hide things." She makes "things"

sound unsavory.

"I mean, just 'cause I'm curvy people tend to think

ofme as some kind of sex goddess, which I'm not. The

clothes I wear, my image, it's a bigger version of me,

an exaggeration. Me, but more flam-

boyant, more of what I am already.

"

And there's more to the Stansfield

phenomenon than post-Freudian laughs

for the lads. With Neneh Cherry and a

burgeoning multitude of all-girl rapping

crews, not to mention the formidable

array of women who at different times

front the Soul II Soul agglomeration,

Stansfield is riding a sea change in the

affairs of British-based dance music.

While the Jazzie Bs and Coldcuts of this world conduct

their business from behind bulwarked twin decks and

mixing desks, the women of the all-conquering British

soul patrol are a surging vanguard. The images that pre-

dominate are feminine, tough, self-possessed, the

sounds that underpin them more so. Stansfield is typi-

cally forthright: "Yeah, women have got more sense of

ly. "Not much, but it's got my heart. Oh, and Cyril being true. When they talk or try to put a message

Smith, M.P., who'svery, very fat. He takes up most of

the fuckin' town, actually."

Like Rochdale, Stansfield has a vanished past.

And though the future looks bright, the present is her

only concern. For the past two months, Stansfield

has been in her Manchester studio writing and re-

cording her new album, breaking off only to contrib-

ute a fifty-five-minute set in Prince's Manchester

across, they sound more truthful than men, who think

too much about what they're saying and therefore

sound more self-conscious. Women just jump in and

get on with it."

Stansfield continues to work with cowriters and pro-

ducers Ian Devaney and Andy Morris, her collabora-

tors from the days of Blue Zone, her previous, ill-fated

(though underrated) vehicle of entry to soul's panthe-

show. She has style, charm, and cheek, and she sings on. She regards the Zone's only album as a compro-

with the rhythmic verve and subtle restraint of a true

soul contender. And if she is not yet possessed of the

grit and depth of such primo retro-nuevo divas as

Anita Baker, then time will tell. She is merely twen-

ty-four years old and has yet to live life.

Which might seem an odd thing to say of one who
hosted a kids' TV show in her teens and has since paid

most of the usual dues in pop's thickening ledger. Yet

mise, however—the black music they love fudged by

pop expediency. The group itself vetoed the album's

British release.

"Learning to sing, for me, was like learning to speak,

really," she says, her Rochdale vowels spreading like

milk. "You develop an accent because your mum and

dad have got an accent, and you're copying how they

speak, parrot fashion. I suppose that's what happened

Stansfield's freshness is her biggest asset. You've seen when I started singing. Imitating voices, imitating

the videos. Here is flirtation on the grand scale, flirta-

tion conducted with fragrant, actressy chutzpah. And
seldom have the ramifications of street style been par-

layed into such a singular (and readily identifiable) im-

age of personal sass. The floppy cap, the meat-hook

kiss curl, the short, baggy jeans, the clumpy shoes, the

insouciant gaze that hunkers, "I dare you to take me
seriously." This is a dream package. As Mick Jagger

never ceases to remind us, there's nothing Englishmen

like more than to dress up as women. And in Lisa Stans-

sounds, digesting influences, so much that they all got

mixed up and came out as my voice.
'

' She shrugs in theat-

rical wonderment. "Sometimes I listen to my voice and I

feel like it can't possibly have come out ofmy mouth, and

then at other times it's like listening to a twelve-year-old

singing. I can hear qualities in my voice I had when I was

twelve, and nobody else can hear that apart from me.

When I look in the mirror sometimes I look like a child.

"

She smiles her pantomime smile. She will stay close to

her roots. • VOGUE ARTS 216
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VOGUE ARTS

MOVIES
made them connoisseurs of the ironic, it

was rich.
'

' Hell
, '

' one of them growled into his

salty dog, "so that's where we went

wrong. We should have had James
Bond up-country

.

"

Belatedly, that prayer has been an-

swered. Carolco, the film company that

brought you Rambo, now offers Air

America, a $30 million extravaganza-

action movie that also bills itself as a

comedy.

The CIA's secret war in Laos certainly

provided enough rich material for a num-

ber of great films ... but a comedy? Are

we ready to laugh at this war yet? Of the

hundreds of Air America personnel I met

over the years , most displayed a dry sense

of humor, but the daily routine was noth-

ing more comic than keeping an army at

war and feeding the refugees the war cre-

ated. "Bomb 'em and feed 'em" was

how one pilot described U.S. policy at

the time.

Before this caper becomes the last

word on this unhappy conflict, a few

facts:

All the able-bodied Hmong males

were killed early on in the war, so the

army was made up mostly of children.

Sometimes Air America's chopper pi-

lots were called on to haul stacks of

these kids' corpses in nets slung be-

neath the plane. The smell was so bad

they had to stick Tiger Balm up their

noses to keep from gagging.

Nobody bothered to keep rigorous sta-

tistics when it came to toting up the dead

and wounded of this "native" ally, but

conservative estimates put the figure at

around 100,000 killed. As there were

only about 500,000 Hmong to start with,

the equivalent would be if America had

lost 50 million dead in its war in Vietnam.

Then there was the bombing. Un-

leashed on the Ho Chi Minh Trail in this

small, insignificant country were more

than a million tons and a further half

million tons here and there. More
bombs were dropped on Laos by the

United States than were dropped on

North Vietnam and Cambodia com-

bined, or during the whole of the Kore-

an War, or even on Germany
throughout World War IL Air America

pilots experienced firsthand the effects

of all that destructive power. A 220
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enter pkasso's
bedroom.
Chagall's garden. Bonnard's

bath, for the most intimate,

revealing look ever offered into

the lives of the great European

artists of this century, in their

own private, seldom-seen worlds,

both at work and at play.

Alexander Liberman. himself

a renowned painter and sculptor,

visited modem masters from

Giacometti, Dali and Dufy,

to Rouault. Braque and Matisse,

engaging them in candid

conversations as well as photo-

graphing their environments.

And the book that resulted has

established itself as a contempo-

rary classic on art and the act of

creation. This newly revised and

expanded edition runs 304 pages,

9" X 12" with 138 illustrations

in full color and 73 duotones.

The Artist in His Studio usuallv

sells for $60.00. As a Conde Nast

Reader, vou can have it for 20%
less: $48.00 plus $3.50 shipping

for each copy.

for credit card orders

call toll-free
1-800-367-7400
or send check to Conde Nast

Collection, Dept. 420083, PO.

Box 10214, Des Moines, lA 50336
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VOGUE ARTS

MOVIES
constant mass of refugees had to be moved and fed, and on every

up-country strip the pilots would be surrounded by gangs of

smiling tots, the war's prphans. It could be heartrending work.

When the U.S. military went home, Air America pilots felt

their country had cut and run. Tiny Laos had not even been a ne-

gotiating party in the "peace" agreement.

After the war an even higher price was exacted from the Lao

for befriending America. When the Communists finally took

over, twenty thousand people were sent to "reeducation"

camps. A further three hundred thousand Hmong duly left the

country, fearing for their lives, to exist

as refugees in camps surrounded by

barbed wire. "War is difficult, peace

is hell," the Hmong leaders were led

to conclude.

The war certainly

provided enough

material for

a number of

great films...

but a comedy?

If Air America pilots sounded like

cynics to outsiders, it was only be-

cause at heart they were disillusioned

romantics. They wanted as little re-

sponsibility as possible outside the

cockpit and made their way to the Far

East to escape the dullness of home

—

speed limits, the mortgage, walking the dog ... the wife. In Laos

an Air America pilot could have servants and a beautiful house

on the Mekong, and he could commute to the war, returning at

night to a dry martini served by an adoring and replaceable girl-

friend. The war did have its comp)ensations.

Almost to a man. Air America personnel despised journalists.

They certainly told us tall stories. I once listened to some pilots re-

count how they dropped Hershey bars on villages and then

swooped down in their choppers, laughing maniacally as kids scur-

rying to pick up the candy were cut to ribbons by the rotor blades.

Those tales weren't true, of course, but the guys liked to create a

mythology of evil to shock people they thought of as bleeding-

heart, rubbernecking pinkos. Nobody mentioned the Air America

pilots who spent their spare time working in the orphanages, and im-

ported diapers and baby food paid for with their own money.

Air America's much-vaunted drug connection has been greatly

oversimplified. Opium was the Hmong 's cash crop. Air America

planes certainly carried opium during harvest time, but the interna-

tional drug trafficking was conducted by high-ranking Lao military

officers, particularly in the air force, in cahoots with Corsican

gangsters. In the midst of a war, the CIA turned a blind eye to its

ally's dealings—with disastrous consequences. But the few pilots

accused ofmaking drug runs out ofLaos were despised by their col-

leagues and treated by Air America as criminals.

The handful touched by evil were mostly CIA paramilitary types

who used Air America purely as cover for their real activities. They

were the men who had been in the jungle and at war for so long that

they had gone "bamboo" and maybe a little mad. These were the

agents who had trained the soldiers and cheerfully sent twelve-

year-olds to their death; who kept the heads of particular foes pick-

led in glass jars; and who strung together severed ears like chitlins

and displayed them on the porches of theirjungle huts.

Only a very small percentage of Air America pilots flew the

supersecret spook missions. These included supply drops ^222
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VOGUE ARTS

MOVIES
over Tibet, spy teams in Red China and North Viet-

nam, high-flying U-2 spy flights over the Soviet

Union, and so on. The pilots used for these missions

were never the swaggering, swashbuckling types por-

trayed in the movie, but quiet, retiring men who did not

stand out in a crowd. The barroom blowhards and Wal-

ter Mittys, who liked to play the airline's spook con-

nection to the hilt, almost always proved to be lower-

echelon personnel.

Some moviegoers may be relieved to know that Air

America is largely unencumbered by ugly details, or by

any real degree of historical accuracy. Instead, ^n Ani-

mal House sensibility is brought to bear as Mel Gibson

and Robert Downey, Jr. , stroll from exploding aircraft

and fall hundreds of feet from crashing choppers un-

scathed. They are always cool and never at a loss for a

world-weary wisecrack. The other characters are

"toons": there's a Silly Senator, an Evil CIA Man, a

Bad-guy Pilot, a Corrupt, Drug-peddling Gook Gener-

al, who naturally speaks "hilarious" pidgin English

and has quaint Oriental ambitions, like wanting to see

Dairy Queen in his country and owning a Holiday Inn

franchise in southern California.

In between all the action and jokes, the film takes a po-

sition in the form of Hollywood-style moral outrage at

U.S. conduct in Laos. Fair comment, perhaps—if the

makers of the movie had attempted to give some real feel

for the war. Lacking this authenticity, Gibson's adven-

tures are played out in a vacuum, and Air America be-

comes like an overblown episode oiMiami Vice.

Talk about mixed genres. There are so many genres

in this movie—buddy, comedy, action, war—that they

cancel each other out. Good Morning, Vietnam was a

comedy, and it worked because it took seriously the

war beyond the jokes. Air America is like watching

Beverly Hills Cop cut into The Killing Fields, and the

result turns the laughter sour.

The script settles for a half-baked, ill-informed, and

muddled conspiracy theory: the whole rotten war was

fought to gain control of the poppy fields—and thus the

heroin business—to keep funding the whole rotten war.

This is just plain wrong, like suggesting World War II

was fought for the Mercedes franchise.

Not surprisingly, the real Air America pilots balk at be-

ing portrayed as gunrunning, drug-smuggling weirdos

—

even by such a highly paid (a reported $7 million for this

caper) and sexy superstar as Mel Gibson. "All I know is I

hauled more rice than grows in China, carried God knows
how many thousands of refugees, and got shot at for my
trouble

, '

' one Air America pilot told me recently
.

' 'There

were hard rice [ammo] drops, too, but the heroin smug-

gling and private gunrunning is bull .... And 1 never met

no damn Australian in Air America, neither. " •

British journalist Christopher Robbins is the author of

Air America, upon which thefdm is based.
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Creative

coupling gives

new life to

classic tales,

TOP TO BOTTOM:

McGovem
and Bridges

in The Man in

the Brooks

Brofhers Shirt;

Weller and
Ringwaid in

Dusk Before

Fireworks;

Griffith and
Woods in

Hills Like

Whfte

Elephants.

TELEVISION Adapting

a classic can mean boring TV,

but CATHLEEN SCHINE finds

vigor in the modest approach

of HBO's Women and Men

With V^omen and Men, adaptations of

three classic short stories, HBO has

dared to be modest. And so have the

distinguished casts, directors, and

screenwriters. This is not artistic daring—it's not Twin

Peaks; the half-hour films, premiering this month, are

quite conventionally constructed, but there's something

invigorating, astonishing about modesty on TV.

An adaptation of a "classic" on TV usually means

the kind of dutiful, prosaic homage found on, say,

American Playhouse. But these classics, by Er- 224
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TELEVISION
nest Hemingway, Dorothy Parker, and Mary McCar-

thy, all from the thirties and forties and all about sex,

are treated as vibrant texts to be interpreted, played

with, and brought to life.

Melanie Griffith and James Woods star in Heming-

way's perfect short story Hills Like White Elephants.

"Star" is perhaps misleading—they act, and with tre-

mendous intelligence and restraint, in this story of a

couple waiting at a Spanish train station, sadly recog-

nizing the limits of their love as they discuss whether or

not the woman should have an abortion. Tony Richard-

son directs the film as if it were an idyll, but of course

it's not, and so the calm is heartbreaking.

In dramatically filling out the original story, screen-

writers Joan Didion and John Gregory Dunne seem to

suggest that Hemingway's life is of more interest to a

popular audience than his work, for they have tarted up

the stark lines of the tale by making the young man a

Selfish (for the sake of his art) Writer.

Indeed, all the stories have the mark of their modem
screen adapters upon them, which can both recharge

and distort the original meanings. Hemingway a la Di-

dion and Dunne becomes a feminist. Frederic Raphael,

who wrote and directed the adaptation of Mary McCar-

thy's still-shocking story of an adulterous night on a

train, reduces McCarthy, a cold-blooded, omnivorous

observer, to nothing more than a razor-tongued chroni-

cler of sexual warfare.

Screenwriter Valerie Curtin and director Ken Russell

are more faithful to Dorothy Parker's story, the most dat-

ed of the three, but what they are drawn to is exactiy how
badly it has aged. The faults of Dusk Before Fire-

works—a sour account of a smooth lover boy , his jealous

girlfriend, and his constantly ringing telephone—are cel-

ebrated by Russell as camp. But such dour camp! Russell

displays out-of-date phrases with the fringed lamp-

shades—so much bric-a-brac in a polished glass display

case—while the actors are left to fend awkwardly for

themselves. He's more a curator than a director. Peter

Weller slides aimlessly about in his silk bathrobe. And
poor goofy little Molly Ringwald looks like a mall child

dressed up in Great-grandma's high heels and pearls.

Elizabeth McGovem fares much better in McCar-
thy's The Man in the Brooks Brothers Shirt. Raphael

has liberally added his own too-clever-by-half but still

entertaining chitchat to the story. (When the girl re-

marks on the coming struggle of revolution, the man re-

plies, "Why struggle when you could be coming?")
Amid all this learned vulgarity. Beau Bridges turns

himself into a perfectly ordinary businessman, while

Elizabeth McGovem makes herself sarcastic and se-

ductive in one narrowed glance or pucker of her lips.

The three episodes of Women and Men—pleasant,

uneven, surprisingly unpretentious—suggest a whole
new vein for television to tap. Short stories usually

make terrible movies. But on the small screen, witn big

talent, they're a perfect fit.*
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ART In the work of

four eccentric young

masters, contemporary

life becomes a colorful

fantasia. Merging

the magical with the

muncdane, they create

new visions of bohemia.

JED PERL takes a look

charme
Only an artist with a magician's mastery of

sleight of hand can turn contemporary life

into a beguiling fantasia. And when an artist

with even a bit of that magic spears on the

scene, people feel an attraction to the work—they love its

effervescence, its wayward charm. Robert Greene, Tre-

vor Winkfield, and the team ofDavid McDermott and Pe-

ter McGough can't be said to compose a school; far from

it. They're not even all aware of one another's woilc. But

a dandyish strain mns through the varied reflections on

how we're Uving now that they've been exhibiting the

past couple of years. The artists may look at life through

rose-tinted glasses, but there is also something tonic and

even acerbic about their devil-may-care attitudes.

Greene, Winkfield, and McDermott and McGough give

a lift by transforming our tastes and pastimes and foibles

into a kind of picaresque legend. 228
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TOP LEFT: A crayon drawing,

Untitled-1980 (David & Peter

Fighting with Kenny Scharf & Keith

Haring), 1985, by David McDermott
and Peter McGough. TOP: The artists

in their Brooklyn studio. ABOVE:

Trevor Winkfield in his New York

apartment, and, LEFT, his 1987

painting Divinity Meadow.
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Robert Greene's 1985 Overnight, oil on masonite

What a range of stuff they toss into their brimming

compx)sition? . The references can be gossipy and glamor-

ous, as in Greene's paintings of slender lovers wandering

in twilit parks, or formalized yet pleasantly wacko, as in

Winkfield's playing card-like arrangements. Wink-

field's paintings are elegantjumble shops in which we en-

counter fragments from the nurseries and dime stores of

our younger days. Meanwhile, McDermott and
McGough give us a sardonic account of their adventures

in the metropolis. Their series of childlike yet ever-so-

knowing drawings chronicles a rise from the nerd purga-

tory of middle-class suburbia to the neo-nerd heaven of

downtown New York. The drawings are cleverly done in

colored crayons on brown wrapping paper—a combo we
all remember from elementary school.

Taken together, this work adds up to a cosmopolitan

roundelay. Contemporary controversies and tastes, from

the clothes we wear to the things we eat, are mixed togeth-

er in unexpected ways. The woric is quirkily related to life

as we know it: the artists take their cues from delirious-

ly artificial moments. When Robert Greene paints styl-

ish New Yorkers in a paradoxically paradisiacal

Central Park, he zeroes in on fantasies that many peo-

ple have as they walk through the park. Greene and

Winkfield and McDermott and McGough take real ex-

228

perience and give it a nostalgic yet surreal quality: they

take us beyond the here and now. David McDermott

may have, touched on something these artists share

when he exclaimed, "We wish we could live in all peri-

ods of history simultaneously
. '

'

One artist who looks to be a spiritual ancestor is New
York's jazz age eccentric Florine Stettheimer. Stett-

heimercame from an upper-crust family, and the salon that

she and her sisters presided over, frequented by Marcel

Duchamp, Virgil Thomson, and Carl Van Vechten, epit-

omized a mix of high society and high bohemia that re-

mains a model for some New Yorkers half a century later.

Stettheimer's brilliant paintings, with such titles as Ca-

thedrals ofFifth Avenue and Cathedrals ofArt, knit the

gifted and prominent of her day together into bright, flat,

iconographically elaborate compositions. Stettheimer's

sense of pleasure and fun, her unpredictable combination

of knowingness and naivete, are echoed, consciously or

unconsciously, in the work of Greene, Winkfield, and

McDermott and McGough. Like her, they are deter-

mined to transform the very mixed bag of urban life into a

Disneyland for the bright and beautiful.

McDermott and McGough, the artist duo who caught

on about a decade ago by going everywhere in full-scale

Edwardian garb, take fantasy life to near-pathological ex-

tremes. In part because of the spectacle they've made of

themselves, this up-fi-om-the-East Village pair are now
enjoying great recognition and respect. Their amazing

studio, in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, fills

most of a bank building from the 1860s. The overscaled

rooms are painted in shades ofpeacock blue and deep ter-

ra-cotta that would look just right in a Stettheimer paint-

ing, and the place is full of busy studio assistants. Even

while supervising them, the megalomaniacally talk-

ative David McDermott, thirty-eight, still has lots of

time to regale visitors with his off-the-wall theories

about God, vegetarianism, and the population explo-

sion. He sports a bottle green velvet frock coat with his

hair pulled back in a black velvet ribbon. Peter

McGough, thirty-two, is the quiet half of the duo.

Dressed in a white brocade vest, his blond hair parted in

the middle, he leans back odalisque-style on a Victori-

an couch throughout McDermott 's spiel.

Some of McDermott and McGough 's wit does get into

their larger works. A recent series of men's heads, shown

in the cross-section style of Victorian phrenology dia-

grams, becomes an ebullient homage to gay liberation:

the gigantic craniums are fdled with the names of boys

rather than an icy analysis of mental states. And a few of

the blue-toned photographs that McDermott and

McGough began making about a year ago have a melan-

choly charm. But so far it's the crayon-on-brown-paper

drawings that stand out. These have the shaip immediacy

of the most vivid memories. McDermott and McGough
recall the strange lady in the harlequin glasses who drove

the school bus; a first sexual encounter in a forest pond; a

downtown loft on a rainy night, with water pouring 230
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ART
through the leaky ceiling into buckets on the floor; the parties where

they ran into Keith Haring and Kenny Scharf . There's a directness

to these drawings. They^give a loving yet biting picture of the art-

ists' coming of age. And the humor recalls the attitude we often

take when we contemplate past experiences, smiling indulgentiy at

things that were once the occasion for very strong emotions.

Those crayon drawings have a satirical interest more often asso-

ciated with fiction than with the visual arts. As a story of kids from

the hinterlands who come to New York City to discover art and life

and fun, McDermott and McGough's narrative echoes the 1940s

and 1950s novels of Dawn Powell, several of which have recently

been reprinted by Yarrow Press and Vintage. Robert Greene's

work also has a novelistic dimension. Greene's suave parties and

luxurious estates recall the world of F. Scott Fitzgerald, or a minor

jazz age novel such as Carl Van Vechten's 1930 Parties: Scenes

from Contemporary New York City Life. Greene's figures have

the same distanced, stylized refinement as the aristocrats, artists,

and pretty boys who slide through Van Vechten's pages. Greene,

thirty-seven, achieves that distance by giving his oil paintings a

clever, curious sense of scale. The landscape settings have the

overwhelming proportions of operatic stage sets, so that the fig-

ures—lovers out for a stroll, bare-chested young men, revelers in

commedia dell 'arte costumes—are absorbed in an atmosphere

that's pervasive and mysterious, like a strange perfume.

Greene's theatrical style is full of recollections of European art-

house movies of the 1960s: Resnais's Last Year at Marienbad,

Fellini's La Dolce Vita and Juliet of the Spirits. This artist often

uses friends as models. When I spoke to him in Amsterdam, where

he went to live not long ago, he told me, "I'm like a director, cast-

ing my friends in roles." His paintings, fiill of pearly off-whites

and dissonant harmonies of blue and orange or purple and green,

have the charm of wall murals in some perfect little old-world ho-

tel. Though they're being concocted right now, Greene's scenarios

convey the lost elegance we associate with a tum-of-the-century

artist such as Giovanni Boldini, or Leonid and Eugene Berman,

neoromantic painters of the 1930s. Greene's universe is both all too

worldly and very much out of this world.

Trevor Winkfield, who was bom in England in 1944 but has

lived in New York since the end of the 1960s, is out of this world

in a very different way. Winkfield is a late-modem Surrealist.

His keyed-up colors and sharply angled forms suggest a view of

life in New York City as joyfully manic—the ultimate caffeine

jag. The figures in his paintings aren't like anybody you've ever

seen. They're comic confabulations, high-art cartoons. A man
can have a clothespin for an arm, a flower for an eye. And he'll

undoubtedly be caught in a Rube Goldberg universe that's both

treacherous and humorous. In these puzzlelike paintings you

never know what you'll encounter next: an anchor or a cocktail

glass, a weird animal, a clown, a careening vehicle, a beehive.

The msh of images suggests poet Gerard Manley Hopkins's fa-

mous lines: "Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how)/

With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim"—lines, inciden-

tally, that Florine Stettheimer's friend, art critic Henry

McBride, once used to describe her work.

Winkfield 's painting doesn't relate to contemporary life in any

obvious way. And yet somehow it does. His strange brew of pop

culture, nineteenth-century physiognomies, and quotations ^232
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ART
from classic abstract art takes us all the way into the over-

stocked imagination of contemporary New York City.

When Winkfield talks about the mechanical-looking

forms in his paintings, he says, "As a child, I knew repro-

ductions and advertisements long before I ever saw a

painting." Yet he loves paintings, passionately: when I

met him for lunch, he'd brought with him reproductions

of the Pisanello fresco that he was going off to Italy to see.

Winkfield 's mix suggests an autobiography in the form of

free-associated images. Like that great American Surre-

alist Joseph Cornell, Winkfield is an eccentric antholo-

gist—and anthropologist—of his times.

Winkfield, Greene, and McDermott and McGough

picture life as a brilliant harlequinade. Looking at their

works, which have the immediacy of daydreams, you

get the impression that this quartet has always been ob-

sessed with images of the artist's life. By now that art-

ist's life, with its days in the studio, its nights with

friends, out at theaters and openings, with its endlessly

turning seasons, is an artificial paradise they've made
their own. Winkfield, Greene, and McDermott and

McGough are sending us postcards from the upscale

end of la vie de boheme. Their works say, "Having a

wonderful time. Wish you were here. " And they mean
it. And we find we want to join them in those ever-so-

familiar never-never lands of theirs . •

BOOKS
LAURIE WINER pOSCS

the question, will

Alice Hofi&nan's

novel of magic

realism on Long

Island finally

establish her as "a

major novelist"?

In
Seventh Heaven, Alice

Hoffman works on a broader

canvas than ever before. She

sets her eighth novel in a

Long Island housing develop-

ment at the precise moment
when the conformity of the

1950s gave way to the social an-

archy of the 1960s, when everything was scary and yet

anything was possible.

This is the book in which Hoffman, a gifted storytell-

er, perfects her own blend of magic realism and de-

tailed emotional journalism—a voice as unlike Gabriel

Garcia Marquez's as it is Tom Wolfe's.

Putnam will publish Seventh Heaven in August. On
the prepublication bound galley, this quote (culled

from a Newsweek review of Hoffman's controversial

last book. At Risk) appeared:

"A major novelist . . . certain to join such writers as

Anne Tyler and Mary Gordon . '

'

Just what Hoffman is certain to join these best-selling

authors in is left unclear. Did A'ew^wee^ refer to literary

achievement, celebrity status, or more practically, to

the number of books the author can be counted on to

sell? (Actually, it was a combination thereof.) But

whatever that quote was meant

to convey, its appearance de-

notes a tumultuous if terribly

common backstage publishing

drama that might be titled "A
Star Could Be Born." Like

most dramas it has been enacted

with deliberation, ingenuity,

and yet with inevitable miscal-

culation in the career of the thir-

ty-eight-year-old Hoffman,
who with the publication ofS^v-

enth Heaven might become a

Major Novelist and who then

again might not.

In her comfortable, ram-

bling house in a Boston sub-

urb, where she lives with her

husband and two small sons,

Hoffman seems detached from

the workaday worries of build-

ing a major literary career.

"I've never even known how many of my books have

been printed. What's the point of knowing?" she

asks, with the wavering conviction of one not yet

fully resigned. "If it's not enough, you're depressed,

so what's the point?"

With her husband , Tom Martin , Hoffman also writes

screenplays, a profession more lucrative than novel

writing whether or not the scripts get made (her one

produced screenplay, \9^y% Independence Day, with

Dianne Wiest and Kathleen Quinlan, Hoffman wrote

solo). So Hoffman doesn't depend on book sales to put

food in her children's mouths; it's just that writing

books is what she cares most about. "I worry just in

terms of continuing to be published; the climate in pub-

lishing is not very good now for a lot of writers
. '

'

In 1985, just after she published Fortune's Daugh-

ter, her fifth novel, that climate threatened to be 234
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fatal. "She wasn't building; her sales had pretty much

reached a level, around ten thousand, more or less,"

recalls Faith Sale, Hoffman's devoted editor. "Then

she turned in a new novel that I loved. My boss said to

me, 'You can publish this one more, but that's all.' I

said, 'Ijust can't let go yet.'
"

That new novel proved to be the breakthrough Sale

had been hoping for. In Illumination Night, Hoffman

crystallized her voice and several of her recurring

concerns and images (she often documents families

in extremis in a universe where mysti-

cal or fabulist forces float benevolent-

ly throughout) in an uncluttered,

shimmering, wholly confident prose.

The novel particularly showed off

Hoffman's eye for transforming an or-

dinary moment into an unpretentious,

transcendent metaphor, a talent much
in evidence in Seventh Heaven.

While Illumination Night did not sell

dramatically more than Fortune's

Daughter, reviewers sat up and took note. "There's no

need to feel illiterate if you can't name Ms. Hoffman's

five previous books," wrote Raymond Sokolov in The

Wall Street Journal. ' 'This is a fine place to start.
'

'

And so her publishers must have smelled a best-

seller when Hoffman turned in At Risk, the "aggres-

sively topical" (as The New York Times put it) story of

an eleven-year-old girl who contracts AIDS from a

blood transfusion.

Perhaps because of the inherent sentimentality of her

subject, Hoffman reined in her concise, journalistic

prose until it became almost deflated. "It's true that I

drew back a bit; otherwise it would have simply been

too devastating," says Hoffman, who admits she was
rankled by the several scathing notices the book in-

"\ don't think

of myself as an

intellectual

writer—I write

from the gut"

few raves), the book's sales didn't measure up to the ex-

pectations implied by a large printing, but it did dramati-

cally increase Hoffman's readership.

"In a certain sense we're publishing Seventh Heaven

as if it's the book after Illumination Night—we're not

blowing our horn too loudly," explains Faith Sale. "I

think this one will be a selling book, and this is the one I

love the best. It's a much deeper book; it will satisfy her

old fans."

Seventh Heaven opens in the summer of 1959. At

night, writes Hoffman, the women
"sneaked cigarettes while sitting on the

rims of the tubs, which they had scrubbed

with Bon Ami earlier that day. Then they

faced the mirror and took the bobby pins

out of their hair and combed out their pin-

curls, but by the time they went back to

their bedrooms their husbands were al-

ready asleep, and the fireflies were hid-

den between the blades of grass on their

own front lawns."

Into this ordered and passionless paradise drives

Nora Silk in a sputtering Volkswagen, her two young

children in tow. Curtains are pulled back and neighbors

whisper the scandalous truth: Nora is a divorcee.

Nora is in fact a herald of the coming era, and not

only because she wears black patent-leather boots and

advises one of the neighborhood teenagers to let her

hair go natural. Before Nora, husbands and wives lived

together in secure, if sexless, units, and the worst that

could happen was that their teenager was picked up for

shoplifting at the local mall. After Nora, the communi-

ty experiences a series of increasingly alarming crimes,

as well as illicit and unconventional sexual yearnings.

But Nora is not an evil presence, as the neighborhood

wives at first suspect. She's a braver, freer spirit. Once
spired. "Its opening sentence is not, though it should she enters their lives, some families splinter. Husbands

be, 'What do you say about an eleven-year-old girl who leave wives, wives leave husbands, siblings have irrevo-

dies?' " quipped The Washington Post's Jonathan cable arguments, best friends grow apart. But the charac-

Yardley in his snide pan. "One can only conclude that ters come to find themselves on a more solid foundation,

one of Alice Hoffman's particular hopes regarding this built this time on the knowledge that the world is a dan-

book was that the subject of AIDS would sell," wrote gerousplace, that security is a fragile bubble, and that it's

Donna Rifkind in The Wall Street Journal.

"I was surprised that people were upset by it, although

it was more critics than people, if you know what I

mean," says Hoffman while chain-smoking in her cozy

kitchen littered with toys and children's drawings. "Da-
vid Leavitt wrote a very nasty piece where he implied that

I got a six-figure advance—as if that's something he

didn't get—and he took issue with the fact that I had cho-

sen a so-called innocent AIDS victim. It was as if he were

saying, 'As a gay person, I own this disease.' As if any-

one would want to own this disease.

"

And so the book that Putnam hoped would put Hoff-

man on the commercial map was caught in the cross fire

possible to lose things you thought you'd always have.

For Hoffman, a child of divorce who grew up in a

similar Long Island housing development, the book

was "ajoy to write. I don't think I'm too articulate, I

don't think of myself as an intellectual writer, it's

more like I write from the gut," she says. "And I get

a lot of letters, really wonderful letters, that I often

don't answer. I hope people understand that it's ei-

ther writing my book or writing back to them. In a

way I feel like the book is my communication to my
audience. It's my letter back."

Ultimately, it's those faithful readers who will

make Hoffman the Major Novelist that the quote on

>

of what the author calls a political situation. Without the the galley promises she will be. Seventh Heaven may
critics' approval (the Newsweek review was one of the just be the one that puts her over the top.
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TRAVEL

Travelers are forsaking the skies

and turning to trains-for the

romance, the beauty,

even the speed. Here,

four writers hit the tracks

Rachel Urquhart and George Kalogerakis do the

American-European Express He didn't, technically,

materialize out of a puff of engine steam on a cold win-

ter morning, but the effect was the same: the Chef de

Train of the American-European Express, uniformed

and smiling, stepped smartly through Penn Station's

afternoon rabble and beckoned. We followed, down
the staircase to Track 13 and along the platform to

where four refurbished cars (two Pullman

sleepers, a dining car, and a club car) stood

ready to begin a fifteen-hour, first-class

journey to Chicago.

It was no use denying that the

striking blue-and-white luxury

cars—built in the forties and fifties

and reappointed with mahogany
paneling, brass trim, and Art

Deco furnishings— were at-

tached to the tail end of the com-

paratively pedestrian Amtrak
Broadway Limited. There, in

plain view, was the modem en-

gine, and there, behind it. six-

teen stainless-steel coaches that

smacked dismayingly of an era

nowhere near bygone. But by

averting our eyes judiciously,

we could almost

—

almost—hold

the image, manufactured with

effort on the way to the station,

that we were in fact boarding the

Cote d' Azur Rapide, in the Gare

de I'Est, between the wars, our

conversation alternating seam-

lessly between French and, oh.

Italian. Yes, our minds were

made up: the engine that would

pull us to Chicago would re-

main, as long as we could 248

Pullman domed car, c. 1952, above, reborn as

the CalHomia Sun Express, BELOW

i=-'. -f

i

f

The engine that pulled the Super Chief; crossn^
in Canada, BELOW; Orient-Expi^s emblem, RIGHT
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Spain-^s seen from the Andalusian Express

American-European Express stateroom

California Deco: L.A/s Union Station
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TRAVEL

manage to keep it out of sight, antique, coal-fired, and

shrouded in a pale plume of steam.

The American-European Express—which runs be-

tween Washington, D.C., and Chicago and between

New York and Chicago—is a delightful incongruity.

Riding it is a bit like putting on faultless evening dress

at midday: you know something isn't quite right, but

you still feel pretty good.

The trip begins with some fifteen passengers (the to-

tal will climb to twenty-two in Philadelphia) assem-

bling in the sumptuous club car for champagne. Men

and women, mostly in their forties and well dressed

—

this mode of transportation does not call for leisure

wear—settle into overstuffed armchairs. Two couples

from Brooklyn are on their way to a Chicago art fair. A
Danish journalist scribbles quietly at a comer table. A
couple of eighty-seven-year-old newlyweds, on their

way to vacation in Wisconsin, toast each other and the

journey. Beaming, they tell us they were high school

sweethearts who "stayed in touch." In the middle of

the club car, a baby grand piano stands quiet for the mo-
ment, but Benny Goodman's clarinet is audible ^250

i
the new, the fast, and the lovely

The Pendolino is Italy's

answer to the TGV. Maxing
out at 155 mph on its run

from Turin to Naples and
taking curves at a nearly

imperceptible tilt, the "little

pendulum" is a big hit with

Milanese and Roman
business travelers—it links

their two cities in under four hours. Information: (212) 274-

0591 With its 1982 debut, the Venice Simpion Orient-

Express was the train that made rail travel fashionable

again. Today, the VSOE—with its three restaurant cars and
exquisite sleeping cabins—offers twice-weekly service

between London and Venice (sometimes Vienna] from
February to November. The thirty-two-hour trip costs

$1,300, double occupancy, including meals. Shorter

segments ore also available, such as Paris-Venice for

$1,190. Hot news for 1991: the VSOE adds Budapest to its

Vienna runs! Call (212) 938-6830. . . .Not to be confused
with the VSOE, the Nostalgie Istanbul Orient Express is a
private luxury train specializing mainly in summer tours with

overnight sightseeing stops along the Zurich-Istanbul route

of the original Orient-Express. The train has beautifully

restored carriages as well as special itineraries such as
next May's five-day London-Moscow run, stopping in Paris,

Berlin, and Warsaw. Phone (312) 782-1633 For glorious

scenery, the Royal Scotsman heads to the Scottish

Highlands, offering leisurely six-day tours that leave

Edinburgh every Tuesday, April through November. Stops

ore made for excursions to castles, private estates.

Accommodations are lavish: bathrooms with showers; full-

length wardrobes, lower berths. Meals are superb: big

Scottish breakfasts, three-course lunches, and four-course

dinners, some of them formal. Six-day packages cost $4,500
per person; three- and four-dc rips may be booked for

$1,800 and $2,700. Phone Abercroi jie & Kent at (708) 954-

French railroad poster,

c. 1929, FAR LEFT; Japan's

futuristic Maglev, left.

2944 The Andalusian Express, Spain's most luxurious

train, has everything from suites with private showers to a

bar car with a parquet dance floor. Right now, the AE is on

its new northern route: a three-day jaunt from Barcelona to

Santiago de Compostela in the green Galicia region. Price:

$950, double occupancy. In September and October as well

as May and June, the train is based in Seville, offering two-

or three-day swings through Cordoba, Granada, and
Malaga; $1,090, double

occupancy; (800) 992-

3976. . . .News from the USSR:

Abercrombie & Kent has

acquired the Anna Karenina, a

private railcar with three bedrooms, dining lounge, and full

bath (with tub). Staffed by a chef, stewards, and an Intourist

guide, it's ready for hire for trips between Leningrad and

Moscow. Or go Trans-Siberian. Contact A & K at (708) 954-

2944 Back in the USA, consider hiring a private railcar

from Royal Rail's impressive fleet. Cars come with twenty-

four-hour staff, TV, CD player, VCR, telephone, fox, stereo

system, and enough bedrooms to sleep from six to twenty-

two. Itineraries ore flexible: depart from—and travel to—
any major Amtrak station. The most popular car to

charter—Fantasia—has floor-to-ceiling windows and an

open-air observation deck; it can carry six to eight people

in style from New York to Miami in twenty-four hours at a

cost of $7,500. Phone (516) 944-6671 Meanwhile, looking

ahead, keep your eye on the Japanese. Already

Shinkansen (bullet trains) whiz at up to 148 mph from one

end of Japan to the other. However, these bullets ore

yesterday's news compared with the Linear Express

Maglev, set to come on-line in 1991 and travel three times as

fast. Using superconductive magnets to levitate above the

tracks, the Maglev is designed to "fly" silently between Tokyo

and Osaka in less than on hour, with first-class passengers

seated in Buck Rogers-style chairs with personal satellite

televisions and cellular phones Also in Asia, there's

excitement over the Venice Simpion Orient-Express's two-

day service between Singapore and Bangkok, expected to roll

by 1992. The Malaya—Siam Royal Mail will have luxurious

batik and silk interiors; French as well as Thai, Malay, and

Singaporean cuisines And in North America, taking over

from where Canada's beloved, but bankrupt, VIA rail left off,

the double-decker Royal Canadian will debut in March 1991

with four trips a month between Toronto and Vancouver. On
the three-day journey, watch the Canadian Rockies from the

glass-domed dining cor (with food planned by France's

Michelin three-star L'Auberge de I'lll), or better yet, from your

private domed suite! The cost—including meals, wine,

champagne—is from $1,975, double occupancy. For details,

phone (212) 265-9600. —ANNE ALEXANDER
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TRAVEL

on the sound system. As the champagne flutes are filled open or closed (does the sound of wheels on rails keep

and refilled, conversation comes easily. Long train you up or lull you to sleep?).

rides do that to people. The sun seems to rise faster over Indiana's flat farm-

If a cozy, timeless atmosphere has begun to envelop land. Mostky, civilization shows us its back: the cars peo-

one and all, it doesn't yet extend to the other side of the pie have abandoned, the yards they no longer weed, the

rain-spattered picture windows, where the industrial walls no one has bothered to repaint. Even the billboards

plants and power lines ofnorthem New Jersey whiz by. face the other way, out into the heartland. This early-

But never mind that

—

have some more champagne, morning contemplation of silos, bams, and harvesters has

At Newark the pianist installs himself and somewhere given us an appetite-, which the dining car is well

in the vicinity of "Our Love Is Here to Stay"—or rath- equipped to satisfy: tropical fruit, bread and muffins

er, Metuchen—the scenery starts to

prettify. The rain beats down soothing-

ly, and we hurtle toward Trenton, get-

ting looped.

Fortunately, champagne turns to tea

before all motor coordination is lost.

The porters wrest away our flutes, cov-

er the top of the baby grand with trays of

sandwiches, cakes, and sliced fruit, and

offer a choice of a dozen teas. Outside,

the heavy rain makes the rolling Penn-

sylvania pastureland look as if it were woven in raw

The rain beats

down soothingly,

and we hurtle

toward Trenton,

getting looped

(baked fresh the night before on the

train), scrambled eggs with ham or baby

lamb chops, and pots of strong coffee.

It is nearly nine when we arrive at Chi-

cago's Union Station—perhaps twenty

minutes behind schedule, but no one

seems in a hurry to leave the train. The

staff lines up on the platform to bid the

passengers goodbye as they disembark.

Inside the enormous vault of a station

—

aU Corinthian columns, smooth marble,

and echoing footfalls—there is surprisingly little to jerk

silk—a bumpy, linear bolt of Amish farms, weather- us immediately back to 1990. Hazy morning sun fills the

beaten depots, flowering apple orchards, and swollen

brown rivers. The twin nuclear reactors at Three Mile Is-

land, when they come unexpectedly into view, bring us

back to reality—if only briefly.

We dress for dinner. There is one sitting, so the dining

car—with its wood-paneled walls, faux-marble ceiling.

main hall; travelers sit quietly on broad wooden benches.

Only the occasional crackle of a morning newspaper

and a disembodied voice announcing departing trains

break the stillness. With a little imagination you can

practically choose your decade. When two young sail-

ors in white caps and navy stovepipe pants appear at the

and crisp white linens—is full. With the night falling, it luggage-check window and wait, smoking, to unbur-

no longer seems to matter what's beyond the brass-

rimmed windows. That way, Altoona lies. Inside the

warmly lit car, a bottle of good wine has been uncorked,

and the steward shuttles from the kitchen to our table with

a steady stream of courses—spinach soup with saffron

yogurt garnish, grilled mahimahi, sherbet, veal medal-

lions, assorted cheeses, and dessert—all superb. During

one of the later courses, a horseshoe-shaped turn in the

tracks gives us a glimpse of the long-forgotten Broadway

Limited snaking out in front of us . It might as well be an-

other train.

One [kick!] singular sensation, every tittle step she

den themselves of their peacoats and duffel bags, you

can guess their story in an instant: Iowa farm boys,

twenty-four-hour leave. Pearl Harbor still seven years

away. In town, no doubt, to catch Sidney Bechet at the

French Casino. American-European Express reser-

vations: (800) 677-4233. One-way New York-Chi-

cago fares begin at $517; Philadelphia-Chicago and

Washington-Chicago, $492.

Alan Jolis flies the TGV The newest generation of

French high-speed train, the TGV Atlantique, is quite a

beautiful beast. It sleeps in its Montpamasse lair: blue

takes . . . Several passengers have decided that clustering skin, thin barracuda mouth, swooping silver nose, red

round the club-car piano to listen to (and sing) show tunes eyes. The station is still being redone. By 1995 it will

beats turning in early. And so the AEE shoots through the be the largest rail terminal in France—a showplace of

dark Pennsylvania night—three quiet cars and one full of pink granite and glass that will handle some sixty mil-

music, cognac, and general bonhomie. If it weren't for lion passengers a year. But for now cement towers rise

the occasional neon Rite Aid sign, we could almost be out of nowhere, with enough loose wires to make you

in . . . well, Ohio. wonder if this is the proverbial France of nonworking

Which, as it turns out, we miss entirely. The three Ohio toilets, of fists shaken at the concierge, of endless

stops—Canton-Akron, Crestline-Mansfield, and strikesanduppity waiters. Only once I am seated in the

Lima—are all reached in the small hours, by which time

even the musical-comedy contingent has called it a night.

But no matter when people turn in, they find their com-

TGV does it become clear, without anything being

said, that this is the Europe of tomorrow.

Ta-daa! We pull out of Montpamasse. Slowly we
partments transformed into bunk-bedded sleeping quar- pass the cemetery where Samuel Beckett is buried,

ters complete with mints on the pillows. Only two Beckett had a hard time crossing the square, wrote en-

decisions remain: window shade up or down (how early tire books about it. What would he think? Would Godot
do you want to greet the dawn?) and washbasin drain travel on this train? 252
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TRAVEL

At first, the TGV doesn't go faster

than other trains, but it is immeasurably

quieter and smoother. Ultimately, I find

comparing trains tedious. All have their

particular charm and beauty. The old

Spanish coal-furnace RENFE rattraps

that you couldjump off, pick a sunflow-

er, and jump back on—now there was

magic! Still, every Frenchman will tell

you that his TGV—which travels com-

mercially at 186 mph and has reached

over 300 mph with no sweat—is faster

than the Japanese bullet train.

The Atlantic TGV connects Paris to

the west and southwest of France. It

took me to the Cathedral de Saint-Julien

in Le Mans in just fifty-nine minutes. In

1993 it will do Paris-Bordeaux in an

hour and ten minutes and the Spanish

border in just over an hour and a half.

Why fly to London when the "Chun-

ner ' TGV will soon get you there in two

and a half hours? By the year 2000, fly-

ing in Europe should be something of an

anomaly.

But the best remains unchanged: the

travelGUIDE
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French countryside is lush and green

this season. No one would dare try to

improve on these poplars all in rows

along the road, hay rolled in fat round

tufts awaiting Monet's eye to reinvent

them. This is speed at its best. Colza

fields spreading like bee pollen, yellow

as far as one can see; fallow fields as

thick as brown corduroy; scarecrows.

The TGV makes you want to stop and

walk around.

Since that's not possible, you walk

around the TGV. There are no doors be-

tween cars, so you can move about free-

ly. First class is all grays and luxurious

chairs. Now into second. No compart-

ments—it looks like the interior ofan air-

plane, except that it has a play space for

children and a nursery for changing dia-

pers. This train is so damn fast, one no

longer has time for a sit-down meal on a

white tablecloth. The bar serves. . .

American-style sandwiches and has

stand-up counters! OK, I've seen

enough! Back, quick, to the club car.

With compartments seating four, inti-

mate and comfortable, and a small read-

ing light on the table, this is the ne plus

ultra for serious business.

Like the Concorde, the glass pyramid

at the Louvre, or the arch at La Defense,

the TGV is a modem accomplishment

of which the French are justly proud. In

the movie theaters, glossy ads portray

the TGV as clean and efficient with a

sort of 1960s innocence about the fu-

ture. Television commentators boast of

the technological miracle this train rep-

resents: the air-cushion suspension, the

millimeter precision of the tracks. But

at what price? I know people in Pro-

vence who have started a letter-writing

campaign protesting the TGV's de-

struction of the countryside, asking

why TGV tracks cannot be built next to

the old ones so as to spare villages and

farms.

I can't see the telephone poles go by

anymore. Everything close to the win-

dow gets sucked away and disappears.

Have we entered the tenth dimension?

Crystalline light and wind. Streaks of

rain on the window form quarklike

dots that become smashed and spread

out as in a particle-physics experi-

ment. I am not a passenger with his

face to a rain-streaked window. I am a

scientist studying the moccasin-print

252

path of how life began.

Is it an illusion, or are we slowing

down? At 60 mph, it appears as if we
have almost stopped. I notice the wind

in the trees, and litter swirling in devil

eddies. There is a dream quality here

too, to all the movement of this para-

lyzed world. Have we arrived? Bees are

tasting flowers. And Godot is just

around the comer. For further infor-

mation on traveling the TGV, see

your travel agent or below.

Richard Alleman on the California

Sun Express Nine A.M.—Union Sta-

tion in downtown L.A. Completed in

1939, this was the last great passenger

rail terminal built in America. And the

grandeur is still here—from the tall

palms that flank the main entrance of

this Art Deco take on California Mis-

sion architecture to the vast cathedral-

ceilinged waiting rooms with their tiled

walls in neo-Navajo pattems and their

massive wooden armchairs that look as

if Frank Lloyd Wright designed them.

This is the station where the glamorous

Super Chief made its final stop, dis-

gorging moguls and movie stars in the

1940s and 1950s.

Today the crowds and great trains

that Union Station once boasted have

dwindled, but somehow the place has

managed to survive. As has train travel.

Witness the California Sun Express.

Billed by its promoters, Seattle-based

Princess Tours, as proof of California's

"Second Golden Age of Rail Travel,"

the new train is actually a private, glass-

domed double-decker club car attached

to, but totally sealed off from, Amtrak's

L.A.-Oakland Coast Starlight. Built in

1952 for the now-long-gone Olympia

Hiawatha line, which once took passen-

gers on a Rocky Mountain-studded

route between Chicago and the West

Coast, this rebom railcar promises great

views from its glassy upper deck and

good food in its lower-level diner.

As we creep out of Union Station at

9:55, however, the vista of scruffy

freight yards and the waterless, cement-

banked Los Angeles "river" leave

much to be desired—especially when

accompanied by the wails of Anita Bak-

er on the sound system. But the coffee

offered by Nancy, our enthusiastic

hostess, is hot and fresh—and the 254
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TRAVEL

The Pacific pops

into view, and

for the next

three hours

it won't leave

our side

spunky old woman sitting across from me tells poignant stories

of how glorious southern California once was. Orange groves,

exhilarating air, the Red Cars that took you everywhere you

wanted to go long before freeway days. ^

"Detroit killed us," she shrugs as we come upon Burbank's

shopping malls and decide to have brunch.

Downstairs in the diner, my Chinatown frame of mind starts

to lift. White tablecloths, heavy flatware, fresh orange juice,

hot croissants, made-to-order egg-white omelets, blueberry

pancakes. And around Chatsworth the scenery starts to perk

up, too. A long tunnel shoots us into

a landscape of gigantic boulders,

rugged hills, and ranches. It all looks

strangely familiar. No wonder—the

area has been used as a location for

Hollywood westerns ever since the

days of D.W.Griffith.

But it is back up in the domed
lounge, over dessert—an espresso

ice cream truffle—and revised back-

ground music—low-volume An-
dreas Vollenweider— that the

scenery starts getting really spectac-

ular. Suddenly the Pacific pops into view, and for the next

three hours it won't leave our side. Sometimes the train is lit-

erally on the beach; other times, we are rolling along on a steep

ridge just above the surf. The sights flash by: the backyards of

posh Santa Barbara beach estates, the white cliffs of Gaviota,

fields of pink, purple, and yellow wildflowers near Point Con-

ception, and, my favorite, the long stretches of totally desert-

ed beaches and semitransparent, inky blue ocean. You have

the feeling that California might still have a chance. But there

are warnings, too. Lurking out in the mist, offshore oil rigs

look like giant mechanical sea spiders. If the oil-industry lob-

by gets its way, these monsters will flank much of the Califor-

nia coastline.

Detroit is killing us.

Of all the private views we have aboard the California Sun Ex-

press, perhaps the most extraordinary is the thirty-mile ride

through Vandenberg Air Force Base. With most of it off-limits

to outsiders, this top-secret compound—satellite disks, launch

towers, and stark white radar globes dotting smooth, barren

hills—can only be seen from the train. "No pictures allowed,"

our hostess jokes over the microphone as she points out the silo

of an active Minuteman missile.

It feels good to get beyond the base and back onto civilian ter-

ritory, even if it means that my journey is almost over. I'm get-

ting off the train midway at San Luis Obispo (in order to see

nearby Hearst Castle) and won't be on board for the Santa Lucia

Mountains or the rich Salinas Valley so often written about by

local hero John Steinbeck. I'll also miss seeing the sunset from

the train—not to mention dinner. Smoked salmon, black-lobster

ravioli, maybe a nice Simi chardonnay. ... It may not be the

Second Golden Age of Rail Travel, but for one who missed out

on the first, it's not such a shabby way to go. For California Sun
Express information, contact Princess Tours at (206) 728-

6033. Daily service in both directions between L.A. and
Oakland for $179, not including meals. • travels 256
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TRAVEL NEWS
By Richard Alleman

To stay in Madrid
The big hotel news in Madrid is the Villa

Real. Five minutes from the Prado

museum and Retiro park, this luxurious

115-room property is the creation of two

of Spain's top architects, Fernando

Chueca Goidio and Jose Ramos. Public

areas have a formal, neoclassical feel

(see lobby detail, RIGHT), whereas guest

rooms are more relaxed. All rooms
have separate sitting areas, satellite TV,

fax lines, three telephones, and twenty-

four-hour room service. Rotes start at

about $265 for a double. Currently,

the Villa Real has no U.S. reservations

agent, so guests or travel agents must

book directly with the hotel. Address:

10 Plaza de las Cortes, Madrid 28014,
Spain; phone: 420-3767; fax: 420-

2547; telex: 44600.

For serious sightseers, Chronicle Books has just published three excellent Architectural

Guides: Islamic Spain, Classical Turkey, and Mughal India. The guides

—

each with over one hundred photographs, floor plans, maps, and

illustrations—cost $14.95 and are available at travel bookstores across the U.S.

With the

renaissance

Europe
via the fast lane

Anyone planning a self-

drive trip in Europe

should know about Auto

Exclusiv, a German firm

that rents latest-model

Porsches, BMWs, and

Mercedeses by the week.

Besides glamorous cars,

Auto Exclusiv provides its

clients with tips on routes,

hotels, restaurants, and

sights. Prices range fi-om

$1,478 a week for a

Mercedes 300 coupe to

$2,722 for a Porsche 930

Turbo; rates include third-

party insurance, 250 miles

a day, and VAT and are

based on pickup at the

Frankfurt airport. Cars

can be delivered to other

cities for an additional fee

.

Call (813) 526-6191.

A beach at

Hanalei with

rainbow on the

Hawaiian island

of Kauai, ABOVE;

the view down
the mountain-

backed No Pali

coast on Kauai's

north shore, RIGHT.

Hidden Hawaii
To see the Hawaii most tourists miss, consider one of

IMountain Travel's Hawaii hiking weeks. Three itineraries

are offered: one targets the volcanos, waterfalls, and
beaches of the Big island; a second takes in Maui's stark

moonscapes and lush valleys; a third features Kauai and its

spectacular Waimea Canyon and Na Pali coast.

Accommoflations are a combination of k>w-key hotels,

beach camps, and state park cabins. Trips depart year-

round and often can be dovetailed to incluile two or three

islands; $890—$990 covers all land expenses for a week.
Phone (800) 227-2384 for details.
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DRIVING

Ten thousand miles in a rented Pontiac: tad friend

drives across the U.S. in search of America and

finds himself on a lonely strip of Arizona highway
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THERE ARE MANY BRAVE FORMULATIONS OF THE
American urge to motor—one thinks of Kerouac, Easy

Rider's Captain America, Roger Miller belting out

"King of the Road' '—but perhaps the bravest was voiced

by a mouse. E. B. White's Stuart Little, setting out to

conquer America in his tiny car, felt that "as he peered

ahead into the great land that stretched before him, the

way seemed long. But the sky was bright, and he some-

how felt he was headed in the right direction.
'

'

Even if you are more than two inches high, the way is

indeed long. The first rule when writing about trans-

American travel is that you have to drop some big num-
bers. Manifest destiny kmd of numbers. Sea to shining

sea kind of numbers. Here are mine: 7 weeks, 22 states,

10,000 miles, 61 burgers, 85 Cokes, 400 gallons of gas.

Impelled by a restless, notional desire to see what was out

there, what I was missing, I rented a Pontiac Sunbird and

drove from Philadelphia south to New Orleans, west to

258

San Diego, north to San Francisco, down to Las Vegas

and the Grand Canyon, across to Graceland, up to Niag-

ara Falls, then back to Philadelphia, clocking sometimes

600 miles a day. American travel means going and going

and going. Americans drive big cars on huge interstates

and never go to the bathroom. Whereas the French, say,

scoot around on their mopeds for a while and then go eat

some brioche.

The danger is you become addicted to speed for its own

sake and end up strung out after too many days on 1-80

and its Shoney's-Wendy's-Motel 6-burdened service

roads. The big interstates are fungible: traveling them is

like roaring endlessly around a huge mall parking lot,

only you're in a pointless race with a caravan ofRVs nick-

named Odysseus. Glassy-eyed, you are roused only by

the weird and colossal: the worid's largest granite quarry

(Mount Airy, NC); the worid's largest insane asylum not

located in Chicago (Milledgeville, GA); the ^260
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'ord Probe. It doesn't just follow

le straight and narrow.
While most automobiles seem to travel

a well-beaten path of look-alike design and
performance, Ford Probe moves along
different lines.

Inside and out.

Take the different lines, for example,
|that make up its sleek exterior. Probe cuts

ja figure as dynamic as it is aerodynamic.
Probe's interior also gives us plenty

C . .llT^lla .11*1 A-l

jeasy-to-reach controls and considerable
interior space (for both front and rear seat

passengers), it's one sports coupe that

won't leave you cooped up.

Up and gone.
And with Probe LX's newly available

Buckle up-together we can save lives.

3.0 liter V-6, you'll find it easy to move
out on the road. Quick, responsive, and
coupled with a tight-handling suspen-

sion. Probe turns corners as well as it

turns heads.

The unique exhilaration of Ford Probe.

Because middle-of-the-road is not where
you want to be.

Transferable 6/60 Powertrain

Covers you and future owners on
major powertrain components for 6 years/

60,000 miles. Ask to see a copy of this

limited warranty at your Ford Dealer.

Have you driven a Ford... lately? <Cc^^



DRIVING
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world's largest nondowntown skyscraper (Transco Tower in Houston,

rX); the world's largest rosebush (Tombstone, AZ); and the world's

largest adobe structure (again. Tombstone, AZ, town of big things).

You have to get off the main roads and onto the blue highways to en-

counter the small, the local, the authentic. Signs that are handwritten are

good guideposts. The sign in a Fresno barbershop that said, "Why not

come to Don for prescriptions? He's not a doctor but he wears a white

coat and he'll give you medical advice whether you want it or not.
'

' The

sign in New Orieans that promised "French Situations! Female Imper-

sonators—Beautiful Men-Girls!" The one just past Chief Yellow-

horse's souvenir stand at the Grand Canyon that said, "Nice Indian

Behind You"; the carefully lettered one by the roadside near Macon,

Georgia, that said, "Kenneth Lawrence, when are you going to return

my chain binder and $20?'

'

But after a while, about the time that I'd accumulated a small moun-

tain of Coke cans and apple cores on the floor of the backseat and was

thinking of nicknaming my car Odysseus, I tired of simply amassing au-

thentic moments. I began looking for something that would encapsulate

my idea of the American quest : a mythic locale where I'd want to 1ive if I

didn't need friends and a job. I found it on a 52-mile stretch between

Valle and Flagstaff on Arizona's Highway 180.

On the map it looks unremarkable, a meandering tendon between

Flagstaff and the Grand Canyon. The highway shadows the old stage-

coach route, and the scenery looks much as it must have one hundred

years ago. In On the Roadiack Kerouac wrote of this area: "Then we
swung north to the Arizona mountains. Flagstaff, cliff towns. I had a

book with me ... but I preferred reading the American landscape as we
went along. Every bump, rise, and stretch in it mystified my longing.

"

Leaving Valle, I turned east on 1 80 and followed its sinuous bankings

through the desert scrub and piiion juniper. On the horizon ahead were

the San Francisco peaks. They rise up more than 1 2,000 feet: old volca-

noes that haven't erupted in nine hundred years, now only dimly threat-

ening. There is tundra up there too, fragile and queer here in Arizona.

The two-lane road, black and smooth as oil, torqued upward into the

Coconino National Forest, and the trees changed. Birch thickets surged

toward the eye like an Ansel Adams exposure, and there were mournful

and intermittent aspens. At the top of the windshield, on the dry north

slope of the mountains, Douglas firs rose stiffand hardy. But the charac-

teristic tree—Coconino has the world's largest stand—is the ponderosa

pine, whose tidy bustles cocooned the car in dark green silence.

Midway along I hit a wide clearing, Kendrick Park, a good place to

stop. There were mountains in the distance, pines in the middle dis-

tance, and a few cabins scattered on the plain. A golden retriever bound-

ed out of one, barking furiously. In the shadow of the forest there was a

long-desened gas station, mute, lonely, iconically American. Its rusting

pumps were rounded and gentle, falling, like old tombstones, into the

surrounding meadow. The Arizona fescue grass was the color of hot

butter, and the field seemed to drop off the horizon, giving me the heady

sensation of striding a plateau at the top of the worid.

With some reluctance, I returned to the swooping road as darkness

gathered, heading toward Hagstaff, where the road dead-ends into old

Route 66. I drove slowly, in no hurry, attentive to the oncoming head-

lights that disclosed the shadowed clearings. Highway 180 hasn't the

majesty of Virginia's Blue Ridge Parkway or Highway 1 at Big Sur. but

it has a dreamy sweetness. I felt safe and happy, as I did when I was

young and dropping off to sleep in the backseat while my parents drove

back from a party. And I began to wonder whether all this driving wasn't

just a roundabout approach to taking the long way home. •
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Going cross-country
Driving across the country requires both mental and
practical preparation. Since 1957, Jack Kerouac's On
the Road has been inspiring beatniks and others to

search for the meaning of life along highways and
back streets; reading its wild tales of crisscrossing

the U.S. is an excellent way to slip into a rambling

frame of mind. Another source of folk wisdom is B/uel
Hig/iwoys, by William Least Heat Moon, who
traveled 13,000 miles of back roads, taking readers

to places like Dime Box, TX, and Nameless, TN.
As important as the right mind-set is a reliable set

of wheels, ready for high trans-America mileage

(NYC to LA. is 2,794 miles). Renting a car is an
excellent option for long round-trips. Hertz offers

unlimited mileage, daily and weekly rentals (a

midsize Ford Mustang costs from $189 per week, a
luxury Cadillac Seville from $319); for reservations,

call (800) 654-3131. For one-way trips, consider

signing up with a drive-away service. Transporting a
car coast to coast restricts your route, and dates are

subject to car availability, but the cost is low—you

pay only for gas and tolls—and the cars are

notoriously top drawer. All America Auto Transport

(800/CAR-SHIP) has twenty-two offices nationwide.

Dependable (800/626-2505) has delivered over

75,000 cars since 1954. If an RV nicknamed Odysseus

is your ideal, check with Cruise America (800/327-

7778) about renting a motor home.

When plotting your route, Jane and Michael

Stern's Roadfood and Goodfood restaurant guide

(Knopf) is as indispensable as the Rand McNally

Road Atlas. With mouth-watering details and

amusing anecdotes, the Sterns lead you on an

erratic and out-of-the-way course through the

Lower 48. For even wackier detours, explore

Roadside America (Simon & Schuster), a catalog of

bizarre tourist attractions, from Einstein's brain to

Elvis-A-Rama, and A Field Guide to /nfersfate 95

(Madison), which highlights highway trivia and

history from Maine to Florida.

With over 250 titles—including Anne Tyler's

Accidental Tourist, read by John Malkovich, Russia

House, read by the author, John Le Carre, and Fast

and Easy Japanese—Random House's Audiobooks

entertain or educate drivers for three hours at a time.

Cassettes ($7.95-$1 4.95) are sold in bookstores and

at truck stops.—ANNE ALEXANDER
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HOROSCOPE
By Athena Starwoman

This month's planet on the move is Jupiter, which visits eoch
sign only once every twelve years. On August 18 it moves
into Leo, where it will remain until September 12, 1991. Ju-
piter in Leo is bound to quicken flagging heartbeats, and in-

dividual and collective creativity will hit an all-time high.
Confidence and energy are renewed. Highlight days: the
first two weeks of August are a potential minefield—the full

moon in Aquarius on the 6th is derailed by an eclipse, signi-
fying revolutionary times ahead.

THE MYTH OF LEO
Throughout history all images of the Great Goddess as well
as associated goddesses have been replaced by male fig-

ures or animals. The lion of the zodiac sign Leo is a flagrant
example of her dethronement. The ancient symbol for Leo
was a regal goddess walking before a lion, which followed
obediently at her heels. This image symbolized her control
of the lion's fierce power and the ability to direct it to a high-
er purpose, which is the ultimate goal of all Leos.

LEO
Yours is definitely the sign of the month as Jupiter, offering infinite possi-

bilities, moves into Leo. Pleasure-seeking Venus joins Jupiter from Au-

gust 13 to September 7, ensuring an entertaining and successful time

ahead. But there's a catch. Past emotional conflicts are reignited by the

Leo new moon on August 20, causing trouble in the family. Interesting

times, aren't they?

VIRGO
This month you'll have great advice for others (Virgos make marvelous

psychiatrists) and even some fine matchmaking in mind. But if you be-

come a partner to anyone else's scheming and dreaming, you'll be sorry.

Try to remain inconspicuous to avoid the certain devastation that will re-

sult from playing emotional games. This month, power lies in the unspo-

ken word. Health problems are on the mend.

LIBRA
This year has been a time of learning and discovery for you. Experiences,

both good and bad, have shown you the error of your assumptions about

what you want and need from life. In August, expect these illuminations

to continue. Problematic events are telling you in no uncertain terms that

some relationships, financial setups, and business proposals aren't right.

How do you go about resolving these problems? One step at a time.

SCORPIO
It is the Scorpio way to be a rebel with a cause and stand alone against

overwhelming odds (your favorite kind!). Because of your independent

demeanor, you may be labeled an unfriendly, unapproachable person.

But it is important to tolerate other people's eccentricities. This month,

collaborating with friends and colleagues will turn out to be a masterly

personal and profitable business touch.

SAGITTARIUS
The ambiguous nature of your current circumstances may not engender

any confidence. You are, however, actually making progress. The time

has come to seek out people, entertain a wide variety of relationships, and

explore business opportunities that will create extraordinary events and

thrust you into the action. The success that has eluded you still lingers in

the future. Stay on course. HOROSCOPE 264
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HOROSCOPE
CAPRICORN

Your well-intentioned but misguided efforts at making everybody happy

have revealed too late that it is impossible to fulfill all expectations.

Caught up in arrangements that can't be altered, all you can do ^t present is

keep a distance and try to maintain objectivity. If you become involved in

the moral dilemmas of others, you'll once again end up with the bill, the

blame, and the inconvenience. Don't waver.

AQUARIUS
The Aquarian full moon and eclipse in August are part of a yearlong cycle

that creates turmoil this month. Taking definite steps, perhaps toward

compromise, will ease your inner confusion and untangle contradictory

emotions. Others are poised to run away from their obligations, but think

twice about joining them—you'd be operating with muddled motives.

You are feeling pressed to perform. The good news: the more problems

you face, the more you will be rewarded.

PISCES
The events of the past months have made you question your assumptions

about the people and circumstances in your life. Although beauty and pas-

sion are always of prime importance for any Pisces, this month you can't

allow your romantic nature to alter your resolve to be strong. Your recent

disillusionment means that others must double their efforts if they wish to

touch your heart. Second-rate romance will no longer do.

ARIES
You have faced many a weird and wonderful crisis this year, yet you are not

daunted. You have become battle-hardened and resilient, proving that you

can't keep a good Aries down! Although there are more such character-

enhancing incidents before you, this month's will mostly be the better sort.

During the third week of August you must run an obstacle course of fate—be

careful not to damage important relationships!

TAURUS
This month your sign is ascending and Mars, the single-edged-dagger

planet, is in Taurus throughout. With the fiery drive of Mars, you have the

courage to face the world and claim the riches you deserve. Seize this rare

opportunity and make improvements all around. But be cautious with

your comments—don't fall prey to your pushy tendencies. Life should

take on meaning and make progress, not become a battleground.

GEMINI
The astrological forces behind Gemini in August are unhappily timed to

undermine your present endeavors—unless you resolve issues before the

26th, when Mercury goes retrograde. Should you remain indecisive, un-

certainty and peevish disagreements will arise. To counter the effects of

your ruler being off the cosmic wall, dispense with sloppy planning and

outmaneuver any opposition prior to the 26th (embark upon trips before

then, too).

CANCER
The recent two new moons in your sign have created a batch of mixed
blessings (probably highlighting the best and worst features in your rela-

tionships). You are confused about the future just when important deci-

sions must be made. To muddle matters more, Venus, the love-struck

planet, is in Cancer until the 13th, stirring your emotional desires. Watch
out for those who will not pull their own weight. Don't take on their re-

sponsibilities. •
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Salt has become
a four-letter

word. But is the

hysteria justified?

JEFFREY STEINGARTEN

looks at research-

and recipes-to

crystallize some
thoughts on salt

THE YANOMAMO INDIANS OF
northern Brazil have the most famous

blood pressure in the world because it is

the lowest. You can hardly read an arti-

cle about blood pressure these days that

doesn't drag in the Yanomamo Indians

of northern Brazil. I am amazed that the

Yanomami can stay so calm surrounded

by giant bugs, snakes, and investigators

forever taking their blood pressure,

which at last report averaged an amaz-

ingly low 95 over 61
.
The average Primal flavor: Salt-and-Pepper Shrimp and New Potatoes Baked on Sea Salt"

blood pressure in the United States is

120 over 80—halfway between the Yanomami and hy- their natural aromas. Salt unites the diverse tastes in a

pertension, which means exactly the same thing as high dish, marries the sauce with the meat, and turns the pal-

blood pressure and starts at 140 over 90. A fifth of all lid sweetness of vegetables into something complex

Americans are hypertensive, but none of the Yano- and savory. Salt also deepens the color of most fruits

mami are. This is lucky for the Yanomami because and vegetables and keeps cauliflower white. Salt con-

high blood pressure multiplies your chances ofhaving a trols the ripening of cheese and improves its texture,

heart attack, kidney disease, or a stroke. strengthens the gluten in bread, and preserves and

The Yanomami eat incredibly tiny amounts of salt, transforms meat and fish. Cooked without salt, most

and we eat lots of it, which has led some doctors to

imagine that eating salt causes hypertension. The Yan-
omami consume about 87 milligrams of salt a day,

which occurs naturally in their food and equals two
shakes from a standard saltshaker. Americans eat

12,000 milligrams of salt, about 266 shakes, a day,

most of it added in cooking and processing. (The
weight of an average shake has, to my knowledge, nev-

dishes taste dull and lifeless. That's why in a recent is-

sue of Cook's magazine, America's leading chefs lined

up on the side of salt.

There are thirty-five low-salt cookbooks on the mar-

ket today. Most of them substitute mountains of herbs,

spices, garlic, and onions for salt. When it is cooked,

the food tastes mainly of herbs, spices, garlic, and on-

ions instead of what you wanted for dinner in the first

er before been published. To compute it, I loaded my place, like a nice plump four-pound chicken rubbed

saltshaker with 15 grams of salt, counted 330 shakes with a tablespoon of poultry fat and then a teaspoon of

before it was empty, did it again for accuracy's sake

and reached the same result, divided 330 shakes into 15

grams and arrived at 45 milligrams per shake.)

Does eating salt cause high blood pressure? Mankind
has a great deal riding on this question, because—no
matter what some people may tell you—salt is indis-

pensable to good food and good cooking. It sharpens

and defines the inherent flavors of foods and magnifies

salt and roasted at 425 degrees for ninety minutes until

the skin is golden and crackling and the juices run rich

with flavor. Be sure to baste every ten minutes.

We are probably the first generation since the begin-

ning of the world to be paranoid about salt. We would

all die without salt. It is the only mineral we eat straight

out of the ground. Salt was venerated in primitive cul-

tures and exchanged as money where it was ^268
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scarce. Our blood and our bodies are as salty as the seas

from which life emerged, which may explain cannibal-

ism in places where salt is in short supply. The earliest

roads were built to transport salt, the earliest taxes were

levied on it, military campaigns were launched to se-

cure it, and African children were sold into slavery for

it. Salt gave Venice its start in the sixth century as the

commercial capital of Europe, caused the French Rev-

olution, nearly defeated Mao Tse-tung, and helped

Gandhi bring India to independence.

Because we need salt to live, we are

genetically programmed to crave it

starting four months after we are bom.

Salt phobics argue that since only a fifth

of a gram of salt a day—200 milli-

grams, or a medium-large pinch—is ab-

solutely essential to our survival,

anything more than that must surely be

excessive. Isn't that silly? How much
music or poetry a day is essential for our

survival? How much sex do we absolutely need to

propagate the species? How much salt must we eat to

survive, and how much do we need to have a nice day?

Every human society with easy access to salt eats forty

times the minimum, and the reason is simple. Salt gives

We are probably

the first

generation ever

to be paranoid

about salt

who had hoped to prove a link, once and for all, be-

tween salt and blood pressure. The four isolated cul-

tures did show extremely low salt excretion and

extremely low blood pressure. But the researchers

could find no significant link in the rest of the world be-

tween salt and blood pressure.

The Yanomami eat bananas and starchy roots all

day; you need to go to such extremes to lower your

blood pressure through diet. Nearly everybody in the

modern world eats between two and

five grams of sodium a day (1 and IVi

teaspoons of salt). Tinkering with

your salt intake in this range will not

affect your blood pressure. As the

Harvard Medical School Health Letter

concluded about the Intersalt study:

"It seems unlikely that salt intake is a

major influence on the development of

hypertension in most of the world's

populations."

Obesity and alcohol intake are strongly associated

with high blood pressure, and you can do yourself a

great favor by losing weight and drinking less. And In-

tersalt did show that the more salt people eat, on aver-

age, the more sharply their blood pressure increases as

us pleasure by making food taste better. Then, after they grow older. But the numbers are unimpressive. If

dinner, our bodies eliminate the salt we don't need.

That is why God gave us kidneys.

If salt caused high blood pressure, the average

American would be hypertensive, which is not the

case. I eat all the salt I want, much more than the Yano-

mami do, and my blood pressure is slightly below nor-

mal. My wife's is even lower, and she eats what I do

because I do all the cooking. Vegetarians generally

have lower blood pressure than carnivores, yet both

take in about the same amount of salt.

It was while contemplating the vacuous taste of an

unsalted potato chip that I decided to read through the

medical research about salt and hypertension from the

past decade or so and find out why America's public-

health establishment gets so steamed up about it. Hav-
ing done so, I still can't understand what the fuss is all

about. The animal studies are completely inconclu-

sive—some animals are sensitive to salt, others are re-

sistant, some get high blood pressure when they are

stressed, others do not. One research group managed to

raise the blood pressure of healthy laboratory rats only

by feeding them an 8 percent salt diet, the equivalent of

two cups a day for you and me . Clinical studies with hu-

man beings have never shown that salt can cause hyper-

tension in healthy people.

Nineteen eighty-eight was the year of the great salt

showdown, the massive Intersalt study. Fifty-two cen-

ters were established in thirty-two countries around the

world, from Argentina to Zimbabwe (the Yanomami
were of course included, along with three other isolated

Stone Age cultures), and 10,079 subjects in all were

tested. The results were extremely distressing to those

everybody in America slashed his or her salt consump-

tion from eight grams a day to two, the average blood

pressure would go down by only 2 percent.

Some people are extremely sensitive to salt; their

blood pressure goes way up when they eat it and down
when they don't. Of the 20 percent of Americans who
develop hypertension, between one-third and one-half

of them are salt-sensitive—no more than a tenth of the

population. They should avoid it, as should people with

congestive heart failure, liver disease, or kidney dis-

ease. If you have high blood pressure, you probably

know it already; ask your doctor to find out whether you

are salt-sensitive.

But the other 90 percent of us can handle just about all

the salt we feel like eating. Why public-health officials

would want the entire population to act as ifwe were aller-

gic to salt is beyond me, especially since nobody has ever

been able to demonstrate that moderate salt restriction

makes much of a difference to anyone. It's like making

everybody wear eyeglasses just because a few of us need

them. Yet that's what most government health authorities

urge. They never bother to calculate the profound bene-

fits that scrumptious food can bring to our otherwise des-

perate lives. In a thousand-plus pages of federal nutrition

reports I was unable to locate any instance of the words

delicious, delectable, savory, or yummy. And the com-

mittees that wrote the reports did not include one noted

chef, even though they are devoted to telling America, in

the most heartbreaking detail, how it should eat.

The Yanomami may win popularity contests in the

blood pressure industry, but they really have nothing to

tell us about how to live. Their hormone systems 270
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are in a constant and unusual state of alertness against the loss of

any sodium at all, almost as though their condition were an ill-

ness; injury and bleeding can be disastrous for them. And you

would be appalled to read how the Yanomami behave when

they're not having their blood pressure taken: almost halfof all

Yanomamo men have killed someone , and a third ofYanomamo
deaths are the result of violence! Most of these homicides are

part of an endless cycle of revenge between warring villages.

Killers enjoy high social status and get many more wives than

men who have not killed. (I think the Yanomami consider more

wives a good thing
.
) All Yanomami live in constant terror of vio-

lent death. They also take psychedelic drugs.

To be perfectly frank, the Yanomami are a bunch of blood-

thirsty maniacs who make Abu Nidal look like a scoutmaster.

Personally, I wouldn't be at all surprised if their tasteless behav-

ior is caused entirely by their tiny consumption of salt. But I

doubt that the blood pressure industry is looking into this.

Growing up in a hysterical anti-salt environment, a whole

generation of America's future homemakers lacks the slight-

est notion of how to cook with it and how the various types of

salt taste and behave. My young friends Jennifer and Lydia,

who claim to have graduated from elite eastern colleges,

didn't even know until I told them that the water for pasta must

be vigorously salted before the pasta goes in (a tablespoon for

each quart and four quarts of water for a pound of pasta) or the

noodles themselves will taste bland no matter how well you

salt the sauce. The same goes for potatoes. But peas and le-

gumes should be salted at the end of their cooking or their

skins will harden and split. Usually, salt added at the table be-

comes the dominant flavor, doesn't bind the other tastes to-

gether, and leaves you with a salty aftertaste. But sometimes

you love the feeling of salt crystals against your tongue, as on

pretzels, crackers, and chips.

When you cook a meat broth or a sauce, salting at the begin-

ning draws the meat's flavors and body into the liquid; salting at

the end leaves them in the meat. Don't salt fried foods before you

cook them or they will become soggy in the fryer, but be sure to

salt them as soon as they are done. Food eaten cold needs more

salt in cooking than food served hot. Add salt to your salad at the

very last minute or the greens will wilt; tossing coarse salt into a

salad immediately before serving it (not into the dressing) will

add a sparkle and a crunch.

I have prescribed two terrific high-salt dishes for Jennifer and

Lydia, to help cure their salt paranoia, and you might want to try

them too.

NEW POTATOES BAKED ON SEA SALT
(adapted from Paula Wolfert's World ofFood)

Paula has a wonderful recipe for new potatoes baked on a bed of

sea salt. The hot salt radiates an aromatic steam that imbues the po-

tatoes with a soft hint of sea air. Their texture is creamy perfection,

neither gummy nor waterlogged nor flaky. The method is three

hundred years old and calls forfleur de sel, the pink crystals pro-

duced in the first skimming of salt from the flats of the lie de Re on

the Charentais coast of France. "Gourmets come to the He de Re
from all over the world to taste this salt on fresh fish,

'

' Paula writes.

I've already made my airline reservations, but in the meanwhile

several tries with vanous readily available brands of sea salt 272
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and other fine stores.

ALASKA
Brewsters Pendleton, Anchorage

ARIZONA
Arizona Pendleton, Mesa: Fiesta Mall

• Tucson: Tucson Mall

Desert Pendleton, Phoenix: Metro
Center

-CALIFORNIA
Brea Pendleton, Brea

Buffalo Shirt Co., Half Moon Bay
Bullock's, Southern California Stores

Campbell's, Stockton

Carmel Pendleton, Carmel
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Country Classics, Claremont
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Emporium, San Francisco: Bay Area

Locations

Ford's, Pacific Grove
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San Francisco Pendleton, San Francisco
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Sullivan's, Bakersfield
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IDAHO
Snake River Pendleton, Twin Falls:

Magic Valley Mall

NEVADA
Bullock's, Las Vegas

OREGON
1893 Shops, McMinnville

The Clothes Tree, Albany • Corvallis:

Downtown
Frederick &. Nelson, Beaverton:

Washington Square

Griffith's Dept. Store, Grants Pass:

Grants Pass Shopping Center

Jennie's, Coos Bay
Made in Oregon, Beaverton: Washington

Square • Portland: Airport • Salem:

Downtown
Meier & Frank, Beaverton: Washington

Square • Clackamas: Clackamas

Town Center • Eugene • Portland:

Lloyd Center

The Portland Pendleton Shop, Portland

Reed &. Cross, Eugene

WASHINGTON
Bellevue Pendleton, Bellevue

Frederick &. Nelson, Bellevue • Everett

• Olympia • Seattle: Downtown,
Southcenter • Spokane: Downtown,
Northtown, University City

• Tacoma: Lakewood, Tacoma
Mall

Rottle's, Auburn
Seattle Pendleton, Seattle
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6:30 p.m. Reception

7:00 p.m. Fashion Show

Hyatt Regency BeOevue

900 Beilevue Way N.E.

Nordstrom Bellevue Concierge

(206) 455-5800x490
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have met with great success. Sea salt is expensive, but you can

freshen it with a little new sea salt and use it again.

1 '/2 lbs. small nevv potatoes

1 Vi cups coarse sea salt

Preheat the oven to 450°. Wash the potatoes and dry them. Line

the bottom of an enameled cast-iron pot (between eight and ten

inches in diameter) with the salt and lay the potatoes on it in one

layer. Cover tightly and bake for forty-five minutes to an hour or

until a small knife slides easily into the potatoes. Let stand out-

side the oven for five minutes with the cover askew. Brush off

the salt crystals that adhere to the potatoes and serve with or

without butter.

SALT-AND-PEPPER SHRIMP
The Yun Luk Rice Shoppe on Doyers Street in Chinatown was

among the best Cantonese restaurants in New York ten years ago

when Henry Hugh was chef, and I recently tracked Henry down
to see if he would part with the recipe for his delicious shrimp.

Salt is the main flavoring, and it seems to bind the sweetjuices of

the shrimp to the surface of the shells, where they caramelize and

take on an almost smoky taste. The dish uses three teaspoons of

salt, about 15,000 milligrams, which is the average salt ration of

a Yanomamo family of four, if they have families of four, for six

weeks. (But unless you swallow all the shells, you will consume

only a fraction of the salt.) The recipe serves two as a main

course or four as an appetizer.

1 lb. medium-large shrimp (14-16 per pound), shells on

3 tsp. salt (15,000 mg.)

4 cups peanut oil

2 tsp. cornstarch

1 garlic clove, minced

1 fresh red hot pepper (an inch or two long if very hot, long-

er if milder), chopped finely without removing the

seeds or internal membranes

1 tsp. dry sherry

3 scallions, white part only, finely shredded

With heavy scissors cut all along the back of each shrimp

through the shell and halfway down into the flesh; devein and

rinse well under cold water. Soak the shrimp for ten minutes in

one teaspoon of the salt dissolved in a cup of cold water. Drain

and pat dry in paper towels without rinsing.

In a wok slowly bring the oil to about 4(X)°. (If you prefer, use

two cups of oil instead of four and fry the shrimp in two batches
.

)

Just before frying, sprinkle the cornstarch over the shrimp

through a sieve and toss to coat evenly. Fry the shrimp for one

minute, tumbling them in the oil. Empty the contents of the wok
into a large strainer set over a bowl to collect the oil.

Return Vi tablespoon of oil to the wok, heat, add the garlic and

chopped pepper, cook for ten seconds without browning, add the

shrimp and 2 teaspoons of salt, toss a few times, sprinkle with the

dry sherry, toss, cover for ten seconds, uncover, toss a few more

times for about ten seconds, remove to a serving plate, and garnish

with the scallions. Eat the shrimp with your fingers or with chop-

sticks, sucking the burnished salt and juices from the shells before

discarding them. Or you can eat the shells too. •
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POINT OF VIEW

first lookat fall
Call it the puritan ethic, a hangover from the days of neat white collars and severe black suits. Call

it an economic awareness that puts practicality first. But no matter what fashion shenanigans

designers send down the runway, what ends up on women's backs is always something, well,

sensible. Let French women stalk their lovers in shoes with Eiffel Tower heels; levelheaded

Americans will opt for lowpumps. Let Italian women drag bolts ofchiffon behind them at night;

quick-witted Yankees grab the body-hugging dress that hops into a cab. And as you'll see, no-

where has that penchant for practicality' taken a bigger hold than on day fashion for fall. There's

a barrage of refreshing looks that borrow inspiration from casual country living—three-piece

suits in colorful country checks, jackets in bright hunting plaids trimmed with leather. Slim

pants and riding boots hit the city sidewalks as well, making way for the refined parka in silk or

taffeta

—

the overcoat of the season. Even the most humble backpack gets an uncommon

dressing-up in alligator. "Women want to choose things they know and love," says Manolo Blah-

nik, who created a collection ofchic country shoes (such as patent-leather moccasins) for the city

this fall, "and emphasize the quality.". . .Continuing the country-in-the-cit>' idea: the strapless

dress, which suddenly appears in all manner of thick, colorful wool tweeds and knits. Slipped

under a da\time jacket, it's the perfect alternative to a suit. At night it goes out with nothing at all

on top .... Practicality also has a hand in the current attraction ofaccessories. Now the key play-

ers in fashion, they extend the life ofany wardrobe and give it that personal twist. "It may have to

do with economics," says Paloma Picasso. "Until a few years ago, women would buy anuhing

new, then end up looking like a fashion plate for the designer. Now they know that everyone can

wear an accessory differently." . . . More news comes from a group of rebel designers. Running as

a deliberate crosscurrent to designers enamored of countn- chic, these young turks are reviving

the spirit of the mod generation with legs in layers, legs that shine and twinkle. Short boots

are paired with white tights and miniskirts; harlequin diamonds dance their way between satin

boots and paisley tops. Shoes lace up the leg or team up with lace stockings .... And that's not all.

There are heaps ofgiant faux jewels to scatter across the most basic little black dresses, to add

glint, dazzle, and shine to the neck or wrists, to push an already heavily beaded and embroidered

evening dress to the limit .... There are also legions ofshoes and boots—some with beaded

fringe, with jeweled clips, with embroiden' and rhinestones .... "The great thing about accesso-

ries," says Picasso, "is that there is no right or wrong. Everyone wears them her own way."

VOGl'E AUGUST 19 90 275
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This fall, designers are lifting pattern

and shape from casual country

clothes and dressing them up for the city.

Style boundaries blur, and what

was formerly weekend wear hits weekday

streets. A new hybrid-the urban sport-is born.

The result is sportswear as rich and

sophisticated as

it gets: fur-

trimmed tweed,

I^^^^A^ ^Xf%^th ^ taffeta parka,

suede leggings,

velvet oxfords, the knapsack in alligator

Now every designer-European and

American-is breaking the old rules, as casual

chic becomes international law

fashion%

An urbane harvest of color and texture, opposite page: Two- and three-piece plaid and tweed suits with a real sense of finish. Left to
right: long plaid jacket (about $750), vest (about $470), and short skirt (about $275) by Salvatore Ferraganno. Salvatore Ferragamo
Women's Boutique, NYC; Swansons on the Plaza; Neinnan Marcus. Wool tweed jacket with raccoon collar and cuffs (about $1,510),
merino wool turtleneck (about $250), and wool skirt (about $230) by Zang Toi. Martha International, NYC; Carol Levitt, Locust Vail )y
NY; Neiman Marcus. Plaid wool jacket (about $1,545) and wool skirt (about $360) by Christian Lacroix Pret a Porter. Martha. Fall jlor

scheme: a makeup palette of rich neutrals. Far left: on eyes, Barcelona Eyeshadow and Light, from Prescriptives' Trends 91 li e.

Center: on cheeks, Maquiriche Blushing Powder in Gilded Bronze, from Lancome. Near left: on lips, Givenchy's Beaute Lipstick #7.
In this story: hair, Stephen Rose for Faces, Paris; makeup, Michel Delarue. Details, more stores, last pages.

Fashion Editor: Jenny Capitain Photographer: Arthur Elgort
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Chanel's newest si

quilting? On a pa

PAGE Over a whit

Parka,

arK^

flnirt (•

black

(aboutcat suit

$785), and cat suit (about

$1,260) by Chanel. JacWet

and cat suit at Barneys New
York. Jacket at Hirshleifer's,

Manhasset NY; Nan Duskin,

Philadelphia, this page:

Double duty: Mario

Valentino's cotton cocoon
coat that reverses to fake

fur; wool stirrup pants. Jacket

(about $900) and pants

(about $300). Mario

Valentino Boutique, NYC;

Neiman Marcus. Details,

last pages.

Beyond the pale: ecru, one of the most

important colors in every collection



fashioni liew eds^
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Athletic pr

conventional sportswear

pieces reworked in the most
luxurious fabrics, this page

From one of Calvin Klein's

best sporty-yet-elegant

collections, his camel-hair

coat, riding pants and boots

Coat, about $1,275. Lamb s-

wool-and-cashmere

turtleneck. about $165. Wool

pants, about $335. Barneys

New York: Calvin Klein Store

Chestnut Hill MA; Nan
Duskin. Philadelphia. New
neutral on eyes: from Estee

Lauder s fall 1990 color

collection. Camel Beige

Signature Eyeshadow Single

OPPOSITE PAGE Falls Strongest

proportion—the short quilted

parka, long slim stirrup

pants. Claude Montana's

suede parka, wool-and-

elastic pants (about $565)

Both at Claude Montana
Boutique. Beverly Hills.

Details, more stor~~

last pagi
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Newly citified

sporting goods

riding pants,

ski leggings
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As city weeks move into

country weekends, the only

coat you need to bring.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Gianfranco
Ferre s opossum-trimmed silk

jacket over his shirt, sweater.
and narrow suede pants.

Jacket, sweater, and pants at

Romanoff Boutique. Coconut
Grove FL. Jacket and sweater
at Neiman Marcus. Jacket
also at Jimmy's. Brooklyn.

The city-right lip color:

Revlon's Super Lustrous
Lipstick in Sahara Rose, this

PAGE: This year's city suit

—

still big on plaid in bold
colors and on fabric with

nubby texture (wool boucle).
The added difference: fringe.

Bill Blass suit. Bergdorf

Goodman; Nan Duskin.

Philadelphia; Montaldo's.

Details, more stores,

last pages.
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fushion% new ease

A more subtle way to wear
fur, THIS PAGE Fendi's taffeta

parka lined with golden
sable. Jacket, leggings,

turtleneck, gloves, and
headband by Fendi-New

York. Fendi-New York, Bal

Harbour FL: Neiman Marcus.
OPPOSITE PAGE Perfect

connpanion to the new slim

pants: ankle boots, here
recalling gentlemen s spats.

Boots (about $395) by Robert
Clergerie. Barneys New York;

Neiman Marcus; Ecru. Los
Angeles. Suede trousers

(about $790) by Michael

Kors. Bergdorf Goodman;
Toby Lerner. Philadelphia;

The Gazebo, Dallas. Details.

more stores, last pages.
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ountry comes to town: the ultraluxurioij#

parka, the short boot *
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thinking mink, this page Calvin Klein takes

humble duffle coat and makes it chic in

. The same revisionist thinking: Hermes's
enim here, in button-front jeans. Coat,

alvin Klein for Alixandre. Revillon at Saks
fth Avenue; The Fur Salon at Nan Duskin.

iiladelphia; Saks Jandel. Washington DC.

A/eater with detachable print cuffs (about

1.100). jeans (about $325). scarf (about

$195). and gillies (about $525). all by

rmes. Pullover and jeans at Hermes. NYC,

inhasset NY. Chicago. Scarf and gillies at

ermes. NYC. Chicago, opposire page Just

iw dressed up country flats can get with

onochromatic tights or pants, they're the

jerfect alternative to city heels. Far left:

ace-ups by Calvin Klein Footwear, about
25. Bloommgdale's: Marshall Field's. Fogal

Switzerland tights. Parka, jacket, and skirt,

Calvin Klein. Center: shoes by Fratelli

ssetti. about $250. Fratelli Rossetti. NYC:
Ihouette. Chevy Chase MD. Tights by Hot
Sox, about $15. Barneys New York; Sox
)peal. Denver. Jacket and skirt. Zang Toi.

ar left: Joan & David oxfords, about $160.
oan & David, NYC, Boston. LoS.|A"geles.

)cks by Ralph Lauren Hosiery. dtlDut $31.
'olo/Ralph Lauren, NYC. Birmingham Ml.

lacket and pants, Michael Kors. Details,

more stores, last pages.
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fashion% new ease

Weekday or weekend: a

casual plaid jacket dressed

up with a cashmere polo

sweater, silk scarf, this page

Hermes jacket (about

$1,795). sweater (about

$1,595), and jeans (about

$325). Hermes, NYC.

Manhasset NY; Nan Duskin.

Philadelphia. A crisp

fragrance for fall days:

Amazone Eau de Parfum by

Hermes, opposite page: Urban

renewal—country

accessories done up to the

nth degree. Clockwise from

top left: no longer just for

the horsey set—an Hermes
scarf tied into a headband.
The oxford in cosmopolitan
velvet, from Escada. Leather

bucket bag and gold-studded

suede bag by Paloma
Picasso; plus the ultimate

knapsack—Chanel's— in

alligator. In from the cold:

black riding boots with deep
burgundy cuffs, Calvin Klein

Footwear. A parka as rugged

as L.L. Bean's but with a lot

more finesse: Jean Paul

Gaultier's. A blaze of color

—

not-so-country gillies by

Hermes. Color and texture

mix: Renaud Pellegrino

gauntlets. Sunglasses,

Christian Lacroix. Details.

more stores, last pages.



The A-line appears almost

everywhere: one of the best.

THIS PAGE Jaeger's wool coat.

About $625^ At all Jaeger

stores. The chicest

schoolbag in town; by Yves

Saint Laurent Rive Gauche.

OPPOSITE PAGE Three easy

pieces a short coat, jacket,

and skirt— in tweed. Coat

(about $1,460). jacket

(about $990), skirt (about

$375), and sweater (about

$460); all. Collection by

Ralph Lauren.

Bloomingdale's: Polo/Ralph

Lauren. Birmingham Ml.

Details, more stores

. . last pages, j

t
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Inspiration a la sixti

(with a little seventi

thrown in) strike

hitting from the leg on v

The black leg switches

a wild palette ofpatter

color, even glitti
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ing to new lengths: stockings and
leggings layered one over the other; shoes

^ go from the ankle to over the knee.

.MefT to RIGHT: Shoe by Yves Saint Laurent

Footwear. Windowpane leggings, Hue, over
' Danskin tights. Red boots by Jungle Shoes

for Patricia Field. Black Stephane Kelion

boots. Hue leggings. Red shoes, Claude

I.
Montana for Stephane Kelian. Hue sequined

"•^-t stockings. Boots by Yves Saint Laurent

PFootwear. Harlequin stockings by Doici

Calze. These pages: location, the

Coffee Shop, NYC; hair, Mitch Barry,-

makeup, Marie-Josee Lafontaine. Detj^

^ stores, last pages.

iehTiia^ Editor: Polly Mellefi

Wtotographer: Walter Ch^ ^' '
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Solidly gold, THIS PAGE, for left: I

pumps, Sidonie Larizzi for
f

Christian Lacroix. Mesh stockings!

by Pierre Montoux (about $30).
\

Barneys New York; Maxfield, Los(

Angeles. Near left: thigh-high, i

neospace-age boots by Maud
Frizon (about 51,225). Maud

Frizon Boutique, NYC. Cotton anci

Lycra leggings by Isaac Mizrahi
;

(about SI 20). Barneys New York;|

Hirshleifer's, Manhasset NY;

hoidfiS. Sumner, Boston. OPPOSITE

PAGE: Head-to-toe graphics in a
rough knit, set off with shiny faux

croc boots. Wool and viscose

leggings (about $740) by Christiarj

Lacroix Pret-a-Porter. Saks Fifth
j

Avenue, NYC; Harriet Kassmon,

Washington DC; Amen Wordy,
Newport Beach CA. Maud Frizon

Club boots (about $615). Maud
Frizon Boutique, NYC. Details,

more stores, lost pages.



Gold stockings and an uninhibited

scramble ofpattern that

boasts inspiration from the sixties

II



'60s something

The sixti^:> was the last

time i^- Aving memory
that legs had any real fun.
Sk' rts were short, so legs

could show off ankle
bracelets. Legs wore
stockings in dizzy Op-Art
patterns, fishnet. Legs had their very

own bronze makeup. Vogue, with a straight face, even en-

couraged readers to put blush on their kneecaps.

Nothing amusing in what came next: in the seventies stock-

ings were enriched with punk's signature rips and holes. Then

came the eighties, which boasted ankle-length or leg-baring

skirts—but in either case gams were clad in glum black

opaques. Today sixties legs are back, prodded by the mono-

chromatic recycling of sixties fashions in clothes. There's a

resurgence of the "little nothing" shift, beloved by Jackie O.

and the tribe of ladies who lunched back then. Lacroix does

the cat suit. Roehm picks up on such fine period details as

leather trim and welt stitching. Pucci has made a wildly her-

alded comeback. Kamali, bless her, has put patchwork back

on the map.

Even those designers who were still in diapers in the swinging

sixties have come out with their versions. Mizrahi does the tur-

tleneck and the wrap skirt. CD Greene likes the paillette-plated

trapeze dress. Christian Francis Roth's collection this season

featured bright, plain colors, clean and simple lines, and graph-

ic. Pop Art-ish takeoffs of Crayola crayons.

While they are borrowing bits and pieces of sixties looks,

designers are also including a fresh emphasis on the leg.

There's a richer stocking wardrobe available. Leggings are

layered over tights; see-thiough stockings contrast with plain;

3-D textured stockings are something to consider. A new
shoe attitude is afoot, too, everything from shoes with rococo

decoration to thigh-high glam-rock boots.

Back in the Twiggy-powered sixties, XhtNew York Herald

Tribune'^ Eugenia Sheppard thoughtfully described the peri-

od's ideal leg as "a round little pole." She added, "Actually,

it looks as much like a forearm as a leg. Legs and arms seem to

match, as they do with a child.
'

' While today's leg is shapeli-

er than a starved, skinny pole, there is a shred of an idea to

copy: the leg can be accessorized with the same kind ofcare as

the arm. —JODY SHIELDS

>-v*
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Last seen in the sixties and seventies, the white leg is back

—

plain, patterned, and sequined. LEFT TO RIGHT: Boots (about
$500) by Mario Valentino. Mario Valentino Boutique, NYC.
Stockings (about $11) by Danskin. Bloomingdale's; Marshall

Field's. Suede boots, Robert Clergerie (about $330).
Bloomingdale's; Ultimo Ltd., Chicago; Neiman Marcus.

Sequined stockings by Hue (about $300). Bloomingdale's, NYC.
Philippe Model pumps (about $535). Neiman Marcus; Lina Lee,

Beverly Hills. Hue stockings (about $23). Bloomingdale's;
Macy's, San Francisco. Details, more stores, last pages.
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r60s something
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yvhimsy to match a wildly printed

at suit, THIS PAGE, two contrasting-

colored shoes to create a single

pair. Shoes by Manolo Blahnik.

Each pair, about $430. Bergdorf

Goodman. Sleek sixties hair: the

return of the fall, anchored by a

wide headband. OPPOSITE PAGE:

Two kinds of patterns—lace-up

shoes and lace stockings. For left:

shoes (about $235) by Frotelli

Rossetti. Frotelli Rossetti, NYC;
Silhouette, Chevy Chase MD. Doici

Caize stockings (about $18). New
York Socks, NYC; The Broadway,

Los Angeles. Near left: Robert

Clergerie shoes (about $318).

Barneys New York; Neiman
Marcus. Calvin Klein Hosiery.

Details, more stores, last pages.



gettin

Gemstones: the bigger, the

brighter, the better

When it comes to faux jewels,

designers can't hold back,

scattering them on everything

from evening dresses

to handbags

300
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Causing a riot of color:

earrings and bib

necklace of multicolored

stones by Jose & Maria

Barrera. Earrings about

$200, necklace about
$750. Martha

International, NYC;
Neiman Marcus. On
wrist. Wendy Cell's

cobblestone cuff, which
she calls "a tiny mosaic.

because the entire

surface is covered with

stones." About $650.
Saks Fifth Avenue.

' Crown-pattern cuff by

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-

Amun. About $560.
Francesca Girard, NYC.

Manhasset NY; Jest

Jewels. San Francisco.

Hat. Christian Lacroix.

Sunglasses by Mercura.

about $250. Churchill's.

NYC; Theodora,

Chicago; Glitz, Los
Angeles. The fragrance

equivalent of riotous

color: Christian Lacroix's

C'est la vie! In this

story: hair, Sam
McKnight for Daniel

Galvin at La Coupe;
makeup. Mary

Greenwell; brunette wig

from Theresa's Wigs,

NYC. Details, more
stores, last pages.

Fashion EdKor:
Cariyne Cerff de

Dudzeele
Photographer:

Patrick Demarchelier
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What do sl«»|

and a Napoleojl U. _^

hove in cor^Fj^? In t

case, the ^^me decorative "

effet^-ffinge. The
'

sottifsiings, however, were

actually inspired by the

fringe on a lampshade at

the Hotel Sacher in Vienna.

Shoes, about $510. Bergdorf

Goodman; Nan Duskin,

Philadelphia; Neiman
kAAarcus. Adding another

r" kind of gleam: legs

upholstered in solidly

sequined pants. By Vol

Piriou, about $1,500. Yoshi,

NYC; Caron Cherry, Bal

Harbour FL; Tiziana, Lofc.

Angeles. Stockings by

Berkshire Hosiery. Chair

courtesy Marie-Helene et

Guy de Rotlvschild. In this

story: most photographs

taken on location at

Chateau Ferrieres. Details,

more stores, lost pages. ^

Fashion Editor:

Andre Leon Talley

Photographer:

oscoi Chevaiiter
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Classic leathsr and suede

ballerina flats gei a

shoeshine with rhinestones

and tiny gilt framed mirrors

All by Ar.drea Mister. In

shoes: silk chiffon scarves

by Charvet. More sparkle

plenty: Christian Locroix's

jeweled gloves; suede

gloves with napo design by

Paloma Picasso. Parchment

trunk, Yves Saint Laurent

Boutique, Paris. Details,

more stores, last pages.
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Call it rockin' rococo,

OPPpSilE PAGE elaborate

touches go where they're

least expected. Gold balls

and faux cabochon jewels

punctuate a for scarf; suede

gloves sprout gold foliage

and feathers. Scarf by Yves

Saint Laurent Fourrure.

Jacket by Yves Saint Laurent

Rive Gauche. Gloves by

Yves Saint Laurent hiaute

Couture. Another jewel

—

Yves Saint Laurent's Fard a

Levres Lipstick #71 in Ruby
Red. Hair, James Bradshaw

for Jean Louis David.

THIS PAG E: Nothing's sacred.

Prompted by the

ornamental impulse, boots

take on a rich look. By

Manolo Blahnik, about

$850. Bergdorf Goodman;
Neiman Marcus. Bodysuit

and skirt by Azzedine AlaVo.

Bodysuit, SI,335. Skirt, $51 0.

Alaia Boutique, NYC. Hair,

Stephen Gould for Faces,

Paris. These two pages:

makeup, Emmanuelle Strich

for Jean Louis David.

Details, more stores,

lost page^
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special effe^s



Even when -h^y're covered

up, legs o.e the center of

attention. Here, decorated

Its thot really go over the

ip; some even go over the

ee. NEAR RIGHT: Thigh-high

tbfic boots sprinkled v»^ith

rhinestone-and-bead

owflakes, by Adrienne

ittadini. About $800.

Irienne Vittadini Boutique,

Beverly Hills, center: Velvet

'^ boots patterned with

beadwork plus a pair of

brooches. By Maud Frizon,

qbout $965. Maud Frizon
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flowers for vioiefa

a
clean, clear light pours down on Las Palmas Park and

the avenue in front of Violeta Chamorro's house. The

wind, which has been off the lake for days, is from a

different quarter now. It sends the blue-and-white Nic-

araguan flag in Violeta's front yard slapping against its

pole, and the air is filled with the peculiar smell of Ma-

nagua in March—woodsmoke, bus exhaust, and a vaguely floral

scent from the lavender blossoms that swirl along the street. My
own flowers for Violeta did not appear at the hotel desk as prom-

ised, so I have arrived at her gate like an empty-handed suitor

—

embarrassed but on time.

From the outside. Violeta's house is unremarkable. Inside,

though, it opens onto a gracious, sun-filled courtyard, off which

lies a narrow sitting room with jalousied windows cranked open to

let in the breeze. Against one wall is a spinet with yellowed keys;

against another, a couch. Between them, a reclining chair, conve-

nient to an antique telephone on a marble base. Also within reach

is a canister of Danish butter cookies . The end tables hold a planter

of flame red geraniums, a bird-of-paradise flower, and two

books

—

Emily Post's Etiquette and Introducing Japan.

Among the photographs that line the walls and piano are several

of Violeta and her late husband. Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, in a

launch on a river, perhaps the San Juan. In sunglasses and a wide-

brimmed hat. she leans back confidently into his arms. But most

of the photographs are of the Chamorro children—all in their thir-

ties now. all handsome, all public figures, though not all on the

same side in the treacherous game of Nicaraguan politics.

The oldest, Pedro Joaquin, Jr., is an affable journalist who once

sided with the Contras and is now one of his mother's closest aides.

The youngest, Carlos Fernando, edits Barricada, the official voice

of the Sandinista party. In photos, Carlos often affects a brooding,

dramatic pose. The dark-haired daughters are also split politically.

Cristiana is an editor of the anti-Sandinista newspaper La Prensa.

Her older sister, Claudia, serves as a Sandinista diplomat in Spain.

To many outside Nicaragua, the family is a metaphor for the divided

country itself, but the public position of the Chamorros has been that

family transcends politics and always will.

A rooster crows, and from the courtyard comes the tap of Dona
Violeta's famous crutches, depicted most recently in a political

cartoon as wrapped around Daniel Ortega's neck.

My aunt ' s a bit eccentric
, '

' one of her nieces has warned me

.

But when Violeta Chamorro enters, eccentric is the last word
that comes to mind. She is the girl your mother wanted you to mar-

r\\ sixty now but looking much younger, dignified, and with

enough passion in her eyes to convince you your mother was right.

After the customar> pecks on the cheek, she leans her crutches

against a chair and. tucking a pillow behind her neck, lies back in

the recliner. Sunlight through the jalousies falls on her silver hair.

"What do you want to know?" she asks in Spanish.

"Tell me what you remember about growing up."

She smiles. Violeta's smile is singular, an invitation to pleasure

rather than irony. "I remember everything," she says. "Thank
God, I don't have arteriosclerosis yet."

She was bom in Rivas, a dusty town 1 09 kilometers southeast of

Managua on Cornelius Vanderbilts old transit route to the Pacific

Ocean. Her father was a rancher, and her mother came from a

commercial family. "That's her there," Violeta says, pointing to

a sepia print of a slightly startled-looking woman and three chil-

dren. The two boys are looking at someone off to the side. The
baby girl, Violeta, is sitting in her mother's lap. wise and well fed.

The inscription is to Violeta" s grandmother: "For our mother with

i><f trwrnwrp
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PREVIOUS PAGES, LEFT: Photograph of Violeta and

Pedro Joaquin as newlyweds. ABOVE: Violeta has

transformed what was once her husband's study

into a shrine to his martyrdom. The glass-fronted

cabinet contains artifacts such as his bloody shirt.
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RIGHT: Political graffiti referring

to Violeta and her son on the

outside of the Chamorro
house. A surrounding wall has

been built to preserve it.
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all the affection of her children, Amalia."

"That's my mother" s name," Violeta explains.

Altogether there were seven children in the Barrios family.

They lived in a house fronting the central square, but the fam-

Wyfinca (land) was some distance away. Violeta says she had

an unfettered childhood . She attended the public school in Ri-

vas until the third grade, when her parents decided she should

go to a private boarding school in Granada, on the northwest-

em shore of Lake Nicaragua.

Because the road between Rivas and Granada was in poor

repair. Violeta made the all-day journey by boat. "Every

time 1 made that trip," she says, "it was like taking a trans-

atlantic voyage. But the ship was nothing more than a steam-

boat loaded with cargo and passengers and cows. Sometimes

the engineer would have to stop in the middle of the lake to

make repairs, and we'd drift on the water, leaning over the

rails, lost in talk."

In Granada, Violeta's older brother Carlos pointed her out

to his school friend Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, son of the edi-

tor of La Prensa. Pedro Joaquin would remember Carlos's

sister only as a dark little girl with braided hair. But she had

clearly had an effect on him. "Years before anything started

between us," Violeta says, "Pedro called Carlos by the nick-

name Cuiiado, which means 'brother-in-law.'

When she was fifteen, after three years at a Catholic high

school in Managua, Violeta was sent to San Antonio, Texas,

to learn English. Her father had been educated at MIT, and he

wanted all his children, not just the boys, to study abroad.

"The school was called Our Lady of the Lake," Violeta

says. "I didn't learn a thing there." She told her father as

much, writing him, "Stop wasting your money."

But her father, whom she describes as a beautiful person,

honest and hardworking, wrote back, "Make an effort to

learn something. You're not coming home."
"So I stayed," she says.

Until
this moment, the house has been silent except

for Violeta's strong, clear voice. But the house-

hold is beginning to stir: voices in the courtyard,

the padding of maids' feet. Violeta's willowy

daughter Cristiana pauses at the door of the sitting

room and moves on. Cristiana's husband, Antonio

Lacayo, a key adviser to his mother-in-law, is leaving this

morning on a mission to Honduras to negotiate the demobili-

zation of the Contras. Before his marriage, Antonio studied

for the priesthood. The joke in Managua is that he preferred

Cristiana to Christ.

You have to have a sense ofhumor to live in a country like

Nicaragua," Violeta reminds me in a different context.

The cock crows once more . Someone has set glasses ofwa-
ter on the coffee table's lace doily.

"I finally learned some English at Blackstone College in Vir-

ginia," Violeta continues. But formal education ended in 1948

when her father died suddenly and she returned to Nicaragua.

The following year her brother Carlos ran into his school

friend Pedro Joaquin Chamorro at a restaurant in Managua
and invited him to go hunting at the Barriosy/Mca. On the way
there Carlos told him, "I need to circle back by the house in

Rivas and pick up my little sister," and Pedru had in mind the

dark child with braided hair. When he saw Violeta, he was
shocked. In short, she says, he fell in love.
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Violeta offered up a pul

a dream of ^vhat Nicara<

The telephone rings, but instead of answering, Violeta lifts

the receiver and places it in her lap.

Pedro Joaquin, she continues, was an ardent suitor. Despite

his responsibilities as editor of La Prensa, he rode his bicycle

from Managua to Rivas, about a hundred kilometers, every

weekend to see her. For a year, Violeta resisted his proposal of

marriage. "I regret wasting that year now,
'

' she adds.

Their marriage would become the stuff of Nicaraguan leg-

end. "Pedro said he didn't care for politics, but he led an in-

tensely political life." On several occasions his needling of

the Somoza dictatorship landed him in prison or under house

arrest. Their four children were bom during this chaotic peri-

od, and Violeta remembers shuttling between her household

responsibilities and prison, taking messages and food to Pe-

dro. Together they suffered exile in the remote town of San

Carlos and then, after their escape from Nicaragua by row-

boat down the Rio Frio, in San Jose, Costa Rica. When an at-

tempted invasion of Nicaragua, which Pedro was
instrumental in organizing, failed, he was jailed again. Even-

tually granted amnesty, he retumed to La Prensa, where he

continued a vigorous campaign of words against the dictator-

ship. Violeta and the children, meanwhile, tried to resume

normal life in Managua, although life for the Chamorros un-

der a Somoza could never have been considered routine.

On January 10, 1978, Violeta was in Miami with her

brother-in-law Jaime Chamorro and his wife, Hilda. Jaime

had flown to Miami for a medical appointment, and Violeta

was taking the opportunity to shop for Cristiana's wedding

dress. She was browsing in the Omni, a shopping center on

Biscayne Boulevard, when Jaime and Hilda found her.

"There's been an accident," Jaime said.

"Is he dead?"

Jaime paused. "We just don't know yet.
'

'

That morning, Pedro Joaquin's Saab had been intercepted

on a Managua street as he was driving alone to La Prensa.

Gunmen fired shotgun blasts through the windshield, and al-

though word hadn't arrived yet in Miami, Pedro had died on

the way to the hospital or shortly after arriving. Violeta flew

back by way ofGuatemala, arriving in time to receive Pedro's

body from the hospital. It had been accompanied by a proces-

sion of forty thousand grieving Nicaraguans. Many of them

lit candles and camped all night in Las Palmas Park.

"He had been crucified for his country," Violeta says.

As widow of the martyred newspaperman, Violeta was one

of the most visible symbols of Nicaraguan resistance to the

Somoza regime. After the revolution of 1979, the FSLN, a

small militant faction within the broader revolutionary front,

seized the popular mood and asked her to serve as one of five

members of a ruling junta. As a tribute to her late husband,

she accepted, although she quickly became disillusioned by

the Sandinistas' disdain for democratic principles.

After slightly more than nine months on the junta ("I was

pregnant with the junta," she jokes), she resigned and took

over her husband's newspaper, where she leamed every-

thing, she says, "except how to run the presses."



of rectitude and courage,

jht someday be

While many other Nicaraguans fled to Miami or took up arms

alongside the Contras, Violeta stayed in Managua, becoming

one of the principal voices of opposition to Sandinista rule. Her

editorials in La Prensa were often censored. Sandinista mobs

vandalized her home. In June 1986, the newspaper itself was

closed down by the Sandinistas for more than a year.

Despite her personal struggle against Sandinista rule, Vio-

leta was startled by her nomination last fall as candidate of the

fourteen-party UNO coalition and by her landslide victory in

the February 25 elections .
"

I would never have imagined that

this would happen to me. I would never have imagined that

this is how democracy would come to my country
. '

'

During the campaign, Violeta was criticized for not having

a specific political platform. She had pledged to end the mili-

tary draft and decrease the size and political orientation of the

Nicaraguan armed forces. Otherwise, though, her platform

had contained few specific proposals and was mostly the sort

of general hopeful stance of any politician running for office.

Although advocating more freedom in the marketplace, she

had not, for instance, detailed the short-term economic sacri-

fices her government would ask the Nicaraguan people to

make. Violeta's themes, instead, centered on peace and na-

tional reconciliation. (And in a bold move that surprised both

her critics and her supporters, she announced after inaugura-

tion that she was retaining Humberto Ortega, brother of the

defeated Sandinista president, as head of the army.)

The voters had seemed to respond to her out of rarely artic-

ulated human needs. Perhaps they wanted to be her, or one of

her children. They certainly wanted to live under her roof.

She had offered up a public life of rectitude and courage, had

maintained decorum within a divided family, and had kept a

house that was simple and orderly, humming with purposeful

energy, a dream of what Nicaragua might someday be.

"It's not that I wanted the position," she says. "The peo-

ple asked me to accept, and I did so gladly because the need in

this country is so great.
'

'

She places the telephone receiver back on the hook, and it

immediately rings again, a distraction she tries to ignore. "I

hate phones," she says.

At just that moment, we hear the clatter of footsteps on the

courtyard tile. "Ah," she says, "my vice president."

Virgilio Godoy enters the room and sits with a sigh. A genial,

meticulous man, he is at the center of a scandal the papers are

calling Godoygate, and his expression seems proof that it is the

universal plight of vice presidents to suffer indignity.

"rm being interviewed
, '

' Violeta says

.

"Oh, well, I'll come back later," Godoy says.

"No. Stay. Someone called from the Honduran embassy.

They need papers signed for Antonio's trip." And she turns

to me. "You see that things are getting hectic around here.

Everyone has problems to talk about
.

" She asks if I can 386

Out in the garage Pedro Joaquin's motorcycle rests on blocks

in front of a blown-up photograph of its erstwhile rider. The

same photo is on the wall in the office of La Prensa.

mir.
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Up to hpH a million children languish in foster

care today. \Amy isn^t anyone paying attention to them?

^ By Joan Smith



At adoption fairs, parents
look over some of the

children—like five-year-old

Marie Moore, opposite—
availatile for placement.

Frank Swensen, this page, left,

was abandoned by his drug-
addict mother at four. Now

thirteen, he is being
adopted by Michael

Lawson, a single lawyer.

Photographer:
Jock Sturges
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Yolanda Brown, with her husband, Randal Roberson, found
Kimberiee two years ago at an adoption fair. Kimberlee's
mother was an alcoholic, and social workers said the child

might be hyperactive or retarded. "So far," Yolanda says,

"nothing they warned me about has happened."

haley
is still wise enough at five to prefer having

fun to talking about it. He has ducks to feed, a gi-

ant trampoline to conquer, hot dogs to eat, gold-

fish to catch—and only today to do all of it. So

Haley dashes off, and you'd never guess that he's

here in this lush suburban park just south of San

Francisco to find himself a permanent family.

Not that Haley is looking. He doesn't quite realize that the

people he calls Grandpa and Grandma, who took him home
from the hospital where he spent the first fifteen months of his

life, are his foster parents. He does sometimes ask about his

mama. But Grandpa, Elgin Frye, never tells what he knows,

that Haley's mother abandoned him when he was bom, that

she was a drug addict and the last he heard of her she was in

jail. The Fryes would like to keep Haley, but they worry

about his future. They are in their sixties and figure he needs

someone younger, someone likely to be there for him when
they're gone.

So Haley doesn't know that this upbeat event, so festive it

could be a circus come to town, is really an adoption fair, a

place for people who want to adopt to look over a few of the

children who need parents. People have been asking about

Haley all day; he is a burst of kinetic energy, solemn with

enormous brown eyes. A small crowd has surrounded Flora,

an alert fourteen-month-old with a beautiful face and a seem-

ingly endless capacity for affection, and DeShawn, the

twelve-month-old boy she's been raised with. Yolanda
Brown walks her two-year-old child, Kimberiee, whom she

found as an infant at a similar fair, into the throng around Flo-

ra. "Kimberiee, honey, this is your sister," she says. Flora
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The law says that all childre it

on their way to adoption w^ 4

and Kiqnberlee, who've never met, examine one another with
\

interest. Eventually Kimberiee gives Flora a little hug, and i

Flora kisses her sister on the wrist.

There are ninety-five children here today from seven \

northern California counties. And you'd never know that i

they are all "special needs" kids, a growing and rather broad

category that includes just about any child who isn't a white

baby, as well as children with emotional and physical prob-

lems, brothers and sisters who need to be placed together,

kids who've been in foster care so long and rejected so many
times they've become emotionally disturbed.

Haley, for instance, has three strikes against him. He was

bom with breathing problems and excess fluid around his

brain, for which he still has a thin implanted tube mnning

from his head into his abdomen. He is black. And he's now
more than three years old, the magic age at which children be-

come less desirable to adoptive parents. DeShawn is black, a

crack baby his foster parents nursed through months of sleep-

lessness, diarrhea, and retching. Flora is also black and, like

Kimberiee, was exposed to alcohol in the womb. "Flora is a

little slow," says her foster mother, Patricia Balding. Kim-

beriee and her sister are the sixth and seventh offspring of a

mother who's given up all her children for adoption.

Lisa Burleson, one of the social workers who organized

this event to find black families for black and biracial chil-

dren, says she used to hate the whole idea of adoption fairs.

"It felt like a slave auction," she says. "One year they even

walked the kids across the stage.
'

' The social workers kept it

up because the fairs seemed to work. "We've been bringing

kids to this fair for four years," says Karen McCord, another

organizer, "and we've found homes for about half ofthem.
'

'

"People have to see these kids to realize how beautiful they

are," says Haley's foster father, ElginFrye. "That's why the

fairs are a good thing, to show people that just because you've

had problems or been in foster care doesn't mean you aren't a

great kid."

So the prosp)ective parents, armed with inspiration and ad-

vice ("Play with the kids, talk to them, but don't ask them

about their parents or why they're here"), stop to cuddle a

baby or to watch the older kids play. Some drift into the rec-

reation center to browse through the big photo albums each

county uses to catalog its children up for adoption or to watch

videotapes of kids playing as their name , age , race , and coun-

ty flash across the screen. Some of the tapes are of children

who are here today, others are of older kids who stayed home

this year.

"We limited the age to about eight this time," says Burle-

son. "It's just too painful for them. I brought a ten-year-old

boy last year and he definitely didn't want to come back. The

adults were paying a lot of attention to the younger kids and he

just stared—a lot of the older kids do—as if to say, 'Isn't any-

one going to pay attention to me?'
"

No one really likes adoption fairs, any more than they like the

idea of newspaper columns and TV spots promoting the "fos-
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eighteen months. That simply isn^t happening

ter child of the day." But such tactics have become increas-

ingly common around the country. There are parties for

children with physical disabilities; fairs like the one in Cali-

fornia to match minority children with parents of the same

race; events to peddle older children. Together they are the

measure of how desperate the situation for children in foster

care has become.

Infertile white couples are meeting their desire for children

in increasingly creative ways—bringing home 9,000 infants

a year from Korea, Brazil , and other countries and using law-

yers to arrange the independent adoption of 25,000 offspring

of young, mostly white, teens. Meanwhile, 360,000 to

500,000 children languish in foster care in the United States.

Most have been taken from their parents by child-welfare

workers because of neglect, abuse, or exposure to drugs and

alcohol. A disproportionate number are minority children.

More than half have physical or emotional problems that

qualify them as special-needs kids.

The number of children pulled into the system as a result of

abuse and neglect has tripled since 1976. From 1986 to 1989

alone, there was a 29 percent increase in the number of chil-

dren in foster care. No one knows how many children are in

emergency shelters, waiting for a foster home.

In theory, and by law, all of these children should be on

their way to adoption or back with their parents within eigh-

teen months of entering the system. That isn't happening.

Some cities are simply gridlocked: social workers are so busy

investigating new reports of abuse and neglect they don't

have time to follow up on the kids who are already in foster

care or temporary shelters. In Los Angeles social workers

handle as many as seventy-eight children at a time. The only

way some manage to make the mandatory monthly visits to

these children is by calling foster parents and asking them to

put the kids out on the curb for a quick drive-by. "You never

really catch up," says San Francisco child-welfare worker

Randy Roebuck. "You're always putting out fires."

President Bush has made a point of promoting the adoption

of such cast-off children. But the message from the White

House has been anemic at best. Bush is offering a small one-

time tax credit to people who adopt physically and develop-

mentally handicapped children, but his administration has

done nothing to restore the massive funding cuts his predeces-

sor made in the child-welfare system that makes most adop-

tions happen. In 1981 the Reagan administration cut the

federal block grant that funds child-protective services by 2

1

percent. The Children's Defense Fund estimates that federal

funding for child welfare is now about half of what it was in

1975, once the figures are adjusted for inflation.

The crunch means that only thirty-six thousand children

—

less than 10 percent of the kids in foster care—have made
their way to the last stop in the system's pip)eline and been

freed for adoption in court hearings to terminate their parents'

rights. "Social workers are too busy to prepare for termina-

tion hearings,
'

' says Joe Kroll of the North American Council

on Adoptable Children, a coalition of adoptive-parent sup-

port groups. Judges, in turn, are reluctant to end the relation-

ship between parent and child permanently, and for good

reason. Once a child has been taken from home, parents are

supposed to have up to eighteen months to do whatever it

takes to correct the problem—find an apartment or get into

drug treatment or get counseling for abusive behavior. The

trouble is that housing, drug treatment, and counseling for

poor parents are virtually nonexistent.

' 'There is nothing to refer these parents to because there are

no programs," says Bemardine Dohm of the Cook County

Public Guardian's Office in Chicago, which represents

abused and neglected children. "You have to see these court

orders to believe them: 'Mother shall get adequate housing.

'

You can imagine what it's like to find adequate housing in

Chicago. 'Mother shall go to drug-treatment program. ' There

are virtually no drug-treatment programs for poor women.

You can go on and on
.

"

So thousands of children remain in a sort of limbo, ren-

dered invisible by confidentiality laws. "There's nobody to

fightforthem," saysKroll. "It's virtually impossible to even

find out who they are.

"

Children who are finally released for adoption face other

obstacles. Interracial adoption is discouraged by most adop-

tion experts, who believe that a child is best prepared to face

the culture's undeniable racism by a parent of his or her own
race. But no one agrees what to do if a parent of the same eth-

nic background isn't immediately available for a child. Black

people are four times as likely as members of other ethnic

groups to adopt, but it's hard to imagine how they can keep up

with the need: in Massachusetts, where 5 percent of the popu-

lation is black, 60 percent of the waiting kids are black. In

Maryland, 26 percent of the population is black and 85 per-

cent of the kids are black. As the controversy rages, the chil-

dren wait.

States are relaxing other rules for special-needs children,

considering adoptive parents they never have before—older

parents, single men and women, gays, low-income parents,

and people with disabilities. Still, children most often bounce

from foster home to foster home. The older they become, the

more scars they are likely to bear and the harder it is to find

parents willing to take a chance on them. Only a third of the

relatively few children with special needs who are freed for

adoption ever do find a home.

The children at adoption fairs are, in a sense, the lucky

ones: their chances are fifty-fifty. A toss-up.

Ginny Lawrence, director of a California foster program
called Children's Garden, tells a story about a child who
moved into one of her group homes after being kicked around

in foster care for years: "He just walked into the house,

plunked down his things, and said, 'OK, who's my mom and

who's my dad?' These are not your average kids with average

childhood experiences.

"

Frank Swensen is one of those kicked-around kids. An ar-

ticulate and attractive thirteen-year-old who ooks six- 387



She was tired of using her body anc^ her wits to get men
to pay—^no matter how worthy the cause

A STORY BY MARGARET ATW• !•]•

I

am gaining weight. I'm not getting bigger, only

heavier. This doesn't show up on the scales:

technically I'm the same. My clothes still fit, so

it isn't size, what they tell you about fat taking up

more space than muscle. The heaviness I feel is

in the energy I bum up getting myself around:

along the sidewalk, up the stairs, through the

day. It's the pressure on my feet. It's adensity of

the cells, as if I've been drinking heavy metals.

Nothing you can measure, although there are the

usual nubbins of flesh that must be firmed, roped in, worked

off. Worked. It's all getting to be too much work.

Some days, I think, I'm not going to make it. I will have a

hot flash, a car crash. I will have a heart attack. I willjump out

the window.

This is what I am thinking as I look at the man. He's a

rich man, that goes without saying: if he weren't rich, nei-

ther of us would be here . He has excess money, and I'm try-

ing to get some of it out of him. Not for myself; I'm doing

nicely , thank you . For what we used to call charity and now
call good causes. To be precise, a shelter for battered wom-
en. Molly's Place, it's called. It's named after a lawyer

who was murdered by her husband, with a claw hammer.
He was the kind of man who was good with tools. He had a

workbench in the cellar. The lathe, the vise, the buzz saw,

the works.

I wonder if this other man, sitting so cautiously across the

tablecloth from me, has a workbench in the cellar too. He
doesn't have the hands for it. No calluses or little nicks. I

don't tell him about the claw hammer, or about the arms and

legs hidden here and there about the province, in culverts, in

wooded glades, like Easter eggs or the clues in some gro-

tesque treasure hunt. I know how easily frightened such men
can be by such possibilities. Real blood, the kind that cries

out to you from the ground.

We've been through the ordering, wh»ch involved the rue-

ful production of the reading glasses, by both of us, for the

scanning of the ornate menu. We have at least one thing in

common: our eyes are going. Now I smile at him and twiddle

thestemofmy wineglass, and lie judiciously. This isn't even

my thing, I tell him. I got sucked into it because I have a hard

time saying no. I'm doing it for a friend. This is true enough:

Molly was a friend.

He smiles and relaxes. Good, he's thinking. I am not one of

those earnest women, the kind who lecture and scold and

open their own car doors. He's right, it's not my style. But he

could have figured that out from my shoes: women like that

do not wear shoes like this. I am not, in a word, strident, and

his instinct in asking me to lunch has been justified.

This man has a name, of course. His name is Charles. He's

already said: Call me Charles. Who knows what further de-

lights await me? Chuck may lie ahead, or Charlie. Charlie is

my darling. Chuck, you big hunk. I think I'll stick with

Charles.

The appetizers arrive, leek soup for him, a salad for me,

endive with apples and walnuts, veiled with a light dressing,

as the menu puts it. Veiled. So much for brides. The waiter is

another out-of-work actor, but his grace and charm are lost on

Charles, who does not reply when ordered to enjoy his meal.

"Cheers," says Charles, lifting his glass. He's already

said this once, when the wine appeared. Heavy going. What

are the odds I can get through this lunch without any mention

of the bottom line?

Charles is about to tell a joke. The symptoms are all there:

the slight reddening, the twitch of the jaw muscle, the crin-

kling around the eyes.

"What's brown and white and looks good on a lawyer?"

I've heard it. "I'll bite. What?"

"A pit bull."

"Oh, that's terrible. Oh, you are awful."

Charles allows his mouth a small semicircular smile. Then

apologetically: T didn't mean woman lawyers, of course."

"I don't practice anymore. I'm in business, remember?"

But maybe he meant Molly.



Would Molly have found this joke funny? Probably. Certain-

ly at first. When we were in law school, working our little

butts off because we knew we had to be twice as good as the

men to end up with less than the same, we used to go out for

coffee breaks and kill ourselves laughing, making up silly

meanings for the things we got called by the guys. Or women
in general got called: but we knew they meant us.

''Strident. A brand of medicated toothpick used in treat-

ment of gum disease
. '

'

"OK! Shrill. As in the Greater Shrill. A sharp-beaked

shorebird native to the coasts of. .

.

"

"California? Yes. HysteriaT'

"A sickly scented flowering vine that climbs all over

Southern mansions. PushyT'

"'Pushy. That's a hard one. Rude word pertaining to fe-

male anatomy, uttered by drunk while making a pass?"

"Too obvious. How about a large soft velvet cushion . .

."

"Pink or mauve. .

."

"Used for reclining on the floor while ..."

"While watching afternoon soaps," I finished, not satis-

fied. There should be something better for pushy.

Molly was pushy. Or you could call it determined. She

had to be, she was so short. She was like a scrappy little ur-

chin, big eyes, bangs over the forehead, tough little chin

she'd stick out when she got mad. She was not from a good
home. She'd made it on brains. Neither was I, so did I, but

it affected us differently. I for instance was tidy and had a

dirt phobia. Molly had a cat named Catty, a stray of course.

They lived in cheerful squalor. Or not squalor: disorder. I

couldn't have stood it myself, but I liked it in her. She made
the messes I wouldn't allow myself to make. Chaos by
proxy.

Molly and I had big ideas, then. We were going to change

things. We were going to break the code, circumvent the old

boys' network, show that women could do it, whatever it

might be. We were going to take on the system, get better di-

vorce settlements, root for equal pay. We wanted justice and
fair play. We thought that was what the law was for.

We were brave, but we had it backwards. We didn't know
you had to begin with the judges.

But Molly didn't hate men. With men, Molly was a toad-

kisser. She thought any toad could be turned into a prince ifhe

was only kissed enough, by her. I was different. I knew a toad

was a toad and would remain so. The thing was to find the

most congenial among the toads and learn to appreciate

their finer points. You had to develop an eye for warts.

1 called this compromise. Molly called it cynicism.

Across the table, Charles is having another glass of wine. I

think he's deciding that I am a good sport. So necessary in a

woman with whom you're considering having an illicit affair;

because that's what this lunch is really about. It's a mutual

interview, for positions vacant. I could have made my charity

pleas in Charles's office, and been turned down shortly and

sweetly. We could have kept it formal.

Charles is good-looking, in the way such men are, though

if you saw him on a street comer, lacking a shave and with his

hand out, you might not think so. Such men always seem the

same age. They were longing to be this age when they were

twenty-five, and so they imitated it; and after they pass this

age they will try to imitate it again. The weightiness of au-

thority is what they want, and enough youth left to enjoy it.

It's the age called prime , like beef. They all have that beefy

thing about them. A meaty firmness. They all play some-

thing: they begin with squash, progress through tennis, end

with golf. It keeps them trim. Two hundred pounds of hot

steak. I should know.

All of it swathed in expensive dark blue suiting, with a thin

stripe. A conservative tie down the front, maroon with a little

design. This one has horses.

' 'Are you fond of horses , Charles?'

'

"What?"
"Your tie."

"Oh. No. Not particularly. Gift from my wife."

I'm putting off any renewed mention of Molly's Place until

dessert—never make the heavy pitch till then, says business eti-

quette, let the guy suck up a little protein first—though if my
guess is right and Charles too is concerned for his weight, we'll

both skip dessert and settle for double espresso. Meanwhile I lis-

ten to Charles as I dole out the leading questions. The ground

rules are being quietly set forth: two mentions of the wife al-

ready, one of the son at college, one of the teenage daughter.

Stable family, is the message. It goes with the horse tie.

It's the wife who interests me most, of course. If men like

Charles did not have wives they would have to invent them.

So useful for fending off the other women when they get too

close. If I were a man that's what I'd do: invent a wife, put one

together from bits and pieces—a ring from a pawnshop, a

photo or two snuck out of someone else's album, a three-

minute sentimental drone about the kids. You could fake

phone calls to yourself. You could send postcards to yourself,

from Bermuda, or better, Tortuga. But men like Charles are

not thorough in their deceptions. Their killer instincts are di-

rected elsewhere. They get snarled up in their own lies or give

themselves away by shifty eye movements. At heart they are

too sincere.

I on the other hand have a devious mind and little sense of

guilt. My guilt is about other things.

I already suspect what this wife will look like: overtanned,

overexercised, with alert, leathery eyes and too many ten-

dons in her neck. I see these wives, packs of them, or pairs or

teams, loping around in their tennis whites, over at the Club.

Smug, butjumpy . They know this is a polygamous country in

all but name. I make them nervous.

But they should be grateful to me for helping them out.

Who else has the time and expertise to smooth the egos ofmen
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like Charles, listen to theirjokes, lie to them about their sexu-

al p' Mvess? The tending of such men is a fading art, like

scrimshaw or the making of woolen-rose mantelpiece decora-

tions. The wives are too busy for it, and the younger women

do:, t know how. I know how. I learned in the old school,

which was not the same as the one that gave out the ties.

Sometimes, when 1 have amassed yet another ugly wrist-

watch or brooch (they never give rings; if I want one of those I

buy it myself), when I've been left stranded on a weekend in

favor of the kids and the Georgian Bay cottage, I think about

what I could tell and I feel powerful . I think about dropping an

acerbic, vengeful little note through the mailbox of the wife in

question, citing moles strategically placed, nicknames, the

perverse habits of the family dog. Proofs of knowledge.

But then I would lose power. Knowledge is power only as

long as you keep your mouth shut.

Here's one for you, Molly: menopause. A pause while you

reconsider men.

At
long last here come the entrees, with a

flashing of teeth and a winsome glance

from the waiter. Veal scaloppine for

Charles, who has not evidently seen those

sordid pictures of calves being bleached in

the dark, seafood en brochette for me. I

think: now he'll say Cheers again, and

then he'll make some comment about seafood being good for

the sex drive. He's had enough wine for that by now. After

that he'll ask me why I'm not married.

"Cheers," says Charles. "Any oysters in there?"

"No," I say. "Not a one."

"Too bad. Good for what ails you."

Speak for yourself, I think. He gives a meditative chew or

two. "How is it that you never got married—an attractive

womanlike you?"

I shrug my shoulder pads . What should I tell him? The dead

fiance story, lifted from the great-aunt of a friend? No. Too
World War I. Should I say, "I was too choosy?" That might

scare him: if I'm hard to please, how will he manage to please

me?
I don't really know why. Maybe I was waiting for the big ro-

mance. Maybe I wanted True Love, with the armpits airbrushed

out and no bitter aftertaste. Maybe I wanted to keep my options

open. In those days I felt that anything could happen.

"I was married once," 1 say, sadly, regretfully. I hope to

convey that I did the right thing but it didn't work out. Some
jerk let me down in a way too horrible to go into. Charles is

free to think he could have done better.

There's something final about saying you were married

once. It's like saying you were dead once. It shuts them up.

It's funny to think that Molly was the one who got married.

You'd think it would have been me. I was the one who wanted
two children, the two-car garage, the antique dining table

with the rose bowl in the center. Well, at least I've got the ta-

ble. Other women's husbands sit at it and I feed them om-
elets, while they surreptitiously consult their watches. But if

they even hint at divorcing the wife I have them out the door

so fast they can't even remember where they left their boxer

shorts. I've never wanted to make the commitment. Or I've

never wanted to take the risk. It amounts to the same thing.

There was a time when my married friends envied me my
singleness, or said they did. I was having fun, ran the line,

and they were not. Recently though, they're revising this

view. They tell me I ought to travel, since I have the freedom

for it. They give me travel brochures with palm trees on them.

What they have in mind is a sunshine cruise, a shipboard ro-

mance, an adventure. I can think of nothing worse: stuck on

an overheated boat with a lot of wrinkly women, all bent on

adventure too. So I stuff the brochures in behind the toaster

oven—so convenient for solo dinners—where one of these

days they will no doubt burst into flame.

I get enough adventure right around here. It's wearing me
out.

Twenty years ago I was just out of law school. In another

twenty I'll be retired and it will be the twenty-first century, for

whoever's counting. Once a month I wake in the night, slippery

with terror. I'm afraid, not because there's someone in the

room, in the dark, in the bed, but because there isn't. I'm afraid

of the emptiness, which lies beside me like a corpse.

I think: what will become of me? I will be alone. Who will

visit me in the old-age home? I think of the next man as an

aging horse must think of a jump. Will I lose my nerve? Can I

still pull it off? Should I get married? Do I have the choice?

In the daytime I am fine. I lead a rich full life. There is of

course my career. I shine away at it like an antique brass. I add

onto it like a stamp collection. It props me up: a career like an

underwired brassiere. Some days I hate it.

"Dessert?" says Charles.

"Will you?"

Charles pats his midriff. "Trying to cut down," he says.
'

'Let ' s j ust have a double espresso
,

" I say . I make it sound

like a delicious conspiracy.

Double espresso. A diabolical torture devised by the Span-

ish Inquisition, involving a sack of tacks, a silver bootjack,

and two three-hundred-pound priests.

Molly. I let you down. I burnt out early. I couldn't take the

pressure. I wanted security. Maybe I decided that the fastest

way to improve the lot of women was to improve my own.

Molly kept on. She lost that baby-fat roundness, she devel-

oped a raw edge to her voice and took to chain-smoking. Her

hair got dull and her skin looked abraded and she paid no at-

tention. She began to lecture me about my lack of serious-

ness, and also about my wardrobe, for which I overspent in

her opinion. She began to use words like patriarchy . I began

to find her strident.

"Molly
,

" I said. ' 'Why don't you give it up? You're slam-

ming your head against a brick wall. " I felt like a traitor say-

ing it. But I'd have felt like a traitor if I hadn't said it, because

Molly was knocking herself out, and for peanuts. The kind of

women she represented never had any money.

"We're making progress," she'd say. Her face was get-

ting that ropy look, like a missionary's. "We're accomplish-

ing something."

"Who is this weT" I'd say. "I don't see a lot of people

helping you out."

"Oh, they do," she said vaguely. "Some of them do.

They do what they can, in their own way. It's sort of like the

widow's mite, you know?"
"What widow?' ' I said. I knew, but I was exasperated. She
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was trying to make me feel guilty. ' 'Quit trying for sainthood,

Molly. Enough is enough."

That was before she married Curtis.

"Now," says Charles. "Cards on the table, eh?"

"Right," Isay. "Well, I've explained the basic position to

you already. In your office.

"

"Yes," he says. "As I told you, the company has already

allocated its charitable donations budget for this year.

"But you could make an exception," I say. "You could

draw down on next year's budget."

"We could, if—well, the bottom line is that we like to

think we're getting something back for what we put in. Noth-

ing blatant, just what you might call good associations. With

hearts and kidneys, for instance, there's no problem at all."

"What's wrong with these battered women?
"Well, there would be

our company logo, and

then right beside it these

battered women. The pub-

lic might get the wrong

idea."

"You mean they might

think the company was do

ing the battering itself?"

"In a word, yes," says

Charles.

It's like any negotiati

Always agree, then come at

them from a different an

gle. "You have a point," I

say.

Battered women. I see it

in lights, like a roadside

fast-food joint. Get some

fresh. Sort of like onion rings and deep-fried chicken. A terri-

ble pun. Would Molly have laughed? Yes. No. Yes.

Battered. Covered in slime, then dipped into hell. Not so

inappropriate, after all.

Molly was thirty when she married Curtis. He wasn't the first

man she'd lived with. I've often wondered why she did it.

Why him? Possibly she just got tired.

Still, it was a strange choice. He was so dependent. He
could hardly let her out of his sight. Was that the appeal?

Probably not. Molly was a fixer. She thought she could fix

things that were broken. Sometimes she could. Though Cur-

tis was too broken even for her. He was so broken he thought

the normal state of the world was broken. Maybe that's why
he tried to break Molly: to make her normal. When he

couldn't do it one way he did it another.

He was plausible enough at first. He was a lawyer, he had

the proper suits. I could say I knew right away that he wasn't

totally glued together but it wouldn't be true. I didn't know. I

didn't like him very much, but I didn't know.

For a while after the wedding I didn't see that much of Mol-
ly. She was always busy doing something or other with Cur-

tis, and then there were the children. A boy and a girl, just

what I'd always expected, for myself. Sometimes it seemed
Molly was leading the life I might have led if it hadn't been for

caution and a certain fastidiousness. When it comes to the

Molly thought any

toad could be turned

into a prince if he

was only kissed enough,

by her. I knew

a toad was a toad

crunch I have a dislike for other people's bathtub rings.

That's the virtue of married men: someone else does the

maintenance.

"Is everything all right?" asks the waiter, for the fourth

time. Charles doesn't answer. Perhaps he doesn't hear. He's

the sort of man for whom waiters are a kind of warm-blooded

tea trolley.

"Wonderful," I say.

"Why don't these battered women just get a good law-

yer?" says Charles. He's genuinely baffled. No use telling

him they can't afford it. For him that's not a concept.

"Charles," I say. "Some of these guys are good law-

yers."
'

'Nobody I know
,

" say s Charles

.

"You'd be surprised," Isay. "Of course, we take person-

al donations too."

"What?" says Charles,

who has not followed me.

"Not just corporate

ones. Bill Henry over at

ConFrax gave two thou-

sand dollars." Bill Henry

had to. I know all about his

useful right buttock birth-

mark, the one shaped like a

rabbit. I know his snore

pattern.

"Ah," says Charles,

caught unawares. But he

will not be hooked without a

struggle. "You know I like

to put my money where it's

doing some real good. These

women, you get them out,

but I've been told they just go right back and get battered

again."

I've heard it before. They're addicted. They can't get

enough of having their eyes punched in. "Give it to the Heart

Foundation," I say, "and those ungrateful triple bypasses

will just croak anyway, sooner or later. It's like they're ask-

ing for it."

"Touche," says Charles. Oh good. He knows some
French . Not a complete oaf, unlike some .

'

'How about I take

you out for dinner on, say
—

" he consults his little book, the

one they all carry around in the breast pocket
—"Wednes-

day? Then you can convince me."

"Charles," I say, "that's not fair. I would adore to have

dinner with you, but not as the price of your donation. Give

first, and then we can have dinner with a clear conscience."

Charles likes the idea of a clear conscience. He grins and

reaches for his checkbook. He is not going to look cheaper

than Bill Henry. Not at this stage of the game.

Molly came to see me at my office. She didn't phone first. It

was right after I'd left my high-class flunky company position

and set up on my own. I had my own flunkies now, and I was

wrestling with the coffee problem. If you're a woman, wom-
en don't like bringing you coffee. Neither do men.

"Molly, what's wrong?" I said. "Do you want coffee?"

"I'm so wired already I couldn't stand it,' she said. 384
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.re Spike Lee's trouble-stirring days behind

hfi 1? His latest film makes Elvis Mitchell wonder

Let's get one question out of the way immediately. Straight

up: does Spike Lee Hke to cause trouble? "Hmm," he says,

sighing. "Yeah, I guess you could call me an instigator."

This summer, however, writer-director-producer (and, yes,

performer) Lee is apparently surrendering his status as cine-

ma's official agent provocateur. (Or, perhaps, as the avatar of

the provoc-auteur school of filmmaking—Lee's bank of me-

dia rain clouds includes last summer's troubling cumulonim-

bus Do the Right Thing and 1988's drizzly comedy School

Daze.) His current film, Mo' Better Blues, promises to be vir-

tually scandal-less.

Late last year the picture caused some small amount of me-

dia body slam: the original title, A Love Supreme, was pro-

tested by John Coltrane's widow, a religious woman who
didn ' t want her husband ' s most spiritual work connected with

a possibly profane movie. But Lee quickly conceded that bat-

tle, changing the title to the doom-oriented mouthful Varia-

tions on the Mo' Better Blues, a name that seemed to dare

anyone to show some interest. ' 'People finally convinced me
that one was too long," he says with a shrug.

"The Mo' Better? Yeah," Lee says, "I have a friend from

D.C. , Patty Hailes, and that was her phrase for 'the nasty'

—

the mo' better; 'the mo' better makes it mo' better.' A lot of

that causes trouble in the movie—the blues.
'

'

The title does happen to summarize the movie rather neat-

ly. It is a love story, and the film does run a hot poker through

the hearts of many of its characters. Initially, Mo' Better's

protagonist, self-possessed and single-minded jazz trumpeter

Bleek Gilliam (Denzel Washington), seems like a carrier; he

gives the blues to others . He runs his band, the Bleek Quintet,

the way he wants, banging heads with his equally ego-rooted

saxophonist. Shadow (Wesley Snipes), who wants the band

to move into broader audience acceptance.

Because Bleek is devoted to his horn and the purest jazz he

can fire up on stage, all of his other relationships suffer. He
keeps the two women in his life—Indigo (Joie Lee), a quiet,

warmhearted teacher, and Clarke (Cynda Williams), a singer

who wants to explode on the jazz scene as badly as he does

—

at a distance. Because he refuses to focus on the progress of

his band as a commercial entity, Bleek lets his boyhood
friend, the well-meaning but ineffectual Giant (played by

Lee), manage the band, which leads to Bleek's downfall and

comeuppance.

The movie's theme seems to be trust; in fact, many of the

characters mutter seductive variations on "trust me"
throughout. "Yeah, that's part of it," Lee considers. "I

didn't structure it that way, but Bleek doesn't know where to

place his trust, because he won't listen to anybody except his

music. It comes down to relationships, too. Bleek has to learn

that he can be driven and still have a normal life. And I knew
that Denzel was the person for the part. 1 wrote the movie for

him because I wanted to use the rapport he has with the female

audience. Women love him."

Mo' Better Blues is Washington's chance to carry a movie,

and he gives what is undeniably a complex and mature movie-

star performance; he manages to be both supple and brittle,

with the muscle and weight to move into the leading-man
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power base, perhaps the first black man
to be taken seriously as an earthy and

sexual presence on-screen. His hot-

blooded charisma shows up in flashes

of arrogance, lightning on the horizon—his Bleek knows

that sheer talent gives him the right to be a stone-hearted

punk. Washington places himself squarely in the center of

things rather than removing himself from the milieu.

"What can I say?" Washington offers during a photo

shoot. "Working with Spike was the first chance I had to

work with a contemporary, in the first movie that was writ-

ten for me. Being in this setting just made me comfortable

like I'd never been before. And," spotting his director out

of the corner of his eye, Washington shifts, "and he was

always a lot of trouble to work with
. '

'

"Maybe we should talk about Heart Condition,'' Lee

counterpunches.

Upon seeing Cynda Williams, the poised and polished young

tenderoni who makes her film debut as the clear-eyed and am-

bitious jazz singer Clarke, one's first response is amaze-

ment—she has the calm and composure of a veteran and the

compelling bone structure of a natural camera subject, her

hair a dark, sleek helmet smoothed back to conform to her

perfect head. "For this movie, for Clarke, we wanted to find

someone from the Midwest," Lee says, "because we'd stuck

to the talent pools in L. A. and New York before. But my cast-

ing person, Robi Reed, called me up and said, 'Clarke just

walked in.' As it turned out, Cynda's from the Midwest. I

think she was working in an accounting office here in New
York. Yeah, I think Cynda's the second coming of Dorothy

Dandridge. I saw her and said, 'That'll work.'
"

Actually, Williams worked as an accountant at a Manhat-

tan restaurant. "They were really good about letting me keep

flexible hours. I continued to work during the movie, some-

times getting to work at 5 A.M.; it helped keep me centered.

Especially when I auditioned for the sixth time and started to

lose my confidence. It was like, 'God! When will he know if

he wants me or not?' Besides, I'm from the Midwest and I

don't like being bored.
'

'

Mo' Better Blues captures the hypnotic, contradictory as-

p>ects ofjazz. (Lee admits that the $ 10 million budget, his big-

gest yet, made his job a lot easier.) But the complete
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Playing rt cool, LEFT: In

Mo' Better Blues,

trumpeter Bleek Gilliam

(Denzel Washington)
confers with his well-

intentioned yet

bumbling business
manager (Spike Lee).

FAR LEFT: Ambitious
Bleek meets his match
in the equally driven

Clarke (Cynda
Williams), a jazz singer

with her own agenda
for stardom.

immersion in the jazz milieu (the nightclub in

which Bleek's group does its onstage work is

called Beneath the Underdog, after the odd and

entertaining Charles Mingus autobiography)

might serve to scare potential audiences away.
'

' I know
, '

' Lee says . " I wanted jazz to be a

very important part of the film, but at the same

time, I didn't want it to be ajazz film per se. But

also at the same time, I didn't want jazz to just

be a backdrop either. It doesn't really bother me
if people even call it a jazz film.

"The thing about that, though, with the way

jazz has been perceived in the marketplace, is

that people think they're not gonna like it. You
know, they figure they'll be gettin' something

like Bird,
'

' he says, shaking his head somberly,

"which didn't even light black people right, let

alone tell the story right. It would've been hor-

rible if, with the background I have, I'd gone

out and done the same thing that [Round Mid-

night director Bertrand] Tavemier and [Bird di-

rector Clint] Eastwood did. We went out of our

way to involve great musicians—Branford

Marsalis, Terrence Blanchard, Donald Harri-

son—and to get them to work with the actors

who play Bleek's band, so they'd be as authen-

tic as possible."

And suddenly there he is, reflexively step-

ping in the puddle and splashing controversy

everywhere. The heavy-lidded indifference

that sometimes masks his feelings dissolves,

replaced by a crooked grin and a knitted brow

.

Lee no longer looks like the media point man
for the black experience . Devilry gleaming in

his eyes, he's warming to the bum's rush he's

giving the bastardized genre known as the

jazz film.

"You know, it was seein' Bird that made me
want to do a jazz film afterDo the Right Thing . I

didn't really want to follow Do the Right Thing

with another angry , antagonist thing . I needed a

break, too," he says, laughing. "But if we're

lucky, people'll go out and see Mo' Better

Blues and a whole new audience will be ex-

posed to jazz. Because people who are exposed

to the music do like it. That would be the really

great part— if after seeing this movie they

bought 250,000 Coltrane records.' ' That would

make it mo' better, at that.*
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{Always fascinated by the

I
movies, Armani has

j

designed costumes for

American Gigolo and The

I
Untouc/iab/es. OPPOSITE
CE: His nineties film-star

look. Her gown, Giorgio

Armani Boutique, NYC,
Ihicago, Los Angeles. His

shirt (about $610) and
pants (about $850).
Barneys New York;

iiorgio Armani Boutique,

Chicago, Los Angeles.

WIS PAGE: Fast becoming
the uniform for the

Oscars, Armani clothes

that are well suited for

celebrating. On
Washington: suit (about

$1,750), shirt (about

$220), and tie (about

$80). Giorgio Armani
Boutique, NYC, Los

ngeles. On Williams: top,

iiorgio Armani Boutique,

NYC, Chicago, Los
Angeles. Details, more

stores, last pages.
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At the recent Venice

Biennale, all the talk was ^^

of Jeff Koons. Dodie

Kazanjian spoke to him

about his latest scandal,

and Karl Lagerfeld

captured the artist and

his muse on film

Like a motoscafo cutting through the choppy waters of the

Grand Canal, Jeff Koons and Ilona Staller make their way

down the tremendous corridor of the Arsenale in Venice.

Koons, thirty-five, is the most provocative young American

artist of the moment. Staller is Cicciolina, the ultrablond Ital-

ian f>om star who is also a deputy in the Italian Parliament.

Together they are the media sensation of the 1990 Venice

Biennale. Wherever they appear in public, autograph seekers

besiege her and paparazzi trample over one another in a rush

to record their every move. Today is the official opening of

the Aperto, the Biennale's off-Broadway exhibition of more

than eighty artists thirty-five and under from around the

world, and Koons's new work is the succes de scandale.

As they proceed along the endless straight corridor built

more than eight hundred years ago for the braiding of ropes

for Venice's maritime empire, Cicciolina's four-inch clear

plastic spike heels keep getting wedged between the floor-

boards, temporarily interrupting their progress. She is

wearing a skintight, iridescent, white-sequined creation

that leaves her midriff bare and hugs her calves, mermaid
fashion. Beside her, Koons looks thoroughly American in

spite of his Italian white dinnerjacket and open-neck Ital-

ian sport shirt. (His Italian is limited to si, scusi, bella

and ciao; his translator, Marina DeNardo, is always

nearby.) Jeff's arm encircles Cicciolina's nude waist.

"Are you the new Romeo and Juliet?" a television

reporter yells out. Jeff replies calmly, "We are the

contemporary Adam and Eve."

Toward the end of the two-thousand-foot-long

•* l|:
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IcDons crazy

hall, having paused frequently while

Koons pointed out works by other art-

ists in square bays on either side, they

arrive at last at the Jeff Koons space.

Television lights cast a hot glare on the

packed, buzzing crowd, which parts

slightly to let Jeff and Cicciolina enter.

And what is this they see? A vast,

larger - than - life - size, polychromed

,

fully realistic sculpture of Jeff and Cic-

ciolina in the Garden of Eden, recum-

bent, passionately embracing, he nude

and she somewhat less so, while a huge

serpent coils around their bed of love.

Behind and around this arresting image,

three walls display giant photo-derived

paintings of Jeff/Adam and Cicciolina/

Eve in variations of the ultimate em-

brace. "Bella, bellissima," coos Cic-

ciolina, throwing her arms around him.

A television interview takes place:

Question: What do you want to

achieve?

Jeff: To show that everyone can

achieve their desire, and Ilona is my de-

sire.

Question: What is Cicciolina' s role

in your work?

Jeff: Ilona is one of the greatest artists

in the world. She is a great communica-

tor, a great liberator. Other artists use a

paintbrush. Ilona uses her genitalia.

Question: Are you more entertainer

than artist now?

Jeff: I want to have impact in peo-

ple's lives. I want to communicate to as

wide a mass as possible. And the way to

communicate to the public right now is

through TV and advertising. The art

world is not effective right now.

|J

There's something peculiar going on

here. Although Koons's images are

sexually explicit, the mood is romantic,

sentimental, greeting-card Victorian.

Flowers, butterflies, and overly sweet

colors are everywhere. Koons talks a lot

about the moral conflicts he has gone

through in order to liberate us viewers

from guilt and shame. And the fact is,

although I usually feel extremely un-

comfortable with explicit sexual de-

tails, I'm not uncomfortable here.

Either Koons has taken away my guilt

Jeff Koons's One 6a// Total Equilibrium

Tank, 1985. OPPOSITE: Two views of the

polychrome wood sculpture Jeff and

Ilona: Made in Heaven unveiled by

Koons at the Venice Biennale in May.
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'Miona and I were born for each other. She's a media woma
l^m a media man. We are the contemporary Adam and Eve

and shame, or else this particular work doesn't carry much of

an erotic charge. Is it pornographic? Would Jesse Helms
close it down? "Pornography is alienation," says Koons.
"I'm not worried about any of the perceptions, because this

work has absolutely no vocabulary in alienation. It's about

using sexuality as a tool to communicate
. '

'

Koons has always been a great communicator. As a clerk at

the membership desk of the Museum of Modem Art in New
York City, he doubled the membership rolls in a year. He
supported his artwork for a while after that by becoming a

highly successful commodities broker on Wall Street. Some
critics sneered at the businesslike attitude and promotional

skill of Koons and other artists of his generation, but Koons

342

has made mass-produced commodities and our attitudes to-

ward them the basis of his art. He emerged in the eighties with

aggressive, ready-made sculptures that involved commercial

products wrenched from their context and presented in a new
light: vacuum cleaners in Plexiglas vitrines, basketballs sus-

pended in aquariums full of water, corny statuettes and other

kitschy stuff that you might find in airport gift shops, repro-

duced at large scale in porcelain, wood, and stainless steel.

The first Koons objects I saw were his submerged basket-

balls in 1985. They were the most intense and aggressive ob-

jects I'd seen in a long time. They fascinated and irritated

me—like those tunes you can't get out of your head. His sil-

ver rabbit in the 1986 Neo Geo group show at the Sonnabend



Gallery in New York was even more irri-

tating and indelible; a stainless-steel cast of

a child's balloon bunny, it was dumb,

weird, and lovable in spite of itself. Every-

thing he does has this strange, off-the-wall

energy. Like Warhol, he seems to find im-

ages that grab us and don't let go.

He has always worked with commod-

ities, using images that are instantly recog-

nizable to millions of people through mass

production, advertising, and the media

—

the title of his last show was Banality. He
wanted his viewers to embrace these im-

ages instead of rejecting them in favor of

something more sophisticated; this is what

the bourgeois really likes, he was saying

—

so relax and accept it, and feel no guilt and

shame about doing so. This work, made in

editions of three and shown at Sonnabend

and a number of other blue-chip galleries

worldwide, has made him rich. "I've

made what the Beatles would have made if

they'd made sculpture," he says. "No-
body ever said that the Beatles' music was

not on a high level, but it appealed to a

mass audience. That's what I want to do.

"

Koons's success has given him the inde-

pendence and power to shoot for bigger

game, and to transcend the art world. Now
he is out to remove the guilt and shame of

all classes, on a global level, so that we can

all return to the Garden of Eden. Oddly

enough, Koons's extracurricular art world

ambitions have wowed many art world co-

gnoscenti. "If I were to make an award for

the Artist of the Eighties, it would be ... to

Jeff Koons," Ned Rifkin, chief curator of

the Hirshhom Museum, said last April.

His Biennale work, Koons says, is just a

preview of the "world exhibition" he

plans for the spring of 1991 . This will in-

clude more paintings, sculptures, and a

feature film called Made in Heaven, fi-

nanced, produced, written, and directed by

Koons, starring him and Cicciolina; it will

focus on what Koons calls their spiritual

and physical "oneness."

To prepare himself for Made in Heaven,

Jeff Koons has spent the last two years

transforming himself. He has honed his

5' 10 3/4" body through a program de-

signed for him by Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger, in daily two-hour workouts that have

taken him from 170 pounds to his current,

somewhat nondescript 143 pounds. (A
Schwarzenegger he is not.) He does six

hundred sit-ups at a clip. He takes 384

Koons's large-scale porcelain Pink Panther,

1988. OPPOSITE: Artist and model in the flesh

in their Venice hotel room.



Designer Isaac Mizrahi confesses he's an un-

abashed fan of smudgy, charcoal eyes. He's not

alone. This season eye makeup has grown dark-

er—whether seen on the runways at the Paris and

New York fall fashion shows or in "real life" in

London and Los Angeles, where extra layers of

mascara thicken upp)er lashes, and kohl pencils

make lids smoky, mysterious.

At the Chanel show, Claudia Schiffer (made

famous by ads for Guess? jeans) appeared with

noticeably rimmed and dramatically dark shad-

owed eyes. Strong eyes go well with the clothes

that have a younger feel this season, and the look

is easy to show on Schiffer "because her hair is

so blond and her skin is so light," explains Cha-

nel's national makeup director, Guy Lento.

Chanel wasn't the only house enthralled with

mysterious eyes: the models showing clothes for

Emanuel Ungaro, Jean Paul Gaultier, and Thierry

Mugler were on the same wavelength. At Mugler's

show, makeup artist Jasmine used Shiseido's black

liquid eyeliner, eye pencil, and mascara to create a

look influenced by cabaret, Marilyn Monroe, and

Brigitte Bardot.

Mizrahi, who began using false lashes on his

runway models last fall, now advocates individ-

ual artificial lashes with "lots of mascara" in the

blackest black for a butterfly-lash look. Short-

hair trendsetter Linda Evangelista is furthering

the dark, smudged-eye look; she was spotted at

New York's Red Zone with enough black eyelin-

er to put Twiggy to shame.

In Los Angeles at Bar One and Small's, eye

makeup is reminiscent of Elizabeth Taylor, Bar-

dot, and the sixties, with even the palest blonds

ontact
wearing black mascara and the darkest eyeliners

drawn along top lashes, or having eyes entirely

circled. Lucienne, a Los Angeles-based makeup

artist who makes up Julia Roberts and Geena Da-

vis, uses a dry lip brush with dark eye shadow to

line lids. She prefers to use a concentrated eye

shadow, one that contains mineral powders

(which make the shadow opaque), such as Yves

Saint Laurent's Fard Souligneur from the Om-
bres Magiques Eyeshadow line.

Paloma Picasso considers the move toward

such dark eyes a reaction to the brighter fashion

picture. "There were so many bright colors,

prints, and patterns in the fall collections, a total-

ly natural face would look washed out," she

says. "With strong colors, the face needs a

strong focus," hence the resurrection of strong

black liner to rim the eyes. Try Picasso's own
Black Kohl Pencil and Black Mascara.

At night, the best technique involves slightly

smudging eye shadow or black pencil, according

to makeup artist Linda Mason, responsible for

Linda Evangelista' s black-ringed eyes in Rev-

Ion's "Unforgettable" ads. Use a wet brush and

dry eye shadow, suggests makeup artist Grey

Zisser. Either Prescriptives' Coal Eyeshadow or

Christian Dior's Steel Grey from Dior's summer

palette works well.

Liquid eyeliners are more likely to give a harsh

look. "The best look is Cleopatra-like," says

makeup artist Kevyn Aucoin, who creates the

makeup for the Mizrahi shows. The way to get

the look is to circle eyes with a black pencil,

blending in black eye shadow from the pencil line

out.—ELIZABETH COLLIER

Photographer: Penn

The new bold look: smoky,
sultry, Cleopatra-inspired
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From fingernqil care to palm reading—
Jody Shields.has the full story in hand
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hands

n tV .: quest for perfection, the Greeks

Iu:
. d the hand as the measure for the ide-

ally proportioned body. One of the earli-

est written formulas, followed by

classical Greek artists for centuries, had the

hand, the foot, and the face all the same

length, the neck twice the circumference of

the wrist, and the wrist twice the thickness of

the thumb. Finally, the ideal body measured

eighteen thumbs tall.

As a piece of working equipment the

hand stands alone. No other part of the

body has so much packed into such a small

package. The hands command two of the

largest spaces in the motor cortex of the

brain—a measure of their importance. Just

to wriggle the fingers, the brain sends

thousands of message impulses to contract

and relax the forearm mus-

cles and then the fingers.

The hand is surprisingly

strong—the average woman
can exert a grip strength of

about forty-five pounds—and

enormously sensitive, with

thousands of nerve endings to

detect pain, pressure, heat.

Most of the nerve endings are

concentrated in the fingertips,

where the sense of touch is so

finely tuned that each minute

whorl and ridge plays a part.

A vast network of capillaries

also increases the hand's sensi-

tivity. While the rest of the body

might be comfortably warm,

the hands can be chilly; because of the distance from the heart,

the blood cools down by the time it reaches the fingertips. In

fact, the fingertips are so hypersensitive that even smoking a

cigarette constricts the blood vessels, lowering the hand's tem-

perature five to fifteen degrees. Pain, fear, and anger can have

the same effect.

hand care Hands are as

vulnerable to damage caused

by the sun, age, and the envi-

ronment as the face is. Hands

also deal with special horrors:

detergents and cleansers that

often can make the skin on the

The palm, according to the

ancient art of palmistry. The

names for the markings of

the parts of the hand date

from premedieval times. A
quic:: .-'od from Shirley

Lemon, who created the

palm on *Se previous page: a

short ' > means a dull

—

not a :> -life; faint lines

hint at a le body type;

good communicators have a

long pinky.

A Kirlian electrophotograph,

studied as a diagnostic aid. The

corona is caused by electricity,

which exposes the image on

a sheet of film.

The pampered hand,

by Horst, 1941
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hands look about ten years older than skin on

other parts of the body.

Hands tend to be dry because they have

very few oil glands and the skin has only a

slight cushion of subcutaneous fat to sup-

port it. As hands age, skin becomes even

thinner, drier, and less supple, and veins

become more pronounced. There's no mir-

acle product, yet, to hold back the aging

process. The best "rule of thumb": treat

the hand as tenderly as the face. New York

City dermatologist Diana Bihova has a list

of don'ts to help preclude early signs of

wear and tear: Don't overwash hands.

Don't wash with hot water—only luke-

warm. Don't use highly alkaline soaps.

Also, apply a moisturizer while hands are

still slightly damp, massaging it well into

the cuticles. Something to remember: one can never mois-

turize hands and nails too much.

the nngemail Fingernails, made of the tough pro-

tein keratin, are chemically similar to hair—neither has

any living cells. The cuticle (also composed of dead cells)

protects the lunula, the half-moon at the base of the nail.

Beneath the lunula is the matrix, where the soft, gel-like

fingernail cells form. Though fingernails grow continuous-

ly, they grow slowly—an average of '/s inch a week, with a

new nail taking five to six months to reach the fingertip.

Growth is also inconsistent:

the fingernails on the domi-

nant hand and on the middle

fingers seem to lengthen

more rapidly—and about

four times faster than toe-

nails. Growth is quickest

during daylight, hot weath-

er, pregnancy, and just be-

fore menstruation. Old age,

illness, and malnutrition

slow the process. The fin-

gernail is actually whitish in

color; it only looks pink be-

cause of the capillaries visi-

ble below on the nail bed.

The fingernail can pick up

color from sources other

than nail polish—bleach,

garlic, suntan lotion, ciga-

rettes, tea, dye, and printer

ribbon can all make a visible impression

An idyllic manicure, photographer

by Horst, 1943 .

manicure history One of the earliest manicurists

worked in mid-eighteenth-century London, making house

calls in a carriage. Women devoted several hours a day to

hand grooming; a number of specialists made their living at

this delicate task.

The modern manicure started in the 1830s. Citizen King

Louis Philippe's foot doctor, a certain Monsieur Sitts, re-

moved a hangnail from one of the royal fingers. From this

Dr. Sitts went on to create a new system, based on treat-



Revlon's landmark red nails

and lips, 1952

ment with an orange-

wood stick, which he

adapted from a dental

tool. Before this innova-

tion, manicures were

rather brutal: metal tools

were used to clean the

nails, and cuticles were

loosened and removed
with acid and scissors.

Sitts's niece inherited

his practice, and she was

key to the feminization of

the profession. In 1892

Madame Sitts could still

claim a royal clientele for

the family manicure busi-

ness as well as the inflated

title "artiste of the hand."

By then the Sitts method had been introduced to the United

States, and in a relatively short time business was booming.

In the 1 890s establishments such as Riker's Manicure Parlour

in New York City occupied several floors in a building, each

floor catering to women of different incomes. The staff was

mostly female. According to Victorian standards, hand-

holding by a male manicurist was taboo—it was too intimate

an association. However, the reverse was not true: women
manicurists could work in barbershops.

As the beauty industry grew so did the number of mani-

curing parlors . In 1 903 a beauty writer noted that they were

"almost as thick on New York streets as the saloons." In

the 1920s manicurists lost their top position in salons to

hairstylists as hairstyles began to require more attention.

By 1 938 there were more than a hundred thousand salons

in the country offering a combination of beauty services.

Manicures cost from twenty-five cents to three dollars and

fifty cents. The reason for the difference in cost—nails

painted with color!

nail-product history Dye injection, used in the

Orient in the seventeenth century, can go on record as one

of the most painful nail treatments. Organic dyes were in-

jected into the matrix just under the cuticle. Fingernails

grew out " precolored
. '

'

Removable nail colors weren't well accepted until this

century. Early in the 1900s "nail rouge" was the term for

nail-coloring products, and a recipe was published with the

dour observation that nail coloring "is considered a bad

practice and is looked upon as vulgar by

the community." The ingredients were

harmless enough: an alkanet root soaked

in alcohol. For a colorless gloss, "nail

varnish" concocted from a tropical tree

resin was painted on with a camel-hair

brush. Varnish gave the fingers only a

fleeting beauty, wearing off after one
day.

Conservative women buffed their nails

with cake, paste, or polish first commer-
cially produced by Cutex in 1917. It

wasn't until 1925 that the first liquid pol-

Nails in

technicolor, 1941

ish, called nail lacquer, arrived on the

scene. A triumph over colorless conser-

vatism, the polish was made up in a

sheer rosy pink and was applied to only

the center of the nail , leaving the tip and

the half-moon bare. The style stayed

popular for the next ten years. More
short-lived was polish with perfume,

introduced in 1929. Nail lacquer was

cooked up from dissolved celluloid

plastic; acetone and ether had to be used

to remove it.

In 1932 a young man named Charles

Revson turned the making of nail polish into a real industry

when, with the help of chemist Charles Lachman, he created

a more durable and opaque polish based on pigments rather

than dyes, which made a wider range of colors available. It

caused a sensation and led to the creation of a company called

Revlon. Revlon was also the first company to give shade

names, instead of numbers, to the many colored enamels that

followed. In the 1930s another idea came from Revlon: that

lips and nails should match each other.

Women didn't stop at coloring their fingernails: they tinted

their fingertips with rouge and rubbed a powder on the backs

of the hands to make them appear as white as possible.

Sometime in the ear-

ly 1930s the nail-whit-

ening pencil was
introduced. Another
nail whitener, now ex-

tinct, worked some-
what like dental floss:

little strings saturated

with whitener were
pulled back and forth

under the fingernails.

In 1938 technology
Long, faux nails, 1939 version created a base coat,

which led to the entire nail surface being polished, not just

the center. By the end of the 1940s products like Dura-

Gloss and Lustre-Coat, transparent helpers brushed under

and over nail enamel, further extended its life. Base coats

weren't without their problems. In 1948 one contained in-

gredients "akin to Bakelite" that caused fingernails to turn

white, buckle, and fall off. In the 1950s technology made
another advance: aerosol hair-spray dispensers, which led

to spray-on nail-polish dryers.

Since then, nail polish has grown increasingly versatile.

This year Nouvage nail enamel by

Quintessence was introduced: the pol-

ish comes in something that resembles

an oversize felt-tip pen, the flow con-

trolled by a push button so it never

drips. As for nail care, there's now even

a moisturizer with a fungicide (Heal, by

Creative Nail Design).

The time needed for polish to dry has

decreased, too. Last fall, according to Jill

Scalamandre, a creative marketing vice

president at Revlon, polish-drying time

was cut twenty percent over the previous



hand?

Josephine Baker favored
gold fingernails; Coco

Chanel ^vanted to paint

only her toenails red

year. However, the ideal development has not yet been

achieved: a polish that dries instantly and stays on without

chipping for weeks—or until boredom sets in.

the long and short of it Although extralong finger

nails would seem to be a particularly useless and affected acces-

sory, courtiers in seventeenth-century Europe put them to

practical (and peculiar) use. According to court etiquette, using

the hand to knock on a dignitary's door was noisy, so ill-man-

nered and inconsiderate.

A delicate, doglike scratch

was preferred, and the long nail

of the little finger was the per-

fect tool for the job. In China,

both men and women of the ar-

istocracy wore their nails in-

credibly long to show they per-

formed no manual labor.

Women's nails reached such

lengths they were sheathed with

gold or silver to protect them.

The "filbert" nail was the

ideal in the nineteenth centu-

ry, moderate in length and

slightly pointed. Anything

less than this standard was considered unacceptable. "A
broad, flat nail cut very short. . .denotes a vulgar

nature," declared the Marquise de Fontenoy in her book

on beauty.

Imagine the marquise's thoughts about one of the twenti-

eth century's innovations: a nail-growing contest, begun in

Hollywood in the 1920s. In the 1939 contest, the winner
was a girl with six-inch nails on all ten fingers.

Superlong nails were only for the few, those who were

endowed with naturally strong nails and a lifestyle that al-

lowed them to stay that way. In the 1930s Women' s Home
Companion suggested that a quart of milk a day would pro-

duce luxurious fingernails. Gelatin, gulped for decades as

a nail booster, was finally exposed as a folkloric remedy

without any beneficial

results, although every

so often the unpalat-

able idea of drinking it

crops up again.

The modem reign of

the long, long nail actu-

ally began in the sixties,

with help from less than

fabulous fakes called

porcelains. Because
they were made from

the same acrylic used

by dentists for tooth

caps, they were thick,

inflexible, and prone to

yellowing. Tastemak-

ers Diana Ross and
Cher, among others,

made this long-clawed look their signature.

Acrylic nails replaced the porcelain fake nails in the mid-

sixties. Though thinner, they were still difficult to wear

and brittle. It wasn't until the late 1970s that most of the

kinks had been worked out of fake nails. At last, art man-

aged to imitate nature: faux nails could pass for real. Be-

cause these nail extensions were flexible, color stable, and

could be worn without polish, the white-tipped French

manicure—created in America—became popular.

A still more flexible alternative was the nail wrap, in

which the fingernail was wrapped with paper, linen, or

sometimes reptile skin, then sealed with nail polish or glue.

By the 1 980s nail lengths—like hemlines—took on more

of a regional identity. According to Jan Bragulla, president

of Creative Nail Design, while West Coasters favored

square, long nails., as one traveled east fashion demanded

shorter nails. Nail tips, which covered just part of the nail,

replaced the one-piece sculpted nail, and silk-wrap fake

nails became popular.

Although today "well-groomed" nails mean shorter

nails (which can now be engineered with fiberglass nail

wraps), enduring dragon-lady nails are still lurking.

One showplace for this look is the Annual Fantasy Total

Look Artistic Nail Exhibition. At last year's show, which

took place in New York City, the nails that won first place

were embellished with a lace-and-floral applique that took

months to prepare.

On a more realistic note, more than seven million dollars

was spent on manicures last year, and a professional mani-

cure is considered a practical choice today; an essential

beauty investment that is definitely a time-saver—no long-

er a luxurious indulgence. •

Nail-Care News
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In this age of specialization, products for the hands are as
fine-tuned as those for the face. To smooth skin and remove
calluses: Pumice Cream by Max Factor. Special moisturizing
hand treatments: Clarins's Hand and Nail Treatment Cream;
Sally Hansen's Hand & Nail Therapy Moisturizing Lotion;

Nexxus's Velvet Hand Emollient; Caswell-Massey's Almond
Hand Cream. Nail moisturizers: Nail Resilience Cream by
Clarion; Intensive Nighttime Nail Renewal by Barielie; Eight

Hour Cream by Elizabeth Arden. Cuticle treatments: Christian

Dior's Creme Abricot; Estee Lauder's Nail Perfecting Treatment.
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Gentle polish remover: Cutex Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion

Moisturizing Polish Remover. For weak nails: Nail Saver

Calcium Fiber Fortifier by Cutex. To extend enamel longevity:

L'Oreal's Grow Strong! Base Coat; Chanel's Ridge-Filling Base
Coat also "fills in" nail surfaces to add a smoother finish to

polish. Top coat, to protect nail polish from chipping and add a

glossy finish: Maybelline's Long Wearing Nail Color Glossy

Base & Top Coat. Other nail-enamel savers: Revlon's

Stainguard Anti-Stain Base Coat; Lancome's Laque Protecteur

(prevents polish from fading from the sun).
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SuccessfuLdbsigneuud high-

sociaiite Carolyne Roehm seei

have it all. But^as Georgina Howell

discovers, for this perfectionist,

satisfaction is not guaranteed
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Carolyne Roehm, serene in green satin and emer-

alds, elbow on an eighteenth-century Russian ta-

ble of brass and marquetry, one slim shoulder

jostling a Faberge egg and a bunch of pink

roses—proper garden roses with dew and a lady- U
bug from her Connecticut cutting garden. Caro-

lyne Roehm, brisk in lint-covered pants and her

husband's cotton shirt, smilingly helping her

staff to goulash or salmon mousse in aspic before

the all-night preparations for her fashion show.

Carolyne Roehm, dashing in hacking jacket and

boots, dancing her horse through the intricate

steps of dressage. Carolyne Roehm, radiant in a

bustled evening dress of blue-and-white chintz,

on the arm of her husband, leveraged-buyout

king Henry Kravis, at the entrance to the PEN
dinner, walking the red carpet for the third time

for the benefit of the paparazzi. Carolyne

Roehm, calling goodbye to Henry while playing

a Chopin nocturne on the 1851 Erard piano, try-

ing to concentrate on piano teacher Rosi

Grunschlag's pencil note

—

Don't rush!—aware

of the Bentley running, poised to deliver her to

Seventh Avenue by 8:30 A.M.

And Carolyne Roehm, totally pooped, lunch-

ing in her Park Avenue apartment under paint-

ings by Sargent, Gainsborough, Reynolds, and

Joseph Wright of Derby, suddenly laying down
her souffle fork on the vermeil plate, head bent,

cornflower eyes welling, a tear dropping onto the

Venetian crystal. "Ignore it!" she says immedi-

ately. "I'm always like this after the show.
'

'

After they had taken off for Spain a few days »

later, Henry Kravis rang from the private jet.

These were to be their first few days together for

as long as either could easily remember, and he

was still remonstrating with his wife for bringing

a briefcase of her music on board in case she

found a piano on which to practice.

"She's driven," said the man who pulled off

the biggest financial deal in history, the lever-

aged buyout of RJR Nabisco. "She's terribly

hard on herself. I keep telling her she doesn't

have to be a perfectionist.
'

'

Henry Kravis frequently muses on his wife's

prodigious talent and capacity for hard work. "I

sometimes wonder if she's held back because of

me. Don't put that. Okay, put that. Whether,

with all her gifts, she is not taken quite so serious-

ly because she happens to be married to me.

"

Carolyne Roehm talked in her office the day

after the presentation of her fall collection. The

Roehm at work in her weekend studio, which she

designed with architect llsa Reese. Her sweater,

blouse, and pants available at Bergdorf

Goodman. OPPOSrrE: Tapestry-covered sofas and

chairs provide an appropriate background for the

selection of fabrics for her resort collection. INSET;

Roehm as a high school majorette in St. Louis. In

this story: hair, Stephen Knoll; makeup, Margaret

Avery. Details, more stores, last pages.
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^^We never had to worry about her/' says her

mother. ^^She intended to be quite perfect^^

walls are lined with her graphic

fashion sketches, each scribbled

with her bold, dramatic signa-

ture. Through the trellised win-

dows the barrage of police sirens

and frenzied shouting tends to

drown out her light voice. She

sits, as she does in her adver-

tisements, close to extraordi-

nary flowers—bowls of sweet

peas, waxy hothouse bowers,

and rich painterly arrangements

like Dutch still lifes. At thirty-

nine, she looks, as she does in

those photographs, as fresh as an

old-money debutante who's been

beautifully finished in Paris:

dreamy sapphire-lensed eyes,

black lashes , a clear pale skin , tilt-

ed nose, crisp dark hair. She

wears a Prince of Wales suit with

a sharp waist and short tight skirt.

Her snowy cravat sparkles with an

amber-and-diamond pin. Her thin

wrist clatters with an amber-and-

gold charm bracelet.

"Because I'm seen in an eve-

ning gown, people don't believe

the other side exists," she says.

It does. She designs and runs

her couture business with its

four collections a year, fifty-

six employees, twenty-two

key retailing accounts, and

three licensees (with eight

more under discussion). She

makes personal appear-

ances across America and

fits in hours of preliminary

trials in the search for a

Roehm fragrance. As the

extremely efficient pres-

ident of the Council of

Fashion Designers of

America, she is committed

to modernizing and redirect-

Candid moments, TOP to
BOTTOM: Carolyne Roehm as

a runway model for Oscar
de Id Renta in Japan in

1976; with her parents in St.

Louis at age five; with her

mentor, Oscar de la Renta,

last year; and in

Tangier with Henry

Kravis at Malcolm Forbes's

seventieth birthday party.

ing the image ofthe fashion industry and has been immediate-

ly, unanimously reelected for another year. She is currently

organizing with Vogue a spectacular Seventh on Sale event

by which the fashion industry intends to raise one million dol-

lars for AIDS research and care. She debuted on the charity

scene as mastermind of the 1 986 New York City Ballet gala

that raised $750,000; she has since become chairman of the

Metropolitan Opera benefit and now serves as a trustee of

the New York Public Library and a member of the steering

committee of Carnegie Hall. And don't forget the lessons

she periodically takes in French, cookery, wine, riding,

exercise, and music. With all of this, she never shouts or

forgets staff birthdays, I am reliably informed, and her hair

is always clean and shiny.

She is also her own house model for fittings and her own
advertising model for photographs taken in the Kravises'

$5.5 million Park Avenue apartment. She can do this because

she is a sample-size 4-6 and five feet nine inches tall.

It's a pity she doesn't also design skiwear, because she

looks so great skiing from the door of her chalet lodge at

Vail—the house she and Henry designed with a local moun-

tain architect after they sent him on a tour of their favorite

French and Swiss mountain resorts. And it's a pity she

doesn't design swimwear, because she looks neat in a big raf-

fia hat and sunglasses (Carolyne Roehm for Classic Optical) on

the deck of their Southampton house right on Shinnecock Bay,

the big front room done in blue-and-white Portuguese tiles, and

Henry's Boston Whaler bobbing alongside in the spariding wa-

ter. And it's a terrible pity she doesn't make sportswear, be-

cause Weatherstone, the house in Connecticut, is just made for

shots of Carolyne in a weekend tweed jacket and pants, super-

vising the sixth year of the garden project.

"Carolyne is the best-organized woman I know," says

Henry Kravis. This is a woman who buys her Christmas tinsel

in April—last year, in April in India. When she gives you a

present, say, a beautifully bound and illustrated nineteenth-

century household almanac, she hides it under a packet of

homemade sand-dollar cookies in a wicker basket threaded

with pine and holly and tied up with a ribboned wreath.

Henry Kravis has his own novel way of wrapping his pres-

ents to her. Once he presented her with a pair of tennis shoes.

Late for a dinner, dressed in a red lace flamenco dress, she

asked if she could try them another time. He insisted. She

found a diamond earring in each toe. And then there was the

necklace of emeralds she wore to a CFDA cocktail party.

"Where did you get that?' ' asked a friend. "Under my pil-

low . " "Where have you been sleeping ?" " In the right bed
. '

'

All through the eighties, long before her husband's net

worth shot up to a reported $330 million, Carolyne Roehm
was the very emblem of what journalist Jesse Kombluth la-

beled the Working Rich. Equal amounts of print were dedi-

cated to her husband's business coups, her shows, her front-

row lineups of friends, and her dinner parties and galas.

The society weddings of the eighties were working part-

nerships often founded on second marriages. While the men

shuffled companies and dealt themselves fortunes, the wives
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At La Goulue
restaurant in New

York, Carolyne Roehm
wears one of her own
flannel slip dresses.

Available at Saks

Fifth Avenue. FAR

RIGHT: On the runway,

designs from her fall

collection. Top:

jumpsuit at Bergdorf

Goodman. Center:

skirt and blouse at

Saks Fifth Avenue.

Bottom: dress at

Bergdorf Goodman.
Details, more stores,

last pages.
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translated money into visual pedigrees—guided the charity

checks, chose the houses, planned the decor, planted the rose

gardens, and steered the art collections. Le style Rothschild

took root in Manhattan. Mostly the wives accepted the invita-

tions and the men went along. Wasn't this showing them?

"We could have been out 365 days a year, four times a

night," she says. "And if you 're a couple, people always as-

sume it's the woman who's keen. Actually, I want to stay

home. But Henry "s the most gregarious man on earth."

She counted the benefits in publicity for her business. As
yet she didn't fear the consequences of being branded a soci-

ety queen. She simply lived the dressed-up life most Ameri-

cans would love to have, and she was her own best

advertisement.

"Actually, I wasn't so gung ho on the idea of being in my
ads. I thought it would be perceived as egocentric. I was told

358

Roehm in Roehm: at play with her dogs, Pookie and Christy,

ABOVE, she wears an alpaca-and-silk sweater of her own
design. At Saks Fifth Avenue. Roehm at the stables, left, in a

double-faced melton jacket and leggings. Jacket at Saks Fifth

Avenue. OPPOSITE: Roehm in one of her taffeta evening dresses

with a bateau neck and V back. At Saks Fifth Avenue. Details,

more stores, last pages.

it could be a tremendous advantage. That if others could, they

would. There's been a very good response." She pauses. She

is one of very few people who stop to think. "Also, people

wonder if you have to be as tall and thin as I am to wear my
clothes. And of course you don't. Our sizing is scrupulously

scaled. But why don't women say the same thing every time

they see a professional model wearing the clothes?"

The Carolyne Roehm advertising campaign is neither a

Paloma Picasso flaunt nor a Ralph Lauren daydream. Hov-

ering somewhere between the two, the ads project a sug-

gestion of a society princess dabbling in fashion. Which is

neither true nor fair.

"Those ads feature a concubine," says a friend. "I've spent

whole days on Seventh Avenue with the real Carolyne Roehm.

She's not draped across a sofa in a ball gown. She's usually

woricing through the lunch hour for the sixth day in a row, with a

cold beer and a bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken.

Roehm's friends are always asked, "Is she for real?"

Such a question moves this normally sunny personality to

perturbation. Not to histrionics. Perplexity, yes. Anger, no.

"They can't get past the bloody candelabra!" she sighs.

"It floors me when people ask why I do this job when I'm

married to a wealthy man. Where were they when I de- 385
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Strapless dresses before

dark? "Why not?" asks

Gordon Henderson. "It's a

fun way to refresh daytime

dressing." opposite page:

Henderson's wool knit dress

Is also "a great way to

layer." The designer

showed it on the runway

over a white blouse. Dress,

about $128. Barneys New
York. THIS PAGE: Really a

knockout—a short sheath.

Vogue Pattern #2470.
Wool fabric fronn Jerry

Brown, NYC. Another

knockout comes from

Enhancing Blush in Terra

Cotta, Precision Lipcolor in

Hazelnut with SPF 15. Both

by Clarion. In this story:

hair, Sam McKnight for

Daniel Galvin at La Coupe;

makeup, Mary Greenwell.

Details, more stores,

last pages.

Fashion Editor:

Caiiyne Cerf de
Dudzeele

Ptiotographen
Patrick Demarchelier
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"How many women own a)

strapless dress in a heavy
f

tweed or wool?" Blass

asks. "I don't believe many|

do." OPPOSITE PAGE: Here, the

softest wool against bare

skin. Wool plaid dress, Billl

Blass. About $1,700.

Martha. Upping the look of
|

bare skin: Bill Blass Body
Lotion. THIS PAGE: One that

can replace the ubiquitous!

little black dress—a tweed

sheath in beige. Dress, Billl

Blass. About $1,700.

Martha. Details, more
stores, last pages.
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strapless

"The nineties working

woman needs to move
easily from day to evening

says Zang Toi. Toward tha

end: a dress that's

substantial enough for da;

(with a jacket or cardigan)

sexy enough for night,

OPPOSITE PAGE. In wool

tweed, about $520. Marthc'l

International, NYC. this

PAGE: Trying to fulfill a

woman's desire for "clothe

that slide into many
different slots," Michael

Kors created a strapless

dress in gray camel hair

About $560. Saks Fifth

Avenue. NYC; Toby Lerner^

Philadelphia; Saks Jandel.i

Makeup that's equally

versatile: Luxury Cheek
Color Trio in Rich Coral by

Elizabeth Arden. Details,

more stores, last pages. >
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Check this page each month for the new winners. Or cheat and. send for a free booklet shovviag the entire year's wint

pieces. priced from $2.20O-$7,5O0 In the U.S. and Canada. Call 800 926^2700. ext 890. A diamond is forever.
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With a waiting list and one size to a store, nabbing a

Chanel suit is a major accomplishment, even a fashion rite of

passage, dodie kazanjian wonders if she's got what it takes

I'VE NEVER HAD A CHANEL SUIT A CHANEL SUIT IS have one. But I always thought I'd have One when I was in

something my mother wore, and I always thought I mythirties, which is where I am now. It's one ofthose big

wasn'toldenough,orgrown-upenough,ortall enough to events in a woman's life, like getting married or 368
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having a child. I got married last year for the first time.

We're discussing the child. And I find myself thinking

more and more about a Chanel suit.

Anyway. I finally decided to dare it.

It's eight o'clock on Thursday morning, February 15,

and I'm getting dressed to go shopping at Chanel. What

should I wear? My four-year-old blue YSL coatdress is

the ticket—it's authoritative, it has a name, and it's not

my usual black.

I arrive at five minutes of ten, five minutes before

they open. The big glass doors are not

locked, to my surprise, so I walk in.

They're vacuuming inside. One of the

women in the Chanel salesgirl's uni-

form—black Chanel sweater and skirt,

white blouse, ropes of pearls, and beep-

er—invites me to sit on the sofa while

they take the last few moments to primp

the store for its opening. At ten on the

dot, "Can I help you?" asks the same

Chanelmaiden. She is friendly and ca-

sual, an Italian girl from the Bronx who
puts me immediately at ease.

'

'Yes , please . I 've never worn Chanel

,

and I'd like to try."

Going upstairs is part of the Chanel rit-

ual. A stairway has drama, and Coco al-

ways had one at her famous rue Cambon shop in Paris.

This one is Coco-New York. It's not

a bit old-world. It has glitz, with ver-

tical strips of cut mirror to your

left as you ascend. At the

top of the stair, I ask if I've

come at the wrong time of

year—between seasons or

something like that. "It hap-

pens you've come just at the

right time. My name is Patri-

cia," she says, giving me

Thanks to Karl

Lagerfeld, these

suits are tighter

and have thigh-

high sicirts. I'm a

little worried that

now I may be too

old for Chanel

Does she mean the right time, literally, because it's

that rare moment when I'm the only shopper in the store?

No, she means that the spring/summer collection was

shown ih Paris last week, and the new line has just started

to arrive. She points to a rack of clothing set into the far

mirrored wall. I ask about a white Chanel suit with a long

fitted jacket I had seen in a magazine last summer. Is it

still available? "Forget that suit," she says, authoritative-

ly. "Just forget it. That was last year's." She walks me
over to the suit rack and shows me a couple of little

suits—one is a vanilla yellow color with a

raglan sleeve, and the other is navy.

"OK, I'll try these on."

"No-no-no," she says. "I don't have

any in your size. These are all size 40s

and 42s." The line has just started to

come in, she explains. Then she walks

me over to a countertop, asks me if I've

seen the collection, and shoves a huge

black binder in front of me before I can

answer. On the left-hand page, there's a

Polaroid of a model wearing a suit with a

very short skirt; on the right, there's an

entry for each size, with space after it for

the names of customers who have placed

orders. If the size is highlighted in yel-

low, it means it's in stock. Patricia asks if

I'd like to see the collection on video. "Sit over here,"

she says, planting me on a brown suede settee and offer-

ing coffee or orange juice. The video theme song, "Bet-

ter Than Ever," fills up the audio space. "We're better

than we've ever been before . . .

.

" Models sashay across

the screen in Chanels that don't look like the ones my
mother wore. Thanks to Karl Lagerfeld, these are tighter,

with thigh-high skirts and brighter colors. I'm a little wor-

ried that now I may be too old for Chanel.

Fifteen minutes later, as the video is winding down
and the theme song is beginning to get on my nerves,

people have begun to block my vision of the screen.

There are more Japanese than you see bidding on paint-

ings at Sotheby ' s or Christie ' s . Patricia comes over and

asks me what I like. "There's a little white V-necked

boucle jacket that seems to go with everything

Before I can finish my sentence,

she's sitting next to me with the

book on her lap opened

to the page
j^»*'^ with the little

white jacket

that's shown
with every-
thing from a

chiffon eve-

ning dress to a

bikini.

"Forget that jacket.

That's the jacket of the sea-

son. You'll never get it. 370
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And besides, the press has made a big deal about it, and

there's an unbelievable waiting list. See?"

Waiting lists for Chanel suits? I know I'm on Fifty-sev-

enth Street, but I thought that was art gallery lingo.

"What do you mean, waiting list?" She shows me. On
the right-hand page, there are hundreds of names

—

names in tiny print cramped in after each size.

"How many people will get this jacket?" I ask.

"Oh, one in each size, perhaps, sometimes two. But

no promises." (This littlejacket isn't cheap. It's$l,665.)

All right. Let's give it another try. I tell

her I like the light yellow-beige suit with

white piping and relaxed-looking shoul-

ders. She opens the book to just the right

page, and we study the line for size 34.

There is no yellow horizontal line, which

means the suit hasn't arrived from Paris

yet, but the line is already full of names.

She manages to squeeze mine in and puts

a 9 next to it. I'm number nine in line for

this one, behind two Japanese names.

Her beeper beeps, calling her to the tele-

phone. All over New York, women are

paging Patricia for Chanel suits. What

chance have I got?

"What else did you like?" she wants to know.

"Well, there was a wonderful beige suit that reminded

me of the one I liked last summer—the jacket is long and

fitted and the model had her sleeves pushed up. " Patricia

finds it in the black binder. For this one, she writes my

Waiting lists for

Chanel suits? I

know Tm on

Fifty-seventh

Street, but I

thought that was

art gallery lingo

umpteen people are already waiting for it. Patricia brings

in two more suits—both navy. No go on either. The top

pockets on the long jacket hit at just the wrong spot—ex-

aggeratihg me where I don't want to be exaggerated. The

tunic is too overpowering. Out they go, and back she

comes with a black cotton suit loaded down with gold but-

tons. Lucy shakes her head no as I snap the big gold belt

buckle shut. "I still like the white jacket best on you,"

she says, heaving herselfout ofthe settee to go to her elev-

en o'clock appointment. Thanks, Lucy. She tells Patricia

she'll be back in May after she delivers.

After trying on a few more suits I can't

buy, I ask Patricia, "Now what?" We sit

on the settee with the black binder. She

recommends that I get on the waiting list

for a suit that she doesn't have but that she

is sure will be "the suit of the season," a

pastel yellow boucle with a silk satin bow
at the neck. "It's a tiny suit. Not every-

one can wear it," she says. "But you

can. ' 'I'm number four on the list for this

one, but she notices that nobody has re-

served it in pastel blue in size 36, so she

puts me down for a 36, too.

"I hate to buy clothes that are too big

and need lots of alterations," I protest.

"Trust me. We have a great seamstress.

"

Flipping through the black binder one last time, she

spots "aclassic little suit" like the white jacket, she says,

that comes in black or white, and nobody has reserved the

name in with a six next to it; the same two Japanese names black in my size. I'm. number one for this one. Hooray!

are in front of me. My heart sinks. Maybe I'm not Chanel It's twelve fifteen and I'm late for an appointment. Pa-

material. I've never flown to Marrakesh for the weekend tricia tells me that a shipment may already have arrived,

with a grand duke, or been presented at court. Patricia and I should check with her in the morning to see if any of

senses my anxiety. my selections have come in. "It could take a week or

' 'While you were watching the video, I was able to pry three weeks,
'

' she says . She takes my telephone number

some suits away from other salespeople for you to try on. and I ask for her last name. "Oh, everybody calls me
You can't buy them, because they're reserved for other Fish," she says with a laugh, pushing a card in my hand,

people, but at least you can see how they fit.
'

'

Her name is Patricia Pesce.

The dressing room is ample, not threatening, with "I'm going away for a week," I say. She looks anx-

fawn Ultrasuede walls, a settee and one chair, a counter- ious and takes the number where I'll be. "I'll call you

top, and a three-way mirror. We start with a cropped there," she says. "But you have to be ready."

fuchsia jacket and a chiffon skirt. The chiffon skirt is the The next morning at ten I call Patricia. I ask what the

latest style for evening, she informs me. I'm after a suit procedure is if something does arrive while I'm out of

fordaytime, but what is interesting is that a Chanel 34 fits town. "There's a three-day grace period given to ev-

me perfectly. Next, she shows me a black boucle suit with erybody," she says. "I'll worry about it when it hap-

a jewel neckline, gold buttons, and the matronly look I pens. I'll do some juggling, but let's not worry till the

always associated with Chanel when I was a child. time comes.
'

' She's reassuring but seems in a hurry to

' 'This is a 34?" get off the phone

.

She assures me it is. When I get into it, sure enough. The week passes. Should I call? Meanwhile, I notice

the jacket is boxy, not fitted, and I feel it's wearing me. that hot little white jacket in the Sunday Times maga-

She agrees. (There's no such thing as high pressure at zine. Also, a long fitted blackjacket that looks like bou-

Chanel.) But the skirt is a great fit. "Leave the skirt on cle, over a chiffon skirt.

and try on this little white jacket," she suggests. As I'm

doing so, there's a knock on the door. It's my thirty-

something friend Lucy, Enghsh and pregnant, who like

me has never worn Chanel but feels it's about time. She

likes the little white jacket, which I can't buy because

370

It's ten thirty Monday morning, a week and a half after

my visit to Chanel. When I call and ask for Patricia, I'm

told she's at lunch. She's what? I hang up. At twelve fif-

teen, Patricia calls me back. "Nothing has come in yet,"

she tells me right off. "But did you see it on the 372
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TALKING FASHION

cover of Vogue?" See what? (Of course I didn't. I only write for

Vogue. I'm the last to see it.) "Our suit. Remember I told you it

would be the suit of the season?"

I'm a little out of fotus but then catch on. "Oh, yeah. The little

one with the satin bow at the neck.

"

"Yes. Yes."
' 'Oh, now I'll never get it, now that the press has a hold of it

—

and the cover of Vogue.
'

'

"Not everyone can wear it," she says, just as she did before,

bucking up my spirits. "And besides, you're already number four

for this one."

Would it make sense for me to try to get it at another Chanel bou-

tique? "No," she assures me. "I'm doing everything for you. I'm

not permitted to fax until it gets into the stores."

Fax? What does faxing have to do with this? She explains that

once a particular suit arrives, she can then fax Beverly Hills or

one of the other Chanel boutiques for it—like putting out an all-

points bulletin.

February 28, 10:40 A.M.: my phone rings. "This is Patricia from

Chanel. I've got my hands on a chiffon skirt."

"Chiffon? But I wasn't waiting for chiffon."

"I thought you might like to have a little separate."

"I don't think so. What I really want is a suit. You won't

forget me?"
"Of course not. I'll call you the minute something comes in."

March 3 , 1 0:30 a .M . : the phone rings .

"
I got the black suit in

,

"

says a now familiar voice, excited this time.

"Great. I'll try to get in this aftemoon."

"Fine. I'll hold it for you."

Patricia has become my protector at Chanel. I change my plans

and go that aftemoon. I arrive at two fifteen. Since it's a Saturday,

the place is busier than ever. After about five minutes, I find Patri-

cia. She goes into a back room and returns with my suit bagged in

plastic. Lifting the plastic very carefully and slowly, she says,

"Isn't it beautiful?" Before I can answer, she tells me that it's go-

ing to take a few minutes for a dressing room to free up. "Make
yourself comfortable.

'

'

Time passes. I hear the insistent sound track of the video starting

up again: "It's better than ever, we're better than ever. ..." It's

now 2:55, and I've been waiting forty minutes for a dressing room.

Patricia notices me looking at my watch and mshes over. "It'll only

be another five minutes." A couple of minutes later, she signals to

me that a room is becoming free. "Waitjust a minute while I get the

suit.
'

' As she goes to get the suit , another salesperson starts to claim

the dressing room. "That's mine," Patricia says very clearly. She

tells me to come on in. As soon as I try on the black suit, which I

never even had the chance to see before getting on the waiting list, I

know it's not for me. It doesn't have that young Lagerfeld look. It's

more of a Chanel from the past. But do I dare let it go? It may be the

only chance I'll have. All I can afford is one suit. Patricia senses my
dilemma. "You can let me know on Monday morning.

"

March 5, 10:20 A.M. : I call Patricia and tell her that the black suit

isn ' t what I want .
" Al 1 right

,

" she says . " I'
11 call you when one of

your others comes in.

"

Time is passing and I'm wondering whether I'll ever get a

Chanel suit. Not only is my Chanel on the cover of March
Vogi'e, but I just received the April Vanity Fair today, and Ma-
donna is on the cover wearing a white chiffon Chanel ^376
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As I slip into it, I

feel as though

I'm becoming a

different

woman

—

sophisticated,

immaculate,

possibly Parisian

dress. It's true that you see much more of Madonna than of her

Chanel, but at least she's got one.

March 14: 1 call Patricia. "Nothing's come in yet."

March 15: one month since I first went to Chanel.

March 1 6: 1 call Patricia from out of town, a touch ofdesperation

in my voice. "Nothing yet, dear," she says.

March 26: I call at 1:30. Patricia can't come to the phone;

"She's with a customer.
'

' Patricia calls me back at 5:40. "Noth-

ing yet." She pauses, then adds, "One of the suits is here, but

we're number four for it." My mind

does some quick arithmetic. That

means I could wait nine more days be-

fore I can even try it on. "That's all I

can say at this point. We have to wait

for the three in front of us.

"

"But I'm going away for a week on

Sunday."
' 'Call me on Friday.

'

'

"Is it time to start faxing?" I ask.

"Not yet. But think positive."

March 28: there's a message on my
machine

—
"This is Patricia from Cha-

nel. Please call me. I've got very good

news for you."

I call her immediately.

"
I ' ve got it for you ," she says trium-

phantly.

"Which one? The little pastel? In yellow?"

"Yes. Yes. Yes. Size 34."

"What happened to the three people in front of me?"
"They're all out of town till next week or the week after." So

they've all lost their turns—only three days of grace, you know.

Very democratic. "I can't get in till four tomorrow, is that OK?"
"See you tomorrow.

'

'

March 29, 4:00 P.M. : Patricia is waiting for me by the cosmetics

counter at the door. We climb the stair and go into the same dress-

ing room. She goes to get the suit. The tension is building. What if I

don't like this suit? Once again, I think maybe I'm not meant to

have a Chanel in this life. A minute passes, then another. Where is

she? Suddenly, I see Patricia at the doorway carrying something

covered in plastic. She stops to answer a saleswoman's question.

I'm straining my neck to catch a glimpse of the suit, but she's hold-

ing it with her right arm, away from the doorway. Finally, she

comes in. She hangs it on a hook, lifts the plastic, and steps back.

It's such a pale yellow boucle, much paler and softer than I had

imagined, like Devonshire cream, and it's piped in the silkiest

white satin I've ever seen. The whole thing is lined with silk satin,

and the lining is channel-quilted (a straight up-and-down quilting,

as opposed to the average crosshatched kind), just like the old Cha-

nel suits used to be, and the jacket even has a gold chain sewn all

around the inside hem, a signature detail Coco invented to make her

jackets hang evenly. It has the right Lagerfeld look. As I slip into it,

I feel as though I'm becoming a different woman—sophisticated,

immaculate, possibly Parisian. Patricia claps her hands. We both

know it's a success. "It's gorgeous.'" she says, smiling and jump-

ing up and down. I can hear the video's music starting up outside

—

"Better than ever, better than ever, we're better than ever, now."

And so am I. • talking... 378
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TALKING FASHION

When these diversions began to pall, there was always the

chance to interact with the characters that roamed the

grounds, one for every three children: Mickey and Minnie

Mouse, Big Bird, Cinderella, Annie, Superman, and Nancy

Kissinger. Actually, Nancy Kissinger was one of a select

group of adults who were privileged to attend; they repaired

to the adult buffet while nannies and au pairs looked after the

kids. A wonderful time was had by everyone, leaving the

children to go home and undergo sugar withdrawal while

their parents racked their brains as to how they could possibly

top this particular saturnalia for their own children.

For those attempting to scale what passes for a social ladder in

Los Angeles, grandiose kiddie birthday parties have become a

must. Private establishments like the St. James's Club and up-

scale restaurants all over the city routinely play host to parties for

kids from one year old on. Florists, caterers, and invitation spe-

cialists have also gotten in on the act. These days, parents will-

ingly shell out $250 a head to ensure Junior's happiness

—

although the sky (or the

depths of Daddy's bank

account) is rapidly be-

coming the limit.

In Beverly Hills, the

tales surrounding some

of these parties have at-

tained the status of

myth, bandied over Fri-

day lunch at Jimmy's or

the Bistro Garden. To
celebrate his son's first

birthday, L.A. lawyer

Mark Greenfield report-

edly brought an entire

circus—complete with

real lions—to the tented

parking lot of the chic

west side restaurant Va-

lentino. Not to be out-

done, disc jockey Casey

Kasem and his actress-

wife, Jean (in her sev-

enth month), staged a

fifties-theme power
shower in the ballroom of the Regent Beverly Wilshire for

their much-anticipated first child. More than 450 guests

chowed down on meatless burgers and tofu dogs while giant

stork sculptures bedecked in leather motorcycle jackets

looked on. Still, reports of these lavish events pale in compar-

ison with tales of the party Judy Paley threw for her one-year-

old, at which airplanes trailing "Happy Birthday" banners

repeatedly buzzed over the birthday crowd.

Staging a toddler's version of a dinner at Versailles has its

own set of problems that have confounded more than one so-

cial climber. Since each party has to be more lavish, more ex-

orbitant, more top than the last, L.A.'s lords and ladies

bountiful are presented with a rather sticky catch-22—and

party planners are kept busy as they desperately seek new,

more extravagant forms of entertainment.

Members of

the Beverly

Hills brat

pack at

a lavish

birthday

party for

Stephanie

Wagner in

1949. At

that time

the gilded

lifestyle of

a privileged

movie-

star kid

included an

entourage

of private

instructors

for sports

and etiquette.

For girls, the

unofficial

toy count

started at

fifty dolls.

Some parents are solving the problem by moving party

competitiveness into other, related arenas, like elaborate

invitations. Those preprinted cards with Snoopy or Gar-

field are strictly. . .Valley, darling. One generous enter-

tainment-industry family got its two-year-old's party off to

a good start by sending fairy-tale-theme invitations to more
than 330 of the toddler's closest friends. Each invitation

cost more than twelve dollars and was hand-delivered by a

woman dressed a« Mother Goose. (That particular touch

pushed the tab into the twenty- to thirty-dollar-a-child

range before the first streamer was ever hung.

)

Among the hyperrich the current trend in children's parties

is . . . adult parties. The city's top caterers and event planners

(Rococo, Along Came Mary, Parties Plus) all stage kiddie

parties in addition to their usual work load of lavish pre-

mieres. According to representatives of Parties Plus, mock
adult parties are likely to include club-caliber DJs, palm read-

;|

ers, the latest arcade video games, and a professional make-

your-own-rock-video service. Refreshments of

choice include virgin daiquiris and margari-

tas—though it's not clear whether this is be-

cause the kids are too young to drink or

because, like their parents, they're struggling

to stay clean and sober.

Such excesses, ofcourse, underline what these

parties are all about: impressing the adults, who
usually stay on the pretext of watching young Jen-

nifer or Justin "have fun." According to the

owner of one of the top kiddie-party agencies in

L.A., "The parents stay, but they don't want to

deal with their kids. They want complete supervi-

sion while they talk. It's a big 'What are you

wearing, who does your hair?'
"

This party planner remembers arriving at

one Beverly Hills mansion to be confronted

with an unsupervised group of fifty ten-year-

olds in one room, all dressed in faux-adult

Bugsy Malone cocktail garb. Nothing, it

seems, could please the birthday child, who
was singularly upset at the lack of attention

she was receiving from the opposite sex. "I

was playing dance music, rock and roll, when

this completely jaded little ten-year-old girl

came over, teeth clenched, hands on her hips, and hissed at

me ,
'
I want to do a slow dance

.

'

"

In fact, jaded is a word that comes up over and over again,

whether used by the party planners or the parents themselves.

One unsubstantiated rumor that made the rounds earlier this

year concerned Candy Spelling and the party she had lovingly

thrown for one of her children's birthdays. As the story went.

Candy had hired a Michael Jackson impersonator to entertain

at the event. All well and good. But the rub, according to sev-

eral sources, was that the hostess neglected to mention to the

children that the man they watched preen, spin, and grab his

crotch was not the real Gloved One.

One can hear the cries of every child from Santa Monica to

San Marino now: "Mommy, the Spellings had Michael Jack-

son. I want Paula Abdul!" •
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TALKING ^nct^-M/^
By Tracy Young

rotten to the core
THE NEXT TIME YOU WANT TO STOP A PARTY DEAD IN ITS

tracks, just stand in the middle of the crowded room and

shout, "I love New York!"

I didn't do it, although I was tempted, because I didn't

know many people at the party. Many of the people with

whom I am accustomed to socializing have moved away from

New York. To Seattle. To Denver. To San Francisco. To

Philadelphia! If you're a wallflower at the exodus, it pays to

keep your mouth shut.

Even when loving New York was not considered heresy, it

was conditional. Oh yeah, people would say, the streets are

filthy and the crime rate is staggering, but there's the theater,

the ballet, the opera .... Nowadays a typical New York City

subway station resembles nothing less than a footnote to Dan-

te's Inferno: the River of Piss. Crime is so bad that everyone

who had a copy of the Zapruder film in his VCR library wants

to move out west, somewhere law-abiding citizens are al-

lowed to carry guns. Montana Montana Montana—it's the

urban exile's mantra.

So why hasn't everyone left? The culture? Get real. The

New York Times Arts & Leisure section is a more powerful

narcotic than heroin. Besides, a New Yorker's idea of a cul-

tural exp)erience is getting a walk-on in a Woody Allen film.

Obviously, what people really like about New York are the

very things they complain about. For example:

Complaint Number 1: Cabdrivers in New York do not

speak English.

This is a problem? Neither do cabbies in Paris. Moreover,

if cabdrivers do not speak English, chances are they do not

understand it either and thus are less likely to eavesdrop on

your conversations or, worse, talk to you.

Complaint Number 2: New York is cold and impersonal.

True. But in an age that worships celebrity. New York City

is one place where you can, if you choose, remain anony-

mous. Even if you are the mayor.

On the other hand, New York's famous residents make it a

mecca for autograph hounds, although they are no longer

content to catch a glimpse of Djuna Barnes squeezing grape-

fruits at the Jefferson Market. Celebrity spotting has turned

into celebrity safari. Fans across the country move into celeb-

rities' houses or hole up in their bathrooms and threaten sui-

cide. In New York they expose them as homosexuals in the

new sport of the fame-disenfranchised called "outing."
'

'Outing
'

' ? Wasn " t that a fami ly trip? Wasn ' t it a noun? Any-
time a noun becomes a transitive verb—as incest has—you can

be sure foul play is afoot. And Manhattan gossip is so refined

that people ' 'out' ' their pets. Like my fixed female cat, who has

taken to mating with my arm, which makes her not only a lesbi-

an, but a lesbian with delusions of grandeur. A role model for

the Burmese community. But enough about her . . .

.

Complaint Number 3: New York is too expensive.

Also true. And life is too short for bargain hunting.

Several months ago, a Manhattan weekly called 7 Days

382
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folded. Now, this may not interest any-

one who lives outside Manhattan. (See

Complaint Number 4.) It may not even be

of interest to most of the people who do live in

Manhattan—which could explain why it lg!^(^^@! ^
went out of business , although I tend to think \ @ g @]
it was because it reported on the city without

whining—and was the only local publication

that didn't get your hands dirty.

Complaint Number 4: People in New York are chau-

vinistic about the rest of the country.

First of all, this is not true, although it should be.

What's so great about Middle America, anyway? It's

wall-to-wall Simpsons. Anyone with a grain of sense

has fled. And a vrai New Yorker who moved there

would be run out of town in a 4 x 4 with a beer caddy

between the seats. But most New Yorkers care desper-

ately about Middle America because they are busy try-

ing to understand it—the better to sell to it.

Complaint Number 5: New Yorkers have

no civic pride.

This is not true either. Ten cabdrivers were

murdered in the Bronx in ten weeks earlier this

year, but local pols protested the filming of The Bonfire ofth\

Vanities because they thought it would paint an unflattering por

trait of their borough. No one raised a stink when the book wa

published, so one can only assume that Bronx pols are illiterati

and proud of it.

Complaint Number 6: New York is falling apart

New York has fallen apart. Several years ago, in this ver

magazine, an Indian writer compared New York unfavorably

to Calcutta. But she was rich. And rich people love to visi

Third World countries, so why shouldn't they get a kick ou

of living in one? Poor people prefer New York because tht

panhandling is better. And for the middle class. New York of

fers a kind of Outward Bound experience. One survives. On
feels virtuous.

Complaint Number 7: New York is livable only ifyou havt

a second home.

But the Hamptons are even more expensive than New
York. The traffic is worse. Only the people are the same, al

though they tend to dress in rural costume, hoping not to bf

recognized as down-home parvenus. "Which is," a frienc

confessed, "exactly why I like it there."

New York is a guilty pleasure. It's the Andrew Dice Cla>

of cities, the perfect antidote to the read-my-lip-service of the

kinder, gentler nineties. What's good about it is that it's noi

good for you, like New York City tap water.

You can't smoke. You can't drink. You can't eat red meat.

You're too tired to have sex. What's left?

New York.

Who's left?

Just the chickens. •
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VOGUE FICTION
{Continuedfrom page 33 1

)

She looked it. There were half circles under her eyes the size of

lemon wedges.

"It's Curtis she said. "Could I sleep over at your place to-

night? Tfl have to?"

"What's he done?" I said.

"Nothing," she said. "Not yet. It isn't what he's done, it's

how he is. He's heading straight for the edge."

"In what way?"

"A while ago he started saying I was having affairs at work.

He thought I was having an affair with Maurice, across the hall.
'

'

"Maurice!" I said. We'd both gone to law school with Mau-

rice. "But Maurice is gay!"

"We aren't talking rational here. Then he started saying I was

going to leave him."

"And were you?"

"I wasn't. But now. I don't know. Now I think 1 am. He's

driving me to it."

"He's paranoid," I said.

"Paranoid." said Molly. "A wide-angle camera for taking

snapshots of maniacs." She put her head down on her arms and

laughed and laughed.

"Come over tonight," Isaid. "Don't even think about it. Just

doit."

"I don't want to rush it," said Molly. "Maybe things will

work out. Maybe I can talk him into getting some help. He's been

under a lot of strain. I have to think about the kids. He's a good

father.
'

'

Victim, they said in the papers. Molly was no victim. She

wasn't helpless, she wasn't hopeless. She was full of hope. It was

hope that killed her.

I called her the next evening. I thought she would've come

over, but she hadn't. She hadn't phoned either.

Curtis answered. He said Molly had gone on a trip.

I asked him when she'd be back. He said he had no idea. Then

he started to cry. "She's left me," he said.

Good for her, I thought. She's done it after all.

It was a week later that the arms and legs started turning up.

He killed her in her sleep, I'll give him that much credit. She

never knew. Or so he said, after he got around to remembering.

He claimed a-mnesia, at first.

Dismemberment. The act of conscious forgetting.

I try not to think of Molly like that. I try to remember her

whole.

Charles is walking me to the door, past white tablecloth after

white tablecloth, each one held in place by at least four pinstripe

elbows Its like the Titanic just before the iceberg: power and in-

fluence d, -porting themselves, not a care in the world. What do
they know about the serfs down in Steerage. Piss all and pass the

port.

I smile to the n^^\. I smile to the left. There are some familiar

faces here, some familiar birthmarks. Charles takes my elbow, in

a proprietary though discreet way. A light touch, a heavy hand.

I no longer think that anything can happen . I no longer want to

think that way. Happen is what you wait for, not what you do;

and anything is a large category . I .im unlikely to get murdered by
this man, for instance; 1 am unlikely to get married to him either.

Right now I don't even know whether I'll go so far as dinner on

Wednesday. It occurs to me that I d n"t really have to, not if I

don't want to. Some options at least r> ^nen. Just thinking

about it makes my feet hurt less.

Today is Friday. Tomorrow morning 11!, ver-walking in

the cemetery, for the inner and outer thighs, u ne of the few

places you can do it in this city without getting run over. It isn't

the cemetery Molly's buried in, whatever of her they could put

together. But that doesn't matter. I'll pick out a tombstone where

I can do my leg stretches, and I'll pretend it's hers.

Molly, I'll say. We don't see eye to eye on some things and

you wouldn't approve ofmy methods, but I do what I can. The

bottom line is that cash is cash, and it puts food on the table.

Bottom line, she will answer. What you hit when you get as far

down as you're going. After that you stay there. Or else you go

up.

I will bend, I will touch the ground, or as close to it as I can get

without rupture. I will lay a wreath of invisible money on her

grave. •

KOONS CRAZY
(Continuedfrom page 3.43)

acting lessons. His hair is done by David Bowie's stylist. He is es-

tablishing a new base of operations in SoHo in a studio as large as a

city block, where Jeff Koons Productions will be backed up by Jeff

Koons's own advertising agency, Lambert-Koons, opening this

summer. He has a fourteen-room apartment in Munich, where he

goes to get away from the New York art world—also to be near Jo-

sef Fux, the Oberammergau wopdcarver who makes Koons's

sculptures. ("He is the best," says Koons, "the master Baroque

carver in Germany.
'

' The craft side of art is not for great communi-

cators like Koons; he employs "the best people" in every field to

execute his pieces.) He is thinking about a place in Rome, where

Cicciolina lives—currently they are together mainly on weekends.

He commutes regularly to Hollywood, where the best people are

helping him realize his film. This Warholian activity is all part of

Jeff Koons's process of becoming. "My art and my life are totally

one," he says. "I have everything at my disposal, and I'm doing

exactly what I want to do. I have my platform; I have the attention,

and my voice can be heard. This is the time for Jeff Koons "

Koons often seems to think of himself in messianic terms. His

Biennale sculpture, he says, "competes with the Vatican. It uses

the Baroque to show the public that we're dealing in the realm of

the spiritual, the eternal. This is like Michelangelo stuff. The

church uses the Baroque to manipulate and seduce, but in return, it

does give the public a spiritual experience. My work deals in the

vocabulary of the Baroque."

Listening to Jeff Koons talk, it's sometimes hard to believe what

you're hearing. This is partly a matter of personality . Can such ex-

alted and often quite incomprehensible ideas really be coming

from the mouth of this earnest. non-Catholic naif from York,

Pennsylvania, the son of a furniture salesman and a quiet house-

wife? His language is often stilted: "His rhetoric," as one well-

known curator says, "is straight from Mars. He is sort of an idiot

savant. "But this same curator echoes many other art world voices

in declaring that Koons must be taken seriously. There is a consen-

sus that his work is strangely disturbing . undeniably powerful . and

unlike anything else being done today. A prominent collector vis-

iting the Biennale, not a fan of Koons. said with some irritation,

'

' Ifyou say you like him you sound stupid , and ifyou say you don't

like him you sound stupid too." At the Biennale. where Jenny

Holzer represented the United States and won the prize for "best

pavilion," the talk was all about Koons. A great many people felt

that this time he'd gone too far. He was way out on his own tan-

gent, absurdly fearless, an acrobat without a net.

"I went through moral confiict." he says. "I could not sleep for

a long time in the preparation of my new work, to be able to go to

the depths of my own sexuality . my own morality , and to be able to

remove fear and guilt and shame from myself. And all of this has

been removed for the viewer. So when viewers see it, they are in

the realm of the Sacred Heart of Jesus."

The Sacred Heart of Jesus?

"Si. Yes. Jeffand Nona: Made in Heaven to me is the contem-

porary Sacred Heart of Jesus. It's an icon. I'm very interested in

icons, and the Sacred Heart is one of the greatest icons in the

world. I dont understand every theological aspect of it, but I'd

like to think I've been able to transform this icon. To represent it so

that the seduction and manipulation of the church can still partici-
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pate in the real world. It's not that I believe in the message of the

church. I don't. But I do believe that it's very important to have a

spiritual side in life. I believe totally that I'm in the realm of the

eternal, now, with Ilona. Through our union, we're aligned once

again with nature. I mean, we've become God. That's the bottom

line. We've become God."

The key to his new project is Cicciolina, whom he discovered in a

skin magazine two years ago. (He was looking for skin colors for his

Banality sculptures.) Cicciolina is the third of four children of a mid-

dle-class family in Budapest. Her father worked for the Ministry of

Interior and her mother, a doctor, wanted Ilona to become a doctor

too. But she was "too squeamish." Fifteen years ago she moved to

Rome, where she modeled, had a radio call-in show (her fans gave

her the nickname Cicciolina, a rather vulgar term for pinchable

plumpness), and eventually blossomed into a pom star. Three years

ago, she was elected to a five-year term in the Italian Parliament. She

attends every session and has introduced legislation to fund "love

parks" for teenagers; to provide sexual activity for prisoners; and to

replace brothels with houses where people can go to make love. She

also supports Green Party environmental issues.

Cicciolina still does at least twenty-five of herown live "spectacu-

lars" a month, in which she sings, presents her tiny but succulent

body, and in Koons's words, "seduces and manipulates" audiences

in order to liberate them. Her act sometimes involves a docile snake,

whose intimate contacts have aroused the consternation of Italian ani-

mal- rights activists . Like Jeff Koons , she 's often accused of going too

far. "We're the same," he says. "She's a media woman. I'm a me-

dia man." In January 1989. Koons sat in the front row for one of her

spectaculars and afterward went backstage with his interpreter. The

rest is history.

When Karl Lagerfeld fiew in on his private jet to photograph Cic-

ciolina and Koons at the Biennale, I was a little worried. Koons want-

ed to be photographed in his hotel suite, in bed with Cicciolina.

Koons is nude in all his photographs with Cicciolina. Moral conflict

on my part. How would this go down at Vogue? The hotel was quite

worried too. The Lagerfeld entourage included eight assistants and

twenty bags of equipment and props; Cicciolina's reputation led the

manager to suspect all manner of unseemly goings-on. Lagerfeld,

however, was able to get them both into his signature black turtle-

necks. He was much taken with Cicciolina's "baby body" and cam-

era-seducing presence. "The camera loves her," he said

approvingly. The famous couturier, who has recently added photog-

raphy to his quiver of achievements, also managed to set aside her

mermaid and other equally inventive, self-designed costumes and

pour her into a Chanel wedding dress. He brought real flowers for her

hair, peach satin sheets, and a makeup artist who pared down the

wide-body, Cadillac red Cicciolina mouth. Who knows? She may

turn up as the bride in Lagerfeld's next Chanel collection.

Lagerfeld saw a sweetness and softness in her, which his photo-

graphs reflect. The same quality infuses Koons's work at the Bien-

nale. But Koons showed me some photographs of himself and

Cicciolina for his next show that were graphic enough to bring back

my quota of shame and guilt. Although he claims his film Made in

Heaven will be "most beneficial" for children, he may have to put

himself through more sleepless nights in order to remove the shame

and guilt for the rest of us. Koons, however, has no anxieties. The

film, he insists, is about love and oneness. "Ilona and I were bom for

each other," he says.

The moming after the Lagerfeld shoot, Koons asked Cicciolina to

marry him, and she accepted. "It's real," he told me. "It's not artifi-

cial. We find pleasure in very simple things. We're getting married in

the fall, as soon as we finish the film."

Jeff Koons, whose life and work are totally at one, is "making

some of the greatest art being made now," according to Jeff Koons.

"It'll take the art world ten years to gel around it. . . . In this century,

there was Picasso and Duchamp. And now I'm taking us out of the

twentieth century "

This is not entirely a put-on, dear reader. I swear it.

Says Koons in his most earnest tone of voice ,
"

I respect Jeff Koons
more and more every day

. '

' •

ROEHM'S EMPIRE
(Continuedfrom page 358)

cided on my career at thirteen? Where were they when I was de-

signing polyester sportswear? Where were they during the eleven

years I worked in the industry before I had my own company?

Where were they when I had a small high-rise apartment and didn't

live this life at all?"

Carolyne Roehm pauses to receive another jumbo bouquet at her

desk, reads the card, and says, "Sweet" and "I'm thrilled." This

one is a toppling herbaceous border from Saks, which liked her show

so much it reorganized the budget and extended her in-store floor

space. She moves a box ofjewelry onto the window ledge to make a

gap and we peer at each other through the foliage.

"Tell you one thing— I don't want to go to very many of those

gala events anymore. They're too tiring," she says, straightening

up and pouring a glass of spring water. "Last year 1 started notic-

ing how the charity circuit is managed very skillfully by women
who don't work. I was heading the grouse pack." When she

laughs, her voice is deeper and louder. "Me and the men, grum-

bling, 'It's past midnight and they still haven't served the last

course.'
"

This moming her husband asked her what she wanted to do come

summer, and she said stay home in her houses with the dogs and the

horses. "The era ofacquiring and traveling, to me that's all over. I've

got quite enough to deal with already
. '

'

She evidently has trouble saying no. Fast-forward a week and she

will be getting on a plane for Madrid and Salzburg.

"I feel differently about many things. I've been thinking about the

fall of Michael Milken and the demise of Drexel Bumham, which

stood for the junk bonds and the quick money. I read all the criticism

in the press. I thought about Donald and Ivana's divorce and Mal-

colm Forbes's death. I thought about the nineties and the Bush ad-

ministration. And I vowed to stay home."

Quite a decision for someone who has founded her $20 million

business on couture evening gowns.

She took stock of the depressed retail climate and the changes in

Japan. She asked why women were buying fewer dresses and more

curtains. She remembered to remember what men like women to

wear. Then she put her conclusions to work in her fall collection,

with more short evening dresses and a change of silhouette—softer

shoulders and wider skirts. She made easy shirtwaists and long

sweater dresses for dining at home—your apartment or mine. She

cut billowing skirts in tissue taffeta you can screw up and push into

an overnight case. She produced an entire collection with no

black.

Bom talented, she has expanded her scope since Henry Kravis

set her up in business shortly before they were married in 1985.

That April she launched her label in a nightclub called the Latin

Quarter. It was an elegant, confident collection, and the press and

buyers, led by her friends in the front rows, gave her a standing

ovation. Carolyne cried, Henry cried, everyone cried. She was an

overnight celebrity and immediately ran into problems of sizing,

quality, and shipment.

She is impatient with herself for making any mistakes and gener-

ous in admitting them now that she has battled her way through to es-

tablish the promising company that Henry Kravis demands. "I can

finally say we are now shipping a quality product of the standard I've

been aiming for," she says.

But she still needs time to build in the profit-making structure

—

the fragrance line and the licensees required by a company with

dress prices of up to $6,000. "I thought, I'm a quick study, maybe
it will take two years to get the machinery rolling well. I was

wrong. Ideally I wanted a Pierre Berge to handle the business side.

I didn't find him."

Last year produced new setbacks. "I had collections stolen, there

were queries about honesty within the company. Fabric I desperately

needed got stuck in customs. It hurt to see company morale so low.

One night I told Henry I didn't think I could do it anymore. I said,

'This year has beaten the joy out of me .

'

"
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ROEHM'S EMPIRE
(Continuedfrom page .^85)

Her friend Francesca Stanfill Tufo watched events with concern.

"Henry's aonce-more-unto-the-breach sort of person," she said. "I

imagine he u^ve her the Saint Crispins Day speech."

He f icl>ed the pep talk with action. He fed a corporation trouble-

shooter into the system and swept his wife off for a holiday. She

weigli^d glamour and business values and is now fully integrated into all

parts of the company. America has proved it likes her clothes. The press

hasn't been half bad. She has expanded over an entire floor on Seventh

Avenue.

Hard as it's been, she is still as dedicated to glamour as ever. She

brought it with her to New York when she was twenty-three, plain

Jane Carolyne Smith, B.F.A., a daughter of schoolteachers from

Missouri with five suitcases ofclothes and a head full of Audrey Hep-

bum movies. In her childhood she was given to entering rooms on the

pointesof her ballet slippers, wearing a tutu and the $4.95 rhinestone

tiara she chose from a mail-order catalog when she was six. Her lov-

ing and sometimes critical mother, Elaine Bresee, remembers the

more docile family pets maneuvered into flower-trimmed bonnets

and embroidered kerchiefs.

"And her father and I always noticed she enjoyed the meal more if

it had a French name."

Mrs. Bresee thinks that only children, like her daughter, tend to pit

themselves against the world rather than against a brother or sister,

and demand particularly high standards of themselves. She describes

her daughter as a good student, an almost staid collegian, and a life-

long Republican. "We never had to worry about her. She intended to

be quite perfect. And she was a very nice, polite child. I don't think

she ever wore jeans during the sixties or seventies, and on campus she

went right on wearing wool skirts and knee socks and crisp white

blouses with Peter Pan collars.
'

'

Roehms ideals took a few knocks in New York's garment district,

but she looks back with pride to her stint designing ladies' sportswear for

Kellwood, a company that supplies Sears. The president of Kellwood

still attends her shows. Tiara time began again the day she took a job at

Oscar de la Renta, ajunior only too eager to accept a cut in salary. It took

de la Renta a little time to realize how bright she was: Miss Perfect from

St. Louis, a novice so awestruck that she never spoke or stirred from her

seat until he turned round one day to ask. "Don't you ever eat?
"

"Oh yes. I like to eat. Mr. de la Renta," she said humbly. "I think

I'll go get a sandwich.

"

"I thought," says Carolyne Roehm, laughing, "if he doesn't no-

tice me, he won't fire me "

Rising to the ultimate compliment of de la Renta dinner invita-

tions, she learned French and cooking, read everything, boned up on

art exhibitions and music.

"She's a superb girl." says Oscar. "She became like my own
daughter"

A third of the way through the Oscar years she married Axel

Roehm, the wealthy head of a German chemical company, and brief-

ly became a Darmstadt hausfrau. He didn't want her to work and the

marriage didn't take, but years afterward Carolyne Roehm would

still be shaking her head and saying with wonder. "I couldn't believe

I could fail." She was divorced in 198 1 and returned to Oscar de la

Renta to design his lower-priced Miss O line. Then, at a pre-Christ-

mas party, she ran into Henry Kravis.

The Connecticut house came first, a refuge where they could be

together and away from New York, and it is still her favorite. Then

marriage and the duplex, home to a treasure-house of ravishing

paintings. A hundred and one people came to lunch on the wedding

day. and life has gone on like that, really, ever since.

Back in Missouri. Mrs. Bresee is worrying about her daughter in

the "awful, awful world" ofNew York. She is not particularly im-

pressed by the stupendous lifestyle. She says. "I don't think my
daughter takes the time to smell the roses. She'll have to learn to do

that, or she'll be missing a lot." What she would really like is for

Henry and Carolyne to move to Montana and raise sheep.

Even Mrs. Bresee does not think this very likely. •

FLOWERS FOR VIOLETA
(Continuedfrom page 323)

come back the next morning.

I tell her of course, and as I leave I glance at the spot on the piano

where 1 have imagined my flowers would have been and then at the

face of Virgilio Godoy

.

"Lookat him. " Violeta says to Godoy. "How patient this man is

with me!"

The next morning the fiowers arrive in time. The arrangement con-

sists of two red roses, several others of a murky, improbable shade,

and one that has ceased altogether to be a rose, though it is unclear

what it might be instead. The greenery is not actually green, and the

strip of tinsel draped across the whole resembles the sash of a de-

frocked beauty queen.

I take the arrangement into the sunlight, thinking the hotel's light-

ing is bad. The tinsel shimmers; the roses themselves seem to shrink.

But on the way to Las Palmas Park, with the flowers on the seat be-

side me , I realize they are beautiful in the way that every act of civility

is. When I arrive, another niece, a young woman named Clarisa,

places the fiowers on the piano, exactly where 1 had imagined them.

They are modest but correct.

Violeta is stunning in navy and white . although her voice is softer,

less animated. The pain from her knee surgery has been excruciating,

she tells me. Not even ice packs have helped.

"Do you believe in miracles?" I ask.

She looks at her hands. She runs the tips of her fingers over the del-

icate veins of her left forearm.

"Yes, "she says, a bit guardedly. "As a Catholic. I believe in mir-

acles. I've visited Fatima, for instance. There's even a town in Nica-

ragua where a girl once claimed to have seen the Virgin. I believe she

did. But my beliefs in this regard are normal."
'

' I was thinking of the miracle of your election
. '

'

"Yes. That. too. is a miracle," she says, smiling. "The miracle is

that the people believed in me. The miracle is that the vote was secret

and fair. The miracle is that the people fought for a change instead of

just giving in to despair.

And now the question I have been saving seems appropriate.

"Are you aware that some people call you the Virgin of Nicara-

gua?"

She seems amused, but then a serious look crosses her face. "I

think I know what you mean."

"Are you aware, for instance, that some poor Nicaraguans think if

they touch your dress they'll be healed?"

She leans forward in her recliner. ""Yes. during the campaign I

would go through the streets of the small towns, dressed in white,

holding my arms aloft and saying. "Have no fear. Your vote is se-

cret.' I said it over and over: 'Have no fear." It was my message of

peace and hope. And yes. I know what you're talking about. I felt the

people touch my dress and saw them make the sign of the cross. And

quite frankly, it terrified me."

"Dona Violeta?" a voice calls from the courtyard.

""What? What is it now?"

Clarisa appears at the door. "I'm sorry, but she must go."

"My crutches, please." Violeta says, and when she has lifted her-

self out of her chair, she turns to me .

"

" Perhaps you could come back

this afternoon, for just a moment?"

"I'd be delighted.
'

""Very well, then, " Violeta says to me. And she adds. "I was terri-

fied when they touched me. and all I could do was pray. "Mother of

God. don't let me fail.'
"

fn the weeks immediately following her inauguration. Violeta

Chamorro resolved a strike by government workers and negoti-

ated the final disarmament of the Contras. The date promised

was June 10. By June 9 most, ifnot all. had turned in their weap-

ons, and in the remote town ofElAlmendro. President Chamorro

declared that the ten-year-old Nicaraguan civil war had come to

an end. •
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CAST-OFF KIDS
(ContinuedJrom page 327)

teen, he is at the California adoption fair with his father-to-be, Mi-

chael Lawson, who has been asked to speak to other prospective

parents about his experiences. Lawson is a kind of reality check for

the other parents, proof that despite the best intentions, adoption

can be a hard road.

Frank doesn't remember much about life with his mother, an al-

coholic and drug addict. He and his half-sister were taken from her

when he was four and she was six. There were a lot of foster

homes, but the one Frank remembers best was that of a family in

Lodi. "I took to the parents right away. Right out front when the

dad came home I said, 'Hi, Dad.'
"

Frank and his sister, who are biracial, were eventually adopted

by a white family, but Frank ran away a lot. He says the family

didn't like him. When his parents agreed to dissolve the adoption

and let him go, Frank's caseworker contacted Michael Lawson, a

single Oakland attorney who'd been invited to one of the black

adoption fairs by a friend and decided he was ready for a child.

Lawson has been working to adopt Frank ever since.

"When 1 first saw Frank I couldn't understand what the problem

was," says Lawson. "He is so wonderful, so verbal, so nice and

quick-witted. I didn't see his dark side."

Frank destroyed things—-his toys, his clothes, and himself.

He'd stick himself with pins, deliberately fall down the stairs.

Lawson was scared and started taking him to family therapy. One

of the first things Frank told him was that if Lawson didn't accept

him the way he was, he'd kill himself.

One night during therapy Frank repeated the threat and ran out

the door. A police officer found the boy on the edge of the roof of

an office building and tackled him before he could throw himself

over the side. "That's when I realized the situation was more than I

could handle," says Lawson. "Frank needed help."

So for the last four years, Frank has been in residential treatment

and gone home to Lawson on holidays and weekends. Lawson's

confidence was shaken , but after a lot of therapy for both of them

,

things seem to be working out. This summer, Frank moved in full-

time.

"After a while group homes do get to you," he says. "People

ask where you live and you say Sacramento Children's Home. It's

not like saying 1 live in Oakland with my dad."

Frank's case is the extreme; reports show 85 to 90 percent of

adoptions of special-needs kids work out fine. But parents still

worry about the problems that might hit down the line.

Yolanda Brown first met Kimberlee at the Northern California

Black Adoption Fair two years ago. Just a baby, Kimberlee

seemed healthy enough, but Brown was told that the infant could

develop a host of problems, from hyperactivity to severe mental

retardation, becauseof her mother's alcoholism. "So far, nothing

they warned me about has happened,
'

' says Brown .

' Kimberlee is

actually brighter than average. But they say the problems might

not show up until adolescence. So there's always that fear in the

back of your mind
.

"

The future of the new generation of children born to crack-

addicted mothers—and the government estimates there may be

half a million to four million such children by the year 2000— is

even less sure. Like the victims of fetal alcohol syndrome, crack-

exposed infants show a wide range of behaviors once they have

gone through withdrawal, from no apparent problems to irritabil-

ity, an inability to concentrate, difficulty switching from sleep to

wakefulness or from one task to another, and delayed development

of coordination and other physical skills. It's unclear how many of

these effects stem from crack and how many from the abuse of oth-

er drugs or lack of adequate nutrition and prenatal care—both of

which are at least as important to the birth of a healthy child as is a

drug-free mother. Whatever the cause and effect, the unknowns
tend to scare off prospective parents.

Experts agree that the most successful adoptions are by parents

who are realistic about what they can expect from the child they've

chosen . Down ' s syndrome babies , for instance , are among the eas-

iest special-needs kids to place because, says Joe Kroll of the

North American Council on Adoptable Children, "parents know

what they're getting. By far the toughest to place are older emo-

tionally disturbed kids, because you don't really know what's go-

ing to happen. They can be time bombs, or they can recover quite

well."

In several states, parents have sued adoption agencies when

their apparently normal preschoolers became disturbed or even vi-

olent teenagers requiring expensive psychiatric care. "You have

to level with parents who are adopting these children
, '

' says Gloria

Hochman of the National Adoption Center in Philadelphia.

"That's why we have to find out the truth about the long-term ef-

fects of drug exposure in uteroas soon as possible."

Researcher Richard Barth of the University of California at

Berkeley's School of Social Welfare says that studies of crack-ex-

posed children do offer hope: most of these children are not men-

tally retarded, he says, and they seem to do well if they are raised in

a nurturing and very structured environment. Early intervention

seems to be the key, he says.

De Lois Black is a firm believer in early intervention. A foster

mother for "medically fragile" infants—drug-exposed and HIV-

infected babies, and children with serious birth defects—she has

nursed a dozen crack babies through their first months of painful

withdrawal. She walks the floor with them at night because they

can't sleep; she feeds them hourly because they can't keep any-

thing down.

Black has decided to adopt Jay, a four-year-old who has been

living with her since he was just a few months old. "He had the

usual symptoms-—diarrhea that just wouldn't quit, vomiting, the

shrieking, the extreme sensitivity to touch—until he was about a

year old. I never slept." Today, she says. Jay is healthy and hap-

py, very bright and keeping up with his preschool class. He shows

no signs of hyperactivity or the other behavior problems associated

with crack cocaine.

"His teacher loves him, " she says. "I think these new studies

make a lot of sense. In my experience at least, these babies seem to

do very well if they get good, loving care.

"You just have to get them early. You have to get them out of

that drug environment.
'

'

Last spring, government drug czar William Bennett suggested that

children in drug-infested homes and neighborhoods be rounded up

immediately and moved into orphanages. "We may just have to

find some way to get children out of the environment they're in, to

go to orphanages, to go to Boys Town, to expand institutions like

that, where they will be raised and nurtured," he told drug experts

gathered in Orlando, Florida.

But like De Lois Black, child-welfare workers argue that chil-

dren need individualized care and a permanent home in order to

thrive. They need parents, not just when they're young but also

when they're in college or launching a career. If we really cared

about children, says Mary Lee Allen of the Children's Defense

Fund, we'd spend whatever it takes to find them families or, better

yet, to support the families they were born with. The North Ameri-

can Council on Adoptable Children says it costs more in some

cities to kennel a dog than it does to place a child in foster

care.

There are people who do care enough—and are loving and real-

istic enough to take a chance on these kids. People like Michael

Lawson, who says that despite the problems, Frank "touches a

part of me I never even knew existed." People like Yolanda

Brown, who continues to fight her way through red tape to finalize

Kimberlee's adoption and is willing to go through it all again.

"My husband and I could have children of our own, and we
talk about it, but I think we're leaning toward adopting another

child "

"We know what needs to be done," says social worker Lisa

Burleson. "We know what it takes. We've just got lo find the

heart—and the money—to do it
.

" •
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;, prices, more stores, more. • .on this month^s look:

Page 4: For information on cover see page 280.

Upfront 81: Gift rap: to order Christopher

Idones cookies, call Idone's Manhattan restau-

rant. 1022: (212) 737-1022. The Hermes kite can

be special-ordered from the New York Hermes

boutique: (212) 751-3181. Allow three months.

Spies like us: Swaine. Adeney, Brigg. and Sons,

185 Piccadilly. London: (07 1)734-4277: in U.S.,

434 Post Street, San Francisco: (415) 781-4949.

82: Shop talk: Oddiyana: (213) 664-1826. For

Hollywood Bowl reservations call (213) 850-

2000, or charge tickets through Ticketmaster.

Prices range from $3 to $64. 86: British reserve:

for reservations call the Dorchester: (07 1 ) 629-

8888, or Preferred Hotels: (800) 323-7500. Pet of

the month: for more information call the Pig hot

line: (415) 879-0061 . Fashion clips 102: Sketch:

alpaca wool coat. S61 1 , wool crepe jacket, S385,

merino wool pants, SI 89. Barneys New York;

Masque, Chicago. Top right: wool coat. Christian

Lacroix Pret-a-Porter. All accessories. Christian

Lacroix. Center: bag, 51,000, and shoes, S255 a

pair. Gucci, NYC, San Francisco. Bottom: wool

jacket, S610, cotton blouse, $230, wool skirt,

$240. Saks Fifth Avenue: Toby Lemer. Philadel-

phia. 107: Sketch: dresses, S 1 .700 each. Marc Ja-

cobs for Perry Ellis. "New York" dress also at

Ruth Shaw, Baltimore. Bottom: Donna Karan

New York viscose, nylon, and spandex cat suit,

$730. Saks Fifth Avenue. Center: coat, $670. un-

itard, $360. Bagutta, NYC; Linda Dresner, Bir-

mingham MI. For information on environmental

tote, write Industrial Wear, P.O. Box 1349, Dept.

V, Studio City, CA 91614. View 111: 3) Wool
jacket, $835, wool and polyester pants, $338.

Barneys New York; Maxfield, Los Angeles; Ulti-

mo Ltd. , Chicago. Sunglasses, Christian Roth for

Optical Affairs. Pildes Optical. NYC; Classic

Eyewear, Portland OR. Earrings. Yves Saint

Laurent. Bracelets. Karl Lagerfeld Bijoux. Berg-

dorfGoodman; 1. Magnin. Gloves, Naomi Misle,

NYC; Glove Me Tender. Winnetka IL. Bag.
Prada. Prada, NYC; I. Magnin. 114: 1) Velvet

jacket. $1 ,030. Bagutta, NYC; Wilkes Bashford,

San Francisco. Headband, Eric Javits. Henri Ben-

del; Neiman Marcus. Gloves, Paloma Picasso.

Harriet Kassman, Washington DC. Bag, Prada.

Prada, NYC; I. Magnin. Boots, Robert Clergerie.

Barneys New York. 2) Polyester and cotton coat.

$1,375. Bagutta, NYC; Wilkes Bashford, San
Francisco. 124: 2) Wool jacket, SI .765, wool hot

pants, $560. Bagutta, NYC; Roppongi, Los An-
geles. Isaac Mizrahi cotton and Lycra turtleneck,

$130. cotton and Lycra leggings, $120. Saks
Fifth Avenue; Neiman Marcus. Sunglasses. Cut-

ler & Gross. London Charivari, NYC; Nelly

Stallion, Seattle. Gloves, Naomi Misle, NYC.
Boots, Robert Clergerie, 'n340. Robert Clergerie.

NYC; Bob Ellis. Atlanta. 128: 1) Sketch: wool
jacket. $1,069. 3) Vinyl jacket, $1,404, Lurex
turtleneck, $242. All at Georgina, Hewlett NY.
Sunglasses. Scooter Paris. Bag. 3 1 Fevrier. $825.

Yoshi. NYC; Fred Segal Couture, Santa Monica.

132:2)Cottonjacket, $715, wool jerse\ top, belt.

$380. wool pants, $250. All at Serenella. Boston.

140: 1) Cotton shirt. $190, wool pants, $380. Ser-

enella, Boston. 2) Viscose and polyamide top,

$545, plastic pants, $185. Charivari, NYC.
Boots, Robert Clergerie, $330. Robert Clergerie,
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CanYou FindIhe Drug
Pusher In Ihis Picture? I

We all know what daig pushers look like. We've seen

hem often enough on television. But the frightening thing

s, a kid Is more likely to be pushed into dmgs by some

nncxent-looking classmate.

Smdies show that kids are eight times more likely to

ise dmgs if tlieir friends use dmgs. As a parent, how^ do

vou beat odds like that*

First, realize that your preteen cMdren are-^i risk. Then,

find out ever^tliing you can alx)ut daig abuse. Next, talk

to your kids. Let them know how you feel about dmgs.

Find out how they feel. Then, and this is very important,

get to know your kids" friends - and tlieir parents.

In otlier words, if you're in the picture, chances are a

pusher won't be

Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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^YC;L'llimo Ltd., Chicago. )•< .. 1 ) Velvet jack-

et, $700, cotton and Lycra jumpsuit, $375. Chari-

vari, NYC Boots. $355. Stephane

Kelian. NYC. Beverly Hills. 3, 4)

Bag that converts into a jumpsuit,

$900 People. Los Angeles.

Headband. Eric Javits. Shoes,

Philippe Model. Shauna Stein,

Los Angeles. 146: 2) Bag,

$575. Yoshi, NYC; Fred Segal

Couture, Santa Monica. Clock

earrings, $185. Bergdorf

Goodman; The Twenty-

Four Collection, Miami.

Stained-glass earrings.

$135. Ylang-Ylang,
NYC, Los Angeles. 3)

Bag. 3 I Fevrier. 4) Se-

quined top, Corinne Cob-

son, $352. Georgina,
Hewlett NY. Earrings. $195.

Ylang-Ylang, NYC. Los

Angeles. Bracelets, $295

each. Ylang-Ylang,
NYC, Los Angeles.
Elements 152: I) Donna

Karan New York jacket,

SI,000, top, $325, silk

chiffon skirt. $3,395.

Saks Fifth Avenue; The

Gazebo, Dallas. 3) Shoes.

$630. Bergdorf Goodman.
4) Silk dress. $1,390. Berg-

dorf Goodman; Neiman Mar-

cus. Cuff. $695. Bergdorf

Goodman; Ultimo Ltd.. Chi-

cago. Bag. $750. Blooming-

dale's; Lina Lee, Beverly

Hills. 5) Wool jacket. Anne
Klein IL $434. Anne Klein,

The Store. Manhasset NY, Min-

neapolis. Lurex and cotton tur-

tleneck. Claudia Jungkunst. $216.

Henri Bendel; Savannah, Santa

Monica. Wool pants, Michael

Kors. Headband, $25. Henri Ben-

del; Goldi, Milwaukee. Earrings,

$225. Bergdorf Goodman; I.

^361 Magnin. On models left arm:

bracelet, $350. Bergdorf Good-

man; I. Magnin. On models right

arm: cuff, $585. Bergdorf Goodman; Neiman
Marcus. Gloves, $75. Off Broadway, NYC; Ave-

nue Ltd., Omaha. Bag. $840. Chanel Boutique.

NYC. Washington DC. Beauty Clips 154: Top
right: sweater (around model's neck). Ballantyne

Cashmere. $405. Saks Fifth Avenue; I. Magnin.

Silk dress, Pamela Dennis. Earrings, Stuart Free-

man Design, $120. Patricia Field^ NYC; Cattle-

bone, Los Angeles. Left: suit, hat, and earrings,

Chanel. Bottom right: cotton jersey top, O forOz-

bek, $1 10. Emphatics. Pittsburgh; Neiman Mar-

cus. Images 169: Forjacket see information page

286. 170: Cotton robe, $182. Saks Fifth Avenue;

I. Magnin. Lycra swimsuit, $198. Gianni Ver-

sace Boutique, NYC, Beverly Hills. Earrings.

Jose & Maria Barrera. Martha International.

NYC; Neiman Marcus. On model's left arm:

bracelet, sculptress Maria Snyder. Henri Bendel;

Marshall Field's. On model's right arm: bracelet.

Christian Dior Bijoux. Saks Fifth Avenue.
Travel News 256: Clockwise, top right: plaid golf

bag, Aquascutum, NYC. Striped golf bag, Fendi,

New York, Houston. Brown leather golf bag,

Hermes, NYC. Green golf bag, Gucci, NYC.

390

Fashion's new ease
276: Left: wool and silk jacket, skirt, and vest also

at Rich's, Atlanta. Headband, Eric Javits.

Bloomingdales; Tabandeh, Washington DC.
Shalimar Gloves. Center: outfit also at Ruth

Shaw. Baltimore; Park Avenue Boutique, Cana-

da. Scarf. Hermes. NYC. Chicago. Gloves.

Fownes Ultranaturals. Right: wool jacket, sweat-

er, and skirt. Hat and bag. Christian Lacroix.

Gloves, Prada. 278: Silk parka, $2,825. Also at

Nan Duskin, Baltimore. Cotton shirt and wool cat

suit also at Chanel Boutique . Chicago, Los Ange-

les, San Francisco. Hat and gloves, Chanel.

Boots, Calvin Klein Footwear. Bloomingdale's;

Calvin Klein store. Chestnut Hill MA, Palm

Beach, Dallas. 279: Sunglasses, Christian Roth

for Optical Affairs. Optica. NYC; City Optix,

San Francisco. Shalimar Gloves. Rocsils, Oak-

land. Boots, Gianfranco Ferre. Available atGian-

franco Ferre boutiques. 280: Outfit also at Molly

Moses, Pittsburgh; Nan Duskin. Baltimore; Cal-

vin Klein store. Palm Beach. Dallas; Holt Ren-

frew of Canada. Calvin Klein Gloves. Boots.

Calvin Klein Footwear. BergdorfGoodman. 281:

Scarf and blanket. Hermes, NYC, Palm Beach,

Dallas, Beverly Hills, San Francisco. Boots,

Claude Montana for Stephane Kelian. 282: Jack-

et, $4,870. Also at Ultimo Ltd., Chicago; Amen
Wardy, Beverly Hills and Newport Beach CA.
Wool, polyester, acrylic, and cotton sweater.

$825. Also at Harriet Kassman. Washington DC;
Amen Wardy. Beverly Hills and Newport Beach

CA; Pino's. Seattle. Earrings. Gianfranco Ferre.

283: Suit. $4,100. Also at Nan Duskin. Balti-

more; Dayton's. Minneapolis; Swansons on the

Plaza; Miss Jackson's. Tulsa; Neiman Marcus.

Sunglasses. Christian Lacroix. Bag, Paloma Pi-

casso. Bergdorf Goodman. Gloves. Renaud Pel-

legrino. Stockings. Trimfit. Boots. Fendi. New
York. Washington DC. Bal Harbour FL. Hous-

ton. 284: Jacket, $45,000, wool leggings, $275,

and headband. Also at Fendi, Cleveland. Hous-

ton. 285: For information on pants, see informa-

tion page 286. 286: Left: polyester and nylon

parka. $975. Wool jacket. $850. Suede skirt.

$575. Bloomingdale's; Kaufmann's; Scarboro

Fair. Glencoe IL; Ruth Kishline's Country

Clothes, Evansville IN; Neiman Marcus. Parka

and jacket also at Marshall Field's. Gloves, Cal-

vin Klein. Bag, Prada. Barneys New York;

Prada, Beverly Hills. Center; for information on

jacket and skirt, see page 276. Right: wool and

cashmere jacket, $800, suede pants. $790. Berg-

dorf Goodman; The Dress Circle. Pittsburgh;

Toby Lemer. Philadelphia and Ardmore PA; The
Front Room. New Orleans; The Gazebo. Dallas.

Gloves. Calvin Klein. Shoes also at Joan & Da-

vid. San Francisco. 287: Coat, $12,500. Also at

Dayton's. Minneapolis. Cashmere and silk

sweater. Cotton jeans also at Hermes. Boston.

Houston. Dallas. Beverly Hills. San Francisco;

Nan Duskin, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Earrings,

cuff links, and gloves, Hermes, NYC, Chicago.

Glasses, Christian Lacroix. For information on

bag see information page 289. Tights, Fogal of

Switzeriand. 288: Top row. left: scarf. $195.

Hermes. NYC. Chicago. Right: Calvin Klein Ho-

siery. Escada shoes. $340. Neiman Marcus. Cen-

ter row. left: earrings. Hermes. Right: backpack.

$7,445. Chanel Boutique, NYC, Washington
DC, Beverly Hills. San Francisco. Far right:

bucket bag. $695, suede bag. $720. Both at Berg-

dorf Goodman. Bottom row, left: hosiery by Fo-

gal of Switzeriand. Shoes, $525. Hermes, NYC,
Chicago. Center: cotton coat. $1,755. Hirsh-

V O G I E A I' G L! S T 19 9

leifer's Etc.. Manhasset NY; Linda Dresner. Bir-

mingham MI; Maxfield. Los Angeles. Right:

boots. $600. Bloomingdale's; Calvin Klein store.

Chestnut Hill MA, Palm Beach, Dallas. 289:

Wool jacket with leather trim. Cotton denim
jeans. Cashmere polo shirt. All also at Nan Dus-

kin. Baltimore; Hermes. Boston. Chicago, Dal-

las, Houston, Beverly Hills, San Francisco. All

accessories. Hermes, NYC, Palm Beach, Chica-

go. Dallas. Beverly Hills, San Francisco. 290:

Hat. Philippe Model. Bloomingdale's. Scarf,

Christian Lacroix. Shalimar Gloves. Tights, Hot

Sox. Barneys New York; Sox Appeal, Denver.

Shoes, Escada. Neiman Marcus. 291: Wool coat,

jacket, and skirt. Cashmere sweater. Hat, Phi-

lipf)e Model. Bloomingdale's. Gloves, Prada,

NYC. Beveriy Hills. Tights. Calvin Klein Ho-
siery. Shoes, Hermes, NYC, Chicago.

'60s something
292-293: Left to right: leggings, $23. Blooming-

dale's; Macy's. San Francisco. Tights, $11.

Bloomingdales; Marshall Field's. Ozbek acetate

and rayon jacket, $1 ,600, cotton velvet hot pants.

$260. Jacket and pants at Theodore. Beverly

Hills. Jacket also at If. SoHo NYC; Alan Bilzer-

ian. Boston and Worcester MA. Earrings, Stuart

Freeman Design. Patricia Field, NYC; Cattle-

bone, Los Angeles. Gloves, Carolina Amato. Lu-

lu's, NYC; Knit Wit, Philadelphia; Hepburn's.

Prairie Village KS. Boas. Adrienne Landau. Jim-

my's, Brooklyn; Cattlebone. Los Angeles; I.

Magnin. Boots. $95. Patricia Field. NYC. Nylon

and cotton faux fur coat, $1 ,060. Dayton's, Min-

neapolis. Red and fuchsia leggings (sold separate-

ly). $15 each. Bloomingdale's; Macy's. San

Francisco. Boots, $335. Stephane Kelian. NYC,
Washington DC. Los Angeles, Ontario. Wool
melton coat. $2.5(X). Bergdorf Goodman; Toby
Lemer. Philadelphia; Roz & Sherm. Birmingham

MI; The Gazebo. Dallas. Gloves. LaCrasia. Bitz

of Glitz. Youngstown OH; Glove Me Tender.

Chicago and Winnetka IL. Stockings, $300.

Bloomingdales, NYC. Shoes. $295. Stephane

Kelian. NYC, Washington DC, Los Angeles.

Beaded jacket, $3,635. Norma Kamali. OMO
Norma Kamali, NYC. Earrings. Designs by Pau-

la. Cassioppia. NYC. Rings. Renee Gamine, $29

each. Suzy Wong. NYC. Tights. $16. New York

Socks. NYC; Jordan Marsh. Boston. Boots.

$375. Bergdorf Goodman; Neiman Marcus. Bag

(on floor). Paloma Picasso. Bergdorf Goodman.
294: Left: rayon matte jersey dress, CD Greene,

$1,150. Saks Fifth Avenue. NYC; Hirshleifer's.

Manhasset NY; Jimmy's, Brooklyn; Fred Hay-

man, Beverly Hills. Earrings, Prince Kamy-Yar.

Bag, Fred Hayman, Beveriy Hills. Gloves, Na-



omi Misle, NYC. Right: Isaac Mizrahi cotton tur-

tleneck, $130, wool skirt, $190. Barneys New
York; Hirshleifer's Etc., Manhasset NY; Charles

Sumner, Boston; Toby Lemer, Philadelphia and

Ardmore PA; The Gazebo, Dallas; I. Magnin.

Leggings also at Toby Lemer, Philadelphia and

Ardmore PA; The Gazebo, Dallas; I. Magnin.

Hat, Isaac Mizrahi. Bracelet, Stuart Freeman De-

sign. Patricia Field, NYC. Gloves, Naomi Misle,

NYC. 295: Fox jacket. Perry Ellis by Marc Ja-

cobs for Birger Christensen. For information on

wool and viscose sweater see page 295. Both also

at Serenella, Boston; Amen Wardy, Beverly

Hills. Headband, Eric Javits. Bloommgdale's;

Tabandeh, Washington DC. Glasses, Cutler &
Gross. Necklace, sculptress Maria Snyder.

Gloves, Naomi Misle, NYC. 296-297: Left:

snakeskin jacket, $1,740, shorts, $650, wool

gabardine vest, $230. All, Norma Kamali. OMO
Norma Kamali, NYC. Gloves, Daniel Storto. Ju-

lie: Artisans' Gallery, NYC; Wittenbom & Hol-

lingsworth Ltd. Gallery, Los Angeles. Bag, Arto

for Christiane Paine. Toto, NYC. Center: leather

jacket, $1,500, velvet lame shorts, $200, Mos-

chino Cheap & Chic. If, SoHo NYC; Neiman
Marcus; Roppongi, Los Angeles. Bracelet and

belt, Erwin Pearl. Armstrong's, Cedar Rapids lA.

Gloves, Paloma Picasso. Elizabeth Arden The
Salon, NYC; Harriet Kassman, Washington DC;
Holt Renfrew of Canada. Glasses, Ted Lapidus

Paris. Ted Lapidus, Bal Harbour FL. Boots also

at Weathervane, Santa Monica. Right: cotton and

viscose jacket and skirt (priced with shell, not

shown), $2,890. Arnold Scaasi for Scaasi Bou-

tique. Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC; Hirshleifer's,

Manhasset NY; Kanes, Chicago. Sunglasses,

Christian Roth for Optical Affairs. Morgenthal-

Frederics, NYC; Mr. I's Optical. Miami; Optica,

Chicago. Bag, Renaud Pellegrino. Blooming-

dale's, NYC. Gloves, Daniel Storto. Julie: Arti-

sans' Gallery, NYC; Wittenborn &
Hollingsworth Ltd. Gallery, Los Angeles. Far

right: gloves, Fownes Ultranatural. 298: Left:

Jean Paul Gaultierhat, $275, boa, $440, wool and

cotton coat, $1 ,310, wool and cotton skirt, $595.

Hirshleifer's Etc., Manhasset NY; Linda

VOGUE PATTERNS
Page 360. Dress: Vogue Pattern

#2470, view B. Sizes 6-16. Size 10: V/4

yards of 60" fabric. USA $12.50; Cana-
da $16.50.

Additional info: matching shawl, 36" by
36" square; fray all edges.

t M
JL

Dresner, Birmingham MI; Maxfield, Los Ange-

les. Bag, Arto for Christian Payne. Shalimar

Gloves. Right: nylon and neoprene hood, S48.

Betsey Johnson, NYC. Wool coat, $1,310, Mi-

chael Kors, Bergdorf Goodman; Nan Duskin,

Philadelphia, Baltimore; Neiman Marcus; Fred

Hayman, Beveriy Hills. Gloves, Philippe Model.

Bag in bag, Prada. Prada, NYC, Beveriy Hills;

Ultimo Ltd., Chicago. Tote bag. Barneys New
York, Manhasset NY, Chestnut Hill MA, West-

port CT, Dallas; Prada, Beveriy Hills; I. Magnin.

299: Lycra cat suit, $460, Christian Lacroix

Luxe. Bloomingdale's; Hirshleifer's Etc., Man-
hasset NY; Nan Duskin, Philadelphia, Baltimore;

Linda Dresner, Birmingham MI; Neiman Mar-

cus; I. Magnin. Jacket, $1,300, Adrienne Lan-

dau. Martha International, NYC; Neiman
Marcus; I. Magnin. Headband, Eric Javits.

Bloomingdale's; Tabandeh, Washington DC.
Earrings, Eric Beamon. Charivari, NYC; Made-

leine Gallay, Los Angeles.

Getting stoned
301 : Sunglasses also at McClure Mayo, Nantuck-

et MA; Wow Gallery, Dallas. 303: Silk taffeta

dress, $5,950. 304: Sequined and jeweled top

(priced with satin skirt, not shown), $1,160. Ear-

rings also at Chanel Boutique, Palm Beach, San

Francisco, Honolulu. Belt also at Chanel Bou-

tique, Chicago, San Francisco, Honolulu. 305:

Gloves, $675, Carios Falchi. Saks Fifth Avenue,

NYC. 307: Chenille dress. Earrings also at Cha-

nel Boutique, Palm Beach, Dallas, Honolulu.

Gloves and bracelets, Chanel. 309: Polyester

satin b(xlice, silk skirt, $4,4(X). Earrings, James

Arpad. Gloves, Naomi Misle, NYC.

Special effects
310-31 1 : Polyester and elastic pants also at Caron

Cherry, Coconut Grove FL. Shoes also at Nan
Duskin, Baltimore; I. Magnin. 312-313: Shoes,

$550 a pair. Bergdorf Goodman. Yellow shoes

also at Neiman Marcus. Gloves with stones at

Adaria, Birmingham MI. Glove with gold design,

$285. Bergdorf Goodman; Auer's, Denver. 314:

Viscose and spandex bodysuit and skirt. 315:

Jacket and scarf, made to order. 316-317: Center:

Christian DiorLegwear. Macy's, Northeast; Nei-

man Marcus; I. Magnin. Right: stockings. Body
by Caroline. Patricia Field, NYC.

Le jazz haute
332: Earrings, Jay Feinberg. 333: On her: rayon

top, $11,150. Earrings, James Arpad. Bergdorf

Goodman. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf

Goodman; Neiman Marcus. 334: Movie still:

Universal/David Lee. 335: Rayon top, $1 1,150.

Earrings and ring , James Arpad . Earrings at Berg-

dorf Goodman. Movie still: Universal/David

Lee. 336: Silk dress, $2,255. Earrings, Jay Fein-

berg. On him: cotton shirt, wool pants. 337: Ray-

on top, $1 1 , 150. Sunglasses, David Salvatore for

Headmaster. Parisian, Birmingham. Earrings an.t

ring, James Arpad. Earrings at Bergdorf Good-

man. On him: wool suit, cotton shirt, silk tie. Sun-

glasses, Persol.

Roehm's empire
354: Carolyne Roehm wool and cashmere sweat-

er, $865, silk blouse, $825, flannel pants, $825.

Also at Nan Duskin, Philadelphia, Baltimore.

356: Roehm and Oscar de la Renta: Anthony Sa-

vignano/Ron Galella Ltd. Roehm and Henry Kra-

vis: Ron Galella. 357: Large photo: dress,

$1,050. Coat, Carolyne Roehm for Alixandre.

Far right, top to bottom: reembroidered lace

jumpsuit with silk overskirt, Carolyne Roehm,

$8,400. Silk chiffon blouse and silk faille skirt,

Carolyne Roehm, $2,500. Wool dress, Carolyne

Roehm, $1 ,825. Neiman Marcus. Runway shots:

Pierre Scherman. 358: Top: Carolyne Roehm,
$550. AlsoatJacobson's. Inset: wool jacket, Car-

olyne Roehm, $1,400. Also at Home's, Pitts-

burgh. 359: Taffeta dress, $2,190. Also at

Neiman Marcus.

Strapless
360: Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun.

361: Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun.

Shoes, Anne Klein Footwear. Lord & Taylor.

362: Wool dress. Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for

Ben-Amun. ShalimarGloves. Shoes, Anne Klein

Footwear. Lord & Taylor. 363: Bill Blass cash-

mere sweater around neck, $990. Martha. Ear-

rings, Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. Shalimar

Gloves. 364: Dress also at Adele Kauff, Great

Neck NY; Scarboro Fair, Glencoe IL. Earrings,

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. 365: Earrings,

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. ShalimarGloves.

Anne Klein Footwear. Lord & Taylor.

Vogue's last look 392: Marina B. Marina B,

NYC. Patricia von Musulin, $750. Saks Fifth Av-

enue; Neiman Marcus. Herve Van Der Straeten,

$450. Bergdorf Goodman; Sasha Frisson, Atlan-

ta. Henry Dunay Designs Inc. Black, Starr &
Frost, NYC; Neiman Marcus. Henryk Demner.

Henryk Demner, NYC. Denise Solay Special

Collection, NYC. Christian Dior Bijoux, $250.

Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC. Arthur Koby, $375.

Ann Crabtree's Accessoire, NYC; Amen Wardy,

Newport Beach CA. Kleinberg Sherrill, $7(X).

Martha. NYC; Kleinberg Sherrill, Atlanta. Barry

Kieselstein-Cord. Bergdorf Goodman; Neiman

Marcus, Beverly Hills. Robert Lee Morris, $450.

Robert Lee Morris, NYC. ALL PRICES AP-

PROXIMATE.
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VOGUE'S LAST LOOK
Editor: Candy Pratts Price ^p^

392 L

Arthur Koby
Kleinberg Sherrill

Whether encrusted with

precious jewels that recall the

grandeur of the past or

designed along the sleek lines

of modern sculpture, the cuff

has stood the test of time

PALOMA PICASSO
prefers wearing two at

a time. Robert Lee
Morris recommends
"one on each arm for a

balanced look that com-
mands attention." What
are they talking about?

The cuff. And it's as

popular now as when W^^^ Robert

Beaton photographed ^W / Lee Morris

Nancy Cunard laden

with African bangles. What's interesting this time around,

however, are the various inspirations behind the designs. Pa-

tricia von Musulin and Robert Lee Morris, for instance, look

to modem sculpture for their sleek silver twists, while Barry

Kieselstein-Cord glances back at Gaudi's "amazingly organ-

ic" Church of the Holy Family in Barcelona. •
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BERGDORf GOODMAN
ON THE PLAZA IN NEW YORK

GIORGIO ARMANI

^^ iCd



1

At ease with the rich texture of marbled chenille. Wool blend pantsuit

and silk crepe de Chine blouse, from Giorgio Armani Le Collezioni.

In Collectors. Washington Oregon Californ la Virgin ia; 1-800-695-8000.
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IGNATUREo/

Celebrate the city. From Marc Jacobs lor Perry Ellis, tKe cityscape jacUet in rose quartz anJ onyx in

cotton witK satin appliques, 950.00 Star tanli in pure silk, 200.00 Onyx sUirt in rayon-silk, 385.00

All (or sizes 6 to 10. Lord f'' Taylor, Fiflli Avenue. For further information, call 1-800-223-7440



MM

Color runs riot this season. Here, a

marigold cardigan coat and jade wool

skirt by Bill Blass. Page 515.

FASHION
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Fashion clips

By Page Hill Starzinger

137-218
Vogue's view

Vincent Boucher checks out today "s young fashion movers and

shakers. . .Metallic brocade embellished boots, suits, coats at the Paris

couture last year; now, evidence of the trickle-down effect. . .Twin

Peaks's rising star, Joan Chen, reveals her secret style desire: to design

furniture. Julia Reed talks with her about ambition

224
Fur report

Drenched with color and worked like fabric, fur is suddenly becoming a

major player in the wardrobe

290
Elements

Designers have become color courageous, venturing into accessories

with Op Art color schemes

354
^ Voguestyle ... at stores across the country

513
Point of view

514
Seventh on sale

The Council of Fashion Designers of America joins forces with Vogue

in a special AIDS benefit that is also a unique shopping opportunity

515
The news is color

Electric, almost Technicolor: the hot tropical shades usually reserved for

summer now appear for fall—in crazy-quilt patterns or pileups of solids

532
The kings of color

Four star designers—Mizrahi, Ozbek. Versace, and Lacroix—all

masters of color, find inspiration in everything from Chinese kimonos to

MTV. Andre Leon Talley on Isaac Mizrahi; Stephanie Mansfield on

Rifat Ozbek; Julia Reed on Gianni Versace; Georgina Howell on

Christian Lacroix

552
Reds

As far as fashion goes, better red than almost anything else. . .The

season's hottest color travels to Moscow and Leningrad, where it's

photographed by Arthur Elgort—and where Richard Alleman reports on

the new revolution

574
Solid sister

Janet Jackson shows off Azzedine Alaia and her own streetwise style

600
Shine

It's the other big story besides color. It comes from silver, gold, kid, or

sixties-inspired patent leather and turns up in different degrees of

brightness for night

620
Faking it

Ironically, just as real furs are beginning to look fake, faux furs are

beginning to look real

631-662
Talking...

Overseeing eight supplements and fifty-two Sunday sections each year.

Carrie Donovan is style at The New York Times Magazine. Jonathan

Van Meter talks to this quintessential Fashion Person ... In wild colors

and textures, with more spangles than a show girl—stockings have

come out of the closet. Vicki Woods reports. . It's the great fake out,

as false eyelashes, hairpieces, and beauty marks dot the fashion

landscape . . . Talking out of turn . . . Parties

668
In this issue

Details, prices, stores, more

674
Vogue's last look

Investment strategy for the nineties: the

deliberately untrendy handbag ^^
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Short, beaded taffeta dress with illusion top and sleeves, and a daring flounce of skirt. 28 Shop? Let us do the shopping for you!
Call our complimentary service, P.S. Field's, 1-800-444-2882.
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VERY SAKS Fl FTH AV E N U E

IT'S ALL IN THE SWING BUT COLOR MAKES THE IMPACT.

RICH, SOFT TO THE TOUCH, SIMPLY SMART FROM MAX MARA,

THE EMERALDWOOL VELOUR SWING COAT FOR SIZES 4 TO 14,

$480 (95-700), THE SAPPHIRE MERINO WOOL TRAPEZE TUNIC

TOP FOR SIZES S, M, L, $298 (95-701), AND THE SAPPHIRE

MERINO WOOL PULL ON SKIRT FOR SIZES S, M, L, $153 (9S-702).

TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL 1-800-345-3454; BY FAX, CALL

1-914-337-5900. TO RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF

OUR LATEST FOLIO CATALOGUE, CALL 1-800-322-7257.

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS.
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jNly revlon has the

unforgettable touch.

85 tones of

REVLON NAIL ENAMEL.

SUPER LUSTROUS^' LIPSTICK

in 60 perfect picks.

No one colors your imagination

like Revlon because no one has

so many colors.

Colors that last so long,

stay so true.

Every shade of meaning,

every point of hue.

NAIL ENAMEL

iOQA PoMin
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Donna Dixon and Dan Aykroyd
Ontario, Canada

n the vwrldwear REVL0N
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VISIT OUR NEWEST SALONS—CHERRY CREEK, DENVER and THE ATRIUM AT CHESTNUT HILL, BOSTON.
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In the desert, it s sizzling in the shade.

Especially these shades,

Revlon's sultry, sun baked spices.

REVION
UNFORGETTABLE

\
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I H AVENUE
X5tst STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
(212) 486-0322
PARIS ZURICH MILAN ROME
FLORENCE VENICE NAPLES CAPRI

HONG KONG SINGAPORE TAIPEI
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Wont
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When it

feels good,

you wont
it to lost.

iwi^
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New L'Oreal

COLOUR SUPREME
Long Wearable Lipstick.

It feels good.

And it lasts.

NEW YORK

Oh, yes,

it really lasts.

But doesn't feel dry.

Really.

L'Oreals cutting

edge technology

now fashions color

with minimal stain

and an anti-feather

complex to bond
with your lips.

Breakthrough

color that stays

vibrant and true.

For hours.

While specially

engineered

emollients soften

beautifully.

Such a

smart way to help

prevent caking.

L'Oreal

Colour Supreme
lasts so long.

Feels so good.

And you're so worth it.

L'OREAL

II
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IS YOUR LIFESTYLE
isively AnrfTaylor. Tonal dressing in perfect
tieck paletaupechemise. Vtoo\ crepe. Sizes2 to
^nnTaylor and American Express cards.

ba1!|^^^^^lorlong, three-b|HDn taupe jacket toppinga !ittle cap sleeve
a Available liiiiDresorcall 1-800-825-6260. Wewelcome
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ROMA GENfeVE MONTE CARLO PA >

730 HFTH AVENUE
HOTEL PIERRE - 2 EAST 61ST STREET

TEL (212) 315 90 00 - NEW YORK

TOKYO HONG KONG SINGAPORE OSAKA LONDON MUNCHEN ST. MORITZ
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PHE NAKEDS.
IAKED LIPS 6 BARE-TO-BROWN LIPCHROMES TO WEAR
ILONE OR BLEND. MOIST, NAKED COLOR. U LT

I

IVIA 1
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NAKED EYES
DEnNE, HIGHUGHT, SOBTER 8 NEUTRAL SHADES.
NEVER MORE SUBTLE. NAKED APPEAL.U LTIIV1A II
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fAKED CHEEKS
SHADES THAT GO ON LIGHT WEAR ON LONG. JUST

iE NAKED SUGGESTION OF BLUSH. U LTIIVIA II
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NAKED FACE
THE FOUNDATION. OIL-FREE. TOTALLY MATTE. 15 SHADES.

THE PERFECT BASE FO; . THE NAKED FACE. U LTI IVIA 1

1



1990/9 J International Fur Collection Exclusively at

Roberts Furs
San Francisco • 415-362-6608
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Exclusively at

Roberts Furs
San Francisco • 415-362-6608
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Custom Eyes.

The silkiest shadows,
beyond the shadow
of a doubt.

Only Custom Eyes® Shadows

slide on this smoothly. Blend this

beautifully. Wear so long.

Revlon's rich and creamy

Color Release Formula makes the

;"°;:;^i„ unforgettable
choices give you real color control.

Every fabulous frost, plus the

new matte tones that matter now.

Always in combinations perfect

for you because you pick

the mix yourself.

mmm
~i>-ri

The most unforgettable women in the world wear
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CLINIQUE
SKIN SUPPLIES
FOR MEN



illii

1

ifHi

Clinique Skin Supplies for Men is a complete skin care system. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
You'll find it in selective medicine cabinets—and at Clinique counters across the country

Photographed by Irving Penn for Clinique.
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)rears New Discovery That Keeps First-Day Color Alive.

COLORVIVE
TECHNICARE
CREME CONDITIONER

THE DAY YOU COLOR YOUR HAIR, YOU LOVE THE COLOR, THE FEELING.

AND TO KEEP IT, NOW THERE'S COLORVIVE TECHNICARE.

U PATENTED ULTRAVIOLET RLTER PROTECTS EACH HAIR SO COLOR STAYS TRUER LONGER.

• PROGRESSIVE CARE REVITALIZES SHINE.

• DERMATOLOGIST TESTED.

HAIR BEFORE
TREATMENT.

WITH UV FILTER,

MAGNIFIED.

<y-'.''4

L'OREAL

Kf

COLORVIVE
TECHNICARE

Keeps First-Day Color Alive.
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KNOWING IS AL

KNOWING
THE FRAGRANCE FROM

ESTEE
LAUDER
NEW YORK PARIS
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STORES FROM COAST TO COAST.

Al CocM by In Froncots *. Brmmghoni Kiveicliose Gullena CA Beverly Center Breo Poirr Deser' Towr, Center Socrotnenn. ^ der Foir Sor D^egc. fgstiori Volley Sar 'ror,..s^c Centre Soma Cloro Volley Foir, Shermon Ook;

Foshion Squore Souihcoosi Pfozo. The Villoge at Corte Modiero CT Slomtord To»n Center fL Bol Horbour Shops Oodelond Mo" The ^oiU oolier't. oi h Louderdole Omn inte'rHHionol, OHondo-Altomonte Spnngj, Palm Beocfl

Worth Avenue PoIt Beoch Gordens Boca Town Center Piontotioo Foshion Moll GA Leno> Square Perimeter Moll IL Michigor Avenue Noi "hb' 30* C Our- * Lano""cic MA Burlington MoH Copley Ploce The Moll ot Chejtnu-I

Hill MD Owings Mills, White Flint Moll Ml Somenel Moll MN Minneapolis Govudoe Common NV: Los Vegas NC Chorlolte Soulhpc- MjH N. Ationin City T'umf ^j Vu*'ai Bndgewotef Commons. Riverside Squore The Moll o I

Short Hills Willowbrook NY: BuHoloWolden Golleno Monhossei OH Beechwood Ploce Clevelond Tov(er City PA Philodelphn. Ajir-u' iiieet K' 5 j< "'jsic W'How Grove Pittsburg*' Oiford Center Gollerio 01 SoufhpomKl

TN Memphis-Ookcourt Moll NoshvilleThe Moll 01 Greer Hrlls TX DollosGoHeno North Pork Center. Houston GoUerie ' ^a^irt :>r:d Cr)\.' vjr Ap'u".^ NonF Stu V* Arlington Fjshion Center 01 Pentogon City, Tysons 1

1

WA Seottle-Westloke Center WASHINGTON DC Georgeloon Pork N«w This Foll-CA: Glendaia Gollaria, Northrldg* Fashion Csntm OH Clnctnnati-Kanwood Towne Cantar M: Ardmor* Suburban Sqimn I
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\KS FIFTH AVENUE

A FIRST EVER...

LIQUID IN THE COMPACT
POWDERON YOUR SKIN.

SKIN IS PERFECTED.
PROTECTED.

PAMPERED LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

m PRINCESS MARCELLA BORGlffiSE
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totally

transparent

person .

when
blush
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L'OREAL
Invents

MICROBLUSH!
A New Kind

Of Blush

So Transparent

It Allows Skin

To Show Through

We caught

you thinking all

blushes

were the same.

Not true.

L'Oreal

Microsphere

technology

created a new
form of colour. .

.

so light and airy

it looks like

your own skin.

Only brilliant.

Just touching it

will give you

goose bumps
of pleasure.

L'OREAL
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Followers or leader.

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE

MAITRES HORLOGERS DEPUIS 1830

a.irmi
ri'iiVi' 1

li f » » • ' '

'''

Riviera'

BEYOND PERFECTION.

BAILEY liANKSKIiinnLE

JEWELERS SINCE 1852

Philadelphia (21 5) 564-6200 • Adiuita • B<.»tt)n • Chirlotte • Chica{>i) • Ft Myen; • Kansas City

Las Vt^jjas • Memphis • Pitislxirijh • S;in Fmncisci) • Sht)it Hills • Tulsa • Washinfjiin, D.C.
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DEFEND YOUR SKIN EVERY DAY
AGAINST THE SIGNS OF AGING"

^.0'^'J^'^''-'--'

PLENITUDE
ACTIVE DAILY MOISTURIZER

Now from the Skincare Laboratories of L'Oreal, a

multi-action formula that excels beyond
traditional moisturizers. Specifically, it:

• nourishes the skin with natural oils

hydrates its uppermost layers throughout the day

protects against environmental extremes that

contribute to the signs of aging

contains UVA and UVB sunscreens

Plenitude Active Daily Moisturizer . .

.

the soft, supple, radiant look of skin that thrives...not just survives.

plenItudlj

ACTIVE
DAILY

MOISTURIZER
CRfiMEQUariDIENNE

DESOIN I-OPEAL

reduces the signs ^NlTUDE
of aging ACTlVt

DAILY

^^^
Moisturizer

L'i Jh^tZL.-^

y PLENITUDE





NEW YORK

NOW THE SOLUTION FOR REDUCING
FINE LINES AND WRINKLES.

'\y^-'~:^-- --__-•-

PLENITUDE
WRINKLE DEFENSE CREAM

Instantly, you can challenge the signs of aging with this enriched,

silky-textured formula from the Skincare

J^^ Laboratories of L'Oreal. The results:

fine lines and tiny wrinkles disappear instantly

deep wrinkles diminish visibly with continuous use

• skin's appearance is revived, resilient...with renewed

,^^ elasticity... a luminous, soft, supple tone

Plenitude Wrinkle Defense Cream . . . p^
the feel of skin that is rested, relaxed ...

a look that defies the challenge of time.
s.in,ha,hasno.been s.,n.rea,edw,.hSkin that has not been Skin treated with

treated. Plenitude after 4 weeks.
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MODERN CLASSICS

HAYLEY in black suede with gold nailheads.

About $69.

For the retailer nearest you call,

1-800-22-PAPPA (1-800-227-2772)

In Canada call, 1-416-481-1161.
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STOPS

COVER
GIRL

Rich color. . . .
,

Stand-out definition. -

And not
i iSMUDGj

a snnudge in sight.

For knock-out lashes.

All day.

This mascara doesn't

mess around.

^^"^m^Ji^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^E"

^C«»»
i^lprr ^^^SSnjt-

^'^^''i^VfiSfw

1 (
CAROL ALT 1

NEW ANTI-SMUDGE MASCARA
Ophthalmologist tested.

AMERICA'S LOOK IS COVER'



A new wave of excitement stirs the night. Black velvet and white

taffeta from Julie Duroche for After Five. 4-14; 698.00. In Special Occasion.

W.shing.on/Or.,on/C.liforni./U..h/Al..ka/Virginia;
I 800.69S-8000. Opening Sept. 7 in Par.mu.. NJ.

norristrom
VOGUE SEPTEMBER 1990
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Cartier jusqu'au bout des griffes

PARFUM

Ponthere

CarUer

^

L ARTIER INC

PARFUMS

Cartier
Paris

j/A
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COLLECTIONS



JL. Name created and tegisteted

^^Jide by Carter since OT3.

""'nw become the synonym for an

SIS st^P towards a privileged

lifestyle.

^Cartler

lauinched

A perfume

_,, 1981 at the

:, Oriental ten-

-xic notes ofManda-

te, Rose, Sandal^^/ood

'^Exclusively
fetnimne

no other perfume t^

^.

9S

PARFUMS

CoLrtler

mu/t

( a/fief

Paris
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JUDYS

CANADIANS

EDWARDiS
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Some men are made of steel and gold

CaHler
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Calvin Klein
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IMPORTED

VODKA'

At last,

perfection in a vodka.

Tanqueray Sterling

linpoilcd Vixlk.1. W,. and 50". Ak Vul (80 dnd IOC"*.

WVr.. Gtjin rvutidl SpiiilH.

• \'*Kl S>hifB.-liii f, S»iiiu-rs,-t Co.. ^i-. York. M.V.
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vogue in the ussr
This month Vogue travels to Moscow and Leningrad for "Reds," a
twenty-Kvo-page feature with fashion and personality photographs

by Arthur Elgort and text by travel editor Richard Alleman. A key

player in Vogue's USSR team of eight, fashion director Grace Cod-
dington found the country very different from the one she had visited

fifteen years ago on a shoot for British Vogue. "Before, we were not

allowed to move out of our hotel without permission. This time, it felt

as if we could go anywhere."
And they did—from inside the Kremlin to backstage at the Bolshoi

to the threshold of a Red Army barracks. For model Christy Turling-

ton—who wore red, from Chanel to North Beach Leather—it was a
privilege "to meet so many important people in the arts" and a sur-

prise "to find a scene in Leningrad that was more 'downtown' than

New York's." For photographer Arthur Elgort, the Soviet shoot

erased his "fears of Russian strangeness . . . you realize when you go
to a place that the whole thing is human."

Pictured getting into the spirit of glasnost at the Leningrad restau-

rant Fortesia, Vogue's team and new Soviet friends. SEATED: Grace
Coddington, Arthur Elgort, Leningrad model Irina Kuksenaite, her

husband the artist Afrika, rock star Zhanno Aguzarova, Richard Alle-

man; STANDING: photographer's assistant Chris Bieriein, guide Jaimie

Sanford, Christy Turlington, guide Wladislav Kostin, makeup artist So-

nia Kashuk, hair stylist Oribe, fashion assistant Anne Christensen.
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NOCTOSOME
S\ STEME RENOVATEUR de NUIT
Renewal Night Treatment
Wake up to more beautiful-looking skin.

At night, after facing the day's
{

aggressions, the skin's natural biological

rhythms turn to its renewal activities. At

the same time, Noctos6me...with its

unique time-released Niosome
System Technology:

• provides for the accumulation of

a precious nightly reservoir of 3

"Niosome" microspheres containli.,

specific elements

• allows accurate, targeted and
gradual transport of its special

ingredients in this time-released

fashion to surface layers of the skin

• unlike traditional nighttime ?

formulations. . .combines the

qualities of an extraordinary texture

that is both light and luxurious in

its feel .,

The resuk..a definite beauty action <

night...WBsher, clearer, more beautiful-

looking skin every morning. S
NOCIUSIiME RENEWAL NIG

TREATMENT...!sn't It comforting to know
that while your body takes care of you
on the inside, Lancome takes care

of vnnrnn the outside?

r
. NOCTOSOME

SKTEME RENOVATEUR DE NUIT
Renewal Night Treatment

LANCOME





The Architects of Time

The Mini in stainless steel and 18 kt. goldf Versatile, thin, elegant.

Water resistant. Extremely accurate, very Swiss.

Five year International limited warranty. Intellisently priced from $1,950 to $4,550.

Also available in all 18 kt. gold.

BAILEY BANhS & BIDDLE

shahethehehitaije

Philadelphia (215) 564-6200 • Albuquerque • Atlanta • Baltimore • B»>ston • Chicago * Kansas City

Las Vegas • U)s Angeles • Memphis • Miami • Na.shville • New Orleans • Orlando • Pittsburgh

San Francisco • Seattle • Short Hills • South Giast Plaza • St. Lxjis • Tampa
Washingtt)n, D.C. • West Palm BeiKh

•Stainless steel with 18 kt, gold bezel, crown, case screws and interlinks.
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Refreshing news for a smooth, healthy face

ater-based moisturizers.
when it comes to replenishing its natural moisture, your skin just can't get enough of the

clean, cool softness of fresh water. Which is precisely the reason to consider the water-based

moisturizers from Neutrogena? Non-comedogenic" (won't clog pores), fragrance-free and so

pure, they actually work with your skin to leave your face looking soft and healthy-smooth.

Safe even for contact lens wearers, Neutrogena* Eye Cream smooths the While your mind and body are at rest, Neutrogena* Night Cream

appearance of lines in the extra-sensitive eve area. provides a moist, revitalizing environment for your skin, so it feels softer,

Neutrogena Moisture* helps your skin maintain its natural moisture, more thoroughly refreshed in the morning,

leaving your face softer, smoother, healthier looking. You'UJind Neutrogena* water-based moisturizers at your drug store.
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At fine Stores or call 1-800 LF FASHION (1-800-533-2744)
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WOMEN
LESLIE FAY SPORTSWEAR

LESLIE FAY DRESSES
^mt%

LESLIE FAY OPTIONS

LESLIE FAY GIRLS

%** •

LESLIE FAY EVENINGS

^^•^ f^ ;:.

S'W.':i

m^
LESLIE FAY FOOTWEAR

LESLIE FAY COATS

Most styles available in Misses, Petite and Large sizes.

At tine stores or call 1-800 LF FASHION (1-800-533-2744)



How TODefinean ExceptionalPerfume
BYJean Patou

he difference between an exceptional

perfume and one that's merely ex-

pensive, lies less in the nose of the

beholder than it does in pedigree.

It's what goes into a creation, after all, that distin-

guishes what comes out.

The same is true of thoroughbred Arabians and

perfect cheese souffles.

Nowhere is this princi-

ple more gloriously

realized than in "1000"

dejean Patou.

In this scent-strip

world we live in,

"1000" de Jean Patou

remains aloof

Exotic. Soignee. Redo-

lent with rare flowers

and precious fragrant

oils. Nightblooming

jasmine, rose centifolia,

mysor santal and the rarest of the rare, Osmanthus

from China. Osmanthus blooms for a short time

each Spring, and it can be found at a market

in Canton.

More than seven millionflowers are picked to pro-

duce a single kilogram of the jasmine essence used

in "1000" Little wonder this marvelous fragrance

is known as the essence of extravagance.

But wait, the luxury continues! Just look at the

Each bottle is registered and accompanied hy a numnered card

gold- leafed flacon. Each is filled and sealed by

hand. No two are quite the same.

The glass stoppers are ground to fit the neck

of the individual bottle. (Baccarat uses

a similar technique in the crafting of crystal

decanters.)

The golden cord you find binding the neck is tied

and knotted by hand.

(Each knot identifies

the woman who tied it

—Marie's half-hitch is

distinct from Jacque-

line's square knot; Jac-

queline's square knot

bears no resemblance

to Jeanine's bowline,

and so on.)

"lOOO" dejean Patou

is a limited edition

fragrance. The year's

harvest dictates the

quantity produced.

And as is the case with

etchings and limited edition books, each bottle

is registered and accompanied by a numbered

card.

True, "1000" dejean Patou won't find its way

to every dressing table. Elusiveness is part of its

charm. But to those who secure this exceptional

fragrance, a gentle word of warning:

An introduction spells certain addiction. For

"1000" dejean Patou is one in a million.

THE ESSENCE OF EXTRAVAGANCE
AT

n D r d 5 1 r D m
SELECTED STORES
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.,i%ING BACK: letters from readers

June pride
To the Editors:

Your June issue—what o delight, what

fun! I enjoyed it thoroughly, everything

from the beautiful cover model to "The

Country Girl" by Andre Leon Talley. And
the great warm-weather fashions and lo-

cations certainly put me in the mood for

summer.
Kim Packer

Escondido, CA

Supermarket of style
To the Editors:

I would like to commend you on the well-

written article about The Gap's sky-rocket-

ing success ("Fast Fashion," Jonathan Van
Meter, June). As an economical and fash-

ion-conscious consumer, I experienced this

great transformation firsthand and have

been a loyal customer ever since. It was re-

freshing to catch a glimpse of the creative,

intelligent, and organized network of the

Gap family.

Pamela M. Csipo
Trenton, NJ

To the Editors:

The Gap's logo T-shirt says "Twenty
Years: An American Classic Since 1969."

Don Fisher started with the idea of Ameri-

can classic, and now Mickey Drexler has

turned The Gap into an American way of

life. Everywhere you look you see people in

Gap clothing. Drexler has definitely mode
The Gap hip again.

Sarah Wortmann
The Gap, Store #750

Poughkeepsie, NY

She saves seashells
To the Editors:

As a shell collector, I had mixed emotions

about the "Shell Game" layout in the June

issue. At first I was pleased to see shells used

so beautifully. Then I thought about my ex-

periences as a collector, which have taught

me that most shells on the market were col-

lected when they were still alive. In this day
ofenvironmentcl devastation, I find it unac-

ceptable that some shell collectors have so

little regard for conservation.

Few people truly understand coral reefs,

which are delicate ecosystems. They are
equivalent to the rain forests in their impor-

tance and the diversity of life that they sus-

tain. The animals that inhabit the seashells

are part of the coral-reef system.

Many perfect abandoned shells can be
found on the beach. I hope fashion design-

ers take this into consideration when buy-

ing shells to use in their designs.

Lis! Voigt

Baltimore, MD

Short cuts
To the Editors:

Thank you for your cover of Linda Evon-
gelista (June). I must say it is long overdue.

She has proved that short hair can be sexy

and feminine. She has women all over the

worid cutting their locks, womervwho prob-

ably should have done it years ago!

Florette Simpson
Atlanta, GA

Alternatives
To the Editors:

Accolades for your June article on hys-

terectomy (Health, Lynn Payer)! As a gyn/

reproductive endocrinologist and micro-

surgeon, I am one of the few doctors who
have been offering loser myomectomies
for the post ten years. Most physicians still

opt for hysterectomy.

There are three points on which I differ

from Payer:

1. Fibroids should be dealt with as eoHy
as possible (at approximately ten-week

size). Waiting until they grow and cause

problems diminishes the quality of a wom-
an's life.

2. One doctor's comment that fibroids

that ore causing ureter, kidney, and blad-

der problems are not a reason to rush treat-

ment is incorrect. There is a need to rush if

the genitourinary trod is to be spared dam-
age and women are not to endure unnec-

essary pain and stress.

3. The "watch and wait" management
method for uterine fibroids is the number
one reason women will wind up with hys-

terectomies, because fibroids w/7/grow. For

women over thirty-five, few gynecologists

will offer myomectomy because by then

the woman probably has many and/or
large fibroids.

Martin D. Greenberg, M.D.
New York, NY

Lynn Payer responds:

While there is controversy over how to

manage uterine fibroids, I believe that a
woman is still best equipped to judge when
and whether fibroids are diminishing the

quality of her life.

As to the fear that fibroids may "silently"

cause damage to the kidneys and urinary

tract, several kidney specialists and inter-

nists I consulted agreed this was a rare com-
plication. In any case it is possible to monitor

for such damage with ultrasound and other

tests. A woman whose main reason for hav-

ing a fibroid operation is to prevent dam-
age to her kidneys should seek a second

opinion from a nephrologist or internist.

As for Dr. Greenberg's third point, as I

pointed out in the article, fibroids indeed

have a tendency to grow back. But again I

believe rt^at a woman, after consulting with

her doctor, should have the option of

choosing a second myomectomy over hys-

terectomy.

To the Editors:

Women often seem reluctant to talk

about the effect of hysterectomy on sexual-

ity. Lynn Payer's otherwise informative arti-

cle was a cose in point.

For many doctors, it remains standard

practice to remove healthy ovaries along

with the fibroid uterus to eliminate the 1 per-

cent risk of ovarian cancer. Women re-

place the estrogen most effectively by
wearing a skin patch, which is unsightly.

Many women must use vaginal estrogen to

prevent dryness during sex. There is no re-

placement on the market for the sex hor-

mones that ore peculiar to women. Some
women manage on the testosterone they

produce like men, only in smallerquantities,

even without ovaries. Other women have
to take testosterone pills, which may pro-

duce signs of mosculinization, in order to

restore their sexual drive.

NanqrJ. Wulwick
Red Hook, NY

Uncovered
To the Editors:

'The Gene Screen" (David Beers, June)

was a frightening account of a very real

and increasingly widespread case of dis-

crimination against handicapped, chroni-

cally ill, and now genetically predisposed

to be handicapped or chronically ill indi-

viduals. If health insurance is not made
available to the "disabled, very ill, or very

old," as Dr. Pokorski, chairman of the

American Council of Life Insurance's ge-

netic testing committee, states, then whofs

to become of them? Without health insur-

ance, these individuals will not be able to

maintain their health, thus becoming reliant

on the state and federal government for

the same services they simply wish to pay
for in the first place. It is apparent in the arti-

cle that many of these "uninsurable" indi-

viduals wont to, and can, purchase health

insurance but are not permitted to because

the health insurance industry only wants to

insure the healthy.

The cost to all of us will be so much great-

er if we buy into the myth that by insuring

the ill, elderly, or handicapped, the health

core costs for all of us will rise. On the con-

trary, by not allowing these individuals to

purchase what it is their human right to

hove, we all pay deoriy through soaring

taxes. Most especially, though, the sick, el-

derly, and handicapped pay the highest

price because they cannot obtain the core

they need.

The Health Insurance Equity Act, if

passed, will prohibit companies like Lincoln

Notional Life Insurance from discriminating

against individuals due to a preexisting

medical condition and will set reasonable

guidelines for costs.We need to let our sen-

ators know that we don't support discrimi-

nation and that we don't pay for the

insurance industry's greed.

Gina D'Annunzio
WestMllford,NJ

VOGUE welcomes letters from its readers.

Address all correspondence to Letters,

VOGUE Magazine, 350 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10017. Please include a

daytime telephone number. Letters may be
edited for length or clarity.
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Line preven
ihe future is in your hands. Reach for it.

a

s

BCRlPTIX/ES
J can't stop all lines for all time, t)ut Line Preventor helps stop future visible signs of aging



NAN DUSKiN AND

CAUTION:

L BLASS...

RVES AHEAD
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E L LENT RA C Y

Share our concern for the preservation of rare plants and animals In their natural environments by joining The Nature Conservancy. 1-800-628-6860
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NEW
PERFECTING MAKE-UP

A notch above transparent.

A nuance of color

Perfects your skin tones, yet never clouds

your complexion.

And so weightless, it feels like you're wearing

no make-up at all.

Perfecting Make-up. New from Cover Girl.

AMERICA'S LOOK IS COVER GIRl
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COVER GIRL Mary Mize
is wearing Desert Blooms.

^•.^

s

HEER MATTE COLOR.
NOW LESS IS MORE.

Think. Chiffon-sheer color

that's flawlessly matte.

Feel. Color so beautifully

smooth, it slides on like silk.

Experience. Color so soft, it

never over-shado^^^you.

COVER GIRL

OFT RADIANTS EYE S
AMERICA'S LOOK IS COVER GIRL

/

k 1990 Noxell Corp.



Focus:

Fall '90

Calvin Klein's

strong suit . . .

long over short.

The suit of

the season. Soft,

balanced and

morving in new

directions.

Featuring a long and

lean S-button jacket

in oatmeal. $935.

Perfectly fitting over

W

t

^
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Lash
flash

Someone finally discovered that different types of lashes

need different types of mascara.

:, ill \
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f
LASHES TOO SKIMPY?

V\&tchem
multiply

Evety single lash counts when your lashes

are skimpy. That's why new Clarion® Lash Multiplier

mascara has a special curved brush shaped like

your lash line. So even those little guys in the corner

are covered. And with its extra-building formula,

your skimpy lashes seem to multiply before your
very eyes, just watch.

1^
Clarion



LAS H E S JUST AVERAGE?

Giveem
aboost

New Clarion Lash Booster mascara gives average

lashes lots of extra oomph. The luxurious keratin protein formula

ictually extends lashes. While the precision brush pays individual

ention to every last lash for extra fullness. And that takes lashes

iS far from average as you can get.

Clarion

II ii



full lashes that clump?

Setem
apart.

'/-Mf^,^

Ty>f]T<v^'

I

Even full lashes need extra help

to keep mascara from clumping.

So new Clarion Lash Magnifier mascara
has a combing action brush that

separates and defines each and
every lash. And a full-lash formula that

lengthens and thickens. Without clumping.

Long division was never so easy.

No matter what your lashes need, now there's a mascara made just for them.

(There's even Perfect Waterproof for lashes that take the plunge.) Which one is personalized for yc

The Clarion Computer has the good news.

© 1990 Noxell Corp ^S^*^0^*^^
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PURE WOOL

I

P Global fashion in luxurious pure wool. Created by the acclaimed European designer \A/ho >A/ill receive xhe
I 1990 Mary Ann Magnin Award for Fashion Excellence at the San Francisco Ballet Auxiliary and I.Magnin

I Ljjncheon on September 12.
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Outside in More fashionable than hugging a tree? Bringing the

tree indoors for winter. Timothy Mawson, New Preston, CT (Top and

ABOVE ), favorite haunt of Bill Blass and Oscar de la Renta, offers

I floral chandeliers, fruit-shaped bookends, antique gardening books.

Mawson, who experiences a rush on indoor topiary each fall, says,

*^The way I display things seems to excite people."

t made
apan The

anese are so

crazed that

ting private

bols are now '

ing kids with

s of exclusive

IS from young

nerican and

European

liners. Of his

Jtsign (ABOVE) ,

}| Leva says,

I wore those

itchy, nerdy

uniforms in

unior high. I

me designer

een thinking

of me."

// Maurice

Chevalier had grown

up listening to the

Clash, he might've fronted

Mano Negra (right) or Les

Negresses Vertes, two

Parisian bands currently

touring the U.S. Could

this be the beginning

of a French

Rock Invasion?

Let's hope so.

Paramount importance Socializing in

restaurants is out; hotel lobbies are in, claims Ian

Schrager, whose Paramount hotel, designed by Phillipe

Starck, has just opened in NYC's louche theater

district. No gaudy neon sign to guide the way, just a

^^^ laser. Inside: food by Dean & DeLuca and

^^T enough modernity to soothe the chicest soul.

With guest rooms (LEFT) starting at $100, cutting-

edge style can now be a universal experience, no
Mit^



CFRONT

Debbies do malice? is the me-first generation beginning to

examine itself critically? When the taffeta-choked debutantes in

Metropolitan (above ) sit around lockjawing about the UHB (Upper

Haute Bourgeoisie) with their escorts, it's just another night on the

Park Avenue Christmas party circuit. But through writer-director

Whit Stillman's lens, the scenario becomes a comedy of manners that

socialists and socialites alike will relish. Stillman shows his own
impeccable manners by thanking both Bachrach Photography Studios

and the Spence School in the Aim's credits.

Pool room
J. R. Ewing may be

forced to pay his

dues in the

slammer while

Donald Trump begs
for billions in loans

from haughty

bankers, but the

luxurious lifestyles

of the (slightly less)

rich and (still)

famous go on. At

the Beverly Hills

Hotel
(
RIGHT), the

just-completed pool

at bungalow #5,
already a favorite

with Elizabeth

Taylor, Andrew
Lloyd Webber, and
Walter Annenberg,

has made it the

pit stop in LA

DJs come and go but only a few acquire disciples.

MYC's Clark Kent, a gentle-looking man, is so revered

for spinning tough tunes that fans follow him night

after night from Powerhouse to MK. . . wherever. ii4
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Sets back when
p)eople talk about what's on the TV,
they don't usually mean a vase. But

that may change after September 14,

when From Receiver to Remote Con-

trol: The TV Set opens at NYC's New
Museum of Contemporary Art. With

more than one hundred television

sets—from huge wooden boxes

(ABOVE ) to sleek contemporary units

—

the show proves that the tube reshaped

not only our minds but our living

rooms. After this reappraisal, antique

sets could become as hot a collectible

as Bakelite radios.

Da-a-h-ling llamas
Praised for surefootedness in the rocky

Andes, llamas (below) are now replacing

horses as pack animals here. Pete Jensen,

owner of the Lucky Dog Retreat (208/558-

7455), who uses llamas on two- to five-

night trips through Idaho's Centennial

Mountains, expects them to become in-

creasingly popular among "aging

yuppie types who don't want to

carry theirown backpacks."



watch by Patek Philippe goes

beyond measuring hours,

he sheer quality you sense when you

rst place it on your wrist will be a

memorable experience.

The elegance and beauty of its design

are sure to enhance any

occasion. Even the sim-

ple joy of owning one
can add something to

your day That's be-

cause a Patek Philippe

doesn't just tell you the

time.

It tells you something

about yourself.

.

f

PATEK PHILIPPE
GENEVE

For current informative brochures please write to

Patek Philippe. 10 Rockefeller Plaza. Suite 629 (V), New YorK. NY 10020.
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Listen And All The World ^Vill HEear You

PARKUM • BaU DE F*AFIKUM

3 LOOMINGDale's IMacy's • Woodward & Loxhfioi»



f»FRONT
Winning loser Many
musicians who finished at the

top of the international piano

competitions of the '80s have

retired into oblivion. But

Christopher O'Riley (LEFT) took

fifth place and ran with it,

establishing himself as one of

his generation's most

formidable pianists. He's

funny, too. Last year when
a stage crew pushed his

grand piano into the

orchestra pit he watched
in slack-jawed horror,

then turned to the

conductor and said, "I

hate it when that

happens." Albany Records has

just released a new album. Next month he

tours with flutist James Galway, plays chamber
music, and appears as a concert soloist. He's

worth, as the travel guides say, a detour.

Home on the range
Cocooning trendies are so

plugged in to being
unplugged that even when
they go out to eat it's for

home-cooked food. Fried
chicken, strawberry

shortcake, and a staff of

young, style-conscious
actors and models (maitre

d' Malik, right ) draw
everyone from Karl

Lagerfeld (rarely spotted in

a restaurant) to Thierry
Mugler to the new Paris

branch of Jezebel's, 7, rue
St. Benoit (below).

As our world becomes more surreal, the time

is ripe for a retrospective of Man Ray's fashio

photography (above) , starting the 7th at NYC;
International Center of Photography Midtown.

Better than truth while the media

is being criticized for "factional" re-

creations, novelists are making minor bits of

history relevant. In Raven's Bride (Texas

Monthly Press) Elizabeth Crook takes Sam
Houston's first wife, Eliza Allen, as her

central character and uses the scandal of

their separation to create a touching

psychological Portrait of a Marriage In

The Light Years (Pocket) Elizabeth Jane

Howard, known for her acerbic women's

fiction, captivates with a group portrait of a

country family in the mid-thirties The

hero of Mark Childress's Tender (Harmony) is

a dirt-poor Depression baby from Memphis
who becomes the white-hot rocker girls faint

over. In the novel his name is Leroy (get

it?) And Fred Marcellino illustrates Puss in

Boots (Farrar, Straus and Giroux), placing

him in the court of the Sun King.

Before Smurfs and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles tumt

Saturday morning into toy commercials, cartoons

were an art form (above). Those days live again as the

Philadelphia Art Alliance hosts A Salute to Disney

Animation Art: The Early Years 1931-1942.
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SHION CLIPS
By Page Hill Starzinger

As everything from
i\ swimsuits to evening

gowns gets ornament-

ed with "jewels," acces-

sor}^ designers achieve the

look for less with clip-on but-

ton covers made of colored

stones. The price: about

twent\'-four dollars

for six. The best:

Small is big

Oversize and bulky,

handbags of the eighties were
as tough-looking as power
suits. No more. The latest

designs are small, structured,

feminine. What's hot: on the

classic side—Fendi's perfectly

proportioned circles or

squares that are color

blocked in red, black, or

emerald. More whimsical:

those by Anya Hindmorch, a

twenty-two-year-old London
designer who is inspired by
antique perfume bottles (

left,

her satin version) and flea-

market steamer trunks.

Nony New York.

L.A. news: the celebrity designer
Janet Jackson, Daryl Hannah, and Julia Roberts are just a few celebrity superstars whJ
are dressed by L.A. designer Richard Tyler, one of the owners of Tyler Trafficant^

(7290 Beverly Boulevard). His forte: the superbly constructed, body-conscious jackc

that looks like it's straight out of Dick Tracy. With wide, notched lapels, big shoulders,

,

cinched waist, it's the rage in L.A., where it works onstage as well as on the street.

Turning back to

the spare, brightly

colored styles of

Pierre Cardin (who

created this coat,

NEAR RIGHT, in

1958): designers

such as Guy
Laroche, who are

sewing up similar

looks ( FAR RIGHT, his

wool jacket). Hat,

Eric Javits. Gloves by

Shalimar Accessories.

Details, last pages.

Whafs next after the sixties

revival? Could be the late fifties—

when "ladylike" colors were
combined with clean, hard
shapes. Designers go all

the way, with white

gloves, pastel suits,

matching handbags
and coats. Catch

them at Valentino,

Chanel, Blass.

\
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I
Swiss Made Timepieces From $250 to $750 • Water Resistant to SATM (l65ft) • Quartz

btoDnnhgdQle's DAYTO N HUDSON
• ULTIMA BRANDS USA INC 1989
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"lere^s a part of me that says,

oh just grow old gracefully.

then there's the real me
that says, WHY?
Oil of Olay is so like the fluid in young skin
it penetrates in a flash

—

softening, smoothing,
encouraging the look of healthy-glowy-young-skin.
Twice a day. Every day. Oil of Olay.
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the new
VIEW

Editor: Laurie Schechter

vouthquake
Today's hottest

fashion movers

and shakers-

many of whom
are too young to

remember the

sixties-have

started their

ov^n style

revolution.

VINCENT BOUCHER

checks out the

kids who are

reinventing

high style
All under thirty, they make up the baby-faced tribe that's cutting,

curling, and coloring up a storm for Manhattan's reigning beauty

guru Oribe. They are also the brains behind the hair and makeup
on the runways at Calvin Klein and Marc Jacobs, in front of the

cameras for Steven Meisel, Kurt Markus, and David Bailey, and
on such style-setting beauties as Christy Turlington and Naomi
Campbell. Designer genes: Two are sons of hairdressers,

one a frustrated musician: "I moved to New York to pursue a
singing career," says Benjamin Forrest. "I sort of slid into hair

color." Retro-active: What they oil hove in common—a sixties

beat. "I love women in false eyelashes," says Eric Gabriel. Says Troy

Halterman: "I like teasing hair into a bubble with the roundness of the sixties

but messier." Off the COif : And they'll do anything just for the excitement of

it. Says Forrest: "I love solid hair color now—it's striking and sexy. I like to see

highlights stronger and thicker, so you really see them." Gabriel: "Hairpieces!

Women shouldn't be afraid of wearing wiglets or falls or full wigs." Halterman:

"We have new ways of getting oomph. It's the way we finish the hair, so it isn't

set-looking even though it's teased." Jimmy Paul: "I think the way hair is done
is important. It should have a look. The other day I gave a woman a French

twist. I loved it and she loved it. It made my day." > 162

One of the tribe's creative coifs
\ O G I K S E P T E M B E R 1 9 9 137
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THE ART OF SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
A masterpiece of embellished elegance.

Ferragamo's "Galea." 237.95. from our

Women's Shoe Salon. Ala Moana.

LID€RTY HOUS€
A. TRADITION. I N.HAWAII
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Donna Sacs
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E F R E M
long island
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Available

atmacys
To order call 1-800-44-MACY'S
Ask for item #899149
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SAKS FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY

NEIMAN-MARCUS
BEVERLY HILLS, CA

HIRSHLEIFER'S

MANHASSET, NY
LOU LATTIMORE

DALLAS, TX
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HENRI BENDEL
NEW YORK, NY

HOLT RENFREW
QUEBEC, CANADA

SAKS-JANDEL
CHEVY CHASE, MD

WILKES BASHFORD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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REAL LIVE LEGS
Lis ClaiborneHOSIERY
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\swear my next apartment will have an elevator.'

ri!

REAL LIVE LEGS
Lis ClaiborneHOSIERY
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iif: the new youthqua

rashion model Veronica Webb, twenty-two, is also a

contributor to New York's downtown tabloid Paper, to

Interview, and to Oeta/7s. In the beginning: "I was born

right before the riots in Detroit. Growing op in the inner city

is very inspiring. It makes you want more." Educating
Veronica: Webb learned independence early: "I went to

a very progressive school. It was on the other side of the

tracks—and for a long time I was the only black kid. That

was rough." Cashing in: One day while Webb was

working as a $150-a-week cashier at a store

in SoHo, a French makeup artist

walked in and told Webb she

should try modeling. On
November 9, 1986, she flew to

Paris on a one-way ticket with

$100 in her pocket. "I was going

to stay three weeks and I ended

up staying two years." Model
model: Webb became a favorite

model for designers Karl Lagerfeld

and Azzedine AlaYa. "It was a

Pygmalion story— I was just this little

kid from Motown. They used to ca

me Gamine de la Rue." Her
mentor/his muse: Then she

decided to board with Azzedine—and

it was design around the clock. Today
Webb continues to inspire designers

with her personal style

—

a mix she calls

"international urban combat gear. It's

part James Bond, part James Brown."

Divine aspirations: "I may write a

book. I may head up a movie studio." For
,

now she's playing Spike Lee's wife in his ^"^

upcoming film Jungle Fever. One of her first articles for

Intervievif

^A

Veronica Webb

- SUM

As model and

for Azzedine All

Josh Patner, twenty-eight, fashion

coordinator for women's
sportswear, Bergdorf Goodman.
Screen play: He was originally

inspired by the romance of the silver

screen: "I always wanted the credits

to roll
—'Gowns by Josh.' But they

don't do that anymore." Josh the
zipper: Patner's first job in New
York after he graduated from

Oberlin College was dressing

models in the Donna Karon

showroom. "I just never left—I was
so ecstatic to be there I tried to

make myself indispensable." Karon

moved him into PR, then design.

"Then she fired me—in a very

gracious way—to push me out of

the nest, I think." Koran's
karma: When the offshoot DKNY

line was launched in 1988, Patner was back on board, as

coordinator for all the licensees. "Donna taught me to

demand the best of myself and others, and not to accept an
easy no. And she really teaches you to see—to use your

eyes." Gut reaction: Patner joined Bergdorf's in January

1990. Though most of his days ore spent reviewing young

designers' work, he also directs window dressers on the

correct coifs for the Chanel mannequins. "I respond from the

gut. But my gut has been very well educated." ^ 171
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Gale Hayman

Gave You

The Fragrance

Oe The 'Bos.

Now She

Brings You

Beverly Hms.

The Pereume

For The '9os.

For More Informaiion

Call 1-eOO-FOR-GALF

GALE
H^ BLOOMINCDAin

:'^ Gate Ha/man* kic
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MADRID DISSELDORF BRLSSELS LISBON PALMA DE MALLORCA PUERTO BANUS SEVILLA IBIZA
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Beautifi

IS No SECRE

AH I need is Rene Guii

the world's most comp^

and technically

skin and bodv care

system. Found

)fessional salon

ifsji^wbeen exper

rained. For the salo

consultation nearest y

call 800-444-6621 ai

receive a free sample ji

LIFTOSOME day/night c

)ns ^n

\

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Francosmelics Inlernaliunal. I

8601 Wilshire Blvd. . Suilp 60

Beverly Hills. CA 90211

213-659-1970.

Lachman Imports. Inc.

230 Fifth .Avenue. Suite 900

New York, N.Y. 10001

212-532-1030.

J

W § PARIS

For Those Who Take Skin Care Seriously
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.PLENDIDLY SLIM SILHOUETTE.

SHAPED, DRAPED

AND ABSOLUTELY DRAMATIC

r
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LASS DRESS 1

BILL BLASS

PRESENTS THE

ESSENCE OF

SIMPLICITY IN

A FITTED CREPE

BUSTIER

BALANCED

OVER A CHIFFON

SARONG SKIRT.

FAMOUS BAR]
ST. LOUIS, MISSOUR

t82
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eW: the new youthquake

The nightclub queen at home

\ in Flamingo East

Vtosha Calloway, thirty-two,

nightclub hostess,

photographic stylist, and all-

around fashion arbiter.

Globe-trotter: Born in

Japan to a Japanese mother

and a father of African-

American, Native American,

and Irish descent, Calloway

grew up in California but

bolted to Paris upon

graduation from UCLA.

There she worked as

everything—from seamstress

to designer's helper to

bartender at Les Bains

Douches. New York
Story: Returning to the

United States for good, she

landed a job as a waitress

at Indochine, Brian

McNally's celebrity-stocked

cafe. "I didn't know what I

was doing," she admits. "I lied and said I'd been a waitress in

LA. They told me the restaurant would open in three weeks.

After one month, Brian said, 'Why don't you help us paint?' and

I did." Main entree: A friend asked her to host his new
East Village place, Flamingo East. "I felt it was the future."

Second course: Calloway now eyes the crowd and sets the

style pace for fashion groupies, fledgling designers, and club

kids. "I'm not really looking at whether they look awful or

good; what I'm asking is 'Do they look comfortable?' " Her
own attire now centers on stretch pink or orange panne velvet

and Nikes without socks. This fall she's opening a

lounge upstairs "for people who want to have a

quiet conversation

la;

W ^h s mi
Masha Calloway

'^'vaj^;,'

Jewelry designer for Artwear, Jordan Schlanger

twenty-five. Atomic art: Words and phrases

like particle physics, molecular concepts, and
hydrogen bonds pepper his conversation as he

discusses the fine quill-like shapes and the

various patinas (copper-based black, silver, one

gold) of his handmade metal

jewelry. The son of

two artists ("My
parents were kind of

hippies—we lived in a

commune outside

Florence at one point"),

Schlanger completed his

own art degree in

sculpture in 1988 at New
York's Cooper Union. First

impressions: "When I

was a kid, someone walked

into my parents' house

wearing one of Robert Lee

Morris's knuckle rings—it had
such an effect on me." The
ring cycle: In high school,

Schlanger did a ring for a music

teacher. "It was gold with a fire

opal, and he said, 'Just go wild.' I

showed the ring to Jonathan

Strauss at Nemesis, and he told me
to come up with a collection and

he'd put it in the window."

Collective thinking: He's just

joined Morris's Artwear gallery. The noncompetitive group spirit

motivates him: "There's none of the pettiness of the craft world,

because Robert is an artist himself." Inspirational art: Victorian

ace, a bookmark showing just the veins of a leaf, and "things that live

in the sea: shells and spiky creatures." ^ 196
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FROM THE AWARD WINNING DESIGNER OF FINE JEWELRY
COMES THE VERY FINEST OF FASHION JEWELRY.

TM

si*.-V

AAN MARCUS
- store nearest you call

sari, Inc (212)889-7410
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Points de Vente Emanuel Ungaro Boutiques

USA

BARTON SLIGH'S, Jacksonville, FL

DAYTON'S MARSHALL FIELD'S, Chicago, IL

Minneapolis, MN
FREDERICK AND NELSON, Seattle, WA

JACOBSON'S, Birminghann, Ml Colombus, OH
JOHN WANAMAKER, Philadelphia, PA

LIBERTY HOUSE, Honolulu, HA
SARA FREDERICKS, Boston, MA

NEW YORK, 803 Madison Avenue
BAL HARBOUR, Bal Harbour Shops, 9700 Collins Avem
BEVERLY HILLS, 317 North Rodeo Drive

DALLAS, 4268 Oak Lawn Avenue
HOUSTON, The Pavilion, 1800 Post Oak Blvd

LAS VEGAS, Caesars Palace

PALM BEACH, The Esplanade, 150 Worth Avenue
PHOENIX, Biltmore Fashion Park, 2576 East Camelbao

ii'J

CANADA

MONTREAL, 1430 Sherbrooke Street West
TORONTO, 45 Bloor Street West

FRANCE

PARIS, 2 avenue Montaigne

PARIS, 58 rue du Faubourg-Saint-Honore

AIX-EN-PROVENCE, 5 rue de la Masse

HONG KONG

HONG KONG, 135 Edinburgh Tower, The Landmark

S. KOREA

SEOUL, 78-12 Chong Dam Dong, Kang Nam Gu

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE, The Paragon, Orchard Road

TAIWAN

TAIPEI, N' 447, Section 4, Jen Ai Road

Produced by CRUPPO oft and distributed by Ungaro Inc. 5 East. 59th Street New York. NY 10022
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Accrs
.Columbia. Canada

.SIMON AT GUS MAYER
Birmingham, AL

LOU LVTTIMORE
Dallas. TX

MARTHA INTERNATIONAL
x\e\v York • Palm Beach

ROMANOFF BOLTIQLES
Bal I larboiir. FL

SERENELLA
Boston. MA

SI lALNA STEIN
Los Angeles. CA

SILHOUETTE
W ashington. DC
Chevy Chase. MD

TOBY LERNER
Philadelphia. Ardmore PA

VIEW: the new youthquake

Oou/ute/

USA Agent:

MODA & COMPANY

745 Fifth Avenue - Suite 604
NEW YORK. NY 10151

Tel. 212/22332^

U.S. image director for Romeo Gigli, Ellen L.

Carey, twenty-eight, started her fashion climb on

Wall Street, watching retail stock prices. "Just imagine me carrying my
little purses when everyone else was carrying a big briefcase," Carey

laughs. "They all thought I looked strange. Of course, I thought they all

looked strange." Early sign of talent #1: Carey spent her teen

summers as a social director at a camp in the Adirondacks—planning

the entertainment, writing the weekly newsletter. "I loved doing it, and
that got me thinking publicity was the right avenue." Early sign of
talent #2: Though Carey grew up on a dairy farm in upstate New
York, "there was one year when I would cry every day over what I was
going to wear to school." Incubation: Three and a half years in the

press office at Barneys New York—"I was thrown into things whether I

was ready or not." It was there that she and Gigli met. "I came up with

the idea of using real people—all with red hair—for his show, and he

liked it." His bodyguard: Anyone in the United States who wants to

contact Gigli must pass by Carey first. She is known to be tough and
fiercely protective. "Gigli is still a hot new designer," she says. "And
there will be more years of trr>mendous growth. I'll get to see the world

through the eyes of this increc ibie man." In November Carey will preside

over the opening of Gigli's fir;t U.S. boutique, in Manhattan. • VIEW ^205
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AS
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BLOSSOM

Maison Blanche. Macy s and selected Dillard's Stores
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Melio
collection

Triumph In Digniby And Styling.

Stunning Swiss Handcrafted.

Masterpiece 18 K Goldplated.

Expansion Clasp.

Water Resistant To 90 ft.

Quartz Accurate To Within 60 Seconds A Year.

blGDmingdQle's

For a brochure write to: Raymond Weil, Dept. AD, 587 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017

k.A.
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As gold and silver weave their way into

day and evening wear, the medium

—

metal-shot fabric—is the message.

1. No accessories needed: a dress is its

own embellishment. By Geoffrey Beene.

2. A little bit of shine goes a long way.

Dress, by Givenchy Nouvelle Boutique.

3. Carolina Herrera in the abstract:

gold-patterned jacket and dress. 4. Eve

Reid's pleated gold scarf—to wear with

a tweed suit or brocade evening

jacket. 5. Taking a sixties-style pump
into the nineties: silver-sequined fabric

"gives color an iridescent perspective,"

says Patrick Cox. 6. The new thread in

town: Lurex—when it's in a jacket and
skirt by Bill Blass. Details, last pages.

VIEW 214
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After the gold rush:

last year metallic

brocade embellished

boots, suits, coats at

the Paris couture.

Here, evidence of the
\

trickle-down effect
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"JACQUELINE"

IMPO

INTERNATIONAL

INC,

SANTA MARIA

CALIFORNIA

93456

1 .800.367.4676
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¥1iW: joan chen

It seems as if Beene

had Chen in mind

when he designed this

collection (1, 2).

3. Perfect pairing:

Chen, who played

the charmingly naive

empress in The Last

Emperor, and Beene's

"Mandarin princess"

dress. Details,

last pages. f^

^.w

,?4,

»**i?

i^-*..^^

i M

Also like Josie, she leads a

dual life. Although she re-

cently became an Ameri-

can citizen, Chen
travels freely be-

tween the United States and her

homeland. Last spring she completed a miniseries

for Chinese TV, "a wartime romance during the

Japanese invasion." She was "extremely dis-

heartened" by last summer's events in Tian-

anmen Square , "but feelings for a country or

a culture have nothing to do with govern-

ment. Luckily I don't have to deal with the

government anymore.
'

'

Chen left school at fourteen to act but

later enrolled in a radio/TV/film pro-

gram at California State University at

Northridge. "I started working too

young and I felt a bit empty, espe-

cially in a family that's very intel-

lectual." She can't imagine
acting forever, but she does
want to be in a Woody Allen

film. For now it's back to

Twin Peaks, but after that

she doesn't know. "There

are so many choices in

this country— I get so

distracted. Maybe I'll

start my own line of

furniture." •

a
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Nylon Bike Bag $10.50
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Over the course of a lifetime, your skin will be put to the

test by the harsh realities of nature. That's why there's

Ligne Specifique. A facial and body regime created by
Fernond Aubry. From the most beautiful city in the world.

For the most beautiful women in the world.

W
fernand aubry

Paris

UGNE SPECIFIQUE

i^mand aubry
paris

aEWOCJOUB '

sm n PMitcns

jSIUIIUBKMn
ECIMBMCKM.-

nd aubfy
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ing the look of

fur: the color red. By

Geoffrey Beene for

Goldin-Feldmon. I>«tails,

stores, lost pages.

fur for all
is suddenly

Drenched with color and

worked like fabric, fur

a major player in the ^vardrobe

AS THE LINE BETWEEN READY-TO-WEAR AND FUR BEGINS TO
blur, the "serious" mink reefer is being supplanted by short,

snappy motorcycle jackets in sheared mink, by parkas and an-

oraks in muskrat. Casual and sporty are quickly becoming the

new buzzwords used by a generation of inventive young de-

signers, from Carmelo Pomodoro to Rebecca Moses, who are

translating their street-inspired looks into fur for the first

time. "Status is what got fur in trouble," explains Karl La-

224

gerfeld, who started this fur-as-fun revolution when he sent

fur as supple—and as well tailored—as fabric down the Fendi

runway two years ago. "Houses with only 'traditional' furs

have trouble today.
'

' Mary Jane Marcasiano, who after a hia-

tus of four years has begun turning out beaver anoraks and

short silk trenches lined in mink, says, "Especially for the

thirtysomething generation who've never worn anything so

unabashedly glamorous, fur is suddenly fun.

"

240
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ngs to rave about. The cool colors of precious stones

•mbine with the fire of diamonds, set in 14K gold. Choose emeralds

ith diamonds or sapphires with diamonds. $999 Each

We offer a 100 -day money- back guarantee!

iiit^<Ht
^ewdeAA Sutce 1885

Connecticut • Delaware • Florida • Georgia • Maryland • Massachusetts • New Jersey

• New York • North CaroHna • Pennsvh ania • N'irginia

(her 100 fine stores located throughout the Lnited States

Littman and Major Charge Cards Accepted

For the location nearest you call (201) 248-4713

i to show detail.
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BOUTIQUE:
Via Montenapoleone, 21 /A

Milano

r^.

MODA & COMPANY
745 Fifth Avenue, Suite 604
New York, N.Y. 10151

Tel. 212/2233223
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Whowouldn't take note?

BEN-A3IUN
BY ISAAC MANEV

l'.^^^^''
^H <yi^^^

I. MAGNIN NEIMAN MARCUS
238
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FUR REPORT

Minks that

pass with

flying colors,

ABOVE: Perry

Ellis by Marc
Jacobs for

Birger

Christensen.

RIGHT,

CLOCKWISE

FROM TOP:

Fabulous for

Leonard

Gorsk'r;

Grosvenor

Canada;

Giorgio di

Sant'Angelo

for Robert

Sidney Furs.

Details,

stores, lost

pages.

color From Arnold Scaasi's peach mink jackets and boleros that

could have walked off a Hollywood set to Claude Montana's

neon brights borrowed from Warhol paintings, color explodes in

fur, just as it does in ready-to-wear. Every hue of the rainbow

(and Day-Glo chart) shows up, particularly in mink, which takes

to almost any shade without losing its shine. The hands-down fa-

vorite turns out to be red—with purple (last seen in the sixties)

showing up at every house from Giorgio di Sant'Angelo to

Birger Christensen to Bob Mackie. Brights and neons offer an-

other nod to the sixties and a totally new color palette for fur, en-

ticing even the grand-master des gners (tangerine at Oscar de la

Renta). Fr mtheothersideofthecolorchartirichjewel tones, at

Valentino, .Sant'Angelo, with bottle green, from Christie Broth-

ers, V?: itii , Scaasi, making a play for the classic position

black onc>. i.^

Designers fir :: : ustomers aren t shy about color, either: wom-
en who already . classic furs are choosing colorful fur for a

second coat; fi:t ts are going bold to begin with. ^248
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G I V E N C H
GIVENCHY NOUVELLE BOUTIQUE

AVAILABLE AT

GIVENCHY BOUTIQUE. NEW YORK

BLOOMINGDALE'S

DANIEL FOXX

EUGENIE

HIRSHLEIFER'S

NEIMAN MARCUS

NORDSTROM
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Spendyourda^/s

ankle-deep inKeds.
A classic look reaches new heights with these suede boots.

TJrie look is Keds* the quality is Keds, and, best of all, the feel is Keds.

AVAILABLE AT

bkjDmlngdQle's

TheyFeel Good.'
244

© 1990 The Keds Corpora I
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EPISODE
23 FINE STORES IDCATED IN: SAN FRANCISCO • OS ANGELES • COSTA MESA • SAN DIEGO • NEW \ORK

SHORT HILLS. NEW JERSEY • DALLAS • HOUSTON • NEW C "ANS • ATLANTA • MIAMI • BOCA RATON • CHICAGO • BOSTON

WASHINGTON, DC • COLUMBUS. ONTO • TTO ^HIGAN • NEW VORK SHOWROOM (212) 768-7566

FOR MORE INRDRMAIION OR A FREE COfV : OOP SEASCNAl BROCHURE. CAa 1-800-782-7507
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Bring out your finest silver.

Nexxus Simply Silver

[Shampoo is formulated to

make silver, gray and white
hair absolutely glisten.

Just one use and >x)u'll

see the difference.

The gentle botanicals in

Simply Silver cleanse and

moisturize your hair adding
shine and lustre, enhancing
your natural color

\bur silver hair will

sparkle every day with Simply
Silver Shampoo.

Available only at hair-

klus
iSMPlVSllVet.

SHAMPOO

rO0MWC€
%4ll no UMK »«^

WOMOfi UMN -^w

.^1
SHAMf>00

H€$US
sty ling salons. Where you go for beautilul hai

all 1-800-444-NEXXUS (444-6399) for a fuU-line Nexxus salon n^af you.



« FUR REPORT
Fur that looks tike everything

but fur. LEFT: "Corduroy" mink

by Donno Karon for Birger

Christensen. BELOW: Plaid

sheared beaver from Scaasi

for Mohl Furs. RIGHT, TOP

TO BOTTOM: Fendi's Persian

lamb lapels; sheared mink,

Perry Ellis by Marc Jacobs for

Birger Christensen. Details,

stores, last

pages.

Fur as fabric Even jaded fashion watchers are strain-

ing to tell the difference between fur and fabric as de-

signers quilt, stencil, and bead everything from mink to

raccoon. The most successful ideas? Sheared mink—in

amazingly light weights and textured like velvet (at An-

astasi) or corduroy (at Donna Karan). Other trompe

I'oeil effects: sheared beaver that looks like wool plaid

and beaver that resembles cloth decorated with swirls.

The most sophisticated looks: those by Karl Lagerfeld

for Fendi; he works Persian lamb so well it resembles

delicately crocheted chenille. 262
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Endowed with the power jp defy time.

Like an ancient hieroglyph,

|e NobHa Sapphire reduces time

its barest, most beautiful sym-

)ls. Gilded hands. A circle of

ick. Futuristic design touched

ith the age-old spirit of exquisite

iftsmanship. Thewaferthin

lovement, is quartz accurate,

and is encased in a sleek water-

resistant black surface harder to

achieve than gold. Even the war-

MARSHALL HELD'S

ranty extends to the year 2001,

giving the Noblia Sapphire

Collection a magical power to

remain forever ageless.

NOBLIA
SAPPHIRE
COLLECTION

i
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367 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK. NY 10007

1 385 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10018

303 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10101

QUEENS SHOPPING CENTER
90-1 5 QUEENS BLVD. !

ELM HURST, NEW YORK, NY 1 1372
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APROPOS li

SANTA ANA, CA

AUER'S
DENVER. CO

OACHET FASHIONS OF CARMEL^ CARMEL, CA

.-- CHANTILLY PLACE
RIVERSIDE. CA

DeMILLE'S
SACRAMENTO, CA

HELEN'S OF COURSE
BEAVERTON. OR

JOE BRAND
LAREDO/McALLEN, TX

MARGO
NEWHAa.CA

TANCREEDS
MEDIA, PA

//r-,
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BINNS FASHION S
WILLIAMSBURG. V

aRQUE
DEL MAR. CA

EFREM
LONG ISLAND, N

JUST LOOKINd
LAGUNA BEACH. (

NORA'S
DENVER, CO.^

SCOnGREGO
SOUTHRELD/DEARBO*

THE ICING

TOP DRAWER
FORT MYERS. FL

VILLAGE SET
SKOWE. IL



LICK I N SELECTOR I

The ingenious lift-up, slide-out Selector I puts a drawerfu! of

makeup in your hand. Click into endless combinations for lips,

eyes, cheeks and flawless skin.

Allergy-tested, Dermatologist-tested, Fragrance-free.

Intelligent Skincare
^^ COSMETICS. INC.

nordstrom
SELECTED STORES IN CALIFORNIA

GL'E SEPTEMBER 199 259
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UR REPORT

-<fe.

linings and shells As Coco Chanel once said, "Real luxury is hid-

den, as in the precious lining of a coat,
'

' and today it holds true more

than ever. Reversible fur coats lined with silk and velvet arenas

good-looking on the inside as

they are on the outside, offering

the practicality of two-for-one

with great style. Some are even

waterproof: paisley silk lines

nutria at Basile; silk faille

lines mink at Valentino.

Not since 1962 has the

ff*X'^^^r ^^ ^^ ^l[^^^^^^^^^ shell—a loose-fitting sheath

that slips over fur—looked

so good (remember Doris

Day in That Touch of
Minkl): it's the perfect

way to "change" mink
coats by adding color and

texture. The standouts:

Carolyne Roehm's iri-

descent silk shell over

gray mink and Giorgio

di Sant'Angelo's sap-

phire organza over blue

sheared mink. ^274

^

\m

^' immii

n

»

V

^V

The fabric mix

is what matters,

CLOCKWISE

FROM ABOVE:

Silk gozar

jacket with

dyed fox trim,

Perry Ellis by

Marc Jacobs

for Birger

Christensen;

mink-trimmed

silk at Christian

Lacroix Luxe;

from Fendi,

kolinsky coat

with scarf of

printed taffeta

and velvet

trimmed in

kolinsky;

sheared mink-

lined foulard

jacket with fox

trim, Perry Ellis

by Marc Jacobs

for Birger

Christensen.

Details, stores,

last pages.
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Not for wallflowers, not for fainthearts,

not for shrinking violets,

i*^:

1

QKC
COLLECTION

I

Neiman Marcus
For further information call

1 (800) 458-4363
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not for the timid.
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THE HNE ART OF THE EVENING

CAPTURED IN LUXURIOUS FORM,

DETAILED FOR DRAMA

LOUIS DELL'OLIOANNE KLEIN

AN EXQUISITE

COMPOSITION

DEFINED BY THE

RICH METALLIC

TEXTURE OF

THE JACKET

PERFECTLY POISED

OVER

WOOL CREPE

SLIM PANT

FAMOUSBARR

I

ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
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.AIRE DRATCH - BETHESDA, MD, WASHINGTON, DC
E - LOS ANGELES, CA
DN ROSS - TARZANA, CA
lARBORO FAIR - GLENCOE, IL

;RENELLA - BOSTON, MA
^E GAZEBO- DALLAS, TX

GENNY

II

NNY MODA SPA S.S. ADRIATICA 16 - ANCONA - TEL. (071) 8717

.MNY USA INC. 650 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK - NY - TEL. (212) 2454860
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DRESSES FOR SUCCESS

MATERNETY
Executive suits, elegant dresses, contempo-

rary sportswear, and evening dresses too! For

a great image during and after pregnancy.

Catalog with swatches and fit guide $3,

refundable with order. Visit our stores in:

Atlanta, Arlington Hts., IL, Baltimore, Boston,

Charlotte, NC, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Fair

Oaks Mall VA, Ft Lauderdale, Harrisburg, PA,

Hartford, CT, Houston, King of Prussia, PA, Los

Angeles, Minneapolis, Memphis, TN, New Orleans,

New York, Orange County, CA, Palo Alto, CA,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Princeton, N.J., Rochester,

MN, San Francisco, Stamford, CT, Sl Louis, Wash-

ington, D.C. Telephone 215-625-0151. 1309 Noble
Street, 5th Floor, Dept. VOOl, Phila., PA. 19123.

FUR REPORT

FOOTWEAR
Sizes IV2 to5
One hundred

styles to

choose from

Send for FREE
32 page catalog:

Depi. VF-90

P.O. Box 7110

Canoga Park. CA 91304

(818)709-1133

SHOE SIZE

Name

Address

City . State

.

-Zip.

in country Parkas, duffles, and bomber jackets prove that fur

looks best—younger and less staid—when it's cut into sports-

wear shapes. What's moved out in front: the drawstring-waist

parka. The practical cirt, the urban fabrication make it the natural

replacement for last year's ubiquitous shearling. One of the best

(and most rugged): Carmelo Pomodoro's muskrat-lined poplin

anorak to wear over anything , day or night . Of course , many de-

signers are pushing the look still farther

away from its field-and-stream origins:

Basile, turning it out in black quilted

velvet trimmed with black fox, and

Oscar de la Renta, choosing bronze taf-

feta that reverses to claret-dyed

sheared mink. Even traditional-

ists like Christie Brothers are

joining the parka pack—doing it

up in champagne mink with a

silk-cord drawstring.

For fans of the duffle: it's gain-

ing universal ground—in mink

—

at Perry Ellis, Calvin Klein, Birger

Christensen, Scaasi, Louis Dell'Olio,

Valentino. 283
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;ice I decide

igo with something,

ire's no turning back

lUREL.
b Smart Decision.

KITTY B
Beverly Hills, CA

i

A U R E L'^Hl^rM
A DIVISION OF ESCADA 1-800-223-2155
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GORSUCH
Vail, CC
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fVACON'S
ranta, GA
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DANIEL FOXX
Palm Desert, CA

LAUREL BOUTIQUES
Cleveland

Boca Raton

Ft. Lauderdale

Short Hills

Houston
Columbus
Minneapolis

Pittsburgh

Chestnut Hill

San Francisco

Ontario

Quebec
British Columbia

OPENING 1991:

Scottsdale

.^0i&

LAUREL
: DIVISION OF ESCADA 1-800-223-2155
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MASTERWORKS FOR WOMEN WHO WORKi

AVAILABLE .
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FUR REPORT

chinchilla The sunglasses on the models at

Donna Karan are the indicator: chinchilla—and

its movie-star glamour—has never gone away;

it's the exception that proves the sporty rule.

Bob Mackie ups the luxury quotient by pair-

ing his cropped chinchilla jackets with

sequined dresses.

The most winning combination,

however, is chinchilla mixed with

gray flannel—the way it turned up

at Perry Ellis and Claude Montana.

"I wanted to give the fur a modem,

slightly aggressive approach,"

says Montana, who shows chin-

chilla over studded and ribbed

gray flannel suits. In a masterful

stroke. Marc Jacobs combines the

two fabrics in ajacket and adds a skat-

ing skirt. Or the luxury may be hidden:

'^tKKKti^tA his gray flannel wrap jacket is lined

completely in chinchilla.

—PAGE HILL STARZINGER

AND LAURIE DRAKE

In a season of sporty furs, the one

glamorous note: chinchilla. CLOCKWISE

FROM LEFT: collar and muff. Perry Ellis

by Marc Jacobs for Birger

Christensen; short jacket by Bob

Mackie for HBA; blanket coat.

Donna Karon for Birger

Christensen. Details, stores, last pages.

283

See selections from the designers on the

following pages, as well as other exciting

fall fashions, at these fine stores:

ALABAMA
PAPPAGALLO Tuscaloosa

ARIZONA
ROCHELLEK Tucson

CALIFORNIA
ANDREA'S FASHION Los Angeles

CLASS ATELIER Santa Monica
LE BEAU MONDE Corte Madera

COLORADO
OXBOW OUTFITTING COMPANY
Aspen

CONNECTICUT
L'ARMOIRE New Canaan

GEORGIA
POPPY'S Atlanta

SNOOTY HOOTY Atlanta

ILLINOIS

VILLAGE SET Highland Park

LOUISIANA
RFD Baton Rouge

MASSACHUSETTS
MARTHA & MASON Chatham

MICHIGAN
MARK KELLER Birmingham

MISSISSIPPI

PAPPAGALLO Jackson

NEW JERSEY

BOUCHE Red Bank

FLORENCE BARUFKIN Cherry Hill

HAMRAH'S Cresskill

HARTLY Westwood

NEW YORK
JANET FURS Great Neck
RARE NECESSITIES LTD. Manhasset
STEVEN E. Merrick, Great Neck
TALLULAH Woodbury
YASO New York

PENNSYLVANIA
e.b. PEPPER Pittsburgh

PUBLIC IMAGE Lafayette Hill

TEXAS
ACCENTE Houston, Dallas

LOULATTIMORE Dallas

MS. Houston

UTAH
CHALK GARDEN Salt Lake City

a

M I,



N KOHLS
ANDREA'S FASHION
Los Angeles, CA

FLORENCE BARUFKIN
Cherry Hill, NJ

HARTLY
Westwood, NJ

L'ARMOIRE
New Canaan, CT

LOU LATTIMORE
Dallas, TX

MS.
Houston, TX

SNOOTY HOOTY
Atlanta, GA

TALLULAH
Woodbury, NY

VILLAGE SET
Highland Park, IL

*
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CHALK GARDEN
Salt Lake City, UT

CLASS ATELIER
Santa Monica, CA

LE BEAU MONDE
Corte Madera, CA

RARE NECESSITIES LTD
Manhassett, NY
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FRED SEGAL MELROSE
W. Hollywood, CA

JANET FURS
Great Neck, NY

OXBOW OUTFITTING COMPANY
Aspen, CO

PUBLIC IMAGE
Lafayette Hill, PA
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FROM THE WOMEN'S COLLECTION
"TALL STORIES" AND "RETRACTION II."

AVAILABLE ONLY AT
22 WEST 57TH STREET, NYC 10019
1-800-634-9884 NY STATE 212-755-4197

FALL/WINTER CATALOG FOR WOMEN
AND MEN, FIVE DOLLARS.



ELEMENTS
Editor: Candy Pratts Price

Designers have become color
\

courageous, venturing into

accessories with Op Art

color schemes that

really mix it up

\

Color-blocked accessories to wear
with black—or to wear tone-on-

tone. 1. The stained-glass effect.

Hat, Stephen Jones. Daniel Storto

gloves. 2. Eric Javits's patchwork
hot. Belt by Yves Saint Laurent

Collection. Anya Hindmarch bag.

\

3. The colors Mom said never to

mix. Here, Christian Lacroix carries

it off. 4. Over the knee and covered

with color—suede boots by Mario

Valentino. 5. A bright forecast for

fall: slingback sandals by Mario

Valentino. Details, last pages.

VOGl'E SEPTEMBER 1990
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DO YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW ANYTHING MORE?

THE 1991 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER.

1-800-245-ALFA

The legendary marque of high performance.

©1990 Alfa Romeo Distributors of North America.
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VECCH
BY HAMILTON HODG
NEIMAN MARCO



fsfei lewelry U.S. limited.

[in. Rhode \sland. 02g2o. US. A. 800-624-0971
Available at Macy'slBullocks and otf\rr fiiw deoartment and

specialty stores.



In this hard, hardworld

filledwith hard-nosed bosses,

hard-sell salesmen-

hard-ball poutics,

HARD-HEADED CO-WORKERS

AND HARD-HEARTED LOVERS,

THE LEAST YOU DESERVE

IS A PAIR OF Soft Shoes.

NATURALIZE R.

The Soft Shoe Collection has extra soft leather, extra flexible soles and extra padded insoles.

So the ONIY thing HARD ABOUT SOFT ShOES IS FACING A DAYWITHOUT THEM.

SHOES THATDONT CRAMPYOUR STYLE.

Ifyou ha\€ questions about the Natumlizer line, call the Natumlizer Line: 1800-766-6465.

^1 ftowmShoe Cornponj
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WHAT IS FASHION?

ASK 10 PEOPLE. GET 10 DIFFERENT ANSWERS.

BECAUSE FASHION IS PERSONAL. VERY.
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-Qshion comes to life

PATTERNS
CLASSIC AMERICAN PATTERNS,

FULL OF COLOR AND TEXTURE

CREATE A COMFORTABLE, QUIET

ATTITUDE FOR FALL.

JCPenney -*
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<^ashion comes to li,^

INWOOL
DISCOVER THE RICHNESS AND TEXTURE
4

OF THE NEW BOILED WOOLS. THEY'RE

THICK. NUBBY AND DRENCHED IN COLOR. N^

>

Hunt
41/ t- <
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Fashion comes to life

IN SILK
THE BIG NEWS IS TEXTURE. AND

SEPARATES IN THE NEW SUEDED SILK

BRING A LUXURIOUS. SOFTER FEEL

TO THE LIGHT OF DAY.

JCPenney
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Fashion comes to life'

INSUEDE
SLfP tNTOYOUR SECCfNDSKIN-SOFT,

r SUEDE FASHIONS4N THEiJlCtOiUE^

' ^JTUM^^.P6fif*GT!



SOPHISTICATED OR DARING,

wear with leather that makes it

Bright for d^y or night

-. JCPenney

^1
\v.
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Fashion come

OVERSIZED STONES MATCHED WITH

UNEXPECTED METALS CREATE

THE NOUVEAU ETHNIC LOOK,

AN ELEGANT "MUST" FOR FALL.

Hawaii and Puerto Rkx) ' 199Q JCPenney Co . Inc
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ExclusiveEyewear

Sun Shade Pinrmm
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EAUTY CLIPS
By Shirley Lord

r

i

Soviet scent
From Russia with

more hope than love

comes a unique collec-

tion of seven fra-
grances, available

only at Barneys New
York. All totally natu-

ral blendings, the two

shown here are Kras-

naja Moskva (Red
Moscow) and Ogni
Moskvy (Night Lights

ofMoscow),

$90 each.

Having it ail

To cut or not to cut is a

question hairdressers

around the country

have been

answering for the

past year. Now
Minardi Minardi

Image Makers,

NYC, has come up
with a solution for

the undecided:

the "double design

line," RIGHT, in which

the underlayer of

hair is cut short all

around the hairline

—

front, sides,

and nape—giving

the illusion

of short hair

when the top

layers are

pulled into a topknot

or chignon.

296

Her name isn't

even on the label,

yet model Claudia

Schiffer drew a

crowd of 2,500

people when she

arrived at New
York's Macy's to

promote the new
Guess? scent. It

was the best-

attended launch

since 1988, when
Cher attracted

5,000 people-
about the same

number that turned

out a year earlier

to meet Elizabeth

Taylor for Passion.

\,

I

hair "chef
Cooking up a

storm with a

delicious array

of fruits,

flowers, and
herbs is IMauro

Spino, an

ltalian-lM>m

hairdresser

who studied in

England and
now practices

his own brand

of aromatherapy

for the hair in

his new Los
Angeles salon.

His herbal

massage is very

relaxing (right,

model Tatjana

Patitz at Mauro's), and each treatment is

individually prepared based on the client's

needs—two excellent reasons in the

celluloid city that Mauro's has already

become the latest "must" date on the

calendars of actresses like Jennifer Jason

Leigh, Talisa Soto, and Lesley Ann Warren.
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Spend a little more time in Marlboro Country.

© Philip Morris inc. 1990
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Sometimes seen at the Camegie Deli

Sometimes seen at Carnegie Hall,

I

^mENCHYHOSIERY

Lord & Taylor, The Broadway



Jewelry Company.

;. MACY'S STORES
1^-;.fOR INFORNAATION ON 1928.

r«€Aa 212-889-8570
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LANCOME
INSTITUTde BEAUTE
The place for beautiful

brides-to-be.
At the Lancome Institut de Beaute,

experts take care of one special detail of

your wedding ... the bride.

Your skin is analyzed, stimulated and
rejuvenated with specialized treatments for

your specific skin type, whether it's dry,

normal or oily.

With Lancome's unique French mas-
sage, your skin will experience a new radi-

ance, so important for the beginning of your
new life. Your skin is further enchanced with

our French honee-waxing treatment to

leave it smooth and silkened to the touch.

The art of makeup: what a perfect

place for a makeup lesson and application

personalized for your wedding day. There's
even time for a color coordinated makeup
consultation for your bridesmaids, to elimi-

nate the last minute guesswork with these
crucial finishing touches.

The Lancome Institut de Beaute.The
first step to being the bride you've always
wanted to be.

For the institut nearest you
CALL1-800-LANC6ME

LANCOME iK
PARIS «^.

INSTITUTS LISTINGS—Bloc mingdale's: New YorkCity and White Plains. NY; Hackensack. NJ; White Flint, MD. The Broadway: Los Angeles and Sherman Oaks. (

Bullock's: Costa Mesa, Palm Tesert, Sherman Oaks and Westwood, CA. Burdlnes: Boca Raton, Dadeland and Palm Beach Gardens, FL. Dillard's: Oak Pari

North-Kansas City, MO. Filene's: Boston and Chestnut Hill, MA. Foley's: Preston Center-Dallas, TX. Frederick & Nelson: Bellevue, WA. Goldsmith's: Memphis, TNJ
Gonzalez Padin: San Juan, PR Harris': Redlands and Palmdale, CA. John Wanamaker: Wynnewood, PA. Lazarus: Columbus, OH. Liberty House: Honolulu, Hf
Macy's: Herald Square, Roosevelt Field and Smith Haven, NY; Houston, TX; Santa Clara, San Mateo, and Union Square-San Francisco, CA. Maison Blanche: N&l
Orleans, LA. Nordstrom: Anchorage, AK. Plaza Hotel: New York. NY Rich's: Lenox Square-Atlanta, GA. Robinson's: Santa Barbara, CA. Saks Fifth Avenue: Beverlj

Hills and Costa Mesa, CA; Beachwood, OH; Oakbrook, IL. Trump Tower: New York, NY Spa—Safety Harbor Spa: Safety Harbor, FL.



IMAGES
Editor: Shirley Lord

There's more to

American style than

clean hair and good
teeth. JOAN JULIET buck

reveals why the puritan

ethic survives in

our idea of beauty
AMERICANS ARE, IN MANY WAYS, BEYOND STYLE.

While some might argue that Americans are be-

neath style, or behind style, or styleless, the pleas-

ant truth is that we have something else on our

minds besides making an impression. It's as if our

sense of sight were replaced by a sense of comfort;

this to the delight of easy-

going types, who know to

what extent foot pain can

ruin a day, and to the hor-

ror of foreign observers

and local aesthetes, who
think all running shoes

should be recycled into

car tires. We know that

the way we feel is more

important than the way
we look; this has had vast

ramifications, from the

popularity of psychother-

apy to the prevalence of

divorce and the rise of

feminism, and it 312

What Americans do that

no one else can match,

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT: clamdiggers on

Grace Kelly, 1955; Kelly

and Calvin Klein in his

classic suits; outdoor chic

from Ralph Lauren's fall '90

collection; sporting style

from the pages of Vogue,

1941. CENTER: Windbreaker-

clad Winona Ryder. Details,

last pages.
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doesn't do a whole lot for image.

But there is, in America, a deep-

ly held conviction that what is pri-

vate is true and what is public is a

kind of collective service, like the

army, that we enter into after col-

lege and can only leave with retire-

ment and death.

The emblems of American style

are honest and simple and clean.

They are part of private life: terry-

cloth towels, dental floss, Listerine

and Vicks VapoRub, Lanz of Salz-

burg nightgowns and Fruit of the

Loom T-shirts, and, of course,

jeans and shoes with all manner of

rubber soles.

We are admired for items of an

even greater simplicity—Shaker

boxes and Amish quilts and Adi-

rondack chairs—but these items

function mainly as proof of Ameri-

can good taste. Tupperware and

La-Z-Boy recliners are, respec-

tively, more practical and more

comfortable, but you have to be truly American, and

shameless about it, to buy yourself a La-Z-Boy, even if

it is a triumph of function over form.

The visual impact that Americans make is weakened

by our penchant for comfort and also by our taste for

gimmicks. My first impression of Americans, from the

vantage point of a small, snotty child in Paris, was of an

odd mixture of practical close-cropped hair, shiny drip-

dry shirts, astonishing space shoes with sand that

moved inside the soles, and tiny pins in the shape of

ladybugs that wandered over the collars of people who
otherwise had nothing in common.
When I was seven I was sent a dress from America

that had cufflinks made of pink silk rosebuds. French children's

clothes had neither cuff links nor rosebuds, and America seemed

like a fun place, what with rosebuds and ladybugs. By the time I

got here the gimmick was health, so it was rose hips instead of

rosebuds , and there was an unpleasant implication at college that

you were supposed to do your own laundry . I don ' t think I owned
anything apart from underwear that was supposed to go in a

washing machine. In America, everything authentic can survive

the hot cycle.

That is foremost because we are not a finished country with a

history of maintenance behind us, but a fairly rural place where

services are improvised, methods of making windows and the

sides of hous s are simple, almost to the point of do-it-yourself,

so that even ihe least skilled can build themselves a home.
Things arrive ii kits. Contact paper temporarily panels a room.

Real people weai red plaid work shirts. There's an authenticity

and a playfulness laat make for a deep distrust of business suits,

male or female. VyLic!^ is why the whole public-presentation,

business-suit side of thngs is given over to big names—Brooks

Brothers in the past, Li.iren, Klein, Armani, and Saint SU

Down-to-earth dressing, TOP

TO BOTTOM: SoHo street chic, 1990;

an outdoorsy Lauren Hutton, 1975;

de rigueur foul-weather footgear;

Goyfryd Steinberg and Carolyne

Roehm kicking back in style at the

late Malcolm Forbes's birthday bash

in Morocco, 1 989.
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Diminish Puffy Eyes,

Soften Fine Lines.

Eyes talk. Don't let them tell of late

nights, stressful days. Keep your eyes

looking their best with special care.

CLARINS Eye Contour Treatments

diminish the appearance of puffy eyes,

dark circles and expression lines in

three easy-to-follow steps.

iffttmrrrftTffffffWfH

Baume
Contour des\em
^^^pattesdm

rA SJ^^ \ ^ye Contour

tfxfc'^^.iS ^ ^ Balm

• A morning must to reduce

puffmess and dark circles: CLARINS
Eye Contour Gel. Formulated with

soothing camomile, and calendula.

• Come evening, gently remove eye

makeup with CLARINS non-oily

Eye Makeup Remover Lotion.

Contains a protein derivative to

strengthen lashes.

• Minimize lines with CLARINS
Eye Contour Balm. Light in

texture, rich in nourishing plant

extracts. Proven to smooth and

soften expression lines.

Eye Contour Treatments,

from the Specialist

in Skin Care.

CLARINS,

naturally.

ist

PARIS
n r d 5 1 r D (D

SELECTED STORES



FIRMINGHOW-TO'S

from CLARINS,

the Specialist

in Skin Care.

Serum

Multi-Tenseur

raffermissant

Skin Firming

Concentrate
tightening

Firming skin's

appearance is made
easy with Multi-Tenseur.

The concentrated

fonnula acts on skin's surface

to promote immediate

tightening benefits. Natural

extracts including ginseng

and condurango act to lift,

tighten and tone.

See visible results with

each application.



FRENCH BEAUTY LESSONS

Time-release. Climate-control.

Continuous day-long care.

These are the benefits of

Multi-Active Jour. Rich in

moisturizing and firming natural

extracts that act with precision as

skin demands. Impressive test

results support the claims—visibly

softer, smoother, more radiant skin.

All day. Every day. Ideal under

makeup. Non-comedogenic,
dermatologically tested.

m![i[tiiiiiii[ii[[i(m([i[i[([i(i

Gel
JontourdesYeux

poches, cernes

Eye Contour
Gel

plant extracts

Multi-Active
Jour

eclat-confort
hydratation

toutes peaux

Multi-Active
Day Cream
all shn types

Multi-Active Jour
eclat-conf©rt-hydratation

toutes peaux

Multi-Active Day Cream
all skin types

Delicate eye contours require special care-

especially in the morning when puffs and

circles are most noticeable.

Instantly refreshing Eye

Contour Gel comes to the rescue

with soothing camomile and

cornflower. It's a morning must

to help reduce the appearance

of dark circles and puffiness.

CLARINS
PARIS

l^^)€mie^
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Laurent today—so that the names themselves can take

care of the business, and the suits are driven about

much Hke a new car.

This is why American women are on better terms with

their sweatpants than with their party dresses. Ask the

question, "Whose dress is that?" of a Frenchwoman,

Seven Sisters yearbooks. Ralph Lauren has reconstitut-

ed the wardrobe for the inhabitants of that house, re-

vived the plain oxford shirt, the basic argyle socks, the

tweed japkets. Calvin Klein makes their coats.

Besides the nostalgia, there is a definite American

style to be found in the work of original designers such

she'll say, "Mine." An Englishwoman will probably as Geoffrey Beene and Isaac Mizrahi, and it is in the

say, "Mummy's." An Italian will say, "My little wom- simplicity, the unlined garment, which, being finished

an in Prato.
'

' An American will tell you, "It's Christian as well inside as out, has no public and private side, but

Lacroix from Bergdorf s. Do you think it

fits?' ' Ownership rights don't seem to ex-

tend to the formal; on the streets of the big

cities, at dinners, functions, and events,

American women hardly ever seem to be

wearing their own clothes, but outfits

borrowed for the occasion, most often

from someone a little taller or a little

shorter, a little fatter or a little thinner,

with a wider set to the shoulders and an

utterly alien taste in colors. Things must

have been different when many women made their own

clothes; at present they apparently don't even run clothes

by the alteration departments of the big stores where they

have obtained their latest outfits.

Americans

exercise. Even

when they don't,

they like to look

as if they do

exists only as a whole, like the kind of

character we aspire to have.

The puritan ethic survives in our idea

of beauty, which, plastic surgery and

cosmetics notwithstanding, is based on

health and hygiene. We have the best

teeth and the cleanest hair of any people

on earth, and they make us stand out

wherever we go. We would like, with

the unlined garment, to wear an unlined

face, and sometimes suddenly do, to the

confusion of contemporaries, who do not enjoy sud-

denly looking ten years older.

Americans exercise. Even when they don't, they

like to look as if they do, which explains the over-

Nor do they abuse them enough. In America, cheap whelming popularity of leotards and sweatpants and

clothes are meant to be wom and warped and wrinkled, running shorts among people who are only thinking

and are, but expensive items are preserved with a kind of exercising. Sweatpants are to women what cow-

of manic intensity, rather the way some people cover boy boots are to men, a badge of hard work, of physi-

living-room suites with clear plastic slipcovers. cal exertion, worn to prove that one has sweated, just

We are a rural people, at ease with simplicity and as the boots are worn to prove one has been near a

with houses where you enter past the washing machine, horse, a prairie, or that esteemed symbol of reality,

the rubber boots, and the dog dish. The process of liv- the great Southwest,

ing in cities and learning the frivolous carelessness of The insistence on physical participation in one's ap-

true sophisticates has yet to come upon us. You don't

see old leather coats or ancient Hermes scarves or dis-

colored cashmeres or twenty-year-old handbags on any

but members of the grandest and most decadent fam-

ilies, but lest you should imagine these to be signs of

true class, remember these are also the ladies who wear

pearance—biceps, glutei, calves, ankles, bellies, and

such—is doubtless a revolt against the unbelievable

profusion ofgoods to be found in malls across the coun-

try. There seems to be a commercial plot to paint every-

one the same color each season; to annihilate

individuality under oceans of pink or verdigris or what-

strapless dresses at an age when European women no ever is being produced. Which is why an American

longer even show their knees. woman in a new outfit looks a little embarrassed, as if

The stuff Americans can do that no one else can match she has gone over to the enemy, while an American

looks best on a sunny day in a stiff wind: sweaters slipping woman in some old pieces of interlock and canvas be-

off tanned shoulders, clean hair whipping in the wind, comes, if the body is good enough and the smile open

tennis shoes—tennis shoes, I said, not any other kind

—

and the hair newly washed, the emblem of American

with bare feet, slightly-too-large cotton shirts, skinny- beauty: simplicity, goodness through and through,

legged jeans with concha belts, cheap antique Mexican good values (not a spendthrift), honesty, self-

straw hats kept on by an immaculate hand with perfect sufficiency, and truth.

nails; Babe Paley on the dunes. Isaac Mizrahi speaks with

longing of "a beautiful American woman with no make-

up and a simple skirt and sweater in low heels.
'

'

Within the new ' 'classicism' '—or whatever they are

Put a pair of falsely antique Oliver Peoples sun-

glasses on her, the ones with the fake tortoiseshell fi^ames

and the metal stems that cost about two hundred and fifty

dollars, five times the cost of the rest of her costume, and

calling it this season—of expensive basics, which is no you have an icon of beauty. The shape of those glasses

more than the aping of a putative careless, happy exis- suggests that the past is still alive, that sentiment and

tence in a large house on a lot of land by the sea some memory exist in this perfect body,

fifty years ago, there are items appropriated from the In this country where everything is available, the de-

British television series on the Edwardian era and photo termination to choose very little is the only defense,

books about the Duke of Windsor and photos from the Economy is the best revenge . • IMAGES 324
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Karen Kane

Shown from our 100% cotton "Navy Blue" collection: jacket, 158.00; blouse, 68.00; unitard, 138.00.

ORDER BY PHONBD/^y OR NIGHT, Call toll-free 1-800-424-8185. In Birmingham, Alabama, call 780-1142.

Use your Parisian,- Visa. MasterCard or American Express Card.
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Puma Pendant

Puma Walch

£ 1990 Some pieces enlarged to sAoa' detati. Otiters shown actual 5i;f.

Steel & Gold Cats From
Carrera y Carrrrrrrrrrrrrrera.

In the fashion jungle, nothing rivals the style of

Carrera y Carrera's Puma Collection. In 18 karat

gold and steel.

To preview these and other fine pieces, call

1-800-321-1885 for the exclusive Carrera y Carrera

jeweler nearest you.

ma Earrings

Madrid 1885

Art and craftsmanship in 18 lairat gold atjd steel.

Corporate Offices • Coral Gables, Florida

Carrera y Carrera Boutique, San Francisco

Cellini, New York • Liljenquist & Beckstead, McLean . VA
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Discover Oleg Cassini's newest creation for yourself, at Parisian. A most compelling

lx)uquet:jasmine, Bulgarian rose, and oakmoss make Cassini a distinctively different fragrance. La\1shly

seductive. And unforgettably you. Perfume. 1 fl. oz.. 195.00; Perfume Purse Spray, 1/3 fl. oz., 60.00; Eau

de Parfuni Pour. 1.7 fl. oz.. 35.00, 3.4 fl. oz., 50.00: Perfumed Bodv Creme, 6.7 oz., 67.00.

\ISIT A PARISIAN STORK I\ BIRMINGHAM. DECATUR. DOTHAN. FLORENCE. Hl'NTSMLLE. MOBILE.
MONTOOMERV. OR Tl\S('AL()()SA. ALABAMA: PENSACOLA OR SARASOTA, FLORIDA; COLUMBUS, GEORGIA;

CIN( INN.\TI. OHIO: COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA; OR CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE.

ORDER DAY OR NIGHT: CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-424-8185; IN BIRMINGHAIM, ALABAMA, CALL 780-1142.

USE YOUR PARISIAN CARD, MASTERCARD, VISA, OR AMERICAN EXPRESS.
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Pret-a-Porter

Boutique CHRISTIAN LACROIX 73. rue du Faubourg Saint-Honore, Paris 8*^ - Tel. (1) 42 65 ^ U8
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease.

Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
© Philip Morris Inc. 1990

15 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine

av.per cigarette by FTC method.
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hese models need dates.
In the 22 years that Virginia Slims has been around, fashions have definitely come a long

y. And to celebrate our anniversary, we have a challenge for you. If you're able to match

h of these Virginia Slims fashions to the year they first appeared, you'll be eligible to

$22,000 for your own shopping spree. And in addition to over $100,000 worth of other

es, everyone who enters can request a valuable coupon for Virginia Slims cigarettes.

If you'd like to give it a try, write for clues and an entry form to: Virginia Slims Match-Up

est, P.O.Box 1270M,Grand Rapids,MN 58745.Then think back to the days ofplatform shoes,

ckers, and hip buggers. $22,000 might even make the disco look worth remembering.

iiiii 111

No purchase necessary. Contest limited to smokers 21 years or older. All entries must be received :-./ 12/31/90. m
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Are the free

makeovers at

cosmetics

counters too

good to be

true?

JEANNIE RALSTON

searches for

signs of

counter
intelligence

SHE HAD ME PEGGED AS A

willing victim from the start.

"You're oily, Jeannie, very oily.

And clogged," said Susan Kar-

nabe, only moments after luring

me off Bloomingdale's bustling

main-floor aisle to offer me a facial

at the Janet Sartin skin-care

counter. Apparently saddened by

my clogged state, she pressed

down on my shoulder and pressed me back until I was

sitting on her white stool.

For the next half hour, she extolled the virtues of the

Sartin line and chided me for a host of skin-care sins as

she cleaned and creamed my face. At the end she

pushed a mirror toward me. "Are you flawless?" she

asked. "Look. Are you flawless?" I had to admit I'd

scrubbed up pretty nicely; my ' 'expression" lines were

a little less expressive and, well yes, I looked a little

less clogged. Bulflawlessl Well, if she insisted. I nod-

ded happily, and faster than I could say "AmEx," I

was the proud new owner of the whole Janet Sartin Cor-

rective Skincare regimen.

This is typical of what can happen to me when I walk

through a cosmetics department. I get intrigued by a

line, a look, a color, and the next thing I know I'm hav-

ing a ' 'quick' ' facial or makeover and walking out with

a stuffed-full shopping bag.

I share this weakness with hundreds of women who
are also seduced by the plethora of (relatively) free

pampering available at retail outposts. It's the sense of

potential that gets to me: maybe a splash of this, a

stroke of that could make all the difference. Maybe all

that separates me from Claudia Schiffer is that she

knows how to apply eyeliner and I don't. (We all have

324

our fantasies.) Of course, I know the customer is ex-

pected to buy something in exchange for the how-to.

It's part of the deal, and at the time, $35 doesn't seem

much to drop for a swift transformation or a midday lift.

Many women don't mind parting with much more.

For example, the average Revlon makeover customer

nationally spends $60; at Lancome, the figure is nearer

$100 during special promotions.

Recently, on behalf of Vogue, I undertook a grand

tour of the cosmetics aisles to discover how to get the

most out of a consultation.

In both New York City and Houston, I made the

rounds from store to store, bravely offering my face as a

canvas to be zapped with computerized sensors and

pushed in front of magnifying mirrors before being

scrubbed, rubbed, splashed, sprayed, dusted, patted,

and finally colorized.

Most of the beauty consultants I encountered were

well trained and knowledgeable, but their analyses var-

ied widely. I was never asked what kind of skin I

thought I had but was forever being told. At one counter

I had oily skin ; at the next , I was dry or a combination of

the two. (Combination is correct.) With my yellow-un-

dertoned skin I was told I should wear eye colors in the

brown and rust family; moments later, another 336
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company suggested that violets and greens were best to

accent my green eyes.

After a few days of counter-hopping, I learned that

consultants often suggest makeup conspicuously simi-

lar to what they wear, and I learned to stay away from

the ones who managed to squeeze the entire color spec-

trum onto their eyelids . A Clinique con-

sultant at Bloomingdale's, New York,

who was wearing very light, neutral

tones told me, "A lot of down-to-earth

professional women come to me; after

going by the counters a few times, they

shop where the consultants are wearing

a look they like."

I found the most objective advice

came from free-lance makeup artists

giving makeovers for cosmetics compa-

nies in stores. These free agents weren't afraid to break

from the party line to recommend a product from a rival

company. For instance, one told me the best eyeliner

for people like me, who have trouble drawing a straight

line, was Lancome's Liner Plume. At another counter

an artist raved about Clarins's eye creams , suggesting it

was best to keep them refrigerated.

At each counter I visited, I asked what were the most

important beauty products for me. Eye cream and con-

I was never

asked what kind

of skin I thought

I had, but was

forever being told

bag with a handful of samples following a purchase.

Borghese certainly did not disappoint. I walked away

from that counter with a travel size of the foundation I'd

just bought (Milano 2000 Makeup), a tube of Lumina

Luxuriant mascara, and a pot of Revitalizing Eye

Cream and a bottle of Skin Revitalizing Extract, both

from the Hydro-Minerali line. Some
booty, and it wasn't part of a promo-

tional campaign but simply due to the

largess of a consultant who'd been

trained to think that way. Also demon-

strating generosity to anyone who
bought a product was a Biotherm con-

sultant who filled a bag with bottles of

the skin-care regimen she'djust showed

me. Revlon wasn't skimpy either,

throwing in Elimina Wrinkle Correct-

ing Cream samples and a full-size Creme Nail Enamel

along with my purchase.

BEST EXTRAS "This is your fifteen minutes in the

spotlight," the photographer shouted as he was ready

to shoot my picture, part of a special Lancome make-

over-then-portrait campaign.

I sat in Macy's Herald Square with my fuchsia polo

shirt pulled off my shoulders so it wouldn't show in

the photo. The shirt had to go because the artist who
cealer were both top contenders for the distinction. Of did my face before the photo wouldn't match the lip-

course, products of all sorts were pushed, but the gen-

eral opinion among the salespeople, who are closer to

cosmetics consumers than any other beauty profession-

als, was that women's biggest skin-care problem was

neglect. "I see a lack of commitment to skin care,"

confided one beauty consultant. ' 'Women will take one

step or another but not use a whole plan. That's like try-

ing to bake a cake with one ingredient.
'

'

After more than fifteen makeovers, consultations,

and facials, I was left with a collection of travel-size

samples that should last several years, five colorful

drawings ofwhat shades I should put where on my face,

two swollen eyelids, one major skin rash (attention

overload, I believe), and finally, some major observa-

tions and advice.

LEAST PRESSURE Most makeovers require a mini-

mum purchase, and even when told otherwise, I found

that expectations are high, which means so is the pres-

sure to buy.

The company that applied not a pinch of pressure

was The Body Shop. "Free," the consultant de-

clared before she started making me up with the com-
pany's own line. Colourings by Barbara Daly. "It's

absolutely free.
'

' I decided to test her, no matter how
much I liked the results, and sure enough, after

spending thirty minutes on my face, she did nothing

but smile goodbye when I walked away empty-hand-

ed. Free it was.

GENEROUS WITH SAMPLES "We all like to get

goodies, don't we?" the consultant at the Princess

Marcella Borghese counter chimed as she stuffed my
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stick to my shirt. "Why are you wearing that color?'

'

he'd asked. "With your yellow undertones, you

should be in mustards or browns. " He'd pointed to a

photo of Isabella Rossellini in a rust blouse. I

couldn't believe my longtime love of fuchsia had

been so wrong and appreciated the correction. As for

the portrait, it turned out beautifully and was certain-

ly worth the $40 in products I bought. Another appre-

ciated promotional bonus: at Revlon 's Color Studio

in Bloomingdale's (and at other major department

stores), you can get a free haircut during special

makeover promotions.

BEST SALES ACCESSORIES When I stuck my head

through a silver curtain covering the skin analyzer at an

Estee Lauder counter, I cringed at what I saw. Inside

the Dermascan machine, under black lights, I looked

like a Ninja Turtle with a rash. My face was covered

with brown spots and white flecks—respectively signs

of sun damage and dead skin. My credit card was out

before I pulled my head out. Even my male companion

bought Lauder ForMen ' s Face Scrub after the horror of

seeing his face covered with orange dots—a sign of

clogged pores. "You're not looking at a picture," said

the Estee Lauder salesperson solemnly. "You're see-

ing the truth."

Gadgets and computers seem to be the best means

of teaching customers—or scaring them—into skin

care nowadays. Shiseido uses a skin sensor that takes

a magnified black-and-white picture of the skin. A
gunlike contraption is aimed at the cheek, and a little

piece of paper spits out, faxlike, carrying the ^340
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Once a day
purifyyour skin.

Think how healthy your face would feel if you c(^

bring back your skin's natural purity. Mild Neut

gently frees the day's accumulation of pollutants,

and other impurities, and then rinses off co ir

residue is left behind to dry or irritate your

face is just as it should be: pure... and rad;.



NEW
24-Hour Oil-Control

from CLARINS, naturally.

I
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Stop surface shine.

Avoid breakouts.

Put an end to oily skin

problems without causing

irritation/skin sensiti\ity.

CLARINS new 24 hour

oil-control care gently

balances and clarifies oilv

skin prone to breakouts.

Five plant-based formu-

lations provide a soothing,

non-aggressive response

to cleanse and refine skin,

normalize surface oils - -

\dsibly tighten enlarged pon
CLARINS Oil-Control Beaut

Treatments work in synergy

to keep skin clear, matte

and oil-free 24 hours a day.

Dermatologically tested.

Non-comedogenic.



BREAKOUT BREAKTHROUGH

Daily care is essential for oily skin with breakout

tendencies. Oil-control begins gently, naturally

with CLARINS Oil-Control Cleansing Gel,

concentrated with purifying botanical extracts.

To maintain a clear, matte complexion all day, apply

Oil-Control Moisture Lotion, the perfect under make-up base.

Balancing Night Gel works while you sleep to freshen skin,

visibly tighten enlarged pores.
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Moisture Lotion
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Balancing

Night Gel
•i/; ikin with breakout lendnde

Gel
Nettoyant

Purifiant
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"auxplantes"

Oil-Control

Cleansing Gel

oily skin with

breakout tendencies

CLARINS specialized Oil-Control

Treatments deep-cleanse skin and calm

blemishes. Absorbant Mask instantly lifts

surface impurities and absorbs excess oil.

Should breakouts occur, have Blemish

Gel at hand. Spot application provides

immediate care to help calm and

diminish redness. Contains soothing

Vitamin A and Tea Tree extract.

PARIS

bkcmingdole's
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"The biggest skin-

care problem is

neglect," confided

one beauty

consultant

VIAGES: counter intelligence

picture. Mine looked frighteningly like a shot of a lunar sur-

face beamed back by Voyager 2. There were a lot of black cra-

ters (indicating oily, clogged pores) and white, parched lines

(indicating dryness). Dismayed, I bought the recommended

Shiseido solutions at once.

BEST FACIAL Behind the Adrien Arpel counter at Saks Fifth

Avenue, New York, is a white leather reclining chair in which I

lay, listening to the sounds of after-work crowds milling through

the store and enjoying the best cosmetics-counter facial so far. In

a thirty-minute version of Arpel' s usual

one-hour facial, the aesthetician

cleansed me with honey-and-almond

scrub, applied a nature-based facial

mask and cooling eye compresses, then

spritzed me with a lemon-lime freshen-

er. The cost: $29.50, which also includ-

ed a thirty-minute makeover and a case

packed with blush, lipstick, base, and a

host of eye and lip pencils. At approxi-

mately fifty cents a minute, this makes

Arpel the winner in the time-to-money ratio category.

BEST MAKEOVERS For me, three cosmetics lines stood out

for providing the most wearable looks, for teaching me how best

to do it myself, and last but not least, for awareness of hygiene:

Clinique, Colourings at The Body Shop, and Lancome (they all

refused to apply mascara for sanitary reasons).

The basic philosophy of the three was summed up by Cli-

nique's consultant: "Makeup shouldn't compete with or change

what you already have. It should 'frame' it."

BEST SUGGESTIONS To make a foundation go on lighter, The

Body Shop makeup artist recommended applying the product to a

wet sponge, squeezing it out on a tissue, then using that to apply to

the face. An Estee Lauder consultant insisted foundation color

should always be tested along the jawline rather than on the hand,

which is where, she said, most people mistakenly try out colors.

At the Lancome counter in Lord & Taylor, Houston, a consul-

tant advised against wearing waterproof mascara every day. "I

recommend it only for special occasions because people don't

use a special remover, so they don't get it all off. That's hard on

the lashes."

According to a Christian Dior beauty consultant at Macy's

Herald Square (who had great-looking lips), there are four steps

to making lipstick last: 1) Apply foundation over lips. 2) Use a

lip liner. 3) Fill lips in with a lip brush rather than the lipstick

itself—to put on a thinner coat, just as a thinner coat of nail pol-

ish will last longer than a thick coat, which chips more easily.

4) Blot with pressed powder.

MOST PROFOUND MAKEOVER My last stop on this make-

over marathon was the Chanel counter in Barneys New York. By
this time I was craving something different. "Make me look

French," I commanded, with an eye on the makeup artist's pale

skin, red lips, and dark eyebrows. And she did. I got a look almost

identical to hers, plus an extra: inspirational instruction. "Part of

looking French is attitude," said she, who wasn't French herself.

"Whatever looks they have, they're glad to be themselves. If you

present yourself as beautiful, people will accept you as beautiful.
'

'

Well, I thought, remembering the makeup 1 hadn't unpacked

at home, that can't be all there is to it. • images 342
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^MAGES
Fashion, fragrance, and bottled fantasy-

jONATHAN VAN METER talks to Bill^ Blass and

Karl Lagerfeld about the connection

c_-.

.<V^
^^^V

IN A UNIVERSE WHERE NEW FRAGRANCES MATERIALIZE

seemingly every other hour (there are probably several

scented strips in this very magazine, wafting up into

your nose, distracting you from your reading), it should

come as no surprise that this month there are four more

new scents to be sprayed, sniffed, and reckoned with.

Karl Lagerfeld has launched Lagerfeld Photo for the

boys. And Bill Blass—laughing in the face of a very

crowded market—is introducing simultaneously three

fragrances for women: Basic Black, Nude, and Hot

(more on those names later).

But these aren't just fragrances for fragrance sake.

No, ma'am. It's not that simple anymore. Since the fic-

tional Krystle and Blake Carrington crept dangerously

close to our nonfictional lives with their own scents

—

scents that can be bought in very real stores—the fra-

grance industry has gone loopy with marketing strate-

gies. As things stand, no properly-fixated-on-the-

media consumer would need that much prodding to buy

Bart Simpson cologne.

Of course, designer fragrances are nothing new.

That idea—a respectable, logical one—is about ten

minutes older than dirt. It's very simple. Fashion—fra-

grance. Fashion—fragrance. Yes! There's a connec-

tion here. We all see it. But now that any celebrity

who's been on the cover of the Star can have his or her

own perfume . designers have to go clever on us to com-

pete in a market clogged with the musks of Misha and

Julio Iglesias.

Consider Ralph Lauren's Safari. It isn't simply a fra-

grance with the Lauren name on it, it's much more than

that. It's bottled fantasy, tied to a collection featuring

the same fantasy, inspiring one of the most vague and

bizarre TV ad campaigns of all time. Storyboard goes

something like this: fly plane to Africa, have cocktails,

scare birds, read mail, laugh. Does this have anything

to do with fragrance? Of course it does.

Karl Lagerfeld's new men's cologne, Lagerfeld

Photo, is, like Safari, fragrance with an angle. Lager-

feld, you see, has had this interest in photography for

about four years. In fact, his first book of portraits and

fashion photography is being published just in time for

Photo's launch. Though the connection between pho-

tographs and cologne may seem a little remote to you,

it doesn't o Lagerfeld.

"You know," he says during a visit to New York to

promote the new scent, "a camera is one of the few toys

that men are aliowed to play with. And it's a beautiful

object. In fact, a perfume bottle and a camera are nearly

the same thing to ihe touch. For me there was a kind of

relationship. All men today have their fragrance, and

all men have their camera. So I thought

there was a connection.
'

'

It's a stretch, but why not? The Photo

campaign was photo
graphed by Lagerfeld

himself, and the photos

feature a man photo-

graphing a young woman
in various stages of dress.

"It's all about a kind of

voyeurism," says Lager-

feld, "a very important part

of people's lives today." The

bottle itself is black and vague-

ly evocative of camera equip

ment. The lid is rubbery, like the

focus grip on a zoom lens. And
the smell? Grapefruit, with a

spicy afterscent. "I like grape-

fruit," he says, sipping from a

glass of grapefruit juice. "And in

the eighties, perfumes were a little

too heavy. So I think for the ^344

Lagerfeld, top,

introduces

Lagerfeld

Photo for

men; Blass

has three

t
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HIDDEN PLEASURES . .

.

From France . . . Slip into the absolute luxury ofNaturel and support
yourself, beautifully. Elegant embroidered tulle combines with the coolness and

comfort of cotton. Seductive, sophisticated—lingerie to live in.

Underwire bra available in white and ivory. Sizes 32 to 40 B, Cand D cup.

Matching bikini in S, M, L and XL Another from the collection of
elegant underdressings by Chantelle.

For more information write Chantelle,

7105 S.W. 47th Street, Suite 406, Miami, FL33155

BERGDORF GOODMAN
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nineties it's time for something a little

fresher, a little greener.
'

' (And citrusy

Drakkar Noir is said to be one of the

best-selling men's colognes worldwide

at the moment.)

Bill Blass's three new scents are also

perfumes with a hook, but the hook is a

little more subliminal, and perhaps

.more complicated from a marketing

standpoint than that of Photo.

The idea here (which, incidentally,

has been tried before, most notably by

Adrian in the forties with two per-

fumes—Saint and Sinner) is to offer not

one, but a collection of fragrances.

"It was always my idea that one

could come out with more than one fra-

grance at a time," says Blass. "Be-

cause it is my firm belief that women
don't wear only one scent, I thought.

Why not wardrobe them in perfume as

we do in clothes?"

The result is three fragrances with

nearly generic, though slightly awk-

ward names: Basic Black (sophisticat-

ed, for nighttime). Nude (clean and

flowery), and Hot (wildly potent).

Same box. Same bottle. Simply the

stoppers for each will be a different col-

or. It is, Blass admits, an ambitious idea

coming at a time when there is so much
competition. In fact, he says he was sur-

prised that Revlon, which markets the

Blass name in fragrances, went for it. In

his opinion, the optimistic thinking be-

hind their endeavor goes like this: "Ul-

timately, consumers will come up with

one that they like out of three, which is

better than having only one fragrance

that they may hate/'

Perfumes have always been, of

course, part of a designer's image. If

Elizabeth Taylor has a fragrance that

is a flop, she becomes no less of a leg-

end because of it. (In fact, her fra-

grance has been an enormous success

from the beginning.) But for design-

ers, perfume can—and has helped

—

create their legend.

Blass agrees. "You're not going to go

down in history for your designs," he

says. "We can count on one hand the

American designers whose names really

went on for any length of time after their

death. But a perfume can keep a name

alive. Properly marketed, properly kept

in the public's eye, it's probably our only

hope for immortality
.

" • IMAGES 356
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WE MAKE COLOR.
ANY COLOR.

Foundation • Shadow • Lip Color • Blusher • Face Powder

VISAGE BEAU"

The Custom Color Company

Bullock's • Nordstrom • Macy s • Dillard's • Goldsmith's • Marshall Field's • Jordan Marsh

Bloomingdale's • Lazarus • Dayton Hudson • Rich's

\'isage Beaute CosmeiicN Inc. Beverly Hills, CA 1 (800) 847-2431 In CA 1 (800) 451-5079
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hey Are The Ingredient

fe Don't Put On Our Label.

I
They cannot be bottled,

ley cannot be imitated.

|"hey are the Visage Beaute

Beauty Specialists,

schooled in art and fashion,

I

they can be found at all

Visage Beaute counters,

btely educated by Visage Beaute

they have been taught

to listen to a woman.

[Ip her discover her own beauty.

wisdom that is taken home

/ery color and care for the skin

lat Visage Beaute creates.

I
you never have to discover

your own beauty.

Alone. Again.

'ISAGE BEAUTP^

ustom Color Company
eaut^ Cosmetics, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA
"ustomcr Service (800) 847-2431

In California (800) 451-5079
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A timeless meeting of beauty, comfort and craftsmanship.

The tradition continues.

IEdmonds
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For your complimentary catalog, call 1-800-782-9932



TfflS COLOR
WILLNEVER BECOME

EXTINCE

Thousands of women every day reach the end of their favorite Upstick

color only to find it's been discontinued. Today, Visage Beaute will custom blend you a

new one. Right at our counter. In front of your eyes. Our Color Artists will

blend any color you want. A lipstick. A blush. A shadow. In a color you know or a color

you have never seen before. Custom blended

color from Visage Beaute. The most ^«^^ "^5 lCQ-^;«_eJ2i^—
magnificent idea in colors for your face ^b-

^^^ barren. Creator and President

Smce the idea of beauty began. Custom Color from visage Beaute

I want what I want and I get it from Visage Beaute.

VISAGE BEAUTE

The Custom Color Company

Bullock's • Nordstrom • Macy s • Dillard's • Goldsmith's • Marshall Field's • Jordan Marsh
Bloomingdale's • Lazarus • Dayton Hudson • Rich's

Visage Beaute Cosmetics, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA • Customer Service • (800) 847-2431. In California (800) 451-5079.
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AGES: beauty answers

Thanks to new technology, the beauty mask has never

been more versatile, easier to apply, or faster working.

Here, a report on some of the best and how to use them

AS THE NUMBER OF SPAS AND SKIN

salons increases around the world, so

does the number of masks. Mask treat-

ments are an integral part ofevery spa or

salon beauty regime, but they are also

the focal treatment for at-home facials.

The reason for their popularity? New
York City skin-care specialist Trish

McEvoy says, "A mask is always a

treat no matter what its objective. In or-

der to achieve anything, a mask has to

be applied while a woman is relaxing

and giving some time to herself. Masks

are natural de-stressers.
'

'

Diana Bihova, M.D., clinical in-

structor of dermatology at New York

University Medical Center, says,

"Masks can genuinely make a differ-

ence in the way skin looks, through ex-

foliation, which smooths skin, and

through stimulating blood flow to

skin's surface to give a real glow.

"They can't, however, work mir-

acles," Bihova continues. "Masks will

not cure acne, erase wrinkles, eliminate

body toxins, or shrink pores. They
work on skin's surface, so their effect,

while visible, is superficial."

The latest masks fit into one of two

categories: hydrating, for dry or sun-

damaged skin (with gelatin, collagen,

or peelable synthetic polymer bases), or

oil-absorbing, for acne-prone or oily

skin (usually with clay or mud bases).

Others contain ingredients for "spe-

cial effects." For instance, Redken's

Firming Facial Mask contains pepper-

mint to provide a cooling, tingling sen-

sation, but it still falls into the hydrating

category, as does Kao Sofina's new
peel-off Refining Mask, which uses jo-

joba and castor oils to soothe and mois-

turize. Some hydrators, like

Sebastian's Cellular Moisture Masque
and La Prairie's Moisture Mask, con-

tain cellular extracts to further moistur-

ize the skin. To help specific areas,

masks like Visage Beaute's new Line

Smoothing Eye Masque contain botani-

cals to soothe and smooth the extradeli-

cate skin around the eyes.

Natural ingredients are more and

more the big draw ofmask treatments at

spas. At the Decleor Beaute Day Spa in

Greenwich, Connecticut, for example,

one body treatment followed by a sea-

weed mask uses mud and seaweed im-

ported from Europe. The Doral
Saturnia in Miami offers facial and

body masks of thermal plankton and

fango mud from Italy. At the Repe-

chage Skin Treatment Center in New
York, some hand treatments include a

mask of papaya enzymes to help lighten

age spots.

To get the most out of any mask,

don't overdo it—either by using one too

frequently or leaving it on for too long,

both of which could irritate skin.

"More damage can be done to skin

when removing a mask than when ap-

plying it," McEvoy cautions. "Masks

should be removed by splashing warm
water onto skin, then very gently going

over the face once with a facecloth.

Makeup can be applied immediately,

but don't apply sunscreen for at least an

hour, to give skin time to calm down
and to avoid irritation.

"

Bihova advises women with serious

acne problems or very sensitive skin to

avoid masks. "The mask's stimulating

effect and the massage that usually ac-

companies facials may lead to acne me-

chanica, a worsening of an acne

condition, or increase the tendency

some women have toward broken blood

vessels.
'
'—LAURA FLYNN MCCARTHY
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Hind haircare confusion

with intelligent solutions.

Redken. Products that perform

as promised. 1 guarantee it."

Paula Kent Meehan

Founder Chairman & CEO

Redken Laboratories, Inc.

Have you ever tried a haircare product that just didn't work for you?

Has the constant clutter of haircare claims left you confused? Before

you conlribute one more bottle to your bathroom barrage of miracles that

didnt make it, try the intelligent solutions from Redken.

How can we be so sure of ourselves? Because Redken has been

pioneering haircare breakthroughs, based on extensive research into

the scientific analysis of hair, without testing on animals. We have

developed environmentally-safe, protein-enriched products that

improve the hair's structure as well as its style. And all our intelligent

solutions are recommended by trained professional hairstylists.

V

We guarantee the performance of each product when purchased from

authorized salons. If you are not completely satisfied, return the product

with proof of purchase and we will promptly refund your money

\
REDKENI

Intelligent solutions from Redken.

Available at Redken Premier and

other fine salons. For free samples

and the salon nearest you, call

1-800-542-REDKEN.

REDKEN
BEAUTY THROUGH SCIENCE

©Redken Laboratones, In; i
js Photo Richard Noble
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Come in for a complimentary computerized skin analysis at:

MACY'S Northem California BULLOCK'S
Union Square • Stanford • Corte Madca •

Vallev Fair • Concord • Hillsdale

''southern California

At Select Locations

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE
Woodland Hills • South Coast Plaza

For inquiries

1-800-833-U38



Kao Sofina
restores your skin's natural moisture balance over

your entire face to visibly improve the condition

of your skin.

Your skin is moisture-balanced.

All oven
Dry cheeks ? Oily forehead ? Finally^ a moisturizing

system that acts on the areas that need help. No matter

what particularproblem areas you have - no matter what your skin

type - Kao Sofina helps restore your skin's moisture balance and
normalize its condition over your entire face. Dry cheeks and eye
areas are hydrated without increasing oiliness on the forehead,

nose or other susceptible areas. The result ? Your skin regains

firmness and vitality, and a healthy radiant glow. Day after day.

Kao Sofina works with your skin to enhance the intercellular

lipids, the skin's most important moisture retaining element. Your
skin's natural moisture balance is gradually restored, creating soft,

supple, even-textured skin.

On first application you'll see how quickly Kao Sofina is

absorbed.

The next day, your skin feels rejuvenated.

Continued use results in a beautifully moisture-balanced,

even-textured skin condition.

* I R 1

* yDFINA

MOtSTUHe

uouo

Kao Sofina. Works with your skin. Not just on it.'^^



ITNESS

If you're

convinced that

stretching isn't

real exercise,

better loosen up.

PAMELA KAUFMAN

reports on
flexibility, the

newest (oldest)

fitness goal

THINGS HAVE A FUNNY WAY OF
coming full circle. Think back, for in-

stance, to a time before StairMasters

and Lifecycles; before exercise videos

and the bum; before jogging. Fitness
Flexibility plus strength means control-even in precarious situations.

was simpler before people found out

about the benefits of aerobic exercise and started toss- the connective tissue that encases each muscle. This

ing around phrases like target heart rate and VO2 max. tissue is composed of collagen fibers (which don't

In the pre-aerobic past, men focused more on building stretch much) and elastic fibers (which do): if you've

big, "manly' ' muscles. Women gravitated toward bal- got lots of the first kind of fiber and only a little of the

let and other activities that showed off their "femi- second, you will never be as supple as a Slinky, no mat-

nine" flexibility. ter how diligently you stretch.

In 1968 Kenneth Cooper, a specialist in preventive Of course, being bom a little on the stiff side doesn't

medicine, came out with his hook Aerobics, and things mean you should resign yourself to life as a walking

began to change. First women discovered the joys of surfboard. According to Wemer Hoeger, director of

sweat. Later they found out about weight training, too, the Human Performance Laboratory at Boise State Uni-

and leamed to view their flexed biceps with astonish- versity, stretching for just twenty minutes three times a

ment and pride. They still stretched—a little—^but in a week can, over time, improve range of motion a whop-

bored, impatient way: it was a duty, a chore, something ping 30 percent. And don't think that being bom flexi-

they sped through in order to get to the " real" exercise

.

ble means you can coast on your genetic luck , because

Today, however, women (and some men, too) are even people blessed with loose bodies tighten up if they

rediscovering the importance of limber bodies. "Your don't stretch. Stretching preserves the microscopic

heart and muscles may be strong, but if you're not flexi- spaces that separate the connective tissue fibers. If you

ble your body is limited in what it can do," says Kate don'tstretch, these fibers grow together and put a stran-

Gyllenhaal, director of Homebodies, a New York City glehold on your muscles, choking up your range ofmo-
personal training company. tion. Combine inactivity with the natural stiffening that

In technical terms, flexibility refers to a joint's abili- accompanies aging, and the limbo star of today may
ty to move freely through its full range of motion. Ge-
netics plays a large role in determining how much of

this movement is possible. There's nothing you can do
to change the shape of your joints, for instance and if

your thigh bone sits a little to the front or to the side of

your hip socket, you may never be able to do a split.

The ligaments that attach bone to bone also influence

flexibility. If you were born with tight ligaments,

chances are you'll never be able to fold yourself into

find herself being carried off the dance floor on a

stretcher tomorrow.

A caveat: if you're one of those rare people bom with

abnormally loose ligaments—if, for example, you feel

as if your arm might pop out of its socket when you ro-

tate it too far back—you probably shouldn't stretch. In-

stead, focus on developing muscle strength, which

helps stabiUze hypermobile joints.

For most of us, though, flexibility exercises can do

human origami. Still another genetic variable involves an astonishing amount of good. Stretching, for SftS
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jThe Mission County High Aggies, Women's Volleyball Team. Annette McCrory and Mary Beth Brady,

the Monday-Wednesday-Friday walking team.

RussellAthletic EveryWear.
™

WbRN BYAMERICA'S

FAVORITE TEAMS.
link

WORN BY AMERICA'S
TOP TEAMS
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ATHLETIC
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Recreations
MATERNITY

The latest fashions you can wear
early, late and after your pregnancy.

Send $3 for color catalogue

to Recreations, Dept. V-990,

Box 091038, Columbus, OH 43209.

Or call

1-800-621-2547

FITNESS: flexibility

By stretching

regularly you

can improve

your range of

motion a

whopping 30

percent

one thing , is a great way to relieve muscle tension. When mus-

cles are habitually tense, they tend to cut off their own circula-

tion, leading to a decrease in the amount ofoxygen and a slight

buildup of carbon dioxide and other metabolic wastes in the

tissues, which results In achiness and fatigue. There's evi-

dence, too, that slow, sustained stretching after a workout

may help ward off the next-day muscle soreness that often

plagues people just beginning an exercise program. Flexibili-

ty also plays a role in good posture, since tight chest muscles

can cause shoulders to slump.

Surprisingly, the benefit of flexibil-

ity that exercise instructors talk up

with the most enthusiasm is the one

that's most difficult to prove. While

it's obvious that some joint mobility is

needed to prevent strains and sprains,

researchers have found no evidence

that exercisers with maximum flexi-

bility have fewer injuries than people

whose flexibility is about average.

What is clear is the relationship be-

tween poor flexibility and lower back

pain, a problem often caused by weak

abdominal and stiff lower back mus-

cles. Distance runners are particularly

at risk: because their hamstring and lower back muscles get so

tight, many of these athletes can barely reach down past their

kneecaps. Stretching and strengthening exercises can stave off

back pain, saving you and even your country a lot of grief (ac-

cording to one estimate, back pain costs American industry more

than $1 billion each year in lost productivity and services).

The biggest plus of flexibility training may be something less

easily quantified. "A lot of my clients tell me, T want to feel

freer, more in control of my body
.

' They don't realize that what

they're asking for is better flexibility," says Kate Gyllenhaal.

There's a grace, an ease about women who stretch regularly:

they seem comfortable in their skins. It's a kind of body aware-

ness that's as much mental as physical. "When you do aerobic

exercises, the movements are too quick to teach you anything

about how your body moves. Stretching, though, gives you a

chance to listen to your body and feel its internal workings,"

says Gyllenhaal.

Lots of people would agree that stretching, in the abstract, is a

good thing. But when it comes to actually getting down on the

floor and doing it, they're not sure how or when or even what to

stretch. For instance, people often confuse stretching with

warming up. Warming up before strenuous exercise is crucial

—

it pushes your heart and metabolic rates up, increases blood flow

to your muscles, and otherwise helps your body make the shift

from rest to work. But the way to warm up is byjogging or riding

a stationary bike for a few minutes

—

not by stretching. Stretch

while your body's cold, in fact, and you're likely to pull or tear

muscle fibers. The best time to work on flexibility is immediate-

ly after your main workout and cooldown, when the muscles are

warmest and most pliant.

What's the best way to stretch? We all know that jerky "bal-

listic" stretching is bad news. It can tear muscle fibers and over-

stretch ligaments, leading to dislocated joints. Moreover, 374

I
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MaMe FALLS INTO PLACE EFFORTLESSLY- DAY AFTER DAY THIS WARDROBE WILL MAKE YOU FEEL WONDERFUL ABOUT TH<|

The full-fashioned, three-quarter length, tapered, crewneck

tunic in pure cotton knit is ribbed at the wrist and hem. It is

accentuated with a center seann trinn which is repeated on

the front of the long slender skirt.The shaped cotton knit

skirt also has a ribbed hemline, and our elastic adjustable

button-thru waistband. Both are shown in luscicxjs dyed-to-

matchGRAPE.(1..6.)

The long-sleeved, drop shoulder three-quarter length turtle-

neck top in smooth, pure cotton knit is ribbed at tfie cuffs,

neck and hemline. It is featured with the short shaped, center

seamed cotton knit skirt which repeats the ribbed detail,

and has our elastic, adjustable button-thru waistband. Both

pictured above in dyed-to-match ROSE. (3..7.)

2

(1.. 8.. 5.) 2.. 8.. 7.)



DK. ITS WHAT EVERY WOMAN WANTS. Y0UREJU5T LUCKIER THAN MOST MaMe WAS MADE FOR YOU. AND AS YOU'LL DISCOVER; Ma

MaMeS EXCLUSIVE

BUTTON-THRU ELASTIC

WAISTBAND GUARANTEES

PURE COMFORT AND PER

FECT FIT ALL SKIRTS AND

PANTS FEATURE WAIST

BANDS WITH HIDDEN

BUTTONHOLES AT EVERY

INCH SO YOU CAN ADJUST

AS YOUR SIZING NEEDS

CHANGE.

The three-quarter length, cotton knit crewneck tunic

as ribbed details and a center seamed trim. It is paired

/ith slender fitting, cotton knit tapered pants with our

lastic, adjustable button-thru waistband. Both are

lown in unmistakably elegant BL^CK. (1..5.)

The classic turtleneck is elongated into a delicately

tapered, soft cotton knit dress. It is designed with drop

shoulders, and ribbed at the neck, cuffs, and hemline.

This dress is pictured above in versatile OATMEAL. (4.)

2.. 8.. 7.) .(1.7.1 2.. 4.(



Me KNOWS BEST. MaMe. CLOTHES THAT BEAR YOUR NAME.

The jewel neck, three-quarter length cardigan jacket is in

soft cotton knit. It is fashioned with patch pockets, and ribbed

at the cuffs and hem.The long, shaped, cotton knit skirt is

also ribbed at the hem, and accentuated with a center seam

trim.The skirt features our button-thru elastic, adjustable

waistband. Both are shown in dyed-to-match deepest

EVERGREEN. (2.. 6.)

I2..8..7.)

iVlalVle IS DESIGNED

FOR VERSATILITY. ALL

OF THE TOPS AND

BOTTOMS ARE INTER-

CHANGEABLE TO SUIT

YOUR TASTE.YOU CAN

COLOR MATCH FOR A

SLIM LOOK. OR COLOR

MIX FOR A FASHION

FORWARD LOOK.

(SEE THE COLOR

CHART ABOVE FOR

OUR SUMPTUOUS FALL

SELECTION.)

MaMe IS DESIGNED

TO FIT THERE ARE TWO

SIZES FROM WHICH TO

CHOOSE. GENERALLY

SIZE A FITS 5'5" IN

HEIGHT AND UNDER:

SIZE B.5'5" AND OVER.

ALL OF THE BOTTOMS

HAVE ELASTIC WAIST-

BANDS WITH OUR

UNIQUE BUTTON-THRU

FEATURE. BUTTON-

HOLES EVERY INCH

ALLOW YOU TO ADJUST

AS YOUR NEEDS

CHANGE.

PLEASE CALL US

FOR ASSISTANCE WITH

THE MANY POSSIBLE

VARIATIONS IN FIT AND

COLOR. EVERYONE ON

OUR STAFF IS A MOTHER

AND AN EXPERT IN

ANSWERING YOUR

QUESTIONS.

GRIP-ON SHOULDER PADS

DO WONDERS FOR YOUR

SHAPE. CURVED FOAM FITS

THE SHOULDER AND CLINGS

TO ALL KNIT FABRICS. IN

NATURAL. ONE SIZE. ONE

SET SI 0.00

(3.. S.) MaMe.

I
Three-quarter length

I * I tapered crewneck top.

Heavyweight, soft cotton hnit

All colors. Size A. length: 32
inches. Size B. length: 34 inches.

$80.00

2 Jewel neck cardigan

jacket. Heavyweight, soft

cotton knit. All colors. Size A.

Iength:32 inches. Size B. length:

34 inches. $90.00

X Tapered, three-quarter

length turtleneck top.

Heavyweight, soft cotton knit.

All colors. Size A. length: 32
inches. Size B. length: 34 inches.

$80.00

/I Turtleneck dress. Heavy-

weight, soft cotton knit.

All colors. Size A. length: 48
inches. Size B. length: 50 inches.

$95.00

5 Slim-fitting, tapered

TJ pants. Button-thru

adjustable elastic waistband.

Heavyweight, soft cotton kniL

Black only. Size A. length 48
inches. Size B. length: 50 inches.

$80.00

fi Long, shaped skirt with

Tj front seam detail.

Button-thru adjustable elastic

waistband. Heavyweight soft

cotton knit. All colors. Size A.

length: 34 inches. Size B. length:

36 inches. $70.00

f Short, shaped skirt with

LJ front seam detail.

Button-thru adjustable elastic

waistband. HeavyweighL soft

cotton knit. All colors. Size A.

Length: 24 inches. Size B.

length: 26 inches. $65.00

Q Washed silk shirt, button

Ll front. Three-quarter

length. Pure silk, ecru only Size

A. length: 32 inches. Size B.

length: 34 inches. $120.00

y Special occasion.

scooped yoke dress with

adjustable back sash. Imported

rayon crepe. Black only Size A.

length: 49 inches. Size B. length:

50 inches. $175.00

1-800-638-1986



H«j WE
CARE
HOW
YOU
LOOK
Larry Freeman and the

Freeman family hair and skin

treatments combine science

with natural ingredients.

Freeman Botanical

Therapy Shampoo
& Botanical Humectant
Conditioner created with

Chamomile and natural

moisturizers to condition

and nourish. Your hair will

look and feel fuller, livelier

and be more manageable.

Botanical Treatments

for healthier looking,

more beautiful hair.

iFREEMAN
AMERICAN DRUG STORES

Sa^on *^
^^ OscoDrua

FREE SAMPLE
Botanical Therapy Shampoo
Send name, address, zip code and $1.00

'

postage and handling to: Freeman Cares,'.'"'!'^

Box 4074 Beverly Hills, CA 90213
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, : 990

Offer Available only in the U.S.A.
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MaMe FALLS INTO PLACE EFFORTLESSLY-DAY AFTER DAY. THIS WARDROBE WILL MAKE YOU FEEL WONDERFUL ABOUT TH;

The full-fashioned, three-quarter length, tapered. crewnecr(

tunic in pure cotton knit is ribbed at the wrist and henn. It is

accentuated with a center seam trim which is repeated on

the front of the long slender shirt The shaped cotton knit

shirt also has a ribbed hemline, and our elastic, adjustable

button-thru waistband. Both are shown in luscious dyed-to-

matchGF!APE.(1..6.)

The long-sleeved, drop shoulder three-quarter length turtle-

neck top in smooth, pure cotton knit is ribbed at the cuffs,

neck and hemline. It is featured with the short shaped, center

seamed cotton knit skirt which repeats the ribbed detail,

and has our elastic, adjustable button-thru waistband. Both

pictured above in dyed-to-match ROSE. (3.. 7.)

(1.. 7. (i..a.s.) 2.. 8.. 7)
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, YOU COULD BE FASHIONABLE OR YOU COULD BE PREGN.

N'T BE BOTH. UNTIL MaMe. FASHION ENDED WITH PREGNAN

THINGS nAVE CHANGED. MaMe INTRODUCES A REVOLUTIONARY AND

TUNMNG NEW CONCEPT IN MATERNITY WEAR: STYLE. NO BOWS. NO

UFFLES. NO FRILLY PRINTS-JUST BASICS THAT TRANSLATE INTO A CLASSIC

COMPLETE WARDROBE FOR DURING AND AFTERPREG aMelS

SURE. A

E COMFORT.

OCCA. G WITH NO FUSS AND

For all your sp«!arocc«io^^m^^rect long-sleevi ' ie\

necked black dress in imported myon crepe. Accented »" J

slimming scooped yoke front and back and an adjusta



BABY, IT'S YOU.

Because you are experting-the best! MaMe is maternity wear that does what
you want it to do. It looks great and feels great Designed in washed silk, imported

rayon crepe, and the softest feeling, smooth pure cotton knit, this is dressing that

is guaranteed to fit the life you lead.

There is one thing we knew you could live without: excessive cost For a moder
price, you can have fashion and quality

So you dont have to worry about wtiat you're going to wear You already k

MaMe is the name that fits you perfectly In every way

ORDER BY PHONE
1-800-638-1986

CALL FREE.WITHIN THE UNITED STATES. TO

PLACE NEW ORDERS. INQUIRE ABOUT

PREVIOUS ORDERS. REQUEST CATALOGS.

OR FOR INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE

OUR HOURS ARE 9:30 A.M.-5:30 RM.

CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME. MONDAY

THROUGH SATURDAY MAJOR CREDIT

CARDS. CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS ARE

ACCEPTED. (SORRY NO C.O.D.s.)

OUR FRIENDLY STAFF CONSISTS

ENTIRELY OF MOTHERSWHO WILL HAPPILY

GIVE YOU ALL THE TIME YOU NEED TO

ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT SIZE.

PROPORTION. COLOR COMBINATIONS. ETC

DELIVERY
WE USUALLY SHIP VIA UPS. THE DAY AFTER

WE RECEIVE YOUR ORDER. ALLOW 8 DAYS

FOR DELIVERY ALTHOUGH UPS OFTEN

DELIVERS MORE QUICKLY THAN THAT IF

YOU ARE IN A SPECIAL HURRY DELIVERY

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE.

SHOULD AN ITEM BE OUT-OF-STCXK.

WE WILL INFORM YOU OF THE EXPECTED

DELAY (NOTE: ALL SHIPMENTS TO RO. BOX

ADDRESSES ARE SENT VIA PARCEL POST)

ITEMS ORDERED TCXiETHER ARE NOT

ALWAYS SHIPPED TOGETHER HANDLING

CHARGES INCLUDE POSTAGE. INSURANCE.

AND PACKING ANDARE NOT REFUNDABLE.

RETURNS
WE WELCOME THE RETURN OF ANY ITEM

THAT DOES NOT SATISFY YOU COMPLETELY

JUST RETURN IT WITHIN 3 WEEKS V^/ITH THE

SALES SLIP AND INDICATE THE REASON

FOR RETURN. SEND THE PACKAGE SECURE-

LY WRAPPED. INSURED. AND PREPAID.

(SHIPPING CHA=!GES ARE NOT REFUND-

ABLE.! WE WILL PROMPTLY HANDLE AN

EXCHANGE. CREDIT YOUR CREDIT CARD. OR

SEND A REFUND CHECK

GIFTS AND CATALOGS
SEND GIFTS ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY

JUST CALL 1-800-638^986.WE WILL

INCLUDE YOUR GIFT MESSAGE AND WILL

GIFT WRAP AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.

IF YOU CANT DECIDE WHAT TO GIVE.

WELL SEND A GIFT CERTIFICATE ALONG

WITH OUR CATALOG IN A SPECIALLY DE-

SIGNED ENCLOSURE. CERTIFICATES CAN BE

SENT DIRECTLY TO THE RECIPIENT OR

TO YOU.

Gently washed

pure silk shirt th

the rich, soft fee

suede. Button c

firont drop shou

perfect all-purp

ing piece for lei

office, or evenim
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WE
lyCARE
HOW
YOU
LOOK
Larry Freeman and the

Freeman family hair and skin

treatments combine science

with natural ingredients.

Freeman Botanical

Therapy Shampoo
& Botanical Humectant
Conditioner created with

Chamomile and natural

moisturizers to condition

and nourish. Your hair will

look and feel fuller, livelier

and be more manageable.

Botanical Treatments

for healthier looking,

more beautiful hair.

FREEMAN
AMERICAN DRUG STORES

FREE SAMPLE
Botanical Therapy Shampoo
Send name, address, zip code and $1.00

postage and handhng to: Freeman Cares,'rrl'*0

Box 4074 Beverly Hills, CA 90211
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1950

Offer Available only in the U.S.A.
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Carolyne Roehm

sculpts the short,

shapely lace suit

featured on

opposite page

in shades

of gold and silver.

This page:

lace lure

from Joan Raines

by Anthony Muta

Dramatically sashed

long jacket

over short slipdress

in the color

of burnished gold.

Call 412 -232 -2695.

Vendome,

Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh.
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f you don't take care of the inside

PANTENE
'''^

I

"'ipoo

V>miiH»i'

How can you be beautiful outside?

I

f

It's elementary.

Beauty comes from within. It's a glow... a

liveliness... a radiance. You can't hide it.

And you certainly can't fake it. But there is

something you can do: You can use Pantene.

Pantene's provitamin B5 complex

actually strengthens your hair inside. And

helps make it lively, radiant outside. So get

Pantene. And give your hair the chance to

be beautiful.

5fj".J0US CAI'.f fD."- ErAUTJfUi HAJI-:"
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JiSS: flexibility

the sharp motion triggers a reflex that

causes the stretched muscles to actually

tighten up—not the response you're

looking for.

The antithesis of this brutal bouncing

is a technique called PNF (propriocep-

tive neuromuscular facilitation), origi-

nally devised for use in physical

therapy. The theory behind PNF is that

after you contract a muscle against iso-

metric (nonmoving) resistance, it be-

comes extra-relaxed and you can stretch

it more deeply. In one "contract-relax"

exercise for the hamstrings and lower

back muscles, you sit on the ground

with one leg extended in front of you

and lean as far over it as you can, keep-

ing your back straight and your toes

pointed up to engage the target muscles.

Then, for about six seconds, you push

against the resistance of a partner kneel-

ing behind you (to contract the back

muscles) and press your extended leg

against the floor (to contract the ham-

string). After releasing the tension you

slowly lean forward again, with your

partner pushing gently but firmly on

your back to help you down.

PNF enthusiasts call it state-of-the-

art stretching. But because the tech-

nique requires contracting and
stretching muscles with some force, it

can lead to pulls or tears if performed

too quickly or with too much power.

And since most PNF exercises are de-

signed as partner stretches, they can be

inconvenient to do.

For many people, the easiest and safest

way to build flexibility is the static meth-

od, in which you slowly stretch a muscle

until you feel tension or mild discomfort

(not pain) and hold the position for any-

where from ten to sixty seconds. "If you

patiently sit with a stretch, after a while

you'll feel the muscles relax and give a

little. That's when you know you're do-

ing it right," says Gyllenhaal. Exhaling

as you stretch will help. Some people

claim that visualization—thinking about

hard taffy softening or warm honey ooz-

ing—also relaxes their muscles into a

stretch.

Static stretching, controlled breath-

ing, visualization—these all come to-

gether in yoga. "Yoga used to have

such weird connotations. People
thought you twisted yourself up, sat

around, and chanted. Now more and

more Americans see it as simply an in-

telligent way to get fit," says Denise

DuBarry, owner of the Malibu Yoga
studio, where

Ifs best to

stretch after

aerobic exercise

when muscles

are warmest an<

most pliant

celebrities
such as John
McEnroe and

Olivia New-
ton-John go for

their yoga fix.

All-Ameri-

c a n blond
Kathy Smith,

the star of sev-

eral best-sell-

ing exercise

videos—her newest focuses on toning

the stomach and thighs—seems an un-

likely yoga enthusiast. In fact she's

been practicing yoga for at least fifteen

years and now takes classes twice a

week. "It's a wonderful complement to

the rest of my fitness routine," she

says. "It combines strength, flexibility,

and balance in a way that no other exer-

cise does. There's a real sense of

achievement, too, in mastering difficult

postures and seeing how much your

body can improve
. '

'

If you're turned off by the mystical

aspects of yoga, says Smith, you

shouldn't have trouble finding a class

that's less meditative and more athletic.

"But you shouldn't be closed-minded

to the spiritual side of yoga," she says.

"After a yoga class I always feel an in-

credible sense of contentment."

The greatest benefit of any type of

stretching program, in fact, may be that

by relieving some of the tightness in

your body you can somehow free your

mind from its own tensions and make

your attitudes more flexible, too. "Af-

ter you hold a stretch for forty-five sec-

onds or so, your mind begins to relax,

and you sense the muscle beginning to

elongate," says Smith. "When you go

back to your everyday life, instead of

fixating on things that cause stress, you

find that you can let go there, too.

And who couldn't benefit from that

kind of loosening up? • FITNESS 382
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riTNESS NOTES

If your secret couch-potato plan is to put off starting an exercise

program until you're too old for it to make any difference, better

think again. A recent study in the Journal of the American

Medical Association examined the effects of resistance training c>n

— . mm ten men and women in their eighties

. X -I and nineties who did forty-five
whenever you start , . , . . . ,^ .' mmutes of lower-body weight work

three times a week. After eight weeks, researchers were surprised

to see a Cocoon-\\kt transformation: on average, the old people

had become three to four times stronger. More proof that exercise

pays off no matter when you start.

Running has become as much a symbol as a sport: to

many of us it represents independence, vitality, the

willingness to take action, the courage to move ahead.

Perhaps that's what makes the September 30 running

of the Berlin Marathon such a powerful metaphor for

the political changes happening throughout Eastern

Europe. This year, for the first time in its sixteen-year

history, the marathon course will go through both West
and East Berlin—and a record-breaking crowd of

twenty-five thousand runners, representing more than

fifty countries, will be there to bear witness.

New for women: outdoor gear that fits

More and more women are rising to the "macho" challenge of
Mother Nature: about two million will rock climb this year, four

million will canoe, eleven million will hike, four million will go
wilderness camping. In the past these women were completely

ignored by equipment manufacturers and had to struggle along

with gear designed to fit a man's bigger body. And while most

companies still tend to envision the typical outdoor adventurer as
6'2" and 200 pounds, that's slowly changing. Today women are

demanding—and getting—equipment designed especially for them.

While most canoes meant for solo paddling are too big and
heavy for most women to lift onto and off their cars, much less

maneuver well in the water. Sawyer Canoes of Oscoda, Michigan,

manufactures a number of boats that weigh less than thirty-five

pounds and are better suited for smaller physiques (517/739-

9181). And Extrasport in Miami, Florida, produces several life

vests designed specifically for women that are snug around the

waist yet roomy in the chest (800/633-0837). For women who've
discovered the gentler joys offly-fishing, the Orvis company of
Manchester, Vermont, recently introduced the Mary Orvis

Marbury rod, with a smaller grip that's more comfortable for
female casters (800/548-9548).

Some women prefer tramping through woods to sloshing

through water; for them. Camp Trails of Binghamton, New York,

manufactures a number of internal- and external-frame women's
backpacks for hiking and camping (416/335-8861). The backpack
frames are contoured to fit the curves of a woman's torso, and the

shoulder straps are closer together and taper outward to prevent

slipping. And since a woman has a lower center of gravity than a
man, an extra set of holes drilled into the frame allows her to

carry the pack farther down on her back.
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Health clubs pile on the perks
Home gyms may be hot these

days (a recent Gallup poll found that

36 percent of exercisers prefer at-

home workouts), but health clubs aren't

giving up their customers without a
fight. Almost every health club now
offers massage, fitness testing, personal

training, nutritional counseling, and a
host of other extra services that you
just can't get from the cross-country ski

machine tucked under your bed. And a
growing number of clubs

have begun to offer

special perks, ranging from
the sensible (child care,

workout clothes, laundry

and dry-cleaning services)

to the offbeat and
extravagant, in hopes of

proving that membership
does, indeed, have its

privileges.

Setting the gold

standard is The Sports

Club/LA, which is famous
for its outrageous

amenities. Leave your

Lamborghini with the valet

at the door: while you're inside

sweating it out alongside Hollywood's

movers and shakers, your car will be
cleaned from ashtray to engine. Yearn
for adventure? The Sporting Clubs of

America, with facilities In Atlanta,

Denver, and seven other cities, offer

members-only trekking, mountaineering,

and river-running excursions to places

like Machu Picchu, Mount Everest, and
Rio Bio-Bio in Chile.

Those who prefer to stay in touch

with the "civilized" world should

check out the Westin Fitness Center in

Washington, D.C. Lifecycles at the

Westin come equipped with private

phones, and there's an individually

controlled, headphone-accessible TV
in front of each piece of

cardiovascular equipment. In New
York City, where finance and real

estate are everybody's twin

obsessions, the New York Health &
Racquet Club offers a low-interest

Visa card and a no-fee apartment-

finding service. The Manhattan Plaza

Health Club provides something that

the average New Yorker needs even
more desperately than a generous
credit line or a two-bedroom duplex

with a doorman and a view. In

keeping with its focus on
psychological and emotional well-

being, the club has a dimly lit, heavily

carpeted room called the Silent

Space, where talking is forbidden.
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Three BenefSs—One Bottle

• Shampoo
Ultra Care is a gentle salon shampoo to

"

give you incredible shine. \,,

Conditioner
The protein-enriched conditioner gives you softness an

superior manageability. \ . i

Finishing Rinse
You even get the final protective benefits of

a finishing rinse^to help seal and

protectyourhajifrom

styling stre"''

Brilliant!

.

VIDAL
SASSOON

#^^

SALON
SHAMPOO

''ROTEIN CONDITIONB
HNISHING RINSE

IN ONE

)utconditions, outprotecls,outperforms othei; salon s
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It's as easy as abracadabra! The quick-

change magic ofpaint. Use it to define

a doonvay, texture a walK stencil a floor.

Create finishes and flourishes that trans-

form flat surfaces into fantasy!

Learn the secrets ofsponging, lacquer-

ing, marbling and more. From tortoise-

shelling to trompe I'oeil, glazing to Discover the simplest

graining. Once practiced only by ways to add texture,

masters ofiUusion, these techniques pattern, color to

are revealed in terms ever>' do-it-your- JIatpainted walls,

selfdecorator can understand. vmodwork,Jumiture.

Paint Magic takes you room-to-room, waUs to

woodwxDrk, furniture to floors. Lavishly illustrated, with 120
full-color photographs, it's the most complete guide to the

special effects ofdecorative paint and finishes. Easy
and inexpensive techniques guaranteed to add a

magic touch to any home. Soft cover, 240 pages.

N W)RK MAGIC
IN YOUR HOME!

othing transforms

a room more
magically than
fabric! Draped ele-

gantly over windows,

swathed simply over

a fa\-orite chair, suspended u- • u
softly from die ceiling, fabric instantly changes the character ofeverything it touches.

Whether your decorating style is traditional or minimal, subtle or lavish, you'll find inspiration on

every page! Fabric Magic is a sourcebook ofideas for windows,

bedrooms,fiirnishings,\v-allsandceiliiigs.Techniques,tradesecrets,

and sewing tips are explained in easy-to-understand language.

An>ixxiy can do it! Hard cover, 215 pages.

r:7J TJL 1

A step-by-step guide to

shade construction,

cornices, curtain

headings, and hard-

ware. Special effects

you can do!

\

o order vour set oiPaint& Fabric
Magic for only $28.00 (a sav-

ings of30% offthe regular bookstore
price of $39.90) plus $4.00 for post-

age and handling, send your check or
money order to:

The Conde Nast Collection

Dept. 845107
P.O. Box 10214
Des Moines, lA 50336

for Credit Card orders Call Toll-Free

1-800-453-9000

Books are also available separatelv for

$16.00 each (a 20% savings offthe

regular price of $1995) plus $2.50
postage and handling.

z. ^
Be sure to specifv'

\X which book you
would like.

Residents ofCA. CO. GA, L\ IL. KY. NL\ .VII. NY please

add applicable sales lax. Please allow up to four wreks lor dclivcr>'

, (f"«i
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BEATON'S
PHOENIX, AZ

DAYTON'S OVAL ROOM
MINNEAPOLIS

HUDSON'S OVAL ROOM
NORTHLAND

A DIVISION OF ESCADA. 1-800-223-2155
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PEOPLE ARETALKING ABOUT

*|^^ V^fll* of tll6 dolnhin ^^^^^ heard the ads: 'They live in communi-
111^ y^XMt \^l 111^ \J\/l|^l III I

jjg^ j^gy ^^,^ j^ g^^^ ^^j^gj. j^Qthers nurse their

children for about a year." No, it's not a documentary on a higher breed of human. Starkist is

selling tuna fish as usual—they just want you to know they're not netting dolphins, and now all their cans

bear the "dolphin safe" symbol to prove it. . . .It'snotenough that Starkist and its competitors are sell-

ing tuna on the backs of these innocent creatures. A new biz book from Fawcett is actually called Strategy

ofthe Dolphin: Scoring a Win in a Chaotic World. Forget The Art ofthe Deal and Guerrilla Marketing,

this book's jacket touts a theory that "proves you don't have to be a shark to stay on top." . . .More

dolphinlike behavior is coming from Sebastian International, the hair-care people who now ship all their

merchandise in real popcorn instead of the Styrofoam imitation. And Liz Claiborne has created an

environmental foundation to benefit such projects as a Tibetan wildlife preserve. Says her husband, Ar-

thur Ortenberg: ' 'These have considerably more significant implications than the manufacture and deliv-

ery of apparel
.

" Oh . . .

M^M^^I^ ^f^ fm fAA Mandelamania has extended into fashion. During the African
^"^ ivMIrivl l\/ VI 1^^

Nationalist leader's summer tour, fans everywhere took to the

streets in dashikis and kinte cloth (once reserved for Ghanaian royalty) mixed with good old American

blue jeans and T-shirts. Bergdorf Goodman's Andrew Basile calls it a "breakaway look" that his store

will not carry ("too young"). But Brooklyn's Primitive and D.C.'s African Eye both hawk clothes that

merge African influence with European styling for upscale customers. And the catalog Daily Planet of-

fers a full line of"South African inspired" frocks as well as tees with "Zulu Nation" and "Man-
dela Released" logos. . . . The official Mandela tee ($15) has been licensed to ProServe, the same folks

who handle John McEnroe and Michael Jordan. The company 's job: deciding which items make the cut.

So far car decals and satin tour jackets are OK, tank tops are a definite no. "The first thing," said a

ProServe rep, "was taste. I think he's the closest thing to a saint walking the earth today, with the possi-

ble exception ofMother Teresa—and we don't represent her." . .

.

fl||M f|#>ffM Fresh from his triumph at Cannes and the auspicious return of Twin Peaks, David

Lynch may soon tackle yet another medium: advertising. And who better to film

spots for Calvin Klein's Obsession than a man with a few of his own .... Lynch 's British counterparts

are not faring nearly so well. In a five-hour meeting with Margaret Thatcher, such esteemed filmmakers

as Sir Richard Attenborough and David Puttnam pleaded for a much-needed injection ofgovernment

cash to save their flagging industry. They came away with £8 million—a lot from the Iron Lady but,

insiders say, probably not enough. Apparently A Fish Called Wanda and Shirley Valentine can't quite

offset the fact that private investment in the industry has dropped by half, to £50 million ....

*uOffC^l^iUflt^if^^^^ Forreasonsnooneunderstands, the next World Cup, in 1994,
9v#VvC;i lllvll IIU • • • ^jjj jjg j^gjj jj^ jj^g United States—despite the pertinent fact that

almost no one in this country has actually ever seen a soccer game unless they played in prep school . (One

of the few Americans to attend last summer's World Cup finals in Italy was Gordon Getty—and of

course, soccer-mad Henry Kissinger, but he was bom in Germany. ) NBC has already declined cov-

erage and predicts that ABC and CBS will do the same—along with Ted Turner's TNT, which lost mon-

ey on this year's games. Whoever gets the contract, it is unlikely anyone will cover the games in the

inimitable manner of the BBC: the British network opened and closed each broadcast with Pavarotti do-

ing Puccini's "Nessun dorma" (No one may sleep). While the maniacal Brit fans ensured that no

one did sleep, they nonetheless managed to get some culture
—"Nessun dorma" held steady at number

two on the charts all summer. . . .

painting the town red Not only has the new policy ofopenness between the

United States and the Soviet Union brought such

treasures as Matisse in Morocco to our shores, we are also seeing brand-new art, the kinds of works that

until recently were painted in secret. Last summer American museums as diverse as the Tacoma Art

Museum and D.C.'s Corcoran devoted shows to contemporary Russian artists. Now the Soviet

government itself—not one to miss out on a trend—has sent a thousand recent Russian paintings to a new
gallery in London to drum up foreign currency. The swank Mayfair gallery is a joint venture between

Moscow's Ministry of Culture, which takes a large percentage of each sale, and British property de' i

oper David Harrington. Prices of the works range from £500 to £60,000, and Harrington says a gall

Los Angeles may soon follow.—^JULIA REED
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Maria de Medeiros (left)

and Uma Thurman in Henry

& June; Martin and Gary

Kemp (right) in The Krays;

Gene Hackman and Meryl

Streep in Postcards from the

Edge; Joseph D'Onofrio

(left), Robert De Niro, and

Christopher Serrone in

Goodfellas; Sean Penn (left)

with Gary Oldman in State

of Grace; Matthew Modine
and Melanie Griffith in

Pacific Heights; Jeff Bridges

and Annie Potts in Texasville.

fall movie n



VOGUE ARTS
IVlwVlcS Twisted romance, gangland intrigue,

tenants from Hell: Hollywood's mood turns serious

as filmmakers seek to woo back the grown-ups.

DAVID denicolo previews fall's most promising fare

S
ummer is not the

best time to be an

adult. It seems ev-

ery movie revolves

around a cartoon character or

an android from outer space

and is advertised on places

like the backs of cereal boxes

with an intensity you're not

sure should be legal. Au-

tumn is a much more civi-

lized season all around and,

this year at least, a good time to go back to the movies.

Gangs and gangsters seems to be the most popular

theme this fall, perhaps satisfying our need to recall a

time when all the criminals weren't Wall Street traders

or bankers from the local savings and loan. Miller's

Crossing, made by Joel and Ethan Coen, the brothers

who produced and directed Raising Arizona and Blood

Simple, opens this year's New York Film Festival, the

first American film to do so since Down by Law in

1986. The honor is well deserved. This story of a 1929

gang war in an unnamed eastern city makes you think

you've never seen a shoot-out before; it is a film of

great wit and ravishing technique. The Coen brothers'

invention is reinforced by a cast that includes Albert

Finney, John Turturro, and the magnetic Irish-bom

actor Gabriel Byrne.

Reggie and Ronnie Kray, twin brothers, ruled Lon-

don's East End underworld in the sixties with a violent-

H ly flamboyant style and the

H philosophy "Glamour is

I^PIHH H H^^^ fear.
'

' The Krays, a film star-

^^^^I^^^P ^^^H ring Gary and Martin Kemp
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ from the pop group Spandau

Ballet, explores the twins'

twisted, violent lives and their relationship to their

doting mother, Violet, played by the legendary Billie

Whitelaw. While it has been a hit in the United King-

dom, American audiences without knowledge of the

Kray legend may find the film sketchy. But at least the

Spandau Ballet boys have the brother act down.

Finishing out the gangster trend are State ofGrace, a

realistic, hard-driving film starring Sean Penn, Ed Har-

ris, and Gary Oldman, about the demise of an Irish

gang; and Goodfellas, Martin Scorsese and Nick Pileg-

gi's adaptation of the Pileggi book Wiseguy. Ray Liotta

plays the real-life Brooklyn gangster Henry Hill; Rob-

ert De Niro and Lorraine Bracco are his boss and wife.

VOGUE SEPTEM BE R 1 990

From violence to. . .sex. Set in Paris circa 1931 , by

all accounts a libidinous place and time, Henry & June

traces the relationship of diarist Anais Nin to novelist

Henry Miller and his hypnotizing wife, June, with

whom both writers were obsessed. Maria de Medeiros

and Fred Ward are Nin and Miller, with Uma Thurman
as (surprise) the object of desire.

Love seems to disintegrate rather than grow in P
nardo Bertolucci's long-awaited adaptation of

'

Bowles's haunting novel The Sheltering Skr . Tlv *V i

of the same title stars Debra Winger and ^hn ^400

399
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MOVIES
Malkovich as wife and husband, with Campbell Scott as their

traveling companion—three American expatriates adrift in

northern Africa in the 1940s. The movie is an epic of dislocation

and dissatisfaction, of people set adrift, as, indeed, was Berto-

lucci's last great film. The Last Emperor

.

The yuppie couple played by Melanie Griffith and Matthew

Modine in Pacific Heights are dissatisfied too, but for a slightly

more understandable reason: it seems their new tenant's former

address was Hell. The brilliant British filmmaker John Schle-

singer {Sunday, Bloody Sunday; Midnight Cowboy; Marathon

Man) directs this thriller. With Michael Keaton as the Evil One.

A series of family dramas rounds out the season. Mike Nich-

ols has gone to great lengths to argue that his film of Carrie Fish-

er's best-seller. Postcards from the Edge, is not the real-life

story of Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds . In the movie , Meryl

Streep plays a young cocaine-addicted actress (not Carrie 424

Growing Up Dangerous:
Updating The Last Picture Show

In Peter Bogdanovich's The Last Picture Show, set in 1954,

the teens of Anarene, Texas, groped toward sexuality, aping

the antics of their parents, sleeping with whomever, betray-

ing confidences where they fell. In Texasville, Bogdanovich

takes us back to Anarene, thirty years down the road, where

we find those former teens still doing as they've been taught,

with a vengeance. As Genevieve Morgan (Eileen Brennan,

one of nine cast members reprising their Picture Show roles)

says,
'

'The older we get, the more dangerous.
'

'

Things are indeed dangerous in Anarene in the eighties.

Duane Jackson (Jeff Bridges), after making a lot of money in

the oil business, is now $12 million in the hole, thanks to the

energy crisis and OPEC. Lester Marlow (Randy Quaid) has

become a banker whose misappropriation of funds might land

him in jail; Sonny Crawford (Timothy Bottoms) is the mayor
now and is losing his mind, becoming both town leader and

village idiot; and Jacy Farrow (Cybill Shepherd), the much-
lusted-after homecoming queen of The Last Picture Show, is

an actress whose return to Anarene is supposed to provide

some sort of catalyst for the events in Texasville.

But what really drives the film is the chemistry between

Bridges and Annie Potts, who plays Duane's wife, Karla.

Karla's a harried housewife with too much time and money
on her hands; Potts plays her with a lot of spunk, giving each

line a funny, unexpected reading. And Bridges is the picture

of benevolent, befuddled midlife distress, driving around in

his state-of-the-art pickup with his dog, marveling at each

new pairing in the town's game of marital musical chairs.

After a summer of robo-retreads, it is a pleasure to see a

sequel that is really a sequel. As bitchy as the characters of

Texw'ville can be, they can still surprise us with a small, hu-

man gt fare. After Sonny is rescued from a near suicide,

Duane's c 'shter asks what's wrong with him. "Oh, he's

just tired in i.. mind," says Duane, and the little girl (hereto-

fore a candidate for exorcism) climbs onto Sonny's lap as

Duane suggests th< > all go out to breakfast. That's as close as

you'll find to a solution in Anarene.—SEAN ELDER
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PURE
PENDLETON:
Town Clothes™ available at these

and other fine stores.

ALASKA
Brewsters Pendleton Shop, Anchorage

ARIZONA
Arizona Pendleton, Mesa: Fiesta Mall

• Tucson: Tucson MaU
Desert Pendleton, Phoenix: Metro

Center

Dillard's Southwest

CALIFORNIA
Brea Pendleton, Brea

Buffalo Shirt Co., Half Moon Bay
Bullock's, Southern Califonua Stores

Campbell's, Stockton

Crystal Court Pendleton, Costa Mesa
Gottschalk's, Fresno

Harris', Riverside County • San
Bernardino County

Henshey's, Santa Monica
The Highlander Shoppes, San

Bernardino

Jud Green, San Mateo
Nordstrom, Corte Madera: The Village

at Corte Madera • San Francisco:

San Francisco Centre, Stonestown
Galleria

San Diego Pendleton, San Diego

San Gabriel Valley Pendleton, San
Marino

Santa Barbara Pendleton, Santa Barbara

South Bay Pendleton, Torrance

The Sport Shop, Laguna Hills

Sullivan's, Bakersfield

Walnut Creek Pendleton, Walnut Creek
Weinstock's, Sacramento: Downtown,

Sunrise

IDAHO
Creighton's, Moscow
Harvey's, Coeur d'Alene

Snake River Pendleton, Twin Falls:

Magic Valley Mall

NE^DA
Bullock's, Las Vegas

NEW MEXICO
Dillard's Southwest

Santa Fe Pendleton, Albuquerque
• Santa Fe: On The Plaza

OREGON
Frederick &. Nelson, Beaverton:

Washington Square

Made in Oregon, Beaverton: Washington

Square • Portland: Airport • Salem:

Downtown
Meier & Frank, Beaverton: Washington

Square • Clackamas: Clackamas

Town Center • Portland: Lloyd

Center • Salem

Pacific Crest, Gresham • Sunriver

Reed & Cross, Eugene

WASHINGTON
Bellevue Pendleton, Bellevue

Country Classics, Leavenworth

Frederick & Nelson, Bellevue • Everett

• Olympia • Seattle: Aurora Village,

Downtown, Southcenter • Spokane:

Downtown, Northtown, University

City • Tacoma: Lakewood
Harvey's, Spokane: Northtown,

University City

KrafPs, Toppenish

Nordstrom, Vancouver: Vancouver Mall

Seatde Pendleton, Seattle

Village Clothier, Edmonds

)1
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A new richness: elegan

in texture, graceful in

style. It's an exclusive

signature statement in al

opulence of pure virgin

wools. Gracefully price*

too, at about: boucle

jacket, 154.00; worsted

skirt, 90.00; Country

Sophisticates" blouse,
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MOVIES
Fisher) who lands in a drug clinic and, as part of her

struggle to return to normal life, moves in with her

mother, an aging show-biz trouper (not Debbie Reyn-

olds), played by Shirley MacLaine.

In Class Action, a father and daughter, both lawyers,

meet on separate sides of the courtroom in a familiar

conflict of sixties idealism and nineties careerism.

Gene Hackman (who also has a role in Postcards) stars

with Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio.

Director John Amiel's comfortably quirky adapta-

tion of the Vargas Llosa novel Aunt Julia and the

Scriptwriter features a splendid performance by Barba-

ra Hershey as the eccentric aunt opposite Keanu

Reeves, her aspiring-novelist nephew who falls in love

with her. Peter Falk, as the aphorizing, mischievous ra-

dio scriptwriter, encourages the unconventional liaison

and deligjits in the turmoil he leaves wherever he goes.

Danny Glover is a mischief maker of a different sort.

To Sleep with Anger is a strong-minded drama about

the upheaval endured by a contemporary black Ameri-

can family in Los Angeles when a sweet-talking but

malevolent old acquaintance. Glover, returns from

their distant southern past. The story interweaves black

history and folklore to an almost surreal effect. Glover

is terrific, and director Charles Burnett is clearly an im-

portant new voice in American movies. •

ART An obscure English

painter, says douglas blau, was

among the most enlightened

of the eighteenth century

Why has it taken so long for Joseph

Wright of Derby (1734-1797) to find

his way onto the list of great English

painters of the eighteenth century?

While his contemporaries Joshua Reynolds, Thomas
Gainsborough, and George Romney have been thus en-

shrined tor nearly 250 years, Wright, whose candle-

light scenes and moonlit landscapes were well known
and highly praised in his day, has remained relatively

obscure
. He has been better known i readers of books

on the history of technology than to stc cnts of art.

424

Shedding light: Joseph Wright of

Derby's 1 766 painting A Philosopher

giving that Lecture on the Orrery, in

which a lamp is put in place of the Sun.

To look at Wright's pictures is to

enter a world of wonder, a realm of in-

vention and discovery where every-

thing appears charged with a strange

intensity, an alluring iridescence that

informs every object and illuminates

every face. His characters seem pos-

sessed by the spirit of inquiry and are

most commonly found staring at or ex-

amining some object, be it a book or a

piece of sculpture or a mechanical ap-

paratus whose functions are being

demonstrated and explained. Deeply

immersed in observation, fascinated by

the act of philosophic speculation, each

looks as if on the verge of grasping the

meaning of some profound mystery. In

a sense, each of Wright's scenes is a

contemplation piece, a pictorial meditation on scientific

investigation in which clarity ofmind is reflected in every

eye and in the artist's handling of paint.

This sense of heightened awareness pervades even

Wright's landscapes, where the world is imbued with a

slightly disconcerting, hyperreal edge. Colors burn

brighter here. There's an eerie, hallucinatory quality in

the air. And again, that mix of perfect clarity and abso-

lute mystery reminds us that Wright's universe is no or-

dinary territory, but a visionary's terrain.

Until recently Wright had always been something of a

well-kept secret, the preserve of a small number ofdevot-

ed critics who read his art as if it were the work ofa natural

philosopher or a secular mystic. They disagreed with the

prevailing academic assessment that Wright was little

more than an eccentric, a lowly illustrator of scientific

scenes and a minor portrait painter. Instead, they saw the

artist's curious blend of science and fiction as a premoni-

tion of the Romantic, Realist, and Symbolist traditions.

Today these views are gaining ground, and a reviv- 426
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ART
.

A presence still, RIGHT: Olivier

Richon's 1989 Imitatio Sapiens

(after Joseph Wright of Derby's

The Indian Widow). BELOW;

Untitled, 1990, by Oliver Wasow.

al of Joseph Wright is

well under way: a new

generation of picture

makers, including Troy

Brauntuch and Jack

Goldstein, Mark Tansey , John Bowman, and Oliver Wa-

sow, sees its own fascination with the technological sub-

lime reflected in Wright's work. And now, with a major

exhibition of eighty paintings and thirty

drawings by Wright at New York City's

Metropolitan Museum of Art from Sep-

tember 7 through December 2, the pub-

lic will finally have an opportunity to

discover this artist of peculiar genius.

In many ways, Wright has only him-

self to blame for his long-standing posi-

tion on the margin. Rather than living in

London and running with the fashion-

able pack, who chased after commis-

sions from aristocrats, he chose to v/ork

in the provinces in the company of his

family and peers—men of science, men
of ideas, many of whom are remem-

bered today as the pioneers of the Indus-

trial Revolution. Always one to follow

an independent's path, Wright fiirther isolated himselfby

refusing to join the Royal Academy, for he considered its

members a cliquish group of pedants and myopic hacks.

This opinion did little to advance his career in the politi-

cally self-serving art world, where a premium was placed

on artists' connections rather than on their sense of inven-

tion, and where freethinking provincials were about as

welcome as radicals from the colonies in America.
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Wright might have been forgiven for his social indis-

cretions. But unfortunately these were not his only mis-

takes. While other artists idealized courtly pomp and

worshiped the paintings of Raphael , the solidly middle-

class Wright was preoccupied with Dutch art and with

the problem of rendering the minute particulars of the

physical world. Like the progressive industrialists of

his Midlands circle, he believed his work should ad-

vance the ideals of the Enlightenment. While Gains-

borough was busy transforming his patron's wife into

the goddess Diana, and Reynolds, president of the

academy, was flattering Mrs. Siddons by comparing

her to Melpomene, the Muse of tragedy, Wright was

painting commoners and the gentry engaged in acts

of physical industry and intellectual labor. Rather

than accepting the academic formulas of the day, he

was intent on elevating the "commonplace" and the

everyday to a level usually reserved for the lofty

genre of history painting.

One can't help being mesmerized by his haunting

images of blacksmiths at work in the middle of the

night, forging a part for some mechanical device under

the silver-white light of the moon. The illusion is so

convincing, the information so intriguing, that it lures a

viewer in, to a place that seems a marvelous crystalline

dream in which everyone is completely absorbed in a

meaningful task or is transfixed by dramatic events un-

folding before them. In A Blacksmith's Shop (1771)

and An Iron Forge viewedfrom without (1773), as in

much of Wright's work, the drama consists of the inter-

play between fire and the night, between the light of

scientific progress and the darkness. In heavier hands,

this might have taken the form of a morality play (sim-

ply black versus white or night against day), but with

Wright's light touch and his repertoire of chiaroscuro

effects it appears as something of a debate, a subtle give-

and-take, a respectful interchange between powerful,

complementary forces. Like Wright himself, the charac-

ters are natural philosophers, probing the shadows and

studying light in the hope of finding Illumination.

The phenomena of light and the metaphor of Illumi-

nation were Wright's obsessions, his true fields of in-

vestigation. He spent his life trying to describe light's

effects and saw each canvas as an opportunity to ex-

periment with its countless manifestations and sources.

He painted candles and torches and lamps and hearths;

lanterns, ovens, embers, sparks; full moons, half

moons, and an occasional crescent; rainbows, light-

ning, planets, and stars. He painted the faint flickerings

of the aurora borealis and the soft green glow of 428
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phosphorus in an image featuring an alchemist. One

wonders what Wright would have made of electricity

but is nonetheless content to settle for his depictions of

the blinding, white-hot light of fired metal. His land-

scapes, whether nocturnes, twilights, sunsets, or

dawns, are all wanned by fire in some form: cannons

flash in the distance; fireworks cascade over Rome; a

Gothic castle bums; Vesuvius explodes. Wright had a

tendency to romanticize these scenes, and each looks as

if it were a combination of direct observation and selec-

tive memory . Nowhere is this editing clearer than in his

pictures of local mills and factories, which sparkle like

diamonds in their setting, the luminous shires of an oth-

erwise unenlightened England.

Judging from the concentration of his vision and the

diversity 4)f his output, Wright appears to have been an

enlightened man fascinated by the complexities of his

world and the complex mechanics of perception.

Strange that the art community, supposedly devoted to

observation, and which claims to see the eye as a tool

for intellectual investigation, has consistently con-

signed this lover of light to the shadows. But with the

opening of this important and beautiful show, Joseph

Wright of Derby will finally have his day in the sun. •

Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens,

ABOVE, with a scene from the sold-out

Playwrights Horizons production of Once
on T/iis Island, RIGHT, their soon-to-be-

on-Broadway musical.

THcATcR They aren't Rodgers and Hammerstein yet, but

ALEX wiTCHEL analyzes the chemistry that is making Lynn Ahrens
and Stephen Flaherty the hottest new duo on Broadway

I

Do you ever look at a couple and wonder how
they managed to find each other? What could

they possibly have in common, or why does

either one stay? You might ask a similar ques-

tion about Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty. She's

forty-one, Jewi-h, verbal, and perfectly accessorized.

He's twenty-nine. Catholic, a little shy. and needs cof-

fee. (And Ahrent. is married. Flaherty is not.) They
found each other a Manhattan's BMI workshop, a

place where comp*isei nd lyricists make their best ef-

428

fort to become Rodgers and Hammerstein. Though this

couple haven't managed that—yet—they have be-

come Flaherty and Ahrens, the theater's newest dar-

lings, the year's hot team with two shows opening

this season. Once on This Island, a huge hit at Play-

wrights Horizons last spring, opens at the Booth The-

atre on Broadway next month, and their stage

adaptation of the film My Favorite Year will be part of

the New Musicals program at the State University of

New York at Purchase in January. 432
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"He saves me

from making

mistakes, and at

the same time,

I drag him

forward"

—Lynn Ahrens

What's the secret of their success? Temperament. ' 'We com-

plement each other in every way," says Ahrens. "Though we

lead different hves, we have similar sensibilities. We're bothop-

timistic people who enjoy each other's humor. Of course, my
tendency is to leap forward without thinking, and Stephen's in-

stinct is to pull back and think first. He saves me from making

mistakes, and at the same time, I drag him forward."

That's the way the pair began Once on This Island. Ahrens

was browsing at Barnes & Noble and came across My Love, My
Love by Trinidad-bom novelist Rosa Guy. "I read it in an hour,

called Stephen, and rushed it to his

house," she remembers. "He had res-

ervations—did we know enough

about this world, could we really do

it? Because of him we worked out

those concerns carefully during the

project—but we leapt into it because

of me."

Their gamble paid off. Once on

This Island works its primal magic on

just about everyone who sees it. Set in

the French Antilles, the show tells the

story ofTi Moune, a black peasant girl

who falls in love with Daniel, a mulat-

to aristocrat who crashes his fancy car

and is kept alive only by Ti Moune's insistent care. But Daniel's

father, protecting his family's heritage, forbids the couple to

marry . Ti Moune dies of her love (when Daniel marries a
'

' soci-

ety girl"), and the gods transform her into a tree; rooted in the

courtyard of Daniel's home, she watches over the following gen-

erations of his family.

Collaboration was a new experience for Flaherty, who had al-

ways worked alone. Teaming with Ahrens, he says, gives him
'

' an excuse to put on a clean shirt in the morning
. '

' The two nev-

er start work before 1 1 A.M. (Flaherty's not awake) and always

end by 4 P.M. (Ahrens falls asleep). Though they work in each

other's apartments, Flaherty prefers Ahrens's because "there's

more pacing room there." But don't mention that to Ahrens.

"He paces like a maniac!" she says, laughing. "At one point I

grabbed him and said, 'Stop it, I'm getting dizzy.' " And what

does she do that bugs him? "I tend to be a little bossy," she ad-

mits."But I do try to temper it a bit
.

"

Raherty doesn't seem to notice. ' 'We work in the same room
at the same time, and it's okay. She sits two feet away from me
honing a lyric. We improvise around character and situation.

She'll ask for a musical ambience, which I'll give her, then that

will give me an idea for a bridge. It's like a ball game, tossing it

back and forth."

One of Flaherty and Ahrens's biggest fans is Andre Bishop,

artistic director of Playwrights Horizons. He had worked with

them before on a musical called Lucky Stiff, about an English

shoe saiesxiian who takes a corpse on vacation. Bishop says,

"They are both extremely gifted. Stephen has a melodic gift for

theater musi^ ana Lymi »3 open to -k wide range of ideas. They're
also ver\' nice."

Bishop was generous Otre on This Island, giving it

workshop space months in au^ance of the opening. But ^434
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time is one thing at a nonprofit theater, money another.

"We really needed a fifth musician," Flaherty recalls,

"but we were economically limited. I told Andre that

he was saving money on shoes [the cast goes barefoot],

so he really could afford to give me a flute player."

Bishop did.

Money is no longer a problem for Island. Within a

week of the opening, the show's run sold out. Holly-

wood scouts headed east (though movie talk abounds,

nothing has been signed), and a cast album was record-

ed this summer on RCA. Not even Flaherty and Ahrens

could get into the tiny 147-seat house to see their

show—they watched the lobby monitor.

Recently the pair have been finishing Mv Favorite

Year, which as a film starred Peter O'Toole as a drunk-

en movie star and Mark Linn-Baker as a young writer

who struggles to keep him on track—a very different

project from Island. The libretto ofA/v Favorite Year is

by Emmy Award-winning thirtysomething writer Jo-

seph Dougherty. "It's a snappy 1954 musical come-
dy," Flaherty says, "more traditional in structure. I'm

having a ball writing 'show tunes' for the first time."

Ahrens says, "Every show we've done till now had

something of the fantasy to it. But this show will be

flesh and blood."

Getting Once on This Island ready for Broadway

while finishing the other show makes for a hectic

schedule. "It gets schizoid," Flaherty says. But that is

something these two should be used to. After all, it's

part of their charm. •

TELEVISION
Cop Rock bursts TV

conventions as its

cops, crooks, and

jurors burst into song.

CATHLEEN SCHINE SingS

the show's praises

In
Cop Rock, a judge calls a crack

addict a scumbag, and the mayor
accepts a bribe by leaping on a ta-

ble to lead her bow-tied aides in a

rap song. A harsh and masterful exam-

ple of the hysterical urban realism Ste-

ven Bochco helped introduce to

television. Cop Rock is also a musical. The jerky,

hand-held camera style of Hill Street Blues is exagger-

ated and stylized, creating an almost neurotic sense of

threat. And then come the songs—sweaty prisoners

break into contemptuous rap, an overweight coroner

raises his voice in a wry show-biz ballad.

This new Bochco series on ABC could have been
dreadful—anoverfed, overdressed "concept" con. In-

stead the pilot feels almost classical, a shining example
of a familiar genre—but what genre? That good old

Gritty Variety Drama?
In Randy Newman, producers Bochco and William

M. Finkelstein have found the perfect composer. The
songs, written for the series by Newman, are surprising

simply because they exist. But Newman's stuff is so

deceiving—so comfortable, as if you'd heard it be-

fore—that you ^ lickly forget to be surprised. The
sense of fun , ofparoHv in the gently derivative songs is

ideal for this show. 's earnest songwriter would

434

Cop Rock's officer Quinn (Anne Bobby) aims to please.

have been unbearable, dragging the show into a pond of

murky pop meaning. A colder cynic would have been

too pretentious. But Newman, a good-humored sub-

versive, makes songs that are so easy, so satisfied with

fooling around, that they seem inevitable.

Unlike a traditional musical, the show was not writ-

ten around the music. In Cop Rock, the songs are in

whatever style makes the most sense at that moment. In

one courtroom scene, the jury is suddenly wearing blue

choir robes, banging tambourines, and hollering out a

gospel tune ("He 'sguuiillty, he 'sguuiillty. . .")asthe

defendant sings, "I was abused as a child!" And
there's no mistaking the joy of retribution.

The pilot features a likable crack addict who wants to

keep her baby and a female cop who wants to help her.

Bochco is brilliant at expanding TV conventions with-

out ever giving them up. This, like Hill Street Blues, is

a remarkably sentimental show, and it indulges shame-

lessly in the cliche of the policeman's angst. But 436
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the show is also very funny, since so much of that angst

comes from the policemen's own incompetence. Crim-

inals smirk while cops blow the bust. "You guys are

morons," says one detective to his men, who have en-

tered a house without a warrant. "He's in there

laughin' his ass off because he knows more about the

law than you do."

Like the music styles, racial and sexual stereotypes

have been all mixed up. One minute a black cop cries for

his white buddy murdered by a black. Later a blackjudge

sentences a white dealer to jail. And the mayor who so

gleefully accepts that bribe is a white woman. Bochco

and Finkelstein, who also wrote the pilot, just chuck ev-

erything iijto their cynical melting pot and stir vigorously

.

They have created a multiracial street world ofchaos pop-

ulated by flawed humans. ' 'This isn't one of your hairs,
'

'

says the mild-mannered, unflappable coroner as he ex-

amines an officer's lapel in the urinal. "Female. Not your

wife's." On Cop RQck, domestic and forensic details

meet and make oddly beautiful music together. •

MUSIC Dmitri

Hvorostovsky is making the

move from Siberia to opera

stardom, finds david daniel

When Dmitri Hvorostovsky sings, his

voice, technique, and personality all

conspire to make you think he isn't

doing anything especially difficult

or unusual . Of course, that's a dead giveaway that he is

doing everything a performer possibly can. In a few
seconds he convinces you he has about the most beauti-

ful and accomplished baritone voice you've ever heard

and that he may be th3 handsomest man onstage today.

His performance is so transparent and gracefully inte-

grated that you cannot isolate a single one of its effects

and ascribe ;* to his talent, his training, or the air of dan-

ger that envelops his physical presence. He is equal

parts artist and star both of the first brilliance. At twen-

ty-seven, an age wh ost people have barely attained

436

a set facial expression, he is the hottest ticket in opera.

Hvorostovsky was bom and reared in Krasnoyarsk,

Siberia, where he studied music from childhood with

his father and at the local music school. At twenty he

went to the conservatory, where he studied with Jekath-

erina Yofel. In 1986 he joined the Krasnoyarsk Opera

as a soloist. Although he won important prizes in 1987

and 1988 and had appeared in New York earlier in 1989

as a member of a group of Russian singers, it was not

until June of that year, when he won the BBC's Cardiff

Singer of the World Competition, that he became wide-

ly noticed in the West. The Wales competition was

broadcast on television in the British Isles, and a video-

tape found its way to New York. The tape—or a copy of

a copy of a copy—circulated and circulated and circu-

lated within New York's music world; it was even writ-

ten about twice as a noteworthy phenomenon.

When Hvorostovsky made his New York debut at

Alice Tully Hall in March, he did not employ—did not

need—a press agent to publicize his concert. By the

time he appeared, the grapevine publicity generated by

that videotape had escalated to proportions not seen

since such debuts as Franco Corelli's and Luciano Pa-

varotti's. Hvorostovsky not only fulfilled the expecta-

tions roused by gossip, he raised new ones.

You can never predict from someone's public perso-

na what his offstage personality will be. But when I met

Hvorostovsky and his wife, Svetlana, a ballet dancer,

for lunch the day after his Alice Tully Hall debut, I was

even more surprised than I'd expected. He had looked

immense onstage, but he's not quite six feet tall. He's a

big guy but not at all imposing; indeed, he's as wide-

eyed as a Little Leaguer just in from the suburbs for the

first time. (Which is not as surprising as you might

think. Despite his recent success and fame, Soviet bu-

reaucrats have not yet permitted him a home in Mos-

cow or Leningrad. He still lives in his little hometown

in Siberia.) When I congratulate him on the success of

his recital, he shrugs and says, ''Spasiba bolshoi,''' in

the manner of a rodeo cowboy digging his heel in the

dirt and saying, "Aw, shucks."

I ask what was the most difficult thing for him to

overcome on his path to a career. Immediately he re-

plies, "Giving up women. By the time I was in my
teens I only ever thought about two things—sing- 438
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"By the time I

was in my teens I

only ever

thought about

two things

—

singing and

womenII

ing and women, not necessarily in that order. My mother used to

call me the Rooster. " Was that, I ask, because of his obsession

with women? "No," he says. "She called me that because they

could never shut me up. She said I was always crowing at the top

of my lungs. Drove everybody crazy." Hvorostovsky explains

that when he was seventeen, one of his voice teachers took him

aside and told him what was what. "He said it was time to get

serious. Said I couldn't stay on the prowl twenty-four hours a

day and still have the time to develop as an artist. But I'm happily

married now, so I'm a lot calmer.

"

I ask if he's short-tempered. "You could say so," he says.

"When I'm on the stage, I have to rein everything in and keep it

under control for the expressive purposes of the music. But off-

stage, sometimes, when things bother me a lot, I might just look

for a fellow human being to take a

swing at." He laughs. That last re-

mark, he adds, was a joke.

Since his career is only a few years

old, I wonder if he still has fears about

going onstage. "I love performing,"

he says, "and I trust my voice and my
technique. But I do worry about for-

getting the words. Thank God I've

never forgotten the tune. When I was

in the competition in Wales, 1 was

singing a Rachmaninoff piece and just

suddenly forgot every single word.

Well, I thought, nobody here knows

Russian, so I'll just keep on vocaliz-

ing, as if I know what I'm doing. I'm very nearsighted—can't

see more than a foot ahead. But to my horror, all of a sudden

my vision sharpened and I could see sitting right there in the

middle of the judges' row the famous Bolshoi diva Irina Ark-

hipova. She was looking straight at me, and her face turned

into a slab of granite. I felt like someone in one of those single-

engine airplanes flying straight into a cliff.
'

' His face darkens

as he tells this story . Then he brightens and laughs, "But I got

away with it."

Obviously. His first recording ofTchaikovsky and Verdi arias

on the Philips label has just been released and can scarcely fail to

be a hit. He's making his Carnegie Hall debut on November 4

and will sing again on November 1 1 in Alice Tully Hall as part of

a gala in celebration of Richard Tucker. Then he begins a string

of operatic debuts: in Venice and Paris as Eugene Onegin, in

War and Peace in San Francisco, / Puritani at Covent Garden,

and as Rodrigo in Don Carlos at La Scala.

Now that he's on the threshold of major international stardom,

does he wonder how his life might change? "I worry about los-

ing my freshness," he says, "my spontaneity. I love singing,

and I always sing straight from the heart. I always want to feel

I'm bursting to sing. But you can't operate on that emotional lev-

el day in and day out. You have to let technique and skill take

over or you'll be wrung out every night like a damp dishcloth. I

just want to stay fresh and eager to sing.
'

' Hvorostovsky pauses.

He cuts off a three-inch slab of steak, munches awhile, then

washes it down with a swig of Heineken. I tell him I don t think

he needs to worry about anything just yet. • VOGUE ARTS 448
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Listen! Can you hear it? Had you found yourself

in New York in the 1970s and 1980s but stayed

clearof Andy Warhol's petty, hellish court, that

whizzing is the sound of being missed by a bul-

let. Bob Colacello took a slug straight between the eyes

but lived to tell about it in Holy Terror: Andy Warhol

Close Up (Harper & Row), his memoir of those years

with Andy and the gang.

Colacellojoined inter/VIEW, as it was then called, in

1 970 and stayed until early 1 983 . So he missed the ear-

ly Factory, but he was there for the Studio 54 years and

the onslaught of the Reagans. He started reviewing

films, scribbling profiles of filmmakers, and acting as

general dogsbody but soon ascended to editorship of

Interview and principal huckster of commissioned
Warhol portraits. Through it all, life was really excit-

ing. Or as Colacello explains in one memorable para-

graph. "Parties, parties, parties, all winter, all spring,

all night."

His title may have given him heft around the office,

but it was the gossip column Colacello wrote for the

magazine that put him on some of New York's "A"
lists. Colacello had envisioned a column called "Ex-
cerpts from the D-iy of Andy Warhol," but Warhol
"crossed out his o : -lame and scrawled 'BC over

it," says Colacello. at's how my column, *OUT:

448

Excerpts l"rom the Diary of Bob Colacello,' was bom.'

'

But why call it "OUT," Bob? "Because the whole

thing was so 'In' it was ridiculous." A/j.

Under Colacello's stewardship Interview became
the house monograph for the Studio 54 set. It was
never heady, but in its brainless visual elegance and

diverting Q & A simplicity it achieved a kind of tran-

sient perfection. Colacello recalls a cover session in

1975 that he says was pivotal to the magazine's fu-

ture. Colacello, Warhol, and Fred Hughes, the Fac-

tory's natty eminence grise, were hashing out who to

put on the next cover when lightning struck. Cola-

cello: "Looking over the sales figures for the previ-

ous year, we realized that our best-sellers were also

our best friends .... It was a breakthrough .... We
were sitting on the most exclusive scoop of all: the

opportunity to document life among the rich and fa-

mous from the inside." No doubt about it, in the pan-

theon of great magazine moments: Addison and

Steele create the Tatler and the Spectator; Luce
and Hadden invent the newsmagazine; Colacello and

Hughes decide to document life among the rich and

famous. But from the inside.

Colacello's cast of characters is made up largely of

those in, or on the periphery of, the Factory—people

like Gerard Malanga, Paul Morrissey, Jed Johnson,

Pat Hackett, Victor Hugo, Sylvia Miles, Brigid Ber-

lin. They are given pretty rough treatment by some-

one they once considered a friend, collaborator, and

intimate. Swells and socialites fare considerably bet-

ter—Colacello palpably swoons over the honor of

drinking out of Jackie Onassis's very own Perrier

bottle at her 1978 Christmas party. The portrait of

Fred Hughes, arguably Colacello's closest colleague at

the Factory aside from Warhol and inarguably the mar-

keting and business wizard behind the Warhol indus-

tries, is particularly unkind. Hughes (called "Dr.

Jekyll and Mrs. Vreeland' ' behind his back) is depicted

as a boozy, erratic harridan given to fits of fey, aristo-

cratic delusions. Hughes's outbursts do prove amus-

ing, however, noticeably the night at the Turf Club in

London when he wept uncontrollably that "all his great

friends from the nineteenth century had died.
'

'

As the book's title would suggest, Warhol takes

the brunt of the abuse. Colacello portrays himself as a

victim of battered wife syndrome—devastated by

Warhol's indifference to his talents yet unable to pull

himself away. Warhol is childish, depraved, manip-

ulative, and something of a victim himself—of,

among other things, repressive Catholicism.

Depending upon your appetite for Warhol curiosa,

there are some tidbits worth mentioning: that on one

of Warhol's first illustration assignments {for Glam-

our) it was a credit writer who dropped an a ^452
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BOOKS
from Warhola; that when Warhol's name appeared

on Nixon's enemies' list in 1972 (he had done

limited-edition posters for McGovern) he fretted

that he was going to be audited by the IRS. And he

was, from 1972 until he died. This presumably ac-

counts for the "(Cab $5.50; papers $3.25)" tax re-

ceipt notations on almost every page of The Andy

Warhol Diaries.

Writing about himself, Colacello is by turns self-ef-

facing and self-aggrandizing. Each is delightful in its

own way. "I went to a party full of fashion models and

rich kids," he writes. "A new arrival from California

approached me and asked, 'Do you know Andy War-

hol?' 'He's my boss, 'I said. 'His new friend Alan?' Not

so well. 'Alan's old friend Steve?' Barely. 'Well,' said

the Califomian, puffing out his pecs, 'I just broke up

with Steve. ' And that's what it came down to: some kid

getting off on being the ex of the ex of the ex of a star, while the

star [Warhol] went home alone.

"

Then there is this: at a dinner party, Colacello is telling Salo-

mon Brothers chairman John Gutfreund about Wariiol's money

worries. "Tell Andy," Gutfreund says, "I'll give him a mort-

gage. With Interview as collateral. No, I take that back. With

you as collateral
.

" Or this: after Edie came out, Pat Buckley and

Shirley Clurman take Colacello to lunch. "It's time you got

yourself out of that unspeakable place," Buckley advises.
'

'You 're too good for that pack of creeps and sickos
. '

'

He heeded their advice but not without a lot of soul-

searching. "How much longer was I going to let Andy and Fred

slap me down, as if I were a child with nowhere to go? ... I was

going to show him once and for all who my real friends

were .... [I was] sick ofmy boss's pushing me into a rich social

life and then mocking me for it. Sick of his putting down my
Republican connections and then expecting me to get him invit-

ed to the White House. Sick ofbeing made to feel guilty because

the success of Interview led to my own success."

In Colacello's version of the breakup, Colacello, now a

contributing editor to Vanity Fair, wanted to show Andy that

his rich friends liked him for himself and not just because he

had a gossip column and was editor ofa magazine.

So. How does Holy Terror stack up against The Andy
Warhol Diaries? If the Diaries were like spending ten min-
utes every day for a decade with a retentive voyeur. Holy
Terror is like being in high school and receiving a twenty-

four-hour-long phone call from an overemotional, not-

very-close friend who has just broken up with his

girlfriend, with everything that such a sob story entails.

Don't look for embarrassing anecdotes about your favorite

seventies icons here—Bianca, Halston, Rubell, Jagger,

and the like—they're all in the Diaries. On the other hand,
unlike the Diaries, Holy Terror has an index.

Ultimatelv, though. Holy Terror is only partly a remem-
brance of Coiaccllo's years with Warhol. It is also a memoir
of his years with himself. And as such, it is hobbled with the

same shortcomii »f many I- 's-r/i/5-c/o5e-to-greatness-

once books: tou r- • nhor, not enough subject; too many
trees, not enough lor »

452

Growing up at the Factory
When I first met Andy Warhol, in 1975, I liked him

even though he and Fred Hughes didn't hire me. It

took Diana Vreeland's pushing and pulling me
toward Fred until, at a Halston party, he asked me
to meet him at his office. There he offered me a job

and a salary of fifty dollars a week.

My big duty was to answer the Interview

telephone at a very grand desk in front of a giant

Jean Dupas poster. I was only asked to sweep the

floor once, when Diana Vreeland came in for lunch

in her flamenco-heeled boots. I was delighted to

discover while reading Holy Terror that Jed

Johnson, the man who lived with Warhol for ten

years, had arrived at the Factory as a Western

Union messenger and begun his association

sweeping the floors.

Everyone worked late on Interview, served as

janitors, messengers, or receptionists, for no

overtime pay. Andy and Fred felt an invitation to

tag along to dinner was compensation enough. And
they were right.

After I had been at Interview about five months

Michael Coady saw my clippings and hired me.

Andy was going to raise my salary to $150 a week,

hours nine to down and all the dinner-invitation

perks. Had he matched my WWD salary I would

hove stayed. Instead he simply said, "If you don't

like it, come back."

Even after I had left WWD Andy would beg me to

come back. He would shower me with his highest

compliments, boosting my ego. But the moment
salary was discussed he would gaze off into space,

change the subject.

Bob Colacello's book is really about what it is like

to collaborate with an artist like Andy. I realized

reading it that all his relationships deteriorated. I

liked Andy as a boss and think he liked people like

me and Fran Lebowitz who didn't allow themselves

to be manipulated. Andy taught me about the

importance of work, but he carried it to an extreme,

sacrificing human feelings to gain the distance he

needed to be an artist. I had to quit my job with him

to become an adult. He was a great teacher and the

Factory was a great school, but at some point I had

to graduate.—ANDRE LEON talley
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Herbal tonics now share drugstore shelves with

Dristan. Some of them even work. But as aimee lee ball

reports, we can't always trust Mother Nature

'

THIS PROBABLY FALLS INTO THE CATEGORY OF MORE
Than You Really Need to Know About Me, but I

bring it up as a useful benchmark for gullibility: a

friend and 1 were sitting around reading a charming
book on folk and herbal remedies and decided to try

the cures for constipation. First we drained a can of

sauerkraut, threw away the kraut, and drank the liq-

uid—warmed—followed immediately by an equal

amount of grapefruit juce. Then we sat for five min-

454

utes massaging the middle of our respective

chins in the spot where Kirk Douglas has the

dimple. 1 regret to report that the treatment had

no effect whatsoever. I also regret to report that

this little incident took place not in my impres-

sionable youth or flower-child days but only

last year.

Who wouldn't prefer a cure from nature rather than

from a chemistry lab, whether the problem is men-

strual cramps or motion sickness, a headache or a

sunburn? And after no less an authority than the

Mayo Clinic upheld the healing powers of

homemade chicken soup (even more effective

on nasal congestion than other hot liquids, it re-

ported), who's to say you can't cure acne

with a nettle brew or sleeplessness with

passionflower tea?

For those of us conditioned to seek out the

"natural" in everything from the dinner on our

tables to the clothes on our backs, a thriving herbal-

medicines industry has emerged from the back rooms

of health-food stores. Celestial Season-

ings' teas are sold right next to Lip-

ton's at the A&P; herbal powders

share pharmacy shelves with Dris-

tan. The market is growing along with

an increasingly common feeling that tra-

ditional medicine has failed us, particular-

ly in treating petty grievances and ailments.

Herbal cures offer reassuringly hom-
ey relief for less than life-or-death

matters, and we buy into the sense

of history and lore that accompa-

nies an old-fashioned treatment from

the garden.

We may be getting more than we bar-

gained for. Herbal remedies are not neces-

sarily benign, and those that are harmless in

small quantities can be toxic in larger doses.

"Just because something is genuinely 'herbal'

or 'natural' doesn't mean it's good for you," says

Varro E. Tyler, a plant-drug specialist at Purdue Uni-

versity and author of The New Honest Herbal. ' 'Poi-

sonous mushrooms are all-natural too." Sassafras

was once reputed to cure venereal disease and, tan-

gentially, to "purify" the blood—little old ladies

drank sassafras tea as a spring tonic every year. But it

is a proven carcinogen: the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration took it out of root beer thirty years ago. 456
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HEALTH

Comfrey was thought to help mend broken bones and

to heal wounds and is still sold as a digestive aid. It

contains alkaloids shown to cause serious liver dam-

age and has been banned from sale in Canada. "It's

utter folly to take these things on a regular basis,"

says Tyler.

Tyler points out that some of the healing herbs now

in fashion were once listed as official drugs in the

U.S. Pharmacopeia. But as drug companies never

spent the time or money to prove them safe or effec-

tive, they were dropped from reputable medicine and

picked up by herbalists, some of whom added leg-

endary claims to the herbs' reputations. A purified al-

kaloid of goldenseal was used (legitimately) in

eyedrops and as a balm for cold sores and cracked or

bleeding lips. Then the herb became known as a pan-

acea for digestive problems and heavy menstrual

flow. Lately it's developed a cult following among
those who believe it can mask the presence of mari-

juana and cocaine if swallowed before a urine test.

"It doesn't do that," says Tyler. Goldenseal does

work as an astringent on the skin, he says, but it has

no real internal effects—except in toxic doses. Tak-

ing it for long periods or in too big a dose can raise

your blood pressure, cause nausea and vomiting, in-

duce miscarriage, or even cause death.

Anyone who peruses a local Chinatown for sesame

oil and soy sauce may be tempted by the colorful and

seemingly innocuous oriental medications with

names like Madame Pearl's Cough Syrup and Po
Ying Tan Baby Protector. But the Food and Drug
Branch o^f the California Department of Health Ser-

vices warns that Madame Pearl is actually pushing

codeine, and the Baby Protector is 20 percent cam-
phor. One drug, called chuifong toukuwan, smuggled

in from Asia and distributed in this country under

such names as Miracle Herb, is purported to relieve

arthritis and rheumatism. Depending on the manu-
facturer, it can contain powerful prescription pain re-

lievers, tranquilizers, steroids, and potentially toxic

amounts of lead.

Most of the herbal preparations around—at least,

those that are actually herbs—are more dangerous to

fiscal than physical health, according to Andrew
Weil, author of the new hook Natural Health, Natural

Medicine. Weil is a Harvard-trained physician with a

degree in botany who now practices in Tucson, Ari-

zona—a maverick in his profession because he writes

forty times as many prescriptions for herbs as for

pharmaceutical drugs. Weil says that loose herbs

sold in bulk or powdered in capsules are likely to be

worthless from exposure to air, light, and moisture;

they may also carry residues of pesticides and molds.

(He uses only freeze-dried herbs and tinctures in

carefully measured doses.) But, like Tyler, he warns

against ingesting comfrey and decries the pop- 458

The Herbal Medicine Chest
Aspirin, morphine, and the heart drug digitalis all came
from plants—a fact worth remembering when you're

dosing yourself with herbal remedies. Herbs can be very

potent in small quantities, and it's not easy to determine

effective dosages. For guidelines on using herbs safely,

refer to o book by a reputable authority, such as Varro E.

Tyler's The New Honest Herbal (Lippincott, 1 987) or An-
drew Weil's Natural Health, Natural Medicine
(Houghton Mifflin, 1990).

Other commonsense caveats: don't take prescription

and herbal medications at the same time without a doc-
tor's OK. Never give strong herbal medications to chil-

dren. And be especially careful if you are pregnant or

suffer from severe allergies.

Herbs that can help
Herbalists could add dozens of remedies to this list, but
here are some that devotees actually agree on.

Aloe gel from the inner leaves of the aloe plant eases the

pain of burns. Can sometimes cause rashes.

Chamomile tea, which relieves stomach upset, heart-
burn, Old indigestion, also acts as a mild sedative. May
trigger reaction in people with ragweed allergies.

Feverfew tea is a cold, flu, and migraine-headache rem-
edy. Can cause allergic reaction in some people.

Garlic can counteract blood clotting and lower choles-
terol. A mild d.'jretic, it also lowers blood pressure and
helps relieve me. strual cramps. When eateu raw, it acts
as a mild antibiotic.

Gingerroot tea can counter motion sickness. A possible
side effect: mild heartburn.

Peppermint and spearmint tea can alleviate heartburn,

indigestion, nausea, and cold and flu symptoms.

Raspberry leaf tea helps alleviate diarrhea and men-
strual cramps. May cause mild indigestion.

Herbs to avoid
You won't find belladonna in a health-food store, but you

may run across these. (Be forewarned: this is not an ex-

haustive list.)

Calamus is reputed to increase stamina, quiet nerves,

and clear skin problems. The common Jammu variety is a

carcinogen.

Coltsfoot, a cough suppressant, contains suspected car-

cinogens.

Comfrey, reputed to aid digestion when brewed in tea

and heal wounds and sores when used in a poultice, can

cause liver damage when taken internally.

Ginseng, sold as an aphrodisiac, leads to nervousness,

insomnia, and high blood pressure with prolonged use.

Goldenseal is known as a digestive aid and a remedy for

heavy menstrual flow; large doses can raise blood pres-

sure and cause nausea, vomiting, miscarriage, or death.

Licorice, a cough suppressant, can raise blood pressure

and affect the heartbeat when ingested in large

amounts.

Sassafras, a blood "purifier," is carcinogenic and can

damage the liver.

Senna is a potent laxative. Large doses have sent people

to emergency rooms. It can also cause miscarriage.
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ularity.of senna, a violent herbal laxa-

tive. "It's easy to become dependent

on senna," he says. "The fact that it's

herbal doesn't mean it's any better

than Ex-Lax."

If herbs can be as powerful as

drugs—and if the wrong dose can pro-

duce such frightening results— it

would seem reasonable that their sale

should be regulated by the govern-

ment. But the FDA classifies an herbal

formula as a drug only if its supplier

makes a medical claim. Otherwise the

preparation is considered a food, sub-

ject to less stringent standards, even if

most consumers buy it for medicinal

purposes.

That's why at the Integral Yoga
Natural Apothecary in New York City

you can spend a small fortune on "nu-

tritional herbs" with such enticing

names as Women's Creativity, Post-

Workout Recovery, Luminous Spirit,

and Emotional Rescue. There is a

Stress Free formula (made of dragon

bone and skullcap) and a Female Cy-

cle Tonifier (with cramp bark and
false unicorn—I swear I'm not mak-

ing this up) . Mindful of the rules , few

come right out and promise physical

oremotional well-being, although one

line of products is "guaranteed to cre-

ate positive energy in mind, body, and

spirit or your money back." But the

shelves of herbal lotions and potions

sit cheek by jowl with shelves of

books detailing the miracle properties

of everything from anise to "zombi
cucumber," with endorsements from

Dr. Feelgoods of other centuries. (If

even a fraction of the extensive list in

Herbal Aphrodisiacs proved reliable,

we'd never get out of bed.)

It's alarming to think that someone

with a genuine muscle, skin, stomach,

tension, or menstrual problem might

look for an herbal panacea among these

products. But the one that really scares

me is the bottle labeled Calm Child

—

Children's Nervine. I have images of

some ingenuous parent pushing these

pills on an overactive kid—pills that

/4 C«j/ 3Slk St,'eel. Vew Vfot-k, liTlj 10016 212-686-7701

contain hawthorn (a diuretic) and gota

kola (a stimulant), neither of which has

any business being in a formula for chil-

dren, according to Weil.

The government's position on mon-
itoring herbal remedies is a variation

on locking the barn door after the cows
break free: action is taken against po-

tentially dangerous remedies only

when enough people complain about

them. The FDA does keep a list of

herbs considered unsafe, but that

hasn't necessarily kept them off the

market. The inherent flaw in govern-

ment policy became painfully obvious

last year in the case of L-tryptophan,

an amino acid popularly used to treat

insomnia, jet lag, depression, and
obesity. L-tryptophan supplements

were recalled from stores after they

were linked to more than 1,500 cases

of a rare blood disorder, twenty-one of

which were fatal.

On the other hand, the government

is not totally indifferent to the poten-

tially good properties of herbs: there

actually is a Natural Products Grants

division at the National Cancer Insti-

tute, headed by chemist Matthew
Suffness. "A tremendous percentage

of compounds used in medicine can

trace their origins back to nature in one

way or another," says Suffness. "All

the antibiotics are pretty much natu-

ral. People realize there are potential

drug leads out there.
'

'

But drug discovery, for the most

part, is in the hands of industry, ex-

plains Suffness, and the drug compa-

nies aren't that interested in tra-

ditional therapies. "By and large,

these are less potent kinds of materi-

als, used for minor complaints," he

says. "And that's not what the phar-

maceutical industry is looking for."

It may be instructive to know that

despite his enthusiasm for research in

nature's garden, Suffness says, "I

wouldn't go near a natural apothecary

myself.
'

' The truth about herbs proba-

bly lies somewhere between the outra-

geous promises of the herbal industry

and the conservative warnings of

mainstream medicine. The consumer

can get caught in the middle—some-

times sheepishly rubbing the Kirk

Douglas dimple in her chin. •
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i MIND HEALTH

Panic is a normal response to fear-except, as

PETER JARET reports, when it takes over your life

"IT CAN HAPPEN ANYWHERE. ANYTIME," SAYS JEANNE avoid driving on the highway. "Part of me knows it's

Lawyer. Suffocating panic clutches at her throat. Her irrational," she says. "But what if an attack hit me
arms and legs feel numb, and sweat breaks out across

her forehead. Her heart pounds, and she can't catch her

breath. For a terrifying minute or two, she is sure she's

going to die.

Then, as inexplicably as it came, the feeling passes,

and she finds herself behind the wheel of her car or

pushing a cart down the grocery aisle, the world intact.

while I'm traveling sixty miles an hour? What would I

do then?"

Recurring attacks have made it tough for the forty-

six-year-old mother of two to hold down a job; she's

had twelve in the past two years. Still, she's luckier

than some. According to Weissman, one out of every

five victims of panic disorder attempts suicide, and

These sensations would be perfectly normal if Law- nearly half report feeling so desperate that they've con-

yer faced immediate, life-threatening danger. "Panic sidered taking their lives,

is the mind' s way of readying the body for fight or flight

in the face of emergency," says M. Katherine Shear, The Anatomy of Fear

director of the Anxiety Disorders Clinic at New York When scientists began to study panic disorder, it

Hospital's Payne Whitney Clinic. But Lawyer's fight- seemed that finding its causes might be easy. Psychia-

or-flight response has somehow gone haywire. ' 'What trists discovered that a drug called imipramine dramati-

makes panic attacks so puzzling is that

they seem to come out of the blue,"

says Shear. "There's nothing to be

afraid of. No external threat. Only the

overpowering sensation of fear.
'

'

The experience of unexplained panic

seems to be universal. In a study of

fourteen countries—including Den-

mark, Brazil, Mexico, and Canada

—

researcher Heinz Katschnig of the Uni-

versity of Vienna found that panic at-

tacks occur in diverse cultures. In

Greenland, Eskimo men experience

kayak angst—sudden anxiety, dizzi-

ness, and fear of dying—when alone in

ocean kayaks. In Southeast Asia, the

word koro describes the irrational fear

that one is suddenly about to die. In

most instances, a panic attack is a sin-

Panic attacks

may be triggered

by a biochemical

imbalance or

stress. Whatever

the cause,

treatments are

remarkably

simple

cally reduced or eliminated panic

attacks in most patients. If a single

chemical could cure the disorder, the

cause seemed likely to be some chemi-

cal imbalance in the part of the brain

that triggers or controls panic respons-

es. But then researchers demonstrated

that behavioral therapies—some as

simple as teaching patients to control

their breathing rate—could also prevent

panic attacks, and the picture became

much more complicated.

For the last two decades, researchers

have wrangled over whether the cause

of panic attacks is in the mind or the

body. Now a growing number of re-

searchers suspect that the answer is nei-

ther—and both. "Thoughts and
feelings, we're learning, have a bio-

gle, isolated incident. But according to a study led by chemical basis," explains Jack Gorman, a psychiatrist

Columbia University psychologist Myma Weissman,
up to eleven million people in the United States experi-

ence recurrent, unpredictable fear, sometimes as often

as several times a week. Approximately four million of

those are affected severely enough to be termed suffer-

ers of panic disorder.

Panic disorder can be so terrifying that people will do

at Columbia University and author of The Essential

Guide to Psychiatric Drugs. "Traumatic stress can al-

ter brain circuitry. Thoughts of fear and panic touch off

complex physical reactions. In many ways, mind and

body are one. There may be no better example of that

than panic disorder.
'

'

Panic disorder appears to run in families, suggest-

almost anything to avoid another attack. "If an attack ing that some physiological predisposition may be in-

occurs in the car, panickers may begin to avoid driv- herited. Researchers have also discovered that many
ing," says JenniferC. Jones, a research psychologist at panickers suffer from mitral valve prolapse, a com-
the Phobia and Anxiety Disorders Clinic of the State mon and relatively harmless defect in one of the four

University o^ New York at Albany. "If an attack valves of the heart that can cause the heart to flutter

strikes during a movie, they begin to avoid theaters—or and race. No one has yet been able to suggest why
any crowded places. Eventually many victims of panic such a link exists, or how the mild defect might trig-

disorder develop a^'oraphobia. fear of being in places ger full-scale panic.

where escape might be difti :ult or embarrassing.
'

'

There is also speculation that panickers have a hy-

Jeanne Lawyer often gres miles out of her way to peractive autonomic nervous system—the sys- 467
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MIND HEALTH

tern that regulates involuntary action , such as heart rate Breaking the Cycle of Panic

and respiration. Stress that would leave others merely If the causes of panic disorder are complex, treatments

tense might trigger dramatic physical responses in pan- have proved to be remarkably simple. By now, re-

ickers. Studies show that many panickers also have a searchers have identified nearly a dozen drugs that con-

built-in tendency to hyperventilate, perhaps because of trol or eliminate the symptoms of panic—including

a neurochemical imbalance in the brain's respiratory sedatives such as diazepam (better known as Valium)

center. Hyperventilation upsets the balance between and antidepressants such as imipramine, now one of the

carbon dioxide and oxygen in the bloodstream, result- most widely prescribed drugs for panic disorder. The
ing in light-headedness, tingling in hands and feet,

breathlessness—many of the very symptoms that begin

an attack.

Because breathing is controlled by both body and

mind, it is of special interest to researchers looking for

latest psychiatric "miracle" drug, the antidepressant

fluoxetine, or Prozac, is also proving effective in con-

trolling panic.

Even the most effective drugs can have draw-

backs, however. Antidepressants can produce un-

causes and treatments for panic. "The brain normally pleasant side effects, including dry mouth, light-

controls breathing rate automatically,

by sensing levels of carbon dioxide in

the bloodstream," explains Gorman.

"But we can also decide to increase or

decrease our breathing rates at will.

People can learn to control their breath-

ing. That way we can use the cortex, the

conscious part of the brain, to affect the

brain stem, which controls the automat-

ic systems of the body
. '

'

Whatever physical factors may pre-

dispose people to panic, however, they

alone probably aren't enough to trigger

panic disorder, argues Jack D. Maser,

acting chief of the Mood, Anxiety, and

Personality Disorders Research Branch of the National

"In many ways,

mind and body

are one. There

may be no better

example of that

than panic

disorder"

headedness, excessive sweating, and

insomnia—sensations that may them-

selves create anxiety or even trigger

panic attacks in some patients.

Panic sufferers may be unusually

sensitive to any medication's side ef-

fects, according to psychologist Mi-

chael J. Telch of the University of

Texas at Austin. During clinical trials

of new drugs, he says, between 25 and

40 percent of panic patients drop out,

simply because they are fearful of tak-

ing drugs.

Those who don't want to take drugs

do have other options. One technique,

called exposure or desensitization therapy, works

Institute of Mental Health. "More likely, some stress- much like an allergy shot. Panickers are carefully ex-

ful event comes along. Panic attacks often seem to fol- posed to the physical sensations or external situations

low the stress of a serious illness or to occur after that usually induce their attacks—they may be in-

traumatic emotional events, like divorce or the loss of a structed to spin around in circles, for instance, until

loved one.
'

'

they begin to feel light-headed or to ride a stationary

Jeanne Lawyer, for instance, began having panic at- bike until their heart starts to beat quickly. Over sev-

tacks in her twenties, around the time that she gave eral weeks, patients learn to isolate and dampen these

birth to her first child. "I thought I was just nervous," sensations before their panic can spiral out of con-

she says. Only after her husband died two years ago did trol. Lessons in breath control—for example, learn-

she seek treatment for her attacks—which by then were ing to breathe from the abdomen rather than high in

occurring as often as eight to ten times a day. the chest—can also help panickers correct a tendency

One scenario ofhow mind and body might interact to to hyperventilate.

induce a panic attack goes like this: psychological

stress triggers the normal physical sensations of anxi-

ety, p)erhaps including a racing heart and breathless-

Using a combination of behavioral approaches, re-

searchers at the Phobia and Anxiety Disorders Clinic at

the State University ofNew York at Albany have elimi-

ness. Already prone to hyperventilation, the panicker nated panic attacks in 87 percent of patients for up to a

begins exhaling much more carbon dioxide than she year. A multicenter study is now under way to compare

needs to. Suddenly she feels light-headed, and her

hands and feet begin to tingle.

In most people such sensations might be worrisome,

but not frightening. Studies show that panickers, howev-

er, may have a tendency to misinterpret physical sensa-

tions—tojump to the conclusion that something terrible.

the effectiveness of medication and behavioral thera-

pies; meanwhile, many doctors are combining medica-

tion with psychotherapy.

For people like Jeanne Lawyer, all of this is good

news. Over the past several years, drugs have helped

reduce the number and severity of her panic attacks; she

even life-threatening, is happening to them. Immediately now plans to begin a program of behavioral therapy,

they become fearful. In turn their hearts beat faster, they "For fifteen years, my life has been dominated by fear,

breathe even faster, the sensations of panic increase, never knowing when another attack might occur," shf

"Very quickly they find themselves caught in a vicious says. "If 1 can change that, if I can gain control, I f-

cyclethatrapidly spins into panic," explains Shear. have my life back again. " • health w '
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MIND HEALTH

Panic is a normal response to fear-except, as

PETER JARET reports, when it takes over your life

"IT CAN HAPPEN ANYWHERE, ANYTIME," SAYS JEANNE

Lawyer. Suffocating panic clutches at her throat. Her

arms and legs feel numb, and sweat breaks out across

her forehead. Her heart pounds, and she can't catch her

breath. For a terrifying minute or two, she is sure she's

going to die.

Then, as inexplicably as it came, the feeling passes,

and she finds herself behind the wheel of her car or

pushing a cart down the grocery aisle, the world intact.

avoid driving on the highway. "Part of me knows it's

irrational," she says. "But what if an attack hit me
while I'm traveling sixty miles an hour? What would I

do then?"

Recurring attacks Have made it tough for the forty-

six-year-old mother of two to hold down a job; she's

had twelve in the past two years. Still, she's luckier

than some. According to Weissman, one out of every

five victims of panic disorder attempts suicide, and

These sensations would be perfectly normal if Law- nearly half report feeling so desperate that they've con-

yer faced immediate, life-threatening danger. "Panic sidered taking their lives,

is the mind's way of readying the body for fight or flight

in the face of emergency," says M. Katherine Shear, The Anatomy of Fear

director of the Anxiety Disorders Clinic at New York When scientists began to study panic disorder, it

Hospital's Payne Whitney Clinic. But Lawyer's fight- seemed that finding its causes might be easy. Psychia-

or-flight response has somehow gone haywire. ' 'What trists discovered that a drug called imipramine dramati-

makes panic attacks so puzzling is that

they seem to come out of the blue,"

says Shear. "There's nothing to be

afraid of. No external threat. Only the

overpowering sensation of fear.
'

'

The experience of unexplained panic

seems to be universal. In a study of

fourteen countries—including Den-

mark, Brazil, Mexico, and Canada

—

researcher Heinz Katschnig of the Uni-

versity of Vienna found that panic at-

tacks occur in diverse cultures. In

Greenland, Eskimo men experience

kayak angst—sudden anxiety, dizzi-

ness, and fear of dying—when alone in

ocean kayaks. In Southeast Asia, the

word koro describes the irrational fear

that one is suddenly about to die. In

most instances, a panic attack is a sin-

Panic attacks

may be triggered

by a biochemical

imbalance or

stress. Whatever

the cause,

treatments are

remarkably

simple

cally reduced or eliminated panic

attacks in most patients. If a single

chemical could cure the disorder, the

cause seemed likely to be some chemi-

cal imbalance in the part of the brain

that triggers or controls panic respons-

es. But then researchers demonstrated

that behavioral therapies—some as

simple as teaching patients to control

their breathing rate—could also prevent

panic attacks, and the picture became

much more complicated.

For the last two decades, researchers

have wrangled over whether the cause

of panic attacks is in the mind or the

body. Now a growing number of re-

searchers suspect that the answer is nei-

ther—and both. "Thoughts and
feelings, we're learning, have a bio-

gle, isolated incident. But according to a study led by chemical basis," explains Jack Gorman, a psychiatrist

Columbia University psychologist Myma Weissman, at Columbia University and author of The Essential

up to eleven million people in the United States experi- Guide to Psychiatric Drugs. ' 'Traumatic stress can al-

ence recurrent, unpredictable fear, sometimes as often ter brain circuitry. Thoughts of fear and panic touch off

as several times a week. Approximately four million of complex physical reactions. In many ways, mind and

those are affected severely enough to be termed suffer- body are one. There may be no better example of that

ers of panic disorder. than panic disorder.
'

'

Panic disorder can be so terrifying that people will do Panic disorder appears to run in families, suggest-

almost anything to avoid another attack. "If an attack ing that some physiological predisposition may be in-

occurs in the car, panickers may begin to avoid driv- herited. Researchers have also discovered that many
ing," says Jennifer C. Jones, a research psychologist at panickers suffer from mitral valve prolapse, a com-
the Phobia and Anxiety Disorders Clinic of the State mon and relatively harmless defect in one of the four

University of New York at Albany. "If an attack valves of the heart that can cause the heart to flutter

strikes during a movie, they begin to avoid theaters—or and race. No one has yet been able to suggest why
any crowded places. Eventually many victims of panic such a link exists, or how the mild defect might trig-

disorder develop agoraphobia, fear of being in places ger full-scale panic,

where escape might be difficult or embarrassing.
'

'

There is also speculation that panickers have a hy-

Jeanne Lawyer often gees miles out of her way to peractive autonomic nervous system—the sys- 467
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MIND HEALTH

tern that regulates involuntary action , such as heart rate Breaking the Cycle of Panic

and respiration. Stress that would leave others merely If the causes of panic disorder are complex, treatments

tense might trigger dramatic physical responses in pan-

ickers. Studies show that many panickers also have a

built-in tendency to hyperventilate, perhaps because of

a neurochemical imbalance in the brain's respiratory

center. Hyperventilation upsets the balance between

carbon dioxide and oxygen in the bloodstream, result-

ing in light-headedness, tingling in hands and feet,

have proved to be remarkably simple. By now, re-

searchers have identified nearly a dozen drugs that con-

trol or eliminate the symptoms of panic—including

sedatives such as diazepam (better known as Valium)

and antidepressants such as imipramine, now one of the

most widely prescribed drugs for panic disorder. The

latest psychiatric "miracle" drug, the antidepressant

breathlessness—many of the very symptoms that begin fluoxetine, or Prozac, is also proving effective in con-

an attack.

Because breathing is controlled by both body and

mind, it is of special interest to researchers looking for

causes and treatments for panic. "The brain normally

controls breathing rate automatically,

by sensing levels of carbon dioxide in

the bloodstream," explains Gorman.

"But we can also decide to increase or

decrease our breathing rates at will.

People can learn to control their breath-

ing. That way we can use the cortex, the

conscious part of the brain, to affect the

brain stem, which controls the automat-

ic systems of the body
. '

'

Whatever physical factors may pre-

dispose people to panic, however, they

alone probably aren't enough to trigger

panic disorder, argues Jack D. Maser,

acting chief of the Mood, Anxiety, and

Personality Disorders Research Branch of the National

institute of Mental Health. "More likely, some stress-

ful event comes along. Panic attacks often seem to fol-

low the stress of a serious illness or to occur after

traumatic emotional events , like divorce or the loss of a

loved one."

Jeanne Lawyer, for instance, began having panic at-

"In many ways,

mind and body

are one. There

may be no better

example of that

than panic

disorder''

trolling panic.

Even the most effective drugs can have draw-

backs, however. Antidepressants can produce un-

pleasant side effects, including dry mouth, light-

headedness, excessive sweating, and

insomnia—sensations that may them-

selves create anxiety or even trigger

panic attacks in some patients.

Panic sufferers may be unusually

sensitive to any medication's side ef-

fects, according to psychologist Mi-

chael J. Telch of the University of

Texas at Austin. During clinical trials

of new drugs, he says, between 25 and

40 percent of panic patients drop out,

simply because they are fearful of tak-

ing drugs.

Those who don't want to take drugs

do have other options. One technique,

called exposure or desensitization therapy, works

much like an allergy shot. Panickers are carefully ex-

posed to the physical sensations or external situations

that usually induce their attacks—they may be in-

structed to spin around in circles, for instance, until

they begin to feel light-headed or to ride a stationary

bike until their heart starts to beat quickly. Over sev-

tacks in her twenties, around the time that she gave eral weeks, patients learn to isolate and dampen these

birth to her first child. "I thought I was just nervous," sensations before their panic can spiral out of con-

she says. Only after her husband died two years ago did trol. Lessons in breath control—for example, learn-

she seek treatment for her attacks—which by then were ing to breathe from the abdomen rather than high in

occurring as often as eight to ten times a day. the chest—can also help panickers correct a tendency

One scenario ofhow mind and body might interact to to hyperventilate,

induce a panic attack goes like this: psychological Using a combination of behavioral approaches, re-

stress triggers the normal physical sensations of anxi- searchers at the Phobia and Anxiety Disorders Clinic at

ety, perhaps including a racing heart and breathless- the State University ofNew York at Albany have elimi-

ness. Already prone to hyperventilation, the panicker nated panic attacks in 87 percent of patients for up to a

begins exhaling much more carbon dioxide than she year. A multicenter study is now under way to compare

needs to. Suddenly she feels light-headed, and her

hands and feet begin to tingle.

In most people such sensations might be worrisome,

but not frightening. Studies show that panickers, howev-

er, may have a tendency to misinterpret physical sensa-

tions—tojump to the conclusion that something terrible.

the effectiveness of medication and behavioral thera-

pies; meanwhile, many doctors are combining medica-

tion with psychotherapy.

For people like Jeanne Lawyer, all of this is good

news. Over the past several years, drugs have helped

reduce the number and severity of her panic attacks; she

even life-threatening, is happening to them. Immediately now plans to begin a program of behavioral therapy,

they become fearful. In turn their hearts beat faster, they "For fifteen years, my life has been dominated by fear,

breathe even faster, the sensations of panic increase, never knowing when another attack might occur," shr

"Very quickly they find themselves caught in a vicious says. "If I can change that, if I can gain control, I '.

;

cyclethatrapidly spins into panic," explains Shear. have my life back again." • HEALTH -£ ..
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HEALTH NOTES

Birth control: new and approved
Only one pharmaceutical company in the United States is actively

investigating new birth-control methods; the rest, frustrated by the

exacting FDA approval process and fearful of lawsuits and right-to-

life boycotts, have walked away. Carl Djerassi, one of the scientists

who invented the pill thirty-nine years ago, has even suggested that

researchers turn their focus bock to the rhythm method. (He envi-

sions a simple at-home saliva or urine test that could tell a woman
whether she was ovulating.) "Given the present political climate in

America," he writes in the journal Science, "emphasis on fertility

awareness rather than birth control may be the best strategy."

But things aren't completely grim. Here, an update on some new
birth-control options:

• FDA approval is expected by the end of this year for a device

called Norplant, which consists of six matchstick-size capsules in-

serted under the skin of a woman's upper arm. The tubes slowly and
steadily release a synthetic progestin, levonorgestrel, which sup-

presses ovulation and thickens the cervical mucus, preventing

sperm penetration. Inserting Norplant requires a minor surgical

procedure, performed under local anesthesia; once in place, it's ef-

fective for five years. Some women may experience side effects, in-

cluding irregular bleeding. But Norplant, which has been approved
in fifteen countries and used by an estimated half million women,
has a failure rate of less than 1 percent per year (even better than

the pill, which is 98 percent effective). Also in the works: a levonor-

gestrel-releasing lUD, now in clinical trials, which appears to have a
failure rate of less than .5 percent.

• Vasectomy is the method of choice for about 16 percent of cou-

ples using birth control. A new device for performing the proce-

dure, called a Vasocclude, could make it even more popular. In

traditional vasectomy, a doctor mokes an incision into the scrotum

with a scalpel, then cuts and sutures the vos deferens (the tubes that

carry sperm to the penis). The Vasocclude, which contains a stapler-

like mechanism at the tip, allows a doctor to make a small puncture

into the scrotum and clip the vas deferens from inside, a procedure

that's expected to be quicker, easier, and safer than the traditional

approach. Some doctors in the United States already offer a more
complicated version of no-scalpel vasectomy using tools and tech-

niques developed in China; Vasocclude vasectomy should be avail-

able here within five years.

Can surgery replace eyeglasses?
Women who hate wearing glasses

have been eagerly awaiting reports

on a new surgical technique for

correcting nearsightedness called

radial keratotomy. In this

procedure an ophthalmologist uses

a diamond-bladed surgical knife to

make a series of spokelike

incisions around the cornea,

microscopically flattening it so

that it focuses images on (rather

than in front of ) the retina. While

hundreds of thousands of these

operations have been done in the

last ten years, scientists have just

completed their first long-term

study of the procedure. Their

conclusion: don't throw away

your glasses yet.
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Although radial keratotomy is

safe—no one's vision became

significantly worse than it was to

start with, and there were few

serious complications—the results

of the expensive surgery are still

too unpredictable. The study,

published in the Journal of the

American Medical Association,

found that four years after

undergoing the operation, about

one-third of the 323 subjects with

both eyes operated on still needed

glasses, in some cases because

their vision had been overcorrected

and they had become farsighted.

And the operation was least

successful in those who had the

worst vision to start with.
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The newest

method goes

beyond smile

hosiers. And

•fs safe!

I

you think tooth whiteners are disappoint-

ig or risky, think again. The new

embrandt' Whitening System outshines

lose ghtzy smile boosters and has no scary

de-effects. The gentle whitening gel and

i)ecial toothpaste start whitening your teeth

just one to ten days, yet they aren't

itty or acidic.

/hat makes Rembrandt so safe and effective?

le magic's not just in the ingredients, it's in

.every capable hands of your dentist,

lat's the key Your dentist customizes the

fmbrandt Whitening System, monitors

ur progress, and makes any necessary

[justments along the way Try getting that

nd of help at a cosmetic counter or on TV!

r all the details, call your dentist or call

iOO-422-2445 for a dentist near you who

ecializes in the Rembrandt Whitening

stem. Whiter teeth in ten days. Safely

iw, that's something to smile about!

tfil

REMBRANDT.
WHITENING SYSTEM

\ HITEMNG IN THE HANDS OFAN ARTIST
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OROSCOPE
By Athena Starwoman

The past six months have been trying for those affected by a
planetary imbalance in our heavens causing restrictions

and discord. On September 1 5 the energy from these plan-
ets returns to normal, putting more zing in the zodiac. Un-
fortunately, confrontations that have been brewing Will

now come to a head. From September 1 to 7 it is wise to keep
busy; the 1 7th to the 21 st are good days to avoid pressure
and spend time with friends.

THE MYTH OF VIRGO
Virgos have a powerful zodiac symbol, a female form
called the Virgin—most of the other signs (apart from
Aquarius, Libra, and Gemini) have animals as symbols.
This solitary figure is the Great Mother of the Universe,
worshiped before the advent of Christianity. Her name
does not refer to purity of body, but to a mind that is pure
and receptive to higher learning. Her protection gives
Virgos a compassionate nature and contributes to their
reputation for being perfectionists.

VIRGO
The coming year is gift wrapped and filled with opportunity. If your sign's

current astrological phase has made its full impact on your life, you al-

ready have plenty to consider as this month gets under way. After Septem-

ber 17 anything is possible; make travel plans, set up meetings, and sign

contracts. Before that date, bide your time. All month, unusual conditions

will call for strange tactics, so summon your courage and prepare to go out

on a limb.

LIBRA
Your life is certain to have gone through a major transition since the year

commenced. Toward the end of this month a new phase for your sign be-

gins. Out of this year's earlier mayhem some semblance of order will soon

emerge. Many Librans will breathe sighs of relief as they recover an inner

calm. But before this occurs, you still have the tricky early days of Sep-

tember to negotiate, so tread carefully.

SCORPIO
This month, with your senses keenly primed, you can let your instincts be

your guide. For problems with relationships, exhibiting a fraction more

detachment will prove successful. Let others explore their own horizons

(or illusions) if they are so inclined, but don't assume responsibility for

them. This is very much a time to consolidate and work on your own well-

being. Happiness lies close at hand.

SAGITTARIUS
Many Sagittarians' greatest problem is that too much is usually not

enough. Some exhibit a tendency toward overindulgence. This month

you must be more discerning about your conduct, preferences, and com-

panions, as there is much to be gained or lost. Prepare to firmly say no

when tempted to do things or spend money you know you shouldn't. To
be efficacious in business you need the approval and acceptance ofothers.

CAPRICORN
These are strange times for Capricoms. Your options are broader than ever

before, and dep)ending on the way you set the scene you will either achieve

phenomenal success or suffer disenchantment—there are no half measures.

You can rectify mistakes as long as you don't accept what you already have

as your lot. The astrological tug-of-war heats up noticeably, pulling on your

moods and desires. Your behavior might surprise even you. horoscope>-472
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SOME CLOTHES HELP YOU LOOK THE PART.
OURS HELP YOU LIVE IT.

Some outdoor wear looks iirear. but tails short in one important area - warmth

and comfort. That's never been the Woolrich wav. Because when the weather

turns, vou better have a lot more izoini: tor vou than look^

AMERICAN E.AGLE OUTFITTERS ^ikiifiLLi
eS7 I«30

N.ATUR.xL Selection,



BOOK *\

M-vv 5^^
ogsJ

KfflEI YOO ORDER

YOUR FAVORITE

CATALOGS FROM

THIS AD TODAYI

This fabulous full-color

book is filled with lOO's of wonderful

catalogs froin the U.S.A., Europe, Canada and Asia.

Discover the direct source for an>thing you want . .

.

fashions, collectibles, gifts, tableware, jewelry, furs &
more. You'll save money too! Don't wait, order your

catalogs today and receive this book FREE. 840

CALIFCDI9NIA

JOYCE HOLDER SUNWEAR '90

Exclusive designs (not available

in stores). The latest In bikinis,

one-piece swimwear &
sportswear. Finest fabrics.

Separates with perfect fit—

they guarantee it! Tops: A-B-C-

D-DD-E. Bottoms: 5-7-9-11-13-15.

Color catalog & "How To Fit Guide"

$2. refundable 1st order 902

CALIf=CII9NIA

THE DISIEY UnLOa
Enter the magic world of

Mickey Mouse & his pals.

Delightful catalog is filled

with Disney collectibles-

adorable plush toys, baby
clothes, fun T-shirts,

linens, watches, jewelry,

videos & records & more.

Something for everyone to treasure & enjoy! $1.

RMIDDE ISLAND

ROSS SIMONS

They are known for prices as

special as their gifts, whether

it's gifts for the home or fine

jewelry. Their catalogs dazzle

with diamond, gold and silver

jewelry, pearls, watches,

crystal, flatware, china and
lots of collectibles. Order

today. Catalog $2.00. 062

MCJLLy\A/CJaD — u. »».>\.

FREDERICK'S OF HOLLYWOOD

Full color fashion catalogs.

Exclusive designs—glamorous
dresses, sportswear, sexy

lingerie, unique bras, hosiery,

swimwear, shoes, menswear &
accessories. Send $2.00 for aEB
1-year subscription (10 issue

First catalog includes $10 in

gift certificates. ;

s).

J74 PM'^s:.\
MICHIEAN
OKUN BROS. SHOES

Famous brand name
shoes at fantastic savings!

Fast delivery on Soft

Spots, Rockports, Hush
Puppies, Reeboks, Nike,

Dexter & more. Send $1.00

for their color catalog to

begin convenient in-home

shopping for all your footwear needs.

NE\A/ yaRK

EXPRESS MUSIC

Shop at home for any CD,

tape or LP. 45,000 titles,

200 pages of Rock,

Classical & Jazz. The
I world's most complete

I

source. Everything from

Basie to Wagner, The
Beatles to U-2. $50 in

merchandise credits. One year $3.00, refundable. 483

CATALOG

The WORLD'S BestATALOG
CtNTARIID CANADA

WHITTINGTON'S...

THE CAT STORE

Everything for cat

lovers. The elusive

feline adorns T-shirts,

sweat shirts, socks, ties

& a complete line of gift items — boxes, jewelry &
bookmarks. Also toys and grooming accessories for

[your favorite kitty. The Cat-Alogue. $2.00. 461

e^f°,^IL(Q)(llSII

WniTTirjQTONJ
The Cat Store

P*ENNSyL\/ANIA U..5. A .

CONCEPTS

A total concept for today's

women. A well-edited

collection of lifestyle clothing

for the savvy working woman
They offer sportswear

dressing with a real sense of

style — at prices that mean
real value. You'll love shopping
their color catalog $1.00. 585

ILLINOIS U.S.A.

SPIE6EL

COLLECTION 1990

The latest fashions & quality

home furnishings. Over 500
pages of exciting choices.

Discover shopping as it was
meant to be! Send $3.00 for

their catalog and receive a

$3.00 coupon redeemable on

1st purchase. 928

INTEI9NA TICDNA L

WHAT ON EARTH

T-shirts & more from famous
places around the world . .

.

Give yourself a well-traveled

look. T-shirts & sweatshirts

with over 150 authentic, hand-

silkscreened emblems from

Nations, Universities & Pubs
around the world. Plus, gifts &
collectibles. Catalog $1. 131

CC3RN\A/ALL ENGLAND
PAST TIMES ..&k
Beautiful & useful gifts from *lip
every period of British history.

The Stone Age to Victorian. ^^tf^^^^^H
Also Art Nouveau, classical iiHPV^m
Greece & ancient Egypt. iP^^^^ii
Chess sets, jewelry, scarves, B' —"i ^^
books, sculptures, spoons.

|-^%n\/NyJtoys, thimbles, frames.

tableware & more. $2.00. 765 L^R^'i'VH
DRCI13MEDA IRELAND

IRELAND DIRECT

Truly fine hand-loomed woolen
shawls, sweaters, capes, hats,

scarves & other fashionable

looks so important this season.

You'll find beautiful colors and
textures to complement your

wardrobe. Also linen tablecloths

and towels, placemats and more.

Excellent values. $2.00. 099

CALIFORNIA

DANCIN6

DRAGON DESIGNS

Do you like dragons? The
dragon: symbol of wisdom,
power and good fortune.

is elegantly portrayed on
belt buckles, wall plaques,

' rubber stamps, T-shirts,

I

stationery, posters, jewelry;

I in books, sculptures & more. Color catalog $2.00. 922

ANNE'S COLLECTION

Fashions & accessories

to set you apart from the

crowd day & evening.

Dresses, separates,

jewelry, handbags, belts &
shoes. Top designers

from Bally to Anne Klein.

Handcrafted treasures & ^^_^„^.,„__^^^__
lots of exclusives. Great gift shopping! Catalog $2. 70"

NORTH CAROLINA

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER

Handcrafted gifts & home
accessories from North

Carolina Collectible fabric

dolls, shadow boxes,

painted plaques, florals,

miniatures, animal & country

themes. Plus unique holiday

decorations. Beautiful 48-page
color catalog $2.00. 753

BANGKOK THAILAND

THAI GEMS FACTORY

I

Fine hand-made 14k gold

jewelry with gemstones at

attractive prices. Bracelets,

nngs, necklaces, cufflinks &
more. Their wide selection

features rubies, sapphires,

emeralds, topaz and other

gems. Styles for women and
men. Fine catalog $2. 309

NE\A/ yORK

THW
G6MS

FfCTORY

'^
******

FREE GOVERNMENT MONEY!

Find out how to get money
from the Government! If

you're a legal resident of the

U.S., you could get money
for education, medical care,

career advancement, starting

a business, mortgages &
more. Complete guide to 100's

of grants & loans. $3.00. 354

CALIFORNIA

MELLOW MAIL

Join over a million

customers who love

incredibly sexy lingerie,

super dresses,

unbelievably funny

T-shirts, hot menswear,
sizzling swimwear and
much more! Values and
laughs guaranteed! Colorful, fun catalog, $1.00.

1^

\/IRl3INIA U..^.A.

AJ. VALENCi k^t.Fi.i
Designer footwear at

25%-40% off retail. 140

internationally designed

styles for today's

fashionable woman. From
glamorous heels to fun-

loving flats. Widths AA-D.
sizes 5-12. $10 off your

pj
1st purchase! A.J. Vaksnci c olor catalog $2.00.

||

CALIFORNIA

UJENA BODY PRO

Exercise wear designed to

help you lose weight faster

Styles feature revolutionary

"Calorie-Burning Support

Panels" that provide support

& control & give you a toned

trim appearance & work to

help burn calories when you
exercise. Catalog $2.00. 855

1 .^. ^^t^l^^H
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"

Take You On A
niM l>WII>l nn<

ANIrotaA CANAOA
INIPEG

t EXCHANGE

I'll discover the lowest

isible prices on fur coats,

s, collars, rugs, leather

<ets, fur & leather boots,

pers & mucklucks. Sports

hing & equipment too.

s pelts & hides to make
r own Items. $3.00. 414

\LIFCDI9NIA USA
:M CASUALS

! most fashionable and
ctional clothing for your

ve lifestyle. Sensational

sses, skirts, jackets.

5 and pants at very

rdable prices. All these

es wash & wear beautifully

I come in a host of

iting colors. Catalog $2. 839

NNESSEE
NBERLAND

lERAL STORE

'II think you're

pping in the early

O's. The biggest

jrtment of new & old

t-to-last itemis from

to kitchenware &
dstoves. Free wood-scented sample of fresh-air

na with your over 275 page catalog. $3.00. 078

IRCOVER WEAR

jtiful designer lingerie

le woman of the 90's.

color fashion album only

Includes a $3.00 gift

ficate. Discover how
ircoverWear fits your

& lifestyle. 852

Nt3 KC3N13

CE FASHIONS

direct and save a

le. Beautiful jeweled

ters $23 to $32-

oidered blouses

$18. Also pure

es, suits, blazers,

hand bags &
dibly low priced

ires

gold jewelry

In business for 30 years.

with rubies &
$2.00. 219

r^ais — u.i.S.A

COVENTRY

Hence the beautiful world

(hionabie jewelry, home
& accessories in this

\q. For over 35 years,

Coventry has created

I
crafted, fashion-right

at very affordable

Discover the quality,

value. $1.00. 311

'FCDI^NIA

S JEWELRY

[e from 14k gold.

silver, genuine
necklaces,

^s, earrings and a

Dn of beautiful

pe jewelry Every

l&counted from

70%. Full color.

Icatalog. Price $3, refunded on first order. 445

C3NTAI9IC3 CANADA
AMAZING THIRD PLANET

Experience an exciting

collection of Artifacts of

Pop Culture. Vintage

movie posters and classic

reproductions, Hollywood
celebrity watches, stand-ups

& old toys, plus a galaxy of

memorabilia & collectibles.

Catalog is $3.00, refundable

ixammess

1st purchase. 870

NE\A/ ycjr^K — u. S.A

SELECT
The very best of Greece. This

catalog offers fabulous furs,

luxurious leather handbags,
shoes & accessories, hand-
crafted pottery & 14k gold

jewelry in the styles of ancient

Greece. Also a collection of

designer lingerie. Very

reasonable prices. $3.00. 498

CALIFUI^NIA

RAGS
RAGS TO RICHES

-

Thousands of men
& women have
become
independently v •-

-- -"' •" " '' _

v

wealthy owning their t^^^^^BBBB^^i^ss^
I
own business. This whopper of a book contains

information on many businesses you can start, some
with little or no investment. $3 now could make you
a "fat-cat" with your own money making business. 047

CALIFCDI^NIA

J. ROBERTS LEATHER

Indulge yourself in this

sumptuous collection of

leather fashions made for the

discriminating shopper. Soft,

supple skins feel great to wear.

Choose from dresses, bustier

tops, mini-skirts & women's &
men's jackets in original styles

I
& colors. Catalog $2.00. 411

\/ll7t3INIA U.S.A.

DESIGNER DIRECT

Successful dressing begins

with their internationally

inspired exclusive designer

fashions, footwear and
accessories for career, casual

& evening. Shop their catalog

for savings of up to 40% off

retail stores. $10.00 off your

1st purchase! $2.00. 824^
NCII7TM CAKCJLINA

miimmoh
Beautiful lingerie! Elegant hosiery! Fabulous oils and
lotions! Enjoy the luxury of shopping at home with

every item guaranteed. 50% discount on first order,

FREE gifts with EVERY order! Treat yourself to this

delightful color catalog $1.00. 819

LCINDCIN ENGLAND
CAMELOT
LONDON COLLECTION

Treat yourself to the American
debut of the most alluring

European lingerie, dresses &
bathing suits found anywhere!

The finest quality garments
at remarkable savings.

Catalogue features over $130
worth of FREE GOODS. $1. 042

vmm
MASSACMUSETTS

Museum of Fine Arts
Boston

You'll discover unique gifts reproduced from their

I renowned collections. Find jewelry, scarves,

[glassware, sculpture, posters, notecards, books,

1 children's educational games & more. 96-page Fall

catalog & year's subscription $2.00. 536

STaCKMOLM S\A/EDEN
^1

CASSELRYDS
GLAS A PORSLIN

j^'^'V
Bargains on crystal! Kosta

Boda, Rorstrand, Swarovski &
Mats Jonasson at up to 50%
less than U.S. retail. Stemware,
serving dishes, crystal animals,if^
vases. Knives & dinnerware

too. They ship all over the %mL^
world. Color catalogue $3. 566

BLAKNEV II9ELAND

BLARNEY GIFTS

The best of Ireland can be
yours at low, duty free prices.

A wonderful selection of Royal

Doulton, Waterford, Belleek,

Wedgwood, Spode, Dresden,

gold jewelry, ceramic cottages

& more. Plus hand-loomed
shawls, Aran sweaters, toys &
games. Fast delivery. $3. 453

CALIFCJI^NIA U.S.A.

UJENA SWIMWEAR

They've got the hottest

swimwear fashions of the

90's. Check out their one-of-

a-kind bikinis, one-pieces and
casual clothing—all designed
to give your body a slimmer,

sexier shape. All pieces are

sized and sold separately to

ensure the perfect fit. $2. 913

FI9EE • FREE • FREE • FREE

'FABULOUS BOOK Oa^J'e'FREE
When you order your catalogs today!

I

Circle numbers, fill In the information below and
' enclose the proper amount for your requests,

I

plus the $1.00 service & handling charge.

042 -$i .00 354-$3 00 536-$2.00 (jJ^O-fteo')

047-$3.00 370-$2.00 566-$3.00 852-$3.00

062-$2.00 374-$2.00 585-$100 855-$2.00

078-$3 00 411 -$2.00 593-$l.00 870-$3.00

099-$2.00 414-$3.00 701 -$2.00 902-$2 00

131 -$1.00 445-$3.00 753-$2 00 912-$1.00

219-$2.00 453-$3.00 765-$2.00 913-$2.00

309-$2.00 461 $2.00 819-$i 00 922$2.00

311 -$1.00 483-$3.00 824-$2.00 928-$3.00

350-$l 00 498-$3.00 839-$2 00

I

Total for catalogs

requested S

Service & handling

Add $1.00 $_$100_
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D CASH
n MONEY ORDER
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DRIVING

In Los Angeles, a city on
wheels, the right car,

CYNTHIA HEIMEL diSCOVCrS,

is a woman's most

potent fashion accessory

I'M DRIVING DOWN SUNSET IN A SHINY RED BMW 325

and I'm feeling mean. Some sucker in a Honda tries

to cut me off. I slam my foot on the accelerator, and

she's a speck in the mirror. I sneer at pedestrians and

accelerate under the palm trees. I want to leave ev-

eryone in my dust.

Yes, I am an obnoxious pig. But don't blame me,

blame my car. In Los Angeles, you are what you drive.

I'm not used to this. I'm used to New York, where

the design of your jacket defines your social status.

Here everybody wears torn jeans and lets her car do

the talking.

I'm staying at the Beverly Hills Hotel, in a bunga-

low. The hotel is gorgeous, the grounds smell like

flowers, the staff treats me as if I were at least Joan Col-

lins. I feel like Elizabeth Taylor. Budget Rent a Car of

Beverly Hills (Car Collection) has a desk right in the

lobby, where they will rent you what are not necessar-

ily budget cars. They first gave me the keys to a navy

blue Jaguar XJ 1 2 convertible

.

I settled into the car, put the top down, took a left out

of the hotel, and stopped at a traffic light.

"How do you like it?" someone yelled.

I looked over at a glossy , smiling man in a Mercedes.

"I just ordered one myself," he continued. He wanted

to know if I'd had any trouble with it, how many miles I

had on it, and could he have my phone number so we
could discuss this some more. This kind of man has

never flirted with me in my life.

"Sounds great!" I said as the light turned green

and I sped past a dusty and bedraggled girl holding up

a sign: Work for Food. The car hummed expensively,

reproachfully.

As I cruised down Robertson, someone yelled,
"What a babe !" Wow , I thought

.

It was just my friend Alan, with whom I was having

lunch at the Ivy, a hot movie-industry place. Alan

pulled up to valet parking first. Two valets ran right

past him to me, opened my door with a flourish, and

bowed. Bowed. Alan sat in his Jeep as another valet es-

corted a couple to a Ferrari. He kept sitting until he fi-

nally got sick of it, climbed out, and yelled, "Hey!"
They grudgingly took his keys.

At lunch Alan told me there was a waiting list for the

new limited-edition Corvette, that p)eople were trying

to buy them now for $66,000 so they could sell them in

a few months for $125,000. He told me that vintage

Ferraris were going for a million and a half now that

Enzo had died. That Spielberg had given out Mazda
Miatas for Christmas, that everybody wanted ^484

dream machines
Budget of Beverly Hills—with its Car Collection of

more than 1,500 exotic, sports, convertible, and luxury

cars—is the quickest way to rent four fabulous wheels

in LA. Daily rates range from $99 for a Mazda Miata

to $500 'or a Rolls Royce Corniche; mileage costs

extra. Call (800) 729-7350. The Car Collection's

fifteen locations include the mezzanine of the ultimate

LA. landmark, the Beverly Hills Hotel. For a taste of

outrageous Hollywood glamour, book one of BHH's

pink bungalows and a Ferrari, then fishtail between

the palm trees onto Sunset Boulevard. Reservations:

(213) 276-2251. A southern California secret—spread

by word of mouth, not advertising—Road and Show
Cars rents more than 600 super cars (including a

collection of fifties convertibles and a $3,000-a-day

Testarossa) and has a twenty-four-hour staff of

tuxedoed drivers to deliver and pick up cars from any

LA.-area location. Memorize R&S's name and

number, because you won't see them on a billboard:

(213) 301-2121.—ANNE ALEXANDER
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A 16-valve, dual-overhead-com, fuel-injected ragtop with front-wheel drive, power steering, brakes, windows and mirrors.

Call 1-800-446-8888 for lots of thick reading material.

$12,588
M.S.R.P. Prices higher in New York. Taxes, title, destination charges extra.

LINCOLN-IUIERCURY DIVISION C^§>

BHI

1
1 1 MERCURY

1 1
LINCOLN!

Cjii.ih' , r.lnh 1

Buckle up-together we can save lives
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LOOKING GRRREAT ADVERTISING SECTION

(ALL FASHION & ^

o CALL 1-900-370-2112 ^
^ What's coming? What's going? ^
1 What's in? What's out?

I
Is it hot? Or is it not?

What's your score? Find out more.

O

ALSO CALL U900-370-2n2 FOR BEAUTY TIPS

($.95 per minute)

INTENSE TARGET TONING

WORK YOUR
BUNS OFF!
Through on effective series of

exercises. Buns of Steel Video
is devoted to strengthening,

tightening, toning and shaping
your buttocks (buns), thighs and
upper legs. Remarkable results

can be obtained by following

Olympic Pole Vaulter, Greg
Smithey's amazing routine.

Order today and get in shape
fast! It works! $19.95. To
order, call Toll free 1-800-
767-7300. For info and Beauty
Tip call 1-900-370-2112
CODE 836.

NO-SHED MAKE UP PADS.
DEMAK'UP
Innovative cosmetic pads from France are
100% pure cotton and extra gentle. Extra
absorbent and they v/on't drip or shed.
Special offer. "Six Pack" and 4 free travel

packs. Only $12.95. To order calf Toll free

1-800-767-7300. For info and Beauty Tip
call 1-900-370-2112 CODE 817.

ew from CABOODLES!
IL CARE ORGANIZER.

This portable convenient
container keeps all your nail

accessories dust free and
ready to use. Special
compartments hold up to 20
bottles of polish and all the

nail care implements you
need. It's a fun and easy way
to keep your whole fashion
look together. For info and
Nail care Beauty Secret call

1-900-370-2112 CODE 832.

RACHEL PERRY'S ''TRIAL
AND TRAVELER'' KIT
From the wonderful world ofRochel Perry's Natural
Skin Care Products, eight effective Natural Skin Care
Beautifiers utilizing Aromatherapy and Color
Therapy, in zip-up travel bog. Special $9.95 +
$2.50 shipping, to order call 1-800-624-7001.
(VI SA/MC accepted) (CA , HI

1-818-888-5881J
or

send check or money order to Rachel Perry, 91 11

Mason Ave., Department GL, Chatsworth, CA 91311
(CA res. add 6.75% sales tax). For Beauty Tip from
Rachel coil 1-900-370-2112 CODE 811.

MONTAJ
The all-new cosmetic line especially created for

Women of Color, introduces their new spokeswoman,
Motown's latest superstar, Rebbie Jackson, (yes,

another member oip the Jackson family). MONTAJ is

available at cosmetic counters at selected Wallgreens,
Peoples and major drug and discount stores. To hear
Reboie's own personal beauty advice call

1-900-370-2112
CODE 839.

\miMM.

UNIQUE
DEODORANT PROTECTION.
Made of mineral salts from France, LE CRYSTAL
NATUREL, the natural body deodorant,
lasts and lasts! At fine cosmetic counters. For stores

near you call 1-800-829-ROCK.
Frencn Transit Ltd., 1745 Adrian Road. Burlingame,
CA 94010. For info and Beauty Tip coil

1-900-370-2112 CODE 816.
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GIORGIO BEVERLY HILLS
EXTRAORDINARY
PERFUME.
Made famous in Beverly Hills and worn by
the world's most celebrated women. Floral.

Provocative. One ounce of Giorgio Perfume
is $170. Or experience tfiis Extraordinary
Perfume in a special limited edition 1/8 oz.
s'ze. Valued at $28.50, it's yours for only
$15.00. Limit 6 per customer. To order toll

free call 1-800-767-7300. CODE 640.

LOOKING GRRREAT ADVERTISING SECTION

Scents influence how we
feel, work, experience
romance, handle stress,

attract others and even
combat fatigue. These
prestigious, top selling

fragrances can enhance
your life. Try them at

special value prices! Order
Toll free

1-800-767-7300.

JP«C»INtt%

1621

ll

tEGINE'S
Experience the glamour, elegance of

iegine's. An exclusive new fragrance which
celebrates the night life. 1 oz. of Regine's
'orfum is $125.00. Now a limited edition

1/6 oz. deluxe collectors flacon is yours for

>15.00. Limit 3 per customer. To order ca"
1-800-767-7300. CODE 671.

:assini
by International Fashion Designer Oleq
Lossini. A romantically feminine floral

xhypre that is elegantly pervasive, with
Ityle and presence. Sensual, seductive
lind unforgettable. Its' sophisticated
Bouquet of naturals feature: Jasmine,
Bulgarian Rose, Tuberose Enfleurage
pnd Ookmoss, heightened by fruity

iccents and blended with amber.
pistinctively different and simply
[•resistible. Limited edition $15.00. To
Irdercall 1-800-767-7300. CODE 668.

ORDER BY MAIL
SEND name, address & phone
# along with check/money

order or credit card

information to:

Looking Grrreot!, 1801
Avenue of the Stars, Suite

230, Los Angeles, CA 90067
Please add $3.50 shipping

and handling. (CA resiaents

add 6.75% sales tax.)

RED EXTRAORDINARY
PERFUME By Giorgio
Beverly Hills.

An unexpected fragrance, as distinctive as
our famed original, yet slightly softer and
dramatically different in style and
expression. One ounce of RED is $175. Or
experience RED in a limited edition 1/8 oz.
size. Valued at $32.50, it's yours for only
$15.00. Limit 6 per customer. To order toll

free call 1-800-767-7300. CODE 670.^,^

PHEROMONE
from Marilyn Miglin. The world's most
precious perfume is $400.00, the ounce.
It's more than a fragrance. It's an
experience. Created for the woman who
makes life an Adventure. With love. This

very special purse flacon in on elegant gold
lame pouch, a $50.00 value, is yours for

just $12.50. To order toll free call

1-800-767-7300. CODE 672.

273. Fred Hayman
Beverly Hills.

The sexiest women in Beverly Hills hove
Fred Hayman's number. Wealthy. Elegant.

Wildly seductive. You are about to bf
seduced by Beverly Hills' hottest nu'

273. The 1 oz. Exceptional Perf'

Special 1/8 oz. premier r-esp^
$12.50. Limit 4 per custjme i

free call 1-800-767-730'" .7>.

II
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NTl-W RIXKLE STRATEGY

HOW MANY STEPS

DOES ITTAKE TO STOP
NEEDLESS AGING?

The evidence is overwhelming that even

minimal sunlight ages your skin faster

than birthdays. And it's no secret that

daily moisture loss makes every little line

more visible.

That's why skin specialists say: "Use a

good moisturizer and an SPF 15 sunblock

every day of the year." Bui... two layers?

Won't they irritate? Clog your pores? And

if you do wear a total sunblock all year

round, won't you end up pale as a ghost?

You'll be happy to know that a leading

skin care company asked the same ques-

tions, and developed one product with all

the right answers: Neutrogena Moisture®

SPF 15 Formula with a sheer tint.

First, it's an effective daily moisturizer,

guarding your skin against moisture loss

and helping to "plump up" dry lines. But

it's also a PABA free SPF 15 sunblock.*

So it stops needless aging without irritat-

ing even sensitive skin. Then to chase

away the pales, it's tinted with a sheer,

sheer hint of healthy color. Very subtle,

perfectly natural alone or under makeup.

More good news: Neutrogena Moisture

SPF 15 Formula is hypo-allcrgenic and

non-coniedogenic, so it won't clog your

pores. And it feels as fresh and light as

moisture itself

Neutrogena Moisture SPF 15 Formula

is available at drug stores and sold with a

satisfaction - or -your - money - back guarantee. <

'Experts say SPF 15 is a total block and higher numbers just |

put unnecessary chemicals on your skin, not mnre protection. |

Now you can fight wrinkles in one safe,

step. Without PABA. WiUi^out irritation. And

without looking "su(iblofk pale," even

when you're not wearing a'^it of makeup.

Now also available iintinted.

'IbvERTISEMEMI.

iL 1

DRIVING

Wolfgang Puck's new car, although no

one knew what it was.

I drove around all afternoon thinking

I was cool.

At dinner at Maple Drive, the newest

Tony Bill-groovy place, I learned that

movie stars, no matter what they're

driving, get more attention from the

parking valets.

JVext I had a red convertible Rolls

Comiche. I didn't get out of the lot be-

fore a man actually stopped my car with

his body. He just stood there with his

arms held in front of him, then told me I

was so gorgeous he just had to talk to

me. "Are you an actress? A model? A
producer? A ballerina?"

"Come off it," I said.

He literally begged me to have lunch

with him, just because I was so gor-

geous. He gave me his card. A real es-

tate agent.

I cruised around feeling like a million

bucks until I noticed that everyone

wanted me dead. Drivers scowled if I

signaled to turn left. If I tried to park

they gave me the finger. I was suddenly

not just another person, I was the ene-

my. I felt as if I were driving a weapon. I

saw my friend Teri Garr on Melrose Ave-

nue and said hi. "Oh," she said, "I won-

dered who the asshole in the Rolls was.

"

We drove around and everyone pointed at

us. When she got out she said, "Thank

you, and I hope I never have to be in this

car again as long as I live.
'

'

Later everyone told me that because it

was red, and a convertible, people proba-

bly thought I was a hooker. Well, it was

big and heavy and a bitch to drive.

Then I got a fab pink '59 Cadillac

from Road and Show Cars, where they

are nice and friendly and will send a guy

in a tux to bring you your car and pick it

up again. "You're lucky," they told

me. "Bruce Springsteen wanted this

car. " I let Bruce have the Caddy, which

was like driving a boat anyway. I took a

black Mercedes 560 SL convertible and

drove around like I owned the town.

Then Woody Guthrie came blaring on

the tape deck:

California is a garden of Eden,

a paradise to live in or see,

but believe it or not,

you won't find it so hot,

ifyou ain't got the do re mi. •
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Surveying

NewYork's

volatile

restaurant

scene, amid the

trends and constants,

JEFFREY STEINGARTEN

discerns some good food
'

'From too much business it didn't close.'

'

—A waiter at Ratner's dairy restaurant

on the Lower East Side explaining

why its main competitor, Rappaport's,

had gone out of business

TWO HUNDRED AND
four new restaurants

opened in Manhattan in

the first six months of

this year, starting with

Chez Peking and fin-

ishing with Gascogne

and Ah! Chihuahua.

About the same number

went out of business.

Of the 4,967 restaurants

in Manhattan, 10 per-

cent go out of business

every year and 10 per-

cent spring up to take

their place.

These figures have

been roughly constant

for over a decade. But

they conceal the cata-

clysm that has struck

the New York restau-

rant scene these past

twelve months. At first it looked like

the perennial game of musical chairs

in which chefs vanish from one res-

taurant and rematerialize at another.

But this time, when the music
stopped, most of the chairs ^490

New York's latest and a classic

favorite, FROM top to BOTTOM: Halibut

at TriBeCa Grill; Lucky Strike's fresh-

baked bread; the menu on the mirror

at Lucky Strike; a John's Pizza pepper

and anchovy special; preparing the

day's dough at John's P'tzza.
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A GRAND REIGN.
To send a gift of Grand Marnier' Liqueur (except where prohibited by law) call 1-800-243-3787

Product of France. Made with fine cognac brandy 40% alc/vol (80 proof). ? 1989 Carillon Importers, Ltd., Teaneck, NJ.
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The garden at Barolo, ABOVE, and TOP, a Focaccia spe-

cialty, flatbread filled with stracchino. LEFT: At Time Cafe,

a clock runs backwards above the bar near the entry,

and BELOW, one of Time Cafe's fruit tarts.

were smaller, some were rickety and wob-

bly, others had been painted silly colors, and

some had just plain disappeared.

Gerard Pangaud, who had left his two-

Michelin-star restaurant in France to run the

kitchen at Joseph Baum's Aurora, quit to start

his own Gerard's Place, where David K's Cafe

had been. The food was delicious and dinner cost

$50 a person. On one Saturday night in May the place

was half full; in June, Gerard's Place went out of busi-

ness. Patrick Clark, one of our most gifted modem
American chefs, fresh from triumphs at Odeon and

Cafe Luxembourg, founded the gorgeous and expen-

sive Metro in 1988, with decor by star restaurant de-

signer Adam Tihany. In April, Metro cut its prices by

10 percent to attract more customers in off-hours; in

May, Metro closed i:^ doors. Robert Pritsker, talented

chef-owner of the expensive and well-received Brive,

closed for sumn. ^r va ?tion in 1989 and never re-

opened. Bryan Mii ^'^
' ^idecrvedly) devastating n.

view in The New Yoi

490

"^t the customers away.

Brendan Walsh left Arizona 206 with plans for a Hud-

son Street restaurant, settled a year later for Coyote

Grill in Island Park. Georgine Carmella the restaurant

disappeared from Mulberry Street in Little Italy,

though after a year's hiatus Georgine Cavaiola the chef

has reappeared, at Sofi on lower Fifth. Seppi Renggli

vanished from the Four Seasons, Jonathan Waxman is

working in Aspen, Ali Barker was divorced from 150

Wooster, Michel Attali quit Petrossian, Geof- ^'^
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I resenting Cathy Hardwick's

career collection including this

acrylic/lycra ribbed knit jacket, 44,00,

cotton knit skirt, 26.00,

and cotton turtleneck, 24,00.

IN;

CATHY HARDWICK

Now something for t^trytoJ/.
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frey Zakarian and his top staff fled 44 in the Royalton,

Terrance Brennan left the Polo, Thomas Keller had no

interest in a more modest Rakel, and Alain Saihac of

the Plaza up and went to France.

By my count, that's a third of all the New York chefs

whose names you might recognize. Until 1987, the

streets of Manhattan were paved with easy money; for

tens of thousands of Wall Street professionals, two $60

meals a day was no big deal. Then came the 1987 stock

market crash, the end of hostile takeovers, the 1989

junk-bond collapse and the intermission in leveraged

buyouts that resulted, the real estate slump, and the

1990 credit crunch.

The restaurant industry reacted by going downscale,

downsize, downmarket, and downriver to the suburbs.

What's called "casual table service" is now the fastest-

growing segment of the business nationwide, edging

ahead of fast food. Menus have become simpler, ser-

vice less formal. In New York, Melrose reorganized as

Barrow Street Bistro and reduced prices by 40 per-

cent. Huberts cut its tariffs three times in six months

and is rumored to be up for sale. Rakel transmuted into

Cafe Rakel, where entrees are held under $20. Chez
Louis's David Liederman opened the Broadway Grill

in the theater district with pizzas, baby chickens, you

know the rest, and made it possible for two to eat for

under $50. David Keh cut his prices, and Polo has

dropped its prix fixe menu from $55 to $40. Chante-

relle has opened for breakfast and lunch
,
presumably to

amortize the decor. "21" Club, Aurora, Hudson
River Club, and Windows on the World are testing

discounted pre- and post-theater specials. Other restau-

rants have been divided into a formal room and a cafe,

or offer simplified menus in the bar: The Sign of the

Dove, Cafe Rakel, Smith & Wollensky's Grill, the

sadly defunct David K's Cafe, Shun Lee West, the

Grill at La Cite, and the cafe at Arizona 206. The bar

at the new Tropica in the Pan Am building was de-

signed from the start as a casual place to eat.

Why Eating Out in New York Costs $60 a Person

Except When It Costs Even More
A celebrated chefexplained it to me this way: take an

entree of Skate with Brown Butter. Fourteen ounces of

skate costs $1.31 wholesale. The ingredients for the

quart of nage in which it is poached cost $1.92. The
sauce requires four ounces of butter ($.44), an ounce of

capers ($ . 26) , two ounces of fish stock ($ . 22) , salt and
pepper ($.04), and a half-ounce of vinegar ($.01). To-
tal cost of these ingredients is $4.20, plus a 5 percent

allowance for waste and spoilage, or $4.41.

The restaurant lists every dish at five times the cost of

its ingredients *o cover rent, labor, and interest on bank
loans and yieil a piofit. This is the key. This is why
what sells for $; 5 in a New York restaurant sells for $8
in the suburban i lidwest, if you can find it. The cus-

tomer is renting a.-* extravagantly decorated twenty

square feet in Manha -an for v;^ '
• hree hours.

So the Skate with Brown Butter will be priced at $22.

The cost of an appetizer, dessert, and coffee approxi-

mately equals that of the entree , say another $18. Half a

modest $25 bottle of wine is $12.50; half a bottle of

sparkling Water is $2.

The total so far is $54.50. Tax adds $4.50, a 15 per-

cent tip another $8.85. Grand total: $67.85.

And it all started with $1.31 worth of skate.

The Bar-arid-Grilling of Gotham
Wood-oven pizzas and grilled everything are now

pandemic. Some may call it bistromania, but it has

nothing to do with bistros. A bistro is not a restaurant

that has slashed its prices. A bistro is not a place that has

fired its $90,000 chef and hired a $40,000 one. A bistro

is not an expensive hamburger-and-chicken joint with

shoestring potatoes, red-pepper puree, and five French

words on the menu. A bistro is not a bar and grill. (In

New York, a bar and grill is not a bar and grill. The
Gotham Bar and Grill, for example, is no more a bar

and grill than 1 am.) If there are no more than, say, thir-

ty true and honest bistros in Paris, how many would you

expect to find in New York? Five? The real mania since

1985 has been trattoriamania, the proliferation of in-

formal Italian restaurants specializing in pasta, pizza,

salads, and insouciant decor. (Nationally, over the past

five years the number of Italian restaurants has grown

50 percent, more than any other category.)

Bistromania was always just a muddled slogan.

What's really happening now is the Grilling of

Gotham. In 1989, according to the National Restaurant

Association, nearly half of all restaurant entrees na-

tionwide were broiled, charbroiled, or grilled. Frying,

the favorite cooking method five years ago, has been

demoted to a weak second. Simmering, poaching, bak-

ing, braising, boiling, steaming, and roasting—every

one of these classical cooking techniques is now histo-

ry. New York, for over a century the great center of

cosmopolitan cuisine, has finally succumbed to the

suburbanization of the kitchen. This is the food of the

fifties, of the Eisenhower years, of the nuclear family

and the single-family house, ofDads grilling steaks and

chickens in backyard America on Moms' well-deserved

day off. It is a democratic kind of cooking that needs no

professional training, teeny amounts of hand-eye coordi-

nation, a few moments of mise-en-place , even less time

upon the flames. The little booklet that came with the grill

tells you how to do it. Just don a silly, floppy grease-

stained toque and pour a can of kerosene over a pile of

charcoal briquettes. Everything tastes terrifically the

same—the acrid tang of burning fat and blackened mus-

cle fiber, the haunting scent of the gas station.

Now fish has been added to the grill and sometimes

vegetables; potato chips have grown into pancakes,

shoestrings, and hash browns. That is how far we've

come in thirty years.

But amid this charred and wasted landscape, some

bright patches are visible: 494
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Time Cafe, 380 Lafayette Street at Great Jones By their third week, chef Don Pintabona (Charles

(533-7000): injust one edifice you will find a bright and Palmer's apprentice at The River Cafe and Aure-

handsome restaurant with promising food; an ecologi- oie) and master of ceremonies Drew Nieporent (the

cally advanced grocery store (featuring a memorable wizard of Montrachet) were producing food worth

cashew and Brazil nut brittle called Rainforest coming back for: a definitive lobster consomme with

Crunch); a discotheque with pool table, pinball ma- sea scallops and favas; moist pigeon with tender lentils

chine , and bar; and a separate barroom of vast propor- in a mild vinaigrette; a veal rack (really a chop) in toma-

tions decorated in a melancholy 1950s style that made toey beef broth with deep-fried leeks and sweet string

me want to get weeping drunk. beans; a roasted halibut full of flavor (each of the day's

The restaurant is an airy space with a green-and- five fish species can be ordered poached, roasted, sau-

white mosaic floor and plastic booths, all dominated by teed, or grilled); and accompaniments of savory stuffed

a forty-foot black-and-white photomural of Joshua vegetables and Vonnas potato pancakes (a faithful ren-

Tree National Forest. Calamari has become obligatory dition of George Blanc's famous version—never my
at today's nouveaux bars and grills; this version was favorite—from La Mere Charles in Burgundy, where

dredged in white commeal and skillfully fried. Crab Pintabona once worked).

cakes were savory and sweet, dotted with tiny chunks As for negatives, the kitchen's tendency to undersalt

of peppers and cilantro, and an organic skirt steak could not always be corrected at the table. The butter

tortilla was deliciously beefy. Vegetables are taken se- tasted ofonion, which is the fault ofthe refrigerator, the

riously here; the generous garnish ofcooked fresh peas, knives, or the meadow in which the cow grazed. The

sweet com, spinach, and tomato that accompanied my green-painted pipes and radiators, the gray-and-white

nicely cooked salmon made me want even more, quite mosaic floor, the lifeless hue of the brick—all are too

the reverse of my usual response. Everybody seems to dull to fulfill the exuberant promise of the gorgeous

order a huge pile of very crispy shoestring potatoes, cut mahogany bar at the center of the room, preserved from

up and fried unpeeled; the baked dark red azuki beans Maxwell's Plum. Designers have spent fifteen years

are less popular because they are dry, grainy, gritty, learning how to activate the lofty ground-floor brick

and choked with cumin. factory spaces around lower Manhattan; until now I

Desserts are simply terrific. I can still taste the day's thought they had succeeded,

special pear turnover on a dark caramel pool and the There were rumors abroad before it opened that Tri-

delicate little berry tart; I wish that I could no longer BeCa Grill would offer simple-hearted food at bargain

taste the burned coffee. I should have spent $4.50 on prices. These have proved unfounded; entrees are $15

the special plunger pot of Kenya AA or Sumatra. Milk- to $26, so plan on spending $55 apiece for three courses

shakes and fresh juice are available for customers be- and a modest drink. The service was chaos during the

low the legal age for drinking coffee. restaurant's shakedown period, but with Nieporent at

Several waitresses are spectacular, including one of the controls, TriBeCa Grill should keep getting better

my favorites from 150Wooster and another with a de- until its dining room can compete with Montrachet;

servedly bare middle. I didn't notice the waiters, in- Pintabona's kitchen is practically there,

eluding our own, but my wife approved. Personally, I Lucky Strike, 59 Grand Street (941-0479): here is

have never liked guys who wear their baseball caps good simple food, inexpensive but honestly prepared

backwards or sideways. Entrees are $12 to $16, and a (all breads and desserts are baked in-house), and an at-

full dinner costs $40 to $50 a person. No reservations, tractive crowd of neighborhood types and girls with

A limited menu is available until 3:00 A.M. Thursday skinny arms in roUed-up white T-shirts. The obligatory

through Sunday. calamari was crisp and full of taste, as were the lentil

salad, steamed mussels, and fennel salad among the ap-

What are the chances of finding memorable food in a petizers. The mandatory pizzette for $5 was cute, the

frantically promoted downtown restaurant owned by roast chicken was juicy within and crispy where it

Robert De Niro, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Christopher should be (a rare accomplishment at the nouveaux
Walken, Bill Murray, Kiefer Sutherland, JFK, Jr., and bars and grills), and the sea bass was steamed with

Sean Penn? ginger, thus demonstrating the use of four cooking

One hundred percent at the TriBeCa Grill, in the old techniques in this kitchen. The Franco-American
Martinson's Coffee building at 375 Greenwich Street cafeteria decor is fun, and you don't feel you're pay-

(941-3900). ingoffthe architect's bill with each bite. Service was
What are the chances of actually catching a glimpse gracious if harried. Appetizers average $5.50, en-

of Robert De Niro, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Christopher trees $12.50, desserts $5.25; our bill came to $25 a

Walken, Bill Murray, Kiefer Sutheriand, JFK, Jr., or person. Open every day.from noon to 4:00 A.M.; no
Sean Penn? reservations . As part of a dramatic trend that is gain-

Seven and fourteen-h •ndrec'rhs percent. Bill N^unay ing fashion around town, Lucky Strike actually

was sitting at the next tabu - Mie ofmy visits, bu' n leaves the wooden pepper mill on your table; no long-

not sure I'd recognize Kiefei ^ thedand. er is your plate menaced by a waiter wielding ^496
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a cudgel-size pepper mill e*'en before you have had

a chance to taste the food.

Man Ray, 169 Eighth Avenue (627-4220), has sad-

ly shed its Art Deco finery, but in exchange we get low-

er prices and the extremely good soups (lobster-corn

chowder, celery root and chicken), sandwiches, pastas

(creamy maccherone with duck confit and tomatoes),

and fish (perfectly seared giant scallops and homemade

potato chips on a mound of greens) of Matthew Tivy,

who has more than landed on his feet since the demise

of Canal Bar; $30 a person for three courses.

Live Bait is over but Coffee Shop, at 29 Union

Square West (243-7969), is hot—half pickup bar, half

casual restaurant with a bustling mix of up- and down-

town customers, interestingly attired waitstaff, Brazil-

ian glimmers in the inexpensive food, and deafening

nonstop music. Open till 2 A.M. for food and 4 A.M. for

alcohol; plans afoot to stay open twenty-three hours a

day starting this month.

Manhattan's Upper Crust

The New York courts have been clogged with law-

suits about who has the right to call itselfOriginal Ray's

Pizza. The answer is immaterial to discriminating gas-

tronomes because the best pizzeria in New York is

John's Pizza at 278 Bleeker Street (243-1680). Nei-

ther John's creditable toppings nor its hideous murals

of Naples matter. With pizza it's the crust that counts.

Pizza is a flabbergasting food: a yeasty flatbread of

freshly stretched dough baked in special ovens just

when the customer orders it. The crust should be nei-

ther crisp throughout like a cracker nor soft like pita

bread. It must be browned and crusted on the very bot-

tom for perhaps one thirty-second of an inch and then

turn chewy for about a sixteenth. The thicker edges

must be bubbly and charred, crisp and fragile on the

surface but chewy underneath. A pizza crust should be

neither sweet nor bland but taste honestly of hard spring

wheat and yeast and salt.

After a recent binge I can attest that this is achieved

four times out of five at John's Pizza. Half the credit

goes to Steve Grant, the pizza man, and half to his coal-

burning oven, one of the few left in the city, installed by
the eponymous John Sasso in 1934.

Early one morning I watched Steve mix two hundred

pounds ofdough as Bob Vittoria, the manager, built a fire

of wood and rough blue-black chunks of anthracite in a

crater in the oven's brick floor. After an hour the coal

burned with an intense blue flame, the coal gases had dis-

appeared up the chimney, the air inside the oven reached

eight hundred degrees, and the brick floor was nearly as

hot—all wai ready for Steve to slide in a pizza alongside

the burning anthracite. The fashionable wood-burning

beehive pizza ovens all over town do not bum nearly so

hot. Their pizza may be topped with morels and moulard

duck, but their crust comes nowhere close to John's.

The city's building deport ,nent does not keep track

of coal-burning pizza ovt n - •' word of mouth has it

that only six others remain—fewer than one for every

million people in New York: Arturo's on Houston

Street, pizzerias in Coney Island, downtown Brook-

lyn, and 1 10th Street in Harlem, and, it is believed, a

restaurant somewhere in the Bronx. Leave the Bronx

and you'll have to drive seventy-five miles to the im-

mortal Frank Pepe's in New Haven to find another.

My other favorite Italian flatbread is ihtfocaccia of

Recco, a fishing village on the Ligurian coast, where

the dough is rolled out in two paper-thin layers and

filled with a savory, unctuous cow's cheese called

stracchino. This is the specialty of La Focaccia, at 51

Bank Street in Greenwich Village (675-3754), which

imports its stracchino directly from northern Italy. The

little storefront with its wood-burning oven set into a

wall of pale blue-and-white tiles was designed by Stu-

dio Morsa, the firm that brought modem Italian design

to Little Italy fifteen years ago at II Cortile and Cafe

Biondo on Mulberry Street and to fifty-seven other res-

taurant and food projects since, including the striking

Arqua and Giuliano Bugialli's cooking school.

Has New York's restaurant slump devastated its ar-

chitects? This was the pretext for my lunch with Mor-
sa's two partners, Antonio Morello and Donato Savoie

(no relation to the House of), behind the stunning steel,

bronze, and glass facade of Barolo, their newest con-

coction at 398 West Broadway near Spring (226- 1 102),

in a brick building that was a farmhouse in 1780.

As long as God creates rich lawyers with an urgent

need to become restaurateurs, they assured me, restau-

rant designers have nothing to worry about. They also

told me that Spring Street was once a rushing stream

and the car wash on Sixth and Broome still gets its wa-

ter from a well, right in the heart of Manhattan!

Barolo is named for the noblest red wine in all of Ita-

ly, and its wine list offers a hundred different bottles.

Antonio and Donato have planted nine cherry trees in

the large garden behind the restaurant and run a water

channel through them with fountains at both ends. The
kitchen needs time to develop, but there is no better

place in New York for sharing a bottle of wine in the

gathering twilight than the cherry orchard built by Stu-

dio Morsa.

Pastrami Update

The pastrami situation is forever fluid, but as of this

writing:

Best Pastrami South of Houston Street—Bernstein-

on-Essex, 135 Essex Street (473-3900).

Best Pastrami North of Houston Street—2nd Ave-

nue Delicatessen (no, not the Carnegie), 156 Second

Avenue (677-0606); fax: 477-5327.

And Tell Me What Street Compares with

Mott Street in July

New York's Chinatown is the largest Chinese en-

clave outside Asia, and with more than two hundred

places to eat it is also New York's great treasury 498
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of budget gastronomy. Since the late sixties Ciiina-

town's population has multiplied eight times and its

boundaries have pushed far beyond Canal Street on the

north and Bowery on the east. Now some of the best

restaurants are branches of Hong Kong establishments

or manned by Hong Kong chefs. Most restaurants hide

the specialties of the chef and of the seasons on their

Chinese menu (either printed or on the walls), and you

will become extremely hungry in the eleven years it can

take to learn the language. The three ways around this

problem are:

• Point to the most succulent-looking dishes you see

around you in the restaurant and ask the waiter what the

other customers are eating, especially if they're Chi-

nese. Though this appears rude and gluttonous, it al-

ways yields one or two scrumptious successes.

• Stick to dim sum, literally "heart points," the

wonderful procession of dumplings, pastries, noodles,

and rice that the Cantonese eat between 10 A.M. and

3 P.M. and refer to as "having tea." Carts piled high

with bamboo baskets and covered plates are wheeled

among the tables , and you can choose your food by how
it looks: delicate wheat or rice dough and bean curd skin

wrapped around vegetables, shrimp, or meat and

steamed or fried; flaky little cakes filled with bean paste

or sweet pork; pancakes of turnip and ham. When you

are finished, a waiter counts up the empty plates on

your table or the tiny rubber stamps pressed on your

bill. The restaurant scene in Chinatown ceaselessly

shifts like the course of the Yellow River. But at this

writing, you can have a massive tea-lunch at any of

these excellent places for $ 1 2 or less; prices for dinner,

when dumplings are not served, are double:

Triple Eight Palace, the largest and glitziest of the

Hong Kong-style dumpling houses; the staff lises

walkie-talkies for crowd control; 88 East Broadway
(941-8886).

Golden Unicorn, which some believe to be the best

restaurant in Chinatown; a branch of a Hong Kong es-

tablishment; 18 East Broadway (941-091 1).

Oriental Pearl, 103 Mott Street (219-8388).

20 Mott Street (964-0380).

Nice Restaurant, 35 East Broadway (406-9510).

98 Mott Street, formeriy the Oriental Palace, until it

was closed down by the Drug Enforcement Adminis-

tration, now owned by the Silver Palace (226-6603).

• Ask a Chinese gastronome to help you out. My
friend Henry Hugh recently ordered a meal of seven

courses at the excellent 69 Mott Street (the Chinese

characters v "r the door translate as Chrysanthemum
House Seafoou Restaurant). Every dish came from the

Chinese menu or v ;'s suggested by the proprietor, Paul

Chu. Six of us feasted to satiety for $20 each including

tax and tip. 1 ^^sked H^nry to write our menu on a little

card so that I—oi x "you—can eat just as well with-

out him. Please read r^
.

, . t of this article at least once
before tearing out these vz?,c characters and heading

down to 69 Mott.
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Seven-course dinner, 69 Mott Street

Reading vertically from right to left:

Salt and Pepper Deep-Fried Silver Fish (Whitebait)

Salted Fish with Roast Duck and Eggplant in Casserole

Ginger and Scallion Soft-Shelled Crab

Crispy Squab with Red Fermented Bean Curd Sauce

Hollow Vegetable with Fermented Bean Curd

Bamboo Steamer with Frog and Ham on a Lotus Leaf

Iron Plate Black Pepper Grouper with Eggplant

If any of these is out of season, try the Deep-Fried

Bean Curd with Conch, the Half-Dry Squid (flown in

from Kowloon Bay in Hong Kong), or the Fish Stuffed

into Its Own Skin.

An Unsurprising List of My Nine Best New York
Restaurant Meals of 1990

A Louis Harris survey shows that Americans believe

their leisure time has shrunk from twenty-six to sixteen

hours a week, and they do not want to spend them eating.

They want restaurant meals to last one hour instead of

three. In this, they are extremely misguided. Are they

reading more? Going to the ballet? Inventing clever

things to compete with the Japanese? Working for world

peace? No, they're probably watching basketball.

I have nothing more lofty to do with my leisure time

than eat, and neither do they, especially when the eat-

ing happens at any of my Top Nine, in the company of

animated friends. The order is not definitive, only

suggestive:

1

.

Le Bernardin, 155 West 51st Street (489-1515).

2. Aureole, 24 East 61st Street (319-1660).

3. River Cafe, 1 Water Street, Brooklyn (7 18-522-

5200).

4. Park Bistro, 414 Park Avenue South (689-

1360).

5. Alison on Dominick, 38 Dominick (727-1 188).

6. Bouley, 165 Duane Street (608-3852).

7. Montrachet, 239 West Broadway (219-2777).

8. Gotham Bar and Grill, 1 2 East 1 2th Street (620-

4020).

9. San Domenico, 240 Central Park South (265-

5959). •
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VALIANO.
coordinates and
sories. A fashion name
jenting exquisite Italian

J made in Germany.

IAS
NGELES- 213476-9330
OOKING BOUnOUE
NA BEACH • 714494-8208
B
^Y HILLS -213879-3800
i BENTLEY
ORT BEACH • 714548-7444
liLERIA
sr- 714 544-6340
rs
fITA- 619753-0870
MO
MDO BEACH • 213543-5540
BETH SIMMONS
EL -408624-4696
ILLY
[LYHILLS- 213278-2473
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LOS i^NGELES • 213278-4174

GtORlAS '

-LOS-ANGELES • 213 476-9330

NORDSTROM
SAN FRANCISCO 415243-8500

TROY
PALM DESERT • 619 346-1096

DINOVALIANO FASHIONS INC.

1466 BROADWAY SUITE 804

NEW YORK CITY NY. 10036

PHONE (212) 302.2407/08/09/16

TELEX 4971785 DING N.Y.
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Kegrettably,

most foreign aid programs are not much better

than this.

(

.

Foreign aid is a complex problem.

One that superficial answers will never fix.

People of the third world may need food today, but only knowledge

will help feed them tomorrow.

Twenty years ago, we at Technoserve began

to help the hungry in Africa and Latin America,

by teaching them how to plan, manage and harvest for themselves.

We're proud of our success.

But until the third world can feed itself, there's still so much to do.

Please help us help them. They need us and we need you.

II

Techno êrve

iFci iNOSfnvf

A working solution to world hunger

148 East Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut, USA 06851.

Call 1-800-99-WORKS
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

9 mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.

Clhe iouch 4^pare CoHler

Cartier Vendome pearl-tipped cigarettes.

Available only in the finest establishments.

For an Exclusive Subscription, call

1-800-CARTIER.
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The HottestShow inTown
Get your ticket to

upbeat^ offbeat variety

at $1 an issue.

L

•SSI,

"^-k^^^

The hottest show in town
is not in a theater. It's between
the covers of a magazine called

VANITYFAIR. And your half-

price ticket is already waiting for you.

Why is VANITYFAIR so hot? Because it's brimful

of exciting people. Alive Vv^ith fascinating ideas. Rich in

spectacle, color, and beauty.A vital chronicle of what's

happening onstage in the world—and backstage, too.

With choice tidbits you'll really relish (and might
otherwise miss).

Here is a showcase where the brightest can present

their best. And where intellectual pursuits can abide in

perfect harmony with fashion, talent, taste, and fun-
even slightly wicked, slightly scandalous fun.

In VANITYFAIR, we've turned our probing spot-

light on Elizabeth Taylor, Dustin Hoffman, Princess Di,

Madonna, and Sly Stallone. Brought you the writing of

Joyce Carol Oates, William Styron, John Updike, and
Norman Mailer.The photographs of Annie Leibovitz,

Snowdon, Horst, and Helmut Newton. Yes, you'll

discover a lot to like in today's VANITYFAIR. And
you'll receive 12 issues for only S12. (That's 50% off

the newsstand price of S24.)

VANITYFAIR. It's a true original.Take this oppor-

tunity to subscribe at half-price.

Call toll-free 1-800-247-2160
Or write to: VANITYFAIR

EO. Box 5228, Boulder, CO 80322

©The Conde Mast Publications Inc. 1985 mm FAIR
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e r968 KaMiU* 2&S% ak./voL tS) p c Wine& Spnn Inc. , Lm Ancetn. CA

It's a prrrfect taste: 1 Vi ounces of Kahlua to 4 ounces

of fresh cream or milk over ice. Kahlua, of course, wrote the

book on delicious delights. The Kahlua Recipe Book. We'll

freely send you as many copies as you like. Kahlua, Dept. K,

P.O. Box 230, Los Angeles, CA 90078-0250.



LIVING
Editor: Laurie Schechter

A couple in

Milan gives a

personal twist

to Art Nouveau,

throwing old-

world style a '60s curve.

CHARLA CARTER visitS

FOUR YEARS AFTER MILANESE JEWELRY DESIGNER
Donatella Pellini and linen manufacturer Vittorio Solbiati

met at an exhibition of Napoleonic memorabilia, they decid-

ed to move in together. "OK," said Pellini, "but the place

has got to have a garden.
'

' Her rambunctious Airedale, Tais-

toi (Shut up), needed space to frolic. But houses with gardens

in the middle of urban Milan are few and far between. It 502

hi^S^

i .3

Jewelry designer Donatella Pellini, TOP, in the garden surrounding the Milan apartment she shares with linen

manufacturer Vittorio Solbiati. INSET: The glassed-in salon and the stairway to the garden.

ABOVE: In the library, velvet armchairs are paired with a Victorian leather chair found in a London antiques .-n<^
'

Italian artisans restored the original Art Nouveau stained-glass sliding doors. On the mantelpiece c

Daum crystal and 1940s Murano gloss vases; on English painting hongs above.
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wasn't until a year later that Pellini found herself peer-

ing through the darkened ground-floor rooms of a belle

epoque town house bordering the tree-filled Parco del

Castello Sforzesco in the city's historic center.

The duplex apartment hadn't been touched in forty

years and, in its most recent incarnation as a photogra-

pher's studio, hadn't seen the light of day for the past

twenty. Still, Pellini "sensed magic." The garden,

too, was in a state of abandon bordering on disaster.

But it was vast—nine thousand square feet—and boast-

ed an improbable palm tree that immediately won Pel-

lini's heart: "Hove it. It gives the house a Cote d'Azur

quality, don't you think?"

After two years of extensive renovation, the couple

finally moved in a year ago. They began decorating,

Pellini insists, "without any particular plan." The re-

502 VOGliE SEPTEMBER 1990
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suit is a glorious jumble of decorative styles. Offbeat

flea-market and auction finds inhabit the gracious,

high-ceilinged rooms like quirky relatives in a bour-

geois household. " Vittorio and I like to mix," explains

Pellini. "Vittorio knows a lot about art and prefers

meubles d'epoque''—like the imposing Victorian

leather armchair, affectionately dubbed Shakespeare,

that presides over the library, and the kilim-covered

Napoleon III couch and chairs that endow the bow-

windowed entry with the air of a tum-of-the-century sa-

lon. Pellini 's tastes tend to be more "fanciful" and

more contemporary. The pair of curving couches in the

salon are pure sixties kitsch—particularly when cov-

ered in Pellini 's choice of royal purple felt. But the cou-

ple has also acquired pieces by an important Italian

designer of the forties and fifties. Carlo Mollino, 506

In the living room,

LEFT, 1960s couches

are covered in felt.

On the Louis XVI

morble mantel,

another sixties

touch, a chrome-

and-glass lamp, is

combined with a

glass piece from

contemporary

designer Borek

Sipek and a

marble profile

found at a St.

Germain

anfiqua'ire. A 1933

late-Cubist

painting from

Alicia Halicka

hangs above.

BELOW: Antique

English suitcases

serve as Pellini's

bedside table; a

velvet armchair by

Italian architect

Gio Ponti holds a

tray with Pellini's

collection of

Murano glasses,

Christmas presents

from her mother.

OPPOSITE: In the

couple's dressing

room, glass-

fronted cabinets

from a defunct

children's store

hold Solbiati's

wardrobe; a brass

wire cuff from

Bijoux Pellini's

1990 winter

collection.

•\
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Actuned to the elements of

modern st\ie. Max Mara stands

apart. It's Utopian elegance.

unbound. Instructured.

Incomplicated. .\ thoroujjhlv

civilized collection for fall.

H^ unveiled at ZCMI.

- This page: Wool shawl collar

I

foat m bron/e, ^IbO in

jon Coats. Pacini; pat;e:

)l velour cardigan jacket

ii|ruby or >iappHire. S4U():

coal wool c^ntout skirt,

'and silk paisley blou.se

f W^ JBL in s^phire or emerald. $355,

|"^1P
Pqp 3J2e5 5.12 in our Designer

'^^^ta
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Sportswear Collections.
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i

Call toll free 24 hours a day

i^^^^^H b.
1-800-759-6666.
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and contemporary glassworks by Borek Sipek.

Pellini, the chief designer and image shaperof

her family's fifty-year-old costume jewelry com-

pany. Bijoux Pellini, and Solbiati, who spear-

heads Solbiati Sasil, his own family's hundred-

year-old linen-manufacturing firm, travel

frequently together in Italy and to Paris, London,

and New York for trade shows and to keep an eye

on the competition. But one gets the distinct im-

pression that forays to the St. Ouen flea market,

the Left Bank antiquaires, Portobello Road, and

the Camden Lock market are an equally impor-

tant part of the Pellini/Solbiati itinerary.

For a couple whose professional lives are un-

avoidably moda, their home is conspicuously

free of fashion's iconography. There are no

stacks of glossy style books by the bed, or copies

of Vogue Italia lying on a coffee table (there are

no coffee tables). Instead, rows of pastel-tinted

paperbacks by Pellini's favorite women authors

grace the shelves of the Louis XVI bibliotheque

cum headboard in her bedroom.

Downstairs, the basement houses the kitchen

and dining area, as well as Solbiati's bedroom,

salon, and the Turkish-style mosaic bath where

Pellini installed twin showerheads "so we can

chat with each other in the mornings before

work." In the couple's dressing room, hanging

in glass-fronted cabinets salvaged from a defunct

children's clothing store, is crumpled evidence

of Solbiati's public passion: suits, jackets, shirts,

trousers, all fashioned from linen. "Vittorio

buys a lot of shirts and ties for fabric research,"

A pair of turn-of-the-

century chaises,

ABOVE, hold cotton

bolsters from

Milanese designer

Lisa Corti in what will

become Pellini's

studio. The painting

against the wall,

discovered in a

Milanese antiques

shop, is English.

RIGHT: The 1949 glass-

topped table and the

1939 wrought-iron

chair in the unfinished

dining room are by

Carlo Mollino; the

steel candelabra is by

Italian designer David

Polterer. Pellini found

the paintings in Milan.

,>..«sv^
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In Pellini's bedroom, LEFT, o Louis XVI bibliotheque

holds paperbacks, antique perfume bottles,

photographs, and gilt-framed drawings of Solbiati as

a child. The Indian silk, cotton, and velvet throws on
the bed ore from Lisa Corti. BELOW: A detail of

Pellini's bathroom. BOTTOM: Solbiati's bedroom with

an antique brass bed and a fifties lamp.

f
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Pellini explains with an amused smile. She

runs her fingers through a sheaf of pat-

terned linen ties: "I think he has forty thou-

sand of them!" Solbiati is depicted in

photographs and in drawings around the

apartment as a dandyish, bespectacled fig-

ure with a shock of unruly, graying hair

("a little Einstein, or Mad Maestro" is

how Pellini describes him).

The couple spend most of their time

down the corridor in Solbiati's salon, an

airy room furnished with unpretentious

taupe-and-white-striped canvas couches,

Solbiati's collection of twenties and thir-

ties drawings, and shelves containing

"only a fraction" of his vast library of

books on theater, art, jazz, cinema, and

Russian and Italian literature. "When we have friends with my family, so when I first moved in it was some-

over, we use all the apartment's rooms," Pellini ob- thing ofa painful break for me. Doing up a nev lie .>

serves, "but when we're alone together, we usually exciting—but agonizing too." She groans in oaspra-
choose this one. Until I was thirty-six I'd always lived tion. "And it's still not finished!" •
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global fashion
Oscar de la Renta announces that he plans to show his collections in Paris;

Galeries Lafayette signs a deal that will bring a branch to New York City in

1991. BlackAmericans rallying in NewYork City for Nelson Mandela turn up in a

street-sawy mix ofAfrican prints and bagg}^ pants. Estee Lauder products are

now marketed from L.A. to Moscow. As political barriers between countries be-

gin to disintegrate, so do style barriers—and fashion becomes increasingly

international. No longer do the eyes of the fashion world look only to the Eu-

ropeans for inspiration: ideas generate, germinate around the world—at once.

Such is the case, this fall, with color. What started out several years ago as a per-

sonal mission for a French designer named Christian Lacroix has become a

worldwide avalanche. Dresses, suits, and coats that fashion editors only last year

felt "really looked better in black" stand on their own in shades offuchsia, cor-

al, orange, or yello^w, and we have pages of them brought to you by the quartet

of designers we call the Kings ofColor. "Color is the new luxury item," says

Isaac Mizrahi, whose subtle layers of cherry and yellow are already flying out

of the stores. Says Bloomingdale's Kal Ruttenstein: "At the Madonna concert, I

discovered every woman in America already owns a stretchy black dress. The

Pucci explosion has given retailers the courage to go forward with color."

Bloomingdale's will fill its windows with Lacroix's "powerful brights." . . . More

color appears in the form of red—for our trip to Russia, where Christy Turl-

ington dances her way through the streets of Moscow and Leningrad. For day,

for night, in silk or sequins, red is the easiest beginning for those addicted to

black. . . .The evening alternative to color? Shine. Ofall types and dimensions.

What we mean: the metallic shine of intricately beaded skirts, racy fringed

dresses, silver knitted sweaters, satiny-looking raincoats. Shine that comes from

leather: from the soft look of black kid (in coats, suits) to the sixties pop of

patent. There are motorcycle jackets, over-the-knee boots, geometric tote bags,

moccasins for the city. This is dressing at its most lighthearted

.

And for environmentalists: a whole series ofplushy, soft teddy-bear coi-* t

have become the perfect warm alternative to fur.
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"^'-•- photo repreiL.-nts America's major

designers pulling together to combat
.iolyne Roehm, president

.,;i of Fashion Designers of

Am'£ -
i he CFDA, founded as an

hone. ^1 f society to promote American

fashion, has shifted its focus to fighting

^
' jays Roehm, "We have a

rcv^'nsibility as leaders in an industry

that's been devastated by the disease.

And my hope is to raise money—and

awareness—not only in the fashion world

uw an ttie country at large."

Seventh on Sale, an unprecedented

fund-raising effort of the CFDA and this

magazine, is headed by Roehm, designer

Donna Karon, and Vogue editor in chief

Anna Wintour. The benefit will be held

November 29 to December 2 at

Manhattan's cavernous New York State

Armory (Lexington Avenue and Twenty-

sixth Street) and will be a consumer's

dream store of new (and vintage) designer

clothing from every fashion category for

men, women, and children. With all

merchandise donated by the designers, all

sales help volunteered, and all costs

underwritten by Vogue, Seventh on Sale

aims to net more than $1 million to benefit

the New York City AIDS Fund, a nonprofit

umbrella group that grants money to

community programs for AIDS prevention

and outpatient care, pediatric care,

counseling, and housing for people

with AIDS.

The kickoff begins at the armory on

November 29 with a star-studded dinner

for five hundred (a $1 ,000 ticket also

guarantees first dibs on shopping). Says

dinner cochairman (with Oscar de la

Rento) Bill Blass: "In the post the fashion

industry's approach to AIDS has been

fragmented. This is a marvelous way to

bring the younger designers and the

established designers together in an

outburst of merchandising—and
enthusiasm." For those whose
pocketbooks can't quite stretch for the

dinner, $150 will buy dessert (plus

cocktails and dancing).

Seventh on Sale "really marks a
moment in history," says Isaac Mizrahi.

"AIDS is finally being reckoned with by
tfie design community. And the effort

we're putting into the sole is

proportioi.ate to the dear losses

we've felt."

For further information and tickets,

phone (212) 880-6835. Readers who are
unable to attend the benefit dinner or

sale but who would like to make a
donation may send a tax-deductible

contribution to the Council of Fashion
Designers of America Foundation, c/o

' ^ "'"«*, 1412 Broadway, New
Yo'l*, ?cks should be made

I ' »'ie CPb. Foundation.

^ LEi-T AND OVERLEAF CFDA members gather
on Seventh Ave ,ue. For identifications,

see last p-^^es.

Photographer: Patrick Demarchelier

There's strength in numbers,

as the Council of Fashion

Designers of America

joins Vogue to fight AIDS.

Coming up: a sale of designer

fashions at bargain prices—

as Seventh Avenue proves

that charity begins at home
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What's making
irrevsrent color

combinations work so
well: each tone is o(

the ame intensity.

jacket, &

earrinc

Christian L

a-Porter. The ,

eye makeup _,

Christian Dior: Black
Eyeliner Pencil #090
on lids and brows,
Cafe/Creme 2

Eyeshadow Palette

#808, and Black

Onyx Mascara Parfait

with Cashmere #090.
THIS PAGE:

Sometimes one burst

of color is all that's

needed. Wool coat by
Valentino. Valentino

Boutique, NYC.
Details, last pages.



It's the most popular

color of the season,

and it's often

combined with

touches of black.

Here, red the Chanel

way. THIS PAGE:

Cashmere and wool
dress. Bergdorf

Goodman; Nan
Duskin, Philadelphia;

Chanel Boutique,

Honolulu. And on

lips—a softer, barely

there red (Sheer

Brilliance Lipstick in

Mirage by Chanel).

OPPOSITE PAGE:

Texture and pattern in

one. Wool suit at

Chanel Boutique,

NYC, Chicago;

Neiman Marcus.

Details, more stores,

last pages.
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Four star designers-Mizrahi,

Ozbek, Versace, Lacroix-

all masters of color, find

inspiration in everything from

Chinese kimonos to MTV
^^saac Mizrahi is only twenty-eight and has already

won two Council ofFashion Designers ofAmerica

I
Awards. He counts Liza Minnelli, Candice Ber-

gen, and Sandra Bemhard among his best custom-

ers. Designers twice his age follow his lead

(though they'd never admit it). And he owes it all, he

says, to one key ingredient: sensual fabrication. "The

feel of luxurious fabrics and a sense of humor are al-

ways the beginning of a collection,
'

' he explains.

Mizrahi looks back to the simplicity of such great

American designers as Norman Norell, Halston,

and Claire McCardell. A master of ebulliently lay-

ered colors, he shows his place-mat skirt worn with

vanilla tights, a poorboy sweater, and the brightest

coat. His mission: to deliver the best sportswear

shapes rethought in fine fabrics and colors.

Another key to his collection: merging looks forday

and night. "I like layers of coats in kimono weights

because a woman often has to stay in one look right

through midnight—yet be insanely glamorous."

Practicality is the leitmotif. "That is what inspires me
the most in this collection," he says, "the modem
context ofcashmere—ribbed like a stadium sweater

—

worn with a brocade skirt to a fabulous dinner at home

.

I think the new mood for the decade is to just miss the

gala. If it's a charity, send the check, get dressed up,

and stay in
. '

'—ANDRE LEON TALLEY

Isaac Mizrahi, RIGHT, thinks "it's sportier to have a

lot of colors insouciantly mixed." LEFT: He layers

colors on a base of white "to make them look lit

from within." Coat (about $560), dress (about $460),

and leggings (about $120) by Isaac Mizrahi.

Bergdorf Goodman; Femina, Phoenix. Hair, Oribe

at Elizabeth Arden The Salon; makeup, Laura

Mercier. Details, last pages.

Fashion Editor: Carlyne Cerf de Dudzeele

Photographer: Penn
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There was hardly

j:i<y black '.n

Mizrah-'s fall

collection; instead,

a range of pastels

—

"uch as the "cherry

ice," THIS PAGF Coot

(about $975), skirt

(about $190), and

turtleneck (about

$130) by Isaac

Mizrahi. Bergdci'i

Goodman;
Hirshleifer's Etc.,

Manhasset NY;

Neiman Marcus.

OPPOSITE PAGE; More
color. Wool jacket

(about $850), wool

dress (about $495),

cotton-and-Lycra

turtleneck (about

$130), and cotton-

and-Lycra leggings

(about $120) by

Isaac Mizrahi. Saks

Fifth Avenue; Nan
Duskin,

Philadelphia; Saks

Jandel. Both pages:

hair, Oribe at

Elizabeth Arden The

Salon; makeup,

Laura Mercier.

Details, more stores,

last pagps.
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Rifat Ozbek,

OPPOSITE PAGE, has

put himself

through every

fashion craze from

disco camp to

the Boy George
look. THIS PAGE.

Designer to rock

stars from Neneh
Cherry to Keith

Richards, Ozbek is

the perfect choice

for Jade Jagger

(daughter of Mick

and Bianco). Cat

suit by O for

Ozbek, about

S302. Untitled,

NYC; Stanley

Korshak, Dallas;

Theodore, Beverly

Hills. Sneakers,

Ozbek. Details,

more stores,

last pages.

Fashion Editor:

Carlyne Cerf

de Dudzeele

Photographer:

Patrick

Demarchelier

Portrait: Penn
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ozbek
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With music his muse,

Rifat Ozbek takes MTV
fashion and gives it a

colorful beat. Stephanie

Mansfield listens in;

Jade Jagger shows off

his dazzling designs

he
has a beak like AH Baba and eyes the

color of Turkish coffee, two tiny silver

hoops in his large ears, and feet the size of

shovels encased in black velvet Moroc-

can slippers. If you haunt certain night-

clubs in London or Amsterdam, he's a lanky,

familiar sight, weaving through the crowd, puffing

on his Silk Cut cigarettes, writhing to the chill-out

hip-hop beat in retro-psychedelic swirling hues.
' 'This season,

'

' says Rifat Ozbek, whose last outing

was an all-white spring collection, "I've gone back

to color with a vengeance.

"

England's acid-house music movement is responsi-

ble for the shift. "It completely changed my life, " Oz-

bek says. He scrapped the traditional runway show in

favor of a twenty-minute video directed by John May-

bury, who lists Boy George, Neneh Cherry, and Sin-

ead O'Connor among his clients. Vogueing to the beat

of Snap's "The Power," Ozbek's mannequins wear

bright knit caps with dreadlocks, rainbow-colored se-

quined cat suits, boleros, flirty miniskirts. Skimpy,

sexy, they reflect Ozbek's sensual aesthetics.

Bom in Istanbul, bred in the London art crowd, the

thirty-six-year-old Ozbek has won Britain's presti-

gious Designer of the Year award and says his career is

a "fun pastime. I'm definitely not a workaholic," he

says, easing back into a fat white sofa in a friend's

Manhattan apartment. "I like working. I like party-

ing. I balance it. I don't go for the bum.

"

Ozbek believes in reincarnation, refuses to learn

to drive, and has been known to stop women on the

street and thank them for buying his clothes. There

is an ethereal Eastern quality to him. "He speaks

English but thinks in Turkish," says Robert Forrest,

his right-hand man.

Ozbek decided to make the video as much for his

own comfort as for his clients ' . "I hate to come onto

that catwalk. I get very nervous." Looking over his

shoulder at the Manhattan skyline, Ozbek is sudden-

ly pensive. "I guess I'm insecure. Every time I do a

collection, I think it'll flop."

His long legs are swaddled in the pants from an

eggplant-colored tracksuit, and his dark hair is

shaved GI close on both sides of his head, leaving a

mass of bangs slicked with pomade. What does his

mother back in Istanbul think? He laughs. "It's like

having a preppy son to her. The looks I've been

through!" In the seventies, he says, "we used to

wear Lou Reed black nail varnish, tons of glitter and

eye makeup, platform shoes, sequins. It was abso-

lutely genius.'' He glances over. "I think I look

really normal. Don't you?"

Looking normal has never been Ozbek's signature.

This might explain why Madonna, Jody Watley, Mi-

chelle Pfeiffer, Susan Sarandon, Tracey Ullman, and

other high-profile performers wear his clothes. "My
husband especially loves the colors for stage wear,"

says model Patti Hansen, also known as Mrs. Keith

Richards. Hansen says her spouse often borrows her

Ozbek jackets to wear on tour with the Rolling Stones.

(Mick Jagger and Jerry Hall are also Ozbek fans.)

"Cher came into the showroom in London and I

missed her," says Ozbek. "I think she's genius. For

me, she's like Meryl Streep."

Ozbek has also been asked to come up with unusual

items. "I did one personalized jacket for Madonna

when she went to meet then Mayor Jacques Chirac in

Paris. It had stained-glass kinds of sequins embroi-

dered on the back in the image of tjje Madonna. I've

seen her in it, so she must have liked it." Musicians

who buy his clothes "want to portray a more sexual

image. They're tight, sexy clothes. And they're

glitzy." He pauses, dragging on his cigarette.

"They're not vulgar. I think they're sensual." Says

Hansen: "He's gotten me out of black."

Ozbek, the elder of two boys, grew up on the

shores of the Bosporus. The family is Muslim, but

Ozbek says life was not strict. "We ate pork at

home. My parents were very modern." At eigh-

teen he left Turkey and went to Liverpool Univer-

sity to study architecture. He soon quit and headed

for London and the fashion crowd. He studied at

St. Martins School of Art and after graduation

took a job designing for the London chain Mon-
soon. In 1984 he started his own label.

Though Ozbek grew up in the sixties, he says he

"never got into the hippie movement. I was a seven-

ties teenager, more the disco generation. So when the

acid-house movement came, it was wonderful!

They're hippies for the nineties. All these kids are into

love and peace and drugs. Pot and Ecstasy and acid.

Not like heroin or crack. They show affection, hug

each other." The new acid-house hues replaced the

white of his previous collection, which Ozbek says

was a "purification" of the late eighties. He says he

wanted to cleanse his mind and prepare for the neon

brights of the nervy nineties. "They're not for shank-

ing violets," says Robert Forrest. •

1

1

I

It's easy to see why high-profile performers like Modonna and Whitney Houston stock up on Ozbek: the high-

energy style is built in—and poured on. Here, Jade Jagger in a rainbow-sequined cot suit. Rergdorf Goodman;

Neiman Marcus. For the Ozbek story (except portrait): hair, Sam McKnight for Daniel Calvi> 'roi.'pe;

makeup, Vincent Longo for Pipino-Buccheri. Details, last pages.
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Not for the

camera shy,

OPPOSITE PAGE^ a

velvet bra with

rainbow paillettes

by Ozbek, about

$390. Alan

Bilzerian, Boston;

Neiman Marcus;

Madeleine Gallay,

Los Angeles, this

PAGE When it

comes to color,

Ozbek throws all

the punches: here,

bomber by Ozbek.

Romanoff

Boutique, Coconut
Grove FL; Neiman
Marcus; Theodore,

Beverly Hills.

Velvet cat suit by

O for Ozbek,

about S302.

Untitled, NYC;
Stanley Korshak,

Dallas; Theodore,

Beverly Hills.

Details, more
stores, last pages.
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The designer goes

back to nature:

here, Sylvie

Guillem in a cat

suit inspired by the

colors and

patterns of exotic

fish and butterflies.

Of Lycra, about

$450, by Christian

Lacroix Luxe.

Bloomingdale's;

Nan Duskin,

Philadelphia; Saks

Jandel. Details,

more stores,

lost pages.
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With joie de vivre and

an explosion of color,

Christian Lacroix

continues to delight

and astonish.

GEORGINA HOWELL VlsitS

the couturier in Paris

Press the rewind button three years to July

26, 1987. Fashion belongs to the working

woman. Black. Beige. Classics. The
power suit. The blazer. The waistcoat.

The gym and the office. The world's fash-

ion press is assembled in a baroque hotel salon off

the place Vendome to witness the fashion event of

the generation, the debut of the first new couture

house in twenty-five years. At 3:25 the outer doors

are locked, the noise subsides, and spotlights beam
down on the scarlet runway.

"Ladies and gentlemen, it is with great emo-
tion. .

."

Choirs of convent girls sing the regional song of

his hometown, and backstage the designer bows his

head and makes the sign of the cross as the first

Christian Lacroix couture collection gets under

way. There follows, spilling across the crimson run-

way to the stamping beat and hoarse cries of the Gip-

sy Kings, such an explosion of color and theater and

doll-like glamour as the audience will never forget.

Southern sunshine floods the catwalk in the shape of

crinolines, poufs, bustles, and shepherdess fichus

and panniers, print on print, and all ending in a riot

of applause. Christian Lacroix has put the oh-la-la!

and ole! back into fashion. Over the top? Certainly.

A generation that has used up all other fashion op-

tions thrills to the theatricality of the event, the par-

ody element of comic opera and farce, and the

coquetry of his favorite model, Marie Seznek, as

she puts her feathered head to one side and a finger

on her chin and kicks up one glittering heel. Confi-

dent new money is on the road, hungry for high visi-

bility, humor, and sexuality. We all know where

Bette Midler, Madonna, and Princess von Thum
und Taxis will be buying their gala ball gowns. This

is amazing fun, but is it costume or real clothes?

"We are all in the lifestyle game now , '

' Christian

Lacroix explains. "So much contemporary art and

design is a joke, and full of allusions to the past. It's

like that because it is the end of an era. Everything

must be a kind of caricature to register, everything

must be larger than life. Design now has to be on the

second level."

Now see the new Christian Lacroix collection at

73, rue du Faubourg St.-Honore, on March 18,

1990.

In an azalea pink tent that turned the hot southern

colors of the clothes electric, the press was treated to

the visual fireworks of an already classic Christian

Lacroix Luxe and Pret-a-Porter collection— mata-

dor jackets in high-voltage pastels encrusted with

embroidery, printed cat suits, sombreros winking

with trinkets, tiny dresses concealed behind brilliant

outsize bows of shot taffeta, gaudy ruffles and frills

bursting from sober vents, legs in skintight watered

silk. Velvet hoods framed fabulous spiky gems,

probably created by throwing items from Schiapa-

relli, Dali, and a maharaja's jewel chest into a boil-

ing cauldron and chanting incantations.

Doll-like naivete banished, the collection was
seen by fashion editors as a sophisticated exercise in

Parisian frivolity, bearing the stamp of the long-

distance runner—wearable fashion for grown-ups,

but with the color, excitement, and humor intact.

Lacroix's couture is still the laboratory of ideas he

promised, but he has moved on. He says that after

his debut he touched down in reality. "Now it was

time to be a businessman.
'

'

When you hear that gentle voice perpetually on

the point of extinction into laughter or gesture, it's

hard to remember that this is a very tough performer,

a fighting Taurus with Leo in the ascendant. No-

body understands the business better or sees more

clearly how the powerful fashion statement of the

couture acts as an umbrella for the money-making

ventures created under its name and aura. He will

soon be adding boutiques in five countries, a men's

collection, and a range of cosmetics to his couture.

Luxe, and Pret-a-Porter lines. There's also a new
perfume, launched this month, C'est la vie! This

heady scent is appropriately personified by the

ravishing Sylvie Guillem, the great twenty-five-

year-old French ballerina who wears knee-high

laced leather boots, cat suits, and a bowler hat

—

and that's offstage.

Lacroix has changed perceptibly since his first

collection. For one thing, he speaks far better En-

glish. For another, his hair is short. Since he used to

cut his hair only on the eve of a collection, has he

capitulated and become a true bourgeois?
' 'That is still the only time I meet my barber, but

now 1 have four collections a year!" He has a

whole repertoire of laughs from the "tee-hee-

hee" of the geisha behind the fan to a stuttering

"to-to-to-to" to this full-blooded "ha-ha-ha"

that fills the air now.

With his heavy southern features and mobile, ex-

pressive face, he looks more like a French radical

than a couturier. He sits at the heart of his couture

house, a classic stone-and-marble hotel particulier

near the president's palace, wearing a quiet Ralph

Lauren suit and a radiant tie in hot acid colors that

strikes gaudy visual chimes with an adjacent bou-

quet of Day-Glo velvety rosettes and wildflowers,

while the salon reels about him like the background

of a comic strip—a carnival of fuchsia, black, and

citrus yellow; androgynous chairs ?ad horned

changing cabins under the lewd grin . uJe noses

of Venetian wall masks. The (^'~ j roix is not

549



a monument historique, say its designers, Garoustc and Bo

net' . i

t

' s a monument hysterique

.

Like Karl Lagerteid. Lacroix is cool about the ar

chitecture of clothing, dismissive of the restrictions

of taste and fashion. But only Lacroix plows his

own origins and background back into every as-

pect of his work

"Today the design content is not enough." he

cays. "You have to add the personal touch, the

emotion, the part of you that is in your past and

in your mind. I protect myself by being faithful

to my life and past. I am my roots." He brings

out a clutch of family photographs taken in his

hometown, Aries, in the Midi, with its sun

bleached, bull-dotted landscapes. He sorts

childhood photographs on the table in front of

him—bullfights, little girls whose dark eyes and

round faces peer out from lace mobcaps, teenage

picnics in the sand and dnft-

wood. It is a privileged

glimpse into a private, strictly

bonded provincial society in

which neighbors become hon-

orary family only after three

generations of social and busi-

ness proximity. Christian, a

merry, dark child in a knitted

cap, was the adored only son

of a family of irrigation and

rice-culture engineers for the

Camargue. Shuffling his

past, he brushes aside a pho-

tograph of himself as a naked

baby v/ith a 'To-to-to! Nc
comment!

"This is my grandmother, a

coquette at seventy-five. She wore white from May to Sep-

tember, would not allow you into her room until she had on

her makeup and jewels

.

My father, ver>' handsome and cold, from the Protestant

area of Cevennes.
"

" He compares this cool and stylish figure

to the thirties and forties idols of the French movies. "Very

Charles Trenet, very Raimu. very Jules Berry!"" He smiles.

"And ver>', very fashion-minded. When he introduced my
mother to his family, he abandoned her at the door of the

drawing room because he had a fitting with his tailor.
"

'

Trained in the history of art at the L'niversite Paul Valery in

Montpelier. intending to become a curator of fashion, La-

croix has a knowledge of style that is not only academic: he is

steeped in the cinema and has total recall of all the postwar

music and fashion

crazes that flourished

ir the provinces and

on the fringes of Paris.

"This is me in Pro-

vence in "71
, twenty

years old. Proving an

effect!"

With a "woof!" of

alarm he hands over a

photograph of a 664

550

1 A Lacroix costume sketch for a production of Carmen. 2. in the kitchen of Christian

Lacroix's Paris apartment, flag decals cover the refrigerator, and the wall is hung

with fanciful heads of bulls. 3- Lacroix's marketing director, Jean Jacques Picart.

4. Sunflower dishes on a tiled kitchen table. 5. A collage portrait of Lacroix, made by

a friend, hangs above Fron^oise's dressing table. 6. Lacroix fitting Ines de La Fres-

sange for her wedding dress in June 1990. 7. A Lacroix inspiration: the traditional

costumes of Aries. 8. Lacroix with his models in Kuwait. May 1990- 9. In the library,

Fran^oise covered a banquette with an American flag, antique kilims, and cash-

mere shawls. 10. Isnard's Les Arlesiennes, one of Lacroix's favorite paintings,

bougiri recently in Paris by Fran^oise. 1 1 . A Picasso lithograph, 1 970. 1 2. Fran^oise

Lacroix in New York in October 1 989. 1 3. A festival last year in Aries. 1 4. Lacroix in

his native countryside. 1 5. A bullfight t Aries in April 1 990. Details, lost pages.
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'and legs,

zipllered |»
^ with oversize

sleeves, topped
^^ offwHIii

ewsboy cap.

Jacke-

>825. Henri ^
Bendei;

.ouette, Chevy
Chase MD; Gretat

Beveriy Hills. In

i tfiis story: hair,

Orlbe at Elizab_^
Aitlen The Salon;

makeup, Sonia
Kashuk. Travel

"-

the Soviet Uni(

provMed by
Finnair. Details,

more stores,

last pages.

Fashion Editor:

Grace Coddington
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reds

For decades, nothing seemed to change inside the USSR. Now things

are happening so fast that it's impossible to keep up with the headhnes

you've been told to take chewing gum, Marlboros,

dollars, blue jeans, even condoms—to use as cur-

rency, tips, bribes. You've been told to take pea-

nut butter, tuna fish, toilet paper, sink stoppers,

towels—to survive the hotels, the restaurants.

You've been told to expect drab from Moscow,

splendor from Leningrad, and the Party line from

your Intourist guide. You have visions of the KGB
in every corridor, a bug in every wall , because you

grew up in the USA in the 1 960s and you remember the Berlin

Wall going up, the Cuban Missile Crisis, The Spy Who Came
infrom the Cold, Prague, Afghanistan. It's hard to shake all

that. Glasnost or no, going to the USSR for the first time is

still a bit like going behind enemy lines.

So when you arrive at Moscow's Sheremetyevo Interna-

tional Airport, it's somewhat anticlimactic. You breeze

through customs, get into your hotel's waiting Volvo, and

find that instead of drab, Moscow in late May is lush, green,

and blooming with pink, purple, and white lilacs. You're not

ready for the architecture either. Granted, there are the mas-

sive apartment projects on the outskirts of the city, but as you

reach the center of town, Moscow becomes a pastel hodge-

podge of Greek-temple palaces, exotic Russian imperial-

style fortresses, and wonderfully eclectic Art Nouveau. Even

Stalin's "wedding cake" high rises have an appealingly

center and a restaurant with gilded columns, a muraled ceil-

ing, and Russian waiters who play with French. The food is

good—especially the borscht, the caviar, and the pehneni (a

kind of Russian ravioli) in mustard sauce. The bill comes in

rubles (to let you know you're in the USSR) followed by the

U.S. dollar equivalent at the outrageously high official rate.

You pay in dollars or some other hard currency. No rubles

—

nicknamed wooden money by the locals, who are forced to

get by with them—ever change hands at the Savoy.

Few Soviets therefore can afford to hang out at this hotel.

Nevertheless, the Savoy's Hermitage Bar constantly buzzes

with Germans, Finns, Swedes, Japanese, Brits, and Ameri-

cans—all in the USSR to pull off joint ventures in the new,

free, wide-open Soviet market. "It used to be that nothing

ever changed here. Now things are happening so fast that the

Time and Newsweek correspondents are in despair because

they have three-day lead times," says Eileen O'Connor, a

correspondent for the Cable News Network who has been

based in Moscow for more than three years. Sitting under the

Hermitage Bar's huge fake Faberge clock, she's talking

about her stint in the USSR. It's been an exciting time, al-

though the bloom is clearly off the rose as the economic and

political problems uncovered—some say caused—by glas-

nost continue to mount. "Where it all will lead, nobody

knows," she says. "One thing is clear: you cannot be a Sovi-

levojution

whimsical quality, once you get beyond the politics. And by et expert and live in the U.S. In fact, I don't think there are

any experts on this country right

now—not even Soviets. It's too

unpredictable. But I wouldn't want

to be anywhere else."

And as I spend more time in

Moscow, I begin to understand

what she means. Call it a revolu-

tion; call it anarchy; something is

happening here. In the English-language edition of the con-

troversial Moscow News, you can't believe your eyes: every-

thing is laid bare—the lies of Chernobyl; perestroika's

credibility crisis; the need for a new constitution that "must

make human rights real and immutable"; the results of a poll

that finds the two organizations most trusted by Soviet citi-

zens are the Russian Orthodox church and the Green move-

ment (the Communist party finishes a distant sixth). On the

radio, Gorbachev compares the changes now taking place in

his country to those of the 1917 Revolution—while his nem-

esis, Boris Yeltsin, the new president of the Russian republic,

declares Russia's laws to be above those of the Soviet Union.

In between this history in the making, a Moscow language

school advertises courses in Russian specially designed for

foreign joint venturers, and the ministry of Foreign Economic

Relations gives out its telex number for further information

on doing business in the USSR. ^560

the time you come up on Red Square and get that first flash of

St. Basil's, with its intense polychrome onion domes, you

think you've died and gone to Disneyland.

You check into the Hotel Savoy. Now advertised as "Dec-

adent Western Luxury in the Heart of Moscow," the Savoy

first opened in 1912 during the reign of Czar Nicholas II,

changed its name to the Berlin in 1958, and was closed and

completely done over in 1988 in a joint venture between In-

tourist and Finnair, the Finnish airline. Open barely a year

now and steered by a competent Finnish general manager, the

reborn Savoy is currently the place to stay in Moscow, al-

though a number of other joint-venture Western-style hotels

are set to open in the near future in Moscow and Leningrad.

The Savoy's eighty-six rooms have marble baths, plenty of

thick towels, movies in English, CNN, phones that work.

(The only thing that doesn't work in my room is the stopper

for the bathroom sink!) The hotel also has a serious business

At Moscow's number-one tourist attraction—Red Square, opposite page-^ visitor from Central Asia shows .1 his war
medals. The other visitor, an American tourist, shows off shoulder-spanning lapels on a wool wrap jacket. I' ierneath, a

barely visible stretch skirt. Jacket (about $1,695) and skirt (about $435) by Claude Montana. Caron Che ,, Coconut
Grove FL; Claude Montana Boutique, Beveriy Hills. Coat at Bloomingdaie's. Bodysuit by Donna Karan Nt ork, about

$280. Hirshleifer's, Manhasset NY. Details, more stores, last pages.
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Out on the streets, it's just as bizarre. The lines at

McDonald's are longer than those outside Lenin's

mausoleum on Red Square. (To think that a revolu-

tion could be lost to a Big Mac.) There is also much

talk as to when the Pizza Hut is really going to open.

At the same time, there are terrible shortages. Lines

are everywhere. It is estimated that the average So-

viet housewife spends a total of three hours standing

in line every day. People are losing faith in peres-

troika. Clearly, something's got to give.

For journalist Vitaly Korotich, editor in chief of

Ogonyok, the progressive Soviet weekly magazine,

the only way out of his country's suffering is peres-

troika, which he translates as "the way back to hu-

manity." "For years this country was full of

expectations," he says. "We had decades of noth-

ing but dreams; we built citizens who had only

dreams. Now we must change the rules. We have no

choice." Korotich speaks almost matter-of-factly.

sitting on his desk drinking a cup of espresso at the

Ogonyok offices in Moscow. He is about to leave for

Israel to participate in an international conference

on hatred in the twentieth century organized by Elie

Wiesel. Named International Editor of the Year in

1989 by World Press Review, Korotich has turned a

' "terrible right-wing conservative magazine" ' with a

circulation of260.000 ("People bought it in airports

because it published good puzzles,
'

' he jokes) into a

freethinking. innovative journal that takes on every-

thing from his country's inflated defense budget to

its old-fashioned socialist textbooks. Ogonyok, now

with a weekly circulation of 4.6 million (it would be

even larger were it not for paper shortages), is also

known for having published behind-the-scenes re-

ports on the war in Afghanistan, exposes of Stalin's

crimes, the memoirs of Khrushchev's son. Recent-

ly, it serialized The Spy Who Came infrom the Cold.

But beyond the success of his magazine, Korotich

longs for the success of the Soviet Union, which he

sees as "the day when this will be a normal coun-

try." "All my life. I've felt as if we've been the

guinea pigs of some great social experiment." he

explains. "Now we're in the middle of yet another

one. . .but after years of living in the trenches, it's

not a problem for us to start over again. We don't

have much to lose."

The search for a normal life is a central motif in

forty-two-year-old Viktor Erofeev's underground

novel, Moscow Beauty, which after numerous sa-

mizdat versions will be officially published in the

USSR this fall and will later come out in French,

German, and English editions. Set in pre-glasnost

Moscow . Erofeev's surreal book follows the sexual

adventures of a striking, well-meaning young wom-
an named Irina. In her naive quest to save her coun-

Time out for the Torpedos—one of Moscow's hottest
soccer teams—and for Christy Turlington. Her outfit:

quilted and in silk, by Frank Fiore. Top, about $320.
Skirt, about $210. Martha International, NYC;
Panache, Millbum NJ. Chanel gloves. On-the-ball

color: on lips, Stendhal's Rouge a Levres #R68.
Details, last pages.
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"Russia is a paradise for writers:
try, Irina shares her bed with a sizable cross section of Soviet

society, writes about it openly, and ultimately finds herself in

big trouble. "Irina's search foranormal life is the search of a

whole society," Erofeev explains over a quick lunch in the

Savoy dining room. ''Before perestroika. this was impossi-

ble to find. It always led to trouble." He credits Gorbachev

with making reform possible but isn't surprised that the presi-

dent's popularity is waning. "In every revolution, the people

who initiate it ultimately become the targets. It's a pity, but

it's normal." Erofeev, whose father had been a high-ranking

Soviet diplomat, says that he enjoyed "a happy Stalinist

childhood" that included everything from limos to dachas.

But when he edited a collection of works by dissident writers

and refused to sign a letter refuting his action, his father, who

supported his decision, lost his job and his privileges. Like

most of his countrymen, Erofeev won't predict how his country

will emerge from its present turmoil. "Even if it is a bad fu-

ture, it will be better than our bad past," he says. At the same

^
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e plots are here"
time, he finds today's USSR "a paradise for writers. . .be-

cause all the conflicts are open. You don't need to invent any-

thing. All the plots are here."

Paradise not just for novelists—but for filmmakers as well

.

Witness Taxi Blues, a little Soviet movie that dazzled audi-

ences at this year's Cannes Film Festival and won the best-

director award for Pavel Lounguine. The film, which will be

released in the United States in October, tells a simple story of

the relationship between two very different characters: a

At the bar at Leningrad's legendary Vaganova
Choreographic School, left , under a portrait of Sergei

Prokofiev, above: Ogling Impressionists at the Hermitage,
in Complice. Details, last pages.

Moscow taxi driver and a saxophone player. In so doing, it

addresses a variety of themes: anti-Semitism (the musician is

Jewish), alienation, loneliness, and ultimately what peres-

troika means to the little man. Lounguine, who lives in his

parents' ancient, cluttered apartment, which he describes as

"a little Jewish castle," is a roly-poly man with a big smile

and a terminal stutter that doesn't stand in the way of the ex-

citement he feels about his film. "Here the little man was al-

ways told he was a hero. 'You're suffering but you're a hero.

'

But today simple people are discovering that they are little

people with no future." Still, Lounguine insists that Taxi

Blues is not a pessimistic film. "It doesn't have a happy end-

ing—there are no happy endings in life. At the same time, the

people in this film find great passion. . .love. . .life. They

discover that they are alive—and it hurts. Before, we had

some kind of lethargy. A week, a month, a year would go by

and nothing happened. Suddenly we're experiencing real

life, real feeling for the first time. And it hurts.
'

'

The more time you spend in the Soviet Union, the more

you see—and feel—the hurt Lounguine is talking about. It

goes beyond the lines and the poverty. It has more to do with a

loss of pride and idealism
. '

' Before , no matter how bad things

were, the people were proud of their country," Eileen

O'Connor tells me. "Today they no longer have that." Jour-

nalist Len Karpinsky, in a scathing article in Moscow News
titled " 'Socialism' Awry," takes the argument even further:

"Glasnost has shown people some of the truth, and the truth

revealed the outrage done to their dream, the ur; .ecedented

historical swindle. People had believed in the Revolution and

were assiduously 'digging a pit' in the belief 'hat they were
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'reaching for the skies.' . . .The tragedy of empty shelves

pales before the tragedy of the devastated ideal."

One night, while driving around Moscow with a Russian

friend, I ask to stop by a huge wedding-cake apartment build-

ing erected alongside the Moskva River in the early .950s.

Called the Kotelnicheskaya, this Stalinist extravaganza with

its massive marble columns and classical friezes is amusing

by day but creepy at night. The babushka guarding the door at

first refuses to let us into the lobby, but my friend says that I

am an architect from America and would like a quick look if

possible, pozhalsta. She acquiesces and we enter an outra-

geously outsize space of marble floors and boiserie-oma-

mented ceilings. But it is not all this grandeur that get 666

Night on the town, right, at Moscow's traditional

Russian restaurant Rasgulyai, with a gypsy orchestra.
Adding sparkle to the evening: the glittery decorations on
the lead singer and on a short wool and silk dress. Dress,
by Genny. Charivari, NYC; Neiman Marcus; Greta, Beveriy
Hills. INSET BOTTOM: On one off the many catwalks at GUM,
Moscow's spectacular triple-arcaded department store: a

dress by Chanel. About $1,740. ABOVE; Drama
provided by the golden griffins on Leningrad's Bank Bridge
and by Isaac Mizrahi: a silk taffeta blouse (about $460),
cummerbund (about $250), and brocade pants (about

$695). Details, more stores, last pages.
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A standout against a
couple of standing colossi
at the nineteenth-century
Little Hermitage Palace in

Leningrad, opposite page:
Gianni Versace's trench
coat—silk on the outside,
faux fur on the inside.

Coat, about $1,517.
Gianni Versace, NYC,
Chicago, Beverly Hills.

THIS PAGE: A more
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j

monument—the hammer-
ind-sickle insignia decking
a fur cap. The Western

way to keep warm: Norma
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silk coat. About $700.
pMO Norma Kamaii, NYC.
I
For dramatic eyes: More

;
Than Mascara in Rich
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sister
Growing up in a dance-pop dynasty, Janet Jackson has hit terra

firma with a streetwise style all her own. By Stephanie Mansfield

Janet Jackson is giggling.

"They brought in this snakeskin bra and they wanted me to

wear it, and I said, 'OK, this looks nice,' and I tried it on. I

looked in the mirror and I looked like Dolly Parton! It had

pads in it!" She cups her full breasts with her palms. "/

couldn ' t tuckmy boobs in! They kept

poppin' out! So they took the pads

out of the bra. It fits better now. Ja-

net, who does my hair, said, 'You're

gonna shock your mom. I'm callin'

her up right now.'
"

But Jackson's mother must be im-

mune by now . Her baby girl , her dar-

ling dumpling, her snookums in the

snakeskin bra has been smoking up

the charts with Janet Jackson'

s

Rhythm Nation 1814, her funkily

erotic MTV videos, and her sold-out

cross-country tour featuring grind-

ing dance routines, fireworks, and a

black panther.

Twenty-four years old. Michael's

youngest sister. Prince's alter ego.

The kind of girl who likes to be in

control but who still defers to a high-

powered board of advisers and im-

age makers. Janet Jackson may be

the unlikeliest heroine of the nine-

ties: a rich kid from California in

thigh-high boots and a black hacking jacket, wearing a trade-

mark hoop earring with a dangling key , she has taken her anti-

drug, antibigotry, anti-illiteracy anthem to the streets,

espousing a new black nation with a social conscience and a

nasty jackhammer beat.

Get the point? Good Let's dish

.

' 'The first night of the tour was the worst,
'

' she says , sit-

ting in a Los Angeles dressing room before a photo shoot

recently. (Warren Beatty had stopped in the day before to

meet her. Arsenio Hall was expected.) "Everything went

wrong that night. Everything. The cat! He peed on the

stage. I slipped in it. The other dancers slipped in it. The
sound guys had this echo going on that would not stop. I

mean, everything that could possi-

bly go wrong went wrong." She is

not whiny. Or spoiled. She says all

this with a shy little-girl voice.

The reviews did not make her feel

so g-g-good. Her success had largely

been based on the tightly controlled

image of her videos, and the show

scored higher on visual appeal than

on audio. But four months into the

tour, by midsummer, the reviews

got better and Jackson seemed to hit

her groove.

She has spent years preparing for

this moment. She remembers how
she felt when her brother Michael re-

leased his best-selling album Thrill-

er. He had been famous as a member
of the Jackson Five, but that album

put him into hyperspace. Janet was

nineteen. "I was like, God, why
can't that be me? I want to do that.

'

'

Janet did borrow from Michael

(not only some of the dance moves

but also the breathy soul bedroom ballads), but she is not his

clone. With her baggy blue jeans hiply ripped at the knees,

and her heavy black Clockwork Orange boots, she seems

more substantial and more earthy than her ethereal brother.

Yet her visage, down to the demure cleft chin, is disarmingly

similar to Michael's. Both appear to be very expensive, very

fragile baby dolls. Janet just looks newer.

Asked how her siblings are handling her supernova status.

Janet Jackson's pleasure orinciple. this page: The black cat takes control—in Azzedine Alaia. Ribbed wool and spandex
dress, about $820. Alaia New York; Alaia Chez Gallay, Beverly Hills; Gallay, West Hollywood, this page

AND OPPOSITE Topping the sleek look, a cap of shiny black python. Details, last pages.

Fash n Editor: Carlyne Cerf de Dudzeele Photographer: Herb Ritts
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solid sister

Jackson says, "There's no jealousy, there's no rivalry." She

takes a bite of salad and flashes a self-satisfied kid-sister

smile. "I'd say there's ^nvy."

Professionally managed by her father, Jackson had had

small roles in two television sitcoms {Good Times and

Diff ' rent Strokes) and recorded two "kiddie soul" albums

by the time she was seventeen. One former teacher de-

scribes her singing voice as "weak" and says Jackson never

pushed herself. Exposed early on to the strong family work

ethic, Jackson had vamped for Vegas audiences at the age of

seven in feather boas and cha-cha heels, doing a throaty Mae
West impersonation and singing "Love Is Strange" with

brother Randy. She was raised as a Jehovah's Witness but

says, "I don't study anymore.

They say Randy and I are the re-

bels in the family."

Janet was closest to Michael

(they share a fondness for ani-

mals) but was overshadowed by

other family members, espe-

cially older sister La Toya.

"She used to say, 'I'll never be

as pretty as La Toya,' " recalls

school director Marjory Van
Valkenburg, director of the Val-

ley Professional School, Jack-

son's alma mater.

At the age of fourteen, Jackson

had her nose bobbed. "It was a

big thing. A lot of kids were get-

ting their noses done,
'

' says Van

Valkenburg. Four years later, it

was again reshaped. The entire

Jackson family, she notes, "has

gone through a lot of plastic

surgery."

For the 1984 Valley Profes-

sional School graduation, the

seniors were requested to wear

white. Jackson went to the

principal and begged to be an

exception to the rule. She said

she looked awful in white and

broke into sobs. On graduation

day, Jackson showed up in a

flaming red Scarlett O'Hara
strapless ruffled gown. She was the only one not in white.

Jackson grew up a tomboy and still feels more comfortable

in Yamamoto and Gaultier high-necked shirts and jeans and

the quasi-military Rhythm Nation garb than in dresses.

"When I was growing up, I'd always sit with my legs open. I

guess that was part of being a tomboy. My mother would slap

my thighs, saying, 'Close your legs!' We'd be in church on

Sunday and she'd always be slappin' my legs."

She leans back and giggles. "I bought a few dresses for the

summer. I wore one the other day and I'm sittin' down like

this." Her legs fall open. "I was talking to a friend. I had my
hand right here, up my dress.

*

' Her left hand rests on her up-

per thigh. "And she goes, 'What are you doin'?' I'm just not

used to wearing dresses.
'

'

But wearing dresses wasn't . biggest adjustment. It

was learning to deal with the real world. At the age of eigh-

teen Jackson eloped with James DeBarge, a member of a

popular singing group. Her parents found out through

the press. The marriage was quickly annulled, and she

returned to the strict cocoon of the family and its well-

guarded mansion.

Jackson does feel that she lost several years of her child-

hood working in the industry. "The thing is, I don't think I'd

do it differently. Growing up in this business you mature so

quickly. You're around so many adults.

"

While Jackson sings of bigotry and prejudice, her own
experiences were cushioned by the kind of lifestyle most

people—black or white—never experience. She acknowl-

edges her elite standing. "The
thing is, being in this business,

things are different." The
power. The money. The clout.

"Yeah." She nods. "I feel

like you're accepted a lot more

by being in entertainment."

By 1987 Jackson had aban-

doned the Motown sound in fa-

vor of the Prince-inspired

Minneapolis funkadelic
groove of Jimmy Jam and Ter-

ry Lewis, who coproduced the

resulting best-selling album
Control. Janet Jackson, former

Valley girl, had successfully

reinvented herself, accompa-

nied by coolly shot videos that

promoted her new, raunchy

persona.

"With the videos we've
done, they've been my con-

cepts. Not actually trying to cre-

ate an image but something

that's already there. Bringing

that to everyone else's atten-

tion. That no one else would

have known was in me."

Her romantic liaison with

Rene Elizondo has also been a

creative spark. The son of Holly-

wood actors, Elizondo (now liv-

ing with Jackson) has a part in

Jackson's latest video, "Come Back to Me," and is said to be a

guiding force for her "visuals.
'

'

"We're living in a very visual time right now," Jackson

explains. "That's why videos are so important. Before, they

really weren't. They play such an important part in the music

business. The next is the live show. But the first they ever see

of you is the video."

Touring has been a strain. She doesn't sleep well on the

road and the work is grueling. She has licensees and product

endorsements to worry about (T-shirts, watches) and exam-

ines a shirt prototype in the dressing room. "I don't like the

color," she says brusquely. It will be changed.

WTiile Paula Abdul (Jackson's former choreographer and

her brother Jackie's former girlfriend) is a better dancer and

Whitney Houston has a better set of pipes, Janet ^667
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She loved him. She loved the house.

Was it possible that what was coming
between them was a wall in the kitchen?

A story by Mary Morris

When Meg moved in with Zachary, he said she could do any-

thing she wanted to fix the place up, except paint the wall . She

liked the house well enough. It was colonial-style, white with

green shutters, and most of what she didn't like Zachary said

she could throw out. There was the accumulated junk—the

old roller skates in the basement from children who wouldn't

be caught dead in them now, the three-legged ping pong ta-

ble, newspapers from terror-stricken Sundays, the foreign

coins from too many business trips, napkins stained with the

assorted sauces Lucinda made that never came out right and

never turned things around.

Meg scrutinized this house ofdead plants that drooped like

eavesdroppers in the living room, and dreary cacti that would

never bloom, of bumt-down candles and cat-clawed sofas.

the paint-chipped ceilings that fell on Meg like the sky on

Chicken Little, and the closets filled with Lucinda' s cloth-

ing—the clothing of a flower child of the sixties. All this de-

bris, Zachary said, she could do away with. "You can do

whatever you want ," he told her as they carried in her boxes

.

"You just can't paint the wall."

The wall, which was in the kitchen, was quite large and was

covered with a mural. It had an angel rising out of a cloud,

grasping a lightning bolt, standing in the Urubamba Valley

amidst Aztec burial mounds, the Pyramids of Egypt, and the

oracle at Delphi, in the shadow of the Taj Mahal, encircled by

the Great Wall, protected by a moat where snakes and lizards

swam, beyond which rabbits, birds, buffalo, and squirrels

scattered as if before a brushfire across a field of giant sun-

flowers that covered the ceiling.

The first time Meg saw the wall was the morning after

she'd first stayed with Zachary. She hadn't seen it the night

before when he'd brought her home in the dark, snuck her up-

stairs, and wildly pulled every piece of clothing off her before

carrying her to the king-size former marital bed that hadn't

been used in this capacity, he told her in the midst of his pas-

sion, in almost a decade. It was a rare weekend when Lucinda

had the kids, and Meg had tiptoed down in the morning to

make coffee, feeling relaxed, her body at peace. When Za-

chary came down a few minutes later, he found her staring,

not knowing what to say. Finally she was able to speak.

"Why sunflowers?" she asked.

"Because Lucinda liked sunflowers," Zachary replied.

Meg loved all the rooms of the house, except the kitchen. She
loved their old-fashioned feel. She could deal with the mod-
em built-ins in the colonial house, the pale oak against the

walnut floors. She could live with the mysterious fact that all

the furniture was nailed down—that beds and tables and sofas

could not be moved. Or with the fact that the bed was so big

she woke up sometimes feeling confused about where she

was, the way she did in foreign countries.

What she could not deal with was the wall. It had been

painted by a friend of Lucinda's, an artist named Mona.
Mona had felt a profound connection to Lucinda and Za-

chary, to their children, and she had painted this mural, Za-

chary told Meg, as guardian and safekeeper of home. She

wanted to depict the enduring spirit of man in the face of the

rise and fall of civilization. Zachary admitted it wasn't the

best thing Mona had ever done, but "as long as we live in this

house, until we get a place of our own, we'lljust have to live

with it."

"Out of loyalty to whom?' ' Meg had asked, concerned that

somehow he could not move on to the next phase of his life.

"To Mona," Zachary had replied. "To a friend."

Examining the closet where some of Lucinda's rejects still

hung, Meg said, "I'm not sure I can sleep in another wom-
an's bed."

Zachary assured her that he hadn't been in love with Lucin-

da for as long as he could remember. They had hardly ever

made love in that bed, hardly even touched in that bed. The

entire romantic part of their marriage had taken place in the

first two years, when they were in the Peace Corps in India.

"We stayed together for the kids," he told her. "I knew it

was over," he said, "when she moved to pillow 4."

The king-size bed had four pillows, which Meg and Za-

chary referred to affectionately as pillows 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Their bodies always lay close, on pillows 2 and 3, though at

times Meg felt as if she might teeter onto the edge of pillow 4

and float away. In the back of her mind, she told herself,

when the time was right, they'd get a smaller brass bed where

there'd be no danger of drifting onto the pillows at the ex-

tremes, then off into the world.

"With you," he said, "it is different. You're easier to talk

to. I can get close to you. We really are friends.

"

She'd met Zachary on a commuter train riding into Man-

hattan a month after he'd signed his dive o papers. She

loaned him her business section. They met v^ain on the train
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going home that night and from then on rode the train togeth-

er. It took him a week to ask her to dinner. "I've just gotten

out of something," he told her. "I can't rush right in."

She wasn't in a hurry either. Her marriage had ended a year

before. A terrible, bitter ending in which her ex-husband and

she called each other names neither could believe. How could

people sink this low. She'd taken a vow and been alone for a

year. She'd learned to enjoy living out of the city, spending

Sundays taking walks in the woods. But soon Zachary and

Meg were taking autumnal walks, buying baskets of apples

upstate. They carved pumpkins like kids. Still they took it

slowly. They didn't hop into bed. They spent weeks kissing

in movie theaters, dancing close at clubs. They dreamed of

each other in their separate beds. It was two months before

they made love. They'd been seeing each other over a year

before Meg moved in.

achary's son, Bennett, thought there was a

spirit in his room that wanted to destroy him.

Bennett was sixteen and he had a crucifix in

his ear. He sang in a rock band called the Re-

tards that played bar mitzvahs and school

dances. He took the crucifix out when he played the bar mitz-

vahs but thought for now that the crucifix would keep the spir-

it away. He was concerned about what would happen when its

power wore off. One night over dinner he said he could hear

the spirit rumbling through his closet. "I think it likes my
clothes," he said.

Bennett lived half the week with Lucinda and half the week

with Zachary. Their daughter, Tracy, lived the opposite half

of the week with each parent. It was what the kids wanted.
' 'We each want all your attention

, '

' they said

.

Meg found the arrangement tedious. Zachary and she had

no time to themselves. There was always an adolescent

around, always the bass of heavy metal and the ringing of

phones. But Zachary said, "I'm a package. Take it or leave

it." And Meg had replied, "I'll take it."

While Zachary wondered if Bennett was on drugs, because of

the spirit, which he'd named Tronka, in his room, Meg was on

Bennett's side. She wasn't sure what it was but at night she felt

things. A movement, a trembling. She woke to the pounding of

hooves, of things gone wild. When Bennett complained about

the rumbling, Meg would say. Yes, I've heard it too.

Meg called a decorator. Her name was Lizzie and when she

came over, Lizzie handed Meg her card. It read, "A rainbow

in every room."

"A rainbow?" Meg asked, concerned.

Lizzie laughed. She was a slightly anorexic woman with

limp brown hair and an extremely nervous manner. "It just

means if you want a purple ceiling, I'll give you a purple ceil-

ing. But I'll also give you mango throw pillows. If you want a

turquoise floor, I'll give you a turquoise floor, but with lemon

yellow chairs."

"Oh ,

" Meg said , wondering if this was a good or bad sign

.

"I believe in color. Fuchsia, tangerine, chartreuse. Lots of

it. Brightness. And I can work around anything."

"Anything?"

Lizzie smiled smugly. "Anything!"

Meg directed her to the kitchen. "Can you work around

this?"

Lizzie skipped only a beat. "No problem," she said, her

mouth slightly agape before the wall. "I mean, if this is what

we've got to work with, we'll make it work. I say we bring

more color into the kitchen. More reds and yellows. Pick up

what's in the mural. Oranges. And sea green." She wanted to

look at the rest of the house.
'

' I see
, '

' she said , opening the closet that contained Lucin-

da's things. "This is what I call a house in transition. A fam-

ily in flux." Downstairs Meg watched as Lizzie, a large, frail

woman who reminded her of a twig about to snap, shoved the

sofa with a bony hip. "It's nailed down," Meg said. Lizzie

looked at the sofa in disdain. She made a note on her pad.

They wandered back-into the kitchen.

"How do you get along with your stepchildren,

Mrs....?"

"Miss," Meg said. "We aren't married."

"Uh-huh." Lizzie made a note. "Do the children mind

your redoing the house?'

'

"Well, we hadn't exactly. .
."

"Which child do you feel closer to? The boy or the girl?"

"Oh, the girl. I don't know. There are good things with *

each one."

"And you and Mr. Payne, are you very close. . .
?" Her

lips trembled as she spoke.

"Excuse me, but what does this have to do with decorat-

ing?"

"Oh, everything." Lizzie ran a nervous hand through her

hair. "You'd be surprised. The whole family dynamic is the

decorator's responsibility. The way you all integrate with one

another—it all has to do with my big scheme. It's not just

throw pillows and wall hangings, you know." Her eyes

scanned the wall. They stopped at the inscription, which

read, "To Zachary, Lucinda, Tracy, and Bennett in peace

and love, Mona."
"Lucinda?"

"The Ex." They both gazed, transfixed for a moment by

the wall . " I can ' t do anything about that
. '

'

"Maybe you could just paint her name out," Lizzie said.

"Stick your name in
.

"

That night the heat rose, the boiler churned even though

they'd lowered it. Bennett came downstairs twice, shout-

ing, "Hey, Dad, quit turning the heat up." And Zachary

shouted back how he'd just turned it down. The house

creaked like a lonely cat and Meg felt the dark coupling of

objects in the night—toaster to blender, chair to table. Ap-

pliances stirred. In the morning she woke as if she had not

slept at all.

eg hired Lizzie and the process began.

The long-haired brown rug that lay like a

dead animal on the floor was pulled out,

the floors buffed smooth. The bright ar-

chitectural lights that made the bed more

a place for police investigation than lovemaking were re-

moved and soft amber spots installed. New blue-green carpet

was laid and with the amber spots, the bed looked like a raft,

drifting on a gentle sea. The nailed-down furniture was un-

nailed, the walls painted off-white. An obstructing wall in the

living room knocked out. Light came in.

Late at night in the construction site that was to be their

home, the phone would ring. "Zachary, please," Lucinda



vogue fiction

would say, and then Meg could hear her scream. "Your son

has blond streaks running through his hair. He's becoming a

fairy, a creep."

One night rather sleepily they were making love when the

phone rang. "Don't get it," Meg said. "She'll call back."

"I have children," Zachary reminded her, as if she had

forgotten.

"I hope I'm not disturbing you," Lucinda said. "I just

called to say that it's one in the morning and your daughter has

not come home."

Zachary went over to calm her down . Then he found Tracy

at a friend's and took her back to her mother's to discuss her

truant behavior. Tracy had a new hole in the top of her ear and

a pink feather dangling from it. When he came home, he ate a

DoveBar and watched a late-night horror movie on cable.

Bennett came into the bedroom, where Meg sat alone.

"What's up with the oral sturgeon?" This was how he re-

ferred to his oral surgeon father who
liked to fish. Actually Zachary was re-

nowned for the invention of a movable

plastic replacement for the humanjaw,

and he traveled all over the world, pre-

senting his invention. "He's con-

cerned about your sister, that's all,"

Meg said.

"I was gonna talk to him about the

thing in my room, you know, Tronka,

but maybe this isn ' t a good time
. '

'

"Maybe not."

She went downstairs and saw Za-

chary taking out a box of bills he'd

been putting off paying since they'd

begun seeing one another. "Za-
chary ,

'

' she called from upstairs
, '

'don ' t you want to come to

bed?"

"I think I'll read," he said. "Don't wait up for me."
It was morning when his body eased its way into bed and

Meg reached for his hand. But he was too far away to find.

She sat up and found him hovering close to pillow 1. "What is

this? You come to bed at five in the morning and don't even

kiss me good night.

"

"I didn't want to wake you," he said.

"Next time wake me."
In the morning as Meg had her coffee, she noticed that the

sun in the mural had slipped behind a cloud. The sunflowers

had turned away from the sun. She was about to mention it

when Zachary bent down and kissed her. "I'm sorry," he

said. "About last night. I've had so much on my mind lately.

The kids and all."

"Oh," she said, "I understand. It's all right." When she

looked back at the wall, the sun had returned as if it had never

gone away.

Meg got some cartons from the store and began to pack

away Lucinda's things. First she went to the closet near pil-

low 4 and took out Lucinda's dresses and skirts, her shirts

and sweaters. Meg put them into neat piles on the bed. Then

she took out the shoes and from another closet the coats and

underwear.

She took out the kaftans and dashikis, the leftover floral

prints. The peasant skirts, the suede shoes, the lace-up boots.

the cowgirl jackets. She laughed as she folded them on the

bed. How could anyone have dressed this way, she asked her-

self. But instead of packing, she began to put the clothes on.

She put on a purple halter top and an embroidered Mexican

shirt with puffy sleeves. A bulky alpine sweater, boots, a

jacket. She dressed herself in layer after layer.

Lucinda was an ornithologist, an expert in the language of

birds. Zachary had told her this. Birds, he said, spoke in dia-

lects, and they had intonations that were as distinct as people

from the north and the south. Whisper, nuance, secret murmur-

ings. Lucinda knew them all. An educated bird could be told

from an illiterate, a wise from a stupid, a cosmopolitan from a

hick, a savage from a lamb. Her specialty was owls. Those crea-

tures of the night, princes of darkness. Lucinda had journeyed,

before the kids were bom, to the wilds of Peru, the backwoods

of Wisconsin, just to glimpse a snowy white.

Meg put on the clothes and stood before the mirror. She

The house creaked like

a lonely cat and Meg
felt the dark coupling of

objects in the night
was thrilled when the peasant skirts fastened around her

waist, when the pants zipped, the blouses buttoned. She was

amazed at their eerie fit. She told herself, "I'll keep these

clothes. I'll wear them." But she packed them. It took hours.

The packing, the labeling—shoes, floral-print blouses, Gua-

temalan sashes—but when she was done, Meg congratulated

herself. There, it's over, she said. She's gone.

A few weeks later, Zachary had to go to Nairobi for a two-day

conference to present his jaw. Meg didn't mind having time

to herself. She liked to sit up in the middle of the bed reading

as if she were queen of a small republic. Or she'd review the

checklist of decorating changes she'd made, of the new ones

she wanted to incorporate into her scheme. She looked over

the list often because sometimes she had no idea what

changes she'd made. At times she thought that nothing was

different at all.

One evening Bennett walked into her room. A razor blade

hung from around his neck, his hair had blue streaks running

along the sides. "My parents aren't my parents," he said.

She sat up, closing the book. "Of course they're your par-

ents, Bennett."

"I read a story once," he told her, "about these parents

who were replaced by robots of parents. Sometimes I think

that's what happened to my parents. Like extraterrestrials

live in their bodies. Like they're not there at all

"Have you tried telling them?" she said '.jJdenly con-

cerned. 665

583
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Can netwoik television

live up to David Lynch?

Tracy Young looks at the

best of TV- the hits and

the hot properties for fall

television
has always been a guilty pleasure. If you

made a fetish of The Golden Girls, you kept it pretty

much to yourself. But last spring, the most remark-

able thing happened: television became intellectual-

ly fashionable. Not in a PBS kind of way—PBS is

too virtuous (and too English) to get a rise out of any-

one—but in a hip way. Suddenly people were talking

about TV. The kind of people you'd find arguing about Berg-

man in a Woody Allen film (before Woody Allen began

thinking he was Bergman). The kind of people who were the

first on their block to understand Jenny Holzer. Even ordinary

people. And what they all were talking about was Twin

Peaks, David Lynch 's arty soap opera that sent critics scram-

bling for metacliches and made the rest of us wonder if may-

be, just maybe, television was a whole lot more intriguing

than the movies. (You didn't hear much heated debate over

Pretty Woman, now did you?)

If TV has become interesting again, it should come as no

surprise. TV goes in cycles. The Smothers Brothers; Laugh-

In; M*A*S*H; All in the Family; An American Family; Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman; Miami Vice—all were considered

daring at the time.

Here and on the following pages we offer a brief guide to

this fall's prime time. Some shows are familiar, others are

new. Sometimes the show stinks but the music is great.

Sometimes the star of the show is the casting director. Or the

executive producer.

Whatever else can be said about TV , you have to admit the

options are multitudinous—and there's no one with big hair

sitting in front of you.

Additional research: Giselle Benatar, Rochelle Levy, Lydia

Longshore, Emily Ormand, Jennifer Pierce, Laurie

Schechter, Elizabeth Steinberg, Sally Wadyka



STAY TUNED
The good, the good-bad, and the otherwise noteworthy, all of which suggest that no

one goes out on Saturday night

(New programs appear in red.)

Saturday
8 PM e^THE FAMILY MAN—Tom Miller and Bob Boyett {Happy Days) will

have an unprecedented six series on the air this season, half of which

have the word family in the title—including this one, about a widowed

fire captain raising four kids (see also American Dreamer). The Miller/

Boyett oeuvre includes The Hogan Family, Full House, Perfect

Strangers, and Family Matters.

flE» PARENTHOOD—Ron Howard's movie of the same name played like

a sitcom—and only a real snob could resist it—so the sitcom should

work, especially if they can pull together an equally talented cast. So far

they've got Jayne Atkinson (A Year in the Life, Shannon's Deal) in the

part created by Mary Steenburgen, and Ed Begley, Jr., in the Steve

Martin role. Begley may not be as out-there as Martin, but he's not as

smarmy either. Besides, he's ecologically correct.

8:30 g»aii WORKING IT OUT-^ane Curtin should always have a series; it's her

destiny. And now she does again. Five-time Emmy winner Bill Persky

(The Dick Van Dyke Show and That Girl) was a major force behind Kate

and Allie. Now he's come up with "an urban comedy that explores the

relationship of two divorced people as it evolves in the pressure cooker

of life in the nineties." In short, Kate without Allie. (Or is it the other way
around?)

9 PM OS CHINA BEACH—As well written as thirtysomething, as well acted as

Hill Street Blues, and capable, from time to time, of wonderfully surreal

effects, China Beach is also the apotheosis of the entertainment

industry's enduring love/hate relationship with Vietnam. Say Zeitgeist.

GesundheitI

9:30 (SIAMERK^AN CHR0NK:LES—After Twin Peaks what else do David

Lynch and Mark Frost have up their sleeves? How about Lifestyles of the

Rich and Famous meets On the Road with Charles Kuralt narrated by

Richard Dreyfuss? Your guess is as good as ours.

10 PM ^8 TWIN PEAKS—If you don't know by now. .

.

10:30 1^ AMERICAN DREAMER-^ widower (Robert Urich) abandons his

career as a TV foreign correspondent to settle in Wisconsin, raise his two
kids, and write a human-interest newspaper column. Sounds like a

surefire loser but for one critical element: Gary David Goldberg, who
made a zillion dollars cooking up Family Ties.

11:30 C^ SATURDAY NKjHT LIVE—Andrew Dice Clay is a pussycat compared
with Michael O'Donoghue. Reruns only.

Sunday
7PM

8PM

9PM

I LIFE GOES ON—Much has been made of Christopher Burke, the

young actor with Down's syndrome—and he certainly is a charmer. But

we also think Patti LuPone, who plays his mom, is the greatest.

UIBTRUE COLORS—Billed as the first sitcom about an interracial couple,

it's from the pen of Michael Weithorn (Cheers and Family Ties), so
there's a chance for some genuine humor.
^DIN LIVING COLOR—Producer, writer, and star Keenan Ivory Wayans
(I'm Gonna Get You, Sucka and Hollywood Shuffle) has put together a

loose mix of house music, hot dancing, and more-sweet-than-savage
satire that works best when it mugs the hardest: for example, a parody
of The Love Connection with a goony Mike Tyson and Valley girl Robin

Givens.

G^ SIGNS OF LIFE—Television is a hypochondriac's medium, but this

promises to be more ambitious than your average disease of the week

—

something more akin to Illness as Metaphor. Examining disease from
the patient's p>erspective. Signs of Life will get into the spiritual and
moral implications of illness.

ISO MARRIED. . .WITH CHILDREN —You'd have to live in Cincinnati to

find the beery, blue-collar Bundys shocking, but a sitcom that can enrage
the Moral Majority deserves your affection, if not your attention.

Monday
8PM

I 9:30

^SUNCLE BUCK—In one of a handful of this season's movie spin-offs

(Big, Look Who's Talking, Ferris Bueller, Steel Magnolias, and, get this.

The Witches of Eastwick), Kevin Meaney tries to outdo John Candy as
the slob.

e^ FRESH PRINCE OF BEL AIR—A street kid from West Philly turns up
in Bel Air to live with his wer^lthy LA. relatives. Produced by Quincy
Jones and starring Wil Sn h of the rap group DJ Jazzy Jeff and the
Fresh Prince.

Dased on the John Hughes movie, but

a St. Elsewhere veteran.

-own isn't terrib' er or riotously

"•rgeous womc - willing to

lawyer's the e/

;< ^ are the real nolias, belles

8:30 ^ FERRIS BUELLER—OLv,
now filtered through John Mat

9 PM ^MURPHY BROWN-^Mi/rpA>,
funny, but you can't help loving .

make a fool of herself Well, Diani

DESKjNING WOMEN—These

with balls. And if the plots are as contrived as a beauty pageant, the

actresses are truly hilarious, especially Dixie Carter and Annie Potts.

10 PM ^FACE TO FACE WTTH CONNIE CHUNG—With more celebrities and
fewer issues Connie Chung may survive the ratings, but in a genre that

rewards obnoxiousness, can she be offensive enough to give Baba Wav
a run for her money?

Tuesday
8:30 SBBABY TALK—A spin-off of the John Travolta film Look Who's

Talking—but under the guidance of sitcom superscribe Ed. Weinberger
who wrote some of the funnier Mary Tyler Moore Show episodes.

9 PM MSaBROSEANNE—Never much of an actress, Roseanne Barr was easier

take before she became an icon. How about before she married that

baboon? Still, she's been a breath of fresh air in an era when
motherhood is synonymous with sainthood. And the supporting cast i:

great, especially John Goodman as Roseanne's chubby hubby, Laurie

Metcalfe as her sister, and Sara Gilbert as her tomboy daughter, Darlet

10 PM G^9 thirtysomething—^The show you love to hate, thirtysomething has

become the ethical tuning fork of a generation raised on moral relativis;

As the company enters the fourth year of its five-year contract, this

season offers some interesting developments. Will Michael and Elliot d
in Miles the Evil One? Will Nancy die? Will Hope finally have an affair?

Will we see the return of David Marshall Grant as the gay friend? Will

Melanie Mayron get her own spin-off series? Will we care? Stay tuned,

but don't admit it.

6^ LAW AND ORDER—Created by Dick Wolf (Hill Street Blues), Law
and Order attempts to reinvent the wheel. It's a crime show split in ha
the first part follows a team of detectives (George Dzunda and Chris

North) as they pursue the bad guys; the second focuses on a DA
(Michael Moriarty). Could be good. Could be much ado about paperwc

Wednesday

9:30 ^Bl

8 PM was LENNY—Roseanne redux. Comedian Lenny Clarke plays a blue-cot

wise guy. What will give it an edge is that it's the brainchild of Paul

Junger Witt and Tony Thomas { The Golden Girls, Empty Nest, and
Beauty and the Beast).

MARRIED PEOPLE—Three generations of couples share a New Yo
brownstone. May not sound like much, but neither did Who's the Bos
at first. Married couple Rob Sternin and Prudence Fraser, who were Tc

Danza's bosses for that show's first two years, are hoping to shepherd

this one through sickness and through health.

i^ THE FANELU BOYS—Four Golden Girls scribes—Kathy Speer, Te
Grossman, Mort Nathan, Barry Fanaro—concocted this sitcom about a.

Italian widow who orders her four adult sons to move back home to

Brooklyn. In other words, one golden girl and four tarnished boys.

10 PM ^SCOP ROCK—Producer Steven Bochco has the most enviable tracki

record in the business, so Cop Rock has been generating all sorts of

preseason interest, but you have to wonder about a musical Hill Stree

Blues played as a rock/rap opera. The affiliates, meanwhile, are not

thrilled.

^SWK>U—Kathryn Pratt and John Eisendrath, a married couple who
once worked together at a Chicago TV station, have created a twelve-

character drama set in a struggling Chicago TV station. With John She

and Mariette Hartley.

Thursday
8PM

8:30

9PM

QDTHE SIMPSONS—Cartoonist Matt Groening's family from hell. For

every viewer who embraced Bart Simpson as the spokesman for the

nineties ("Eat my shorts"), there was another one who couldn't get ov

a prime-time cartoon that mentioned Diane Arbus, Helmut Newton, ar

Patsy Cline in the same breath. Some media mavens have predicted t

the show will run out of steam, but anyone familiar with Groening's

comics knows the guy has more weird characters than one suburban

family.

SD BABES— Fox has a well-deserved reputation for taking risks, but i

sisters, each weighing more than two hundred pounds, is a slim pren

for a series. Life in the Optifast lane?

^S GABRIEL'S RRE—A sixties radical, sprung from jail by a socialite

lawyer, accepts a job as a private eye for a defense attorney. Starring

James Earl Jones, it's got to be worth a try.

raSCLASS OF BEVERLY HILLS—What separates this Aaron Spelling

drama—about a midwestern family relocated to Beverly Hills—^from h



turned-on tv

usual lowbrow fare is the participation of Tim Hunter, best known as the

director of River's Edge.

PM ^S PRIMETIME LIVE—Some shows are gratifying because you get to

feel superior to the hosts; this one is gratifying because it proves you
can't have everything. With Diane Sawyer and Sam Donaldson.

ffii LJV. LAW—Like thirtysomething, this is a show yuppie-bashers love

to hate, but it has its amusing characters. This season, the despicable

Douglas Brackman (Alan Rachins) will see more of his even more hateful

ex-wife, played by Rachins's real-life wife, Joanna Frank; and Benny
(Larry Drake), whose romance with Alice Hackett (Amanda Plummer) was
one of the highlights of last year, will have more to do as well.

riday
PM S9 EVENING SHADE—Burt Reynolds as a pro football player who

returns to his hometown (Evening Shade, Arkansas) as a high school

football coach. Linda Bloodworth-Thomason, who designed Designing
Women (and wrote nearly every episode herself!) might put this one on
the map.
ODAMERICA'S MOST WANTED—There's something deeply gratifying

about a TV program that reenacts unsolved crimes and then reports

when the perps are apprehended thanks to the show. Think of it as the

soldier of ifortune's Home Shopping Network.

WSB QUANTUM LEAP—^Time travel is one of those gimmicks like talking

cars, but Dean Stockwell is worth watching in anything.

PM ^OVER MY DEAD BODY—Created by William Link, an industry legend
(Columbo), and supervised by Rick Okie (Major Dad) and Scott Shepherd
{Miami Vice). But a burnt-out crime novelist with a partner who writes

obituaries? If any actor can pull this off it's Edward Woodward, late of

The Equalizer.

(EDD.E.A.—Don't you love the way television makes a distinction

between fiction and "reality based"? Anyway, this brainchild of Richard

Dileilo {Midnight Caller) uses fiction and documentary footage to explore

the drug wars. How about Dana Carvey as George Bush?
NKjHT court—Confession: we love John Larroquette.

GOING PLACES—Created by the prolific Miller/Boyett team and
starring Heather Locklear as the head of a Chicago improv troupe that

moves to L.A. to work on a new candid video series. Best of all, it costars

the wonderfully gifted Holland Taylor {Bosom Buddies), who was so
great onstage last year in A. R. Gurney's The Cocktail Hour

PM 6S DALLAS—If you want to know how foreigners view America, this is

the show to watch. And this season, Larry Hagman gets to go mano a
mano with All My Children's Susan Lucci.

LOOK WHO'S WATCHING
CAROLYNE ROEHM

"My schedule is so hectic I really don't have time to watch
TV. The handful off times I have turned it on, I'm

dumbfounded by how idiotic it is. I've never even seen an
episode off Twin Oaks. Isn't that the show everyone's

talking aboutr'

T. CORAGHESSAN BOYLE
"I am technically—and crankily—a TV virgin because, off

course, TV is my enemy. It has tobotomized my public and
they no kmger know how to read I have not seen a

network show since 1972—that's right, no M*A*S*H, no Hill

Street Blues, nothing. I do, however, watch old movies on
the AMC channel—and I am a pro ffootball addict."

MICHAEL LEVA
"I almost never watch TV. I've even onhr seen two episodes

off Twin Peaks. All my friends watch thirtysomething

to justify their existence. I watch Murphy Brovm to see
%vhat Candice Bergen's wearing and to justify mine."

JOHN SCHER
"I watch really tacky oM movies like AMacli of ffie Killer

Cheerleaders. They're great fashion inspiration."

SORRY WE ASKED

"TV is our favorite piece off furniture. Our favorite light

source. It calls fktkMi the truth,' and we believe it because
we're all watching the same station. TV lulls

us to sleep and begins its dictations. Like a mad hypnotist

off global proportions it elects presidents,

conducts diplomacy, and makes history." —Barbara Kruger,

artist and TV critic for Arthtrum.

the write stuff
f network executives have learned anything recently,

it's that the popularity of a series can depend directly on

I

its scripts. Memorable dialogue, captivating characters,

engaging story lines, clever plot twists—these are what

separate thirtysomething or The Simpsons from typical

prime-time sludge. And so TV writers, once universally

scorned, have become some of the most valuable play-

ers in Hollywood.

David Milch taught creative writing and literature at Yale

before he won an Emmy writing for Hill Street Blues and creat-

ed Capital News. David Kelly graduated from Yale, got his

law degree from Boston University, and actually practiced law

before he got signed to the writing staff of L.A. Law, which he

now supervises. As Steven Bochco's protege, he also cocreated

Doogie Howser, MD. Steve Kronish was a golf pro before he

wroteTV scripts for Alfred Hitchcock. He's since piled up cred-

its on MacGyver and V/iseguy and is now developing for CBS
The Commish, about a harried police commissioner. Michael

Berlin was a psychotherapist in New York before moving to

Hollywood in 1979; his work included psychological consul-

tation to Rikers Island staff and inmates. (Once Berlin

crossed paths with a TV writer who had also spent time in

prison—on the other side of the bars.) He has written with

Eric Estrin, a former TV critic, for Miami Vice, Hunter,

Cagney & Lacey, and Beauty and the Beast. Bill Braunstein

assiduously wrote and pitched TV scripts during his eight-

year stint as an editor zX Los Angeles magazine, peddling just

enough to get signed to a hit sitcom, Empty Nest. Morgan
Gendel graduated from his job as a Los Angeles Times enter-

tainment reporter into an executive slot at NBC. Last year

he was hired by Steven J. Cannell Productions to write for

Hunter, Top ofthe Hill, and Wiseguy.

And it's not bad work if you can get it. The Writer's Guild

minimum for a one-hour script (about fifty pages, triple-

spaced with wi-i-i-de margins) is about $20,000, then you get

at least half of that again for no extra work when your episode

reruns. If you're hired as a staff writer your starting salary

will be about $ 1 ,800 a week. You can double that after a sea-

son (and a promotion to story editor) and go as high as

$25,000 per episode if you rise to executive producer. Sam
Simon, who started as a cartoonist, began submitting

scripts for Taxi and Cheers. As a Jim Brooks protege, Si-

mon ascended to the twin peaks of executive producer on

The Tracey Ullman Show and The Simpsons. When Brooks

moved from Fox to Columbia, he took Simon, who is now

thirty, at an annual salary in excess of $3 million. And
that's nothing compared with what the creator of a hit show

makes after five years, when and if the series goes into syn-

dication. Gary David Goldberg {Family Ties), Tom Wer-

ner and Marcy Carsey (The Cosby Show, Roseanne), and

Glen and Les Charles (Cheers) are easily in the same finan-

cial league as, say, Steven Spielberg. Given the tens of mil-

lions they reach every week, they also have considerably

more clout and cultural influence.

Forget the stars and the plots; true TV connoisseurs can de-

duce more about a series from the creative forces (read: exec-

utive producers) behind it. Where those forces have been is a

far more accurate (though not foolproof) ;,;ge ofwhether the

show stands a chance of surviving past Moween.*
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Kazimir Malevich, the visionary ^vho first pushed
abstract painting as far as it would go, was in part a
rebel, an idealist, a proselytizer, and a politician. He
v^Qs also, re^^orts Rosamond Bernier, entirely Russian
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Kazimir Malevich's

Self-Portrait,

C.I 908-09, painted

when he was thirty-

one, before the

artist made the

.transition to

abst^tion.

OPPOSITE. One of his

/adical $Mprematist

vrorlis, kett Square

,
p'easoni' Woman,

Supretnapsm), 1915.
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malevich

s painter, stage designer, art politician,

teacher, theoretician, friend and ally of

composers, and spokesman for a higher

and purer world, Kazimir Malevich

(1878-1935) was a key figure in the de-

velopment of the pre- and postrevolu-

tionary avant-garde in Russia.

Already in 1913, by his own account, he was within sight

of the mode of abstract painting for which he is best known

—

Suprematism was his name for it. With its overtones of the

ultimate, its soaring implications, and its claim to a literal su-

premacy over all other forms of painting, it was the correct

name for an art that was to operate in terms of flat, weightless

planes in an unanchored, borderless, and infinite space.

"At present," Malevich wrote in 1919, "man's path lies

across space—across Suprematism, the semaphore of color

in its fathomless depth
.

" He went on ,
"

I have conquered the

lining of the colored sky. I have plucked the colors, put them

in a bag that I made for myself, and tied it with a knot. Sail on!

the white, free depths—eternity—lie before you."

Plucking those colors, making that bag, and sailing on into

that whiteness was not the work of a day, a month, or a year,

as is immediately made clear by the comprehensive survey of

Malevich ' s turbulent career that opens on September 1 6 at the

National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. , and then trav-

els to the Armand Hammer Museum in Los Angeles and the

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. To arrive at a

form of statement that is among the most influential of our

century, Malevich had to battle his way through all the other

isms (many of them now known only to the specialist) then

current in the Russian avant-garde.

One by one, he tried them for size. Sometimes they were a

very bad fit. In 1906, in a belated, wispy Impressionist paint-

ing of a family member sitting in a garden , Malevich was sim-

ply not Malevich. Of his formidable presence in life—burly,

outspoken, contentious—there was not a trace.

A few years later the filtered and fractured sunlight and

the genteel, unoccupied family member were banished in

favor of huge, heavy-limbed figures who went about their

daily business at the front of the pictorial stage. Sometimes

they stumped around in gardens thickly brushed in red, yel-

low, and green. Sometimes they dropped in at the public

baths and had their feet looked after. Sometimes they pol-

ished the floor in unison on gigantic shoes with brushes at-

tached. Sometimes a woodsman laid about him with an ax

as if the whole world could be chopped into red and yellow

cylinders of wood. Once there was a swimmer who headed

for the water with a rolling walk that prefigured the car-

toons of James Thurber.

In all of these paintings there were echoes of the primeval

Russia then finding its way into the high culture of prerevolu-

tionary Russia. Blunt, rough, and monumental, using a gam-

ut of colors distinctly Russian, they stood for an instinctual

leap contrary to the painstaking, low-keyed realism that was

an important part of Russian painting in the late nineteenth

century . They were also contrary to

Composition with Aiona
^j^g cultivated distillations of

Lisa, 1914, brings a
^^^^^^^ ^^ prevalent in Saint Pe-

Russian twist to Cubism. 'f

The words under the tersburg before 1914.

Mono Lisa translate as But it was not Malevich's way to

"changing apartments." get Stuck with any one idiom, and

all the more so if it was a borrowed one. When Cubism first

became known in Russia, no one adapted to it faster or more
wittily than he. (His Englishman in Moscow of 1914 makes
that quite clear. ) In his Cubist paintings there is an element of

cosmopolitan teasing, of raiding the manners of western Eu-

rope while remaining instinctively Russian. But what Henry
James might have called "the real right thing" had not yet

come his way.

Before the fateful Revolution of 1917, Malevich lived in a

hyperstimulated state, with poets, composers, playwrights,

and visionaries of every kind around him. He was surrounded

by friends, followers (male and female), and potential ene-

mies (some as tough as he was) . Theirs was a world in which a

decisive turning point—political, economic, aesthetic, and

moral—was approaching. To stand aside was the act of a fail-

ure, a coward, a weakling. Malevich was none of those.

The compulsion to do something completely his own
brought Suprematism into being. Those flat planes in a

nonreferential, uncharted space were to be the instruments

of revelation. They would not suggest anything. They
would not refer to anything. They would not define any-

thing. They would not be anywhere in particular. Weight-

less and incorporeal, those planes would be harbingers of a

new age in which worn-out conceptions of the world would

be discarded.

In the matter of abstract painting, Malevich in 1914 and

1915 had already gone as far as anyone will ever go in the di-

rection of a sovereign plainness. With paintings like Black

Square, Black Cross, and Red Square, he turned one of the

crucial comers of art history. In 1986 the Dutch art historian

R. H. Fuchs put it as concisely as anyone could wish: "The
Black Square of Malevich canceled previous art in one grand,

abrupt statement of conviction—the conviction that some-

thing was over and that there was no need to hang onto it. The

Black Square slapped the face of history, to wake it up.

"

No one could go further than that black square . It was to the

art of the future what the cross had been to the art of the past

(and by the way, Malevich was no mean hand at the nonde-

nominational cross, either). The black square was to be with

him for the rest of his life, as mascot and talisman, and it was

to be at the head of his funeral procession in Leningrad in

1935 and imprinted on his tombstone.

With the black square, the red square, and the large flotilla

of Suprematist paintings he launched between 1916 and

1919, Malevich secured for himself a permanent place in the

history of the human imagination. His intention was nothing

less than the transformation of human consciousness, not

merely by Suprematist paintings but by applied Suprema-

tism. Utilitarian Suprematism, as it was called, could be

taught in school. Once taught, it would have universal appli-

cation . Every department of life would be the better for it, and

the wisdom of the past would fall away like dead skin.

In this ambition, Malevich had wholehearted admirers and

supporters. They saw nothing extravagant in the idea of a

world reborn on Suprematist principles. Malevich in that

sense was the white knight of the Russian avant-garde—the

man who soared above all paltry concerns, toward a universe

in which (to quote Alexander Rodchenko in 1920) dynamic

spatial diagonals would replace outmoded prometries.

But Malevich was not only the white 1- night of the avant-

garde. He was also its black prince—a iei'der, a driver, a
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shine: metallics

Setting the new
golds and silvers

apart: more detail,

more texture. THjS

PAGE: "Liquid

mercury" tights by

Hue, about S300.

Neiman Marcus.

Rayon sweater by

DKNY, about S425.

Saks Fifth Avenue;

Parisian,

Birmingham;

I. Magnin. Style

maker: for hair,

Clairol's Condition

Freezing Formula

Style Spritz.

OPPOSITE PAGE: A
lethal weapon?

Gunmetal beaded
dress by Krizia.

Details, more stores,

last pages.
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Silver is making the

nightly news. THIS

PAGE: The best

raincoat—by DKNY.
About $360.

Bloomingdale's;

Parian, Birmingham;

I. Mognin. OPPOSITE

PAGE: Donna Karon's

latest take on her

sarong dressing. This

time, the sarong is

sequined and beaded.

Donna Karon New
Ycrk. Saks Fifth

' -^m/e Scarf,

. Details, more
s Of-e^, last pages.
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The slip dress, one of

the sexiest shapes

around, gets the

glamour treatment.

THIS PAGE: Pove

"diamonds" by Marc

Jacobs for Pwry Ellis.

Bergdorf Goodman.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Matte

gold sequins by

Calvin Klein. Saks

Fifth Avenue; Nan

Duskin, Philadelphia;

The Calvin Klein

Store, Palm Beach.

Eyes get the ^lannour

treatment, too:

Givenchy's Doo Eye

Shadow Anthrocite/

Topqze #29 from

Dorobetio. Details,

more stores, last

pages.
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Mixing it all up, THIS

PAGE: Gold and
silver—with opossum.
Top, about $1,500.

Leggings, about $600.
Both by Gianfronco

Ferre. Saks Fifth

Avenue; Nan Duskin,

Philadelphia;

Nordstrom, Costa
Mesa CA. OPPOSITE

PAGE: Clearing the

runway, Chanel's

bronze silk lame
dresses—with trains.

Chanel Boutique,

NYC, Washington
D.C., San Francisco.

Details, more stores,

last pages.
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shine: metallics

Why choose one metal when you can

have them all? This season, anything goes-

from matte gold to burnished bronze
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shine:

Azzedine Alaia,

virtuoso of

skintight chic,

highlights

the body with

brilliant shine

^1

!

High-voltage shine

and a mix-up of

textures, OPPOSITE

PAGE. Patent leather

trench coat, python

cap, and suede

gloves by Azzedine

AlaVa. Coat at AlaVa

New York; AlaVa

chez Gallay, Beverly

Hills; Gallay, West

Hollywood.

THIS PAGE: A
motorcycle suit that

could only be

AlaVa's. The notable

detail: the A-line

skirt. Patent leather

jacket (about

$1,860) and skirt

(about $950). Ala'i'a

New York; Alaia

chez Gallay, Beverly

Hills; Gallay, West

Hollywood. These

two pages: hair,

Sam McKnight for

Daniel Galvin at La

Coupe; makeup,

Mary Greenwell.

Details no>e stores,

idst pages.

Fashion Editor:

Carlyne Cerf de

Dudzeele

PSotrgrapher:

Patrick

Demarchelier

I



Ralph Lauren

throws aside

his wholesome,

preppy image

and toughens

up his act with a

small group of

sexy, shiny

leathers that

look surprisingly

French

612
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Taking his cue from

the sailor's classic

peacoat, Ralph

Lauren substitutes

black leather for

navy wool, OPPOSITE

PAGE. Cashmere

stirrup pants (about

$640) and coot at

Bloomingdale's;

Polo/Ralph Lauren,

Beverly Hills. Coat

also at Dayton's,

Minneapolis.

THIS PAGE: The curvy

top (about $1 ,680)

and skirt (about

$955). Polo/Ralph

Lauren, NYC,
Birmingham Ml,

Beverly Hills.

Accentuating the

eyes: L'Oreal's

Couleurl Couleurl 8

Hour Eyeshadow

Quad in New
Desert Stone. These

two pages: hair,

Oribe at Elizabeth

Arden The Solon;

makeup, Laura

Mercier. Details,

last pages.

shine: leathers



s the "Barbarella

meets Drugstore

Cowboy effect," says

designer Patrick

Cox of his thigh-high

boots, OPPOSITE

PAGE. About $814.

Barneys New York.

Naomi Misle

gloves, about $225.

Bergdorf Goodman;
Gitobet, Edgewater

NJ. Belt by Genius

Dilettante. THIS PAGE:

A bit of shine

—

gloves by

Naomi Misle.

About $225.

Bergdorf

Goodman;
Bottega

Contessa,

Chicago;

Moxfield, Los

Angeles.

Equally strong]

makeup:

Shiseido

Powdery

Foundation in

Natural Light

Ivory, lipstick

in Vermeil.

Details, more
stores, last

pages.

Fashion Editor:

Polly Mellen

Photographer:

Oberto Gili



shine:

accessories
With references to the

sixties (to Op Art

and The Mod Squad),

patent leather

makes a comeback
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Ironically, just as real

furs are beginning

to look fake

(with bright colors,

wild patterns),

faux furs are

beginning to look real

^Jt^r,
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Move over, leopard spots.
What's dominating fake-fur

collections now: solid
tones of caramel and
beige, this pagE: By
Byblos, about $750.

Bergdorf Goodman; Toby
Lemer, Ptiiladelphia;

Byblos Boutique, Chevy
Chase MD. opposite pace:
By Norma Kamall, about
$1,350. OMO Norma

Kamall, NYC. In this story:
hair, Kevin Mancuso for
Oribe at Elizabeth Anfen
The Salon; makeup,

Giorgio for Suga SatoiL
NYC. Details, more stores^

last pages. ^
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fur is quickly
'ming an integral part

of every designer's
collection. Sonia Rykiel's

tailored version, this page.
About $560, by

Inscriptiofillykiel.

Bergdorf Goodman;
Filene**; Marshall Field's.

OPPOSITE PACE: Comfort
tiMrt gets piled on. By
Randolph Duke, about

$650. Martha
International; Toby Lemer,
Philadelphia and Ardmore
PA. Details, more stores,

last pages.

I



faking it

It's plush like a teddy bear," says Randolph Duke
of his three-quarter-length faux fur

coat, "and envelops you like a cocoon"
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Sporty shapes done up in

faux fur are glamorous
enough for evenings

uptown, casual enough for

breakfast dovvntown. this

PACE; Coffee and a roll at

Dean & DeLuca's in New
Yori( City's SoHo. Jacket
by Krizia. OPPOSITE PAGE:

Randolph Duke's
reinterpretation of ttie

bkMison. About $595.
Martha International, NYC;

I. Magnin, Beverly Hills.

Details, last pages.
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TALKING FASHION
Editor: Giselle Benatar

Jfaslltots of®h^ 9Itm^0

Overseeing eight supplements and fifty-two Sunday sections each year,

Carrie Donovan is style at 7??^ New York Times Magazine.

JONATHAN VAN METER talks to this quintessential Fashion Person

RIGHT FROM THE GET-GO CARRIE DONOVAN TOOK CONTROL gagements and work-related appointments to which I would

of my life. Immediately after our first phone conversation, accompany her. There were a couple of days of back-to-back

the deputy editor for style of The New York Times had one of meetings, an advertising luncheon at Le Cirque, a dinner for

her two assistants type up a month-long itinerary of social en- Karl Lagerfeld, a fashion benefit at Carnegie Hall, ^634
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TALKING FASHION

Practicing what she

preaches: (1) the

coat Donovan wore
everywhere; (2) as

seen in Vogue,

1966.

lunch in The New York Times cafe-

teria, a tour of the Times building, a

trot down to "the market" to visit with two designers, lunch

with Isaac Mizrahi, a dinner for Christian Lacroix. More par-

ties, more lunches, more meetings.

Donovan had her assistants call me with daily reminders of

my appointments, had the Times historian show me a CBS
This Morning segment in which she was featured, and had

someone fetch her obituary file from the Times' s morgue.

A month later, when the whirl finally ended, Donovan had

one of her assistants dictate a list of twenty people to inter-

view, including a woman who lives in her building who she

thought might offer an interesting "civilian" perspective on

this quintessential Fashion Person. She even tried to think of

some enemies: "Oh, there's got to be plenty of people who
loathe me. Don't you think?"

From what is surely the only office in The New York Times

building with leopard-print pil-

lows, sixty-two-year-old Dono-

van, the most powerful and
influential newspaper fashion

editor in America, perhaps in the

world, has been running a ten-

ring circus for thirteen years.

Fifty-two times a year she edits

the fashion, men's style, home
design, food, and beauty sec-

tions of the Times's Sunday
magazine. Eight times a year

she oversees special magazine

supplements. At least four times

a year she reports on the Ameri-

can and Paris collections. And
every Tuesday, Donovan writes

634

a chatty fashion advice box on whatever strikes her.

"Those boxes are soooo popular," she says in her hyper-

bolic way. "'Noooobody in the civilian world knows what

goes into putting picture layouts together. But it's those

bloody little boxes that I write in two seconds that people

J,
are going to remember me for.

'

'

"It's a one-man band up there on the eighth floor,
'

'

says Harriet Mays, a stylist who works with Donovan

regularly. "She controls all of it. But there's a real

heart to her dictatorial ways.
'

' Bemadine Morris, se-

nior writer for the daily New York Times who has

been with the paper for more than thirty years, has a

historical perspective. "Before Carrie, there were

fashion editors, a food editor, a home editor, and one

supereditor over it all . Carrie took on all ofthose posi-

tions. She will be replaced by four or five people

should she prove mortal like the rest of us. " Says Kal

Ruttenstein, the fashion director of Bloomingdale's

and a longtime friend ofDonovan ' s ,
"She ' s created a

power base that is unprecedented.
'

'

It is for that reason that Carrie Donovan is one of

the few universally courted people in the fashion

business. She is invited, it seems, to everyone's

party, to everyone's house, to everyone's table.

She is always front and center at the fashion shows.
'
'I made this suit a few seasons ago that none of the

buyers bought," says Donna Karan. "I was stuck with five

thousand suits. Carrie loved it and decided to shoot the piece

for the magazine. The minute the editorial came out, I sold

out of it. Is that incredible? The next day.
'

'

But it's notjust visions ofdollar signs that motivate design-

ers to pander to Carrie Donovan. ' T remember one season
, '

'

continues Karan, "she wrote, 'Well, maybe we expected too

much from Donna.' I didn't live up to her expectations,

which was absolutely terrifying to me. Because I wanted to. I

think we all want to please Carrie." Many designers crave

Donovan's approval so much that they solicit precol- 638

r-^^

Everything about Donovan is big. Big

hair, big accessories, and always a

"big look." Her favorite seventies

look (3) on the cover of Fashions of

The Times, 1979, and (4) on Donovan.

VOGUE SEPTEMBER 1 990
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MONDI STORES USA:
LOS ANGELES, CA. BEVERLY CENTER
CENTURY CITY • RODEO DRIVE
WOODLAND HILLS
NEWPORT BEACH. FASHION ISLAND
LA JOLLA • PALM SPRINGS, THE DESERT PLAZA
CARMEL • SANTA ANA, MAIN PLACE
CORTE MADERA, THE VILLAGE AT CORTE MADERA
SAN FRANCISCO, CROCKER GALLERIA
SAN FRANCISCO CENTER
PALO ALTO, STANFORD SHOPPING CENTER
SACRAMENTO, THE PAVILIONS
PHOENIX. AZ. BILTMORE FASHION PARK
SCOTTSDALE, THE BORGATA
LAS VEGAS. NV. THE FASHION SHOW PLAZA
DENVER, CO, CHERRY CREEK MAIL
BAL HARBOUR, FL • BOCA RATON, TOWN CENTER
FORT LAUDERDALE, GALLERIA
SARASOTA, ST. ARMANDS CIRCLE
PALM BEACH. WORTH AVE.
PALM BEACH GARDENS, THE HARBOUR
NAPLES, FL • ATLANTA, GA, LENNOX SQUARE
DALLAS, TX, HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
NORTHPARK CENTER • HOUSTON, GALLERIA III

ST. LOUIS, MO, PLAZA FRONTENAC
BOSTON, MA, CHESTNUT HILL • COPLEY PLACE
CEDARHURST, NY
MANHASSET, AMERICANA SHOPPING CENTER
NEW YORK, TRUMP TOWER
HACKENSACK, NJ. RIVERSIDE SQUARE
THE MALL AT SHORT HILLS
OAKBROOK. IL, OAKBROOK SHOPPING CENTER
NORTHBROOK. NORTHBROOK COURT
CHICAGO. MICHIGAN AVENUE
TROY, ML SOMERSET MALL
BEACHWOOD, OH
CINCINNATL HYATT REGENCY
HILTON HEAD, SC, THE MALL AT SHELTER COVE
PITTSBURGH, PA. ONE OXFORD CENTER
THE GALLERIA AT SOUTHPOINTS
EDINA. MN. GALLERIA
NASHVILLE. TN. BELLEVUE CENTER
STAMFORD. CT. TOWN-CENTER • SEATTLE. WA
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 1-800-247-8960
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TALKING FASHION

Yves Saint Laurent's appears on the screen, she peers

at Greenfield over the top of her glasses and deadpans,

"This was not a good collection.

"Are you going to say it was not a good collection?"

Greenfield asks.

"Yes. I am going to. It was terrible. Terrible.
'^

Or so she says . Carrie Donovan is a lot more opinion-

one of her assistants .ype it into the computer, attributes

the habit to Mrs. '
. "She used to say, 'Now, Carrie.

You must never let i machine stand between you and cre-

ativity.' " Dono'. in also pays tribute by sharing Vree-

land's fixation < i leopard prints and the color red. "I

loved Mrs. Vreeland," she says. "We were really good

friends. God, stie understood soooo many things. She

ated in person than she is in print. She would never taught me ever\'thing I know."

write that any collection was terrible. She's far too hu- "Like Vreeland, Carrie understands vulgarity and

mane—and perhaps too close to most designers—to be surprise," says Joel" Schumacher, a film director

that brutally honest. But she will tweak

them when she sees fit. Or ignore them

for a while if she doesn't like their

work. And she is smart enough to know
that in order to be considered good at

what she does, she must have at least

one person mad at her at all times.

Ralph Lauren was "furious" when she

wrote that his "women's clothes are not

so slickly made. In fact . . . they seem to

be made by the local dressmaker, and

not by knowledgeable craftsmen ....

Carrie Donovan

is a lot more

opinionated in

person than she

is in print

And Dono-

who's known Donovan since the early

sixties, when he was doing windows

at Bendel's. "She understands the

street as well as the highest end of so-

phisticated couture.
'

'

Indeed she does. In one day she gave

a narrated tour of Seventh Avenue,

complete with an eloquent history of all

the important buildings; pulled into Per-

ry's Snack Bar, stood at the counter and

put away a couple of "wienies" while

discussing with Harriet Mays—rapid-fire—business of

van's relationship with Calvin Klein (once her constant the day and future photo shoots; then took the subway

companion) is now "prickly" because of things she's

said about his collections. Once Bill Blass, one of her

oldest friends, didn't speak to her for a year.

When Donovan returns to her office, she finds her

assistant Mary holding a huge, tacky shoulder bag.

"What is that ghastly-\oo\i\ng thing?!" she asks.

' 'It's a sample for our review.
'

'

"Well. . .1 see," says Donovan. "Don't you think

we've reviewed it?"

"We've reviewed it."

Everything about Carrie Donovan is big. Big bones.

Big face. Big hair. She wears big bracelets, big pearls,

huge glasses. And she always wears a big look. In the

early fifties it was black Mainbocher (complete with

falsies and white suede gloves). In the late sixties she

went through her Rive Gauche period, with short bright

knit Yves Saint Laurent dresses, Gucci loafers, and

link belts. The early seventies was her Halston peri-

od—turbans, black silk pajamas, and tunic pants. In

the eighties she had a "love affair' ' with Calvin Klein's

black jersey turtlenecks and crepe de chine shirts with

home. In for the night, she curled up in the bed of her

small one-bedroom rental on Sixty-fifth Street with

Chinese takeout, a glass of wine, and MTV. A couple

of nights later, in a white sequined Bill Blass jacket and

Karl Lagerfeld dress, she took a limo to a benefit at Car-

negie Hall and sat in a box with Oscar de la Renta, Nan-

cy Kissinger, and some foreign aristocrat. At the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel reception afterward, she kissed

and fussed over Ivana Trump, Jerome Zipkin, and

Adrienne Vittadini , sat down to dinner, and plucked as-

paragus off a plate with her hands long before anyone

was seated.

"She's a diva," says Mays. "An old marvelous

glam fashion lady. And they don't really make them

like her anymore."

Carolyn Gertrude Amelia Donovan was bom in Lake

Placid, New York, in 1928. She never met her father:

"He was removed from the household by the time I ar-

rived." She and her older sister were raised by their

grandparents. When Donovan was thirteen, her mother

("quixotic Margaret") moved her two daughters to

plunging V necks (showing plenty of bosom), always Queens. Unhappy with the high school there, Donovan
with lots and lots of pearis. Of late it is black cashmere chose one in Manhattan and enrolled herself. A year

crewneck sweaters, short leopard-print skirts, black later she entered Parsons School of Design, eventually

pumps, and a leopard trench coat. ending up in the Paris division. By 1950 she was mak-
Even Donovan's voice is big, swooping up and ing the rounds ofManhattan'sjunior houses, designing

down the scale, full of wooo-hooos, giggles, and proc- dresses. Chessy Rayner, then a fashion editor at Ladies

lamations. Her speech—peppered with fractured, de- Home Journal, ran a full-page editorial on one of her

mented French—is composed largely of Carrie Dono- dresses, "a black rayon crepe sheath with a black-and-

vanisms. And lots of Diana Vreeland quotes. white houndstooth bolero. " It was Donovan's only re-

Donovan is one of the last living editors of the Vree- alized moment as a dress designer—and more
land school of fashion journalism. Having worked with significantly, her first exposure to the fashion press,

and idolized her for so many years, Donovan can hardly "Even when I was achild," Donovan says, "I always

help but do an inflection-perfect imitation of Vreeland. knew I was going to be a dress designer. There was noth-

Donovan, who writes aJ' her copy longhand and then has ing, I mean nothing in our life that could have led 646
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Her speech-

peppered with

demented French-

is a language

made up largely

of Carrie

Donovanisms

TALKING FA iHION
me to this. We really lived like 1..^ n people, upstanding poor peo-

ple." When Donovan was in seccnd grade her great-aunt Hattie in-

troduced her to the Daily News .

' 1 was all of seven or eight,
'

' says

Donovan, "and I was following this story of the Duke of Windsor

and this American woman in i e paper. I knew it was glamorous,

you see. So I designed a tfou eau for the Duchess of Windsor on

my paper-doll paper.
'

'

She also had a "glamor jus" uncle Craig. "He married a

South American woman lamed Jackie and they lived in Palm

Beach. The first time he brought her home to meet the family,

she had just gotten off the boat from

Europe, and they came with her

steamer trunk. That was my first

glimpse of anything luxurious. She

had furs, and everything smelled of

perfume, and she had satin lingerie.

She had these wonderful charm brace-

lets." Donovan clasps both her hands

to her chest. Breathing deeply, she

closes her eyes and lets out a big sigh.

"Ahhh. Right then, I knew this was

going to be my life.

"

After several days of prodding, Car-

rie Donovan finally invites me to her

apartment. Like Donovan, the apart-

ment is odd, charming, cozy, and very, very busy. The foyer

is painted red, and the entire place is carpeted in leopard. The

living room is choked with pillowy furniture, a forest of

plants, and an orange tulipy print fabric that covers nearly ev-

erything: the furniture, the walls, even the tables. Though the

sun is beaming outside, the shades are pulled, and we sit in

strange, artificial darkness.

The phone rings. It is Carrie's sister reporting that their mother is

in the ground. "Mother's ashes are now in the family plot," says

Donovan after she hangs up. "Margaret cooled in January." Not

two seconds later, the phone rings again. It is a friend named Todd.

"First of all," she says into the receiver, looking at me, "I've al-

lowed him in my house. Now you know what that means. You
know how few people are allowed in my house.

"

Carrie Donovan is famously private. "I grew up in a real New
England family,

'

' she says, "and you did not display your emo-

tions. You did your job, you went through whatever tortures or

pleasures you went through, and you didn't carry on about

them." Donovan is probably one of the only editors in New
York who does not have an answering machine—partly because

she hates machinery, partly because she never takes her work

home, and partly because she doesn't like to talk on the phone.

Perhaps that is why there is barely a word of gossip circulating

about Donovan: she herself dishes very little. One editor tells a

story of Donovan going under the knife for a face-lift and, half-

way through the surgery with only one side lifted, her heart stop-

ping. (Carrie laughs at the gossip and explains that she "died"

on the table.) Helen Gurley Brown, the editor of Cosmopolitan

and a famous gossip, speaks only of one affair that Donovan had

(to which Donovan freely admits). "She is not known," says

Brown, ' 'to have her toes in the air.
'

'

"She's married to her work," says Joel Schumacher, with

whom she's been extremely close for several years. "But she's

always been in love. She's a very passionate, romantic ^650
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TALKING FASHION
person. Just because someone hasn't been married doesn't mean

she ' s led a loveless life
.

"

Carrie Donovan never married because "it just never hap-

pened. Oh, I went through a long period of time, as all women

do, of wanting to be. Then I didn't want to. Today I certainly
^

wouldn't want to be married. I'm too independent.

"

Donovan's most important friend died a few years ago of

lung cancer. "He was a very funny Irish guy. I used to say to

him, 'You can't have this. We are going to grow old togeth-

er.' " More recently she's endured another loss. "My friend

Robert was the center of my life for

the last few years," she says. "But

since his death, I've been in transi-

tion again. Now there is no center."

On her own for so many years,

Donovan has forced herself to find

that center—again and again. "I am
not an insecure person," she says.

"Never have been. Perhaps it would

have done me some good. I remem-

ber Joel said to me once, 'I just wish

we both hadn't been bom with this

idea that we're the elite. Our lives.

Carrie, would be so much simpler if

we didn't think we were better than

other people. ' And God, I am so im-

patient. I can't bear people who
don't do what they're supposed to do

or toe the line. And I'm very de-

manding— I expect people to do

what I do. I'm not interested in them

if they don't."

Carrie Donovan—who works
twice as hard as people half her age

more and more as she gets older. Greenfield, her boss, wants

her to write as much as she's willing to. So she does. "He
loves my opinion," she says. "And Hove that. I have all these

things to say, so I might as well say them.
'

'

Still , writing at length does not come easy
. '

'Layouts , editing

,

that's catnip. But writing . .
." It is the hardest part of herjob be-

cause Donovan is, at heart, a designer. A Fashion Person. "I am
intensely visual," she says. "In an eight-minute subway ride I

have life stories invented for three people." Beautiful things,

pictures, fashion—that is what thrills Carrie Donovan. That is

what keeps her going.

"I keep thinking that Vreeland was able to go on as long as she

did because her mind was so fertile. Oh, God, I hope I'm like

Vreeland. I have all of this that goes on inside. I dream every sin-

gle time I go to sleep. I dream wonderful dreams, always in

Technicolor. They're marvelous adventures. People who dream
are wildly creative people. Dreams are my blessing.

'

'

It is near midnight, and as I leave Donovan's apartment so that

she may dream her dreams, I feel, for the first time in a month,

out of her clutches. But not fo, 'ong. In a few days she is on the

phone, suggesting angles for the story, telling me things she for-

got to mention, and more insistently, art directing the layout as if

it were her own. Ri^I.t up to the last minute and down to the last

detail , Carrie Donovan wants to have her finger in the pie , trying

always to remain in control. • talking... ^652

Diana Vreeland

convinced

Donovan to toss

out her

typewriter:

"Now, Carrie.

You must never

let a machine

stand between

you and

creativity'w"
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OPTICAL WORLD
Starrtofo, CT • Bndgewater. NJ • Rockaway. NJ

SINGER/SPECS DISCOUNTVISION CENTERS
DE • NJ • PA 20 locations

VISION LAND/ONE HOUR VISION CARE
Jersen/Por: Ucie, PL |407) 692-" "SS

Stuart. FL (407) 286-7788
Vero Beach. FL (407) 770-2020

BRAINTREE VISION ASSOCIATES
B'ar-ree VA 15-7)848-2020

MAINE PROFESSIONAL OPTICIANS
AT Mai'-e 'Ocanors (2C7i 522-5751

BANGOR OPTICAL CENTER
Bangor ME (207) 947-3200

MARK S. VARNUM, O.D.
Fort Fairfield. ME (207) 473-7569

AMERICAN UFETSTYLE OPTICS
Dover, NH (603) 749-2094

AMERICAN EYECARE EXPRESS
La::":3 NH (6C3i 52"---:;

POWERHOUSE OPTICAL
,'. ^iza^z- NH 1603)298-9775

HIGGINS OPTICAL
Ai N:r-h Jersey Locations (201)839-1865

PROGRESSIVE VISION
Clinton. NJ (201) 735-0911

DR. DENNIS BRUDER, O.D.
Ei:ace:r- N„ i20'i 352-2"86

HILLSBORO OPTICAL SHOPPE
Hiii.;c:ro Nj i2C''i S74-353'

NORTH JERSEY EYECARE
^i-earoPiaza* Ne.'.-c.r^a-'s Nj (201)697-8100

LEVINSON EYE CARE CENTER
Montville, NJ(201)263-80:0

COHENS FASHION OPTICAL
Ouackerbnage Man • Lawrenceville. NJ (609) 799-8380

COHENS FASHION OPTICAL
P::Ka,va, Mai! NJ (20-) 366-2072

COHENS FASHION OPTICAL
Ca -c cca-:- -ea'e;- ,,:, i2 '2) 586-6295

WAVERLY PLAZA VISION CENTER, INC.
Parcrogue NY (5'ci 4^5-4426

KEVIN S. GUILFOYLE OPTICIANS
Vernon. NJ • Warwick. NY (914) 986-7766

SOUTHERN PINES OPTICIANS
S:a;esvi!ie NC (704) 872-6369

EAST COAST OPTICAL USA
PA 4 icca-ions r'7i ^57-5632

TOTAL VISION CARE
Barer- a^o Ce^-a! pa i2'5) 6:^0-5560

SUGERMANS OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
E,'" PA ("-7)876-4372

VISION WORLD
Hamsburg. PA (7 1 7) 657-7717

WEBER EYE ASSOCIATES
HarnsCurg PA i7-7) 652-77^0

DRS. RAWDIN AND SZYMALA, O.D.'S
?="s:o*r PA ,2 -5i 323-8007

VISION WORLDS
Dongas D'.g Pi i40' I 463-6696

TRI-Cmr OPTICIANS
All TN locations (615) 282-1932

TRI-CITY OPTICIANS
All VA locations (800) 572-6244

DR. B. DANIEL JASON, INC.
Danville. VA (804) 793-2020

DRS. DOCTOR AND BESSEL O.D.'S
Norfolk, VA (s:4i4c--3-:-

WELUNG INTERNATIONAL
65 SIC DRIVE MILFORD. CT 06460
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TALKING FASHION
Wild colors, textures, and more spangles than a show girl-

stockings have come out of the closet, vicki woods tries the

new offerings, checks her seams, and tells us which "have legs"

UNTIL THIS FALL, I COULD HAVE SWAPPED THE
contents ofmy stocking drawer with those of any wom-
an in America who isn't over six feet and built like a

linebacker. Matte black Lycra, glossy black Lycra, and

sheer black Lycra: who needed anything else to get her

through the day? And the evening? It was very re-

strained and severe and modem, my stocking drawer.

All that black rolled up in neat balls like baby seals and

as uniform as the Red Army.
Not anymore. Perestroika has finally hit panty hose,

and you, like me and President Gorbachev, are going to

have to come to terms with the effects of individualism

and free choice. My, there'll he some colorful head-

aches ahead: I'm gazing at lilac, fuchsia, peacock, per-

iwinkle, scarlet, silver.

I've divided the new stockings in:.) half . jzen cate-

gories. Sheer wisps of blush are the newest of all . Your
legs will look as though there's nothing on them but

652

your own silky porcelain skin with a brushful of trans-

lucent powder fluffed on top. These stockings are the

most revolutionary. In the packets, they look unflatter-

ingly like your grandmother's bloomers, but when you

put them on, you'll skip and dance because they're so

pretty. I tried Ralph Lauren's Lycra Ultra Sheer in Soft

Beige ($11), which are sheer perfection. They feel as

soft as kid gloves, cling like a spider's web, and shine

very, very slightly, so the effect is like dipping your fin-

ger in a pot of face powder. Hanes Ultra Silk in Soft

Peach are far cheaper at $5.95, and almost as nice, but

don't have quite such a brilliantly silky texture. Best of

all, and as delicious-looking as an almond cookie, are

Fogal Louvre 227 in Visage—a pale, pale baby's fin-

gernail pink. These are eight-denier lace-top stockings

that stay up without a garter belt (delicate bands of

stretchy plastic nestle under the lace tops), and they

achieve that goal pretty well all day. 654
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Pride's painful:

there is nothing

cozy about

knitted metal

TALKING FASHION

Texture is another category: you'll have tweedy-looking

tights, fishnets, lace, schoolgirl ribs. I tried Calvin Klein Ribknit

($12) in Sable, a rich dark bi )wn; they are deeply unprepossess-

ing in the packet but wonderful on, clingy and cozy to wear and

svelte and velvety to look it. These are the kind of expensive

matte stockings that you see on the fur-clad fashionable signore

of Milan. I expected similar results from Giorgio Armani's

shades-of-brown tweed pattern tights ($22) but was disappoint-

ed. They looked puzzliiigly cheap on and felt like a hair shirt.

Hue's Net Tights (fishnet, $18.50) are horrid. Fishnet is bad

enough, but fishnet with a crooked seam is worse.

Gloss is either sheer, in flesh tones,

or in shades of gray, barely black, or al-

most-solid color with a polish to it.

Many of the glossy stockings have lots

of Lycra for fit—which can lead to the

one disadvantage: most feel rather con-

stricting, like a wet suit. Givenchy's

Body Gleamers, which have a very high

gloss, also have an ugly control top and

a comfortless feel; but then again they are only $6. 1 like Fogal's

Ronda 525 in Sable (actually pale beige), and so should anybody

for $79 a pair. The fit is fabulous, the cling is second skin, the

gleam is lustrous, and the well-tailored seams stay in place.

Metallic shimmer is achieved by a mass of brilliant sequins,

Lurex mesh, or nylon delicately shot with gold or silver. This is

when you'll have to remember what English nannies always say

when they comb their little charges' curls: pride's painful . There

is nothing cozy about knitted metal. Accept that and you'll be the

belle of the ball. Caroline Glitz in Lurex panty hose ($23) are

prosaically called Blue, but they're actually a dazzling peacock

color that glitters fabulously. For knitted metal (actually, it says

100 percent nylon on the packet) they fit over the ankle pretty

well, too. E. G. Smith Socks' silver Lurex tights are dingier

over the knee and ankle , but uncomfortable . And as for Hue ' s slith-

er of scarlet sequins! Well, I was desperate to get these on: they

were the most exciting things I'd seen since I came out of short

socks. But they are like a Marine assault course to pull up and were

seamed up the back after the fabric was sequined, so all down the

seam there are little half circles of sequins pressing into your flesh

like fingernails . When I took them off after only a halfhourmy legs

looked as though I'd been dragged through a hedge backward.

Matte color is as near as you're going to get this fall to that

drawerful of black Lycra basics. How do you feel about lilac? In

matte colors nobody holds a candle to Donna Karan. HerDKNY
Opaque Coverage tights ($10.50) come in grown-up colors;

they're so cozy you want to sleep in them.

And finally, spangles. Hue's Jet Tights in rich, russety brown

covered with tiny jet beads made my mouth water. Once I had

them on, they made my eyes run: there are spangles under the

soles of the feet! Tiny spangles, it's true—so it's not as bad as

walking around with dried peas in your shoes. Only nearly as

bad. Whereas Fogal's San Remo 500, sprinkled with little rhine-

stones, are properly designed to leave the spangles off the soles

of your feet and inner thighs (so you can cross your legs in com-

fort). But it'll cost you $150 for such forethought.

One thing is certain. You'll need a bigger drawer. •

TALKING... 656
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Calling all Marilyn and

Madonna v annabes . . .

it's the gr'^ at fake out.

False eyelashes, hairpieces,

and be.uty marks dot

the fashion- landscape

—

as models and celebs

give the high-drama

look mass appeal

Everybody's faking it, from Azzedine

AloYo—who chose outre lashes and o

tousled wig for Linda Evangelista, LEFT,

to wear on the runway—to Chanel,

whose models, ABOVE, wore long falls at

the ready-to-wear collections. Did

Madonna start it with her looks in

perpetual motion? CLOCKWISE FROM
CENTER RIGHT: Madonna with her Blond

Ambition fall; extra lashes and a beauty

spot for model Christy Turlington; larger-

than-life lashes, a wig, and knockout

earrings on Naomi Campbell; spiderlike

lashes and a phony spot for Elaine Irwin;

Daryl Hannah with counterfeit blond fall;

Thierry Mugler's model with sixties-

influenced wig; Dianne Brill transformed

with a false blond bob. TALKING... 658
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TALKING (ThtM ^lA/f^K
By Tracy Young

frock around the clock
I CAME OF AGE AT A TIME WHEN FASHION AND NONFASHION

were like church and state—although no one could decide

which was which—and because I was a writer, I was rigorously

nonfashion. It just went with the territory. In fact, a photogra-

pher friend once asked why I wanted to be a writer, since they

were the least cute, and the worst dressed, of all creative types.

Now fashion is the rock and roll of the nineties. Lx)ok at

Madonna: lip sync on her collar. Her Gaultier bra as big a star

as she is. And writers who thought fashion infra dig are hus-

tling invitations to the fashion shows. Which is how I found

myself amid the kind of mob I'd last seen at a Grateful Dead

concert. A little better dressed. A little worse behaved.

The show itself was not unlike a Dead concert. You fought

to get a seat, then stood up—not dancing in the aisles but

wriggling for a better view of the celebrities. (I had my eyes

peeled for Susan Sontag.) Then you waited. And waited some

more. Editors from rival publications avoided each other's

basilisk gazes, and I was reminded of Roland Barthes's re-

mark "Boredom might be my form of hysteria.
'

'

Finally it began. Loud blaring music. Sandra Bemhard

screaming. Dozens of outfits whirling down the runway,

each, like a Dead tune, virtually indistinguishable from the

next, yet each capable of inspiring a reaction, be it stony si-

lence or a wild flap of applause. Like a Dead concert, it

seemed to go on forever.

Making my escape, I ran into a friend who had a knowing

smile on her face and a notebook of sketches
. '

'Help
,

" I said

.

"I have no idea what I was looking at. Why was the pink coat

great—the blue one awful? I didn't know when to clap.
'

'

"You should have been in Paris a few seasons back," she

sighed. "A simple black dress had grown men weeping.
'

'

I had long suspected that the new male sensitivity had its

roots in Seventh Avenue. But weeping? Over a dress?

"Not for the dress," she said, only a soupgon impatiently.
'

'For the seamstresses who put in thousands of tiny stitches
. '

'

I pondered this aspect of worker solidarity for a moment.

"You're not a Fashion Person," pronounced my friend,

who is.

This was not the first time I had been thus dismissed. It is

the put-down of the moment. So I was eager to know exactly

what defined a Fashion Person. I mean, I've yet to meet a

dress that made me cry. Hoping my friend could deconstruct

the evening, I offered to buy her a drink, and we walked up-

town a few blocks, she canting forward on her high heels in

that precipitous gait peculiar to people with too much style

and too little time.

"I never took drugs,
'

' Fashion Person said demurely when
we'd settled ourselves, "but it's like taking drugs.

"

"Well, I'd never been to a fashion show," I riposted witti-

ly, "but I have taken drugs, so that much I understand."

"Fashion is about constant change."

"You mean like 'Brown is the new black'?"

658

Fashion Person rolled her eyes.

"I recen; y learned that jewelry is seasonal, " said I, eager

to get with It. "And here I've been, month in and month out

wearing the same old watch, the same three rings."

Maybe fashion is less like drugs than, say, French-kissing.

An acquired taste. But looked at objectively, it's ludicrous. I

was about to mention this insight to Fashion Person, but I was

distracted by the group at the next table gesturing excitedly.

' 'That hat . . . and those flowers ..." A young man waved

his hands, then looked annoyed when a waiter appeared.

"Something other," one woman said.

' 'Something other than," said the other.

"Yes," said the man. "Ke^."

This I recognized as the language of fashion. A normal sen-

tence. Hold the verb. Clearly a Fashion Person can do without

certain parts of speech as easily as a Nonfashion Person can do

without seasonal accessories. But what else? I had much to

leam, and it would take more time than afforded by a few glass-

es of mineral water. Besides, one reason writers like covering

fashion is that fashion magazines have nice expense accounts.

"It's like," Fashion Person said through a mouthful of

broiled chicken, ' 'you can take a person and . . . and . . . total-

ly change her image. It's like a blank canvas."

This I could relate to. My first job was at a fashion maga-

zine, answering reader queries from mothers who thought

that their daughters (see photo enclosed) had what it took to

be a model. It was up to me to ruin their lives by explaining

that one thick eyebrow might work for FridaKahlo but. . . Or

answering calls like the one from a lady who said, "I'm in a

phone booth in Saks, and I can't decide whether to buy the

brown pumps or the blue ones." I'm kind of sorry I put that

lady on hold for twenty years. But I'm paying for it now

—

"What is the difference," I asked Fashion Person, "be-

tween a Chanel addict and a Hell's Angel in full colors? Why
is it that when someone on the street wraps rags around her

head she's a vagrant—and when a sittings editor does it she's

a Fashion Person? And when," I said, smirking, "is Ralph

Lauren going to be 'inspired' by the Hasidim?"

"Fashion," she replied, stony-faced, "is about the rela-

tionship between status and the status quo.
'

'

But I was on a roll. Enigmatic remarks meant nothing to

me. I had finally realized what Fashion People are: a freaky

combination of the sentimental (weeping? over a dress?) and

the brutal. Like theater people. Or alcoholics. And so, em-

boldened by caffeine, I asked the question that preys on the

nonfashion mind: "Do you laugh at us behind our backs?"

Fashion Person pulled at the knees of her Pucci tights while

her eyes darted, quick as a serpent's tongue, to my shoes.

"Yes," she said.

I suppose it's only fair. Writers have become the presidents

of various emerging countries. Until a Fashion Person is

elected, I rest my case. •
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TALKING PARTIES

At her Paris nuptials to financier

Luigi d'Urso, the bride was a

one-woman fashion show: she

greeted guests before the cere-

mony in Lanvin. was married in

an Yves Saint Laurent suit, and

later danced at the reception in a

poufy floor-length dress de-

signed especially for the occa-

sion by Christian Lacroix. •

Loofl^de 1^ Faiaise!

with bridal attendants



NTRODUCING

TATE-OF-THE-ART COITROL FROM THIRMACK
Now you can have more hold-even nnore a I styling power- whether your

look is gravity-defying or soft and natural. The new \J Jhirmack® Stylers Collection

is customized to provide just the right level of hold-no matter what your style.

Like new Fast Freeze-the unique spray that works instantly for looks that last. And

new Ultimate Hold-to keep even the hardest-to-hold styles perfectly beautiful.

The new Jhirmack Stylers with improved hold. State-

of-the-art gels, spritzes, mousses and hair sprays that give

you precisely the control you need for the styles you love.

'mack s a regstefed trademark ® 1990 Plaviex Beauty Care, Inc. J



VERSACE
(Continuedfrom page 545)

and customer Elton John. One of his idols is Tina Turner. "She

has such verve. She made me crazy when I saw her."

Clearly, he loves the stars—and they love his house. Collins,

Clapton, George Michael, and Don Johnson are among those who

have stayed there, but Versace says, "More than the house is the

way we talk at it. We spent the night talking with Sting, all the night

talking about things, who is moral, who is not, about literature and

things like that. I like to have artists as guests. You know, I need

new vision, new emotion."

When he can't find vision at Lake Como, Versace hits the road^

to Turkey, to Japan, to the Sudan, to Vietnam. "Vietnam was one

of the greatest trips. 1 stayed there twenty days. I went to Saigon, to

Hanoi, to where the old capital is like the Forbidden City in China. It

is an unbelievable place—the culture of these people, the simplic-

ity, I adore." In America Versace took a month and drove from

New York to Lx)s Angeles " in a big American car."" I did the real-

ly simple western cities. I slept in a motel. I saw all the faces of

America, the Indians. I went to Aspen, Colorado, Las Vegas. Let's

get lost sometimes—I need that.

But it is in the desert, in Egypt, he says, where he really gets lost.

"I spent sixteen days sleeping in the temple—I built my little tent

close to the pyramid. You know, in the night in the moonlight we

danced rock and roll in the middle of the desert, and no one could

see us. If I could make a suggestion to friends, I'd say go there,

please. You really cannot believe how free you get.

"

The travel, the friendships, the almost frenzied soaking up of the

culture—any culture—^are what Versace says enables him to do his

craft. "You need a life. Inspiration is something you have to have

inside. Ifnot it can be dangerous." He scoffs at designers who "put

a Picasso jacket on a woman," who dress women "like Russian

peasants. What I hate about designers is when they get inspiration

from a Greek vase, they just put the vase on you. That is ridiculous

and 1 think women who accept that are stupid. I think women need

respect from a designer. And I really don't like designers who put

men's clothes on women. I think women who wear that have some

sexual problems."

Some people say it's Versace who has the sexual problems.

His clothes are often skintight, low-cut, slit high, and siren

bright. He was among the first to revive the cat suit, to bring back

the miniskirt, to show tights worn as pants, to bring the bustier

out at night and bead it. Versace says he's not consciously de-

signing sexy clothes, he's just being direct. "You have a won-

derful body, women. 1 like curve, I like the softness in women. I

like masculine things on men."

At any rate, he points out that the clothes people write—or com-

plain—about are those featured in his shows or behind the podium

at the Academy Awards. In his studio there are the beautifully tai-

lored pants and simple cashmere T-shirts Diana Vreeland lived in,

the low-key frocks suitable for Princess Di, but they do not make it

to the runway. "A lot of people show sweaters and simple things,

but people don't need to fly to Milan or Paris just to see a lot of

things you can buy in the Ballantyne store." The show, he says,

should be "the way to talk to people, to express your creativity. It

should become more and more short. When you have nothing to say

to the people, don't show it. A true designer must go ahead, break

the barrier, give direction." He loves Lacroix because he is "fun-

ny," Gigli and Alaia because they are "young" and love the body.

His own direction will continue up the thigh. Modem, he says,

"is what you feel is in accordance with the life of today. Who can

wear a long skirt and cape with the carwe have today or the plane we
have today? Modem is what women want, what moves well with

their bodies You can move well in a short skirt or pants. You cannot

look modem in a long skirt."

Versace will introduce a fragrance called Ve—"very flowery

with a touch of the exotic"—in a year or so, and he plans to open

nine more American boutiques in cities as far-flung as Houston,

Palm Springs, and Aspen. He is looking forward, he says, to work-

ing in the nineties. "I think this time is for women. The eighties was

for the women's revolution, the women's establishment. Now
women can go back to dressing like women, to be less competitive

with the men^and more winning. When you don't compete, that

means \ou are sure ofyourself, you are proud ofyourself, and that is

what Hike. My work can be very easy now. How nice it is to work

with women who are free. I hate women who are afraid.
'

' •

LACROIX
(Continuedfrom page 550)

solemn figure with a drooping mustache in a Peruvian sweater and

shoulder bag, taken the summer he spent documenting the archives

of Louis Jou for the widow of that famous French engraver and

printer. At Les Baux, Madame Jou sheltered a disappearing bohe-

mia, and under her roof the provincial art student met established

artists and their consorts: Picasso's widow; Pablo Casals, the cellist;

and Alexander Schneider, the violinist.

Between the earnest student and the celebrated couturier stretch

seventeen years of Parisian life. After being a free-lance shoe de-

signer, a design assistant for Hermes, and then for Guy Paulin, he

entered the couture as style director for Jean Patou at the invitation

of Jean de Moiiy. A once-great landmark in Paris couture, Patou

was by 1981 a somewhat dusty name. In five years Lacroix re-

vamped Patou and tripled the sales, but in January 1987 he designed

his last collection for the house. Within weeks, at the invitation of

Bernard Arnault, he began work on his first own-name collection.

Patou was devastated to lose its new star, has had no collection to

show since, and sued Lacroix for 85 million francs for concurrence

deloyale. It has been Patou's misfortune to become the discarded

cocoon of a brilliant butterfly. Acrimony has increased in due pro-

portion to the success ofthe new house. Lacroix has lost the first two

rounds of the legal battle but plans to appeal to the French equivalent

of the Supreme Court.

With a lugubrious look, the designer pushes over a Polaroid of a

confused office. "My studio that I left at Patou. I had an appoint-

ment with my lawyer, and he advised me that it would be better to

walk straight out. So the room was sealed up, with everything left as

it was on the evening of a certain day in January '87. Dead flowers

on the table , my pen , my CFDA Award
.

" He grimaces
. '

'When the

lawsuit is over it will be like the opening ofTutankhamen's tomb!"

The house commenced as it meant to continue, with a notable ab-

sence ofpomp. The first orders, begun in a suite at the Hotel Crillon

where the staff assembled before the new atelier was ready, were a

pink wedding dress for the niece of Giscard d'Estaing and a cape for

Paloma Picasso's bulldog.

Appropriately enough, when Lacroix was searching for a face to

identify with his perfume, his choice fell on a star who had leapt into

the limelight with a similarly dramatic entrance midstage. Just as

the couturier had emerged from Patou amid recriminations and libel

actions, the spirited Sylvie Guillem broke free from the Paris Opera

and the control of her patron and director, Rudolf Nureyev, to de-

mand, and receive, total freedom and more money from Covent

Garden's Royal Ballet.

There is, in the wings, another woman who personifies the pro-

vocative charm of the Lacroix style. "C'est la vie!" would be said

by her with irony and in quotation marks, a shrug of brown linen

shoulders, a flash of sunglasses, and a shout ofsmoky laughter. Yin

to Lacroix 's yang, Frangoise Rosensthiel, Madame Lacroix, adds a

persistently detectable stamp. Ostensibly not part of the fashion

house, she sees every sketch, filters much of the Lacroix style

through her own critical and prejudiced eye for design, and acts as

disc jockey, greeter, and hostess. The house is a network of rela-

tionships with its nucleus in the Christian-Fran^oise-Jean-Jacques

Picart triangle. Lunching together. Christian murmurs and laughs.
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marketing director Jean-Jacques clowns in striped shirt and

braces—wearing above his spectacles a bride's tiara from the fitting

room—and Fran^oise undercuts and parries, injects a stream of

asides and private jokes, a cigarette between her crimson lips.

When Lacroix arrived at the Sorbonne in 1973 to write his thesis

on eighteenth-century clothing, he met the exuberantly opinionated

young press assistant who would become the catalyst for his talent.

Six years older, she dazzled him with daringly sophisticated atti-

tudes beyond her years.

"So funny, elegant, and naughty at the same time!" ex-

claims Christian Lacroix. "Always spirited, feminine, and

funny—not sexy so much as a coquette, like Arletty, or the

young Shirley MacLaine."

Provincial Clean Slate meets Street-smart Parisienne. She

punctures his reverent attitudes, shocks him into laughter,

marches him to every film and exhibition, deluges him with Ver-

di, Mozart, and Puccini, and finally introduces him to her be-

spectacled Eurasian boss, Jean-Jacques Picart, who will help

Christian land his first jobs with Hermes and Guy Paulin. With

reckless extravagance they take a box at the Opera in order to

have a showcase for the show-stopping dress Christian makes for

Fran9oise for each gala. They finagle invitations to every collec-

tion, attend each private view. Fran^oise leads Christian and

Jean-Jacques, complaining, to tacky midnight dives where they

scrutinize new bands. The two become a unit: Frangoise and

Christian love and hate in unison. They adore hippies, Issey

Miyake, and the peasant collection of Yves Saint Laurent. They

loathe neat, cerebral seventies fashion. They vow to wear only

their parents' old clothes and finds from flea markets. They take

the boat train to London to spend a whole day at the Biba bou-

tique. They draw parallels between Angus McBean, Man Ray,

Christian Berard, and Oliver Messel. They ransack dusty bou-

tiques for fabrics created by Dufy for Schiaparelli and by Matisse

for Poiret. In Pandora de Luxe, three hands simultaneously rum-

mage through fabrics in an unexplored drawer. Christian and

Fran^oise look up and are face-to-face with Karl Lagerfeld.

Today Lacroix has little more to learn from the byways and

backwaters of fashion and design. His well-aired Aries back-

ground tells only half the story. The rest has to do with the fertile

mixing of the provincial and the Parisian, the rough and the

smooth, the rustic and the refined. In the main window on the rue

du Faubourg St.-Honore, an antique console table is piled high

with coral, quartz, mother-of-pearl shells, and shell boxes. A
gold-and-bougainvillea shoe is half-buried in the sand next to a

scent bottle with a branch of coral in the stopper. At home, in the

elegant, brilliantly colored new Lacroix apartment in the rue des

Beaux-Arts, is a collage of elements from his childhood and from

secret shops: high-wattage pastels; mosaics of tiles and broken

pottery; a bull's head; grandly draped damask curtains; Left Bank

iron chairs upholstered in a leopard print; a star-lined niche full of

religious figures from Provence.

"Our metier has evolved into a matter of climate and way of

living," says Lacroix. "For the last decade all important col-

lections have been based on ideas that could be translated

equally well into clothes, furniture, or objects.

"The fascination of this work, for me, is the whole atmosphere

about the woman I dress, her landscape, her paintings, her mood.

All the work of a couturier is with the client, for her, speaking with

her to find out how she lives. You dress the actress for the part she

plays. It's all about theater!"

He spreads the photographs. Years concertina together. Family,

publicity tours, frocks, ferias, weddings, collections, countries,

bullfights, society galas collide.

"The key word is mode. Mode de vie, la mode, modish, from

modus, Latin for the way of being or doing something . It means the

gesture, the attitude, the way ofexisting with our body and our mind

in this era we are living in. " He indicates the kaleidoscope of color.

"It's all there. That's it!" •

VOGUE FICTION
(Continuedfrom page 583)

"The thing in my room, Tronka, I think that's my real parents.

These people are from another place."

"Have you tried being open with them?" Meg felt oddly happy

that Bennett had chosen her to confide in.

"Oh, they wouldn't listen to me at all. They'd just say. You're

nuts, kid, see a shrink. There's no sense telling them a thing."

Later, as she drifted to sleep, the phone rang. A voice crackled at

her from thousands of miles away. "Ican'ttalk,"hesaid. "I'mina

terrible rush."

Meg stared at the receiver in the darkened room. "You call from

halfway around the worid to say you can't talk?"

"I just want to make sure everything's all right.

"

"Everything's fine," she said. Then added softly, "We miss

you, darling."

"Miss you too, honey," he replied. "Gotta run."

Meg went downstairs to make herself a cup of tea. As the water

boiled she glanced at the wall. The Aztec temples shimmered, the

pyramids stood high. But in a comer a woman wept on an unmade

bed. A man about to leave stood faceless in a doorway.

When Zachary returned from Nairobi, Meg followed him around

the house. "Please," she said, "let me paint the wall. If I could just

paint it, I think I could live here as if this were my house."

Zachary sighed, bored with all of it now. "It would break

Mona's heart," he said.

"I don't even know Mona," she cried. "I don't care about

Mona."

"It would break her heart," Zachary said.

So break my heart then, she thought, but instead she said, "You
were unfaithful to Lucinda, weren't you? You saw other women
and she knew."

Zachary looked at her stunned. "Who told you that?" he asked.

"How do you know?'

'

Lizzie came by to check on the construction and saw that it was

going well, but Meg was dejected. "It's not working," she

said. "It still feels the same. I mean, there's more light. The

furniture's unnailed. But it's still her house. It's their house.

"

Lizzie listened, a kind look on her face. "Let me just ask you one

more thing. I can work around anything .... I really can . . .

.

" They

were walking back downstairs and she hesitated, leaning closer to

Meg as if she were about to whisper a very big secret. "But have

you considered moving?"

That night they lay in bed, reading, the soft amber lights Meg had

installed warming their faces. She looked at him. He had such gen-

tle eyes, such long, strong hands. She loved his hands. Loved the

way they turned the pages of books, they chopped vegetables.

Loved the way they glided over her body when he felt like making

love, which she was beginning to notice wasn't that often. At least

not when they were in the house. When they went away for week-

ends to country inns or on business trips, he hardly took his hands

off her. Or when the kids weren't around, they made love on the

new carpeting or in the TV room on the new sofa. But in this bed,

though it had happened slowly, almost imperceptibly, they made

love less and less.

"I think we should move." she said to Zachary that night in bed.

' 'The decorator thinks so as well
. '

'

"Oh, I think we'll do fine here," Zachary said. "A little more

paint, a few more things. You'll see."

"But, look, could we just think about it?"

'
'I don't want the kids to have to make a big change at this point in

their lives. You know, they've been through so much.

"

"We wouldn't have to move far.

"

He leaned over and kissed her, put his mouth to her ear. "Let's

change the subject." he said.

"Then let me paint it," she pleaded. "Let me paint the wall."
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VOGUE FICTION
(Continuedfrom page 665)

The next night they went to a Chinese restaurant and ran into Mona.

She was a large, flamboyant person who wore a Tibetan amulet

around her neck. "Zachary," she said. "Its been so long. ..."

"This is Meg," Zachary said. "I've wanted you two to meet."

"Oh , you ' re the one who did the wall
. '

'

Mona waved her pudgy hand. "Oh, that thing?" She stared at

Zachary, scolding him with her finger. "Is that still up? That's from

an old cycle. Zachary, you should get rid of it. Get a fresh start.

First Meg photographed the wall as a record for Mona.

Then one weekend, when Zachary had gone fishing, she bought

the white acrylic paint. With a sweep of the brush, the Aztec empire

came down. Next she took out the lightning bolt and halfthe angel's

wing. She wiped out the Indian nations, several animals on the en-

dangered species list, a significant chunk of tropical rain forest, and

assorted rare birds. She let it dry and then applied the second coat.

But later that evening she saw that the paint barely covered the wall

and the images continued to shine through. Meg phoned Lizzie.

"Try yellow paint," she said.

"I don't want a yellow kitchen," Meg said.

"You can paint white over it," Lizzie advised.

Meg had a plan for the kitchen wall. She and Zachary would go

out to the country and buy baskets, dried flowers, old prints of flow-

ers and birds. They'd make a country kitchen for themselves. On
Sunday morning she bought yellow paint and tried two coats but the

wall still shone through.

She called Lizzie again. "What about black?" Lizzie said.

"Black is very chic. Can you live in a black kitchen?"

"Black?"

"Well, if yellow doesn't cover it. After all, Bloomingdale's is

black. It's stylish."

"It's a kitchen."

Meg was contemplating going out to buy black paint when the

doorbell rang. A woman stood there in a soft pink angora sweater

and brown slacks. Her hair was pulled back in a bun. She looked

like the kind of person who would be handing out The Watchtower

or collecting for the retired firemen's fund. "I've come for my
things," Lucindasaid. "I hope you don't mind."

Then she walked into the rooms that had once been her home.

She looked at the light coming in, the new sofas and chairs, the ta-

bles against the wall. "You've made some changes, I see," Lucin-

dasaid.

"Yes," Meg spoke cautiously.

' 'You ' ve unnailed everything.
'

'

"Yes." Meg was pleased she'd noticed. "Why did you nail it all

down?"

"To keep it from moving," Lucinda said.

Meg cast a nervous glance around the room. "It was moving?"

"No," Lucindasaid, "but everything else was."

They went down to the basement, where Meg had put her

things. Lucinda appreciated the fact that Meg had folded her

clothes, stored them carefully away. "It was nice of you to do
this," Lucinda said. Meg was surprised at how kind she seemed.

They carried the boxes outside and Meg helped put them in the

car. The last time Lucinda walked through the house, she went

into the kitchen. She glanced at the wall. Then she gave Meg an

odd look and Meg couldn't tell if it was anger or praise. When
they put the last box into the car, Lucinda said, "Thank you."
Then added as an afterthought, "And good luck" Meg went

back into the house. From the living room window ^he watched

Lucinda sit in her car, head resting on the wheel, siaring at the

house. It was a long time before she drove away.

Then Meg went back to the kitchen. With one more coat of yel-

low paint, the wall was done

When Zachary came home, he kissed her on the check, then car-

666

ried the fish he'd caught into the kitchen, where he stood staring at

theyellow wall, a blank look on his face. "It's your favorite color,"

Meg said.

"What have you done?" he asked, his body trembling. "What

have you done?" Then he said nothing. All through dinner he was

silent. That night it was a long time before he came to bed. When he

finally did, he turned his back to her, his head on pillow 1 . "Za-

chary," ' she said, ' 'we can scrape the paint off if it matters that much

to you."

"Ineededit, Meg," was all he would say. "I needed that wall."

Beside him Meg tried to sleep, wondering when the gentle curves

of their arms had changed to the harsh bend of spines. This night

even their backs didn't touch. Still, Meg felt herself press against

something hard. But when she turned there was nothing there. She

lay awake, listening to the rumblings. Craters exploding, animals

trying to claw their way out. The earth split; paint chipped. Down-

stairs the wall pulsed like a heart. •

REDS
{Continuedfrom page 568)

me: rather it is the simple relief in the elevator area that depicts the

perfect socialist family—a little boy holding a toy airplane, a blond

girl with a schoolbook, their mother, father, all arm in arm, smiling,

hopeful, facing the future in a setting of beautiful trees and flowers.

Who was the artist who created this idyllic scene? Did he or she be-

lieve any of it . . .all of it?

The same night, I wind up in Red Square, resting on the steps of a

monument across from the fantastically floodlit St. Basil's. It's a

warm night, and the square has a pleasant, relaxed feel. In front of

Lenin's tomb, small groups of Soviet and foreign tourists are check-

ing out the changing of the guard and having their pictures taken.

Others are simply enjoying the lovely night. A couple of roller skat-

ers traverse the sidewalk alongside the GUM department store. A
half-moon hangs over the yellow, white, and green roofs of the im-

perial buildings inside the Kremlin. A teenager tries to sell me a So-

viet military watch but doesn't persist when I smile and point to the

one I'm wearing. Another flashes a Gorbachev T-shirt, also for

sale, followed by others featuring Lenin, "Perestroika," and

"From Russia with Love." I'm not in a shopping mood, however,

as I look over at the Kremlin wall edged with pine trees and track

three soldiers marching slowly from the Kremlin gate toward Le-

nin's tomb. It's all very peaceful—and beautiful. The word for red

in Old Russian also meant ' 'beautiful
, '

' which is how this vast czar-

ist parade ground got its name. At twelve-fifteen the Kremlin bells

chime, and I find myself feeling strangely hopeful. For almost five

hundred years, the square has witnessed sieges, bloodbaths, and

revolutions. It has watched Ivans, Stalins, and Brezhnevs come and

go. It will undoubtedly survive this latest upheaval. Who knows?

Maybe in its next incarnation it will be used for son et lumiere pre-

sentations—or even rock concerts.

The next day I fly to Leningrad. It is another world. Built by Ital-

ian and French architects for Peter the Great at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, Leningrad was conceived as a capital to rival

any in Europe. Still splendid, Leningrad on the surface appears to be

better off than Moscow. The lines seem less long, the people more

upbeat. Perestroika has been especially good for Leningrad's art-

ists, rock musicians, and filmmakers in that they have been freer to

come into their own, independent of both government censorship

and the Moscow art establishment. As a result, Leningrad has be-

come the Tribeca of the USSR, with its own maverick, decidedly

downtown art scene.

A key figure on the Leningrad landscape is twenty-four-year-old

painter, film actor, and rock musician Sergei Bugaev, better known

in both the Soviet Union and the West by his professional name,

Afrika. With his beautiful Lithuanian model/actress wife, Irina

Kuksenaite, and his hip friends—artists Timur Novikov and Denis
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Egelsky , avant-garde fashion designer Konstantin Goncharov, rock

star Zhanna Aguzarova, and Marilyn Monroe-transvestite/singer

Vladik Mamishev—Afrika turns up at all the gallery openings, pop

concerts, and floating underground clubs. His spacious apartment

overlooking the Fontanka River is not just his studio but a prime

hangout for his gang, in some ways he is more an Andy Warhol

—

officiating over the scene in his stage-set city—than an artist pas-

sionately involved in making art. Ironically, like Warhol , Afrika of-

ten has fun with the sacred symbols of his society. Instead of using

Campbell soup cans, Afrika incorporates such socialist staples

as the Red Star and Lenin's mausoleum in his paintings. Also

like Warhol, Afrika—in his clip-on Oliver Peoples sunglasses

and his black proletarian cap with hammer-and-sickle em-

blem—knows how to work the media. He's figured out that at

this very special time it's much more cool to be a Soviet artist

working in the USSR than just another emigre in Paris, New
York, orL.A. He is, in the words of Russian art consultant Ga-

lina Main, "a perestroika phenomenon."

Another perestroika phenomenon is Alexander Nevzonov , super-

star anchor of Leningrad's most popular television program, 600

Seconds. Handsome, arrogant, self-possessed, Nevzorov—in

black leather jacket and jeans—orders his scruffy video crew all

over Leningrad seeking to expose and document the corrupt, the bi-

zarre, and the lurid for his nightly show, which can flash through as

many as fifteen segments in its ten-minute time slot. This unbridled

aim-shoot-and-air television makes Hard Copy, A Current Affair,

and Geraldo look positively tame. And Leningrad and Moscow are

eating it up—especially after decades of access only to "official

analysis" rather than hard news. 600 Seconds bypasses news and

heads straight for real life at its most raw. "WTiat are you working

on now?" I ask Nevzorov in the one minute I have been granted to

talk to him. "Fighting with Communists," he answers. "Who's

winning?" I ask. "We are." Before I can say any more, he's off,

calling another shot.

My guide in Leningrad does not approve. Not ofNevzorov nor of

Afrika and his pals. Call her Svetlana; she is an attractive young

woman who laments, "I am an old Communist and I do not like all

these changes." She misses, ifyou can believe it, certain aspects of

what is now known as the Brezhnev Period of Stagnation. "There

weren't all these lines . . .there wasn't all this confusion," Svetlana

says. Herfather, who has a car and driver and is obviously well con-

nected to the Party, doesn't like what's happening either. "He has

never had to stand in a line before in his life, and now he must."

But, and here's the 1990s twist, Svetlana is especially angry about

the visa lines at the U.S. embassy. "All these people who can travel

now—it's disgusting. Every time I go in, I wind up leaving because

the lines are so long ." Still , Svetlana wants to visit some new Amer-

ican friends in California, and lines or no lines, she plans to do so in

the fall.

Some old Communist! Lenin is probably turning over in his

tomb. But nobody's there to see; they're all over at McDonald's. •

MALEVICH
(Continuedfrom page 593)

magnificent and spacious villa for the sake of three mad monks who

are indulging in artistic self-defilement or counterrevolutionary pro-

paganda that no one needs.
'

'

Well aware that worse might follow, Malevich left his country in

1927 for a short visit to Poland and Germany. In Berlin he had a

major exhibition. When the time came for him to go back to Lenin-

grad, he arranged that his paintings should stay behind in safekeep-

ing. Fundamentally, and despite losses attributable to terrible times,

what is now in the permanent collections of the Stedelijk Museum in

Amsterdam, the Museum ofModem Art and the Guggenheim Mu-

seum in New York, and elsewhere in the West is the cache that Ma-

levich left behind.

To see what is now in the West reunited with what was known to

be in museums in Leningrad and Moscow had been until lately an

impossible dream. Then, toward the end of the 1970s, there

were signs of a thaw in the official USSR attitude to the Soviet

avant-garde. In 1979, taboo after taboo was broken in an exhi-

bition called Paris-Moscou, shown first at the Pushkin Muse-
um in Moscow and later at the Pompidou Center in Paris. Not

long thereafter, it began to seem as if the long-projected joint

show of Malevich would be held in Moscow, in Leningrad,

and in Amsterdam. In the changed climate, the Soviets were as

eager to see the show as we were. And no sooner had it been

seen in Amsterdam in 1989 than plans were begun for the

forthcoming U.S. tour.

Thanks to a hefty contribution from the United States, the pre-

sent show, though not ideally comprehensive, will be substan-

tially richer and fuller than any previous survey of Malevich's

career. The choice of works was made by Angelica Rudenstine,

who is in such matters a paragon of rigor and discrimination.

Working with a new generation of Soviet scholars as well as with

experts from the West, Rudenstine has made some progress with

the tricky problems ofchronology that have always bedeviled the

study of Malevich. These arise from the fact that Malevich some-

times backdated his work and also because certain key works

were painted more than once.

The exhibition ends with the late self-portrait of 1933. It is a re-

markable image. Malevich has aged—as who would not, given

what he had lived through?—and he wears a costume suggestive of

a medieval guildsman. But in the bottom right comer he has added,

in miniature, the black square that, close to twenty years earlier, had

"slapped the face of history, to wake it up." •

SOLID SISTER
(Continuedfrom page 578)

Jackson has become a one-woman syndication. Her ambition is

boundless, her energy unflagging. She is a well-bred racehorse,

carefully groomed and expertly handled. "There's so much more

inside me that I still have to do. I've got a ways to go. But I don't

want to be doing this at forty.
'

'

In escaping her parents' control, Jackson has come under a new

kind of protection; bodyguards. She rarely ventures out without se-

curity. "We were in Japan and we went to Disneyland there for my
birthday and we couldn't walk around the park because of the kids.

Those are some of the things that come with success. Having to sac-

rifice certain things. Sometimes I sneak out of the house. Some-

times it works. Sometimes it doesn't.

"I go out to a restaurant and people start talking, and the next

thing you know, by the time you sit down at your table there's a line

for autographs. You have to learn how to deal with that. It gets diffi-

cult, but 1 have security with me all the time. Sometimes," she says

in her breathy voice, "you get so tired of someone always looking

over your shoulder watching every little thing.
'

'

But Mizz Jackson, uncaged, can take care of herself.

"I did something really, really. .

." Her voice trails off. She

seems embarrassed. "1 won't ever tell you what I did. It was really

nasty. I just couldn't take it anymore! I was sitting in a restaurant

and this guy kept staring at me. That's fine once in a while, but he

would not stop. And he starts talking to his friends and they start

looking, and I was going crazy and I did something really nasty."

Did she make an obscene gesture?

"Noooooo."

Moon him?

"Something close to that. I can't tell you what I did. It's too

nasty. I was with my friends. They all went 'Jaaanetf 1 said,

'I'm tired. They're driving me crazy. I'm giving them some-

thing to look at.'
"

It might have had something to do with that snakeskin bra. •
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Details, prices, more stores, more. • .on this month^s looks

Page 6 (cover): Bill Blass wool suit, $2,300. Martha; Neiman

Marcus. Gloves, Bergdorf Goodman. Upfront 109: Timothy

Mawson: Main Street, New Preston, CT 06777 (203) 868-0732;

Paramount: 235 W. 46th Street, New York, NY 10036 (800) 225-

7474. 110: From Receiver to Remote Control: The TV Set: at the

New Museum of Contemporary Art, 583 Broadway, New York,

NY 10012, through November 25, 1990(212)219-1222; the Bev-

erly Hills Hotel: Sunset Boulevard, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (2 13)

276-225 1.114: Man Ray/Bazaar Years: at the International Center

of Photography Midtown, 1133 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036, through November 25, 1990 (212) 860-1783;

Jezebel's: 01 1-331-4260-3093; A Salute to Disney Animation Art:

The Early Years 1931-1942: at the Philadelphia Art Alliance, 251

South 18th Street, Philadelphia, PA, through November 3, 1990

(215) 545-4302. Fashion clips 122: Top left: button covers, $20-

$35 for a set of six. Yoshi, NYC; Le Chateau, Beverly Hills. Top
right: bag, $950. Hirshleifer's, Manhasset NY; Ralph Davies, San

Francisco. Bottom right: wool jacket, Guy Laroche Pret-a-Porter,

$470. Guy Laroche Boutique, NYC, Boston. Hat, the Irish Secret,

NYC; Madeleine Gallay, West Hollywood. Earrings, Valentino,

NYC, Beverly Hills. Gloves, Jacobson's. View 162: Center right:

Azzedine Alai'a wool jacket, $ 1 ,500, and skirt, $ 1 ,220. Alaia New
York; Alaia chez Gallay, Beverly Hills; Gallay, West Hollywood.

171: Top: Wool dress. Christian Francis Roth, $1,250. Bergdorf

Goodman; Neiman Marcus. Headband, Eric Javits. Henri Bendel.

Gloves, Fownes Ultranatural. 186: Bottom right: Jordan Schlanger

necklace, $950, bracelet, $350. Artwear, NYC. 196: Inset right:

Romeo Gigli wool and silk jacket, $1,725, cashmere sweater,

$955, silk blouse, $1,355, cotton and metallic pants, $7,150.

Bergdorf Goodman. 205: 1) Silk gown and jacket, $7,150. Geof-

frey Beene-His World, NYC. 2) Wool and polyester metallic

dress, $4,050. Givenchy Boutique, NYC; Daniel Foxx, Palm De-

sert CA. Cashmere cardigan, $395. N. Peal Cashmere, NYC, San

Francisco. Earrings, Jose & Maria Barrera. Martha International,

NYC; Neiman Marcus. Watch, Baume & Mercier. Toumeau,
NYC; Bailey Banks & Biddle. 3) Silk jacket, $5,000, silk, velvet,

and lace dress, $2,(XX). Saks Fifth Avenue; Neiman Marcus. 4) Or-

ganza scarf. Eve Reid NYC, $95. Henri Bendel, NYC, Columbus
OH. 5) Shoes, $290. Barneys New York. 6) Cashmere sweater,

metallic, wool, silk, and Lurex jacket and skirt, $6,100. Martha.

214: 1) Silk dress, $4,200. Elizabeth ArdenThe Salon, NYC; Mar-

shall Field's. 218: 1) Geoffrey Beene silk jacket and skirt, $4,200.

Geoffrey Beene-His Worid, NYC; Swansons on the Plaza, Kansas

City MO. 2) Geoffrey Beene wool jacket and skirt, $4,0(X). Nan
Duskin, Philadelphia, Baltimore; Neiman Marcus. 3) Silk gown,
Geoffrey Beene, $4,000. Bergdorf Goodman; Rizik Bros., Wash-
ington DC. Fur report 224: Red dyed mink jacket, $7,000. Maxi-
milian at Bloomingdale's; I. Magnin, San Francisco. Earrings,

Valentino. Bracelet, Chanel. Bag, Paloma Picasso. 240: Top inset:

sheared mink jacket. Perry Ellis by Marc Jacobs for Birger Chris-

tensen, $3,600. Dayton's, Minneapolis. Skirt, John Scher. Photo
right, clockwise from top: dyed sheared beaver. Fabulous for

Leonard Gorski, $4,500. Neiman Marcus; Eaton's, Canada. Hat,

Eric Javits. Neiman Marcus, Fort Lauderdale. Dyed sheared mink,
Grosvenor Canada, $3,500. The Fur Galleria, Cedarhurst NY;
Thomas E. McElroy Furs, Chicago, Indianapolis. Stockings,

Body by Caroline Lewkovitz. Detour, NYC; Knit Wit, Philadel-

phia; Arte, Houston. Shoes, Donna Karan New York. Blooming-
dale's. Red dyed sheared mink jacket, Giorgio di Sant'Angelo,

$8,750. Maximilian at Bloomingdale's; Foley's, Hou 'on. Wool
and Lycra unitard, Giorgio di Sant'Angelo, $1 ,250. Ma; .ha Inter-

national, NYC. Glasses, Christian Roth for Optical Affair Neck-
lace, Chanel. Gloves, Naomi Misle. 248: Top left: honey dyed
sheared mink. Donna Karan for Birger Ch,>'ensen, $8,99.- Nei-
man Marcus. Bonom left: black-and-white pi^iil dyed shears '

ver, Scaasi for Mohl Furs, $7,500. I. Magi m, San Frar

Sunglasses, Alain Mikli. Alain Mikli Optique, NYC; Eyewi^

Cupertino CA. Necklace, Erwin Pearl. Bracelets, Eric Beamv
Gloves, Daniel Storto. Bag. Prada, NYC. Top right: Persian lamo
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jacket, $12,000. Fendi, New York, Cleveland.

Bottom right: black-and-white sheared mink.

Perry Ellis by Marc Jacobs for Birger Christen-

sen, $1 1 ,500. Neiman Marcus. 262: Top left: cot-

ton jeans, Esprit Jeanswear, $50. Bloom-
ingdale's. Earrings, Jose & Maria Barrera.

Martha International, NYC; Neiman Marcus.

Gloves, Naomi Misle. Bloomingdale's; Roz &
Sherm, Birmingham MI. Top right: wool crepe

dress. Marc Jacobs for Perry Ellis, $4, 100. Berg-

dorf Goodman. Earrings, Jose & Maria Barrera.

Martha International, NYC; Neiman Marcus.

Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf Goodman;
Neiman Marcus. Bottom left: kolinsky coat,

Fendi, New York, Houston. Kolinsky scarf,

Fendi, New York. Bottom right: earrings. Chris-

tian Lacroix. Gloves, Fownes. Macy's Herald

Square; Dayton's, Minneapolis; Hudson's, De-

troit. 274: Clockwise from left: coat with sheared

muskrat lining, Carmelo Pomodoro for Revillon,

$4,750. Maximilian at Bloomingdale's; Carol &
Irwin Ware Fur Collection at I. Magnin, Chicago.

Jacket, Rebecca Moses for Revillon, $9,750.

Maximilian at Bloomingdale's; Jacques Ferber,

Philadelphia. Cotton twill coat, $7,000. Maxi-

milian at Bloomingdale's; Bullocks. 283: Top
left: jacket. Bob Mackie for HBA natural chin-

chilla, $23,750. Neiman Marcus. Top right: natu-

ral chinchilla coat, Donna Karan for Birger

Christensen, $55,000. Neiman Marcus. Bottom

left: Marc Jacobs for Perry Ellis wool flannel

jacket, $500, and skirt, $200. Saks Fifth Avenue;

I. Magnin. Elements 290: l)Hat,$410. Bergdorf

Goodman. Wool crepe dress, $425. Nicole

Miller, NYC. Cashmere turtleneck sweater,

$250. Cashmere Cashmere, NYC, Chicago. 2)

Hat, $475. Henri Bendel; Neiman Marcus, Fort

Lauderdale. Belt (as bracelet), $180. Yves Saint

Laurent Accessory Store, NYC; Tootsies, Hous-

ton. Bag, $950. Hirshleifer's, Manhasset NY;
Ralph Davies, San Francisco. Tunic, Adrienne

\ ittadini. Merino wool turtleneck sweater, Jenni-

fer George, $265. Bergdorf Goodman; Jamie,

Nashville. Tights, Trimfit. 3) Wool coat. Chris-

tian Lacroix Pret-a-Porter, $4,250. Martha; Nei-

man Marcus. Hat, earrings. Christian Lacroix. 4)

Boots, $400 a pair. Mario Valentino Boutique,

NYC. 5) Shoes, $280 a pair. Mario Valentino

Boutique, NYC. American style 311: Bottom

right: Collection by Ralph Lauren wool jacket,

$970, cashmere turtleneck, $460, cashmere car-

digan, $800, wool trousers, $640. Polo/Ralph

Lauren, NYC, Chestnut Hill MA. Counter intel-

ligence 324: Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for Ben-

Amun.

The news is color
515: Bill Blass suit, $3,000. Also at Neiman Mar-
cus. Sunglasses, Ray Ban by Bausch & Lomb.
Earrings, Gerard E. Yosca. Gloves by Shalimar

Accessories. Octavia, Baltimore. Bag, Salvatore

Ferragamo. Saks Fifth Avenue. Stockings, Chris-

tian Dior Legwear. Lord & Taylor; Neiman Mar-

cus; Macy's, San Francisco. Shoes, Manolo
Blahnik. Bergdorf Goodman. 516: Bill Blass

suit, $3,990. Scarf, Chanel. Gloves, Carolyne

Roehm. Bag, Victor Costa. Stockings, Christian

Dior Legwear. Lord & Taylor; Neiman Marcus;

Macy's, San Francisco. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik.

Bergdorf Goodman. 517: Carolyne Roehm wool

melton suit also at Nan Duskin, Baltimore; Mon-
taldo's; Marshall Field's; Neiman Marcus; Fred-

erick & Nelson, Seattle and Bellevue WA.
Earrings, Erwin Pearl. Lord & Taylor. Gloves,

Carolyne Roehm. Stockings, Christian Dior Leg-

wear. Lord & Taylor; Neiman Marcus; Macy's,

San Francisco. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf

Goodman. 518: Dyed mink coat. Earrings, Cha-

nel. Bracelet, Isabel Canovas. Isabel Canovas

Boutique, NYC. 519: Coat and dress also at Ju-

lian Gold, San Antonio; Sharon Batten, Canada.

Earrings, Antigona. Short necklace, Frances Pa-

tiky Stein. Bergdorf Goodman. Longer necklace,

Butler & Wilson, Los Angeles. Right arm: cuffs,

Chanel. Left arm: bracelet, Roxanne Assoulin.

Stockings, Fogal of Switzeriand, NYC. Shoes,

Manolo Blahnik. Barneys New York. 520: Wool
and cashmere jacket and skirt also at Adele Kauff,

Great Neck NY; Mary Jane Denzer, White Plains

NY; Nan Duskin, Philadelphia, Baltimore; Molly
Moses, Pittsburgh; Saks Jandel; Neiman Marcus;

Nordstrom, San Diego. Cashmere and silk sweat-

er. Earrings, Gerard E. Yosca. On model's right

arm, wrist to cuff: bracelet, Isabel Canovas. Isa-

l>el Canovas Boutique, NYC. Bracelet, Edouard
Rambaud. On model's left arm: bracelet, Isabel

Canovas. Isabel Canovas Boutique, NYC.
Gloves by Shalimar Accessories. Octavia, Balti-

more; Glove Me Tender, Chicago and Winnetka

IL. Bag, Christian Lacroix. Heart belt. Christian

Lacroix. Chain belt, Chanel. 521: Jacket sold

with purple wool skirt not shown, Albert Nipon,

$895. Cashmere and wool shawl, Calvin Klein,

$850. Bergdorf Goodman; Miss Jackson's, Tul-

sa; I. Magnin. Gloves, Giaimi Versace. Bag, Sal-

vatore Ferragamo. Salvatore Ferragamo
Women's Boutique, NYC. Stockings, Christian

Dior Legwear. Lord & Taylor; Neiman Marcus;

Macy's, San Francisco. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik.

Barneys New York; Neiman Marcus; Blooming-

bird's, Aspen. 522: Mink jacket, $7,000. Maxi-
milian at Bloomingdale's; Neiman Marcus;

Bullock's; I. Magnin, San Francisco. Wool suit

with scarf, $2,600. Also at Nan Duskin, Balti-

more; Neiman Marcus. Earrings, Jose & Maria

Barrera. On model's left arm: bracelets, Scooter.

On model's right arm: bracelet, Edouard Ram-
baud. Gloves by Shalimar Accessories. Bag, Sal-

vatore Ferragamo. Salvatore Ferragamo
Women's Boutique, NYC; I. Magnin. Stockings,

Seventh on sale: see

(Designers' names are alphabetical.) 19AdoIfo;91 Akira; 27 Linda
Allard; 26 Richard Assatly; 59 Bonnie August; 44 Jeffrey Banks; 82
Jan Barboglio; 75 Jhane Barnes; 6 Geoffrey Beene; 41 Alvin Bell; 33
Susan Bennis; 84 Becky Bisoulis; 70 Bill Blass; 99 Sherrie Bloom; 2
Eleanor Brenner; 79 Donald Brooks; 98 Brian Bubb; 45 Albert
Capraro; 73 Zack Carr; 65 Salvatore Cesarani; 81 Ron Chereskin; 94
Malee Chompoo; 24 Patricia Clyne; 97 David Cohen; 1 3 Kenneth Cole;

66 Kathryn Conover; 54 Oscar de la Renta; 50 Louis Dell'Olio; 35
Pamela Dennis; 101 Henry Dunay; 48 Warren Edwards; 22 Fabrice; 64
Steve Fabrikant; 1 04Carlos Falchi; 96 Jay Feinberg; 92 Andrew Fezza;
93 Alfred Fiandaca; 88 Alan Flusser; 68 Jennifer George; 102 Bill

Haire; 3 Cathy Hardwick; 55 Gordon Henderson; 40 Stan Herman; 36
Carolina Herrera; 31 Tommy Hilfiger; 94 Kazuyoshi Hino; 1 Marc
Jacobs; 56 Eric Javits; 5 Betsey Johnson; 95 Wini Jones; 28 Andrea
Jovine; 29 Alexander Julian; 8 Norma Kamali; 52 Donna Karan; 61

gatefold at page 514.

Herbert Kasper; 85 Michael Katz; 1 7 Randy Kemper; 62 Alexis Kirk; 9
Kelly Klein; 83 Nancy Knox; 37 Michael Kors; 1 1 Adrienne Landau;

38 Kenneth Jay Lane; 7 Ralph Lauren; 57 Michael Leva; 60 Brett

Lewis; 74 Bob Mackie; 15 Isaac Manevitz; 32 Mary Jane Marcasiano;

69 Mary McFadden; 71 Isaac Mizrahi; 18 Robert Lee Morris; 34
Rebecca Moses; 89 Leo Narducci; 39 Josie Natori; 20 Charlotte

Neuville; 77 Roland Nivelais; 1 4 Danny Noble; 1 00 Peter Noviello; 51

Paloma Picasso; 42 Linda Piatt; 43 Tom Piatt; 23 Carmelo Pomodoro;

46 Mary Ann Restivo; 53 Carolyne Roehm; 78 Jackie Rogers; 12

Gloria Sachs; 87 Don Sayres; 21 Arnold Scaasi; 16 Michael Seroy; 47
Ronaldus Shamask; 90 Marcia Sherrill; 105 Eric Smith; 80 Cynthia

Steffe; 63 Marieluisa Stem; 58 Robert Stock; 10 Pauline Trigere; 72
Patricia Underwood; 30 Kay Unger; 76 Koos van den Akker; 25 Joan

Vass; 4 Adrienne Vittadini; 67 Diane von Furstenberg; 49 Patricia von

Musulin; 103 Hie Wacs; 86 Gerard E. Yosca.
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Fogal of Switzerland, NYC, Chicago, Houston.

Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf Goodman.
523: Sheared mink jacket with mink scarf,

$6,000. Earrings, Bijoux Temer. Gloves by Sha-

iimar Accessories. Scarf in pocket, Gianni Ver-

sace. Stockings, Fogal of Switzerland, NYC,
Chicago, Houston. 524: Coat also at Escada Bou-

tique, Great Neck NY. Gloves at Octavia, Balti-

more. Bag, Salvatore Ferragamo Women's
Boutique, NYC. Stockings. Christian Dior Leg-

wear. Lord & Taylor; Neiman Marcus; Macy's,

San Francisco. Shoes. Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf

Goodman. 525: All accessories. Christian La-

croix. 526: Mohair and wool coat. Also at Guy
Laroche Boutique, Atlanta. Wool suit. SI,500.

Price includes jacket not shown. Earrings, Gerard

E. Yosca. Bracelets and bag, Isabel Canovas. Isa-

bel Canovas Boutique, NYC. Stockings, Fogal of

Switzerland, NYC, Chicago. Houston. Shoes.

Manolo Blahnik. Bergdorf Goodman. 527: Wool
and cashmere coat. Cashmere sweater. Angora

and cashmere skirt. Earrings, Dominique Aurien-

tis. Bracelets. Gerard E. Yosca. Belt. Chanel.

Stockings, Fogal of Switzerland, NYC. Chicago,

Houston. 528: All accessories. Christian La-

croix. 529: Coat, $2,500. Gloves by Shalimar

Accessories. Gidding Jenny, Cincinnati. 530:

Dress. $2,315. Also at Nan Duskin. Baltimore.

Accessories. Chanel. 531: Suit. $3,465. Also at

Chanel Boutique, Washington DC, Beverly

Hills, San Francisco, Honolulu. Accessories,

Chanel. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Barneys New
York; Fred Hayman, Beverly Hills; I. Magnin.

The kings of color
Mizrahi 532: Wool coat, rayon dress, cotton and

Lycra leggings. 534: Outfit also at Nan Duskin,

Baltimore; Nordstrom. Hat, Isaac Mizrahi. Belt,

Tom Binns for Isaac Mizrahi. 535: Wool coat,

cotton and Lycra turtleneck. wool skirt, cotton

and Lycra leggings. Gloves. Isaac Mizrahi for

Portolano. Ozbek 536: Rayon and polyester cat

suit Gloves. Naomi Misle. Bergdorf Goodman;
Grand View, Nyack NY; Toby Lemer, Philadel-

phia and Ardmore PA. Bicycle pouch around

waist, Ozbek. Silhouette, Washington DC,
Chevy Chase MD; Coco, Coconut Grove FL.

Sneakers at Theodore, Beverly Hills. 538-539:

Rayon and Lycra unitard, $5,900. Sneakers at

Theodore. Beverly Hills. 540: Velvet jacket,

$2,465. Also at Romanoff Boutique, Bal Harbour

FL; Fred Segal Couture. Santa Monica. Hat,

Worid for Ozbek. Bicycle pouch, Ozbek. Silhou-

ette, Washington DC, Chevy Chase MD. Coco.

Coconut Grove FL. Black gloves. Naomi Misle.

Bergdorf Goodman; Grand View, Nyack NY;
Toby Lemer, Philadelphia. Sneakers. Ozbek.
Theodore. Beverly Hills. 541: Bra also at Coco.

Coconut Grove FL; Nuages, Aspen; Fred Segal

Couture, Santa Monica; Les Createurs. Quebec.

Earrings. Jose & Maria Barrera. Martha Interna-

tional, NYC; Neiman Marcus. Versace 543: Ear-

rings, Jose «& Maria Barrera. Martha
International, NYC; Tabandeh, Washington DC;
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Neiman Marcus. Shoes, Gianni Versace. 544:

Dress also at Gianni Versace, Coconut Grove FL.

Earrings and shoes, Gianni Versace. 545: Dress

also at Gianni Versace, Chicago. Earrings at Mar-

tha International, NYC; Tabandeh, Washington

DC; Neiman Marcus. Lacroix 546: Jacket,

$2,985. Also at Jimmy's, Brooklyn; Daniel

Foxx, Palm Desert CA. Nylon and Lycra cat suit.

Christian Lacroix hat. 548: Cat suit also at Hirsh-

leifer's, Manhasset NY; Nan Duskin, Baltimore;

Marshall Field's; Linda Dresner. Birmingham
MI; Neiman Marcus; I. Magnin. 550: I) Collec-

tion of Harriet Weintraub. 2) Pascal Chevallier.

3) Private collection of Christian Lacroix. 4, 5)

Pascal Chevallier. 6-8) Private collection of

Christian Lacroix. 9-11) Pascal Chevallier. 12,

13) Private collection of Christian Lacroix. 14)

Sylvain Bergere. 15) Private collection of Chris-

tian Lacroix.

Reds
552: Wool, mohair, and polyamide jacket also at

Silhouene. Washington DC; La Befana, San Ma-
rino CA; Boboli. Vancouver. British Columbia.

Hat. Fred Hasson. Barneys New York; Roz &

Reds: the Finnair connection

To photograph "Reds." Vogue's team flew

to the USSR via Helsinki on Finnair. the na-

tional airline of Finland. Finnair has been fly-

ing to the USSR longer, and offers more
flights, than any other Western airline. Fin-

nair flies nonstop to Helsinki every day out of

New York's JFK in a little over seven hours.

From Helsinki. Leningrad is a fifty-minute

hop and Moscow is about an hour and a half.

The same easy USSR connections are avail-

able to passengers on Finnair" s twice-a-week

Helsinki nonstops out of Los Angeles and To-

ronto.

Besides its excellent air routes to the Soviet

Union . Finnair is justly proud of its role in re-

storing the Hotel Savoy in Moscow. A joint

venture between the airline and Intourist, the

eighty-six-room Savoy is currently the most

deluxe hotel in the USSR and compares favor-

ably with any top-notch European hotel.

Rates range from $225 for a standard double

to $375 for a Club room to $600 for a suite,

with Firmair transatlantic business-class pas-

sengers to Moscow receiving booking prefer-

ence. For information on the Savoy as well as

on Finnair USSR schedules and tours, call

(800)950-5000; in New York City (2 12) 889-

7070.

Sherm, Birmingham MI. Tights, Capezio by Bal-

let Makers. Capezio. NYC; Taffy's. Cleveland.

Shoes. Susan Bennis Warren Edwards. NYC. or

call toll free: (800) 634-9884. 554: Cotton ono-

man jacket. Wool and Lycra skirt. Both also at

Caron Cherry, Bal Harbour FL;B. Bamett, Little

Rock; Susan. Burlingame and San Francisco.

Merino wool and Lycra bodysuit, $280. Hirsh-

leifer's, Manhasset NY. Beret, Carolina Amato.

557: Dress and turtleneck also at June Blaker,

Chicago; Ralph Davies, San Francisco. Head-

band, Eric Javits. Henri Bendel; Neiman Marcus.

Wolford tights. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Barneys

New York; Nan Duskin. Philadelphia, Baltimore;

Bloomingbird's. Aspen. 558: Jacket and skirt

also at Sara Fredericks, Boston; Grace Jones, Sa-

lado TX; Fred Hayman. Beverly Hills. Head-

band. Eric Javits. Henri Bendel; Neiman Marcus.

Earrings. Gerard E. Yosca. Bergdorf Goodman;
Neiman Marcus. Gloves. Chanel. Bag. Prada,

NYC, Beverly Hills. Tights, Fogal of Switzer-

land. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. Barneys New
York, Manhasset NY; Fred Hayman, Beverly

Hills; I. Magnin. 559: Stretch wool and elastic

bustier, sleeves, and trousers all also at Ultimo

Ltd., Chicago; Ralph Davies, San Francisco.

561: Stockings, Fogal Legwear of Switzerland,

NYC. 563: Coat, Complice. For details and

stores see page 552. 564: Angora and wool jack-

et, $2,395. Also at Nordstrom, Seattle. Cotton

shirt, $100. Agnes B., NYC. Boston. Los Ange-

les. Nylon and spandex leggings. Gloves. Cha-

nel. Boots. Donna Karan New York. Barneys

New York; Holt Renfrew of Canada. 565: Top
right: silk jacket, $2,855. Silk skirt with feathers,

$2,192. Gianni Versace. Gianni Versace, NYC,
Chicago, Coconut Grove FL, Beverly Hills.

Shoes, Gianni Versace. Bottom right: cat suit by

Jean Paul Gaultier. 566: Dress also at North

Beach Leather. Boston. Bal Harbour FL. Hous-

ton, Dallas, Las Vegas, San Francisco, Honolulu.

Earrings. Gerard E. Yosca. Bergdorf Goodman;
Neiman Marcus. 567: Inside the Kremlin: Kath-

arine Hamnett wool jacket, $1,040, and pants,

$375. Barneys New York; Wilkes Bashford, San

Francisco. On the runway: cashmere, angora, and

wool suit. Chanel. $4,945. Chanel Boutique

NYC, San Francisco; Dayton's, Minneapolis.

Hat, earrings, and gloves. Chanel. In Red Square:

for information on jacket and beret see page 554.

568-569: Far left: blouse, silk cummerbund, and

silk, viscose, and wool pants. Saks Fifth Avenue

(Cummerbund and pants, Saks Fifth Avenue,

NYC only. ); Ultimo Ltd. . Chicago; Neiman Mar-

cus. Center: dress, $2,860. Also at Harriet Kass-

man. Washington DC; Grace Jones. Salado TX;

Daniel Foxx, Palm Desert CA. Earrings, Brett

Lewis Couture Jewelry. Jack David Ltd., NYC;
Cookie M., Beachwood OH. Inset, bottom right:

velvet dress. Chanel Boutique, NYC. 570: Stock-

ings, Hanes Ultra Silk. Macy's Herald Square.

Shoes, Stuart Weitzman. 571: Cotton and polyes-

ter dress. Earrings and bracelet. David Salvatore

for Headmaster. Mon Petit Chou. Atlanta; Bill

Loya. Salt Lake City. Bag. Jill Stuart. Bergdorf

Goodman; Toby Lemer. Philadelphia and Ard-

more PA; Bill Loya. Salt Lake City. Donna Karan

Hosiery. Saks Fifth Avenue. 572: Trench also at

Gianni Versace, Coconut Grove FL, San Francis-

co. Ontario. Stockings. Hanes Ultra Silk. Macy's

Herald Square. Shoes. Susan Bennis Warren Ed-

wards, NYC, or call toll free: (800) 634-9884.

Solid sister
575-579: Hair. Janet Zeitoun at Umberto's.

Makeup, Phyllis Cohen at Joy Goodman, Lon-

don.
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Turned-onTV
584: Clockwise from top left: Steve Fenn/ABC;

courtesy of CBS; Daniel Watson/ABC; Bonnie

Colodzin/A'BC; Paul Drinkwater/NBC: Bonnie

Colodzin/Wamer Bros. TV; courtesy of CBS;

Mark Fellman/NBC; courtesy of ABC; Brian D.

McLaughlin; Movie Star News: Tony Costa/Out-

line; courtesy of ABC. The Simpsons' Marge, TM
& ® Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. 1990. TV
set. Petrified Films.

The seductive face
594: Hat, Barneys New York; Nelly Stallion, Se-

attle. 596: Sunglasses, Alain Mikli Optique,

NYC; Optik Images, Boston; Eyeworks, Cuperti-

no CA. 597: Top right: earrings, Jose & Maria

Barrera. Martha International, NYC; Neiman

Marcus. 598: Dress also at Nan Duskin, Balti-

more; Martha, Palm Beach; Marshall Field's; I.

Magnin.

Shine
Shine: metallics 601: Silk and viscose turtle-

neck. Silk skirt with rhinestones. $3,450. Stock-

ings, Wolford. Leggiadro, NYC. Shoes, Gianni

Versace. 602: Earrings and bracelets. Donna

Karan. Earrings at Saks Fifth Avenue; Gabby,

Great Neck NY; The Gazebo, Dallas. Bracelets at

Bergdorf Goodman; Nan Duskin, Philadelphia.

Shoes, Yves Saint Laurent Footwear. Bergdorf

Goodman. 603: Sweater also at Marshall Field's;

Neiman Marcus; Liberty House of Hawaii. Ear-

rings, DKNY. Stephen Paul, NYC. Boots, Man-

olo Blahnik, NYC. 604: Silk chiffon skirt,

$3,395. Earrings, DKNY, a division of Erwin

Pearl. Stephen Paul, NYC. Scarf, Hermes. NYC,
Chicago, San Francisco. Bracelets, Donna
Karan. Bergdorf Goodman; Nan Duskin, Phila-

delphia. Christian Dior Legwear. Shoes, Donna
Karan New York. Bloomingdale's. 605: Rayon

and polyurethane coat also at Marshall Field's; L.

S. Ayres, Indianapolis; Neiman Marcus. Ear-

rings, Herve Van Der Straeten. Bergdorf Good-

man; Madeleine Gallay, West Hollywood. 606:

Wool crepe dress, $3,500. Earrings, Michael

Dawkins. Barneys New York, Manhasset NY,
Dallas; Ultimo Ltd., Chicago. Bracelets. Donna

Karan. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik, NYC. 607: Silk

dress, $2,650. Also at Nan Duskin, Baltimore.

Earrings, Jordan Schlanger. Artwear, NYC. 608:

Cotton, nylon, acrylic, and fwlyester shirt and

leggings. Also at Jimmy's, Brooklyn; Neiman
Marcus. Necklaces and shoes, Gianfranco Ferre.

609: Dresses, $3, 140 each. Shine: leathers 610:

Coat, $2,500. Tights. Calvin Klein Hosiery. 611:

Patent leather skirt. Gloves, Azzedine Alaia.

Tights, Calvin Klein Hosiery. Shoes, Azzedine

Alaia. Barneys New York; Linda Dresner. Bir-

mingham MI; Caron Cherry, Bal Harbour FL;

Alaia chez Gallay, Beverly Hills. 612: Coat,

$2,120. Earrings, Tacque. T. Edwards. NYC.
Shoes, Manolo Blahnik, NYC. 613: Leather top

and skirt. Earrings, Tacque. T. Edwards. NYC.
Shine: accessories 614: Lycra crepe bodysuit,

Liza Bruce, $138. Barneys New 'York; Caron
Cherry. Bal Harbour and Coconut Grove FL.

Sunglasses, Christian Roth for Optical Affairs.

615: Wool shirt. Agnes B, $142. Agnes B.,

NYC . Boston , Los Angeles . Nylon and Lycra un-

itard, Capezio by Ballet Makers, $38. Capezio,

NYC. 616: On model's left leg: Lycra crepe leg-

gings. Liza Bruce, $145. Bergdorf Goodman;
L'Animale, Englewood NJ; Shauna Stein, Los

672

619

Angeles. Socks, E. G. Smith Socks, $10. Bloom-

ingdale's. On model's right leg: Lycra crepe uni-

tard, Liza Bruce, $285. Barneys New York;

Neiman Marcus, White Plains NY; Silhouette,

Washington DC, Chevy Chase MD. Tights, Hue,

$12. Bloomingdale's. Black bag, $225. Robert

Clergerie, NYC; Stanley Korshak, Dallas. White

bag, $450. Jacomo, NYC; Maximilian, Boston,

Palm Beach. 617: Silk skirt, Valentino. Valen-

tino Boutique, NYC, Los Angeles. Earrings.

Tom Binns, $230. Barneys New York; Ultimo

Ltd., Chicago. 618: Polyester and polyurethane

raincoat. Stockings, Wolford. 619: Wool mock
turtleneck, Azzedine Alaia, $340. Barneys New
York. Wool flannel pants, Charlotte Neuville,

$290. Neiman Marcus. Socks, Dolci & Calze.

Faking it

620: Model on left: acrylic jacket. Also at Flash-

backs, Sag Harbor NY. Polyester and cotton

shirt, $29. OBR for The Limited. Available at se-

lect Limited stores. Cotton and Lycra leggings,

Isaia NYC, $84. Fertility, NYC; Ultimo Ltd.,

Chicago; Luna, Bal Harbour FL; Charles Gallay.

Los Angeles; Gerhard, Del Mar CA. Belts, Erwin

Pearl. Milady Shop, Mishawaka IN; Les Magnifi-

ques. Canada. Bag, Salvatore Ferragamo.

Bloomingdale's; I. Magnin. Boots, Rene Caty.

Bergdorf Goodman; Marshall Rousso, Las Ve-

gas. Model on right: acrylic and polyester jacket.

Also at Anne Klein, The Store, Manhasset NY; I.

Magnin. Cotton and Lycra unitard. Dance
France, $50. Capezio in the Village, NYC; Body-

line. Bethesda MD; The Physical Fit, Austin TX;
And Apple Pie, Santa Monica. Hat, Fred Hasson.

Yoshi, SoHo NYC; Roz & Sherm, Birmingham

MI. Boots, Donna Karan New York. Barneys

New York; Holt Renfrew ofCanada. 621 : Acrylic

and cotton top. Wool pants with crystals, Adri-

enne Vittadini, $1,150. Adrienne Vittadini Bou-

tique, Beverly Hills. Glasses, Shady Character.

Patricia Field, NYC. Gloves, Naomi Misle.

Bergdorf Goodman; Maxfield, Los Angeles.

622: Acrylic, viscose, and polyester coat also at

Toby Lerner, Ardmore PA. Leggings, Isaia

NYC. Fertility, NYC; Luna, Bal Harbour FL; Ul-

timo Ltd. , Chicago; Charles Gallay, Los Angeles;

Gerhard, Del Mar CA. Boots, Rene Caty. Berg-

dorf Goodman; Marshall Rousso, Las Vegas.

Bag, Robert Clergerie. Robert Clergerie Shop,

NYC. 623: Acrylic and cotton coat. Hat, Eric Ja-

vits. Bloomingdale's. Sunglasses, Scooter. Don-

na Karan Hosiery. Saks Fifth Avenue. Shoes,

Diego Delia Valle , NYC . 624: Acrylic and cotton

coat also at Neiman Marcus; I. Magnin; Frederick

& Nelson, Seattle. Silk shirt. Todd Oldham,

$375. BergdorfGoodman; Nan Duskin, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore; Weinstein's, New Orleans. Op-

tions cotton, polyester, and Lycra pants, $220.

Barneys New York; Coco, Coconut Grove FL;

Kilgore Trout, Cleveland; A'marees, Newport

Beach CA. 625: Acrylic coat. Wool leggings,

Todd Oldham. $220. Barneys New York; Nan

Duskin, Philadelphia. Baltimore. Boots, Andrea

Pfister. Amen Wardy , Beverly Hills and Newport

Beach. 626: Skirt, Krizia. Tights, La Leg. Day-

ton's, Minneapolis; Hudson's, Detroit. Boots,

Andrea Pfister. 627: Acrylic jacket. Cotton

sweater. Benetton, $45. Available at select Ben-

etton stores . Wool and acrylic stirrup pants ,$218.

Barneys New York; Anne Klein, The Store, Man-

hasset NY; Filene's. Necklaces, DKNY, a divi-

sion of Erwin Pearl. Stephen Paul. NYC;
Embry's, Lexington KY; Les Magnifiques, Que-

bec. Gloves by Shalimar Accessories. Octavia,

Baltimore. Bag, Luc Benoit for Searle. Searle,

NYC; Choices of Shadyside, Pittsburgh; Frances

Kahn, Lynchburg VA. Boots, Genny.

Talking fashion 656: Left: wool jacket, $1 ,580,

and skirt, $510. Alaia New York; Alaia chez Gal-

lay, Beverly Hills; Gallay, West Hollywood.

Both photos: Guy Marineau. 657: Large photo,

right: cat suit, Katharine Hamnett. Earrings,

James Arpad. Clockwise from top left: Roxanne

Lowit; Patrick Demarchelier; hair, Sam
McKnight for Daniel Galvin at La Coupe; make-

up, Mary Greenwell; Elizabeth Saltzman; Ralph

Dominguez/Globe Photos; Guy Marineau; Alex

Oliveira/DMI; James Smeal/Ron Galella Ltd.

Vogue's last look 674: Luc Benoit, $8,000. Saks

Fifth Avenue; Wilkes Bashford. San Francisco.

Susan Bennis Warren Edwards, $5,000. Susan

Bennis Warren Edwards, NYC. Loewe, $2,045.

Loewe, NYC. Giorgio Armani, $1,350. Giorgio

Armani, NYC, Los Angeles. Gucci, $8,000.

Gucci, NYC, San Francisco. Polo/Ralph Lauren,

$5,400. At all Polo/Ralph Lauren stores. Tiffany

& Co.. $3,200. Tiffany & Co. Paloma Picasso,

$2,400. Bergdorf Goodman. Kleinberg Sherrill,

$3,100. Martha; I. Magnin. ALL PRICES AP-

PROXIMATE.
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